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AUTHOR’S NOTE
At the request of Dr.Miss I,B.Hornerj 

President of the Paji Text Society, London, I have, 
with the assistance of U Thein Nyun, Retired Senior 
Research Officer, translated (1) Dhatu-kathS, (2) 
Patthana Vol. I, (3) Patthana Vol. II and compiled
(4) Guide to Conditional Relations. The first and 
second translations, titled “Discourse on Elements” 
and “Conditional Relations, Vol. 1” were published 
by that Society in 1962 and 1969 respectively and 
the third is in the press. As for the Guide to 
Conditional Relations, part of it came out in 1979 
as “Guide to Conditional Relations, Part I.”

This recent publication is a guide to pages 1-12 
of Conditional Relations, Vol. I that deals with the 
Enumeration of Conditions (Paccayuddesa) of Chap
ter I and the Analytical Exposition of the Condi
tions (Paccayaniddesa) of Chapter II of that text. 
Its general contents are: (i) Conditional Relation,
(ii) Brief Explanations of the Conditions, (iii) Expla
nation of the Single Enumerations and (iv) Expla
nation of the Analytical Exposition of the Condi
tions. These explanations, together with the 
methods and analyses involved therein, are given in 
great detail to arouse the reader’s interest. That is 
why the Publications Committee of the Pali Text 
Society, remarked that it was an "‘excellent effort, 
readily understandable.”

On one occasion when I met U Kyi Nyunt, 
Director General of the Religious Affairs Depart
ment, I was told that many tourists, who come to
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Burma and visit the Publications Department of the 
Buddha Sasana Council at Kaba-Aye., buy all the 
books on Buddhism written by authors from abroad; 
that although there is the desire to sell books written 
by Burmese authors, it is regretted that there are 
no such books.

AlsOj on the day that the award of Aggamahl- 
pauditn was again conferred for the first time, 
Brigadier-General U Sein Lwin, Minister for Home 
and Religious Affairs, said he wished to have the 
Author’s English translations of Buddhism printed 
in Burma.

At the request of the above two august personages 
therefore, the ‘'Guide to Conditional Relations, 
Part II” is printed at the Religious Affairs Dept. 
Press, Kaba-Aye, Rangoon.

The General contents of Guide to Conditional 
Relations, Part II are: (i) the Commentary on 
Chapters lan d  II and its Explanation, (ii) Question 
Chapter, (iii) Preliminaries to the Six Chapters,
(iv) Analytical States for the Answers in the Six 
Chapters, (v) Summary of the Method of the Six 
Chapters and (vi) Permutations and Combinations 
of the Aggregates. Biief accounts of these are given 
by U Thein Nyun in his Introduction to Guide To 
Conditional Relations, Part I and which will be of 
great interest to the reader.

U Nirada, 
Aggamahapapdita 

Mula Patthana Sayadaw
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HOW TO READ THE CHART
1. Sensuous Processes

I. (1) Rebirth consciousness is related to first 
life-continuum;
(2) preceding first life-continuum, etc. are 
related to subsequent second life-continuum, 
etc;
(3) 15 five-aggregate life-continuums are relat
ed to 2 advertences;
(4) 4 immaterial life-continuums are related 
to mind-door advertence;
(5) five-door advertence is related to twice 
fivefold consciousnesses;
(6) twice fivefold consciousnesses are related 
to recipient consciousness;
(7) recipient consiousness is related to inves
tigating consciousness;
(8) investigating consciousness is related to 
determining consciousness;

II. (9) If  ̂ the process is slight (paritta), first 
determining consciousness is related to second 
determining consciousness;
(10) second determining consCiPusness is 
related to 15 five-aggregate life-continuums;

III. (11) If the processes are very great (atimahanta), 
great (mahanta), clear (vibhuta) or obscure 
(avibhuta), determining or mind-door adver
tence is related to first impulsion (of the 29 
sensuous impulsions);
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(12) first impulsion is related to second 
impulsion ... sixth impulsion is related to 
seventh impulsion;

IV. (13) If registering consciousness arises after 
greed-rooted, delusion- rooted or 8 great fault
less impulsions, the last greed-rooted impul
sions, etc. are related to 11 registering 
consciousnesses; if it does not arise, the last 
greed-rooted impulsions, etc. are related to 
19 life-continuums;
(14) If registering consciousness arises after 
hate-rooted impulsions, the last hate-rooted 
impulsions are related to 6 registering con
sciousnesses accompanied by indifference; if it 
does not arise, the last hate-rooted impulsions 
are related to 6 sensuous life-continuums 
accompanied by indifference;

(2)
(15) If registering consciousness arises after 
Arahatta’s smile impulsion, the last Arahatta’s 
smile impulsion is related to 5 registering 
consciousnesses accompanied by pleasure; if 
it does not arise, the last Arahatta’s smile 
impulsion is related to 9 three-rooted five- 
aggregate life-continuums;
(16) If registering consciousness arises after the 
great functional impulsions accompanied by 
pleasure, the last great functional impulsions 
accompanied by pleasure are related to 5 
registering consciousnesses accompanied by 
pleasure; if it does not arise, it is related to 
13 three-rooted life-continuums;
(17) If registering consiousness arises after the 
great functional impulsions accompanied by
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indifference, the last ^ea t functional impul
sions accompanied by indifference are related 
to 6 registering consciousnesses accompanied 
by indifference; if it does not arise, it is related 
to 13 three-rooted life-continuums;

V. (18) first registering consciousness is related 
to second registering consciousness;
(19) second registering consciousness is related 
to 10 sensuous life-cotinuums;

2. Jhdna, Path and Fruition Attainment 
Processes

VI. (19) First pair of great faultless conscious
nesses, functioning as change-of-lineage, puri
fication or adaptation, is related to 4 lofty 
faultless consciousnesses accompanied by plea
sure, 16 Path consciousnesses accompanied by 
pleasure and 12 lower Fruition consciousnesses 
accompanied by pleasure;
(20) third pair of great faultless conscious
nesses, functioning as change-of-lineage, puri
fication or adaptation, is related to 5 lofty 
faultless consciousnesses accompanied by 
indifference, 4 Path consciousnesses accompani
ed by indifference and 3 lower Fruition 
consciousnesses accompanied by indifference;
(21) first pair of great functional conscious
nesses, functioning as change-of-lineage or 
adaptation, is related to 4 lofty functional 
consciousnesses accompanied by pleasure and 
4 Arahatta’s Fruition consciousnesses accom
panied by pleasure;
(22) third pair of great functional conscious
nesses, functioning as change-of-lineage or 
adaptation, is related to 5 lofty functional
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consciousnesses accompanied by indifference 
and 1 Arahatta's Fruition consdousness 
accompanied by indifference;

(3)
3, Attainments processes

VII, (23) In the Attainments processes, preceding 
lofty faultless or functional impulsions are 
related to the same subsequent lofty faultless 
or functional impulsions;
(24) the last fine-material faultless or functional 
impulsions are related to 9 five-aggregate 
three-rooted life-continuums;
(25) the lats faultless or functional infinity of 
space impulsions are related to 9 five-aggregate 
three-rooted life-continuums and infinity of 
space Hfe-continuum, i.e. 10 life-continuums;
(26) the last faultless or functional infinity of 
consdousness impulsions are related to 11 
life-continuums, i.e. 9 five-aggregate three- 
rooted, infinity of space and infinity of 
consciousness;
(?7) the last faultless or functional nothingness 
impulsions are related to 12 life-continuums,
i.e, 9 five-aggregate three-rooted, infinity of 
space, infinity of consciousness and nothing
ness;
(28) the last faultless or functional neither- 
perception-nor-non-perception impulsions are 
re la te  to 13 life-continuums, i.e. 9 five-aggre
gate three-rooted, infinity of space, infinity of 
consdousness, nothingness and ndther-percep- 
tion-nor-non-perception;
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4. Extinction Attainments
VIII. (29) Having emerged from the Attainment of 

Extinction, the last faultless or functional 
neither-perception-nor-non-perception impul
sion is related to 13 three-rooted life-con
tinuums, Non-returner's Fruition or Arahatta’s 
Fruition;

5. Path
IX. (30) Stream-winner's Path is related to Strearn- 

winner’s Fruition; Once-returner’s Path is 
related to Once-returner’s Fruition; Non
returner’s Path is related to Non-returner’s 
Fruition; Arahatta’s Path is related to 
Arahatta’s Fruition;

6. Fruition Attainment Processes
X. (31) Preceding 4 Fruition impulsions are 

related to similar subsequent 4 Fruition 
impulsions;
(32) the last 4 Fruition impulsions are related 
to 13 three-rooted life-continuums;

(4)
7. Dying Processes

XI. (33) In the dying process, if death conscious
ness arises after registering consciousness, the 
Second registering consciousness is related to 
10 sensuous death consciousnesses;
(34) if death consciousness arises after faulty 
impulsions the last (the fifth) faulty impulsion 
is related to 10 sensuous death consciousnesses;
(35) if death consciousness arises after great 
faultless impulsions, the last (the fifth) great 
faultless impulsion is related to 19 death 
consciousnesses;
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(36) if death consciousness arises after great 
functional impulsions, the last (the fifth) great 
functional impulsion is related to 13 three- 
rooted death consciousnesses;
(37) if death consciousness arises after life- 
continuum, 19 life-continuums are related to 
19 death consciousnesses;

8. Rebirth After Death Consciousness

XII. (38) 4 two-rooted and 2 rootless death cons
ciousnesses are related to 10 sensuous 
rebirth consciousnesses;
(39) 4 sensuous three-rooted neither-perception- 
nor-non-perception death consciousnesses are 
related to 19 rebirth consciousnesses;
(40) 5 fine-material death consciousnesses are 
related to 17 rooted rebirth consciousnesses;
(41) infinity of space death consciousness is 
related to 4 three-rooted sensuous and 4 
immaterial rebirth consciousnesses;
(42) infinity of consciousness death conscious
ness is related to 4 three- rooted sensuous, 
infinity of consciousness, nothingness and 
neither-percepion-nor-non-perception rebirth 
consciousnesses;
(43) nothingness death consciousness is related 
to 4 three-rooted sensuous, nothingness and 
neither-perception-nor-non-perception rebirth 
consciousnesses;
(44) neither - perception - nor - non - perception 
death consciousness is related to 4 three-rooted 
sensuous and neither-perception-nor-non- 
perception rebirth consciousnesses.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
Texts
B.D. Book of Discipline
Cpd. Compendium of Philosophy
C.R. Conditional Relations
Dhs Dhammasahgani
Expos. Expositor
G.S. Gradual Sayings
K.S. Kindred Sayings
M.L.S. Middle Length Sayings
P. Purif. Path of Purification
Vibh. Vibhanga

Conditions in Serial Order
Ro Root
Ob Object
Ob-pd Object'predominance
Ob-prn-pd Object-prenascence-predominance
Ba-ob-prn-pd Base-object-pre nascence-predomi-

nance
Cn-pd Conascence-predominance
Px Proximity
Ct Contiguity
Cn Conascence
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Ktu Mutuality
Dp Dependence
Ba-ob-prn-dp Base-object-prenascence-dependence
Cn»dp Conascence-dependence
Ba-pra-dp Base-prenascence-dependence
Mixed Cn-prn Mixed conascence-prenascence
S.D. Strong-dependence
Ob-S. D. Object-strong-dependence
Px-S. D. Proximity-strong-dependence
Na S. D. Natural Strong-dependence
Prfl Prenascence
Ob-prn Object-prenascence
Ba-pm Base-prenascence
Pon Postnascence
Rp Repetition
Kam Kamma
Cn-Icam Conascence-kamma
S. asy. kam Strong asynchronous kamma
S.&W. asy. kam Strong-and-Weak asynchronous 

kamma
Ra Resultant
Nu Nutriment
Cfl-nu Qinascence-nutriment
Phy-nu Physical nutriment
Fa Faculty
Ca-fa Conascence-faculty
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Ba-prn-fa Base-prenascence-faculty
Phy life-fa Physical life-facnlty
Jha Jhana
Pa Path
Ass Association
Dss Dissociation
Ba-ob-prn-dss Base-objeet-prenascence-dissocia-

tion
Cn-dss Conascence-dissociation
Ba-prn-dss Base-prenascence-dissociation
Pon-dss Postnascence-dissociation
Ps Presence
Ob-prn-ps Object-prenaseence-presence
Cn-ps Conascence-presence
Ba-prn-ps Base-prenascence-presence
Pon-ps Postnascence-presence
Phy-nu-ps Physical nutriment-presence
Phy life-fa-ps Physical life-faculty-presence
Mixed Cn-prn-ps Mixed conascence-prenasccnce-

presence
Mixed Pon-nu-ps Mixed postnascence-nutriment*

presence
Mixed Pon-fa-ps Mixed postnascence..f»CBJty-

presence
Ab Absence
Dsp Disappearance
N.D. Non-disappearance
AEC. Chart of the Analytical Exposition

of the Conditions
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assoc. associated
Cds Conditioned State or States
Corny. Commentary
cons. consciousness
CS Conditioning State or States
der.mat. derived matter
excl. excluding
fls faultless
fty faulty
func functional
gr. pr. great primaries
ind indeterminate
Intr. introduction
m.agg. mental aggregates
m.f. mental factors
res resultant
SEC Chart of the Single Enumerations 

of the Conditions.
Subcomy. Subcommentary
5-agg. five-aggregate
The other abbreviations are given along with the Charts.
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V, THE COMMENTARY ON CHAPTERS I & II 
AND ITS EXPLANATION 

CONTENTS

The Patthana Commentary first deals with:
(1) the 24 conditions (enumerated in Chap. I of 

C.R., p. 1) giving definitions and analogies to 
explain each condition and

(2) the Analytical Exposition of the Conditions 
(outlined in Chap. II of C.R., pp. 2-12) giving 
a brief account of the conditioning and con
ditioned states of each of the 24 conditions.

These have been dealt with above but more ex
haustively. For they contain matter, not only of the 
Commentary, but also of Burmese works. In addition, 
the conditioning and conditioned states of each con
dition and the common conditions, according to the 
method of the Investigation Chapter, were given to 
explain the conditioning forces involved in the rela
tions of the Analytical Exposition of the Conditions.

After dealing with the 24 conditions in (1) above, 
the Commentary states in verse,* that the decisions 
regarding (i) States (Dhammd), (ii) Period (Kdla), 
Manifold Division (Ndnappakdra Bheda) and (iv) Con
ditioned States (Paccayuppannato) must be known in 
order to have a full understanding of these conditions. 
Accordingly, it deals with (i) and then with (ii) in 
verse.** As for (iii) and (iv) it states that they will be

* Dhammato kalato ceva, nanappakarabhedato. 
Paccayuppannato ceva, vimdtabbo vinicchayo.

** Paccuppanndva hontettha, paccayd dasa pahca câ  atltd eva 
paficeko, te kale dvepi nissito. Tayo likdlikd ceva, vimuttd 
cdpi kdlato ti.
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dealt with after the Commentary on the Analytical 
Exposition, i.e. after (2) above.

Again, after dealing with the Analytical Exposition 
in (2) above, the Commentary, for the purpose of 
acquiring clear and deep knowledge of this portion, 
treats of the Miscellaneous Decisions {Fakinmka 
vinicchaya). They consist of 10 items: (i) Several 
States (in) One Condition {Aneka Dhamma Eka 
Paccaya), (ii) One State (in) Several Conditions {Eka 
Dhamma Aneka Paccaya), (iii) One Condition (com
mon with) Several Conditions {Eka Paccaya Am ka 
Paccaya), (iv) Common Conditions {Paccaya ^Sabhdga)^
(v) Not Common Conditions {Paccaya Visabhdga),
(vi) Pairs {Yugalaka), (vii) Production and Non-pro
duction {Janakdjanaka), (viii) Causes or Not Causes 
of All Formations {Sabbatthdnikdsabbatthdnika),
(ix) Materiality to Materiality XRUpam Rupassd), etc. 
and (x) Divisions of Existence {Bhava Bheda),

THE ORDER IN THE GUIDE

In this Guide the order of the Commentary is not 
followed. For the information in the Commentary 
is summarized in Charts and explained and, except 
for the Charts of (ii) and (iii), the rest of the Miscel
laneous Decisions can be given in a single Chart. 
Also, in this Chart, decisions on States {Dhamma) 
and Periods {Kdla), which are dealt with in the Com
mentary after the 24 conditions, are included and so 
expiariations about them will be given only when 
that Chart is taken up. Besides, this Chart gives the 
foiiowing information about the conditions not pro
vided in the Commentary, i.e. (a) those that occur
(i) during life and (ii) at the moment of conception 
and (b) those which have (i) mentality only, (ii) mater
iality only, (iii) botli mentality and materiality,
(iv) concept, mentaUty and materiality and (v) Nib- 
bana as conditioning states. So the order here is:



1. Manifold Division {Ndnappakara Bheda) with 
1 Chart.

2. Conditioned States (Faccayuppannato) with several 
Charts.

3. One State (in) Several Conditions (Eka Dham- 
ma Aneka Paccaya) with 1 Chart, i.e. (ii) of the 
Miscellaneous Decisions of the Corny.

4. One Condition (common with) Several Con
ditions {Eka Paccaya Aneka Paccaya) with 1 
Chart, i.e. (iii) of the Miscellaneous Decisions 
of the Corny.

5. The rest under the heading of Miscellaneous 
Decisions with 1 Chart. They are:

(i) States (Dhamma),

(ii) Periods (Kdla),

(iii) Several States (in) One Condition {Aneka 
Dhamma Eka Paccaya),

(iv) Common Conditions {Paccaya Sabhdga),
(v) Not Common Conditions {Paccaya Visabhdga),
(vi) Pairs {Yugalaka),

(vii) Production and Non-production {Janakdjanaka),
(viii) Causes or Not Causes of All Formations {Sab. 

batthdnikdsabbatthdnika),
(ix) Materiality to Materiality {Rupam Rupassa), etc.,
(x) Divisions of Existence {Bhava Bheda),
(xi) During Life and At the Moment of Conception,

(xii) Concept, Mentality, Materiality, Nibbdna as 
Conditioning States.
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In the Explanations of the Charts information 
besides that in the Commentary is included.

1. MANIFOLD DIVISION

Here the conditioning states of the conditions are 
distinguished by classes (Jdti) and planes (bhumi). 
All the decisions of the Manifold Division given in 
the Commentary are here explained by means of the 
Single Enumerations in the Investigation Chapter of 
the Faultless Triplet so as to show the importance 
of these enumerations. The Chart provides the method 
and summarizes the information about the 24 con
ditions wliich are dealt with singly in the Commen
tary.

Explanation o f  the Chart

The Heading,

This gives the various planes and the classes of the 
conditioning states that occur in those planes. In
(1) the 11 sensuous planes there are 5 classes: fault
less, faulty, resultant, functional, matter; (2) the 15 
fine-material planes exclusive of the non-percipient 
plane and (3) the 4 immaterial planes there are 3 
classes: fauitless, resultant, functional; (4) the un
included plane there are 3 classes: faultless, resultant, 
Nibbdna, The unincluded* plane consists of the 9 
supramundane states which are the 4 Paths (fault
less), the 4 Fruitions (resultant) and Nibbdna. Then 
there are 2 columns, one for concept, which is plane- 
freed, and the other for cognizable object.

* Planes are taken in the sense of grades of states since there is 
no unincluded plane of existence. When the supramundane 
plane is mentioned, it is the unincluded plane with 
Nibbana excluded.



The Chart is Made Up From the Single Enumerations.
The conditioning states of the conditions of each 

group of conditions are taken from the Single Enu
merations. They ware given in the Charts II (B)-
(H) facing p. Ixiv in the Intr. to C.R. and it is from
these Charts that the conditioning states are taken.

(1) Object Group 8
It will be seen from Chart II (B), Object Group, 

that the conditioning states of object condition are 
consciousnesses, mental factors, matter, Nibbana and 
concept.’̂ Here the mental states, consciousnesses 
and associated mental factors, are faultless, faulty, 
resultant and functional. See the columns filled in for 
this condition in the Manifold Division Chart. The 
conditioning states of object-predominance are fault
less, faulty, resultant, functional, matter and Nibbana. 
Since concept is not inlcuded, the column for it is 
left blank for this condition in the Chart. The con
ditioning states of object-prenascence are matter as 
shown in the Chart. The other conditions of this 
group are not taken into account as they are not 
specifically expounded.

(2) Conascence Group 15
(a) Minor Conascence 7

The conditioning states of the 7 Minor conascence 
conditions are faultless, faulty, resultant and fun
ctional. But mundane resultants are not included in 
conascence-predominance and so they are left blank 
for this condition in the Chart.

(b) Medium Conascence 4
The conditioning states of: (i) mutuality condition 

are mentality and materiality; (ii) resultant condition
* Concept is given here because it is iucluded in the 

Analytical Exposition of the Conditions,
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are resultants; (iii) association condition are menta
lity; (iv) conascence-dissociation are mentality exclu
sive of the 4 immaterial resultants, and materiality 
(heart-base).
Note. Mentality has 4 classes: faultless, faulty, re
sultant and functional. See the columns filled in for 
them when mentality is mentioned.

(c) Major Conascence 4
The conditioning states are mentality and materia

lity.
(3) Strong-dependence Group 9
{a) Proximity-strong-dependence Group 1

The conditioning states of: (i) 5 conditions of the 
proximity group, i.e. proximity, contiguity, proxi
mity-strong-dependence, absence, disappearance, are 
all the mentality; (ii) repetition condition are mun
dane faultless, faulty and functional impulsions. Pro- 
ximity-kamma condition is not considered as it is not 
specifically expounded.

Qj) Natural Strong-dependence Group 2

The conditioning states of natural strong-depen
dence condition are mentality, materiality and con
cept. Those of the other kinds of strong-dependence- 
object - strong-dependence and proximity-strong-de- 
pendence - are respectively the same as object-predomi
nance and proximity conditions given above. As for 
strong asynchronous kamma condition of this group, 
it is not considered for the same reason given above 
for the others.

(4) Base-prenascence Group 6
The conditioning states of the conditions of tliis 

group are materiality.



(5) Postnascence Group 4
Tiie conditioning states of the conditions of this 

group are mentality exclusive of the 4 immaterial 
resultants,

(6) Strong and Weak Asynchronous Group 1
This is also not considered for the same reason 

as above.
(7) Physical Nutriment Group 3
(8) Physical Life-faculty Group 3

The conditioning states of the conditions of the 2
groups are materiality.

The conditions will now be dealt with singly as in 
the Commentary.

1. Root Condition
The conditioning states of root condition are the 

6 roots as given in the Single Enumeration Chart. 
When they are distinguished by classes and planes 
in which they occur, there are: (i) faultless in the 4 
planes, sensuous, fine-material, immaterial and un
included; (ii) faulty in the sensuous plane only; (iii) 
resultant, like the faultless, in the 4 planes; (iv) fun
ctional in 3 planes exclusive of the unincluded plane.
Names (o f Roots). In the above, (i) the faultless 
roots in each of the sensuous, fine-material, imma
terial and uiiiiicluded planes are the 3 roots: non- 
greed, non-liate, non-deiusion; (ii) the faulty roots 
ill the sensuous plane are the 3 roots: greed, hate, 
delusion; (iii) the resultant roots and (iv) the fun
ctional roots in their respective planes are the 3 roots 
which are the same as the faultless. So it will be 
seen that each class has 3 roots. This has to be un
derstood. But this information is not provided in 
the coliiiuns because the figures would complicate 
the Chart.
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Associated States, The roots are associated with 
various states. Here the Commentary does not deal 
with the associated states, the conditioned states of 
root condition, but with the conditioning states, the 
6 roots, according to class, plane and name as above.
How to Read the Chart, The conditioning states are 
the 6 roots. As to classes and planes:
Classes. The 6 roots are of 4 classes, faultless^ 
faulty, resultant, functional.
Planes. The faultless roots occur in 4 planes: sen
suous, fine-material, immaterial, supramundane;* the 
faulty roots occur in the sensuous plane only (the 
faulty belongs to the sensuous realm only and that 
is why it is shown only under the sensuous plane in 
the Chart); the resultant roots occur in 4 planes: 
sensuous, fine-material, immaterial, supramundane; 
the functional roots occur in 3 planes: sensuous, fine- 
material, immaterial.
Name, 3 faulty roots are greed, hate, delusion; 3 
sensuous faultless roots are non-greed, non-hate, non
delusion; 3 fine-material, 3 immaterial and 3 supra
mundane faultless roots are non-greed, non-hate, 
non-delusion; 3 sensuous, fine-material, immaterial 
and supramundane resultant roots are non-greed, 
non-hate, non-delusion; 3 sensuous, fine-material and 
immaterial functional roots are non-greed, non-hate, 
non-delusion.
Note, It has to be borne in mind that the analytical 
states of the conditioning states are being considered.

2. Object Condition
The conditioning states of object condition are the 

6 kinds of objects. 5 with an asterisk in the "matter”
* This is the unincluded plane with Nibhana exc 

It is also known as the momentary (avattha) plane.
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column are the 5 kinds of objects: visible object, 
sound, odour, taste, tangible object, and the other 
kind in the last column “cognizable object” consists 
of all the consciousnesses, mental factors, the remain
ing 21 matter, Nibbana, concept. That is why the 
conditioning states of object condition are given as 
89 consciousnesses, 52 mental factors, 28 matter, 
Nibbana and concept. So they come under all the 
classes and planes as shown in the Chart where all 
the columns are filled in.

How to Read the Chart, The conditioning states are 
the 6 kinds of objects: visible object, sound, odour, 
taste, tangible object, cognizable object. Except for 
concept, the other objects occur in the 4 planes: 
sensuous, fine-material, immaterial, unincluded.

Classes, The sensuous objects are of 5 classes: fault
less, faulty, resultant, functional, matter; the fine- 
material objects are of 3 classes: faultless, resultant, 
functional; the immaterial objects are of 3 classes: 
faultless, resultant, functional; the unincluded objects 
are of 3 classes: faultless, resultant, Nibbana. (See 
the classes under the planes in the Chart for object 
condition). So there are altogether 7 classes of ob
jects: faultless, faulty, resultant, functional, matter, 
Nibbana, concept.

The Commentary again deals with the planes in 
which the 7 classes of objects occur. They are given 
in the Chart.

Planes, Of the 7 classes of objects, the faultless ob
jects occur in 4 planes (the 4 planes are sensuous, 
fine-material, immaterial, supramundane and when 
only 3 planes are mentioned the supramundane plane 
is excluded); the faulty objects in the sensuous plane 
only; the resultant objects in 4 planes; the functional



objects in 3 planes; matter objects in the sensuous 
plane only; Nibbdna object in the unincluded plane 
only; concept objects are plane-freed, i.e. free of the 
4 planes,

3. Predominance Condition

(a) Conascence-predominance

The 2 kinds: (a) conascence-predominance and 
(b) object-predominance are taken as in the Analytical 
Exposition. The conditioning states of conascence- 
predominance given there are the 4 predominant 
factors, desire and so on, as in the Single Enumera
tions. The Commentary does not give the classes 
but there are 4: faultless, faulty, resultant, functional, 
as shown in the Chart.

Note. Tf a condition is to be considered for its 
classes and planes, the conditioning states of that 
condition, given in the Single Enumeration Charts 
in the Intr. to C.R., have to be examined. This 
will not be pointed out again.

Each of the 4 conditioning states of conascence- 
predominance, predominant desire and so on, occur 
in 4 planes: sensuous, fine-material, immaterial, 
supramundaiie. Of these, the sensuous conascence- 
predominance are of 3 classes: faultless, faulty, fun
ctional (investigating-wisdom is not faulty and so 
3 in the column shows that this conditioning state 
is excluded); fine-material and immaterial conascence- 
predominance are of 2 classes: faultless, functional; 
unincluded supramundaiie conascence-predominance 
are of 2 classes: faultless, resultant. (Since conas
cence-predominance conditioning states function as 
impulsions, the sensuous, fine-material and immaterial 
resultants, which are not impulsions, are excluded.
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Also excluded is Nibbana which is not concerned 
with planes.)

Read the Chart according to the method given for 
root and object conditions from the information 
provided above.

{b) Object-predominance

The conditioning states can be looked up. Since 
this condition belongs to the object group, and the 
conditioning states are the 6 kinds of objects, there 
are 6 classes: faultless, faulty, resultant, functional, 
matter, Nibbana, and 4 planes: sensuous, fine-material, 
immaterial, uninciuded. The difference from object 
condition is that concept is not included here. The 
Commentary deals only with this kind of predomi
nance but it does not mean that conascence-ptedo- 
minance should not be considered. Read the Chart.

4,5,22,23. Proximity, Contiguity, Absence, Dis
appearance Conditions

The conditioning states of these conditions are the 
same, i.e. 89 consciousnesses excluding Arahatta’s 
death-consciousness, 52 mental factors. Since they 
are all the mentality, there are 4 classes: faultless, 
faulty, resultant, functional, which occur in the 4 
planes excluding Nibbana: sensuous, fine-material, 
immaterial, supramundane.

Hovr to Read the Chart, The conditioning states of 
proximity condition (likewise for the other 3 condi
tions) given above are of 4 classes: faultless, faulty, 
resultant, functional. Of these, the faultless proxi
mity conditioning state occurs in 4 planes: sensuous, 
fine-inaterial, immaterial, supramundane; the faulty 
proximity conditioning state occurs in 1 plane (the

11



sensuous plane only); the resultant proximity con
ditioning state occurs in 4 planes (as above); the fun
ctional proximity conditioning state occurs in 3 planes.

6,7,8. Conascence, Mutuality, Dependence Con
ditions

The Commentary deals with them separately. The 
reason for taking them together in the Chart is that 
their conditioning states are of the same 5 classes: 
faultless, faulty, resultant, functional, matter, that 
occur in the same planes. For the conditioning states 
of conascence and mutuality conditions are 89 con
sciousnesses, 52 mental factors, 4 great primaries and 
heart-base. As for the 2 kinds of dependence con
dition, those of conascence-dependence are the same 
as conascence and those of prenascence-dependence 
are the 6 bases. So, for dependence condition, the 
only difference is that 6 bases are taken instead of 
heart-base alone. But the classes and planes are still 
th6 same.

How to Read the Chart, The conditioning states of 
conascence condition (likewise the other 2) given 
above are of 5 classes: faultless, faulty, resultant, 
functional, matter. Of these, the faultless conascence 
conditioning state occurs in 4 planes; the faulty in 
1 plane (1 plane is always the sensuous plane); the 
resultant in 4 planes; the functional in 3 planes; the 
matter in 1 plane.

9. Strong-dependence Condition

Of the 3 kinds: (a) object-strong-dependence and 
(b) proximity-strong-dependence are respectively the 
same as object-predominance and proximity condi
tions already dealt with. So the Commentary just 
refers to them and only considers (c) natural strong-
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dependence. The conditioning states of natural 
strong-depeiidence condition are all the mentality and 
materiality and some of the concepts. The Com
mentary gives the classes and mentions that they 
occur in various planes. But the Chart gives the 
details.
How to Read the Chart, The conditioning states of 
natural strong-dependence condition are of 5 classes: 
faultless, faulty, resultant, functional, matter. Of 
these, the faultless natural strong-dependence condi
tioning state occurs in 4 planes; the faulty in 1 plane; 
the resultant in 4 planes; the functional in 3 planes; 
concept is plane-freed. (Here only some concepts 
are taken. For those such as kasina, foulness and 
so on of object condition are excluded because they 
are simply objects as conditioning states of that condi
tion and are not concerned with natural strong-depen
dence condition. In the Analytical Exposition person 
as concept has to be taken.)

10. Prenascence Condition

The 2 kinds are: (a) base-prenascence, (b) object- 
prenascence. The conditioning states of (a) are the 
6 bases and of (b) are 18 present produced matter. 
But the Commentary gives only 12 for (b) as the 6 
bases are also included in (a). In the Chart 18 is 
taken and this is shown by ‘‘4*12” where the 6 bases 
of (a) above 4- 12 = 18.
How to Read the Chart. The conditioning states of 
prenascence condition are of the matter class which 
occurs in 1 plane, the sensuous.

11. Postnascence Condition

The conditioning states of postnascence condition 
are 85 consciousnesses exclusive of the 4 immaterial

13



resultants, 52 mental factors. Since they are nienta- 
iity they occur in the 4 planes. The Commentary 
gives 4 classes: faultless, faulty, resultant, functional.

Class and Plane, From the Chart it will be seen that 
the faultless occurs in 4 planes; the faulty in 1 plane; 
the resultant in 3 planes exclusive of the immaterial 
plane; the functional in 3 planes. Since materiality 
is the conditioned state of this condition, these classes 
occur only in the five-aggregate planes. The Chart 
can be read off.

12. Repetition Condition

The conditioning states of repetition condition are 
the 47 mundane impulsions. Since resultants are not 
impulsions, there are 3 classes: faultless, faulty, fun
ctional.

Class and Plane. The Commentary gives this as: 
the faultless occurs in 3 planes: sensuous, fine-material, 
immaterial; the faulty in the sensuous plane only; 
the functional in 3 planes: sensuous, fine-material, 
immaterial. (The supramundane impulsions are not 
conditioning states of this condition and so the supra
mundane plane is excluded.) Read the Chart.

13. Kamma Condition

The 2 kinds given in the Analyiical Exposition 
are: (a) conascence-kamma and (b) asynchronous 
kamma. The Commentary deals with (a) only as 
the conditioning states of (b) are included in those 
of (a).

The conditioning states of conascence-kamma con
dition are the volitions associated with the 89 con
sciousnesses and so these volitions occur in the 4 
planes.
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Class and Plane. The volitions are of 4 classes: fault
less, faulty, resultant, functionaL Of these, the fault
less volition occurs in 4 planes; the faulty in 1 plane; 
the resultant in 4 planes; the functional in 3 planes. 
Read the Chart.

As for asynchronous kamma condition, the condi
tioning states, as given in the Analytical Exposition, 
are the faultless and faulty volitions. So the condi
tioning states are of 2 classes: faultless, faulty. Of 
these, the faultless volition, i.e. each of those asso
ciated with 21 faultless consciousnesses, occurs in 4 
planes like conascence-kamma; the faulty volition, 
i.e. each of those associated with 12 faulty conscious
nesses, occurs in 1 plane.

14. Resultant Condition

The conditioning states of resultant condition are 
36 resultant consciousnesses, 38 mental factors. So 
there is only the resultant class which occurs in the 
4 planes as shown in the Chart.

15. Nutriment Condition

The 2 kinds are: (a) conascence-nutriment, (b) phy
sical nutriment.

{a) Conascence-nutriment

This is also known as mental nutriment. The 
conditioning states are contact, volition, conscious
ness (89 consciousnesses). So they are of 4 classes: 
faultless, faulty, resultant, functional.

Class and Plane. The faultless occurs in 4 planes; 
the faulty in 1 plane; the resultant in 4 planes; the 
functional in 3 planes. Read the Chart.
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(b) Physical Nutriment

The conditioning state of physical nutriment condi
tion is nutritive essence. It is of the indeterminate 
(matter) class which occurs in the sensuous plane 
only. Read the Chart.

16. Faculty Condition

The 3 kinds are: (a) conascence-faculty, (b) base- 
prenascence-faculty, (c) physical life-faculty. Since 
the 2 sex faculties are not included in faculty condi
tion, the Commentary takes the other 20 faculties 
as the conditioning states of this condition. But in 
the Single Enumeration Charts the conditioning states 
of (a) are the mental faculties which come under the 
8 realities; (b) are the 5 sentient faculties; (c) is phy
sical life-faculty. As those of (b) and (c) are matter 
they are shown under the matter column.-

As for the 20 faculties, they are of 5 classes: fault
less, faulty, resultant, functional, matter.
Class and Plane. The faultless occurs in 4 planes; 
the faulty in 1 plane; the resultant in 4 planes; the 
functional in 3 planes; the matter in 1 plane. Read 
the Chart.

17,18,19. Jhdna, Path, Association Conditions

They are taken together because their classes and 
planes are the same.

Jhdna Condition. The conditioning states are the 5 
jhana factors which are found in 79 consciousnesses 
exclusive of twice fivefold consciousnesses, 52 mental 
factors. Since they are mentality, they are of 4 classes: 
faultless, faulty, resultant, functional and which occur 
in the 4 planes as shown in the Chart.
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Path Condition. The Commentary states that, briefly, 
the conditioning states are 12 path factors with the 
faultless in 4 planes, the faulty in 1 plane, the resul
tant in 4 planes, the functional in 3 planes. But, as 
pointed out before, the 12 path factors come under 
9 realities which are found in 71 rooted conscious
nesses, 52 mental factors. These are mentality which 
are of the same classes and planes as jhana condition.
Association Condition. The conditionmg states are 
89 consciousnesses, 52 mental factors, i.e. all the 
mentality. The difference from jhana and path condi
tions is that no consciousness is excluded. So they 
are of the same classes and planes as jliaiia condition. 
Read the Chart for these conditions.

20. Dissociation Condition

The 3 kinds are: (a) conascence-dissociation, (b)
base-prenascence-dissociation, (c) postnascence-disso
ciation. The conditioiiing states of (a) are 75 con
sciousnesses (exclusive of the 4 immaterial resultants, 
twice fivefold consciousnesses and Araliatta's death- 
consciousness), 52 inental factors and heart-base;
(b) are 6 bases as shown in the matter column; (c) 
are 85 consciousnesses (exclusive of the 4 irnmaterial 
resultants), 52 niental factors. So, for these 3 kinds, 
v/hich make up dissociation condition as a whole, 
the conditioning states are 85 coiiscioiisriesses exclu
sive of the 4 immaterial resultants, 52 mental factors 
and 6 bases. They are the mentality and materiality 
of the five-aggregate planes.
Class. The conditioning states are of 5 classes: fault
less, faulty, resultant, functional, matter. The Com
mentary does not give this as it is easily known.
Class and Plane. The faultless occurs in 4 planes; 
the faulty in 1 plane; the resultant in 3 planes exclu
sive of the immaterial plane; tlie functional in 3
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planes; the matter in 1 plane which is the sensuous 
as with the faulty. So there are 12 planes for all 
these classes. Read the Chart.

21,24. Presence, Non-disappearance Conditions

The 2 kinds of presence condition, given in the 
Analytical Exposition which is a teaching that is 
neither too brief nor too detailed, are: (a) conascence- 
presence, (b) prenascence-presence. They are res
pectively the same as conascence and prenascence 
conditions given above. So the conditioning states 
are 89 consciousnesses, 52 mental factors, 4 great 
primaries and 6 bases. In brief, they are the pre
sently arisen five-aggregates.
Class. The conditioning states are of 5 classes: fault
less, faulty, resultant, functional, matter. Of these 
5, the first 4 are taken for conascence-presence.
Class and Plane. The faultless occurs in 4 planes; 
the faulty in 1 plane; the resultant in 4 planes; the 
functional in 3 planes; the matter in 1 plane. With 
regard to the matter, the 5 bases are taken for base- 
prenascence-presence and the 5 kinds of objects for 
object-prenascence-presence; the heart-base at the 
moment of conception for conascence-presence and 
that during life for base-prenascence-presence. Read 
the Chart. Do likewise for non-disappearance condi
tion which is the same as presence condition.

The Commentator gives a detailed account of each 
condition in this Manifold Division. All the infor
mation is based on the Single Enumerations and so, 
if the conditioning states given there are known and 
also the method provided in the Chart, the Pali scho
lar will have no difficulty in understanding all that 
is contained in the Commentary.

End of Manifold Division 
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After dealing with the conditioning states under 
classes and planes in the Manifold Division, the Com
mentary considers the conditioned states in the same 
way. But the conditioning states are also given 
because the kind of conditioned states that arise as 
effect are dependent on them as cause. However, 
the conditioning states are not taken as in C.R. but 
by class and plane of the Manifold Division and the 
relations with the conditioned states, also distinguished 
by classes and planes, i.e. by categories {j'asi), arc 
considered. This is illustrated by the two examples 
below:
(i) Instead of the 6 roots, the conditioning states 

of root condition, the relations are given with those 
that are faultless, faulty, etc. as, for instance: 3 
sensuous faultless roots are related to (a) their asso
ciated states and mind-produced matter in the 
sensuous and fine-material planes; (b) their associated 
states in the immaterial plane by the force of root 
condition. This shows, in detail, how the roots which 
are faultless, faulty, resultant and functional are re
lated to the conditioned, states in the various planes. 
Thus the relations given in C.R. have to be distin
guished in this way.
(ii) Instead of the 6 kinds of objects, which are the 
conditioning states of object condition, the relations 
are given with those that are faultless, faulty, resul
tant, functional, supramundane, matter, Nibbana, 
concept as, for instance: sensuous faultless object is 
related to sensuous faultless, fine-material faultless, 
faulty, sensuous resultant, sensuous functional, fine- 
material functional, i.e. 6 categories, by the force of 
object condition.

The Commentary does not mention the number of 
conditioned states that are sensuous faultless, finc-

1. cond itioned  s ta te s
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material faultless, etc. nor the specific relations in 
C.R. that are involved. Therefore, in order to under
stand the Commentary, the reader must know the 
analytical states of the conditioned states that come 
under each category and the particular relations re
ferred to. These relations are given in the Classifi
cation Chapter of the Investigation Chapter and so, 
although the Analytical Exposition is being dealt with, 
quotations from and references to this later portion 
of C.R. are given. This shows how important the 
Investigation Chapters are.

The Charts. If the Commentary, which treats each 
condition in detail and is therefore fairly voluminous, 
were to be literally translated, the reader would not 
find it interesting and the facts would not be remem
bered. So, in this Guide, the conditions are taken 
according to their gro.ups as given in the Single Enu
meration Charts (in Intr. to C.R.) and considered in 
detail wherever necessary. The information is sum
marized in Charts which include figures denoting the 
number of conditioned states under each category but 
which are not given in the Commentary. In this way 
the non-Pali reader will readily understand and re
member the facts of the Commentary. As for the 
Pali scholar, it will be of great help to a systematic 
understanding of the Pali Commentary. It should be 
noted, however, that the Pali terms employed are 
different where the conditions are dealt with together 
but the meanings are the same as the usual ones for 
which they are substitutes.

(1) OBJECT GROUP
(0 Object Condition

Categories Chart o f Object Condition. The Condi
tioning states, which are objects, are itemized as (1)
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sensuous faultless (consciousnesses), (2) faulty and 
so on. The figures given against each item in the 
columns of the categories of the conditioned states 
such as sensuous faultless, fine-material faultless and 
so on are the numbers of conditioned states to which 
those conditionmg states are related, and below the 
Chart the kinds of conditioned states these numbers 
denote are given. For example, item 1 is read as: 
Sensuous faultless is related to 8 sensuous faultless, 
1 fine-material faultless (which performs the function 
of super knowledge), 12 faulty, 11 sensuous resultant, 
10 sensuous functional, 1 fine-material functional 
(which performs the function of superknowledge), i.e. 
6 categories (with a total of 43 conditioned states),* 
by the force of object condition. Below the Chart 
it is shown that 8 stands for 8 great faultless con
sciousnesses ; 1 for fine-material faultless consciousness 
which performs one of the 4 superknowledges men
tioned there; 12for 12faulty consciousnesses; 11 for 11 
registering consciousnesses; 10 for mind-door adver
tence, Arahatta’s smile-consciousness and 8 great 
functional consciousnesses or the 11 sensuous functional 
consciousnesses with five-door advertence excluded; 
1 for fine-material functional consciousness which 
performs one of the above 4 superknowledges. They 
are the 6 categories with a total of 43 conditioned 
states. The last column in the Chart shows that of 
the 43 consciousnesses, 12 (11 registering conscious
nesses and Arahatta’s smile-consciousness) always 
take sensuous objects and the rest, i.e. 31 (12 faulty, 
8 great faultless, 8 great functional, mind-door adver
tence, and the 2 fine-material faultless and functional 
superkiiowledges) occasionally. This last column is 
given according to the Compendium of Philosophy.

This total is never given in the Corny. It was pointed 
out above that the figures in the Chart are never given.
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9. Immat fls D 1(4) 2 II

10. Immat func 1 1(3) II

11. Supiafls
12. Supra rs

4
II

1(3)
1(3)

n13. Matter 8 1(5) 23

14. Nibbana 4 1(2) 4

IS. Concept 8 5(2) 2 « 5
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Figures in (1) Faultless:

Sensuous: 8 = Great faultless
4 = Great faultless associated with 

knowledge

Fine-material:\ = consciousness which performs the
function of superknowledge

(4) = (a) knowledge of penetration into
others’ minds,

(b) knowledge of remembrance of 
past existences,

(c) knowledge of rebirths according 
to one’s kamma,

(d) knowledge of future existences;
(3) = (c) is excluded from the 4;
(5) against item 5 includes knowledge 

of Supernormal power and the 
above 4;

(5) against 13 = Divine eye, Divine 
ear, knowledge of supernormal 
power, knowledge of remembrance 
of past existences and knowledge 
of future existences;

5 (2) against 15, 5 = 5 Fine-material fault
less and

(2) = (b) and (d) supernormal knowledges 
above

Immaterial: 2 against 9 = Infinity of conscious
ness, Neither-perception-nor-non- 
perception;
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2 against 15 = Infinity of space, 
Nothingness.

Figures in (3) Resultant:
Sensuous 11 = 11 registering consciousnesses

23 = 23 sensuous resultants
Immaterial: 2 against 9 and against 15 are the

same as those for faultless immate
rial given above.

Figures in (4) Functional:
Sensuous 10 = (a) Mind-door advertence,

(b) Smile-consciousness of the Arahat 
and

(c) 8 great functional conscious
nesses ;

9 = (b) excluded from above 10;
5 = Mind-door advertence and the 4 

great functional consciousnesses 
associated with knowledge;

11 = sensuous functional consciousnesses, 
i.e. above 10 and five-door 
advertence

Fine-material: I = consciousness which performs the
function of superknowledge;
(4) & (3) are the same as given for 
(1) Faultless, Fine-material',
(4) against 7 = (3) above and know

ledge of Supernormal power;
(5) against 13 = same as given in
(1) Faultless, Fine-material

Immaterial: 2 = same as those given for (1)
Faultless, Immaterial.
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II CHART ON OBJECTS OF SUPERKNOWLEDGBS
Conditioned States

Conditioning Stales 1 Fine-ijmaterial
Fis Func

Nibbana, Concept II

i

II

Sensuous resultant, 
Sensuou s i u nctiona], 
Fine-material resultant, 
Immaterial resultant, 
Immateria.1 functional, 
Supramundane fan 11less, 
Fruition

\

II

1!I
I
i

1!

Fine-rnaterial functional ,,
I

Sensuous faultless, Faulty, 
Immaterial faultless II II

Fine-material functional II

1

Fine-material faultless
!

Fine-malerial faultless ! » 11

i

Matter :

j
11

( “ 1

Superknowledges

2 1 3 1 4 ) 5

<
o

II I II r* I

4

4

5 

5

1
2
3
4
5
6 
7

Diviise-eye
Divine-ear
Knowledge of supernormal power 
Knowledge of penetration into others’ minds 
Knowledge of remembrance of past existences 
Knowledge of rebirths according to one’s kamma 
Knowledge of future existences.
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Superknowledges. It will be seen from the Categories 
Chart that wherever there is fine-material faultless 
superknowledge as the conditioned state, there is also 
fine-material functional superknowledge. In order to 
avoid repetition when these superknowledges are met 
with, they are explained here. A Chart on the Ob
jects of Superknowledges is provided for ready re
ference. It is easy to understand. For example, 
Nibbana, concept is related to fine-material faultless 
and functional superknowledges of remembrance of 
past existences and of future existences, i.e. 2 super
knowledges, by the force of object condition. The 
rest can be read off.

Question. Is Nibbana an object of superknowledge?
Commentary. In the example given above for reading 
the Chart on the Objects of Superknowledges, it will 
be noted that Nibbana is the object of fine-material 
faultless and functional superknowledges of remem
brance of past existences and of future existences. 
Also, against item 14, Nibbana, of the Categories of 
Object Condition, it is stated below the Chart that 
the 2 of 1(2) in the fine-material and functional 
columns denotes these 2 superknowledges. i.e. they 
take Nibbana as object. This is stated in the Com
mentary on which these Charts are based. xAs their 
names imply, these 2 superknowledges take objects 
of the past and the future respectively. But these 
objects are different from Nibbana which is tim_e- 
freed. However, the Commentary explains that when 
the aggregates of the past and the future are reviewed 
(as o^'ects) by these 2 superknowledges respectively, 
then Nibbana, taken as object by these aggregates, 
is related to the faultless and functional siii erknow- 
ledges by the force of object condition. But there 
are teachers who are not in agreement with this view.
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Subcommentary {Miila Tikd). In the Limited Tri
plet of Patthana it is expounded that ‘Tncomparable 
aggregates are related to the 2 superknowledges of 
remembrance of past existences and of future exis
tences by object condition.” The incomparable states 
(which form one section of this Triplet) consist of 
8 supramundane consciousnesses, 36 mental factors 
and Nibbana. But since Nibbana is aggregate-freed, 
the incomparable aggregates in the relation are the 
supramundane consciousnesses and their associated 
mental factors and so Nibbana is not included. And 
nowhere in Patthana is it expounded that Nibbana 
is related to these 2 superknowledges. Also, if Nibba
na is an object of the superknowledge of remembrance 
of past existences, then it would be a past object. But 
Nibbana is unconditioned and cannot be so. Besides, 
there is no purpose and benefit in knowing Nibbana 
when, as the Commentary explains, this siiperknow- 
ledge reviews the past incomparable aggregates that 
took Nibbana as object. So the Subcommentary 
states that the 6 categories (in the number of cate
gories column against item 14, Nibbana, in the Chart) 
given in the Commentary should be 4.

Author^s Question. It is explained by the Subcom
mentator that Nibbana cannot be an object of the 
superknowledge of remembrance of past existences 
because it is unconditioned. But concepts are also 
unconditioned and yet they are objects of this super- 
knowledge. For in this connexion it is stated in the 
Suttas that "He was of this name and of this clan” , 
etc. Therefore, on this line of reasoning alone, should 
not Nibbana also be an object here?

Answer. There is no criticism to be made that the 
2 superknowledges take the unconditioned concepts 
as objects. This is shown against item 15, Concept, 
in the Chart which is based on the Commentary. But
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although Nibbana is unconditioned and free from 
the nascent, static and cessant phase just like the 
concepts, it is entirely diflFerent in nature. For Nibba
na is an ultimate reality whereas concepts have no 
real existences. Therefore it is not reasonable to 
conclude that since Nibbana is unconditioned like 
the concepts it must be an object of the 2 super
knowledges just as concepts are.

Again, it is plainly stated in the Pali Canon that 
concepts are o^ects of the 2 superknowledges such 
as “He was of this name and of this clan.” Then 
why is it not definitely stated that Nibbana, a pre
dominant object, is an object of these 2 superknow
ledges? For the Classification Chapter of the In
vestigation Chapter deals only with ultimate realities 
and it would have been stated in no uncertain terms 
that Nibbana, which is certainly an ultimate reality, 
is an object of the 2 superknowledges which are also 
ultimate realities. But since this is not expounded, 
the reason must be that it is not so.
Authors View. The reasons given above by the 
Commentator and Subcommentator have to be con
sidered to find out whether they are in agreement 
or not with the Teaching in Patthana. The only 
course is to look up other references in that Text. 
Since the Subcommentator referred to the term 
“aggregates” in incomparable aggregates and there is 
some doubt as to whether Nibbana is included in 
the aggregates or not, a reference which excludes 
aggregates and deals purely and simply with Nibbana 
as object must be considered. This is the ohly way 
to decide the issue. Such a reference is found in 
the Patthana on the Couplet of “States arising from 
4 causes” where it is expounded that:

“State not arising from 4 causes (which is Nibbana) 
is related to state arising from 4 causes (i.e. 89 con-
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sciousnesses, 52 mental factors, 28 matter) by object 
condition,

Noble men review Nibbana. Nibbana is related 
to change-of-lineage, purification. Path, Fruition, 
mind-door advertence by object condition.”

This gives all the states that take Nibbana as ob
ject. Since superknowledges are not included, this 
matter does not need further consideration.

The Superknowledges to be Taken
A few examples will be given to show the super

knowledges that have to be taken with some of the 
fine-material faultless and functional consciousnesses 
so that explanations will not have to be repeated with 
the rest.
The first 4 items in the Chart will be dealt with.

1. Sensuous Faultless - Fine-material Faultless 
(fls-fls)

1. Sensuous Faultless - Fine-material Functional 
(fis-ind)

In object condition of the Investigation Chapter 
of the Faultless Triplet there is the (fisTls) answer:

"Faultless state (the coxnditioning state) is related 
to the fauitless state (the conditione«d state) by object 
condition.”

And the relation with the faultless superknowledges 
given in trie classified answer is:

"Faultless aggregates are related to knowledge of 
supernormal power, knowledge of penetration into 
others’ minds, knowledge of remembrance of past 
existences, knowiedge of rebirths according to one’s 
kamma, knowledge of future existences by object 
condition” (C.R. p. 142, item 404). Of these 5 knowled
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ges, that of super normal power is excluded here because 
it is based on fine-material faultless fifth jhana as 
object (see item 9 and others in the Detailed Chart 
of Object Condition given in the Analytical Exposition 
for the objects which these superknowledges take) 
instead of sensuous faultless which is under consider
ation. Therefore, only 4 superknov/ledges have to be 
taken. This is shown at the bottom of the Categories 
Chart of Object Condition.

The relation with the functional (indeterminate) 
superknowledges is given under the (fls-ind) answer 
(item 406. From now on only the item nos. will be 
given). Flere also there are the same 4 superknow
ledges.

2. Faulty - Fine-material Faultless (fty-fls)
2. Faulty - Fine-material Functional (fty-ind)

Here also there are 4 superknowledges, the same 
as the ones above (items 408-9).

3. Sensuous Resultant - Fine-material Faultless 
(iiid-fls)

3. Sensuous Resultant - Fine-material Functional 
(ind-iiid)

Here the object is sensuous resultant and, there
fore, knowledge of rebirths according to one’s kamma 
is excluded because it takes past mundane faultless 
and faulty kamma as object (item 13 of Detailed 
Chart of Object Condition). That is W'hy it is not 
included in the (ind-fls) answer (item 411). Of course 
knowledge of supernormal power is excluded here as 
well.
These 3 superknowledges are also taken for the (ind- 
ind) answer (item 410).

4. Sensuous Functional - Fine-material Fault
less (ind-fls)
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4. Sensuous Functional - Fine-material Fun
ctional (ind-ind)

The same 3 superknowledges as above are taken 
in the same answers (items 411 and 410). (The Corny, 
deals very briefly with the superknowledges.)

Items in the Chart

Now the items in the Categories Chart of Object 
Condition will be taken up serially. Wherever the 
conditioning states, which are itemized, are related 
to the same conditioned states under the same cate
gories, they are taken in turns with the same category 
of conditioned states. These are items 1-4, 5-8, 11-
12. The conditioning and conditioned states given 
in C.R. for these relations are quoted or referred to.

1. Sensuous Faultless-Sensuous Faultless (fls-fls )*

“After having offered the offering, having under
taken the precept, having fulfilled the duty of obser
vance, (one) reviews it. (One) reviews (such acts) 
formerly weil done” (item 404).

2. Faulty-Sensuous Faultless (fty-fls)

“Learners review the eradicated defilements. (They) 
review the uneradicated defilements. (They) know 
the defilements addicted to before.

Learners or common worldlings practise insight 
into the impermanency, suffering and impersonality 
of the faulty (state)” (item 408^

* The quotations will be found under such answers given 
in these headings.
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3. Sensuous Resultant - Sensuous Faultless {ind-fls)
4, Sensuous Functional-Sensuous Faultless (ind-fls)

“(they, learners or common worldlings) practise 
insight into the impermanency, suffering and imper
sonality of the resultant indeterminate or functional 
indeterminate aggregates” (item 411).

Fine-material Faultless and Functional Superknow
ledges. Each of these items and the superkiiowledges 
were explained above.

1. Sensuous Faultless - Faulty (fis-fty)

“After having offered the ofihring, having under
taken the precept, having fulfilled the duty of obser
vance, (one) enjoys and delights in it. Taking it as 
object, arises lust ... arises grief. (Oiie) enjoys and 
delights in (such acts) formerly well done. Taking 
it as object, arises lust...arises grief” (item 405).

2. Faulty - Faulty (fty-fty)

“(One) enjoys and delights in lust. Taking it as 
object, arises lust ... arises grief ... Taking grief as 
object ... arises restlessness” (the whole of item 407).

3. Sensuous Resultant - Faulty (ind-fty)
4. Sensuous Functional - Faulty {ind-fty)

“(One) enjoys and delights in the resultant indeter
minate or functional indeterminate aggregates. Taking 
it as object, arises lust ... arises grief” (item 412).

1. Sensuous Faultless - Sensuous Resultant (fls-ind)

“Learners or common worldlings practise insight 
(i.e. sensuous faultless impulsion) into the imper-
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manency, suffering and impersonality of the faultless 
(state, the sensuous faultless object taken by the above 
sensuous faultless impulsion). When faultless (state, 
the impulsion,) has ceased, the resultant (state) arises 
as registering (consciousness)” (item 406). In this 
mental process, registering consciousness, the sensuous 
resultant which arises after the sensuous faultless
impulsion, also takes the same sensuous faultless
object as the impulsion. Thus sensuous faultless 
(object) is related to sensuous resultant.

The relation, given after the above is: “(Learners 
or common worldlings) enjoy and delight in the 
faultless (state). Taking it as object, arises lust... 
arises grief (faulty impulsion). When faulty (state, 
the impulsion,) lias ceased, the resultant arises as
registering” In this mental process, registering
consciousness, the sensuous resultant which arises 
after the faulty impulsion, also takes the same fault
less object as the impulsion. Here also, sensuous 
faultless (object) is related to sensuous resultant. 
(The 11 in the sensuous resultant column are the 11 
registering consciousnesses.)

2. Faulty - Sensuous Resultant ( fty-ind  )

“Learners or common worldlings practise insight 
(i.e. sensuous faultless impulsion) into the imperman<- 
ency, suffering and impersonality of the faulty (state, 
the faulty object taken by the above sensuous fault
less impulsion). When faultless (state, the impulsion,) 
has ceased, the resultant arises as registering” (item 
409), In this mental process, registering conscious
ness, the sensuous resultiant which arises after th© 
faultless impulsion, also takes the same faulty object 
as the impulsion. Hence, faulty (object) is related 
to sensuous resultant.
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3, Sensuous Resultant-Sensuous Resultant (ind-ind)

Although this relation is included in the (ind-ind) 
answer, there is no direct quotation in the Faultless 
Triplet, similar to the examples immediately above, 
showing that registering consciousness takes sensuous 
resultant as object in a mental process. But there is 
in the Resultant Triplet:

"One practises insight into the impermanency .,. 
of the resultant aggregates; enjoys and delights in 
(those aggregates). Taking it as object, arises lust ... 
arises grief. When the faultless or faulty (state, the 
impulsion,) has ceased, the resultant arises as regis
tering (consciousness).” [p. 400, item 92.(1)1. In 
this mental process, registering consciousness takes 
resultant aggregates (sensuous resultant) as object. 
Here sensuous resultant is related to sensuous resul
tant.

4, Sensuous Functional - Sensuous Resultant 
{ind-ind)

(Unlike the above mental processes where the re
lations show that registering consciousness takes a 
sensuous faultless or faulty object when it arises after 
the sensuous faultless or faulty impulsion that took 
the same object) nowhere in the Text is there a re
lation that shows registering consciousness takes a 
sensuous functional object or arises after a sensuous 
functional impulsion. The reason is that there is no 
such mental process. If there were, then, in the Re
sultant Triplet (where the first section, resultant states, 
includes registering consciousness, and the third 
section, states which are neither resultant nor pro
ducing resultant states, includes functional conscious
ness) there would be the classified answer: "When 
the state which is neither resultant nor producing
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resultant state has ceased, the resultant arises as re
gistering.” But this is not given. Such are the re
marks of the Subcommentary. But, as pointed out, 
the Chart is based on the Commentary.

1. Sensuous Faultless-Sensuous Functional (fls-ind)

For the 8 sensuous functional consciousnesses (the 
8 great functional consciousnesses) the relation is:

“(He, the Arahat,) reviews (the faultless acts) for
merly well done. (He) practises insight into the 
impermanency, suffering and impersonality of the 
faultless (state).”

For the rootless sensuous functional consciousness 
(mind-door advertence) the relation is:

“Faultless aggregates are related to (mind-door) 
advertence” (item 406).

Note. Although there are 10 sensuous functional 
consciousnesses given in the Chart the Arahatta’s 
smile-consciousness is not specifically expounded in 
the Text.

2. Faulty - Sensuous Functional (fty-ind)

Here also, for the 8 sensuous functional conscious
nesses, the relation is: “The Arahat reviews the eradi
cated defilements. (He) knows the defilements addicted 
to before. (He) practises insight into the imper
manency, suffering and impersonality of the faulty 
(state)” and for mind-door advertence: “Faulty aggre
gates are related to (mind-door) advertence” 
(item 409).
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3. Sensuous Resultant - Sensuous Functional 
{ind-ind)

4. Sensuous Functional - Sensuous Functional 
{ind-ind)

"(he, the Arahat,) practises insight into the imper- 
rnanency, suffering and impersonality of the resultant 
indeterminate or functional indeterminate aggregates” 
and for mind-door advertence: "Indeterminate
aggregates are related to (mind-door) advertence” 
(item 410).

Note. The reason for giving the conditioning and 
conditioned states that come under the categories and 
the relevant quotations from the Investigation Chapter 
showing the relations between them is that when 
one comes to know them, it will be clearly seen how 
the relations in that Chapter are obtained. As a 
consequence, one will come to understand the Triplets 
and Couplets that follow and be able to judge what 
the classified answers should be whenever they are 
elided in the other Investigation Chapters of Patthana. 
If only the contents of the Commentary were simply 
given, the reader would not be able to grasp the prin
ciples underlying the facts and so he would not derive 
much benefit from knowing them.

Items 5 - 8 .  It will be seen from the Chart that the 
differences from the above 4 items are: (1) there are, 
instead of 10, only 9 states under sensuous functional 
as the Arahatta’s smile-consciousness is excluded; 
(2) the conditioning states are lofty objects which 
are taken occasionally by the same 31 conditioned 
states but never taken always by any conditioned 
state.
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5. Fine-material Faultless - Sensuous Faultless 
(fls-fls)

“Having emerged from jhana, (one) reviews the
jhana” (item 404).

6. Fine-material Resultant - Sensuous Faultless 
(ind-fls)

7. Fine-material Functional - Sensuous Faultless 
(ind-fls)

8. Immaterial Resultant - Sensuous Faultless 
(ind-fls)

“(they, learners or common worldlings,) practise 
insight into the impermanency, suffering and imper
sonality of the resultant indeterminate or functional 
indeterminate aggregates” (item 411), (This is how 
the relevant conditioning and conditioned states have 
to be selected.)

For Consideration. The relation from the Faultless 
Triplet quoted above includes item 8 where immaterial 
resultants, as resultant indeterminate aggregates, are 
the objects as the conditioning states and sensuous 
faultless consciousnesses (and sensuous functional 
consciousnesses given later where, instead of learners 
or common worldlings, the Arahat is taken in the 
relation) are the conditioned states. But the im
material resultants are not specifically mentioned 
here because they are included as resultant indeter
minate aggregates in the indeterminate section of 
this Triplet.

Then, where the immaterial states are specifically 
expounded in this object condition the relations are 
given with: (i) faultless and functional “infinity of
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space” (objects) as the conditioning states and fault
less, resultant and functional “infinity of conscious
ness” as the conditioned states and (ii) faultless and 
functional “nothingness” (objects) as the conditioning 
states and faultless, resultant and functional “neither- 
perception-nor-non-perception” as the conditioned 
states (items 404, 406 and 410). But the relations 
with “infinity of consciousness” and “neither per- 
ception-nor-non-perception” as conditioning states are 
not given. Does this mean that these 2 immaterial 
states are not objects as conditioning states of object 
condition ?

Tf the Detailed Chart of Object Condition is exa
mined it will be found that items 4, 5, 6, 11, 12 in
clude these 2 immaterial states as objects which are 
taken occasionally by 31 consciousnesses (the same 
31 given in this Categories Chart). Then why are 
they not specifically mentioned as conditioning states 
here? It is because in this Faultless Triplet "(where 
the sections are faultless, faulty and indeterminate), 
such states as objects, the conditioning states of ob
ject condition, have to be taken either as faultless 
aggregates or (resultant or functional) indeterminate 
aggregates. But where these lofty states are one of 
the sections as in the Limited States Triplet and States 
with Limited Objects Triplet, they are specifically 
expounded as: “(One) reviews ‘infinity of conscious- 
ness’,‘neither-perception-nor-non-perception’ ” (Pattha
na Vol. II, pp. 324, 348). And also in the same 
Volume in the Past States Triplet as: ‘'(One) reviews 
the past ‘infinity of consciousness,’ ‘neither-percep- 
tion-nor-non-perception' ” (p. 423).

From the above it will be seen that when these 2 
states in question are not specified in a section of a 
Triplet but are included in the sections such as the 
faultless and indeterminate sections of the Faultless
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Triplet, they are not specifically mentioned as con
ditioning states, but that when they are so specified, 
as in the sections of the Triplets above, they are given 
special mention as conditioning states.

5. Fine-material Faultless - Fine-material Fault
less (fls-fls) (Superknowledge)

Since fine-material faultless is the object, knowledge 
of supernormal power is included and so all the 5 
superknowledges are conditioned states as given in 
the (fls-fls) answer (item 404). (When similar quota
tions ]vd\Q been given, only references will be made.)

6. Fine-material Resultant - Fine-material Fault
less (ind-fls)

7. Fine-material Functional - Fine-material Fault
less (ind-fls)

8. Immaterial Resultant - Fine-material Fault
less (ind-fls) (All superknowledges)

Since fine-material faultless is not a conditioning 
state here, knowledge of rebirths according to one’s 
kamma and that of supernormal power are excluded. 
So only 3 superknowledges of item 411 are involved.

5. Fine-material Faultless - faulty (fls-fty)

“Having emerged from jhana, (one) enjoys and 
delights •• arises grief” (item 405).

6. Fine-material Resultant - Faulty (ind-fty)

7. Fine-material Functional - Faulty (ind-fty)

8. Immaterial Resultant - Faulty (ind-fty)
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"(One) enjoys and delights in the resultant indeter
minate or functional indeterminate aggregates-•• 
arises grief” (item 412).

5. Fine-material Faultless - Sensuous Functional
(fis-ind)

"(He, the Arahat,) practises insight into the im
permanency ...faultless” (state) and ‘‘Faultless aggre
gates are related to (mind-door) advertence” 
(item 406).

6. Fine-material Resultant - Sensuous Functional
(ind-ind)

7. Fine-material Functional - Sensuous Fun
ctional (ind-ind)

8. Immaterial Resultant - Sensuous Functional 
(ind-ind)

"(He, the Arahat,) practises insight into the im
permanency ... resultant indeterminate or functional 
indeterminate aggregates” and “Indeterminate aggre
gates are related to (mind-door) advertence” 
(item 410).

5. Fine-material Faultless - Fine-material Fun
ctional (fls-ind) (Superknowledge)

Since fine-material faultless can be taken as object 
by fine-material functional, knowledge of rebirths 
according to one’s kamma is included and so there 
are 4 superknowledges (item 406).

6. Fine-material Resultant - Fine-material Fun
ctional (ind-ind)
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7. Fine-material Functional - Fine-material Fun
ctional (ind-ind)

8. Immaterial Resultant - Fine-material Fun
ctional (ind-ind) (All superknowledges)

For items 6 and 8 the 3 superknowledges are taken 
as with the fine-material faultless superknowledge 
and for item 7, the 4 as item 5 above, since 
fine-material functional can be taken as object by 
fine-material functional.

Item 9.

Here immaterial faultless consciousnesses are the 
objects as the conditioning states related to 37 con
ditioned states, 6 of which always take such lofty 
objects and the remaining 31 occasionally.

9. Immaterial Faultless - Sensuous Faultless 
(fls-tls)

This is included in the relation given above for 
fine-material faultless and sensuous faultless.

9. Immaterial Faultless - Fine-material Fault
less (fls-fls) (Superknowledge)

Knowledge of supernormal power is excluded and 
so take the other 4 in item 404.

9. Immaterial Faultless - Immaterial Fault
less (fls-fls)

“Faultless ‘infinity of space’ is related to faultless 
‘infinity of consciousness’ ” and “Faultless ‘nothing
ness’ is related to faultless ‘neither-perception-nor-* 
non-perception’ ” (item 404).
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This is included in the relation given above for 
fine-material faultless and faulty.

9. Immaterial Faultless - Immaterial Resultant 
(fls-ind)

"Faultless 'infinity of space’ is related to resultant 
'infinity of consciousness,” and "Faultless 'nothingness’ 
is related to resultant ‘neither-perception-nor-non- 
perception’ ” (item 406).

9. Immaterial Faultless - Sensuous Functional 
(fls-ind)

This is included in the relation given above for 
fine-material faultless and sensuous functional.

9. Immaterial Faultless - Fine-material Fun
ctional (fls-ind) (Superknowledge)

The same 4 superknowledges as the fine-material 
faultless superknowledges.

9. Immaterial Faultless - Immaterial Functional {fls-ind)

“ Faultless 'infinity of space’ is related to Tun- 
ctionar ‘infinity of consciousness’ ” and "Faultless 
‘nothingness’ is related to functional ‘neither-per- 
ception-nor-non-perception’ ” (item 406).

Item 10. Here immaterial functional consciousnesses 
are the objects as the conditioning states related to 
33 conditioned states, 2 of which - functional infinity 
of consciousness and neither-perception-nor-non-per- 
ception- always take such lofty objects and the re
maining 31 occasionally.

9. Immaterial Faultless - Faulty (fls-fty)
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“Learners or common worldlings practise insight 
into the impermanency, suffering and impersonality 
of the functional indeterminate aggregates” (item 411). 
(The appropriate conditioned states have to be taken 
and so resultant indeterminate aggregates are left 
out here.)

10. Immaterial Functional - Fine-material Fault
less (ind-fls) (Superknowledge)

Knowledge of supernormal power is excluded and 
so take the other 3 in item 411.

10. Immaterial Functional - Faulty (ind-fty)

“(One) enjoys and delights in the functional in
determinate aggregates. Taking it as object ••• grief” 
(item 412).

10. Immaterial Functional - Sensuous Functional 
(ind-ind)

“(he, the Arahat.) practises insight ... impersonality 
of the functional indeterminate aggregates” and “In
determinate aggregates are related to (mind-door) 
advertence” (item 410).

10. Immaterial Functional - Fine-material Fun
ctional (ind-ind) (Superknowledge)

The same 3 as the fine-material faultless super
knowledges above.

10. Immaterial Functional - Immaterial Functional 
(ind-ind)

‘‘Functional ‘infinity of space’ is related to fun
ctional ‘infinity of consciousness” and “Functional

10. Immaterial Functional - Sensuous Faultless
(ind-fls)
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‘nothingness’ is related to functional ‘neither-percep- 
tion-nor-non-perception’ ” (item 410).

Items 11 and 12. The supramundane faultless con
sciousnesses are the Path-cqnsciousnesses and the 
supramundane resultant consciousnesses are the 
Fruition-coiisciousnesses. They are occasionally taken 
as objects by 11 conditioned states (4 great faultless 
consciousnesses associated with knowledge, fine- 
material faultless and functional superknowledges, 
mind-door advertence, 4 great functional conscious
nesses associated with knowledge). The 2 items are 
taken together, the quotations with Path being for 
the supramundane faultless and with Fruition for 
supramundane resultant.

11. Supramundane Faultless - Sensuous Faultless
(fis-ns)

12. Supramundane Resultant - Sensuous Faultless
(ind-fls)

“Learners, having emerged from Path, review the 
Path” (item 404). “Learners review (lower) Fruition” 
(item 411). (The Learner can review only the Path 
and Friiition attained.)

11. Supramundane Faultless - Fine-material Fault
less (fis-fls)

12. Supramundane Resultant - Fine-material Fault 
less (ind-fls) (Superknowledges)

It will be seen from the Detailed Chart of Object 
Condition (items 11, 12 and 14) that the 3 superknow- 
ledges given for immaterial functional above can 
take supramundane objects. So select these 3 in 
items 404 and 411.
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11. Supramundane Faultless - Sensuous Functional 
(fls-ind)

12..Supramundane Resultant - Sensuous Fun
ctional (ind-ind)

"Having emerged from (Arahatta) Path, the Arahat 
reviews the Path” and "The Arahat reviews (Arahat
ta) Fruition” (item 410). Also "Faultless aggregates 
are related to (mind-door) advertence” (item 406) and 
"Indeterminate aggregates are related to (mind-door) 
advertence” (item 410).

11. Supramundane Faultless - Fine-material Fun
ctional (fls-ind)

12. Supramundane Resultant - Fine-material Fun
ctional (ind-ind) (Superknowledges)

The same 3 as the fine-material faultless super
knowledges above.

Item 13. Material states are the objects as the con
ditioning states related to 56 conditioned states, of 
which 25 always take sensuous objects and the re
maining 31 occasionally.

13. Matter - Sensuous Faultless (ind-fls)

"Learners or common worldlings practise insight 
into the impermanency, suffering and impersonality 
of the eye ... (heart-)base” (item 411).

13. Matter - Fine-material Faultless (ind-fls) 
(Superknowledge)

There are 5 superknowledges: Divine-eye, Divine- 
ear,. knowledge of supernormal power, knowledge of
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femembrance of past existences, knowledge of future 
existences (item 411).

13. Matter - Faulty (ind-fty)

“(One) enjoys and delights in the eye ... (heart)- 
base. Taking it as object, arises lust ... arises grief” 
(item 412).

13. Matter - Sensuous Resultant (ind-ind)

The 23 conditioned states under the sensuous re
sultant column are: (i) twice fivefold consciousnesses,
(ii) 2 niind-elements (2 recipient consciousnesses),
(iii) 11 registering consciousnesses. They are dealt 
with separately below.

13- Matter - (i) Twice Fivefold Consciousnesses

“Visible object-base is related to eye-consciousness 
... tangible object-base is related to body-conscious- 
ness” (item 410).

13. Matter - (ii) 2 Mind-elements

This relation is not expounded in the Investigation 
Chapter which deals only with the 6 consciousness 
elements. But in the Analytical Exposition [p. 2,
item 2 (vi)] it is given as: “Visible object-base ... tangi
ble object-base is related to mind-element and its 
associated states.”

13. Matter - (iii) Registering Consciousnesses 
(ind-ind)

Although this (ind-ind) relation is included in the 
Faultless Triplet, it is not given because sensuous 
resultants are not impulsions and, therefore, regis-
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tering consciousness cannot arise after a resultant 
state in a mental process unlike the cases of the fault
less and faulty. And in the Resultant Triplet (where 
the third section includes functional consciousnesses 
and matter) there are functional impulsions but the 
relation is not given because registering conscious
ness does not arise after such functional impulsions.

But the first section of the Clinging Triplet con
sists of resultant (not functional) consciousnesses and 
kamma-produced matter and in this case the relation 
is given as: "Learners or common worldlings practise 
insight into the impermenency, suftering, and im
personality of the eye; enjoy and delight in (the eye) 
... (heart-)base ... When the faultless or faulty has 
ceased, the resultant arises as registering” [C.R. p. 457 
item 52(i)]. (For the analytical states of the sections 
of the Resultant and Clinging Triplets see C.R. Intr. 
pp.lxix-lxx.)

13. Matter - Sensuous Functional (ind-ind)

The 11 conditioned states under the sensuous fun
ctional column are: (i) 8 great functional conscious
nesses, (ii) five-door advertence, (hi) mind-door ad
vertence, ( i v) Arahatta’s smiie-consciousness. 
Although the latter is not expounded anywhere it is 
given here because, being an impulsion, it can take 
matter as object.

13. Matter - (i) Great Functional Consciousnesses

"The Arahat practises insight into the imperman
ency ... of the eyebase ... (heart-)base” (item 410).

13. Matter - (ii) Five-door Advertence
As ill the case of the 2 mind-elements (recipient 

consciousnesses), five-door advertence, which is the
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remaining mind-element, is not expounded in the 
Investigation Chapter but only in the Analytical Ex
position where, as mind-element, it is included with 
the other 2 mind-elements. (See the quotation already 
given for the latter.)

13, Matter - (iii) Mind-door Advertence

“Indeterminate aggregates are related to (mind- 
door) advertence” (item 410).

13. Matter - Fine-material Functional (ind-ind) 
(Superknowledge)

The same 5 as the fine-material faultless super- 
knowledges (item 410).

Item 14. Nibbana is the object as the conditioning 
state related to 19 conditioned states, of which the 
8 supramundane consciousnesses always take it as 
object and the remaining 11 occasionally.

14. Nibbana - Sensuous Faultless (ind-fls)
The 4 great faultless "consciousnesses associated 

with knowledge take Nibbana as object in the Nibba
na review and Path mental processes. The relations 
are: “(They, the Learners,) review Nibbana” and 
“Nibbana is related to change-of-lineage, purification” 
(item 411).

14. Nibbana - Fine-material Faultless (ind-fls)
14. Nibbana - Fine-material Functional (ind-ind) 

(Superknowledges)

According to the Commentary, the 2 superknow
ledges are: knowledge of remembrance of past exis
tences and knowledge of future existences, and these
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are given in items 12 and 14 of the Detailed Chart 
of Object Condition. But in the explanation of the 
superknowledges, the remarks of the Subcommen
tary and the author’s view were given as to why these 
Superknowledges cannot take Nibbana as object. 
xW e are no quotations for them in Patthana.

14. Nibbana - Supramundane Faultless (Path) 
(ind-fls)

“Nibbana is related to Path” (item 411).

14. Nibbana - Supramundane Resultant (Fruition) 
(ind-ind)

“Nibbana is related to Fruition” (item 410).

14. Nibbana - Sensuous Functional (ind-ind) 
Functional

For the 4 great functional consciousnesses asso
ciated with knowledge the relation is: “(He, the 
Arahat,) reviews Nibbana” and for mind-door ad
vertence: “Nibbana is related to (mind-door) adver
tence” (item 410).

Item 15. A concept is the object as the conditioning 
state related to 52 conditioned states, of which 21 
always take concept as object and the remaining 31 
occasionally. See the Detailed Chart of Object Con
dition for the consiousnesses that take concept as 
object. But the relations are not expounded in the 
Investigation Chapter because it does not deal with 
concepts. However, in the Analytical Exposition 
p. 2, item 2 (vii)] there is the relation: “All states 
are related to mind-consciousness element and its 
associated states.” Here concept is included because 
it comes under “states” .
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Now that the fchart, which provides the method 
and summarizes the contents of the Commentary^ 
has been explained, all the information in the Com
mentary can be easily understood and remembered 
by reference to that Chart* Items 1 - 4 are taken 
together to serve as an example for reading the rest 
of the Chart*

tiow  to Read the Chart. Sensuous faultless, faulty, 
sensuous resultant or sensuous functional, the con
ditioning state of object condition, is related to sen
suous faultless, fine-material faultless (superknow
ledge), faulty, sensuous resultant, sensuous functional 
and fine-material functional (superknowledge), i.e. 
6 categories (with a total of 43 conditioned states), 
by the force of object condition. The rest can be 
read off.

(ii) Obiect-predonnnance Condition

Refer to the Object Group Chart in the Intr. to 
C.R. It will be seen that in object-predominance 
condition: (i) the conditioning states, the estimable 
objects, are 18 produced matter and 84 conscious
nesses and (ii) the conditioned states are 28 conscious
nesses that are faultless, faulty, resultant or functional 
as shown in the Categories Chart of this condition. 
As in object condition, the conditioning states which 
have the same conditioned states are taken together.

Item 1.

Sensuous Faultless - Sensuous Faultless (fis-fis)

Here sensuous faultless consciousnesses, the con
ditioned states, take sensuous faultless objects with 
esteem. The relations are: "After having offered the 
offering • (one) esteems and reviews it. (One)
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esteems and reviews (such acts) formerly well done. 
Learners esteem and review change-of-lineage. (They) 
esteem and review purification” (item 413).

Fine-material Faultless - Sensuous Faultless (fls-fls)
Immaterial Faultless - Sensuous Faultless (fls-fls)
“Having emerged from jhana, (one) esteems and 

reviews the jhana” (item 413).
Sensuous Faultless - Faulty (fls-fty)

Here the faulty conditioned states are the 8 greed- 
rooted consciousnesses. The relations are: “After 
having offered the offering ••• (one) esteems, enjoys 
... arises wrong views. (One) esteems, enjoys and 
delights in (faultless acts) formerly well done ... wrong 
views” (item 414).

Fine-material Faultless - Faulty (fls-fty)
Immaterial Faultless - Faulty (fls-fty)

“Having emerged from jhana, (one) esteem ... 
wrong views” (item 414).

hem  2.
Supramundane faultless consciousnesses are the 

Path-consciousnesses and supramundane resultant 
consciousnesses are the Fruition-consciousnesses. 
These conditioning states are taken together as supra
mundane because the quotations for them can be 
distinguished.

Supramundane-Sensuous Faultless (fls-fls) & (ind-fls)
The faultless conditioned states which can take 

Path or Fruition as object are the 4 great faultless
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consciousnesses associated with knowledge. “Learners, 
having emerged from Path, esteem and review the 
Path” (item 413). “Learners esteem and review (lower) 
Fruition” (item 416).

Supramundane  ̂ Sensuous Functional (fls-ind) &
(ind-ind)

The functional conditioned states, which arise only 
in the Arahat, are the 4 great functional conscious
nesses associated with knowledge. “ Having emerged 
from (Arahatta) Path, the Arahat esteems and re
views the Path” (item 414). “The Arahat esteems 
and reviews (Arahatta) Fruition” (item 416).

Item 3.

The conditioning states - greed-rooted conscious
nesses, resultant and functional in 3 planes (sensuous, 
fine-material and immaterial) and produced matter - 
are taken together because they are the estimable 
objects of greed-rooted consciousnesses, the condi
tioned states.

Greed-rooted Cons. - Greed-rooted Cons, (fty-fty)

“(One) esteems, enjoys and delights in lust ••• 
(One) esteems, enjoys and delights in wrong views. 
Taking it as estimable object, arises ... wrong views” 
(item 415).

Resultant, etc. - Greed-rooted Cons, (ind-fty)

“(One) esteems, epjoys and delights in the eye... 
resultant indeterminate or functional indeterminate 
aggregates. Taking it as estimable object ••• wrong 
views” (item 416).
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i tem  4.

The 16 conditioned states which esteem Nibbana 
are given in the Chart. The conditioned states that 
are faultless and those that are indeterminate are 
taken together.

Nibbana - Sensuous Faultless Assoc, with 
Knowledge (ind-fls)

Nibbana - Supramundane Faultless (Path) 
(ind-fls)

"(They, Learners,) esteem and review Nibbana. 
Nibbana is related to change-of-lineage, purification, 
Path” (item 416).

Nibbana - Sensuous Functional Assoc, with 
knowledge (ind-ind)

Nibbana - Supramundane Resultant (Fruition) 
(ind-ind)

"(He, the Arahat,) esteems and reviews Nibbana. 
Nibbana is related to Fruition” (item 416).
How to Read the Chart. Sensuous faultless, fine- 
material faultless or immaterial faultless, the condi
tioning state of object-predominance condition, is 
related to sensuous faultless and faulty (greed-rooted 
consciousnesses), i.e. 2 categories (with a total of 
16 conditioned states), by the force of object-predo- 
ininance condition. The rest can be read off,

(iii) Object-prenascence Condition
1, 2, Five Objects - Sensuous Resultant and Fun

ctional (ind-ind)

How to Read the Chart. Present visible object-base, 
the conditioning state of object-prenascence condi
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tion, is related to sensuous resultant (2 eye-conscious- 
nesses), i.e. 1 categDry (with a total of 2 conditioned 
states), by the force of object-prenascence condition 
and so on. The Investigation Chapter gives this 
first iten as: “Visible object-base is related to eye- 
consciousness ••• tangible object-base is related to 
body-consciousness” [item 424 (i) (a)'.

Present visible object-base ... or tangible object- 
base, the conditioning state of object-prenascence 
condition, is related to sensuous resultant (2 recipient 
consciousnesses) and sensuous functional (five-door 
advertence), i.e. 2 categories (with a total of 3 condi
tioned states), by the force of object-prenascence 
condition. The Analytical Exposition gives this as: 
“Visible object-base ... tangible object-base is related 
to mind-element and its associated states” [p. 7,
item 10 (vi) etc.].

The Commentary takes these 2 items together and 
states: “Five objects, visible object-base and the rest, 
are always related to twice fivefold consciousnesses 
and 3 mind-elements by the force of object-prenas
cence condition.” “Always” in the above relation 
shows that the conditioned states always take their 
respective objects. This knowledge of the conditioned 
states which always or occasionally take the condi
tioning states as objects is very useful in the Enume
ration Chapters of the Investigation Chapter.

3. Present 18 Produced Matter - Sensuous Fault
less (ind-fls)

“Learners or common worldlings practise insight 
into the impermanency • (heart-)base” [item 424 
(ii) (a)l
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3. Present 18 Produced Matter - Faulty (ind-fty)

"(One) enjoys and delights in the eye ... (heart-) 
base ... arises grief” [item 424 (iii) (a)].

3. Present 18 Produced Matter - Sensuous Resul
tant (ind-ind)

It was pointed out in object condition that the re
lation between matter and registering consciousness 
is not expounded in the Faultless Triplet but only in 
the Clinging Triplet. Here the Commentary remarks 
that the sensuous resultants to be taken are those 
that perform the function of registering. But since 
the 2 investigating consciousnesses and the 8 great 
resultants included there, also perform the function of 
rebirth (and also those of life-continuum and death), 
the Subcommentary elucidates by stating that these 
sensuous resultants are not to be taken when they 
perform the function of rebirth. The reason is that 
such sensuous resultants are not conditioned states 
of base-prenascence condition (which occurs during 
life) and, therefore, are not of object-prenascence 
condition. For only those of base-prenascence are 
also those of object-prenascence. Besides, even though 
such resultants which are not of object-prenascence 
take present sign of kamma as object, it is an object 
of the preceding existence and so it is not very clear. 
Therefore, these resultants which take such objects 
are conditioned states of object condition but not 
of object-prenascence.

3. Present 18 Produced Matter - Sensuous Fun
ctional (ind-ind)

Here the sensuous functional consciousnesses taken 
are the 8 great functional consciousnesses, Arahatta’s 
smile-consciousness (i.e. the 9 impulsions) and mind-
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door advertence. It was pointed out that Arahatta’s 
smile-consciousness is not expounded anywhere 
and here mind-door advertence is not expounded. 
The relation is: “The Arahat practises insight into 
the impermanency ... of the eye ... (heart-)base” 
item 4^(i)(a)].

4. Present Visible Object- Fine-material 
Faultless (ind-fls)

5. Present Sound Fine-material Faultless
(ind-fls) (Superknowledges)

“(Learners or common worldlings), by the power 
of divine-eye, see the visible object. By the power 
of divine-ear element, hear the sound” [item 424(h)
(a)].

4. Present Visible Object-Fine-material Functional 
(ind-ind)

5. Present Sound-Fine-material Functional (ind-ind)
(Superknowledges)

“(The Arahat), by the power of divine-eye, sees 
the visible object. By the power of divine-ear element, 
hears the sound” [item 424(i)(a)].

The Commentary takes items 3, 4 and 5 together 
and states: “18 produced matter are related to sensuous 
faultless, fine-material faultless (superknowledge), 
faulty, sensuous resultant, sensuous functional, fine- 
material functional (superknowledge), i.e. 6 categories 
(with a total of 43 conditioned states), by the force 
of object-prenascence. condition” . This ‘6’, shown in 
the Categories column of the Chart, is obtained by 
adding the different categories of the 3 items.
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The conditioning and conditioned states of base- 
object-prenascence-dependence and the rest of the 
conditions of the object group are minor parts of 
those of the conditions already dealt with. So, with 
the aid of the Object Group Chart, there should be 
no difficulty in working them out as above. The 
Commentary makes no mention about them.

End of Object Group

(2) CONASCENCE GROUP
The Commentary deals with each of the 15 

conditions of the conascence group in their serial 
order. But here, for quick and ready reference, the 
contents of the Commentary are compiled in a single 
Chart. After dealing with this Chart, another 
Detailed Chart is provided and explained giving all 
the details necessary to have a thorough understanding 
of these 15 conditions but which are not included in 
the Commentary.

(/) Minor Conascence conditio is 1
The Commentary deals fairly exhaustively with root 
condition but with the rest of the Minor conascence 
conditions they are treated together in some places 
and in the cases where the wording is different it has 
the same meaning as in the Text.

On examination of the conditioned states of these 
7 conditions it will be found that, except for conas
cence- predominance (where rebirth kamma-produced 
matter is not included and therefore there is no re
lation at the moment of conception), they are the 
same, i.e. associated aggregates, mind-produced matter 
and rebirth kamma-produced matter. That is why 
conascence-predominance is dealt with separately and 
the other 6 taken together. As in the object group,

The Other Conditions of the Object Group
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the Commentary itemizes the conditioning states as 
faultless, faulty, resultant, functional and matter in 
that order but here they are taken together wherever 
the conditioned states are the same.
The Chart. The heading consists of (1) the condi
tioning states of the 15 conascence conditions which 
are itemized and (2) the conditioned states under 
which are (a) during life in the five-aggregate planes 
(i.e. the sensuous and fine-material planes as given 
in the Chart but which the Commentary combines 
as sensuous fine-material) and in the four-aggregate 
planes (i.e. 4 immaterial planes); (b) at the moment 
of conception in the same planes; (c) great primaries; 
(d) derived matter; (e) resultant aggregates. The 
last three are for Major and Medium conascence. 
As regards the conditioning states, items \ - 6 are for 
minor conascence and items 1-5,  7- 9  are for both 
Major and Medium conascence. The unincluded 
faultless and resultant are the supramundane fault
less and resultant states because Nibbana is excluded 
since it is not a conditioning state as in object con
dition. The Commentary does not give the numbers 
of categories. There should be no diificuity in un
derstanding the Chart as it is based on the Single 
Enumeration Charts of the Conascence Group to 
which reference can be made.

6 Minor Conascence Conditions
How to Read the Chart. Item 1. 1, 2 or 3Toots,
volitions, 3 mental nutriment factors, 8 mental faculty
1. For the faulty take 1 for delusion-rooted cons, and 2 for 
greed-rooted and hate-rooted cons; for the sensuous faultless, 
resultant and functional take 2 for thosedissociated from knowledge 
and 3 for those associated with knowledge; for the rest, i.e. fine  ̂
material, immaterial and supramundane cons, take 3.

Similarly, take the appropriate volitions, nutriments, etc. in the 
Gther conditions. The o'nes to be taken are given in the explanations 
and sijmmarized in a Detailed Chart which follows this Corny. '
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3. Sensuous resultant R n

4. Fine-material resultant
1

II i

5. Immaterial resultant

6. Faulty-predommance 
(only for conascence- 
predominauce)

R n

7. Kamma-produced great 
primaries 1-3-2

Great primaries

8. At the moment of 
Sensuous, Fine-material 
conception (Heart-)base

9. Temperature-, mind-anc 
nutriment-produced 
great primaries 1-3-2

Great primaries 1



3-1-3

3-1-2



factors, 5 jhana factors, 9 path factors (the condi
tioning states of the 6 conditions) present at sensuous 
faultless, immaterial faultless, unincluded faultless, 
faulty, unincluded resultant, sensuous functional or 
immaterial functional are related to the associated 
states/ and mind-produced matter during life in the 
five-aggregate planes which are sensuous and fine- 
material and to the associated states during life in 
the 4 immaterial planes by the force of root condition, 
kamma condition and so on respectively. [(Refer to 
these conditions in the Investigation Chapter for the 
relevant relations given under (fls-fls), (fls-ind), (fis-fls, 
ind), (fty-fty), (fty-ind), (fty-fty,ind), and during life 
(ind-ind).]

Here the conditioned states during life in (i) the 
immaterial plane are “associated states” and (ii) the 
five-aggregate planes are “associated states and mind- 
produced matter” and the conditioning states are the 
appropriate roots (sensuous faultless roots, etc.) for 
root condition, the appropriate volitions for kamma 
condition and so on. And it will be seen below 
that the conditioned states at the moment of con
ception in (i) the immaterial plane are also “associated 
states” but that in (ii) the five-aggregate planes are 
“associated states and kamma-produced matter”.
Item 2. 3 roots, volitions, 3 mental nutriment factors
8 mental faculty factors, 5 jhana factors, 5 path 
factors present at fine-material faultless or functional 
are related to the associated states and mind-pro
duced matter during life in the 26 five'aggregate planes 
only by the force of root condition, etc. (Fine- 
material faultless and functional do not occur in the 
immaterial plane.)
1. The Corny, employs the term ‘states’ instead of ‘aggregates’ 
given in C.R. This is an example to show that though the wording 
is different both mean the same thing.
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hem  3. Roots, etc/, present at sensuous resultant 
are related to the associated states and mind-pro
duced matter during life in the 11 sensuous planes 
and to the associated states and kamma-produced 
matter at the moment of conception in the 11 sensuous 
planes by the force of root condition, etc. (Sensuous 
resultants belong to the sensuous plane only. And 
only the sensuous resultants which perform the fun
ction of rebirth are taken for the relation at the 
moment of conception.)

Item 4. Roots, etc. present at fine-material resul
tant are related to the associated states and mind- 
produced matter during life in the 15 fine-material 
planes exclusive of the non-percipient plane and to 
the associated states and kamma-produced matter at 
the moment of conception in the above planes by 
the force of root condition, etc. (Fine-material resul
tants belong to the fine-material plane only.)

Item 5. Roots, etc. present at immaterial resultant 
are related to the associated states during life and 
at the moment of conception in the 4 immaterial 
planes by the force of root condition, etc. (Imr 
material resultants belopg to the immaterial plane 
only.)

Conascence-predominance Condition

Since this condition does not occur at the moment 
of conception, the conditioned states under this head
ing are excluded and only those under during life 
are taken. The matter taken, of course, is predo
minant mind-produced matter. Also, the conditioned 
states are impulsions and so supramundane resul-

1. Take the appropriate roots, volitions, nutriments, faculties, 
jhana factors, path factors in all cases.
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tants are the only resultants taken. As for the lofty 
and supramundane impulsions and the faulty states 
with fixed destiny due to wrong views (micchattani- 
yatd dhammd), they are always conditioned states of 
this condition.
How to Read the Chart. Item 1. The 3 or 4 pre
dominant factors (3 for faulty and for consciousnesses 
dissociated from knowledge and 4 for the rest) pre
sent at sensuous faultless, immaterial faultless, un
included faultless faulty, (i.e. predominant greed- 
irooted and hate-rooted impulsions), unincluded resul
tant, sensuous functional or immaterial functional 
are related to their associated states and predominant 
mind-produced matter in the five-aggregate planes 
and to their associated states in the 4 immaterial 
planes by the force of conascence-predominance 
condition.
Item 2. The 4 predominant factors present at fine- 
material faultless or functional are related to their 
associated states and predominant mind-produced 
matter in the five-aggregate planes only by the force 
of conascence-predominance condition.
Item 6. The faulty predominant factors present at 
the faulty states with fixed destiny due to wrong views 
in the sensuous plane are always related to their as
sociated states and predominant mind - produced 
matter by the force of conascence - predominance 
condition.
Note. Items 3, 4 and 5 are not concerned since the 
conditioned states are not impulsions.

(ii) 4 Major Conascence Conditions

The relations of major and medium conascence 
conditions are not given as: "I faultless aggregate
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is related to 3 aggregates, etc.” according to the In
vestigation Chapter but as “associated states” just 
like those of minor conascence above. In drawing 
up the Chart to include all the 15 conditions, it was 
not possible to adhere to the arrangement and exact 
wording of the Commentary, But all the information 
given in the latter is included in the Chart as both 
are based on the Single Enumeration Charts. The 
Pah scholar will find it to be so.
How to Read the Chart. Item 1-5. Similar to the 6 
minor conascence conditions. The conditioning states 
are taken as sensuous faultless consciousness, etc. 
not as roots, etc. present at these consciousnesses 
as in the minor conascence. That is why they are 
not mentioned in the Commentary.
Item 7. With regard to kamma-produced matter 
one of the 4 causes-produced matter - 1 great primary 
is related to 3 great primaries; 3 great primaries are 
related to 1 great primary; 2 great primaries are re
lated to 2 great primaries; 4 great primaries are related 
to derived matter by the force of conascence and the 
rest of the 4 major conascencQ conditions. (These 
relations are for kamma-produced matter at rebirth, 
during life and of non-percipient beings.)

The Text gives these relations as: “ 1 great primary 
is related to 3 great primaries ... great primaries are 
related to kamma-produced derived matter” and 
“J great primary of non-percipient beings is related 
to 3 great primaries ... great primaries are related 
to kamma-produced derived matter” [p. 152, item
419 (vii) (c) .and (e)].
Item 8. At the moment of conception in sensuous 
fine-material (five-aggregate planes), heart-base is re
lated to resultant aggregates (15 rebirth-conscious- 
nesses) by the forces of conascence condition, etc.
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The Text is : “At the moment of conception, (heart) 
-base is related to aggregates” [p. 152, item 419
(vii) (b)].

Item 9. With regard to temperature-produced, mind- 
produced, nutriment-produced matter (the remaining 
3 of the 4 causes-produced matter), 1 great primary 
is related to 3 great primaries; 3 great primaries are 
related to 1 great primary; 2 great primaires are re
lated to 2 great primaries; 4 great primaries are re
lated to derived matter by the forces of conascence 
condition, etc.

The Text is: “ 1 great primary is related to 3 great

great primary .  ̂ ___
produced great primary...derived matter” [item 419 
(c)-(d)].

For this last item the Commentary states that in 
the Analytical Exposition it is given as: “The four 
great primaries are mutually related to one another” 
and “The great primaries are related to derived 
matter” [p. 5, item 6 (ii) and (v)]. Here it is given in 
accordance with the Investigation Chapter. (Refer to 
item 3 of the Chart where rebirth kamma-produced 
matter is the conditioned state at the moment of 
conception but which is not included in the Analytical 
Exposition. This shows that the Commentary is 
based on the Investigation Chapter.)

(///) 4 Medium Conascence Conditions 
Mutuality Condition

The relations given are based on the Investigation 
Chapter. Here mind-produced matter and derived 
matter are not conditioned states and so they are
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left out. As for rebirth kamma-produced matter, 
only heart-base is the conditioned state.
How to Read the Chart. Item 1 & 2. As for Major 
conascence but taking only the associated states as 
the conditioned states.
Items 3 & 4. Under the kamma-produced matter 
column take heart-base. The 2 items are read toge
ther as: Sensuous resultant and fine-material resultant 
are related to (a) the associated states during life in 
the 26 five-aggregate planes; (b) the associated states 
and heart-base at the moment of conception in 
those planes by the force of mutuality condition.

The Text for (a) is the usual one with the aggre
gates and for (b): "At the moment of conception, 
one resultant indeterminate aggregate is related to 3 
aggregates and (heart-)base ...” [p. 153, item 420
(iii) (a) & (b)].
Items 5, 7-9. In mutuality condition there is no 
relation between great primaries and derived matter. 
So where this is not included, as in items 5 and 8, 
read oflf as in the Chart. But in items 7 and 9, the 
relations with derived matter are not taken.

Resultant Condition
Select the resultants in the items of the Chart.

How to Read the Chart. Item 1. Take only the 
unincluded resultant and read it in the usual way.
Items 3-5. Read them as in the Chart.

Although the Investigation Chapter gives the re
lation: "At the moment of conception, aggregates are 
related to (heart-)base” in resultant condition, the 
Commentary does not mention it here nor in mutua
lity, conascence-dissociation and the 4 Major co
nascence conditions. It must be because in items 3

F . 5
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and 4 heart-base is included in kamma-produced 
matter.

Association Condition

Since the conditioning and conditioned states are 
mentality, read items 1-5 taking only mentality as 
conditioned states.

Conascence-dissociation Condition

In dissociation condition of the Investigation 
Chapter and the Analytical Exposition it will be seen 
that when mentality is the conditioning state, materi
ality is the conditioned state and vice versa.
How to Read the Chart. Items 1 & 2. Take only 
mind-produced matter as conditioned state.
Items 3 & 4. For the relation during life take only 
mind-produced matter and for that at the moment of 
conception take only kamma-produced matter as 
conditioned states.

Items 5, 7, 9. They are not included.
Item 8. Read as in the Chart.

All the relations given in the Commentary are based 
on the Investigation Chapter. So the relevant quota
tions for them can be referred to under the condi
tions in that Chapter as was exemplified above.

CONASCENCE GROUP IN DETAIL
Detailed Chart o f  Conascence Group. The heading 
consists of:
(1) The conditioning states. Items 1 - 19 = types of 
consciousnesses with the numbers of consciousnesses
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hnd associated mental factors shown against each; 
20 = great primaries; 21 = five-aggregate rebirth con
sciousnesses ; 22 = heart-base.
(2) 7 Minor conascence conditions. The figures in 
the columns are the numbers of realities present at 
each type of consciousness under (I) above. So the 
figures in each column read against items 1 - 1 9  are 
the conditioning states of each of the Minor cona
scence conditions. ^
(3) During life. This gives the conditioned states 
that arise during life in the five- and four-aggregate 
planes. The mental aggregates, marked with as
terisks, are those of Major and Medium conascence 
and associated aggregates are those of Minor con
ascence, Mind-produced matter and planes are 
meant for all the 15 conascence conditions.
(4) At rebirth. This gives the conditioned states 
that arise at the moment of conception. They are 
taken in the same way as (3) above.
(5) The conditioned states, taken appropriately, of 
Major and Medium conascence conditions.

Minor Conascence Conditions

The figures in the Minor conascence columns 
against the items denote the numbers of the con
ditioning states.

Root
Of the 6 roots of root condition, the appropriate 

ones (1, 2 or 3 as shown in the Chart) are taken for 
the relations with the rooted consciousnesses.
Item 1. 2 roots, non-greed and non-hate, are taken 
for great faultless consciousnesses dissociated from,
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15 D E T A IL E D  C H A R T  O F C O -N A SC E N C E  G R O U P

(1) (2 )  M inor C o-nascence 7
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1. G reat faultless 8 38 2-3 3-4 V ol 3 7-8 4-5 7-8

2. Fine-M aterial f ls  and fhnc 10 35 3 4 II H 8 5 5

3. Im m aterial ii 8 30 3 4 II II 8 2 5

4. Sotapatti Path 1 36 3 4 II II 8 5 8

5. M iddle Paths and  F ruitions 1 4 36 3 4 ■I II 8 5 8

6. U pper Paths & F ruitions 2 3 36 3 4 II II 8 5 8

7. G reed-rooted, D elu sion -rooted 10 22
16 2-1 3-x II II
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D -4 5-4 4

2-3
8. H ate-rooted 2 22 2 3 II II 5 4 T -

9. 2 eye and  2 ear- 4 7 ■I II 3

10. 2 n oses-, 2 tongues-, 2 body- 6 7 II ll 3

11. in vestigatin g  consciousness  
A ccom panied  by indifference

2 10 II II 3 4-

12. Investigating cons acc by 
pleasure

1 11 II II 3 5

13. M ind-elem ent 3 10 II II 3 4

14. Great resultant 8 33 2-3 II II 7-8 4-5 4-5

15. F ine-m aterial resultant 5 35 3 11 II 8 5 5
16. Im m aterial resultant 4 30 3 II II 8 2 5

17. M ind-door advertence 1 11 II II 5 4

18. A rahatta’s sm ile-cons 1 12 II II 5 5
19. G reat functional 8 35 2-3 3-4 H II 7-8 4-5 4-5
20.. Great primaries 4
21,. 5-aggregate rebirth cons. 15 35
22. H eart-base ~1 1 1

1. SakadagSmi Path, A nagam i Path and Sotapatti Fruition, Sakadagami Fruition. 
Arahatta Path and A naganii Fruition, A rahatta Fruition.
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knowledge and 3 roots, non-greed, non-hate and notl- 
delusion, for those associated with knowledge.
Item 7. 2 roots, greed and delusion, are taken for 
greed-rooted consciousnesses and 1 root, delusion, 
for delusion-rooted consciousnesses.
Item 8. 2 roots, hate and delusion, are taken for 
hate-rooted consciousnesses.
Items 14&19. 2 and 3 stand for the same roots as
given for great faultless consciousnesses.
Other Items. 3 in all the other items are the 3 roots, 
non-greed, non-hate and noii-delusion.

Conascence-predominance

Desire, effort, consciousness and investigating- 
wisdom are the 4 predominant factors which are 
taken for the relations with the predominating im
pulsions.
Items 1 & 19. When investigating-wisdom is excluded 
there are 3. It is for those impulsions dissociated 
from knowledge.
Items 7 & 8. 3 for greed-rooted and hate-rooted
impulsions which are faulty. The cross against 7 
shows that delusion-rooted consciousnesses are not 
predominating impulsions and so they do not belong 
to this condition.

Conascence-kamma, Conascence-nutriment

Volition and the 3 mental nutriment factors are 
associated with each of the items 1 - 19 of conscious
nesses.

Conascence-faculty 
There are 8 mental faculty factors.
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Items 1, 14 & 19. When knowledge is excluded there 
are 7. It is for those consciousnesses dissociated 
from knowledge.
Item 7. 5 are psychic life, consciousness, feeling,
effort, one-pointedness. 4 are the above with one- 
pointedness excluded and is for delusion-rooted con
sciousness associated with doubt.
Other Items. 5 are the same as above and 3 are psy
chic life, consciousness, feeling,

Jhdna
There are 5 jhana factors.

Items 1, 14 & 19. 5 for those accompanied by plea
sant feeling and 4 for those accompanied by indiffer
ence because rapture is excluded.
Item 1. 5 is for greed-rooted consciousnesses and 4
for delusion-rooted consciousnesses as they are accom
panied by indifference.
Items 3 & 16. 2 for the immaterial consciousnesses 
are (indifferent) feeling and one-pointedness.
Item 8. 4 for hate-rooted consciousnesses because 
they are accompanied by grief and so rapture is ex
cluded.
Other Items. 5 and 4 as in items 1, 14 Sc 19.

Path
There are 8 path factors.

Item 1. 7 when knowledge is excluded. It is for 
those dissociated from knowledge.
Items 14 & 19. 5 are for the great resultant and fun
ctional consciousnesses associated with knowledge 
because 3 abstinences are excluded and 4 when they 
are dissociated from knowledge,
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Item 1. 4 for greed-rooted consciousnesses are ap
plied thought, effort, one-pointedness, wrong view; 
2 for delusion-rooted consciousness associated with 
doubt are applied thought and effort and 3 for that 
associated with restlessness includes one-pointedness 
as well.
Item 8. 3 for hate-rooted consciousnesses are the
same as the above 3.
Other Items. 8 for the supramundane consciousnesses 
and 5 for the fine-material and immaterial conscious
nesses where the 3 abstinences are excluded.

Major and Medium Conascence Conditions
Mental Aggregates Columns. The 4 mental aggre
gates are the conditioning and conditioned states of 
Major and Medium conascence conditions. When 
one of them is the conditioning state, the remaining 
three are the conditioned stales; when three of them 
are the conditioning states, the remaining one is the 
conditioned state; when two of them are the con
ditioning states, the remaining two are the conditioned 
states. These relations are shown in the Chart in 
the same space with the numbers of the conditioning 
states above and of the corresponding conditioned 
states below.
Great Primaries Column. The mutual relations are 
shown in the same way as the mental aggregates,

How to Read the Chart
All the relations of the 15 kinds of conascence 

condition are compiled in a single Chart and if all 
the infc rmation provided in it were to be written down, 
it vvouid take up a great deal of space. But this is 
unnecessary as tiie purpose of a chart is just to give 
an iilusiration of using it so that it could be applied 
to the rest.
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(i) 7 Minor Conascence Conditiom

Root Condition

Item 1. Non-greed, non-hate or non-greed and non
hate present at 4 great faultless consciousnesses dis
sociated from knowledge is/are related to its/their 
associated aggregates and rooted mind-produced 
matter during life in 26 five-aggregate planes and to 
its/their associated aggregates during life in 4 four- 
aggregate planes by root condition.

Non-greed, non-hate, non-delusion, non-greed and 
non-hate, non-greed and non-delusion, non-hate and 
non-delusion or non-greed, non-hate and non-delusion 
present at 4 great faultless consciousnesses associated 
with knowledge is/are related to its/their associated 
aggregates and rooted mind-produced matter during 
life in 26 five-aggregate planes and to its/their asso
ciated aggregates during life in 4 four-aggregate planes 
by root condition.
Item 2. Non-greed, non-hate, non-delusion, non
greed and non-hate, non-greed and non-delusion, 
non-hate and non-delusion or non-greed, non-hate 
and non-delusion present at fine-material faultless or 
functional consciousnesses is/are related to its/their 
associated aggregates and mind-produced matter 
during life in 22 five aggregate planes exclusive of 
the 4 woeful (apdya) planes by root condition.
Item 3. Non-greed ... (as above) ... present at im
material faultless or functional consciousnesses is/are 
related to ... (as above) ... and to its/their associated 
aggregates during life in 4 four-aggregate planes by 
root condition.

With the variations explained below the rest for 
root condition of the chart can be read off
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kern 4. Sotdpatti Path. The 17 planes are: 7 happy
sensuous, 3 First Jhana, 3 Second Jhana, 3 Third 
Jhana and the Realm of Great Reward (Yehapphala). 
Sotappati Path never arises in the 4 four-aggregate 
planes.

Item 8. Hate-rooted. The 11 planes are the 4 woe
ful and 7 happy sensuous.
Item  14. Great Resultant. As with great faultless of 
Item 1, give the relations with 2 or 3 roots. But they 
are related to their associated aggregates and mind- 
produced matter during life in the 7 happy sensuous 
planes and to their associated aggregates and rebirth 
kamma-produced matter at the moment of con
ception in the 7 happy sensuous planes by root con
dition.
Items 15 & 16. Include the relations at the moment 
of conception given there.

Conascence-predom inance Condi tion

Item 1. One of the predominant factors, desire, 
effort or consciousness, present at 4 great faultless 
impulsions dissociated from knowledge is related to 
its associated aggregates and predominant mind- 
produced matter during life in the 26 five-aggregate 
planes and to its associated aggregates during life in 
the 4 four-aggregate planes by predominance con
dition.

One of the piedominant factors, desire, effort, 
consciousness or investigating-wisdom, present at 4 
great faultless impulsicns associated with knowledge 
is related to its associated aggregates and predominant 
mind-prcdiiced matter during life in the 26 five - 
aggregate planes and to ... (as above) ... by predo- 
jnin^rice condition. Read the rest for this condition.
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Conascence-kamma and Conascence-nutnment
Conditions

For conascetice-kanima read: Volition present at 
8 great faultless consciousnesses ... by kamma con
dition. Similarly for the other items.

For conascence-nutriment read: 3 mental nutri
ments, contact, volition and consciousness present 
at 8 great faultless consciousnesses ... by nutriment 
condition. Read the rest.

Conascence-Jacuity, Jhana and Path Conditions
They can be read off from the Chart. (The realities 

that the figures in the coiumns stand for have been
given.)

(ii) 4 Major Conascence Conditions
Conascence, Conascence-dependence, ConascencQ-

presence and Conascence-non-disappearance Con
ditions

Item  1. 1 mental aggregate present at 8 great fault
less consciousnesses and 38 mental factors, which 
are 4 mental aggregates, is related to 3 mental aggre
gates and mind-produced matter; 3 mental aggregates 
are related to 1 mental aggregate and mind-produced 
matter; 2 mental aggregates are related to 2 mental 
aggregates and riiind-produced matter; and 4 mental 
aggregates are related to mind-produced matter during 
life in the 26 five-aggregate planes by conascence 
condition, dependence condition, presence condition 
or non-disappearance condition.

1 mental aggregate is related to 3 mental aggre
gates; 3 mental aggregates are related to 1 mental 
aggregate; 2 mental aggregates are related to 2 mental 
aggregates during life in the 4 four-aggregate planes 
by conascence condition, etc ... (Read in a similar 
way up to item 10.)
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Item 11. 1 mental aggregate present at 2 investi
gating consciousnesses and 10 mental factors accom
panied by indifference, which are 4 mental aggregates, 
is related to 3 mental aggregates and rnind-produced 
matter; 3 mental aggregates are related to 1 mental 
aggregate and mind-produced matter; 2 mental aggre
gates are related to 2 mental aggregates and mind- 
produced matter; and 4 mental aggregates are related 
to mind-produced matter during life in the 26 five- 
aggregate planes by conascence condition ... non
disappearance condition.

1 mental aggregate is related to 3 mental aggre
gates and rebirth kamma-produced matter; 3 mental 
aggregates are related to 1 mental aggregate and 
rebirth kamma-produced matter; 2 mental aggregates 
are related to 2 mental aggregates and rebirth kamma- 
produced matter at the moment of conception in 6 
planes (4 woeful, human and Asura - which belongs 
to the plane of the 4 deva kings) by conascence condi
tion, etc...(Read the Chart up to Item 19.)
Item 20. I great primary is related to 3 great pri
maries; 3 great primaries are related to 1 great 
primary; 2 great primaries are related to 2 great 
primaries; great primaries are related to derived 
matter by conascence condition, etc.
Item 21. 15 five-aggregate rebirth consciousnesses
are related to heart-base by......condition.
Item 22. Heart-base is related to 15 five-aggregate 
rebirth consciousnesses by condition.

(ii!) 4 Medium Conascence Conditions 
Mutuality Condition

The differences from conascence condition are: 
(a) mind-produced matter is left out from the condi
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tioned states; (b) for Items 11, 14 and 15, only heart- 
base of rebirth kamma-produced matter is taken; 
(c) for Item 20, derived matter is left out from the 
conditioned states.

Resultant Condition

Take only those Items that are resultant conscious
nesses and 21.

Association Condition

Take the Items that are consciousnesses and leave 
out all matter.

Dissociation Condition

Take the Items, 75 consciousnesses exclusive of 
4 immaterial resultants, twice fivefold consciousnesses 
and Arahatta’s death-consciousness, the conditioning 
states given in the Siiigle Enumeration Chart, and 
also 21 and 22 which arise in the five-aggregate planes.
Item 1. 8 great faultless consciousnesses and 38
mental factors, which are taken as 1, 3, 2 and 4 men
tal aggregates, are related to mind-produced matter 
during life in the 26 five-aggregate planes by disso
ciation condition. ... (Read the rest in a similar 
way wherever mirid-prcduced matter is the con
ditioned state.)
Item 11. 2 investigating consciousnesses and 10 
mental factors accompanied by indifference, which 
are taken as 1, 3, 2 and 4 mental aggregates, are re
lated to rebirth kamma-produced matter at the mo
ment of conception in 6 sensuous planes by disso
ciation condition. ...(Read in a similar way wherever 
rebirth kamma-produced matter is the conditioned 
state.)
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Practical Application. A detailed account of the 
conditioning and conditioned states of the 15 conas
cence conditions has been given. The relations which 
take place between them are actual facts some of 
which can be easily observed in daily life. For 
example, according to the nature of conascence, 
whenever a consciousness arises during life in the 
five-aggregate planes, it will produce matter (mind- 
produced matter) if it is capable of doing so. There
fore, in this human world - where consciousness 
arises at every instant in the continuity of a being - 
when the consciousness is accompanied by delight, 
the matter produced can be observed from the phy
sical features which is in a delightful state and when 
it is accompanied by dejection, the matter produced 
can be observed from the physical features which is 
in a dejected state. A specific example is the case of 
a person who is suffering from a disease which he 
thinks will cause death. When he reflects that he is 
about to die of the disease because lie fears that there 
is no hope of a cure, his mind is in a dejected and 
hopeless state and his features manifest the state of 
his mind. Then when he goes to a doctor and is 
told that the disease is not so serious as to bring about 
death and that by proper treatment, there will be 
immediate relief and, later, the disease will be com
pletely cured, the patient will suddenly become heart
ened, happy and relieved and which will be shown 
in his features. I ’Ms is practical application of conas
cence condition.

End of Conascence Group
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(¾ (a) PR6^MTTY-STR0NG-DEPENDEn CE
GROUP 7

Proximity Condition

Categories Chart o f Proximity Condition. The heading 
is the same as object condition. The group of 5 con
ditions starting with proximity condition (proximity 
group) has the same conditioning and conditioned 
states. So the exaniple with proximity condition is 
the same for the rest of the group. The analytical 
states' given below the Chart are not mentioned in 
the Commentary. A Detailed Proximity Cycle with 
explanations is provided at the end of this Section 
on “Conditioned States”.

1. Sensuous Faultless - Sensuous Faultless (fls-fls)

The sensuous impulsions arise 7 times in the ordi
nary mental process when one is wide awake or 6 
times in the drowsy or dull state and 5 times in the 
dying mental process. Here the first sensuous im
pulsion is related to the second impulsion, the second 
impulsion to the third and so on.

Also, in the jhana, attainment of Extinction and 
superknowledge mental processes, the first sensuous 
impulsion as preparation is related to the second as 
approximation and so on. And in the Fruition 
mental process, the first sensuous impulsion as adap
tation is related to the second and so on. The Text 
is: “Preceding faultless aggregates are related to sub
sequent faultless aggregates” [p. 148. item 417 (i). 
But in the Path mental process this relation between 
the sensuous impulsions is given in the Text as: 
“Adaptation to change-of-lineage; adaptation to 
purification” (ibid.).
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16 CATEGORIES CH ART OF PRO XIM ITY C O N D IT IO N
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When the great faultless impulsion associated with 
knowledge functions as change-of-lineage in the jhana 
mental process, it is followed by fine-material or 
immaterial faultless impulsions. The Text for this is 
the general relation quoted above.

1. Sensuous Faultless - Supramundane Faultless
(fis-fls)

In the Path mental process the sensuous faultless 
impulsion, which performs the function of change- 
of-lineage or purification, is relate^ to the Path, the 
supramundane faultless impulsion. The Text is: 
“Change-of-lineage to Path; purification is related to 
Path” (ibid.).

1. Sensuous Faultless-Sensuous Resultant (fls-ind)
L Sensuous Faultless - Fine-material Resultant

(fls-ind)
1. Sensuous Faultless-Immaterial Resultant (fls-ind)

The last sensuous faultless impulsion is followed 
(a) by a sensuous resultant which is either registering 
consciousness, life-continuum or death-consciousness 
or (b) by a fine-material or immaterial resultant which 
is life-continuum. The Text is: “Faultless (state) to 
emergence” [item 417 (ii)].

1. Sensuous Faultless - Supramundane Resultant
(fls-ind)

The 15 supramundane resultants are the 15 lower 
Fruitions. In the Fruition mental process the sen
suous faultless impulsion, which performs the function

1. Sensuous Fauitiess-Fine-material Faultless (fls-fls)
1. Sensuous Faultless - Immaterial Faultless (fls-fls)
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of adaptation, is followed by a lower Fruition. The 
Text is: “Adaptation to attainment of Fruition of 
Learners” (ibid.).

Sensuous faultless is therefore related to 8 catego
ries (with a total of 72 consciousnesses, the condi
tioned states) as shown in the Chart.

2. Fine-material Faultless - Fine-material Faultless
(fls-fls)

In the attainment of jhana mental process, fine- 
material faultless impulsion is followed by fine- 
material faultless impulsion. The quotation is the 
same general relation for the sensuous faultless impul
sions.

2. Fine-material Faultless - Sensuous Resultant
(fls-ind)

2. Fine-material Faultless - Fine-material Resultant
(fls-ind)

Here the 4 sensuous resultants (which are the 4 
great resultant consciousnesses associated with know
ledge) and the 5 fine-material resultants perform the 
functions of life-continuum and death but not of 
registering. When both are taken together they are 
the 9 three-rooted resultant consciousnesses which 
perform the functions of life-continuum and death 
in the five-aggregate planes. The last fine-material 
faultless impulsion is related to these 9 resultants. 
The Text is: “Faultless (state) is related to emergence” 
(given above).

3. Immaterial Faultless-Immaterial Faultless (fls-fls)

This is similar to fine-material faultless-fine-material 
faultless above.
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3. Immaterial Faultless - Fine-material Resultant
(fls-ind)

3. Immaterial Faultless - Immaterial Resultant
(fls-ind) ^

When the conditioned states, sensuous, fine-material 
and immaterial resultants, which here perform the 
function of life-continuum, are taken together, they 
are the 13 (4+5+4 in the Chart) three-rooted life-con
tinuums. The last immaterial faultless impulsion is 
related to these 13. The Text is also: "Faultless 
(state) is related to emergence”.

3. Immaterial Faultless - Supramundane Resultant
(fls-ind)

The supramundane resultant is Anagami Fruition. 
When the Anagami emerges from the attainment of 
Extinction, the fauitless neither-perception-nor-non- 
perception, which arose and ceased prior to that 
attainment, is related to the Anagami Fruition that 
arises on emergence. The Text is: "Having emerged 
from the attainment of Extinction, faultless neither- 
perception-nor-non-perception is related to the attain
ment of Fruition” (ibid).

The Commentary makes a distinction between the 
first four relations which are termed as ordinary and 
the one with supramundane resultant as extraordinary. 
There-are altogether 18 conditioned states.

4. Supramundane Faultless - Supramundane Resul
tant (fls-ind)

The arising of Fruition after Path is given as: "Path 
to Fruition” (ibid).

3. immaterial Faultless - ^erisiioiis Resuitant (rts-ind)
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5. Greed-rootedj Delusion-rooted - Faulty (fty-fty)

Of the 12 faulty consciousnesses (the faulty), 8 
greed-rooted and 2 delusion-rooted consciousnesses 
are taken together as one item in the Chart (because 
the relations with the resultants are the same) and 
2 hate-rooted consciousnesses as another item. Here 
the preceding greed-rooted or delusion-rooted impul
sion"̂  is related to the subsequent impulsion of the 
same kind. The Text is: “Preceding faulty aggregates 
are related to subsequent faulty aggregates” [item 
417 '

5. Greed-rooted, Delusion-rooted - Sensuous
Resultant (fty-ind)

5. Greed-rooted, Delusion-rooted - Fine-material
Resultant (fty-ind)

5. Greed-rooied, Delusion-rooted »Immaterial
Resultant (fty-ind)

If, after the last greed-rooted or delusion-rooted 
impulsion: (i) registering consciousness arises, the 
impulsions are related to II registering conscious
nesses (sensuous resultants); (ii) life-continuum arises, 
the impulsions are related to 19 life-continuums, i.e. 
10 sensuous resultants exclusive of investigating con
sciousness accompanied by pleasant feeling and 9 
lofty resultants (5 fine-material and 4 immaterial 
resultants) which function as life-continuums; (iii) 
death-consciousness arises, the impulsions are related 
to 10 sensuous death-consciousnesses.

Of the 23 sensuous resultants, the 11 that arise 
after the impulsions function either as life-continuum, 
death-consciousness or registering consciousness. So 
for each relation only the appropriate one is con-
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sidered. fiere the total number of conditioned states 
that follow the impulsions are given. It is 28 for 
greed-rooted and 22 for delusion-rooted. The Text 
sums up these relations as: “Faulty (state) is related
to emergence” [item 4 l7 (r’~

6. Hate-rooted - Faulty (fty-fty)

The first hate-rooted impulsion is related to the 
second impulsion and so on, just as the greed-rooted 
and delusion-rooted impulsions, and the same re
lation applies here as well

6. Hate-rooted - Sensuous Resultant (fty-ind)

The 6 sensuous resultants accompanied by indiffe
rence, which perforin the functions of registering, 
life-continuum and death, are the only ones that 
arise after hate-rooted impulsions. Sensuous resul
tants accompanied by pleasant feeling, which perfonn 
the same functions, never arise after such impulsions. 
The Text is: “Faulty (state) is related to emergence” 
(as above).

?• Sensuous Resultant - Sensuous Resaltani
(ind-ind)

The 13 sensuous resultants are 10 sensuous life- 
continuums (8 great resultants and 2 investigating 
consciousnesses accompanied by indiflerence), 2 re
cipient consciousnesses and investigating consciousness 
accompanied by pleasant feeling. But, as pointed 
out above, only the appropriate ones have to be taken 
depending on their functions. The relations are:
(a) sensuous life-conlinuiim to sensuous life-continuum 
which follows; (b) fivefold consciousnesses to re
cipient consciousness which follows each; (c) re
cipient consciousness to investigating consciousness
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which follows; (d) first registering consciousness to
the second repstering consciousness which follows; 
(e) second registering consciousness to sensuous life- 
continuum which follows; (f) sensuous life-contin
uum to sensuous deatli-consciousness winch follows; 
Cg) seiisiioiis deatli-conscioiisiiess to sensuous rebirtli- 
conscioiisness which follows. These relations between 
sensuous resultants are given in the Text as: "Preced
ing resultant iiidetermiiiate aggregates are related to 
subsequent resultant indetefininate aggregates” [item 
417 (v)].

7. Sensuous Resultant - Fine-material Resultant
(ind-ind)

7„ Sensuous Resultant - immaterial Resultant
find-ind)

The Comineotary gives this relation with sensuous 
resultant to fine-material and imriiateriai resultants 
where 4 tliree-rooted sensuous deatli-consciousnesses- 
(i.e. 4 great resultants associated with knowledge) 
are followed by 9 lofty rebirth-consciousnesses as: 
"Resultants associated with knowledge are related to 
fine-material and immaterial resultants at rebirth”. 
Since these relations are between resultants, they are- 
included ill the above relation betv/een s-ensiious re
sultants and so classified answers are not given sepa
rately for them in the Faultless Triplet. But specific 
mention is made of them in the Limited States Tri
plet as: "Limited death-consckmsness is related to 
lofty rebirth-consciousiiess” (Synod Vol. II, p. 326).

7. Sensuous Resultant - Sensuous Functional

The 2 sensuous iunctional consciousnesses are the 
2 advertences. The Text is: "Life-continuum to 
advertence” [item 417



The Subcommentary adds that (in the five-door 
mental process), investigating consciousness, which is 
sensuous resultant, is followed by determining con
sciousness, which is sensuous functional, and so this 
relation between them is to be taken also,

8. Fine-material Resultant - Sensuous Resultant
(ind-ind)

8. Fine-material Resultant - Fine-material
Resultant (ind-ind)

8. Fine-material Resultant - Immaterial Resultant
(ind-ind)

Here the relations are between resultants and for 
the Faultless Triplet the relation with the preceding 
and subsequent resultant indeterminate aggregates 
quoted above covers them. For the relation between 
fine-material resultants, where those that function as 
life-contirruum are involved, the preceding one is 
related to the subsequent one and is included in the 
above relation. But where the sensuous or immaterial 
resultants are the ones subsequent to fine-material 
resultants, the relation is specifically mentioned in the 
Couplet Patthana of States which belong to the Fine- 
material Plane as: “Fine-material death-consciousness 
is related to not-fine-material rebirth consciousness” 
(not-fine-material in this case are the sensuous and 
immaterial resultants) (Synod Vol. IV, p. 150).

8. Fine-material Resultant - Sensuous Functional
(ind-ind)

The 2 sensuous functionals are the same 2 adver
tences as given in the relation with item 7 and sen
suous functional and the same relation applies here.
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9. Ixnmatcriai Resultant» Sensuous Resultant
(ind-ind)

9. Immaterial Resultant - Immaterial Resultant
(ind-ind)

Immaterial resultants, like the fine-material resul
tants, perform the functions of rebirth, life-continuum 
and death. Here also the relation is between resultants 
and in the Faultless Triplet the relation with pre
ceding and subsequent resultant indeterminate aggre
gates quoted above covers them. For the relation 
between immaterial resultants, where those that fun
ction as life-continuum are involved, the preceding 
one is related to the subsequent one and is included 
in.the above relation. But where sensuous resultants 
are the ones subsequent to immaterial resultants, i.e. 
when sensuous rebirth-consciousnesses, which are the 
4 three-rooted sensuous resultants, follow immaterial 
resultants which function as death-consciousness, the 
relation is specifically mentioned in the Couplet Pa
tthana of States which belong to the Immaterial 
Plane as: “Immaterial death-consciousness to not- 
immaterial rebirth-consciousness” (not-immaterial 
here means the sensuous but not the fine-material) 
(Synod VoL IV, p.l64).

9. Immaterial Resultant - Sensuous Functional
(ind-ind)

1 in the Chart stands for mind-door advertence. 
Since immaterial resultant is the conditioning state, 
the five-door mental process, which takes material 
objects, cannot occur and so five-door advertence 
cannot be taken. The Text is: “Life-continuum to 
advertence” quoted above.
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10. Supramundane Resiiltam  ̂SeiisiaoBs ResnltaBt
(ind-ind)

10, Supramundane Resultant-Fine-material Resul
tant (ind-ind)

10, Supramundane Resultant - Immaterial Resul
tant (ind-ind)

The 4 three-rooted sensuous, 5 fine-material and 
4 immaterial resultants, totalling 13, function as life- 
continuum. Here also the relations are between 
resultants and in the Faultless Triplet the relation 
between the preceding and subsequent resultant in
determinate aggregates quoted above covers them. 
But these relations with the last of each of the Frui
tion impulsions and the 13 resultants which follow as 
life-continuums are given in the Corrupt Triplet and 
elsewhere as: “Fruition is related to emergence’*
[p.511, item 13(vii)].

10. Supramundane Resultant - Supramundane
Resultant (ind-ind)

Flere the relations are between Fruitions, the supra
mundane resultants, and the general relation given in 
the Faultless Triplet, often referred to above, includes 
them. But in the Clinging Tiiplet and elsewhere 
they are given as: “Fruition is related to Fruition” 
[p.462, item 56(vi)],

11. Sensuous Functional - Sensuous Faultless
(ind-fls)

11. Sensuous Functional - Faulty (ind-fty)

1. Of the 11 sensuous functional consciousnesses, the Arahatta’s 
smile-conconsciousness and the 8 great functional consciousnesses 
perform the function of impulsion; mind-door advertence those 
of determining and advertence ;five-door advertence that of adver
tence. See Functions of Consciousnesses, taken from Compendium 
of Philosophy, in the Explanation of the Analytical Exposition.
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Here the sensuous functional advertence (deter
mining consciousness or mind-door advertence) is 
followed by either the first sensuous faultless or first 
faulty impulsion. The Text is: “Advertence is re
lated to faultless (faulty) aggregates” [items 417(vi)

& (vii)k

11. Sensuous Functional - Sensuous Resultant
(ind-ind)

11. Sensuous Functional - Fine-material Resultant
(ind-ind)

IL ■ Sensuous Functional - Immaterial Resultant

The 21 sensuous resultants are: (i) twice fivefold 
consciousnesses which follow five-door advertence;
(ii) 8 great resultants and 2 investigating conscious
nesses "accompanied by indifference which, as life- 
continuums, follow the second determining conscious
ness; (iii) investigating consciousness accompanied by 
pleasant feeling which, as life-continuum, follows 
sensuous functional impulsion. The 9 lofty resul
tants are the 5 fine-material and 4 immaterial which, 
as Ufe-continuums, follow sensuous functional impul
sion. All these relations are summed up in the Text 
as: “Functional to emergence” [item 417(v)].

IL Sensuous Functional - Supramundane Resul
tant (ind-ind)

5 stands for Arahatta Fruitions as expanded. The 
Text is: “Adaptation of the Arahat to attainment of 
Fruition (of the Arahat)” (ibid.).
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The 10 sensuous functionals are the 8 great fun
ctional consciousnesses, mind-door advertence (which 
also functions as determining consciousness) and 
Arahatta’s smile-consciousness. Each is related to its 
own kind. In the case of 8 great functional con
sciousnesses and Arahatta’s smile-consciousness, which 
function as impulsions, the first impulsion is related 
to the second (of the same kind) and so on; deter
mining consciousness is related to determining con
sciousness when they successively arise 2 or 3 times 
in the slight mental process; mind-door advertence is 
related to mind-door advertence when they successi
vely arise 2 or 3 times in the obscure mental process. 
But they are all functional states and so the Text gives 
them as: "Preceding functional indeterminate aggre
gates are related to subsequent functional indetermi
nate aggregates” (ibid.).

11. Sensuous Fuiictional-Fine-material Functional
(ind-ind)

IL Sensuous Functional - Immaterial Functional
(ind-in^

In the jhana mental process, the 4 three-rooted 
sensuous functional consciousnesses, which function 
as change-of-lineage, are followed by 9 lofty functional 
impulsions. The above relation also applies here.

12. Fine-material Functional - Sensuous Resultant
(ind-ind)

12. Fine-material Plmctional-Fine-material Resul
tant (ind-ind)

The 4 three-rooted sensuous resultants and the 5 
fine-material resultants are the 9 three-rooted resul-

IL  Sensiioiis Functionai - Sensuous Functional
(ind-ind)
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tm u  which fimctioo as iife-contmuum in the f̂ive- 
aggregate planes. They follow fine-material functional 
impulsions. The Text is: “Functional to emergence” ̂
given above.

12. Fine-material Functional - Fins-material Fun
ctional (ind-ind)

Fine-material functionals function as jhana impul
sions in the jhana and attainment mental processes, 
where the preceding one is related to the subsequent 
one. The Text is the one quoted above for the re
lation between functional indeterminate aggregates.

13. Immaterial Functional - Sensuous Resultant
(ind-ind)

13. Immaterial Functional - Fine-material Resul
tant (ind-ind)

13. Immaterial Functional - Immaterial Resultant
(ind-ind)

When the 4 three-rooted sensuous, 5 fine-material 
and 4 immaterial resultants function as life-continuum, 
these 13 three-rooted life-continuums follow tim- 
material functional impulsions. These relations are 
included in “Functional to emergence” given above.

13. Immaterial Functional - Supramundane Resul
tant (ind-ind)

i stands for Arahatta Fruition. After the Arahat 
emerges from the attainment of Extinction, functional 
neither-perception-nor-non-perception, wWch arose 
and ceased prior to the attainment, is related to this 
Fruition which arises after emergence. The Text is: 
“having emerged from the attainment of Extinction, 
functional neither-perception-nor-non-perception is re
lated to the attainment of Fruition” [item 417(v)].
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As in the case of the relation between the fine- 
material functional impulsions, the preceding im
material functional impulsion is related to the sub
sequent one and the Text is the same.

Note, Here, in the Analytical Exposition, the rela
tions are given in a general way with all the preceding 
consciousnesses that are the conditioning states and 
all the subsequent ones that are the conditioned 
states. But in the explanation of the Classification 
Chapter of the Investigation Chapter, which will be 
dealt with in Part III of this Guide, a separate volume, 
the actual relations will be given in detail with one 
preceding consciousness and each of its subsequent 
ones.

How to Read the Chart, Item L Sensuous faultless 
(consciousnesses and their associated mental factors) 
is related to sensuous faultless, fine-material fault
less, immaterial fauliiess, supramundane faultless, 
sensuous resultant, fine-malerial resultant, immaterial 
resultant, supraimindarie resultant, i.e. 8 categories 
(with a total of 72 conditioned states), by the force 
of proximity condition. The rest can be read off 
for this condition. It is also done likewise for the 
other conditions of this group.

End of Proximity Group

13. Immaterial Functional-Immaterial Functional
(ind-ind)
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18 categ ories CHART OF NATURAL STRONG-DEPENDENCE CONDITION

Consciousnesses, Matter and 
Concept

Faultless
in

'4 planes 1
Resultant

in
4 planes

Functional
in

3 planes

so
‘SoCX)o
6

o
6

13
H

I. Faultless in 3 planes 21 12 36 20 4 S9

Z Supramundane faultless II i; 11 3 77

3, Faulty N Ii 1 i 4 89

4. Resultant In 3 planes II « » 9 4 89

5. Lower Fruitions 3 9 9 • 3 77

6. Arahatta’s Fruition 9 • 2 36

7. Functional in 3 planes II I I » 4 89

8. Matter, Concept (Sutta method) • 9 9 a 4 89



Repetition condition, it will now be known, is a 
part of proximity condition where only the impul
sions are involved. So, if proximity condition is 
understood, there will be no difficulty about this con
dition. Wherever the relations are the same only 
references to proximity condition will be made.

1. Sensuous Faultless - Sensuous Faultless, etc.
(fls-fls)

All the relations with Item 1 are the same as those 
of proximity condition and the quotations are the 
same [p. 167, item 426(i)].

2. Fine-material Faultless - Fine-material Faultless
(fls-fls)

3. Immaterial Faultless - Immaterial Faultless
(fls-fls)

4. Faulty - Faulty (fty-fty)
As with the impulsions in proximity condition, 

each impulsion is related to the same kind. The 
Text gives the relations as: "Preceding faultless
(faulty) aggregates ... subsequent faultless (faulty) 
aggregates” [items 426 (i) & (ii)].

5. Sensuous Functional - Sensuous Functional,
etc. (ind-ind)

6. Fine-material Functional - Fine-material Fun
ctional (ind-ind)

7. Immaterial Functional - Immaterial Functional
(ind-ind)

Item 5. The 9 are Arahatta’s smile-consciousness 
and 8 sensuous functional impulsions where each is 
related to the same kind. Also, in the jhana mental

Repetition Condition
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process, sensuous functional impulsions, functioning 
as change-of-Uneage, are related to the lofty fun
ctional impulsions-

Items 6 & 7. In the attainment mental process, fine- 
material and immaterial functional jhanas are related 
to the same kind. All these relations are given in 
the Text as: “Preceding functional indeterminate 
aggregates are related to subsequent functional in
determinate aggregates” [item 426(iii)\

How to Read the Chart, Item 1. Sensuous faultless 
is related to sensuous faultless, fine-material faultless, 
immaterial faultless, supramundane faultless, i.e. 4 
categories (with a total of 37 conditioned states), 
by the force of repetition condition. Read the rest

Proximity-kamma Condition

This condition is a very minor part of proximity 
condition and so the Commentary does not deal with 
it. But it is easy to work this out by the method 
given above.

End of Proximity-strong-depeiidence Group

(3)(b) NATURAL STRONG-DEPENDENCE
GROUP 2

Natural Strong-dependence Condition
Of the 3 kinds, object-strong-dependence and pro- 

ximity-strong-dependence conditions are respectively 
the same as object-predominance and proximity con
ditions which have already been dealt with. So only 
natural strong-dependence condition is now taken 
up. In the Chart the 3 planes are sensuous, fine- 
material and immaterial and the 4 are the same 3 
and supramuo.dan.e-
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L Faultless in 3 Flaucs--Faultless in 4 Planes (fls-fls)

Based on, seiisuous faultless there arises faultless

- ..leriog..„
develops jhana,.,develops Path...” [p. 157, item 423(i)(c)].

These are the only relations given in the Faultless 
Triplet for all the relations that come under this item. 
The reason v/liy the relations are not given for the 
faultless in the 3 separate planes is that those relat.ions 
come under the faultless section of this Triplet.

But the relations with line-material faultless,
where, based on it there arises foultiess in 4 planes, are 
mentioned in the Couplet Patthana of States which 
belong to the Fine-material Plane as: ‘‘By the strong- 
dependence of fine-material confidence (precept, etc.), 
(one) offers the offering.. .develops fine-material jhana, 
develops not-fine-matcria! jhana...develops Path...” 
(Synod Vol. IV, pp.i51-2 where 2 relations given 
there are combined here).

And the relations with immaterial faultless, where, 
based on it there arises faultless in 4 planes, are men
tioned in the Couplet Patthana of States which belong 
to the Immaterial Flans as: ‘‘By the strong-dependence 
of immaterial confidence (precept, etc.), (one) offers 
the offering.,. develops not-.imiiiaterial jhana... develops 
Path...” (Synod Vol. iV, p.l65.)
Subcomy. Due to the force of natural strong-depen
dence condition, immaterial faultless can bring about
(i) jhana not yet attained when a kasina or other 
object is taken, (ii) the abiding in jhana that was 
attained, (iii) the arising of superknowledge such as 
that of supernormal pov er and so on. This is the 
reason why the Commentary states that the faultless 
in 3 planes are related to the faultless in 4 planes (pj.86).
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The Text is: “By the strong-dependence of con
fidence (precept, etc.), (one) arouses conceit, adopts 
wrong views” [item 423(ii)(b)].

1. Faultless in 3 Planes-Resultant in 4 Planes
(fls-ind)

L Faultless in 3 Flanes-Functional in 3 Planes
(fls-ind)

The Text gives all these relations in the (fls-ind) 
answer on p. 160.

Subcomy. When it is said that sensuous 
faultless is related to fine-material resultant, this 
relation by the force of natural strong-dependence 
condition is not directly to the resultant but to the 
fine-material faultless which causes that resultant. 
Again, there is death-consciousness which always 
brings about fine-material rebirth-consciousness 
(resultant). But the latter is due to the last dying 
impulsion (sensuous faultless) which immediately pre
cedes death-consciousness. Therefore, it is the 
sensuous faultless impulsion which is related to fine- 
material rebirth-consciousness. It is the same with 
immaterial resultant. Hence, the relations have to 
be taken in all possible ways (pp. 186-7).
A m  Tikd. (As regards the supramundane resul
tants) it is clear that the faultless in 3 planes, as bases 
^adaka), are related to them (p.253).
Subcomy. The Commentary has remarked that 
natural strong-dependence condition is not expounded 
in detail in the Investigation Chapter but only to 
provide the method of exposition of this condition 
(p. 187). This means that, even though many rela
tions are given there, all the states involved in them 
are not included.

I. Faultless in 3 Plancs-Faulty (fls-fty)
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2. Supramundane Faultless - Resultant in 4 Planes
(fls-ind)

2. Supramundane Faultless - Functional in 3
Planes (fls-ind)

Refer to the appropriate relations under (fls-fls) 
and (fls-ind) answers in the Text (pp.159-160).
Corny. Siipramiindane faultless is not related to 
faulty (and the Chart does not give the relation 
between them) but there are instances where they can 
be related. Suppose that one’s teacher has attained 
the supramundane state and, based on that attain
ment, there is love (faulty) for that state,, then that 
state is related to another’s faulty state by the force 
of natural strong-dependence condition. Also, when 
one comes to know that a person is about to attain 
a supramundane state and one longs (faulty) to attain 
that state, then there is also this relation (p.370).
Subcomy. The Commentator’s examples showing 
that a supramundane state can cause love and longing, 
in his attempt to prove that the relation between the 
supramundane and faulty is possible, have no sub
stance at all. For nowhere* in Patthana is there such 
a relation by any condition (p. 187).
AuthoCs View. The Subcommentator’s remark is
correct. If there were such a relation it would be 
specifically mentioned in the Corrupt Triplet where 
the third section, not corrupt and not corrupting 
states, includes supramundane states and the first 
section, corrupt and corrupting states, consists of 
faulty states. So there would be the answer: “Not 
corrupt and not con'upting state is related to corrupt 
and corrupting state by strong-dependence condition.”

2. Supramundance Faultless - Faultles in 4 Planes
(fls-fls)
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But this is not given. That is why the Sub
commentary states: ‘̂Lokuttard pana dhammd akusa- 
Idnam na kenaci paccayena paccayo^^ (p. 187).

3. Faulty - Faultless in 4 planes, (fty-fls),
(fty-fty), (fty-ind)

The Commentary makes no comment on this item 
because the relations given with it in the Text are 
clear. See (fty-fls), (fty-fty), (fty-ind) answers 
(pp. 160-3).

4. Resultant in 3 Planes - Faultless in 4 Planes? 
etc. (ind-fls), etc.

Subcomy. Three-rooted sensuous and immaterial 
life-continuum, bodily happiness, bodily pain is related 
to fine-material, immaterial, supramundane faultless 
by the force of strong-dependence condition. Immat
erial resultant is related to fine-material faultless when 
there is longing for immaterial resultant. Since the 
latter can only be brought about by attaining immat
erial faultless and which, in turn, is brought about 
by first attaining fine-material faultless, this is how 
the relation takes place. And immaterial resultant is 
related to fine-material functional when the Arahat, 
in order to know immaterial resultant in the aggre
gates of past existences, etc., brings about the attain
ment of jhana, superknowledge and so on (p. 187).
But these relations given by the Subcomrnentary are 
not specified anywhere in the Text.

5. Lower Fruitions - Faultless in 4 Planes, etc.
(ind-fls), etc.

No quotations from the Text can be given for these 
relations. It is to be noted from the Chart that there 
is no relation between the 3 lower Fruitions and faulty
by tbis conditioii nor, for that matter, by any other
CO n d it io n .
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6. Arahatta Fruition-Resultant in 4 Planes (ind-ind)
6. Arahatta Fruition-Functional in 3 Planes (ind-ind)

The Chart shows that Arahatta Fruition is not 
related to faultless and faulty.
Corny. Also Arahatta Fruition is not related to 
faultless (uparitthimarh kusalassa pi (na hoti) (p.370).
Subcomy. Although Aiiagamis take up jhana or 
insight practice to attain Arahatta Fraiiioii, tliey have 
never seen this Fruition. This is just like the common 
worldlings, Sotapannas and Sakadagarais who have 
not seen Sotapatti Fruition, Sakadagami Fruition and 
Anagami Fruition that they have not realised (the 
common worldling has not seen Sotapatti Fruition 
and the rest: Sotapanna has not seen Sakadagami 
Fruition and the rest). So Sotapatti Fruition, Saka
dagami Fruition and Anagami Fruition cannot be 
conditioning states of strong-dependence conditioji in 
the continuity, respectively, of the common world
ling, Sotapaiiiia and Sakadagami who has not seen 
them. Therefore, Arahatta Fruition cannot be related 
to jhana, etc. (faultless) in the continuity of the 
Anagami, who has not seen that Fruition, by tins 
condition. It is in view of this fact that the Coni- 
mentary gives the above Pali (p. 187).

7. Functional in 3 Planes-Faultless in 4 Planes
(ind-fls)

Subcomy. Even when, due to the longing for fun
ctional (Arahatta’s) analytical knowledge of meaning, 
etc. (patisambhida), one offers the ofiering and per
forms other faultless acts, the functional in 3 planes 
are related to the faultless in 4 planes by the force 
of natural strong-dependence condition, so Lliere is 
no ground for argument that when, for tlie purpose 
of attaining these functional analytical knowledges,
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wise reflection (yonisomanasikdra) is made, the former 
is related to the latter, (p. 187).

7. Functional in 3 Planes - Faulty, etc. (ind-fty), etc.
Subcomy. (As regards the faulty), when, based 

on reflection which is mind-door advertence, lust, etc. 
arises, the functional is related to faulty. (As regards 
the resultant), when, based on wise or unwise 
reflection (mind-door advertence) on the faultless or 
faulty, resultant arises, functional reflection is related 
to the resultant in 4 planes. (As regards the fun
ctional), functional in 3 planes are related to fun
ctional wise reflection in 3 planes just as with the 
faultless given above.

Although the functionals are related to the fault
less in 4 planes, etc. as shown above, these relations 
are not given in the Faultless Triplet. And even in 
the Resultant Triplet where the functionals comprise 
one of the sections, the relations are also given in 
the same way as the Faultless Triplet, i.e. "The 
Arahat, by the strong-dependence of temperature... 
food ... lodging-place, generates the functional attain
ment which has not yet arisen ...” [p.413, item 
104(vii) (c)]; "Temperature, food, lodging-place is* 
related to bodily happiness ...” [item 104(viii) (c)]; 
"By the strong-dependence of temperature, (one)' 
offers the olfering ...” [item 104(ix)(c)]. The reason 
for taking temperature, food, etc. as conditioning; 
states for the relations v/ith the faultless, faulty and 
indeternjinate states by natural strong-dependence 
condition is just to show the niethod of taking the 
relations (p. 187). (What the Subcomy. means to 
imply is that not only are all the states involved in 
this condition not specifically mentioned but also 
that, by application of the jneilicd given, such states, 
should be taken as in the examples above.)
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s. Matter^ Concept - Faultless in 4 Planes, etĉ
(ind-fls), etc.

Corny. Matter is related to the faultless in 4 planes, 
etc., not by the Abhidhamma method employed 
in Patthana, but by the Suttanta method (p.370).
Subcomy. The method in Patthana referred to by 
the Commentary is: “Dependent on faultless state, 
arises indeterminate state by not-strong-dependence 
condition. Dependent on faultless aggregates, arises 
mind-produced matter” and so on. By this it is 
intended to show that matter as conditioned state is 
excluded in natural strong-dependence condition and 
that it is not expounded as such in the Positive con
dition.

Also, when it is said that they are related by the 
Suttanta method the reference is to : “Conditioned by 
consciousness is mentality-materiality; conditioned by 
mentality-materiality are 6 bases” (of Dependent 
Origination). Besides, there are passages in the Pali 
Canon such as:

‘  ̂Yathd p i pabbato selo 
Aranhasmim brhdvane 
Tarn rukkhd upanissdya 
Vaddhante te vanappatP^

i.e. In the wilderness there is a huge mountain of solid 
rock, dependent on which wild trees grow.

As for concept it is that of person which is not 
expounded in the Investigation Chapter of Patthana 
(p.l88).
How to Read the Chart. Item 1. Faultless in 3 
planes are related to faultless in 4 planes, faulty, 
resultant in 4 planes, functional in 3 planes, i.e. 4
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categories (with a total of 89 conditioned states), by 
the force of natural strong-dependence condition. 
Read the rest.
Note. Here the categories by class only are taken.

Strong Asynchronous Kamma Condition

In the Commentary (p.375) the 2 kinds, 
conascence-kamma and asynchronous kamma condi
tions, are dealt with together but here, where the 
conditions are taken according to their groups, they 
are treated separately. Besides, in the Commentary 
where (a) the sensuous faultless are given as sensuous 
faultless volitions, the latter are here distinguished as 
higher and lower class; (b) the fine-material jhanas 
are given as fine-material volitions, the former are 
here differentiated as first, second, etc.
Corny. When sensuous vohtion is related to its 
resultant aggregates and kamma-produced matter by 
the force of asynchronous kamma condition, this 
relation occurs only in the five-aggregate planes but 
not in other planes (p. 375).
Subcomy. Also, sensuous vohtion does not produce 
matter in the one-aggregate plane which is the non
percipient plane (pT89).
How to Read the Chart. Item 1. Higher class three- 
rooted sensuous faultless vohtion is related to root
less faultless-resultant, great sensuous resultant, rebirth 
kamma-produced matter and during life kamma- 
produced matter by the force of asynchronous kamma 
condition.
Item 2. Lower class three-rooted or higher class 
two-rooted sensuous faultless vohtion is related to 
rootless faultless-resultant, great sensuous resultant 
dissociated from knowledge, rebirth kamma-produced
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19 CATEGORIES CHART OF STRONG ASYNCHRONOUS KAMMA CONDITION
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20 CATEGORIES CHART OF BASE-PRENASCENCE AND BASE- 
PRENASCENCE-FACULTY CONDITIONS

1
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21 CATEGORIES CHART OF POSTNASCENCE CONDITION
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matter and during life kamma-produced matter by 
the force of asynchronous kamma condition. Read 
the rest.

The Text is: “Asynchronous faultless (faulty) voli
tion is related to (its) resultant aggregates and kamma- 
produced matter” [p. 168, items 427 (ii)(b) & (v)(b)].

End of Natural Strong-dependence Group

(4) BASE-PRENASCENCE GROUP 6

(Base-prenascence and Base-prenascence-faculty 
Conditions) From the Single Enumeration Chart of 
the base-prenascence group it will be seen that base- 
prenascence has the same conditioning and condi
tioned states as the other 4 conditions given there 
and so this condition alone is taken. As regards the 
5 bases in tliis condition, it is quite clear that the five
fold consciousness elements are dependent on it. 
The difference in base-prenascence-faculty condition 
is that these 5 bases are taken as faculties (i.e. eye- 
base as eye-faculty and so on). In the case of the 
heart-base, 3 mind-elements and 72 mind-conscious- 
ness elements exclusive of the 4 immaterial resultants 
are dependent on it. The mind-consciousness element 
is categorized as: faultless in 4 planes, faulty, resul
tant in 3 planes (immaterial plane is excluded because, 
as shown above, immaterial resultants are not depen
dent on heart-base) and functional in 3 planes.
How to Read the Chart, Item 1. Eye-base is related 
to eye-consciousness, i.e. 1 (resultant) category (with 
a total of 2 conditioned states), by the force of pre
nascence condition. (Read similarly for the rest of 
the 5 bases.)
Item 2. Heart-base is related to faultless in 4 
planes, faulty, resultant in 3 planes, functional in 3
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planes, i.e. 4 categories (with a total of 75 conditioned 
states), by the force of prenascence condition. (The 
Text is on pp. 166-7.)

For base-pienascence-faculty, read Item 1 only, 
substituting eye-faciilty, etc. for eye-base, etc. [The 
Text is on p.l71, item 430 (vii)(c).]

End of Base-prenascence Group

(5) POSTNASCENCE GROUP 4 
Postnascence Condition

The Chart is compiled from the Commentary. 
There should be no difficult in understanding it. The 
Chart can be read off and the relations compared 
with those in the Text on p. 167.
Subcomy. Fine-material resultant is not related to 
nutriment-produced matter by the force of postnas
cence condition (p. 189).

End of Postnascence Group

(6) Strong and Weak Asynchronous Kamma GROUP 
1 This is not dealt with in the Commentary.

(7) PHYSICAL NUTRIMENT GROUP 3
Physical Nutriment Condition

How to Read the Chart. Item 1. Nutritive essence 
produced by 4 causes is related to nutriment-produced 
matter by the forces of production and maintenance.
Item 2. Nutritive essence produced by 4 causes is 
related to the remaining (3 cause-producedl matter 
by the force of maintence.
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This is the way the relations are given in the Com
mentary. But the STib-commentary comments on 
item 2.

Subcomy. The relation to the 3 cause-produced 
matter (which includes mind-produced matter) by 
the force of maintenance must first be examined to 
find out whether it is applicable or not. For in the 
Couplet Patthana of States which are Generated by 
Consciousness, mind-produced matter, which is in
cluded ill the first section of the couplet, is not ex
pounded. Neither is it in the relation between the 
second and first sections (where if mind-produced 
matter were expounded it would be a conditioned 
state). But in the relation between the first and 
second sections, where mind-produced matter is not 
a conditioned state, it is expounded as such. Since 
in places where mind-produced matter is a conditioned 
state it is not expounded as such, the relation in which 
nutritive essence is related to the 3 cause-produced 
matter must first be examined to find out if mind- 
produced matter of the 3 cause-produced matter is 
to be included or not (p. 190).

End of Physical Nutriment Group

(8) PHYSICAL LIFE-FACULTY GROUP 3 
Physical Life-faculty Condition

Read the single item in the Chart wiiich is the 
same as that given in the Single Enumeration Chart.

Corny. Although physical life-faculty is conascent 
with each of the 9 kamma-produced matter and is 
related to them at the static phase by the force of 
faculty condition, it is not a conditioning state of 
conasencc condition (p.379).
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Subcomy. "Static phase” is purposely stated in 
the Commentary to indicate that physical life-faculty 
is not a conditioning state of conascence condition. 
But this does not imply that the relation in which 
physical life-faculty at its nascent phase is related by 
faculty condition is to be excluded. It is not. For in 
Dependent Chapter (C.R. p.32) "Dependent on 
indeterminate state, arises indeterminate state by 
faculty condition ... Dependent on one great primary 
of non-percipient beings, arise three great primaries...” 
shows that the relation to kamma-produced matter at 
its nascent phase in non-percipient beings is by the 
force of physical life-faculty condition only and not 
by any other kind of faculty condition. And it is 
related only by the conditioning force of physical 
life-faculty. As for the relation to kamma-produced 
matter during life in the five-aggregate planes, it is 
by no other condition but physical life-faculty condi- 
tion(p.l91). [In Dependent Chapter and the rest 
of the 6 Chapters only those relations which take 
place at the nascent phase are considered. That is 
why postnascence condition, where the relations take 
place at the static phase, is not expounded in these 
6 Chapters.]

End of Physical Life-faculty Group

PROXIM ITY CONDITION CYCLE

This proximity condition cycle not only gives the 
analytical states of proximity condition dealt with in 
detail in the Explanation of the Analytical Exposition 
but also shows how repetition, base-prenascence and 
postnascence conditions have to be known in detail. 
This cycle will now be briefly explained.
The Chart. The relations (fls-fls), (fls-ind), etc. 
(around the centre) are given in separate segments
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which are divided according to the niental processes 
(at the top) where these relations take place. Each 
segment gives the conditioning and conditioned states 
side by side between the same arcs. The appropriate 
set of such states is taken for each relation and it will 
be found that there are 2 or more sets for the same 
relation in each segment. Each of the relations (fls-fls), 
etc. with asterisks are first taken and then the rest 
in a clockwise direction.

Proximity Condition

Faultless - Faultless, The conditioning states are 
17 mundane faultless impulsions excluding those that 
are last impulsions and the conditioned states are 21 
(37 when 4 Path-consciousnesses are expanded to 20) 
faultless impulsions excluding those that are first 
impulsions.
How to Read the Chart, First great faultless im
pulsion is related to second great faultless impulsion, 
second impulsion is related to third impulsion •• 
sixth impulsion is related to seventh impulsion; first 
pair of great faultless consciousnesses, which performs 
the function of change-of-lineage or purification, is 
related to 4 lofty faultless consciousnesses (under 
Jhana process) and 16 Path-consciousnesses (under 
Path of Stream-attainment and Upper Three Paths 
processes taken together) which are accompanied by 
pleasure; tliird pair of great faultless consciousnesses, 
which performs the function of change-of-lineage or 
purification, is related to 5 lofty faultless conscious
nesses (under Jhana process) and 4 Path-conscious
nesses (under the Path processes) which are accom
panied by indifierence; preceding 9 lofty faultless 
consciousnesses are related to subsequent 9 lofty 
faultless consciousnesses at jhana attainment (under 
Jh5na attainment process) by proximity condition.
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^ppiy the above method to read the rest of the 
Chart for this condition. The relations have been 
given in detail in the Explanation of the Analytical 
Exposition of the Conditions and may be referred 
to. It will be seen that there are 7 different relations,
i.e. 7 answers, for proximity condition.

Repetition Condition
Here the states involved are the impulsions and the 

conditioning and conditioned states for the 3 relations, 
(fls-fls), (fty-fty) and (ind-ind), which must be selected 
from them, have been given in detail in the Expla
nation of the Analytical Exposition.

Base-prenascence Condition 
How to Read the Chart.
Indeterminate - Indeterminate. Eye-base is related 
to 2 eye-conscioiisnesses .. body-base is related to 
2 body-consciousnesses (the asterisk with 2x5 is for 
these relations); heart-base, which arises together 
with rebirth mental aggregates, is related to first life- 
continuum (under Heart-base Dying Process) [Heart- 
base is shown only in one place. Here exclude (1) 
the relation of heart-base with the 4 immaterial resu- 
tants as the latter are not dependent on it, (2) heart- 
base which arises together with five-door advertence 
as the fivefold consciousnesses are based on the five 
bases, (3) heart-base at rebirth as this condition does 
not apply at the moment of conception.]; heart-base 
which arises together with the preceding first life- 
continuum, etc. is related to subsequent second,life- 
continuum, etc.; heart-base which arises together with 
the 15 five-aggregate Hfe-continuums is related to the 
2 advertences; heart-base which arises together with 
twice fivefold consciousnesses is related to the 2 reci
pient consciousnesses and so on taking the conscious
nesses as in proximity condition.
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It was pointed out in the Explanatioii of the Analy
tical Exposition that in postnascence condition the 
conditioning states come after the conditioned states. 
This condition occurs during life in the five-aggregate 
planes and so the 4 immaterial resultants are excluded.

The figures at the circii inference denote the 
following:

2 = kamma-produced and temperature-produced
matter,

3 = Above 2 + mind-produced matter,
4 Above 3 + nutriment-produced matter,
2-3 - matter produced by 2 or 3 causes. They are 
given under 2x5, Cessation (Extinction) attainment 
and dying processes as in these cases mind-produced 
matter is excluded because it does not arise. 2 is for 
the Brahma plane where there is no nutriment-pro
duced matter and 3 is for the sensuous plane.
3 = matter produced by 3 causes. This is under the 
dying process. Here kamma-produced matter is ex
cluded because when sensuous death-consciousness 
arises, there is no more kamma-produced matter.
3-4 = matter produced by 3 or 4 causes. 3 is for 
the fine-material plane where there is no nutriment- 
produced matter and 4 is for the sensuous plane.
How to Read the Chart. Subsequent first life- 
continuum mental aggregates are related to the matter 
due to 2 causes (kamma and temperature) which 
arose together with the preceding rebirth-conscious- 
ness and which had reached the static phases; subse
quent second life-continuum mental aggregates are 
related to the matter due to 3 causes (kamma, temper-

Postnascence Conditfon
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at lire, mind) which arose together with the preceding 
first life-continuum and which had reached the static 
phases; subsequent third life-continuum mental aggre
gates, etc. are related to the matter due to 3 causes 
which arose together m th  the preceding second life- 
continuum, etc. and which had reached the static 
phases. Then when nutriment-produced matter 
arises, the relation is to the matter due to 4 causes.

2 advertences are related to the matter due to 3 
or 4 causes which arose together with the preceding 
15 five-aggregate arresting life-continuums and which 
had reached the static phases ... (The rest can be read
ofT:)

THE BENEFIT OF KNOWING THE METHODS

Details of the relations between the conditioning 
and conditioned states of the 24 conditions in the 
Faultless Triplet have been given so ihat the methods 
einployed there can be applied in order to know the 
conditioniiig and conditioned states of the relations 
and the eiiunierations in the Feeling Triplet and the 
other Triplets as well as those in the Couplets. The 
Commentator has provided the methods in this Fault
less Triplet for the purpose of applying them to all 
the 24 Divisions of Pattliaiia.

End of Conditioned States

3. ONE STATE (IN) SEVERAL CONDITIONS

This shows the number of conditions in which a 
particular state is a conditionmg state. The Commen
tary deals with the conditioning states of the 24 cofi- 
ditions taken in serial order, if a Chart were to be 
drawn up for each state according to the Commen-
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tary, it would be a very big one, there would be so 
much to explain and it would not be properly under
stood. So, in order to readily understand and easily 
remember all the information given in the Commen
tary, a Chart is provided with the conditioning states 
taken in the order of the 4 ultimate categories (con
sciousness, mental factor, matter, Nibbana) and con
cept. From the Chart it will be learnt that when a 
conditioning state, as the cause, arises, it is due not 
to one condition alone but to other conditions as 
well This is proved by the fact that the conditioned 
states, as the effect, to which that particular condi
tioning state is related, are also the conditioned states 
of other conditioning states. This, of course, is very 
interesting and useful to remember.

It will be shown how the Chart has to be used so 
that it will be in accord with the sequence of the 
Commentary and also with the figures given there. 
These figures, which denote the several conditions in 
which a particular state T a conditioning state, are 
very difficult to remember and, although they can be 
found from the Single Enumeration Charts, it will be 
troublesome and time-consuming. For the con
venience of the student, therefore, the author, from 
a careful and repeated study of his Chart, has found 
simple rules for easily and quickly arriving at these 
figures. The rules and their appUcation will be given 
after the Commentary so as to enable the reader to 
find the answer easily and readily to any question he 
may put himself as, for example, “In how many con
ditions is delusion a conditioning state ?” and which 
can then be checked with the figure (which is the 
answer) in the Chart.
The Chart, The crosses in the columns under the 
headings of consciousnesses and mental ffictors indi
cate that the conditions against them are excluded 
and, therefore, only those conditions with blanks
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against them have to be taken. But the blanks in 
the column under the headings of matter, Nibbana 
and concept indicate that the conditions against them 
are excluded and, therefore, only those conditions 
with the “ditto” signs against them have to be taken. 
So when the Chart is read horizontally for each condi
tion, the conditioning states of each condition are 
found and, when read vertically for each state, the 
conditions in which each state is a conditioning state 
are found, the total of such conditions being given 
at the bottom of each column. Examples are pro
vided below to show how the Chart has to be used 
with the conditioning states so that they will be in 
the same order as the Commentary.

1. Root Condition

Non-delusion (under beautiful mental factors). When 
the Chart is read horizontally for root condition, it 
will be found that the 6 roots are the conditioning 
states and that one of them is non-delusion. Then 
when non-delusion is read vertically, it will be found 
that it is included in 20 conditions exclusive of the 
other 4 which are prenascence, kamma, nutriment, 
jhana. This information can be obtained from the 
Single Enumeration Charts when they are examined 
to find the conditions in which non-delusion is a con
ditioning state. And in doing so it will be noted that 
the conditioning states of the above 4 conditions do 
not include non-delusion as those of: (1) prenascence 
are all materiality, (2) kamma are all volitions, (3) 
nutriment are contact, volition, consciousness, physi
cal nutriment, (4) jhana are 5 jhana factors. Thus 
iion-delusion is not included as a conditioning state 
in these 4 conditions but in the remaining 20 condi
tions. This serves as an example to show why cer
tain conditions are excluded for each state.
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Non-greed, Non-hate. From the Chart it will be 
seen that faculty and path conditions are excluded 
from the 20 for non-delusion in the above. So they 
are included in 18 conditions.
Greed, Delusion {under faulty mental factors).

Resultant condition is excluded from the 18 above. 
So they are included in 17 conditions.
Hate. Predominance condition is excluded from 
the 17 above. So it is included in 16 conditions.

2. Object Condition
Visible Object. The Commentary states that when 
visible object is related to eye-consciousness element, 
mind-element and rootless mind-consciousness 
element, the relation is by 4 conditions: object, pre
nascence, presence and non-disappearance, and when 
related to rooted mind-consciousness element, pre
dominance and strong-dependence conditions are 
included to make 6. These 6 conditions are shown 
in the Chart in the "Sense Object” column under the 
heading of matter. The Commentary deals only 
with this conditioning state and then adds that it 
serves as an example to know the rest. But the Chart 
gives all the conditioning states (read object condition 
horizontally) and the conditions in which each condi
tioning state is included (read each conditioning state 
vertically).

3. Predominance Condition 
Conascence-predominance {Conditioning States).

Investigating-wisdom-predominance, the same as 
non-delusion = 20; desire-predominance = 17; con- 
sciousness-predominance (in the "Appropriate cons. 
89” column) = 19 (it is only in predominance that the 
Commentary deals with consciousness and briefly at
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that but from the Chart the conditions for each con  ̂
scioiisness can be found); effort-predominaiice = 19. 
object-predominance {Conditioning States), The 
Commentary simply states that the method given in 
object condition has to be applied to know them.

4, 5. Proximity, Contiguity Conditions
For proximity condition, eye-consciousness element 

and so on (the conditioning states) are classified under 
the 4 mental aggregates and given as:
(1) feeling aggregate (feeling in Chart) = 19;
(2) perception aggregate = 17 (perception is included 

as one of the “remaining 3” in that column under 
the heading of pTirnary,secondary inental factors.);

(3) mental formation aggregate. This is given as: 
6 roots as in root condition; desire and effort as in 
predominance; contact =18; volition =19; applied 
thought = 19; sustained thought, rapture = 18 (the 
figure is for each state); one-pointedness = 20; confi
dence = 18; mindfulness = 19; psychic iife-faculty = 18; 
shame, fear, the 6 pairs which are tranquillity of 
mental factors, etc., equanimity, compassion, sympa
thetic joy (the “rernaiiiing i7”under the heading" of 
beautiful mental factors) =17; decision, attention 
(included in the “remaimng 3” under the heading of 
primary, secondary mental factors) = 17; 3 abstinences 
= 18; faulty mental factors are wrong view = 17; 
v/rong speech, wrong action, wrong livelihood = 19 ;̂

1. The Subcomy. notes that in the Corny, wrong speech, wrong 
action and wrong livelihood are included in path condi
tion and So there are 19 conditions. But these are faulty 
volitions and not patli factors and, therefore, path condi
tion should not be included. Also, in the commons of the 
Investigation Chapter it is NOT stated that “With kamma 
and path (iherc are) 3 answers” . This would have been 
stated if the 3 faulty volitions were path conditioning states. 
So 18 conditions must be taken. That is why 18 is given 
in the Chart.
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shamelessness, fearlessness, restlessness, conceit, sloth, 
torpor =16; doubt, envy, stinginess, worry =15;
(4) consciousness aggregate. This is to be taken in 
the same way as shown in predominance condition*

6, etc. Conascence Condition, etc.
The 4 mental aggregates are taken as above; 4 great 

primaries = 9; heart-base = 10; eye-base and the rest 
of the 5 sensitwe matter = 9; visible object, sound, 
odour, taste (4 sense objects in the Chart) = 6; nutri
tive essence = 6. (The conditioning states given here 
include those of dependence, prenascence and nutri
ment conditions not dealt with before.) The Com
mentary then states that from faculty condition on
wards there are no new conditioning states to consider. 
But the Chart gives all the conditioning states of each 
condition.

RULES AND THEIR APPLICATION
The rules - devised by the author after a study of 

his Chart - for readily determining the number of 
conditions in which a s ate is a coiidiiioning state 
are given below. These ules should first be studied 
and applied as shown be bre referring to the Chart 
to see how they conform with it.

1. In the Corny. 6 is given because prenascence condition is 
excluded. But 18 present produced matter (including 
nutritive essence, i.e. edible food) are conditioning states

rj of presence and non-disappearance conditions and so they 
should also be those of object-prenascence condition (see 
this condition in the Single Enumeration Chart). And in 
prenascence condition of Both Visible and Impinging Tri
plet {sanidassana sappatighd) it is definitely stated that 
“ Nutritive essence is nutriment”. Therefore, prenascence 
must be included and that is why 7 is given in the Chart. 
The Subcomy. also points out that it should be 7 with pre
nascence included.
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t. Rules for 89 Consciousnesses

1. Exclude root, prenascence, kamma, jhana and 
path and take the other 19 conditions as 
reference.

2. If it is delusion-rooted consciousness or body- 
consciousness accompanied by pain, exclude pre
dominance.

3. If it is not a resultant consciousness, exclude 
resultant.

4. If it is an immaterial resultant consciousness, 
exclude postnascence and dissociation.

5. If it is not a mundane impulsion, exclude repeti
tion.

Explanation. The explanation is based on the 
Single Enumeration Charts where the conditioning 
states are given. From an examination of these 
Charts it will be seen how these rules are obtained. 
As regards:

Rule 1, the conditioning states of root, prenascence, 
kamma, jhana and path are not consciousnesses (but 
mental factors such as greed or matter). That is why 
when consciousness as conditioning state is considered, 
these 5 conditions are not taken into account but 
only the remaining 19 out of the 24 conditions. So 
if consciousness is the conditioning state under con
sideration, it has to be borne in mind that only these 
19 conditions have to be taken as reference;
Rule 2, the conditioning states of predominance con
dition, i.e. of both object-predominance and conas
cence-predominance, do not include 2 delusion-rooted 
consciousnesses and body-consciousness accompanied 
by pain and so, when any one of these 3 is under
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consideration, predominance condition is excluded 
from the above 19;
Rule 3, the conditioning states of resultant condition 
are all resultant consciousnesses and so, if the 
eonsciousness under consideration is not a resultant, 
resultant condition is excluded;
Rule 4, the conditioning states of postnascence con
dition and all the 3 kinds of dissociation condition,
i.e. conascence-dissociation, prenascence-dissociation 
and postnascence-dissociation, do not include the 4 
immaterial resultant consciousnesses and so, if the 
consciousness under consideration is an immaterial 
resultant, both postnascence and dissociation condi
tions are excluded;
Rule 5, the conditioning states of repetition condition 
are the 47 mundane impulsions and so, if the con
sciousness under consideration is not a mundane 
impulsion, repetition condition is excluded.
Summary. From the above it will be found that all 
one has to remember is to take the 19 conditions as 
reference and then simply note whether the conscious
ness is (i) delusion-rooted or body-consciousness 
accompanied by pain; (ii) a resultant; (iii) an imma
terial resultant; or (iv) a mundane impulsion for 
excluding the appropriate conditions.
Note. Under the Heading of “Consciousnesses 
89” in the Chart, (i) 2 delusion-rooted consciousnesses, 
which are included in the 47 mundane impulsions, 
are taken separately and the “remaining mundane 
impulsions 45” given in another column; (ii) body- 
consciousness accompanied by pain (bodily-pain) and 
the 4 immaterial resultants, the 5 which are included 
in the 36 resultant consiousnesses, are taken separately 
and the “remaimng resultants 31” given in another 
column; (iii) the last column “appropriate conscious-
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nesses 89” with the total 19 means that all the 89 
consciousnesses (i.e. completely) or the appropriate 
ones (i.e. appropriately) are conditioning states in 
each of the 19 conditions. In other words, the 19 
conditions have consciousness as conditioning state. 
But of the 19, only 14, which are object, proximity, 
contiguity, conascence, mutuality, dependence, strong- 
dependence, nutriment, faculty, association, presence, 
absence, disappearance and non-disappearance, have 
the complete 89 as conditioning states and 5, which 
are predominance, postnascence, repetition, resultant 
and dissociation, have appropriate ones.

Application o f the Rules

This will be illustrated with a few examples.
(i) In how many conditions is delusion-rooted con
sciousness (any of the 2) a conditioning state? (Do 
not try to find the answer by looking up the condi
tions against it in the Chart. This will take some 
time. Just apply the rules and check the answer 
with the total given for it in the Chart).

Rule 1. Take the 19 conditions as reference;
Rule 2, This applies and predominance condition

is excluded;
Rule 3. This applies and resultant condition is ex

cluded ;
Rule 4 and Rule 5 do not apply.

So the answer is 17, the same as given in the Chart. 
(The other examples will be given briefly.)

(ii) In how many conditions is greed-rooted 
consciousness (any of the.8) a conditioning state?
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(1) 19 conditions; (2) does not apply; (3) applies and 
resultant is excluded; (4) and (5) do not apply. So 
the answer is 18. (8 greed-rooted consciousnesses 
are included in the remaining mundane impulsions 
in the Chart.)
(iii) In how many conditions is Fruition-conscious- 
ness (any of the 4) a conditioning state?
(1) 19 conditions; (2), (3) and (4) do not apply; (5) 
applies as it is not a mundane impulsion and repeti
tion condition is excluded. So the answer is 18. 
(4 Fruition-consciousiiesses are included in the re
maining resultants in the Chart.)

The above examples are sufficient for the reader 
to understand the application of the rules so as to be 
able to find the answer for any consciousness.

CLASSIFIED ANSWERS FOR CONSCIOUSNESS

Now that the conditions in which a particular 
consciousness is a conditioning state have been deter
mined, classified answers with this consciousness as 
conditioning state in those conditions have to bo 
known. The classified answers are selected from 
relevant portions given for those conditions in the 
Classification Chapter of the Investigation Chapter. 
The method of obtaining classified answers for (i) 
delusion-rooted consciousness and (ii) great faultless 
consciousness are given below as examples.
(i) Delusion-rooted Consciousness. It was found 
above that this consciousnesses a conditioning state 
in 17 conditions. So there is no need to look for 
classified answers in root, prenascence, kamma, jliaiia, 
path (the 5 which are never involved), predominance 
and resultant (the 2 in which this consciousness is 
not involved) conditions.
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Fty-fty, “(One) enjoys and delights in delusion- 
rooted consciousness. Taking it as object, arises 
delusion, arises wrong views, arises doubt, arises 
restlessness, arises grief” [p. 143, item 407 (iv)]E 
(Here lust, wrong views, etc. are not taken as condi
tioning states but only delusion-rooted consciousness.)
Fty-fts. “Learners or common worldings practise
insight into the impermanency, suffering and imper- 
sonahty of delusion-rooted consciousness” (which is 
taken as the faulty state).
Fty-ind, “The Arahat practises insight into the
impermanency ... of delusion-rooted consciousness.”

Proximity, Contiguity ,. Repetition Conditions 
(6 conditions of the proximity-strong-dependence 
group)
Fty-fty, “Preceding delusion-rooted consciousness
(taken as the faulty aggregate) is related to subsequent 
delusion-rooted consciousness.”
Fty-ind, “Delusion-rooted consciousness is related
to emergence” (for the 5 proximity group conditions).

Conascence^ Mutuality, Dependence^ Nutri
ment  ̂ Faculty^ Association, Presence and Non- 
disappearance Conditions.

Fty-fty^ “Delusion-rooted consciousness (taken as
faulty aggregate, nutriment or faculty as the case may 
be) is related to (its) associated aggregates.”
Fty-ind. “Delusion-rooted consciousness is related
to mind-produced matter.”

1* Refer to such answers (fty-fty), etc. under the conditions 
in the Investigation Chapter. References to pages and 
items will not be given.

Object Condition
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Fty-fty,ind. “Delusion-rooted consciousness is re
lated to (its) associated aggregates and mind-produced 
matter.”

(Since delusion-rooted consciousness as the condi
tioning state comes under consciousness aggregate 
only, there is no mutual relation between the 4 mental 
aggregates. The relations are taken as given in nutri
ment and faculty conditions and, as the relations are 
the same, all these conditions are taken together.)

Natural Strong-dependence Condition

Of the 3 kinds: (a) object-strong-dependence, being 
the same as object-predominance, is excluded, (b) pro
ximity-strong-dependence is the same as proximity 
condition and it has been dealt with above, (c) natural 
strong-dependence is given below.
Fty-fty. “By the strong-dependence of delusion- 
rooted consciousness, (one) kills a living being ... 
causes schism in the Sahgha.” “Delusion is related 
to lust, hate, delusion, conceit, wrong views, wish.”
Fty-fls. “By the strong-dependence of delusion-rooted 
consciousness, (one) offers the offering -develops 
attainment.” “Delusion is related to confidence... 
wisdom.”
Fty-ind. “By the strong-dependence of delusion- 
rooted consciousness, (one) tortures oneself ... experi
ences the suffering caused by searching.” “Delusion 
is related to bodily happiness, bodily pain, attainment 
of Fruition.”

Postnascence Condition
Fty-ind. “Postnascent delusion-rooted conscious
ness (taken as faulty aggregate) is related to this pre- 
nascent body.”
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Of the 3 kinds: (a) conascence-dissociation is given 
below, (b) prenascence-dissociation is excluded, (c) 
postnascence-dissociation is the same as postnascence 
condition above.

Fty-ind. "Conascent delusion-rooted consciousness 
is related to mind-produced matter.”

All the classified answers with delusion-rooted 
consciousness as the conditioning state in the 17 con
ditions have now been given.

(ii) Great Faultless Consciousness. In the Chart 
great faultless consciousness is one of the "remaining 
mundane impulsions 45.” So this consciousness is 
included as a conditioning state in 18 conditions. 
The classified answers for these conditions are given 
belowc

Dissociation Condition

Object Condition

Fls-fls. "Learners or common worldlings practise 
insight into the impermanancy ... of great faultless 
consciousness (taken as the faultless state).”

Fls-fty. "Taking great faultless consciousness as
object, arises lust ... arises grief.”

Fls-ind. "The Arahat practises insight into the
impermanency ... of great faultless consciousness.”

"Learners or common v/orldiings practise insight ... 
great faultless consciousness. When faultless (state) 
has ceased, the resultant (state) arises as registering 
(conscioii sness). ’ ’
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“Learners or common worldlings enjoy and delight 
in great faultless consciousness. Taking it as object, 
arises lust ... arises grief. When faulty (state) has 
ceased, the resultant arises as registering.”

Conascence-predominance Condition
Fls-fls. “Great faultless consciousness predomi
nance is related to (its) associated aggregates.”

Fls-ind. “Great faultless consciousness predomi
nance is related to mind-produced matter.”

Fls-fls,ind. “Great faultless consciousness predo
minance is related to (its) associated aggregates and 
mind-produced matter.”

Proximity, Contiguity ... Repetition Conditions 
(6 conditions of the proxiiiiity-strong-dependence 
group).

Fls-fls. “Preceding great faultless consciousness
(taken as faultless aggregate) is related to subsequent 
great faultless consciousness.”

Fls-ind. “Great faultless consciousness to emer
gence” (for the 5 proximity group conditions).

Conascence,  ̂ Mutuality, Dependence^ Nutri
ment  ̂Faculty, Association^ Presence and Non- 
disappearance Conditions.

Fls-fls. “Great faultless consciousness (taken as 
faultless aggregate, nutriment or faculty as the case 
may be) is related to (its) associated aggregates.”

Fls-ind. “Great faultless consciousness is related to
mind-produced matter.”
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Fls-fls,ind. “Great faultless consciousness is 
related to (its) associated aggregates and mind-pro
duced matter.”

Natural Strong-dependence Condition

Fls-fls. “By the strong-dependence of great fault
less consciousness, (one) offers the offering ... develops 
attainment.” “Great faultless consciousness is related 
to confidence ... wisdom.” “The preparation (pari- 
kamma which is great faultless consciousness) for 
first jhana is related to first jhana.” “The preparation 
(great faultless consciousness) for first Path is related 
to First Path.”
Fls-fty. “By the strong-dependence of great fault
less consciousness, (one) arouses conceit, adopts wrong 
views.” “Great faultless consciousness is related to 
lust ... wish.”
Fls-ind. “By the strong-dependence of great fault
less consciousness, (one) tortures oneself ... experi
ences the suffering caused by searching.” “Great 
faultless consciousness is related to bodily happiness 
... attainment of Fruition.”

Postnascence Condition

Fls-ind. “Postnascent great faultless consciousness
aggregate is related to this prenascent body.”

Dissociation Condition

Fls-ind. “Conascent great faultless consciousness
is related to mind-prodticed matter.”
General Application. The method of finding the 
classified answers has been given in full with the
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examples of the 2 consciousnesses above so that it 
can be applied to the other consciousnesses and 
also to the rest of the 4 ultimate categories with the 
conditions concerned as given in the Chart. It v/ill 
take up too much space to deal with them. But the 
reader should now be able to find the classified 
answers without much difficulty.

Another reason for giving the method in detail is 
to show that whenever a state (dhamma, meaning 
absence of being and of life), such as delusion-rooted 
consciousness in the example given, arises, it is due, 
not to one condition alone, but to 17 conditions such 
as object and so on. Also, that such a state arises, 
not merely to carry out its momentary function and 
cease and so become non-existent as before, but also 
to act as cause to bring about the arisings, and there
fore, the momentary functions of the other states 
concerned, the effect, to which it is related. For only 
then it will be seen that the real mundane things are 
not independent, single states but various groups of 
dependent, impersonal states, as causes and effects, 
which arise and cease and which are brought about 
by the natural forces of the several conditions con
cerned and, as such, are neither created nor controlled 
by a being or by an abiding principle that is either 
related to or independent of these states. And when 
the reader is convinced about this, the wrong view 
that persons and beings and the creator of them do 
really exist will be dispelled resulting in the attain
ment of Path and Fruition.

End o f Consciousness
II. Rules for 52 Mental Factors

1. Exclude the 7 conditions: root, prenascence, 
kamma, nutriment, faculty, jhana and path, 
and take the remaining 17 conditions as ref
erence.
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2. If it is hate, envy, stinginess, worry or doubt, 
exclude predominance.

3. If it is a faulty mental factor, exclude resul
tant.

4. If it is a minor conascence conditioniag state, 
include the appropriate conditions.

Explanation. As regards:
Rule i, the conditioning states of prenascence 
condition are materiality and so it is always excluded. 
Those of the others, the 6 minor conascence condi
tions, are considered in Rule 4. That is why 17 con
ditions are taken as reference.
Rule 2, the conditioning states of predominance 
condition do not include hate, envy, stinginess, worry 
(that hate group of 4) and doubt and so, when any 
one of them is under consideration, predominance 
condition is excluded;

Rule 3, the conditioning states of resultant condi
tion do not include the 14 faulty mental factors and 
so, when any one of them is under consideration, 
resultant condition is excluded;

Rule 4, when the mental factor under considera
tion is a conditioning state of one or more of the 6 
minor conascence conditions which were excluded in 
Rule 1, include those conditions here.

Summary. Take the 17 conditions as reference 
and simply examine whether the mental factor is
(a) faulty and is also one of the hate group of 4 or 
doubt or (b) a conditioning state of the 6 minor cona
scence conditions exclusive of predominance.
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Application o f  the Rules 
(a) Primary and Secondary Mental Factors 13

In the Chart the “remaining 3” under this heading 
are: perception, attention and decision. The examples 
for applying the rules to find the number of condi
tions in which a mental factor is a conditioning state 
are given below, taking into account only those that 
apply.
(i) Contact. (1) 17 conditions; (4) include nutri
ment as contact is a conditioning state of that condi
tion. So the answer is 18.
(ii) Feeling. (1) 17; (4) include faculty and jhana 
as feeling is a conditioning state of both conascence- 
faculty and jhana conditions (the reasons for inclusion 
of the conditions in (4) will not be given below). So 
the answer is 19.
(iii) Volition. (1) 17; (4) include kamma and 
nutriment. So the answer is 19.
(iv) One-pointedness. (1) 17; (4) include faculty, 
jhana and path. So the answer is 20.
(v) Psychic Iife-faculty. (1) 17; (4) include faculty. 
So the answer is 18.

(vi) Applied Thought. (1) 17; (4) include jhana and 
path. So the answer is 19.
(vii) Remaining 3. (1) 17. So the answer is 17

for each.
(b) Faulty Mental Factors 14

Rule 3 applies to all of them and so, resultant being 
excluded, 16 conditions are taken as reference.
(i) Delusion or Greed. (1) 16; (4) include root. 
So the answer is 17.
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(ii) Shamelessness, Fearlessness, Restlessness or Con
ceit. (1) 16. So the answer is 16.

(iii) Wrong View. (1) 16; (4) include path. So the 
answer is 17.
(iv) Hate. (1) 16; (2) exclude predominance; (4) 
include root. So the answer is 16.
(v) Wrong Speech, Wrong Action, or Wrong Liveli
hood. (1) 16; (4) include kamma and nutriment 
because these states under consideration are volitions. 
(The reason for not including path was already ex
plained.) So the answer is 18.

(c) Beautiful Mental Factors 25
In the Chart investigating-wisdom is meant for 

predominance condition but here non-delusion is the 
beautiful mental factor. Both of them come under 
the reality of knowledge and so they are taken 
together. The “remaining 17” are those that remain 
besides the 8 given of the 25.
(i) Confidence. (1) 17; (4) include faculty. So the
answer is 18.
(ii) Mindfulness. (1) 17; (4) include faculty and 
path. So the answer is 19.
(iii) Non-greed or Non-hate. (1) 17; (4) include 
root. So the answer is 18.

(iv) Remaining 17. (1) 17. So the answer is 17.
Appropriate 52. In the Chart this is the last column 
under the heading of mental factors. From the 
Single Enumeration Charts (those in the Intr. to 
C.R.) it will be seen that the 52̂  mental factors are 
not conditioning states of prenascence condition but 
air of them completely or the appropriate ones  ̂are
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those of 23 conditions. In other words, the 23 condi
tions have mental factor as conditioning states. But 
of the 23, 15, which are object, proximity, contiguity- 
conascence, mutuality, dependence, strong-dependence, 
postnascence, repetition, association, dissociation, pre
sence, absence, disappearance and non-disappearance, 
have the complete 52 as conditioning states and 8, 
v/liich are root, predominance, kamma, resultant, 
nutriment, faculty, jhana and path, have appropriate 
ones.

'alter 7A

The “ditto” sign indicates that the matter in that 
column is the conditioning state and the blank that 
it is not. The reason for this dillereiice from con
sciousness and mental factor is that the conditions in 
which matter is a conditioning state are few and it is 
much easier to find them in the Chart with the sign 
than with a blank. The conditions in which matter 
is a conditioning state can also be found from the 
Single Enumeration Charts.

Ill Rules for Produced Matter 18

1. Take the 6 conditions: object, predominance, 
strong-dependence, prenascence, presence and non- 
disappearance, as reference.

2. Include the other conditions for each material 
state if it is a conditioning state of those conditions 
as given in the Single Enumeration Charts.
Explanation. As regards:

Rule 1, it will be seen from those Single Enume
ration Charts that 18 produced matter are always 
conditioning states of the 6 conditions taken as ref-

F. 9
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erence. For they are estimable objects in predomi
nance and object-strong-dependence conditions; 
present objects in prenascence, presence and non- 
disappearance conditions; present, past or future 
objects in object condition. That is v/hy these 6 
conditions are taken as reference;
Rule 2, include the other conditions if they have 
the material state under consideration as conditioning 
state and which can be found from the Single 
Enumeration Charts.

These rules do not apply to the 10 non-produced 
matter and lifeless matter.

Application o f the Rules

(i) 4 Great Primaries. (1) 6; (2) include conascence, 
mutuality and dependence (presence and non
disappearance have "been included in the 6). So the 
answer is 9 for each great primary.
(ii) 5 Sensitive Matter. (1) 6; (2) include depen
dence, faculty and dissociation. So the answer is 9 
for each of them.
(iii) 4 Sense Objects or 2 Sexes. (1) 6. So the 
answer is 6 for each.
(iv) Heart-base. (1) 6; (2) include conascence, 
mutuality, dependence and dissociation. So the 
answer is 10.
(v) Physical Life-faculty. (1) 6; (2) include faculty. 
So the answer is 7.
(vi) Nutritive Essence. (1) 6; (2) include nutri
ment. So the answer is 7.
(The reason for taking 7 instead of 6 as in the Com
mentary was explained in a footnote.)
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Non-produced Matter 10. Tlie Chat I shows tliat 
they are conditioniiig states of 2 conditions: object 
and strong-dependence.
External Lifeless Matter. The Chart shows that 
they are conditioning states of 5 conditions: 4 Major 
conascence and mutuality.
Appropriate 28. The Chart shows that all the 28 
matter completely or the appropriate ones are condi
tioning states of 12 conditions. In other words, 
12 conditions have matter as conditioning state. But 
of the 12, 6, the ones given in Rule I, liave the com
plete 28 as conditioning states and the other 6, which 
are conascence, mutuality, dependence, nutriment, 
faculty and dissociation, have appropriate ones.

Nibbdna, Concept

The Chart shows that Nibbana is a conditioning 
state of 3 conditions: object, object-predominance 
and object-strong-dependence, and concept that of 
2 conditions: object and natural strong-dependence.

End of one State (in) Several Conditions

4. ONE CONDITION (COMMON WITH) 
SEVERAL CONDITIONS

It was shown above that a conditioning state is 
included in several conditions, i.e. a conditioning 
state is common to several conditions. But the rela
tions between that conditioning state and its condi
tioned state are not always the same. Here only 
the conditions—from amongst those several condi
tions—where the relations between that conditioning
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state and the conditioned stale are the same are taken 
and, obviously, these conditions must be of the same 
group. For example, in ix^ot co ndition, no in delusion, 
a conditioning state, in accordance wilJi its nature, 
is related to its conditioned states. But it will be 
found that this same relation between non-delusion 
and its conditioned states takes place at the same 
moment by other conditions such as predominance, 
mutuality and so on, all of which belong to the 
conascence group of conditions. So this relation by 
root condition is common to these conditions. Thus 
it is said that root condition is common with such 
conditions. These common conditions are dealt with 
in the Investigation Chapter only and so they are 
based on the conditioning and condilioiied states of 
that Chapter. These states have been given in the 
Single Enumeration Chapters (in the Intr. to C.R.i) 
where the conditions are taken not in serial order 
but according to groups. There the coiiditioiiiiig 
states of a condition are all taken together and the 
total of the common conditions is given. Here each 
conditioning state of a condition is taken separately 
and 2 or more are taken together only when they 
are related by the same conditions.

The Chart. The asterisk in each column indicates 
that it is the reference condition and the “ditto” signs 
taken horizontally with it are the conditions common 
with that reference condition. This Chart will show 
the value of the aiTangement of the conditioning 
states and the conditions in the Single Enumeration 
Charts.

1. Always refer to the Single Enumeration Charts in the In tr 
to C.R.I for the conditioning and conditioned states of the 
conditions.
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In the Explanation of the Single Enumerations it 
was shown that with root as the reference condition, 
there are 12 common conditions including the ref
erence. So, when the reference is taken separately 
root condition is common with 11 conditions. This 
is the way the Cornmentary takes the common con
ditions.
(i) Non-delusion A Non-delusion is common with 4
Major conascence, 4 Medium conascence, predomi
nance, faculty and path of Minor conascence condi
tions. So it is common with 11 conditions.
(ii) Non-greed, Nondiate. These do not come under
the reality of knowledge as does non-delusion. So 
the 3 Minor conascence conditions given above for 
non-delusion are excluded. And each of them is 
common with the 4 M>ijor and 4 Medium conascence
conditions, i.e. 8 conditions. But it is 8 only when 
they are resultants because tlien resultant condition is 
included. Otherwise it is 7 when they are faultless 
or fuiictioiial because resultant condition is excluded.
(ill) Greedy Hate, Delusion. They are faulty roots 
and so, for the same reason given above, resultant 
condition is excluded. So each is common with 7 
conditions: 4 Major and 3 Medium conascence con
ditions.

When all the 6 condiiioiiing states of root condition 
are taken together as a whole, i.e. root condition, 
it will be found that the total number of conditions 
common with this condition is 11, tlie total shown 
in the Chart. This is how the totals in the Chart are 
obtained.

Root Condition
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(i) Present Object. Object condition is common
with the other 7 conditions of the group, as shown 
in the Chart, only when the relation takes place with 
the object present at that moment. These conditions, 
taken in their serial order, are: (I) object-pre
dominance, (2) base-object-prenascence-dependence,
(3) object-strong dependence, (4) object-prenascence, 
(5) base-object-prenascence-dissociation, (6) object- 
prenascence-prescncc, (7) object-prenascence-non-dis- 
appearance.

When the conditioning states (which are objects) 
of these 7 conditions are vcxamined, it will be found 
that they are all material states. For if both the 
object as cause and the subject as effect must be of 
the present moment, then the conditioning states? 
the objects, can only be material states. As for the 
mental states, since their span of duration is so 
exceedingly short, they can never be objects of the 
present but only of the past or future. This is why 
the Investigation Chapter of the Patthana on Present 
Triplet gives the following relation: "(One) practises 
insight into the impermanency, (suffering and imper
sonality) of the present eye; (enjoys and delights in... 
Taking it as object, arises lust ...) grief. .. body 
... visible object ... sound ... smell ... taste ... tangible 
object ... (heart'jbase ... present (material) aggregates 
... grief.

By the power of divine-eye, sees the visible object. 
By the power of divine-ear element, hears the sound.

Visible object-base is related to eye-conscioiisness 
... tangible object-base is related to body-coiiscious- 
ness by object condition.

Object Condition
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Present (material) aggregates are related to know
ledge of supernormal power, (mind-door) advertence 
by object condition” (Synod Vol. II. p.413).

Plere the conditioning states are the 28 states of 
matter and the conditioned states are 54 sensuous 
consciousness, 52 mental factors and the 3 super
knowledges, diviiie-eye, divine-ear and knowledge of 
supernormal power.
(ii) Past or Future Object. They are the condi
tioning states of object, object-predominance and 
object-strong-dependence, the conditions which take 
such objects. This will be explained later in the 
Section on Period in the Miscellaneous Decisions. 
So object condition here is common with 2 conditions: 
predominance and strong-dependence.

Predommance Condition

ObjecVpTedoniinaiice is the same as “ Present Object 
7” above and so the Commentary does not deal with 
it but only with the other kind, conascence-predomi-
naiice.
(I) Predominant Investigating-wisdom. This, just like 
non-deiusion of root condition, comes under the 
reality of knowledge and so it is coniinon with 11 
conditions. Of the 12 common conditions given for 
conascence-predominance as a whole, only 11, the 4 
Majur coaar;*cace, 4 Medium conascence and root, 
faced y, p-rdi of Min...vr conascence, the same as non- 
delusion, have to be taken.

(II) Predominant Desire. It is common with 8 
co.ad.c; ■ \r', I iVlajc'r ansi 4 hi P-hmi conascence con- 
dili' : ac  iitO 3 ddnor c^mascence conditions in
(i) c are not involved.
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(iii) Predominant Ejfort. It is common with 10
conditions, the above 8, faculty and path.
(iv) Predominant Consciousness. It is common with 
10 conditions, the above 8, nutriment and faculty.

It will be seen from the Chart that predominance 
condition as a whole is common with 15 conditions.

Proximity, Contiguity^ Absence or Disappearance
Condition

They belong to the proximity-strong-dependence 
group of 7 conditions. So each of them is common
with the remaining 6 conditions.

Conascence or Mutuality Condition

They belong to the conascence group of 15 condi
tions and for them there are 15 common conditions. 
So each is common with 14 conditions. In the Single 
Enumeration Chart the 4 and 5 conditions given for 
conascence and mutuality respectively are the condi
tions which occur completely. But here those that 
occur appropriately are also taken. This will be 
clear when the commons in the Enumeration Chapter 
of the Investigation Chapter are dealt with. It also 
applies to the resultant, association and conascence- 
dissociation of the Medium Conascence group where 
the conditions which occur completely are given in 
the Single Enumeration Chart.

Conascence, Mutuality or Dependence Condition

Heart-base. It will be seen that heart-base is a 
conditioning state of 4 Major conascence and 2 
(mutuality and conasceiice-dissociation) Medium 
conascence conclitions. So in this case conascence,
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mutuality or dependence condition is common with 
5 conditions. Tlie reason why heart-base is given 
separately is that it is different from the other condi
tioning states of these 3 conditions.

Dependence Condition

It is shown in the Chart that dependence condition 
is common with 17 conditions. This is somewhat 
difficult to v/ork out. On looking up the Single 
Enumeration Charts to find the kinds of dependence 
condition in the various groups, it will be seen that 
there are: (a) base-object-prenascence-dependence (of 
the object group), (b) conascence-dependence (of the 
Major conascence group), (c) base-prenascence-depen- 
dence (of the base-prenascence group) and (d) mixed 
conascence-prenascence-dependence (of the mixed 
conascence-prenascence group). When the conditions 
with which each of the above conditions is common 
are examined and only the ones that are different 
are taken, the total is found to be 17.

The easiest way to work this out is to start with
(b). (b) is common with the remaining 14 conditions 
of the conascence group. Then (a) is common with 
the remaining 7 of the object gioup. The 3 of (a) 
not included in the 14 of (b) are object, strong-depen
dence and prenascence. So now dependence condi
tion is common with 17 conditions. As for (c) which 
is common with the remaining 5 of the base-prenas
cence group and (d) which is common v/ith the re
maining 2 of the mixed conascence-prenascence group, 
these 7 conditions are already included in the 17 above 
and so there are no adcitions to be made to 17.̂

1. The Corny, gives the 6 conditions that are not common 
and merely states that the remaining 17 are common but 
does m)t explain, as done here, how' the common conditions 
are obtained.
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Of the 3 kinds: (a) object-strong-dependence is the 
same as object-predominance which is common with 
7 conditions, f!>) proxiniity-strong-dependence is the 
same as proximity v/hich is common with 6 condi- 
tions, (c) natural strong-dependence v/hich is not 
common with any condition. Therefore, taking 
strong-dependence condition as a whole, it is common 
with 13 conditions. But since (a) and (b) are the 
same as the above conditions which have been dealt 
with, the Commentary deals only with (c).
Path Volition. It is shown in the Chart that Path 
volition is common with kamma condition for this 
volition is also a conditioning state of proximity- 
kamma wldch is common with 5 conditions. 
Although the Commentary remarks that natural 
strong-depei deuce is the only condition (and is not 
common with others), the Subcommentary (p. 196) 
adds that kanima condition is also included because 
strong asynclironous kamma, which belongs to the 
natural sliong-dependcnce group, is common with 
kamma condition.

Strong-dependence Condition

Prenascence Condition

Prenascence. Prenascence in the Chart includes 
both kinds: (a) object-arid (b) base-prenascence.
(a) is common with the remaining 7 conditions of the 
object group and (b) with the remaining 5 of the 
base-preiiaseence group. But of the 5 of (b), faculty 
is the only one not included in (a). So prenascence 
condition is common with 8 conditions.
Object-prenascence. Atiliough ii is shown above 
that (a) object-prcnascence is common witli 7 condi-
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tions, the Commentary (p. 391) states that it is com
mon with 5 because dependence and dissociation are 
excluded.

Subcomy. (p. 146) Object-prenascence belongs to
the object group (which includes base-object-pre- 
nascence-dependence and base-object-prenascence-dis- 
sociatioii) and since heart-base (as base-object) can 
be included (as a conditioning state), it should not 
be stated that dependence and dissociation are not 
included. Of course, if lieart-base is not included as 
object, then, according to the Commentary, these 2 
conditions are excluded.

For Consideration, What the Commentary and 
Subcommentary say in this matter have to be con
sidered. Object-prenascence, v/hicli the Commentary 
had in mind, must be, not only this condition, but 
also object-prenascence-predominance which is com
mon with 5 conditions where dependence and disso
ciation are not included. For only then is object- 
prenascence common with 5 conditions. But object- 
prenascence belongs to the object group and so it is 
common, completely and appropriately, with the 
remaining 7 conditions of that group. (In the Object 
Group Chart it is shown as common with 3 condi“ 
tions completely but not with the other 4, predomi" 
nance, dependence, strong-dependence and disso
ciation that are common appropriately.) Here heart- 
base is included as base-object and, therefore, the 
remark by the Siibcoramentary as to its inclusion or 
otherwise is uncalled for. As a matter of fact, heart- 
base was already dealt witli in base-prenascence above 
and so there is no need for the Commentary to con
sider it in objcct-preiiascence.
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Each of the 4 conditions of the postnascence group 
is common with the remaining 3 of that group. (See 
the postnascence group Chart in C.R.)

Repetition Condition

Repetition condition is common with 5 conditionst 
(See the proximity-strong-dependence group Chart 
in C.R.)

Kamma Condition

Conascence-kamma. This condition is common 
with 9 conditions. (See the Minor conascence group 
Chart in C.R.)
Asynchroioiis kamma. Strong asynchronous kamma 
condition belongs to the strong-dependence group 
(see the group Chart) in which proximity-kamma, 
which is common with 5 conditions, is included. 
So asynchronous kamma is taken in the same way, 
i.e. it is common with the same 5 conditions, com
pletely with strong-dependence and appropriately 
with the other 4.

Resultant Condition

Resultant condition, like mutuality condition above, 
belongs to the Medium conascence group and so it 
is common with 14 conditions.

Nutriment Condition
Physical Nutriment. As in the group Chart, physi
cal nutriment condition is common with 2 conditions.

HO

Postnascence Condition



Subcomy, In the old editions of the Commentary 
it is given that nutritive essence is (the conditioning 
state of) nutriment condition only, i.e. "kabalikaro 
aharo ahara paccayova.” But the Subcommentary 
points out that it is also of presence and non-disap
pearance conditions (physical nutriment-presence and 
physical nutriment-non-disappearance are included 
with physical nutriment in the group). (In the latest 
edition of the Commentary these 2 conditions are 
included as pointed out in the Subcommentary).
Conascence-nutriment. As in the Minor conascence 
group Chart, conascence-nutriment condition is com
mon with 11 conditions.

Faculty Condition

Base-prenascence-faculty. As in the base-prenas
cence group Chart, base-prenascence-faculty condition 
is common with 5 conditions.
Physical Life-faculty. As in the physical life-faculty 
group Chart, physical life-faculty condition is common 
with 2 conditions.
Conascence-faculty. As in the Minor conascence 
group Chart, conascence-faculty condition is common 
with 13 conditions.

Jhana and Path Conditions

As in the Minor conascence group Chart, jhana 
condition is common with 10 and path condition with 
12 conditions.

Association Condition

Although association condition belongs to the 
Medium conascence group, it is common, not with
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14, but with 13 conditions of the conascence group 
because the remaining one, dissociation, being its 
very opposite, is excluded.

Dissociation Condition

Dissociation. Here dissociation condition is taken 
as a whole and so the 4 kinds: fa) base-object-pre- 
nascence'dissociation, (b) conascence-dissociation,
(c) base-prenascence-dissociation, (d) postnascence- 
dissociation, are included. As was shown in the 
case of dependerice condition, the common condi
tions can be worked out. (b) belongs to the Medium 
conascence group and is common, not v/itli 14, but 
with 13 conditions of the conascence group as asso
ciation, the remaining one, being its very opposite, 
is excluded, (a) is common with the remaining 7 
conditions of the object group to which it belongs. 
The 3 of (a), object, strong'dependence and pre
nascence, whicli are not included in the 13 of (b), 
are added to make 16. (c) is common with the re
maining 6 conditions of the base-prenascence group 
to which it belongs but they are already included in 
the 16 and so there is no new condition to add. (d) 
is common with the remaining 3 conditions of the 
postnascence group to which it belongs and, of these, 
postnascence is a new condition that has to be added 
to 16 to make 17. So dissociation condition is com
mon with 17 conditions.!
Conascence-dissociation. As shown above it is com
mon with 13 conditions. It is dealt with separately 
in the Chart because it is the only kind of dissociation 
condition not met with elsewhere.

1. The Corny, gives the 6 conditions that are not common 
and merely states that the remaining 17 are common but 
does not explain, as done here, how the common condi
tions are obtained.
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Of the 9 kinds of presence condition, the 3 kinds 
of mixed conditions are not considered because the 
conditions with which they are cornrnon are included 
in those with which the other 6 kinds are common. 
Of the 6 kinds: (a) conascence-presence, a Major 
conascence, is common v/ith the remaining 14 con
ditions of the conascence group, (b) object-prenas
cence is common with the remaining 7 conditions of 
the same object group. Tlie 3 of (b), object, strong- 
dependence and prenascence, which are not included 
in the 14 of (a), are added to make 17. (c) base-
prenascence-preseiice is common v/itli the remaining 
5 of the same base-prenascence group but no addition 
is necessary because all of them are already included 
in 17. (d) postnascence-presence is common with
the remaining 3 of the same postnascence group. 
Here postnascence is a new condition that has to be 
added to 17 to make 18. (e) and (f), physical nutri-
ment-presence and physical life-faeiilty-presence, are 
each common with the same 2 conditions which are 
not new ones. So presence condition is common 
with 18 conditions.1 It is the same for non-dis
appearance condition.
Note. All the explanations are based on the Single 
Enumerations, the conditioning and conditioned states 
given in the various group Charts in the Intr. to C.R. 
So if these enumerations are understood, there will be 
no doubts and difficulties with all that has gone before.

End of One Condition (common with)
Several Conditions

Presence or Non-disappearance Condition

1. The Corny, gives the 5 conditions that are not common
and merely states that the remaining 18 are common but
does not explain, as done here, how the common condi
tions are obtained.
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5. MISCELLANEOUS DECISIONS

As pointed out before, (a) State and Period, 
included in this Miscellaneous Decisions Chart, are 
dealt v/ith in the Comineiitary after the explanation 
of the 24 conditions of Chapter I of C.R; (b) State, 
Period, ail the Miscellaneous Decisions of the Com
mentary—with the exception of "One State (in) 
Several Conditions” and "One Condition (common 
with) Several Conditions” already dealt with above— 
and those not included in the Commentary are sum
marized in this Chart. Here, also, the explanations 
are based on the Single Enumerations. So reference 
must be made to the Charts in the Intr. to C.R. for 
the groups, the conditions in the groups and the con
ditioning and conditioned states of the conditions in 
those groups.

(i) State

Here the Commentary deals with the conditions 
which have mentality, etc. as conditioning states. 
These conditions are given in the Chart and can be 
found by reading it vertically.
Part o f  Mentality (Ndmekaclesa). Part of mentality 
means that all mentality, i.e. all the consrciousnesses 
or all the mental factors, are not conditioning states 
of the conditions concerned but only part of it, i.e. 
some of the consciousnesses or mental factors. Of 
the 7 Minor conascence conditions, the 2, conascence- 
nutriment and conascence-faculty, are excluded and 
the remaining 5, root, predominance, kamma, jhana 
and path, are taken because parts of mentality are 
their conditioning states. The reason for excluding 
the 2 conditions is that consciousness nutriment of 
conascence-nutriment and mind-faculty of conascence-
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faculty have all the 89 consciousnesses as their condi
tioning states. As regards the 5 conditions taken, 
conascence-predominance has predominant conscious
ness which comprises 52 predominant impulsions, 
and the 3 predominant mental factors, desire and so 
on as conditioning states but not all the conscious
nesses or all the mental factors; root, kamma, jhana 
and path have a few mental factors as their condi
tioning states.
Nibbana. Of the 4 ultimate categories, conscious
ness, mental factor and Nibbana are mental states 
and matter consists of material states. That Nibbana 
is part of mentality is given in Mula Yamaka where 
it is stated that “Nama dhamma” (mental states) 
includes Nibbana. Here the Commentary (p. 352) 
states “Nibbanassa asahgahitatta namadhammekade- 
sotipi vatturh vattati.” This means that Nibbana, 
which is unclassified, is said to be part of mental 
states. The Subcommentary (p. 175) points out that 
(Nibbana is) asahgahitatta (unclassified) because it is 
aggregate-freed and cannot be classified under any of 
the 4 mental aggregates (unlike the other mental 
states). In the Chart Nibbana is given along with 
part of mentality.
Mentality-materiality {Nama riipa). Refer to object 
and object-predominance conditions. It will be found 
that the former has all the mentaUty and materiaUty 
and the latter has, though not all, most of them as 
conditioning states. So there are 2 conditions.
Mentality. The 8 conditions: proximity, contiguity, 
postnascence, repetition, resultant, association, 
absence and disappearance, have only mentality, 
which are all or most of the consciousnesses and 
mental factors, as their conditioning states.
Part o f  Materiality. Prenascence is the one condi
tion which has only 18 produced matter, i.e. change-
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able materiality (rupa-rupa), as its conditioning states* 
They are part of materiality which consists of 28 
matter or material states.
Subcomy. Part of materiality is changeable 
materiality exclusive of the remaining (10) non-pro- 
duced matter. Although the Faultless Triplet does 
not detail this changeable materiality known as 18 
produced matter, in prenascence condition of the 
Visible and Impinging Triplet it is stated: “(One) 
practises insight into the impermanency, suffering and 
impersonality of heart-base, femininity, masculinity, 
physical life^ cohesion element, nutritive essence 
(edible food. ,)”where specific mention is made(p.l76).
All States. Object and strong-dependence are the 
2 conditions that have all mentaUty and materiaUty, 
i.e. all ultimate realities, and concept as their condi
tioning states.
Appropriate Mentality-materiality. This means con
sciousnesses and mental factors—where all of both 
of them or one of them are included—and some of 
the materiality. There are 8 conditions, as shown in 
the Chart, with such conditioning states. Conascence, 
mutuality and dependence have all the mentality but 
not all the materiality (only the great primaries and 
heart-base); nutriment and faculty have part of menta
Uty, i.e. all the consciousnesses and some mental 
factors, and part of materiality (nutritive essence in 
nutriment, 5 sentient faculties in base-prenascence- 
faculty and physical life in physical Iife-faculty); 
dissociation has all the mental factors but not all 
consciousnesses and part of materiaUty; presence and 
non-disappearance have all the mentality and part 
of materiality.

1. Mentioned in the Text on that Triplet but not in the Sub
comy.—^probably an inadvertent or a printers omission.
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Here the Commentary differentiates the 24 condi
tion according to the period at which they occur,
i.e. the conditions which occur to bring about the 
conditioned states when the conditioning states are 
of the (1) present, (2) past, (3) present and past^
(4) past, present and future or (5) time-freed. The 
number of conditions in each of these cases is first 
summarized in the following verse before explanations 
are given.

Paccuppand va hontettha-paccayd dasa panca ca, 
Atita eva pance ko - tekdle dve p i nissito, 
Tayo tikdlikd eva vimuttd cdpi kdlato.

This means that there are 15 conditions of the 
present, 5 of the past, 1 of 2 periods (present and 
past), 3 of 3 periods as well as time-freed.
Present. With the exception of object, object- 
predominance and object-strong-dependence, the rest 
of the conditions of the object group and all those 
of the conascence, base-prenascence, postnascence, 
physical nutriment and physical life-faculty groups 
are of the present. They are the 15 conditions given 
in the Chart. If it is pointed out that conascence- 
predominance is not included, it must be remenbered 
that the Commentary divides the 24 conditions—and 
not the various kinds of conditions that come under 
the groups—according to period. So, although it 
is of the present, it is not included as in the case of 
the conditions of the object group given above.
Past. The 7 conditions of the proximity-strong- 
dependence group are of the past. But the Chart 
gives only the 5 which are always of the past. For 
the other kinds of strong-dependence and kamma 
are also of other periods.

(ii) Period
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Present and Past. Kamma condition is the only 
one of both present and past, i.e. of 2 periods. For 
conascence-kamma is of the present and asynchronous 
kamma is of the past.

Past, Present and Future, Time-freed. The 3 condi
tions are object, predominance and strong-dependence 
as shown in the Chart. In object condition, the 
conditioning states (a) consciousnesses, mental factors 
and materiality are of the present, past or future and
(b) Nibbana and concept are time-freed. In predo
minance condition, conascence-predominance, being 
of the present, is not taken but only object-predomi
nance where, as in object condition, the conditioning 
states (a) consciousnesses, mental factors and materia
lity are of the present, past or future and (b) Nib
bana is time-freed. In strong-dependence condi
tion, proximity-strong-“dependence is of the past, 
object-strong-is time- freed. Object-strong-dependence 
is the same as object-predominance above and 
natural strong-dependence has conditioning states
(a) consciousnesses, mental factors and materiality 
which are of the present, past or future and (b) con
cept which is time-freed.

(iii) Several States (in) One Condition
Here the Commentary mentions the conditions 

which have several conditioning states. Each of the 
23 conditions exclusive of kamma have several condi
tioning states. For the 6 roots, etc. are the several 
conditioning states of each of the conditions, root, 
etc. But volition is the only conditioning state of 
kamma condition, i.e. one conditioning state in one 
condition, and so it is marked with a cross in the 
Chart.
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Here the Commentary considers the conditions 
which have common conditioning and conditioned 
states. It gives them as: (1) proximity, contiguity, 
proximity-strong-dependence, repetition, absence and 
disappearance (of the proxi mity-strong-depedencen 
group) and (2) object, object-predominance and 
object-strong-dependence (of the object group). They 
are shown in the Chart. (The Commentary gives 
these as examples because they were already dealt 
with in “One Condition (common with) Several Con
ditions” and the Sub-commentary has nothing to say 
about this).

(iv) Common Conditions

(v) Uncommon Conditions

Here the Commentary considers the conditions in 
which the conditioning and conditioned states are not 
common These are the pairs where one of the pair 
is the opposite of the other. They are: prenacence- 
and postnascence; association and dissociations;pre- 
sence and absence; disappearance and non-disappea
rance. These pairs are marked with asterisks in the 
Chart.

Corny. The conditions have been singled out as 
examples to show the methods of determining the 
common and uncommon conditions.

Subcomy. It is to be understood from the Com
mentary that root condition, etc. of the conascence 
group is common with the other conditions of that 
group and is not common with the conditions of the 
object group, etc., i.e. those that are not of the conas
cence group (p. 197).
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Note. This principle outlined by the Subcommen- 
tary is derived from the Common and Uncommon 
Sections given in detail in the Investigation Chapter.

(vi) Pairs

Here the Commentary gives the conditions in pairs 
and the reasons for doing so.

(1) Proximity and Contiguity, because they have the
same meaning (attha yugalaka) of “next in 
time” .

(2) Dependence and Strong-dependence, because
they have the same term (sadda yugalaka) 
“dependence”.

(3) Prenascence and Postnascence, because they
occur opposite in time (kala patipakkha yuga
laka). For in prenascence, the conditioning 
states are present prior to the conditioned 
states whereas in postnascence, the conditioning 
states come after the conditioned states.

(4) Kamma and Resultant, because it is a pair of
cause and effect (hetu phala yugalaka). Here 
the kamma is asynchronous kamma, the cause, 
and resultant, its effect.

(5) Association and Dissociation, because the former
relates by association and the latter by non
association ;

Presence and Absence, because the former relates 
when the conditioning states are present and the latter 
when they are not;

Disappearance and Non-disappearance^ because the 
former relates when the conditioning states have 
disappeared and the latter before they disappear.
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Each of the last 3 pairs under (5) are taken because 
one is mutually opposite of the other (annamanna 
patipakkha yuga}aka). In the Chart all the pairs 
are marked by esterisks.

(vii) Production and Non-production

Here the Commentary considers the conditions in 
which the conditioning states are related to the condi
tioned states by the forces of production, non-pro
duction (force of support) and both production and 
non-production.
Production. The conditioning states of 7 condi
tions of the strong-dependence group, proximity, 
contiguity, strong-dependence (proximity-strong-de
pendence and natural strong-dependence), repetition, 
asynchronous kamma, absence and disappearance, 
are related to their conditioned states by the foice 
of production. Here the conditioning states bring 
about the nascent arising of the conditioned states.
Corny. It is production in the sense of causing the 
conditioned states to arise and not of causing them 
to continue to exist after they had already arisen so 
as to reach the static phase. The Pali is: Janakayeva 
na ajanaka.
Subcomy, “Janakayeva na ajanaka” means that 
the essential force is that of production and not that 
of support (p. 197).

Although 7 different conditions are given above, 
there are 8 when the 2 kinds of strong-dependence 
are taken separately. Of the 8, it is clear that the 
states of 6, which belong to the proximity-strong- 
dependence group, are always related by the force 
of production because the conditioning states, on 
ceasing, cause the immediate arising of the conditioned
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states. So only the other 2 conditions, natural strong- 
dependence and asynchronous kamma of the natural 
strong-dependence group, need to be considered. 
In these 2 conditions, proximity-kamma, which be
longs to the proximity-strong-dependence group, is 
included and it is the only one of that group that has 
not been taken into account. And it is to be noted 
that only the conditions of that group are involved 
here. So, though the Commentary gives these 2 
conditions, it is proximity-kamma in each of them 
that must be taken.
Non-production. Here the states of the conditions 
are related, not by the force of production, but by 
support. The Pali that states non-production mean 
support is: Ajanaka upatthambhaka cati attho. Un
like the case of production above where the condi
tioned states are produced, here the conditioned states, 
which have already been produced by the causes con
cerned, are supported so that they continue to exist 
to the static and cessant phases. Postnascence condi
tion is the only one with the mere force of support. 
(This is the reason why postnascence condition is not 
expounded in the 6 Chapters where only those condi
tions with the force of production are considered. 
See Intr. to C.R. p. xix.)
Production and Non-production. In accordance with 
the Commentary the Chart shows that there are 18 
conditions which have the forces both of production 
and support.
Corny. These conditions are known as production 
and non-production (janaka-janaka) conditions. But 
since non-production (ajanaka) means support 
(upatthambhaka), they are also known as production 
and support (janako-patthambhaka) conditions.
Subcomy. What the Commentary means by “pro
duction and support” is that the 18 conditions such
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as root, for example, where the roots are related to 
their rooted associated aggregates, rooted mind-pro
duced matter and rooted rebirth kamma-produced 
matter, these conditioned states cannot be produced 
nor be supported without the roots, the conditioning 
states. For in these cases the conditions have to 
have both the forces of production and support 
(p. 197).

(viii) Cause o f All or Not All Formations

Here the Comnientary considers the conditions 
which are the causes of (1) all formations (sabbattha- 
nika), (2) not all formations (asabbatthanika) and
(3) neither all nor not all formations (nasabbattha- 
nika). In these cases the conditioned states that 
arise are taken into account.
Cause o f All Formations^ The Commentary states 
that the conditions which are the causes of all materia
lity and mentality, i.e. all the conditioned formations 
are known as the conditions which are the causes of 
all formations; that no conditioned materiality or 
mentality, of whatever kind, can arise without these 
conditions. These conditions are the 4 Major conas
cence conditions. It will be seen from the Major 
conascence group Chart that all materiality and 
mentality are conditioned states of these conditions 
and that is why, in the Nagative Conditions of the 
6 Chapters, there are no conditioned states of these 
conditions. So they are not expounded there.
Cause o f Not All Formations. The Commentary 
states that the coiiditions which are the causes of 
the mentality concerned but not of materiality, i.e. 
not all the conditioned formations, are known as the 
conditions which are the causes of not all formations. 
These conditions are the 11 given under this column
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in the Chart. Except for prenascence and postnas- 
cence, which will be considered later, the other 9 
conditions, object, object-predominance and so on, 
have only mentality as conditioned states, i.e. these 
conditions cause mentality but not materiality. It 
will be seen from the Single Enumeration Charts that 
only mentality, but not all the conditioned formations 
of materiality and mentality, are the conditioned 
states of these conditions.

Corny. Prenascence and postnascence are not 
causes of all materiality and mentality and so they 
are also conditions which are the causes of not all 
formations. Again, though they are not causes of 
both materiality and mentality, prenascence causes 
mentality and postnascence causes materiality and, 
therefore, they are the conditions which are the causes 
of not all formations. That is why these 2 conditions 
are taken seperately in the Chart.

Suhconiy (p. 197). If the kinds of strong-depen
dence are to be distinguished, consider the 3 kinds, 
otherwise take this condition as a whole. (The reason 
for this remark is that one kind, object-strong-depen
dence, is not included and so only the other 2 kinds 
are given in the Chart). Besides, when prenascence 
and postnascence are taken as conditions which are 
causes of not all formations, since the former has 
only mentality as conditioned states just as proximity 
and others, it should be included along with them 
and only the latter taken separately. (The reason is 
that all the conditions which have only mentality as 
conditioned states should first be taken together and 
then postnascence, which has only materiahty as 
conditioned states, treated separately. So the condi
tions taken here are those that cause either mentality 
or materiality but not both).
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Cause o f  Neither All Nor Not All Formation. The 
Commentary states that the conditions which are 
the causes of some of both materiality and mentality 
are known as the conditions which are the causes of 
neither all nor not all formations. These conditions 
are the remaining ones, root, etc. as given in the 
Chart. It will be seen from the Single Enumeration 
Charts that some of the materiality and mentality, 
but not all, are the conditioned states of root condi
tion, etc.

(ix) Materiality to Materiality, etc.

The Commentary on this is given in the Chapter 
on Relations in the Compendium of Philosophy 
p. 192f. The verse there is:

Mind may to niind SIX fold relation bear, 
FIVE fold to mind-and-hody. ONE alone 
To body. Body is to mind ONE way 
Related. TWO relations bear to mind 
Mind-body-name-and-notion, while to itself 
Mind-body may in NINE relations stand.
Sets of relations, SIX.

It will be shown how the above can be understood 
from the Single Enumeration Charts. But before 
doing so, remarks on the general statements of the 
Commentary (p. 393) on the 24 conditions are made 
below:
(1) There is none where the conditioning states 
which are always materiality, are related to the condi
tioned states which are materiality (i.e. where both 
the conditioning and conditioned states are materiality 
only).
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Physical nutriment and physical life-faculty condi
tions do have materiality only as conditioning states 
related to materiality only as conditioned states.
These conditions, however, are parts of nutriment 
and faculty conditions but here the Commentary is 
considering each condition as a whole and in that 
case, of course, there is none.
(2) There is none where the conditioning states,
which are always materiality, are related to the condi
tioned states which are materiality and mentality.

Such a condition is not to be found in the Single 
Enumeration Charts.
3̂) There is none where the conditioning states,

which are materiality and mentality, are related to
the conditioned states which are materiality only.

There are such causes in mixed postnascence-nutri- 
ment and mixed postnascence-faculty conditions but, 
as pointed out above, the Commentary considers 
each condition as a whole and not the separate kinds.

The Order of the Relations in the Chart

Materiality to Mentality. This is “Body is to mind
one way related” of the verse. Prenascence is the 
only condition where materiality, which are always 
the conditioning states, are related to mentality, the 
conditioned states. This applies to both kinds of
prenascence, object-aiid base-prenascence.
Mentality to Mentality. This is “Mind may to
niiiid sixfold relation bear”. The 6 conditions in 
the Chart are related thiish

1. Check with the conditioning and conditioned states given 
in the Single Enumeration Charts in the Intr. to C.R.
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Mentality fa Materiality, This is ^TMinct), one 
alone to body”. Postnascencc is the only condition 
with this relation^.
Mentality to Mentality and Materiality, This is 
"(Mind), fivefold to mind-and-body” . The 5 rela
tions given in the Chart are related thusb In the 
case of root condition, the 6 roots (mentality) are 
related to their associated aggregates (mentality), 
rooted raiiid-prodiiced and rooted rebirth kamma- 
prodnced matter (materiality).
Mentality, Materiality and Concept to Mentality, 
This is "Two relations bear to mind, mind-body- 
name-and-notion". The 2 conditions, object and 
strong-dependence, given in the Chart are related 
thnsb The appropriate Single Eniimeration Charts 
show that object condition together with object- 
strong-dependence and iiatiiral strong-dependence of 
strong-dependence condition have mentality, materia
lity and concept (concept is given in the Analytical 
Exposition) as conditioning states but only mentality 
as conditioned states.
Mentality and Meteriality to Mentality and Materia
lity, This is "While to itself, mind-body may in 
nine relations stand.” The 9 conditions given in the 
Chart are related thus. From the conditioning and 
conditioned states of these conditions given in the 
Charts in the Intr. to C.R. it will be seen that:
(1) predominance condition is taken as a whole. 
For one kind, object-predominance, has mentality 
and materiality as conditioning states with mentality 
only as conditioned states and the other kind, conas
cence-predominance, has mentality only as condi
tioning states with mentality and materiaUty as condi
tioned states. So both of them have to be taken 
together, i.e. predominance condition a whole.
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(2), (3) conascence and mutuality conditions are 
clear,
(4) dependence condition is taken as a whole. For 
it is only conascence-dependence which has this rela
tion. The other 2 kinds, base-object-prenascence- 
dependence and base-prenascence-dependence, which 
are not included elsewhere, have materiahty as condi
tioning states and mentality as conditioned states.

(5) nutriment condition is taken as a whole. For 
the 2 kinds, (a) conascence-nutriment has mentality 
as conditioning states with mentality and materiality 
as conditioned states and (b) physical nutriment has 
materiality as both conditioning and conditioned 
states.

(6) faculty condition is taken as a whole. For the 
3 kinds, (a) conascence-faculty has mentality as condi
tioning states with mentality and materiality as condi
tioned states, (b) base-prenascence-faculty has materia
lity as conditioning states with mentality as condi
tioned states and (c) physical Iife-faculty has materia
lity as both conditioning and conditioned states.

(7) dissociation condition is taken as a whole. For 
it is only conascence-dissociation which has this rela
tion. The other 3 kinds, (a) base-object-prenascence- 
dissociation and (b) base-prenascence-dissociation have 
materiahty as conditioning states with mentality as 
conditioned states while (c) postnascence-dissociation 
has mentality as conditioning states with materiality 
as conditioned states.

(8), (9) presence and non-disappearance conditions 
are each taken as a whole. For, amongst the 6 kinds 
of each, only conascence-presence and conascence- 
non-disappearance have this relation.
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Here the Commentary considers the conditions 
which occur in the various planes of existence.
26 Five-aggregate Planes. All the 24 conditions 
occur in these planes. From the Single Enumeration 
Chart! it will be seen that there is no condition which 
does not occur in them.
4 Four-aggregate Planes. In these planes there is 
mentality only. Therefore, only those conditions 
which include mentality as both conditioning and 
conditioned states occur in these planes. Since (i) 
prenascence has only materiality as conditioning states,
(ii) postnascence has only materiality as conditioned 
states and (iii) dissociation has only materiality either 
as conditioning or conditioned states, these 3 condi
tions are excluded and shown marked with a cross 
against each of them in the Chart. So only 21 condi
tions occur in these planes. In these cases the rela
tions between mentality and mentality have to be 
taken.
1 One-aggregate Plane. The plane where there is 
only one aggregate, the material aggregate, is known 
as the non-percipient plane of existence. The 7 
conditions which occur in this plane are shown in 
the Chart.

From the Single Enumeration Charts ' in C.R., 
which are drawn up from the conditioning and 
conditioned states of the fnvestigatioii Chapter, it 
will be seen why there are only 7 conditions. 
It is to be noted that non-percipient beings’

(x) Planes o f Existence

1. They are the Charts given in the Intr. to C.R. The appro
priate ones must be refeped to when mention is made of 
the groups, the conditions and the conditioning and 
conditioned states of the conditions.
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kamma-producect matter, wliicli consists of the 3 
material groups (vital iionad and so on), is one of 
the 7 kinds of matter expounded in Patthana (Intr. 
to C.R. p. xix). This kind of matter is dealt with 
in the Commentary as conditioned states but not as 
conditioning states.
As Conditioned States 7. The conditioned states 
of: (a) the 4 Major conascence conditions include 
the 7 kinds of matter and, therefore, non-percipient 
beings’ kamma-produced matter (C.R. p. 152); (b) 
mutuality condition includes the great primaries of 
the 7 kinds of matter and, therefore, of non-percipient 
beings’ kamma-produced matter (C.R. p. 154); (c) 
Strong and weak asynchronous kamma of kamma 
condition includes kamma-produced matter (C.R. 
pp. 168-9) where those at rebirth, during life and of 
non-percipient beings have to be taken; (d) physical 
Ufe-faculty of faculty condition includes kamma- 
produced matter (C.R. p. 171) where those of non
percipient beings exclusive of physical life are part 
of it. Of course, conascence - and base-prenascence- 
faculty are not concerned. Thus there are 7 condi
tions with this matter as conditioned states.
As Conditioning States 10. The conditioning states 
of object, object-predominance, conascence, mutuality, 
dependence, object-strong-dependence, object-prenas 
cence, physical Iife-faculty, physical life-faeulty-pre- 
sence and physical life-faculty-non-disappearance, i.e. 
10 conditions, include non-percipient beings’ kamma- 
produced matter.
External Lifeless Matter. This consists of external 
inanimate things, i.e. external temperature-produced 
matter such as earth, trees, forests, mountains. The 
5 conditions which occur in them are the 4 Major 
conascence and mutuality. They were already dealt 
with in “One State (in) Several Conditions”.
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Here the conditions which occur during life and 
at the moment of conception are considered. This 
information, which needs to be known, can be ob
tained from the 6 Chapters but not the Analytical 
Exposition. The Commentary does not deal with 
this.
During Life. All the 24 conditions occur during 
life.
At the Moment o f  Conception. There are 20 condi
tions which occur at the-moment of conception when 
rebirth consciousness arises, i.e. they have relations 
at the moment of conception. The 4 conditions 
excluded and marked with a cross against each of 
them in the Chart are: (i) predominance, whether 
object-or conascence-predominance, because in the 
6 Chapters it is stated that there is no “at the moment 
of conception” in predoniinance; (if) prenascence 
because it occurs during life only; (Hi) postnascence 
because it does not occur at the moment of concep
tion; (iv) repetition because it is concerned with im
pulsions only.

(xii) Concept, Mentality, Materiality and 
Nibbdna

This was dealt with in the Commentary under 
“State” . There the conditioning states of the condi
tions were taken as part of mentality or of materia
lity, as mentality (including both consciousnesses 
and mental factors) and so on. So the conditions 
with conditioning states that are only mentality (taken 
as consciousnesses and mental factors or only mental 
factors) or materiality, etc. should be specifically 
known. These can be found from the Charts in 
the Intr. to C.R.

(xi) During Life and Rebirth
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Mentality, The 12 conditions shown in the Chart 
have both consciousnesses and mental factors or 
only mental factors as conditioning states.
Materiality, Prenascence is the one condition 
which has only materiality as conditioning states.
Mentality ank Materiality, The 9 conditions shown 
in the Chart have both mentality and materiality as 
conditioning states.
Concept, Mentality and MateriaUty, The 2 condi
tions shown in the Chart have these conditioning 
states. (Concept is given in the Analytical Exposi
tion.)
Nibbdna, The 3 conditions, object, object-predo
minance and object-strong-dependence, shown in the 
Chart have Nibbana as conditioning state.

VI. EXPLANATION OF THE QUESTION 
CHAPTER

The order of exposition of the Question Chapter— 
which forms Chapter III of C.R. pp. 13-21—was 
given in the Intr. to C.R. p. xiv.
1. Dependent Chapter, The Chapter which em
ploys the term "dependent” is known as Dependent 
Chapter.
2. Conascent Chapter, The Chapter which em
ploys the term "conascent” is known as Conascent 
Chapter.

Except for the difference in the use of the terms, 
the contents and meanings of the above 2 Chapters 
are the same. The reasons for expounding them 
separately have been given in the Intr. to C.R. p. xlii. 
The conditioning and conditioned states of these 2
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Chapters are nlateriality arid mentality and are related 
by conascence condition as pointed out in the Expla
nation of the Analytical Exposition.
3. Conditioned Chapter. The Chapter which em
ploys the term “condition” is known as Conditioned 
Chapter.
4. Supported Chapter. The Chapter which em
ploys the term “supported” is knov/n as Supported 
Chapter.

Here again, the only difference between the 2 
Chapters is in the terms employed. The conditioning 
and conditioned states of the 2 Chapters are materia
lity and mentality and are related by dependence 
condition of which there are 2 kinds: conascence- 
dependence and base-prenascence-dependence.
5. Conjoined Chapter. The Chapter which em
ploys the term “conjoined” is known as Conjoined 
Chapter.
6. Associated Chapter. The Chapter which em
ploys the term “associated” is known as Associated 
Chapter.

Here also, the only difference between the 2 
Chapters is in the terms employed. The conditioning 
and conditioned states of the 2 Chapters are all 
mentality and are related by association condition.
7. Investigation Chapter. In this seventh Chapter
the answers such as “Faultless state is related to fault
less state by root condition. Faultless roots are 
related to (their) associated aggregates by root condi
tion” are clear and definite, leaving no room for 
doubt. Here the questions are fully investigated and 
this is why it is known as Investigation Chapter. 
The conditioning and conditioned states of this
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Chapter are also materiality and mentality. The 
differences from the 6 Chapters above are given in 
the Intr. to C.R. p. xlviii.

Questions of Patthana
In the Dependent Chapter of the 7 Chapters there 

are two parts: (1) Outline—which consists of questions 
and (2) Exposition—^which consists of answers and 
which will be dealt with later.

Outline
It is called outline because it briefly enquires whether, 

depending on faultless state or faulty state, etc. there 
arises faultless state or faulty state, etc. by root condi
tion, etc. It is also known as Question Chapter or 
Term Chapter.
Question Chapter, It is so-called because ques
tions are asked about the arising of faultless statb or 
faulty state, etc. by root condition, etc. depending on 
faultless state or faulty state, etc.
Term Chapter, It is so-called because it makes 
known the states such as faultless, faulty, etc. that 
may arise by conditions such as root, etc. depending 
on states such as faultless, faulty, etc.
All the Possible Questions are Asked, In Depen
dent Chapter, where conascence condition is dealt 
with, a faulty state cannot arise dependent on a fault
less state according to the nature of conascence. 
Although this is not possible, the question about it 
is asked. For the complete set of questions is ex
pounded whether answers are possible or not. And 
only when the answers are dealt with that the ques
tions which provide answers are considered and the  ̂
others are left unanswered.
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24 DETAILED PATTBANA SECTIONS CHART

Patthana

1. Triplet

2. Couplet

3. Couplet-Triplet

4. Triplet-Couplet
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The questions are given only for Dependent Chapter 
of the Faultless Triplet for the 24 conditions which 
are dealt with according to the four methods: posi
tive, negative, positive-negative and negative-positive 
conditions, and taken "By Ones” (Singly), "By Twos”, 
etc. up to "By Twenty-four” wherever possible. 
These suffice to serve as a model for the rest of the 
7 Chapters of the Faultless Triplet Patthana as well 
as for the rest of Patthana.

So, in order to be able to understand how the total 
number of questions in Patthana are determined in 
the Commentary and Subcommentary, it is necessary 
to know (i) the numbers of detailed Patthana Sections 
of the Triplet, Couplet and the rest of the 6 Patthanas 
and (ii) the number of questions in each of those 
Sections. The latter is obtained from the method of 
exposition of the questions in each Section.

(i) Detailed Patthana Sections

Patthana consists of 24 Patthana Divisions made 
up of 6 Patthanas each in each of the 4 Divisions: 
Positive, Negative, Positive-Negative and Negative- 
Positive (see Intr. to C.R. p. xiii). But when these 
6 Patthanas in each Division are detailed, they con
sist of the following Patthana Sections (see the 
Detailed Patthana Sections Chart).

1. Triplet Patthana, This deals with each of the 
22 Triplets starting with Faultless Triplet and ending 
with the Triplet of States Both Visible and Impinging. 
Therefore, there are 22 Triplet Patthana Sections.
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2. Couplet Patthana^, This deals with each of 
the 100 Couplets starting with the Couplet of States 
which are Roots and ending with that of States which 
are Causes of Lamentation. Therefore, there are 100 
Couplet Patthana Sections.
3. Couplet-Triplet Patthana. This deals with each 
Couplet as reference and each of the 3 sections of 
the 22 Triplets, i.e. 66 triplet sections, as variants. 
For example, with the first root Couplet as reference 
and faultless state, the first section of the Faultless 
Triplet, as variant, there is the first couplet-triplet 
Patthana Section. So, with this couplet and each of 
the 66 triplet sections as variants, there are 66 couplet- 
triplet Patthana Sections. Similarly, with the second 
Couplet of States associated with Roots as reference 
and each of the 66 triplet sections as variants, there 
are also 66 couplet-triplet Patthana Sections. There
fore, for the 100 Couplets, there are 100 x 66 * 6,600 
Couplet-Triplet Patthana Sections.
4. Triplet-Couplet Patthana. This deals with each 
Triplet as reference and each of the 2 sections of the 
100 Couplets, i.e. 200 Couplet sections, as variants. 
For example, with the Faultless Triplet, the first 
triplet, as reference and State which is root (root 
state for short), the first section of the first Couplet, 
as variant, there is the first triplet-couplet Patthana 
Section. So, with this Triplet and each of the 200 
couplet sections as variants, there are 200 triplet- 
couplet Patthana Sections. Therefore, for the 22 
Triplets, there are 200 x 22 = 4,400 Triplet-Couplet 
Patthana Sections.
5. Triplet-Triplet Patthana. This deals with each 
Triplet as reference and each of the 3 sections of the 
remaining 21 Triplets, i.e. 63 Triplet sections, as

1. For this and the other Pafthanas see Intr, to C.R, p. Ixxiii.
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variants. For example, with the Faultless Triplet as 
reference and state associated with pleasant feeling, 
the first section of the next Triplet, as variant, there 
is the first triplet-triplet Patthana Section. So, with 
this triplet and each of the 63 triplet sections as 
variants, there are 63 triplet-triplet Patthana Sections. 
Therefore, for the 22 Triplets, there are 63 x 22 = 1,386 
Triplet-Triplet Patthana Sections.

6. Couplet-Couplet Patthana. This deals with each 
Couplet as reference and each of the 2 sections of 
the remaining 99 Couplets, i.e. 198 Couplet sections, 
as variants. For example, with the first root Couplet 
as reference and state associated with root, the first 
section of the next Couplet, there is the first couplet- 
couplet Patthana Section. So, with this Couplet and 
each of the 198 Couplet sections as variants, there 
are 198 couplet-couplet Patthana Sections. Therefore, 
for the 100 Couplets, there are 198 x 100 = 19,800 
Patthana Sections.

For the 6 Patthanas in each Division there is a 
total of 32,308 Patthana Sections as added up in the 
Chart. Therefore, for the 24 Patthanas in the 4 Divi
sions, the whole of Patthana, there is a grand total of 
32,308 X 4 = 129,232 Patthana Sections.

(ii) Questions in Each Patthana Section

The method of exposition of the questions provided 
for Dependent Chapter of the Faultless Triplet 
Patthana Section in C.R. is not sufficient to find the 
number of questions in the other Patthana Sections. 
So, models of questions in each of the 24 Patthana 
Divisions are provided below. The accompanying 
Chart shows how the questions are arrived at.
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L Positive Method Division
1. Triplet Patthana

It will be seen from the Chart that there are 
7 sections as references when the 3 sections of a triplet 
are combined in all possible ways and that the same 
7, as subsections, are the variants. The Commentary 
states that when (i) the faultless, faulty and indeter
minate sections are the references, the first questions 
with each of them are always with the subsection of 
the same kind as the variant, i.e. faultless and fault
less, faulty and faulty, indeterminate and indeter 
minate, and then the other subsections as the variants 
are taken in serial order and (ii) faultless, indeter
minate section and the rest are the references, the 
questions with the subsections as variants are taken 
in serial order (see C.R. P. 13 f, items 25-31). There
fore, the questions are asked in the following order:

(i) Faultless: 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, 1-4, 1-5, 1-6, 1-7 
(numberings in the Chart).

(ii) Faulty: 2-2, 2-1, 2-3, 2-4, 2-5, 2-6, 2-7.
(iii) Indeterminate: 3-3, 3-1, 3-2, 3-4, 3-5, 3-6, 3-7.
(iv) Faultless, indeterminate: 4-1, 4-2, 4-3, 4-4̂  

4-5̂  4-6, 4-7.
(v), (vi), (vii) Faulty, indeterminate; Faultless, faulty; 
Faultless, faulty, indeterminate follow the same order 
as iv).

Since for each section as reference there are 7 ques
tions, for the 7 sections there are 7 x 7 » 49 questions. 
Thus, for one positive condition there is a set of 49 
questions and for the 24 conditions taken singly, i.e. 
"By Ones”, there are 49 x 24 = 1176 questions. Then 
there are questions where the conditions are taken 
together as "By Twos”, "By Threes”, etc. up to "By
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15 (a) MOPEL OF PATTHANA QUESTION
1. TRIPLET PATTHANA

Section Sub-section

T " Budllen 1 Fauitless
2 Rndty Faulty
3 incMieniii^^ 3 Indeterminate
4 Faultless, indeteiininate »  (14-3) 4 Faultless, indeterminate
5 F ôltv* ifi<ieteaiiiiii^ 8 (2 4*3) 5 Faulty, indeterminate
6 Faultless, faulty .  (1 +  2) 6 Ruiltles^ fauHy
7 F!siiltless,fiu:^, 

indeleimiiiateb a (1 »2,+3)
7 Faultless, faulty, indetenninate

2. Got^let F«ttl>9iia

I Root 1 Ro(^
2 NoMoOl 2 NoNoot
3 Root, noNoot ( 1 + 2 ) 3 Root, not«root

3. Conplet'Triplet Patthana

1 RooNkultlesi I Root-faultless
1 Not root-faultless 2 Not root-faultless
3 Root-faultless, Not root-faultless 3 Root-faultless  ̂Not root-faultless

I
4. Ttiplet.Couplet Patthana

1 Faultlsi84oot 1 . FteilliesMOOt '
2 J^ulty-ioot 2 FauMy-root
3 Indetnrninate-fool 3 Indeterminate-root
4 Faultlete^pol, indetermmate-r^^ 4 Faultless-root, indeterminate-rool
5 Faul^-foot, iiKleter^ 5 Faulty-root, indeterminate-root
6 Faultless-root, fauMy-rool 6 FaulUes^root, faulty-root
7 Fauttlfisŝ root, Faulty-root, 

indeteiQunate-root
7 ' Faultless-root, Faulty-root, 

indeterminate-root





25 (b) MODEL OF PATTHANA QUESTIONS
5. Triplet-Triplet Patthaaa

Section Sub-section

1 Faultless 1 Faultless
state assoc, with pleasant feeling state assoc, with pleasant feeling

9 Faulty B 2 Faulty “
3 Indeterminate « 3 Indeterminate «
4 Faultless, indeterminate » 4 Faultless, indeterminate »
5 Faulty, indeterminate « 5 Faulty, indeterminate «
6 Faultless, faulty n 6 Faultless, faulty m
7 Faultless, faulty, indeterminate n  ̂ 1 Faultless, faulty, indeterminate ti

6. Couplet-Couplet Patthana

1 Root which has associated root 1 Root which has associated root
2 Not root which has associated root 2 Not root which has associated root
3 Root which has associated root, 3 Root which has associated root

Not root which has associated root Not root which has associated root





Twenty-fours” . In these cases there is a constant 
reduction of a set of 49 questions (details are given 
later).

Similarly, there are the same number of questions 
for the negative conditions. As for the positive- 
negative and negative-positive conditions, where the 
conditions are taken "By Twos” and so on, the 
number of questions is the same as "By Twos”, etc. 
for the positive and negative conditions. But since 
this is for Dependent Chapter only, for the 7 Chapters 
the total number of questions will be 7 times that of 
Dependent Chapter. This total is that of the Fault
less Triplet Patthana Section and, therefore, for the 
22 Triplets, it will be 22 times that total. This pro
duct is the grand total of questions of the Triplet 
Patthana Sections of the Positive Method Division.

Feeling Triplet, The next Triplet after the Fault
less Triplet is the Feeling Triplet which is taken as 
an example to show how the questions with the 
sections of the other triplets have to be taken.
(i) Dependent on state associated with pleasant 
feeling, may there arise state associated with pleasant 
feeling by root condition?
(ii) Dependent on state associated with pleasant 
feeling, may there arise state associated with painful 
feeling by root condition?
(iii) Dependent on state associated with pleasant 
feeling, may there arise state associated with neither 
painful nor pleasant feeling by root condition?
(iv) Dependent on state associated with pleasant 
feeling, may there arise state associated with pleasant 
feeling and state associated with neither painful nor 
pleasant feeling by root condition? and so on similar 
to the Faultless Triplet with the set of 49 questions.
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The other questions are also asked in the same 
way as the Faultless Triplet. This applies to all the 
Triplet, Triplet-Couplet and Triplet-Triplet Patthana 
Sections.

2. Couplet Patthana

First Couplet, This is the Root Couplet. The 
Chart shows that there are 3 sections as references 
and that the same 3, as subsections, are the variants. 
The first questions with each of the 3 sections are 
always with the subsection of the same kind as in 
the case of the triplets. So the questions are:
(i) Dependent on root state (state which is root), 
may there arise root state by root condition? 
(1-1 in the Chart).
(ii) Dependent on root state, may there arise 
not-root state (state which is not root) by root condi
tion? (1-2 in the Chart).
(iii) Dependent on root state, may there arise root 
and not-root states by root condition? (1-3 in the 
Chart).

Similarly, for not-root state and also for root and 
not-root states as references, the questions are in 
the following order:
For not-root state: (iv), (v), (vi) are 2-2, 2-1, 2-3.
For root and not-root states: (vii), (viii), (ix) are

3-3, 3-1, 3-2.
So there is a set of 9 questions with a couplet for 

one condition. The other questions for the conditions 
“By Ones”, “By Twos” etc. are similar to the triplet. 
This applies to all the Couplet, Couplet-Triplet 
and Couplet-Couplet Patthana Sections,
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It will be seen from the above that the Triplets and 
Couplets, listed in the Matrix (Matika) of the 
DhammasahganI, are essential to Patthana because 
they are treated according to the Patthana Method. 
So one who desires to understand Patthana must 
know the analytical units of the states in the sections 
of the Triplets and Couplets in the Dhammasahgani. 
They are also given in the Discourse on Elements 
and explained in the Expositor.

3. Couplet-Triplet Patthana

First Couplet-Triplet, The 3 reference sections with 
root couplet (the first couplet) and the faultless section 
of the faultless triplet (the first triplet) are given in 
the Chart. The questions are:
(i) Dependent on root-faultless state, may there
arise root-faultless state by root condition?
(ii) Dependent on root-faultless state, may there
arise not root-faultless state by root condition?
(iii) Dependent on root-faultless state, may there
arise root-faultless and not root-faultless states by 
root condition ? and so on similar to the 9 questions 
in the Couplet Patthana above.

Also there are questions with root-faulty and root- 
indeterminate, i.e. root couplet with the other 2 
sections of the faultless triplet, similar to root-fault
less. Besides, there are questions with root couplet 
and the sections of the remaining 21 triplets. This 
applies to all the couplets.

Although the analytical units of the states in the 
sections of the Couplet-Triplet and the rest of the 6 
Patthanas, which are combinations of triplets and 
couplets in all possible ways, are not given in Dhamma-
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sangani, they can be obtained by combining those of 
the triplet and couplet concerned as in the examples 
given in the Intr. to C.R. p. Ixxiif. For these units 
must first be known in Patthana because, based on 
them, the classified answers and the enumerations of 
the answers for the 7 Chapters are determined.

4. Triplet-Couplet Patthana

First Triplet-Couplet. The 7 reference sections with 
faultless triplet and the first section of the root couplet 
are given in the Chart. The questions are:
(i) Dependent on faultless-root state, may there
arise faultless-root state by root condition?
(ii) Dependent on faultless-root state, may there
arise faulty-root state by root condition?
(iii) Dependent on faultless-root state, may there
arise indeterminate-root state by root condition? 
and so on similar to the 49 questions in the Triplet 
Patthana.

Then there are questions with faultless - not-root 
(not-root being the second section of the root couplet) 
as reference. The sections are the reverse of those 
of the couplet-triplet Patthana but have the same 
analytical units. This is the case with the faultless 
triplet but not with the others. Besides, there are 
questions with the faultless triplet and the sections 
of the remaining 99 couplets. This applies to all 
the Triplets.

5. Triplet-Triplet Patthana

First Triplet-Triplet. The 7 reference sections with 
the faultless triplet and the first section of the next 
triplet are given in the Chart. The questions are:
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(I) pendent on faultless state associated with
pleasant feeling, may there arise faultless state asso
ciated with pleasant feeling by root condition?
(ii) Dependent on faultless state associated with
pleasant feeling, may there arise faulty state 
associated with pleasant feeling by root condition?
(iii) Dependent on faultless state associated with
pleasant feeling, may there arise indeterminate state 
associated with pleasant feeling by root condition? 
and so on similar to the 49 questions in the Triplet 
Patthana.

Then there are questions with the faultless triplet 
and the second section, i.e. faultless state associated 
with painful feeling, and also the third section, i.e. 
faultless state associated with neither painful nor 
pleasant feeling, as references. Also, there are ques
tions with the faultless triplet and each section of the 
remaining 20 triplets. This applies to all the 22 
Triplets.

6. Couplet- Couplet Patthana
First Couplet-Couplet. The 3 reference sections 
with the root couplet and the first section of the next 
couplet are given in the Chart. The questions are:
(i) Dependent on root state which has associated 
root, may there arise root state which has associated 
root by root condition?
(ii) Dependent on root state which has associated
root, may there arise not-root state which has 
associated root by root condition?
(iii) Dependent on root state which has associated 
root, may there arise root state which has associated 
root and not-root state which has associated root 
by root condition ? and so on similar to the 9 ques
tions in the Couplet Patthana.
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Then there are questions with the root couplet 
and the second section of the next couplet, i.e. root 
state which has no associated root, as reference. 
Besides, there are questions with root couplet and 
each of the sections of the remaining 98 couplets. 
This applies to all the Couplets.

II. Negative Method Division

In this Division the 6 Patthanas are taken in their 
negative forms. So take the negative forms of the 
states in the Chart.

7. Triplet Patthana

First Negative Triplet. The questions are:
(i) Dependent on not-faultless state, may there
arise not-faultless state by root condition?
(ii) Dependent on not-faultless state, may there
arise not-faulty state by root condition?
(iii) Dependent on not-faultless state, may there
arise not-indeterminate state by root condition? 
and so on similar to those given with the positive 
triplet.

8. Couplet Patthana

First Negative Couplet. The questions are:
(i) Dependent on not-root state, may there arise
not-root state by root condition?
(ii) Dependent on not-root state, may there arise
not not-root state by root condition?
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(ill) Dependent on not-root state, may there arise 
not-root and not not-root states by root condition? 
and so on similar to those given with the positive 
couplet.

9. Couplet-Triplet Patthana

First Negative Couplet-Triplet, The questions are:
(i) Dependent on not-root - not-faultless state, 
may there arise not-root - not-faultless state by root 
condition?
(ii) Dependent on not-root - not-faultless state, 
may there arise not not-root - not-faultless state by 
root condition?
(iii) Dependent on not-root - not-faultless state, 
may there arise not-root - not-faultless and not not- 
root - not-faultless states by root condition? etc.

10. Triplet-Couplet Patthana

First Negative Triplet-Couplet, The questions are:
(i) Dependent on not-faultless - not-root state,
may there arise not-faultless - not-root state by root 
condition?

(ii) Dependent on not-faultless - not-root state,
may there arise not-faulty - not-root state by root 
condition ?

(iii) Dependent on not-faultless - not-root state,
may there arise not-indeterminate - not-root state by
root condition? etc.
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i 1. triplet-Triplet Patthana

First Negative Triplet-Triplet. The questions are:
(i) Dependent on not-faultless state not associated 
with pleasant feeling, may there arise not-faultless 
state not associated with pleasant feeling by root 
condition ?
(ii) Dependent on not-faultless state not associated 
with pleasant feeling, may there arise not-faulty state 
not associated with pleasant feeling by root condition?
(iii) Dependent on not-faultless state not associated 
with pleasant feeling, may there arise not-indeter- 
minate state not associated with pleasant feeUng by 
root condition? etc.

12. Coiiplet-Couplet Patthana

First Negative Couplet-Couplet. The questions are:
(i) Dependent on not-root state which has no 
associated root, may there arise not-root state which 
has no associated root by root condition?
(ii) Dependent on not-root state which has no 
associated root, may there arise not not-root state 
which has no associated root by root condition?
(iii) Dependent on not-root state which has no 
associated root, may there arise not-root state which 
has no associated root and not not-root state which 
has no associated root by root condition? etc.

III. Positive-Negative Method Division

Here the sections as references are positive and the 
subsections as variants are negative. So, in the Chart, 
take the same sections with the negative forms of the 
subsections.
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13. Triplet Patthcina

First Positive-Negative Triplet. The questions are:
(i) Dependent on faultless state, may there arise
not-faultless state by root condition?
(ii) Dependent on faultless state, may there arise
not-faulty state by root condition?
(iii) Dependent on faultless state, may there arise 
not-indeterminate state by root condition? etc.

14. Couplet Patthana

First Positive-Negative Couplet. The questions are:
(1) Dependent on root state, may there arise
not-root state by root condition?
(il) Dependent on root state, may there arise not
not-root state by root condition?
(iii) Dependent on root state, may there arise
not-root and not not-root states by root condition? 
etc,

15. Coiiplet-Friplet Patthana

First Positive-Negative Couplet-Triplet. Tfie ques
tions are:
(i) Dependent on root-faultless state, may there
arise not-root - not-faultless state by root condition?
(ii) Dependent on root-faultless state, may there
arise not not-root - not-faultless state by root condi
tion?
(iii) Dependent on root-faultless state, may there 
arise not-root - not-faultless and not not-root - not- 
faultless states by root condition? etc.
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16. Triplet-Couplet Patthana

First Positive-Negative Triplet-Couplet. The ques
tions are:
(!) Dependent on faultless-root state, may there
arise not-faultless - not-root state by root condition?
(11) Dependent on faultless-root state, may there
arise not-faulty - not-root state by root condition?
(iii) Dependent on faultless-root state, may there
arise not-indeterminate - not-root state by root condi
tion ? etc.

17. Triplet-Triplet Patthana

First Positive-Negative Triplet-Triplet. The ques
tions are:
(i) Dependent on faultless state associated with 
pleasant feeling, may there arise not-faultless state 
not associated with pleasant feeling by root condi
tion?
(ii) Dependent on faultless state associated with 
pleasant feeling, may there arise not-faulty state not 
associated with pleasant feeling by root condition?
(iii) Dependent on faultless state associated with 
pleasant feeling, may there arise not-indeterminate 
state not associated with pleasant feeling by root 
condition? etc.

18. Couplet-Couplet Pattlidna

First Positive-Negative Couplet-Couplet. The ques
tions are:
(i) Dependent on root state which has associated
root, may there arise not-root state which has no 
associated root by root condition?
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(ii) Dependent on root state which has associated 
root, may there arise not not-root state which has 
no associated root by root condition?
(iii) Dependent on root state which has associated 
root, may there arise not-root state which has no 
associated root and not not-root state which has no 
associated root by root condition? etc.

IV. Negative-Positive Method Division

Here the sections as references are negative and 
the subsections as variants are positive, i.e. the reverse 
of the Positive-Negative Method Division. So, in 
the Chart, take the negative forms of the sections 
with the same subsections.

19. Triplet Patthana

First Negative-Positive Triplet. The questions are:
(i) Dependent on not-faultless state, may there
arise faultless state by root condition?
(ii) Dependent on not-faultless state, may there
arise faulty state by root condition?
(iii) Dependent on not-faultless state, may there
arise indeterminate state by root condition? etc.

20. Couplet Patthana

First Negative-Positive Couplet. The questions are:
(i) Dependent on not-root state, may there arise 
root state by root condition?
(ii) Dependent on not-root state, may there arise
not-root state by root condition?
(iii) Dependent on not-root state, may there arise
root and not-root states by root condition? etc.
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21. Couplet-Triplet Patthana

First Negative-Positive Couplet-Triplet. The ques
tions are:
(i) Dependent on not-root - not-faultless state, 
may there arise root-faultless state by root condition?
(ii) Dependent on not-root - not-faultless state, 
may there arise not root-faultless state by root condi
tion?
(iii) Dependent on not-root - not-faultless state, 
may there arise root-faultless and not root-faultless 
states by root condition? etc.

22. Triplet-CoupIet Patthana

First Negative-Positive Triplet-CoupIet. The ques
tions are:
(i) Dependent on not-faultless - not-root state, 
may there arise faultless-root state by root condition?
(ii) Dependent on not-faultless - not-root state, 
may there arise faulty-root state by root condition?
(iii) Dependent on not-faultless - not-root state, 
may there arise indeterminate-root state by root 
condition ? etc.

23. Triplet-Triplet Patthana

First Negative-Positive Triplet-Triplet. The ques
tions are:
(i) Dependent on not-faultless state not associated 
with pleasant feeling, may there arise faultless state 
associated with pleasant feeling by root condition?
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(ii) Dependent on not-faultless state not associated 
with pleasant feeling, may there arise faulty state 
associated with pleasant feeling by root condition?
(iii) Dependent on not-faultless state not associated 
with pleasant feeling, may there arise indeterminate 
state associated with pleasant feeling by root condi
tion ? etc.

24. Coifplet-Coiiplet Patthana

First Negative-Positive Couplet-Couplet, The ques
tions are:
(i) Dependent on not-root state which has no 
associated root, may tliere arise root state which has 
associated root by root condition?
(ii) Dependent on not-root state which has no 
associated root, may tlicre arise not root state which 
has associated root by root condition?
(iii) Dependent on not-root state which has no 
associated root, may there arise root state which has 
associated root and not root state which has associated 
root by root condition? etc.

The above models of qiiestions, so briefly given, 
show how the questions are asked in Patthana. It 
must be borne in mind, however, that questions are 
asked for all the positive, negative, positive-negative 
and negative-positive conditions taken by “By Ones”, 
“By Twos”, etc. as in the case of the questions for 
Dependent Chapter given in C.R.l. Besides, similar 
questions are asked for the rest of the 7 Chapters 
where the v/ordings are different depending on the 
Chapter under consideration. These are the questions 
for each Patthana Section of each of the 24 Patthana 
Divisions. From tliis it will be gatliered that there 
are numerous questions. Rut although these questions
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for the Patthana Division and the Chapter are not 
given they can be known by applying the simple 
methods given above. Also, by studying the 
Patthana Text the nature of the questions, as outlined 
above, will be observed.

Determination o f  the Number o f  Questions

The Commentary states that The Buddha ex
pounded all the Patthana questionsi to His audience 
of Devas and Brahmas. According to the method 
of the Commentary there is a total of 404,948,533,248 
questions and that of the Subcommentary, 388,778, 
713,344 questions. If a person were capable of 
reciting 100,000 questions a day, he would take over
10,000 years to complete the recitation.

The Method o f the Commentary

A summary of the method of the Commentary is 
provided in the Chart.

Triplet Patthana

By Ones. In the model of questions for the fault
less triplet, there are 7 sections as references—fault
less, faulty, indeterminate, etc. — and the same 7, 
as subsections, taken as variants. With the faultless 
section, the first of the 7 sections, as reference and 
the 7 subsections there are 7 questions and for the 
7 sections, each as reference, there are 7 x 7 = 49 ques
tions. This set of 49 questions for the faultless triplet 
is for root condition only and, therefore, for the 24 
conditions there are 49 x 24==1,176 questions. This 
calculation is given in verse in the Commentary.

1. Tathagatena hi sabbath petam pabhedath dassetvdva devapa- 
risdya dhammo desito (p. 406).
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By Twos to By Twenty-four, For "By Twos” the 
reference condition is taken together with each of the 
remaining 23 conditions. Here there are 23 items, 
each item having a set of 49 questions as in the case 
of "By Ones”. Thus there are 49x23=1,127 ques
tions. For "By Threes”, where 2 conditions as re
ference are taken together with each of the remaining 
22 conditions, there are 22 items and, therefore, 
49x22=1,078 questions. Thus there is a reduction 
of a set of 49 questions. Siinilarly, in the cases of 
"By Fours” etc. there is a constant reduction of 49 
questions. So for 1 condition taken "By Twos” up 
to "By Twenty-four”, there are 49 (23 + 22 + 21 +20 + 
19 + 18 + 17+16+15 + 14+13+12+11 + 10 + 9 + 8 + 
7 + 6 + 5 + 4 + 3+2 + 1 ) = 49 X 276=13,524 questions. 
This is how the calculation is made in the Chart. 
But the Commentary (pp. 397f) gives each in verse as: 
By Twos=49 X 23=1,127; By Threes=49 x 22=1,078; 
By Fours=49 x 21=1,029 and so on up to By Twenty- 
four =49 X 1=49.

Then, as in the Chart:
(a) By adding all the questions for root condition 
taken "By Ones”, "By Twos”, etc. up to "By Twenty- 
four”, there are 1,176̂  + 13,524=14,700 questions.
(b) For the 24 positive conditions of the Faultless
Triplet there are 14,700 x 24=352,800^ questions.
(c) For the 22 Triplets there are 352,800 x 22= 
7,761,600 questions.

1. 1,176 taken here is for 24 conditions and not for root con
dition alone v/hich has only 49 questions for “By Ones” . 
So, for the 24 positive conditions of (b) it should be 1,176 + 
13,524 X 24=325,752 as taken in Subcommentary. This 
mistake is made in the Commentary in both the positive
and negative conditions for “By Ones” and accounts foi 
the totals being higher tlian those in the Subcommentary 
for Triplet, Triplet-Couplet and Triplet-Triplet Palthanas.
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26 (a) NUMBER OF QUESTTONS ‘'COMMEOTARY”
Triplet Patthana

Positive Method Division
Sec
tion

Sub-
Sec

Sub
total

Condi
tions

By twos 
-By 24

[Chap-
Ux Total

Root condition By ones 7 I n s49 X24 I 7 4

n By twos, etc. 7 X7 = 49 X 276* I 3 5 2 4
« Byones-By24 1,176 + 13,524 T 4 7 0 0

Faultless triplet 24 conditions 14,700 I X24 T 3 5 2 8 0 0
22 triplets Positive ii 352,800 X72 7 7 6 T 6 0 0

« « 7 Chapters 7,761 600, X 7 5 4 3“ 3 T 2 0 0
n Negative n H 5 7 3 3 1 T 0 0

Positive-Negative Conditions By twos, etc. 13,524 !|X24| 3 2 4 5 T 6
All Positiv̂ Negative Conditions 324,576 X 22 = 7,140, 672 11 X7 4 1 9 8 4 7 0 4
All Negative Positive ii H X7 4 £ 9 8 4 7 0 4
Tdplet Patthana 
Pontive Method Diviaon

54,331,200 + 54, 331.200+ 
49,984.704 + 49 984 704 2 0 8 6 3 1 0 8



ones - by 24

24 conditions

100 couplets Positive

7 chapters

s Negative n

Positive-Negative By twos,etc.

All Positive-Negative

All Negative-Positive

Couplet Patthana 

Positive Method

Couplet Patthana

Root couplet By ones 3 X3 *9 X24

11 By twos,etc. i X3 = 9 X276

216 + 2,484

2,700 I X24

64,800 X 100

6,480,000 X7

2.484 1X241

59,616 X 100 = 5,961,600 X7

45,360,000 + 45,360,000 +  

41.731,200 +  41,731,200

2 1 6
2 4 8‘ 4
2 7 9 0

6 4 8 0 0
6 4 8 0 0 0 0

4 5 3 6 0 0 0 0
4 '5 3" 6 0 o" 0 0

5 9 6 r 6
4 1 7 3 I 2 0 9
I 1 7 I 1 2 0 0

w — —

1 7 4 I 8 2 4 0 0

*. -276-23 + 22 + 21 + 20 + 19 + 18 + 17 + 16 + 15 + 14 + 13 + 12 +

+ 10 + 9 + 8  + 7 + 6 + 5 + 4 + 3 + 2 + 1
11



26(b). TRIPLET • CDUPLEI PATTHANA ‘SUS - COMMEMTARY’

Positive Method
Nr. of 

Questions

Feeling

Triplet

Root

Couplet

Tri-

plet

Cou.

plet
Total

Faultless Triplet from Triplet Paifhlna 9 104 952 X 2
1
40

18209 184
100 couplets 18

Tj 820
209 184 X 100 820918

204
400

22 triplets 918 400 X 22  1 060 800

TRIPLET - TRIPLET PATTHANA

Faultless triplet from Triplet Patthana

5

91 104 592 X 3 t. 27 313
899
964

776!
21 triplets 237

735
313 776 X 21 5

12
735 296

51222 triplets 899 296 X 22 618

COUPLET - COUPLET-PATTHANA

Root Couplet from Couplet Pa|thana 1 672 272 X 2 3 344 544
99 Couplets 3 '344 5̂ 4 X 99 331 109 856

100 couplets 311 109. 856 X 10033 110985 600



24 PATTHANA DIVISIONS

Bitthilaa Questioos
1 Wplet 200 301 024

1 Couplet 167 227 200
1 Couplet-Hriplet 11 036 995 200
4 Tiiplet-Couplct 40 060 204 800

1 Triplet-Triplet 12 618 964 512
6 Ohqilet-Coapiet 33 fio 985 600

6 Positive Paflhina Divisiofls ■97194 678 3"36
24 Patthinm (4 Divisions) 388 778 713 344



27 (a) NUMBER OF QUESTIONS “SUB-COMMENTARY 
TRIPLET PATTHANA

Positive Method DivisioQ Sec-
tion

Sub
sec

Sub
total

Condi.
tions

By twos- 
By 24

Chap
ter T o m

Root conditioD By ones 7 X 7 » 49 X 24
. ..*■

1 1 176

t  By twos etc. 7 X 7 « 49 x276

\

13 524

24 Cooditions By twos, etc. 13,524 X 24 324 576

Dependent Chapter Positive
By ones 1,176 +  By twOs, etc. 

324,576 -
325 752

B Negative • 325 752

Q Positive*Negative 325.752 - By ones 1,176 « 324 576

n Negative-Positive 1 324 576

Positive, etc, 4 325,752 X 2 +  324,576 X 2 * 1 300 656

Faultless triplet 7 Chapters 1,300,656 X 7 9 104 592*

22 triplets 9,104,592 X 22 »200 301 024



COUPLET PATTHANA

Root cottdition By ones 3 [ X3 -  9 X 24

II By twos, etc. 3 X3 I ■■ 9 X 276

24 conditions By twos, etc. 2,484 X 24

Dependent Chapter Positive By ones 216 +  By twos, etc.
59,616 *

s Negative n

II Positive-Negative 59 832 - By ones 216 s

H Negative-Positive H

Positive, etc. 4 59,832X2 +  59,616X2 =»

Root Couplet 7 chapters 238,896

100 couplets 1,672,272X100

216

2 484

59 616

59 832

59 832

59 616

59 616

238 896

X 7 1 672 272*

*1157 227 200

COUPLET-TRIPLET PATTHANA

Positive Method
No.of

Questions
Fls
Triplet Triplet Couplets Total

Root couplet from Couplet Patthana 1,672,272* ■ X 3 5 016 816

22 triplets 6 016 S16 X 22 110 369 952

100 couplets 110369 9J2 X ICO 11 036 995 200



27 (b) COUPLET-TRIPLET PATTHANA

Triplet-CoupIet Patthana

f  Root Couplet from Couplet Patthana 1 741 824 X 3 faultless triplet 5 225 472
22 triplets 5 225 472 X 22 , 114

496
960 384

100 Couplets 114 960 384 X 100 |* 11 0 3 f 1400'

Faultless triplet from Triplet Patthana 208 631 808 + 22 9 1483 264
Rcfet Couplet 9 483 264 X 2 18 966 528
100 Couplets 18 966 528 X 100 1 896 652 800
22 triplets 1 896 652 800 X 22

* . ■ 1
*41' 726 361 600

Triplet-Triplet Patthana.

Faultless triplet from Triplet Patthana 9 483 264 X 3 feeling triplet 28 1449 792
21 triplets 28 449 792 X 21 597 445 632
22 triplets 597 445 632 X 22

X
*13 l43 803 904



Couplet-Couplet Paflhana

Root Couplet from Couplet Patthana 174 ,182 400+ 100

Root couplet 1 741 824 X 2

99 couplets 3 483 648 X 99

100 couplets "^ ’344 881 152 X 22

24 Pa{|han4 Divisioas

34

1 1 7411 824
3 483 648

344 881 152
488 115 200

1 Triplet Patthana
208
174
496
726
143
m

631
182
038
'361
803-
115
133

80»
400
400

2 Couplet ti

.3 CoupleUTriplet II
11

1 i 1

4 Triplel>Couplet ■ 11 41 OUU

904,
200
312

1 ' ) A Q

5 Triplet-Triplet Ii
»3

6 Couplet-Couplet u
34

4P ,6 Patthanas Positive Method Division lO (
J /\ 4

237
948

24 Patthanas (4 Divisions) 404



The Commentary gives details in verses up to this 
for the Triplet Patthana and condenses the rest. But 
based on the method given, the number of questions 
for the rest can be determined as shov/n in the Chart.

It will be observed that the total so far obtained 
is only for the positive conditions of the Dependent 
Chapter. Therefore:
For the Positive Conditions o f the 1 Chapters, there 
are 7,761,600 x 7=54,331,200 questions;
For the Negative Conditions o f  the 1 Chapters also, 
there are 7,761,600 x 7=54,331,200 questions.

For the Positive-Negative and Negative-Positive 
conditions, the “By Ones” are excluded from the 
above and only those of “By Twos” up to “By 
Twenty-four” are taken. So:
(a) By adding all the questions for root condition 
taken “By Twos” up to “By Twenty-four”, there 
are, as shown above, 13,524 questions.
(b) For the 24 conditions of the Faultless Triplet 
there are 13,524 x 24=324,576 questions.
(c) For the 22 Triplets there are 324, 576 x 22= 
7,140,672 questions, the total for Dependent Chapter. 
Therefore:
For the Positive-Negative Conditions o f  the 1 Chapters 
there are 7,140,672 x 7=49,984,704 questions;
For the NegatiYe-Positive Conditions o f  the 1 Chapters 
also, there are 7,140,672 x 7=49,984,704 questions.

Thus for the Triplet Patthana of the Positive 
Method Division, which consists of:
1. Positive Conditions = 54,331,200 questions
2. Negative Conditions = 54,331,200 questions
3. Positive-Negative Conditions = 49,984,704 questions
4. Negative-Positive Conditions = 49,984,704 questions 
there is a total of 208,631,808 questions.
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By Ones, In the model of questions for root coup
let of the Couplet Patthana there are 3 sections as 
references and the same 3, as subsections, taken as 
variants. For one section, therefore, there are 3 
questions and for the 3 sections there are 3 x 3=9 
questions. This set of 9 questions for the root couplet of 
the Couplet Patthana is for 1 condition only and so, 
for the 24 conditions, there are 9x24=2161 questions.
By Twos to By Twenty-four. Here “By Twos”, 
“By Threes”, “By Fours”, etc. have respectively 23, 
22, 21, etc. items and there is a constant reduction 
of a set of 9 questions. So for one condition taken 
“By Twos” to “By Tv/enty-four” there are 9 (23 + 22 
+ 21... + 2 + l ) = 9 x  276=2,484 questions.
(a) By adding all the questions for one condition 
taken “By Ones”, “By Twos”, etc. up to “By Twenty- 
four’’, there are 216i + 2,484=2,700 questions,
(b) For the 24 conditions of one couplet there are 
2,700 x 24=64,800 questions.
(c) For the 100 couplets of the Couplet Patlliana there 
arc 64,800 x 100=6,480,000 questions.

The Commentary does not proceed further but the 
method given can be applied to v/ork out the numbers 
of questions for the other Patthanas as done in the
Chart.

The Method o f  the Subcommentary
Sufficient explanation was given for the Chart which 

was drawn up according to the method of the Com-
1. 216 taken  here is for the 24 conditions and not for one con

dition alone w hich has only 9 questions for “ By O nes” . 
So, for the 24 conditions of (b) it should be 216 + 2,484 x 24 
= 59,832 questions as taken in the Subcommentary. This 

accounts for the totals being higher in the C om m entary 
for Couplet, Couplct-Triplet and Couplet-Couplet Patthanas.

Couplet Patthana
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mentary and, therefore, the Chart drawn up according 
to the method of the Subcommentary will be readily 
understood.
Differences in the Methods o f  Calculating the Number 
0}  Questions, As pointed out in footnotes the 
Commentator had taken the questions for the 24 
conditions in "By Ones” and multiplied them  ̂ again 
by 24. That is why the total number of questions is 
higher than that in the Siibcommentary.
The Method, The method of calculating the num
ber of questions in the Subcommentary is given in 
verses. As the PaU verses are somewhat difficult, 
they are translated below for information and for 
comparison with the Chart.

1. Kusalddi ekakattaya-mathddi antena majjhU
mantcna
adi ca majjhena dukd-tayo tikeko ca viiiheyyo.

The 3 sections: faultless, faulty and indeterminate, 
being known, the last section (i.e. indeterminate) is 
combined with the first section (i.e. faultless) to give 
faultless, indeterminate; the last section (i.e. indeter
minate) is combined with the middle section 
(i.e. faulty) to give faulty, indeterminate; the middle 
section (i.e. faulty) is combined with the first section 
(i.e. fauitless) to give faultless, faulty; and the 3 
sections are combined to give faultless, faulty, indeter
minate. It has to be known that this is to be done 
for (each of the 3 sections of) a triplet (as in this case 
which are faultless, faulty and indeterminate states 
of the faultless triplet). Thus there are 7 questions 
for the faultless. (This was already shown in the 
method of exposition of the questions.)

From now on only the calciilations of the nu mbers 
of questions from the verses will be given (and which 
are shown in the Chart).
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2. Te sve kekam mulam katvd-tam satta sattakd 
pucchd
ekeka paccaye yathd-bhavanti ekunapamdsa,
1 X 7=49 (“By Ones” for one condition).

3. Chasattatddhika satam-sahassa mekam ca 
snddhike pucchd
esa ca nayonulome-paccanlye cdti ndnnattha*
49 x 24=1,176. For Positive and Negative Con
ditions, not for Positive-Negative and Negative- 
Positive Conditions (“By Ones” for 24 condi
tions).

4. Rdsfgimitassa rdsissaddham-saha rdsikassa pindo 
so
rdsissa vd sahekassaddham-puna rdsind gimitam.
23 + 22 -f 21 + 20 + *19 + 18 +17 + 16 +15 + 14 + 
13 + 12 + 11 + 10 + 9 + 8 + 7 +  6 + 5 + 4+  3 +
2 + 1 (Items for “By Twos” to “By Twenty-
four”).

5. Iti hetwnulakdduka-tikddayo chacca sattaP
satddve
catimsatettha pucchd-addhuddha sahassa nahutam 
ca.
276; 49 x 276 = 13,524 (“By Twos” to “By 
Twenty-four” for 1 condition).

6. Tdsam yasind suddhika-nayo na pacceka paccaye 
tasmd

catuvisati gunitdnarh-sasuudhikdnam ayam ganand.

7. Lokkhattayam dvinahutam-panca sahassdni satta 
ca satdni
dvdpanndsd etd-anulome pinditd pucchd,

Triplet Patthana
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13,524 X 24=324,576 + 1,176=325,752 (“By 
Ones” to “By Twenty-foiir” for 24 conditions, 
positive or negative).

8. Anuloma sadisa gamnd'hhavanti pucchd naye ca 
paccanfye
Iidpetvd pana sese-nayadvaye suddhike laddha*
325,752-- 1,176=324,576 (“By Twos” to “By 
Twenty-four” for 1 condition, either positive- 
negative or negative-positive).

9. Chappanhdsa bhavanti pucchd-chasatasahitam ca 
lakkha terasakam
pucchd nayesu ganitd-patfccavdre catusva pi,
(325,752 x 2) + (324,576 x 2) = 1,300,656 (total 
for 1 Chapter).

10. Sattahi gunitd kiisalattike dvayam-navutlm ceva 
pancasatd
cattdri sahassdni ca-tatheka naviite ca lakkhakd, 
1,300,656 X 7=9,104,592 (total for 7 Chapters).

11. Td dvdvisati gimitd-tlkesii sahbesii vlsati ca koti 
lakkhattayam sahassam-catimsati cdpi vinncyyd,
9,104,592 X 22=200,301,024 (total for 22 triplets).

Couplet Patthana
12. Ekaka paccaye pana-nava nava katvd sasolassa 

dvi satam: hetuduka pathama rdre-pathamanaye 
siiddJvkc pucchd,
3x3=9; 9x24=216 (“By Ones” for 24conditions).

13. Hetddi muiaka naye-svekekasmim dukddibhe- 
dayute-ca turdsltl ca tiisa ta-sah I fa m sahassad vaya m 
pucchd,
9x 276= 2,484 (“By Twos” to “By Twenty'-iour” 
for 1 condition).
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14. Td catiivtsati gimitd-sasiicldhlkd ettha honti 
anidome - dvattlmsattha satddhika-sahassanava- 
kaddha lakkhakd.
2,484x24= 59,616 + 216 = 59,832 (“By Ones” to 
“By Twenty-four” for 24 conditions, positive or 
negative).

15. Evam paccamye dve-suddhika rahitd catusvato 
honti - channavutattha satattha-timsasahassa dvi 
lakkhakdrii.
59,832-216=59,616; (59,832 x 2) + (59,616 x 2) =
238.896 (total for 1 Chapter).

16. Td pana satta gund dve-sattatisata dvayarh 
sahassdni-dvd sattati honti tato-solasa lakkhdni 
hetudiike.
238.896 x 7=1,672,272 (total for 7 Chapters),

17. Td satagund dukasate-sata dvayarh sattavisati
sdhassd-dvdsattati lakkhdni ca-solasa koti tato• •

pucchd.
1,672,272 x 100 = 167,227,200 (total for 100
couplets).

Couplet-Triplet Pa tthdna
18. Dukatikapatthdne tika-pakkhepo lioti ekameka 

diike-tassa chasatthi gimena te-chasatthisatarri 
cliikd honti.
100 X 66 =  6,600 (the Chart shows why this is
done).

19. Hetudiika laddha piicclid-gmitd tehi ca honti
tikapadameva-dukapatthdne piicchd-tdsarh ganand 
ayam ncyyd.
1*672,272 x 6,600

20. Dvdpahhdsa satdni camaveva nakiitdni nava ca 
satthirh ca-lakkhdni tihi sahitarh-satarh sahassarh 
ca kotinarh= 11,036,995,200



21. Tikadukapatthdne tika-mekekam dvisata bhe- 
danam katva-dvdvlsa dvisatagund-neyyd kusalattke 
laddhd,
200 X 22 = 4,400

22. Pucchd atthasatddhika - catusahassa dvilakkha 
yuttdnam - kotlnam chakkamatho - kotisahassdni 
cattdri,
9.104.592 X 4,400 = 40,060,204,800

Triplet-Triplet Patthdna
23. Tikatikapatthdne - tesatthividhekeka bhedand tii 

tikd - tehi ca giinitd kusalattika pucchd p i honti 
pucchd td,
63 X 22 = 1,386

24. Dvddasa pancasatd catu-satthi sahassdni navuti 
cekund - lakkhdnameka satthi - dvddasasatakotiyo 
ceva,
9.104.592 x 1,386=12,618,964,512

Couplet-Couplet Patthdna
25. Dvayahina dvayasatagimo - ekeko dukaduke tehi 

hetuduke laddhd - sanchya - bhedhi ca vaddhitd 
pucchd.
198 x 100 = 19,800

26. Chasatayutdni pahcd-sitisahassdni lakka navakam 
ca - ekddasa pi koti - puna koti satdni tettimsa,
1,672,272 X 19,800=33,110,985,600

6 Positive Patthdna Divisions
27. Sampinditd tu pucchd - anulome chabbhidhe p i 

patthdne - chattimsatisatasahassa - tthakayuta 
sattanahutdni,

28. Lakkhdni chacca cattd - llseva navdtha kotiyo 
dasa ca - sattakoti satehi ca - koti sahassdni 
nava honti.

Triplet-Couplet Patthana
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200,301,024 + 167,227,200 + 11,036,995,200 + 
40,060,204,800 + 12,618,964,512 + 33,110,985,600= 
97,194,678,336.

24 Patthana Divisions
29. Td catu gunitd pucchd-catuppabhede samanta 

pa tthdne-catuca ttdlisa satattayam-sahassdniterasa ca
30. Sattdsfti ca lakkkdnamdwtinam ca sattasattatiyo 

hontittha satdnittha-tlmsa sdtasahassdni iti ganand. 
97,19^678,336 x 4=388,778,713,344.

On casual reflection one is most likely to get disgusted 
with these numerous and complicated questions. But 
for one who desires to understand the whole of Patthana, 
these questions will be found to be very systematic 
and useful. For when one wants to know how many 
answers there are in a particular Patthana, the ques
tions in the Chapter concerned have to be examined. 
Then the method of examining the questions to get 
the number of answers has to be found from the 
relevant answer cfiapter,
VII. PRELIMINARIES TC THE 6 CHAPTERS

Before dealing with the answers - which form 
Chapter IV of C.R.I - preliminary explanations with 
regard to the first 6 Chapters of the Faultless Triplet 
need to be given so that the reader will be able to 
follow the explanations of the methods for finding 
the answers in these Chapters. First of all, explana
tions will be given about (i) how the conditioning 
and conditioned states (single enumerations^ for short)

1. Single Enumeration means the number of answers for each 
condition, i.e. when the single condition is taken. In order 
to obtain the enumeration of a condition the conditioning 
and conditioned states of that condition must be known. 
But in order to avoid mentioning these states every time 
the abbreviation “single enumeration” is used. It denotes 
the conditioning and conditioned states of a condition in 
the Chapter concerned.
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of the Positive conditions in the 6 Chapters are 
obtained and then (ii) how, based on tliem, the answers 
in the Classification Chapters and the enumerations in 
the Enumeration Chapters are obtained. The final 
Chapter, Investigation Chapter, is not dealt with as 
it requires a separate volume of its own.

(I) Single Enumerations of the Positive Conditions 
in the 6 Chapters

The numbers of answers for the Positive conditions 
in the 6 Chapters are first given with the conditions 
taken "By Ones” or "Singly” . That is why this is 
known as Single Enumerations. Therefore the method 
of determining these Single Enuinerations must be 
known. And in order to arrive at these enuniera- 
tions it is essential to know the appropriate condi
tioning and conditioned states of each of the condi
tions from which the enumerations are obtained.

In the 6 Chapters the conditioned states of the 
conditions are given prominence (Subcomy. p. 222). 
So it will first be shown from where the conditioned 
states are obtained and then how the corresponding 
conditioning states are derived from them. Some 
idea about this was given in the Intr. to C.R. 1. pp. 
xix-xxviii where the conditioning and conditioned 
states of root and object conditions were found. Here 
all the positive conditions of the 6 Chapters will be 
dealt with.

In the Intr. to C.R.l(p. xlvii)and at different places 
in this Guide it was pointed out that the conditioning 
and conditioned states of conascence condition are 
dealt with in the Dependent and Conascent Chapters; 
those of dependence condition in the Condidoend 
and Supported Chapters; those of association condi
tion in the Conjoined and Associated Chapters.
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Therefore, the conditioning and conditioned states 
of these 3 conditions aiid the conditioiied states of 
all the conditions—which are given in the Analytical 
Exposition of the Conditions and the Invesligation 
Chapter—have to be known. For only then will it 
be understood how the corresponding conditioning 
states are derived from the conditioned states of each 
of the conditions taken as the bases.

The conditioning and conditioned states of the 3 
conditions, conascence, dependence and association, 
are given below.

Conascence Condition

Conditioning States

(1) 89 cons.,1 52 m. f. vvliicji 
are 4 m. agg. during life 
and at the nioraent of 
conception;

(2) (i) Mind-produced gr. pr.,

(ii) Rebirth kamma-produced 
gr. pr.,

(iii) External gr. pr.,
(iv) Nutriment-produced gr. 

pr.,
(v) Temperature-produced gr. 

pr.,
(vi) Non-percipient beings’ 

kamma-produced gr. pr.,
(vii) During life kamma-pro

duced gr. pr.;
(3) Heart-base at the moment 

of conception.

Condiiioned States

Mind-produced matter (i.e. gr, 
pr. Sc dcr. mat,),
Rebirth kaimua - produced 
matter,
External matter. 
Nutriment-produced matter,

Temperatiire-produced- matter,

Non-percipient beings’ kamma- 
produced matter,
During life kamma-produced 
matter.

1. Abbreviations: CS = Conditioning States; CdS = Condidoned 
States; cons. = consciousness or consciousnesses; rn. f. = 
mental factors; m. agg. = mental aggregates; gr. pr. =
great primaries; der. mat. = derived matter
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18(a) CHART OP THB SINOLE BNUMBRATIONS OF T;iE POSlT[</B 
CONDITIONS FOR 6 CHAPTERS (CSEP6)

kanmia

Residtaot

Nntrinieiit

C(»ditiociiiis Slate

(!) 89 OOQS., 52 mil whlffi are 4 la  
agg. dimog life and at the moment of 
oonoeptkni;

(2) Mind-jnroduoed great primaries, 
rebirth kamoia-pft̂ duoed great pd- 
maries, non-peicii^nt teirgs’ kam- 
ma-produoed great rnlmaries, during 
life kamma produoed great prima
ries and heart-base (6 bises)
(1) 36 resultant ooos. 38 mX which 
are 4 m.aggs. daring life and at the 
moment of coooeptior;
(2) Resultant miad-{wodaoed great 
primaries, rebirth kam na-produced 
great primaries ani heart - base 
(6  bases)
(1) 89 coos., 52 mX whidi are 4 
gLagg. daij^ life and at the momoit 
of ooQoqptiofi;
(2) Mind-produced great primaries, 
rebirth kamma-produced great pri
maries, nutriment-produ^ great 
primaiies and heart-base ( 6 bases)

Conditioned States

89 cons., 52 m.f. excluding faulttess, 
faulty or functional volitions which are 
4 m.agg. during life and at the 
moment of concepdon;
Mind-produced matter, rebirth kamma- 
produced matter, non-percipient beings, 
kamma-produced matter, during life 
kamma-produced matter

Resultant miad-produced
matt^, rebirth kamma-produced
matter

mind-produccd matter, rebifth kam
ma-produced matter, nutriment-pro- 
duc^ matter

D

1

17

17



Faculty

(1) 89 com ., 52 mS. whidi are 4 
in.agg. during life and at the mo
ment of coooeplicn;
(2) Mind-prouced great primaries, 
rebirth kamma-produced great pri
maries. non-percipient beings’ kam
ma-produced great primaries, dur
ing life kamma - produced, great 
primaries

JiifiDa

(1) 79 coos /exduaive o f twioefive- 
fotd cons.. 52 m .f. which are 4 m.

during Ufe and at the moment 
or conception;
(2) Mind-ptodiiced great primaries 
Rebirth kamma-produced great pri
maries
and heafl-base

Path

(1) 71 rooted oons.. 52 mX whkdi 
a r e 4 m .a »  during life and at the

1 moment m  oonoeptkm;
(2) Rooted mind*pfodooed great pri
maries.
Rooted rebirth kamma-pfodooed great
primaries
and heart-base

Oiafoclatioii

(1) 85 cons, exclusive o f 4 immate- 
rim resultant coos., 52 mS. which 
are 4 m .a ^  during life and at the 
moment ofcon c^ tion  in the 5-aggre- 
gate planes
(2) mtnd-pcoduced great primaries,... 

maries
and heart-base (6baaes>



NfizKi-prodiiced matter, rebirth kam- 
ma-produoed matter, non-perdpieot 
beings* kamma-produced matter, 
during life kamma-j^roduced mattisr 
excluding physical fife^aculty from 
the latter 2 matter 17

I
Mind-produced matter 
Rebirth kamma-produced maiier

17

Rooted mfnd-pmdueed mattir

Rooted rebirth kamma-pfoduced 
matter

17

Mind-produced matter...
Rebirth kamma-prodaced matter

17



28 (b ) Cbart of tbe Single Eanmeratlon of 
the Positive Conditioas (CSEP6) for ti Chapters

Conditions

Continuedi
Conascence,
Dependence,
Presence,
Non-
Disappear

Mutuality

Conditioning States 
(Paccaya dhamma)

temperature-produced great 
primaries
non percipient beings* kam
ma-produced great primaries 
during life kaimna produced 
great primaries 
and heart-base (6 bases)
(1) The samj m  above (1)
(2) The same as above (2)

Conditioned States 
(Paocayuppanna dhammS)

temperature-produced matter

non-perdpient beings* kam
ma-produced matter 
during life kamma-produced 
matter

(1) The same as above (1)
(2) heart-base compared* 
with rebirth nzaggs., mind- 
produced great primaries,., 
during life kamma-produced 
great primaries which are 
compared with one anotiw 
mutually

Captei

I

17



Prenascence

(1) 85 consciousnesses exclu* 
give of 4 immaterial resul
tant cons., 52 m.£ which are
4 m.agg. during life in the
5 aggregate planes
(2) and heart.base (6 bases)

-

Repetition

(1) The second to sevwth 
im p u lte  oS 12 faulty, 
Arahatta*! smiloHK)ns.,- 8 
great fhultless, 8 great funo* 
tkmal, 9 lofty faultlesa, 9 
lofl̂  functional, 4 p ^  
ootts., 52m i. whidi are 4
nuigg.
(9  and heart-baao

3

3

7

7

3

3

* This heart^base, as conditioned statejs conascent with rebirth mential 
aggi. Which are conditioning states.



28 ( c )  Chart o f tite Single Ennmeration of
the Positive Conditions ( CSEP 6 ) for 6 Chapters

Conditions
Conditioidng States 
(Paccaya dhamma)

Conditioned States 
(Paccayuppanna dhamma)

Root

(1) 71 rooted cons., 52 m.f. 
wnich are 4 rooted mental 
aggregates during life and 
at the moment of concep
tion;

(2) rooted mind-produced 
great primaries
rooted rebirth, kamma-pro
duced great primaries 
and heart-base

71 rooted cons., 52 m.f. 
excluding delusion from 2 
delusion-rooted cons., which 
are 4 rooted mental aggre
gates during life and at 
the moment of conception;

, rooted mind produced matter

V rooted rebirth-kamma-pro- 
duced matter

Ob,
S.D,
Ab,

P, Ct 
Ass, 

Dsp.

(1) 89 cons., 52 m.f. which 
are 4 m.agg. during life 
and at the moment of con
ception;
(2) and heart-bases (6 bases)

—(i.e. the same as the conds- 
tioning states)

Chapters

i
I

17



Predominace

(1) When P^dominace con- 
ffitions is obtained,
52 predominant impulsions, 
51 m.f. exclusive of doubt 
which are 4 m.agg.;

(2)Predominant mind-produc
ed great primaries
and heart-base

Conascence,
Dependence,
Presence,
Non-
Disappear*
once

(1) 89 cons., 52 m.f. which 
are 4 m^gg. during life 
and at the moment of con
ception;

(2) mind-produced great pri
maries
rebirth kamma-produced 
great primaries 
external great primaries nutri
ment-produced great prima
ries



Wben Predomiaance condi
tion is obtained,
52 pr^^minant impulsions, 
51 ra.f. which are 4 m.agg. 
excluding the predominant 
realities;
Predoimnant mind-produced 
matter

mind-produced matter

rebirth kamma-produced 
matter
external matter 
nutriment-produced matter

9 17
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In addition to the 3 items of conascence condi
tion given above, there is the following item:

Dependence Conditiord

Conditioning States 
(CS)

Conditioned States 
(CdS)

(4) Eye-base, ear-base, nose-base, 
tongue-base, body-base and 
(heart-) base.

85 cons, exclusive of 4 imma
terial resultant cons., 52 m. f. 
which are 4 m. agg. during life.

The 6 bases in (4) above can be broken down into 
5 bases and heart-base as follows:

CS CdS

(4) (a) Eye-base, ear-base, nose- 
base, tongue-base, body- 
base,

(b) (Heart-) base

2 eye-cons., 2 ear-cons., 2 nose- 
cons., 2 toiiguc-cons., 2 body- 
coiis.,7 m.f. which are 4 m. agg.,
3 mind-element, 72 mind-cons. 
element, 52 m. f. which are
4 m. agg. 1

Items (1), (2) and (3) of conasceiice condition are 
dealt with in the Dependent and Conascent Chapters;

Items (1), (2), (3) and (4) of dependence condition 
are dealt with in the Conditioned and Supported 
Chapters;

Item (1) of conascence condition, which is also 
association condition, is dealt with in the Conjoined 
and Associated Chapters.

Before going on to deal witli tlie conditioned states 
of root condition and the rest, it is weil to consider 
why oniy the 3 conditions are expounded in the 6 
Chapters instead of the object group of conditions 
and so on as in the Investigation Chapter.

1. See Intr. to C.R. 1, p. xliii
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Question. ̂  Why is it that the relations between the 
conditioning and conditioned states of (I) conascence 
condition are expounded in the Dependent and 
Conascent Chapters, (2) dependence condition in the 
Conditioned and Supported Chapters and (3) associa
tion condition in the Conjoined and Associated 
Chapters?

Answer. Neither the Commentary nor the Sub
commentary offers an explanation. But the Com
mentary, in dealing with the reason for the exclusion 
of postnascence condition from the Positive condi
tions in these Chapters, states that in this condition 
there is no relation between the faultless and faulty 
states and where there is with the indeterminate states, 
it is by the force of support and not production. So 
there is no state which “arises by postnascence condi
tion”. Thus there can be no answer for this condi- 
tion.i

When the remarks of the Commentary are con
sidered, it will be seen that the 3 basic conditions 
which are expounded in the 6 Chapters must have 
the force of production and be of the present. And 
of the 23 conditions with the force of production, 
it was learnt from the jMiscellaneous Decisions Chart 
that (a) the 7 conditions of the proximity-strong- 
dependence group—which includes proximity-strong- 
dependence and proximity-kamma—are of the past 
and (b) object, object-predominance and object-strong- 
dependence conditions are of 3 periods, past, present 
and future. So the conditions that need to be 
considered are: root, conascence-predominance,

1. Pacchdjdto kusaldkusaldnam paccayo na hoti, Abydkatassa 
p i upatthambhakova na janako. Tasmd ^^uppajjati pacchd 
jdta paccaya^’ ti. Evam vattabba ekadhammd p i natthUi 
pacchdjdta paccaya vasena vissajjanam na katarh.
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cbnascence, mutuality, dependence, prenascence, coM- 
scence-kamma, resultant, nutriment, faculty, jhana, 
path, association, dissociation, presence and non- 
disappearance. Of these:

(i) the 7 Minor conascence conditions, root, cona
scence-predominance, etc. have conditioning states 
which are 6 roots, etc. that are classified under the 
formation aggregate or both the formation and con
sciousness aggregates but not under all the 4 mental 
aggregates. But all the 4 mental aggregates are ex
pounded in the 6 Chapters and, therefore, none of 
these 7 conditions can be taken as basic conditions 
in these Chapters;

(ii) mutuality condition has 89 consciousnesses, 52 
mental factors (i.e. 4 mental aggregates), 4 great pri
maries and heart-base as both conditioning and condi
tioned states. But mind-produced matter and the 
other kinds of matter are not included as conditioned 
states. So, if it were expounded it would not include 
the conditioned states of root condition and others 
which have such matter as conditioned states. There
fore, mutuality condition cannot be expounded as a 
basic condition in any of the 6 Chapters;
(iii) prenascence condition has only materiality as 
conditioning states and, therefore, it is out of the 
question;
(iv) resultant condition has only the 4 resultant mental 
aggregates but not the rest of the mental aggregates. 
So it cannot be expounded as it does not contain all 
the conditioning and conditioned states of the other 
22 conditions;

(V). dissociation condition has mentality only as con
ditioning states and materiality only as conditioned 
states and vice versa. So it cannot be expounded as
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it does not contain all the conditioning and condi
tioned states of the other 22 conditions.

From the above it will be seen that the conditions 
expounded in the 6 Chapters must contain the condi
tioning and conditioned states of the other 22 condi
tions in those Chapters. And of the remaining condi
tions still to be considered, (1) conascence condition 
contains all of them when it is dealt with in the Depen
dent and Conascent Chapters; (2) dependence condi
tion, which consists of conascence-dependence (the 
same as conascence) and base-prenascence-dependence 
conditions, contains all of them when it is dealt with 
in the Conditioned and Supported Chapters; (3) asso
ciation condition, which is conascence condition v/ith 
all materiality excluded, contains all the mental states 
of the other 22 conditions when it is dealt with in 
the Conjoined and Associated Chapters. So these are 
the only 3 basic conditions that can be expounded 
in the 6 Chapters. Actually it is conascence condi
tion with base-prenascence condition included in 
dependence condition and all materiality excluded in 
association condition. As for the remaining 2, pres
ence and non-disappearance conditions, they are the 
same as conascence and dependence—-the 4 Major 
conascence—but there are no chapters corresponding 
with such terms.

It will now be shown how the conditioning and 
conditioned states of root condition and the rest in 
the 6 Chapters are obtained. The conditioned states 
—from which the conditioning states are obtained— 
are taken from the Analytical Exposition of the Condi
tions already dealt with. In certain cases such as 
resultant condition, the conditioned states v/ill be 
taken from the Investigation Chapter as they are not 
given in detail in the Analytical Exposition.
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Refer to the Chart of the Analytical Exposition of 
Conditions or the Chart of the Single Enumerations 
of the Conditions (given in the Explanation of the 
Single Enumerations) for t|ie conditioned states and 
to the Tables above of conascence and dependence 
conditions to get the corresponding conditioning 
states for the Chapter concerned.

Conditioned States, As given for root condition in 
the Chart of the Analytical Exposition (AEC for 
short). The reason why delusion is excluded from 2 
delusion-rooted consciousness is that these conscious
nesses are one-rooted and so the delusion in them is 
not associated with another root. For, according to 
root condition, the conditioned state must be a state 
associated with a root. As for greed-rooted and 
hate-rooted consciousnesses, they are two-rooted and 
so the delusion in them, being associated with another 
root, can be a conditioned state. Only the 2 kinds 
of matter, as given in AEC, are taken because external 
matter and the other kinds of matter do not arise 
with rooted mentality.

Conditioning States, These are the states which are 
conascent with the above conditioned states.

They are:
Mentality. In accordance with item (1) of the 
Table of conascence condition above, since rooted 
consciousnesses are the conditioned states, rooted 
consciousnesses must be the conditioning states. 
There is no need to exclude delusion here for the 
states required as conditioning states are those which 
are conascent with the conditioned states and 2 
delusion-rooted consciousnesses, as conditioned states,

Root Condition
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are conascent with delusion. So the conditioning 
states which occur (a) during life are all the rooted 
mentality, i.e. 71 rooted consciousnesses and 52 mental 
factors, and (h) at the moment of conception are 
rooted rebirth mentality, i.e. 17 rooted rebirth (resul
tant) consciousnesses and 35 mental factors.

Materiality, In accordance with item (2) of the 
Table of conascence condition above, the conditioning 
states which are conascent with the 2 kinds of matter, 
the conditioned states, are their great primaries.

Base. Since twice fivefold consciousnesses are not 
the conditioned stales of root condition, the 5 bases 
are not taken as conditioning states. So heart-base 
alone of the 6 bases is the conditioning state.

In Dependent Chapter^ heart-base is taken for 
"at the moment of conception” (when heart-base and 
rooted rebirth mentality are mutually related) but in 
Conditioned Chapter for both "during life” and 
"at the moment of conception” (because here heart- 
base is related to all the rooted mentality, the condi
tioned mental states). So Conditioned Chapter has 
not only all the conditioning and conditioned states 
as in Dependent Chapter but also heart-base for 
"during life” as the conditioning state. As for Con
joined Chapter, where only mental states are involved, 
only the rooted consciousnesses of item (1) of the Table 
of conascence condition are the conditioning and 
conditioned states as all materiality including the 
heart-base are excluded.

1. This also applies to Conascent Chapter with which it is 
the same. Similarly, in the case of Conditioned Chapter, 
Supported Chapter also applies and in the case of Con
joined Chapter, Associated Chapter also applies. So if 
only one Chapter is mentioned, it must be understood that 
it applies to tlie other Chapter with which it is the same.
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Note, (1) The conditioning and conditioned states 
of the Positive conditions in all the 6 Chapters, which
are being determined here, can be found in the Chart 
of the Single Enumerations of the Positive Conditions 
in tlie 6 Chapters given further on. Those for a parti
cular Chapter must be chosen from the Chart because 
it will be noted from the example of root condition 
above that there are differences depending on the 
Chapter.
(2) When consciousness and mental factors are either 
conditioning or conditioned states they are also taken 
as the 4 mental aggregates. Only when rebirth con
sciousness is included in them there is “at the moment 
of conception” . Otherv/ise the consciousness and 
mental factors are always for “during life” .

(3) Y/lieii there is no need to explain about the con
ditioned states, only the conditioning states will be 
considered.

Object, etc.

Conditioned States, From  the Analytical Exposi
tion (refer to AEC) it will be seen that the conditioned 
states cf object, proximity, contiguity, strong-depen
dence, association, absence and disappearance condi
tions are 89 consciousnesses and 52 mental factors, 
i.e. all the mental states. This is why these conditions 
are taken together in the Chart of the Single Enume
rations of the Positive Conditions in the 6 Chapters 
(CSEP6).
Conditioning States. The conditioning states which 
are conoscent witli tlie above 89 consciousnesses and 
52 mental factors are also tlie same states. As in the 
case of root condition, lieai t-base is taken as the 
conditioning slate for “ at the moment of conception” 
in Dependent and Conditioned Chapters.
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As twice fivefold consciousnesses are here included 
as conditioned states, the 5 bases are taken as the 
conditioning states and with heart-base as conditioning 
state for “during life” , (6 bases) during life have to 
be taken. This is why in Conditioned Chapter (see 
CSEP6) heart-base (6 bases) are also the conditioning 
states, heart-base being for “at the moment of con
ception” and (6 bases) for “during life”.

In Conjoined Chapter only the mental states given 
above are the conditioning and conditioned states. 
Since this is always the case, there is no need to 
consider the conditioning states of the other conditions 
in this particular Chapter. For it is very simple 
because the conditioning states are the same mental 
states as the conditioned states in Dependent Chapter.

Predominance

Conditioned States. From the AEC it will be seen 
that, of the 2 kinds, the conditioned states of (a) object- 
predominance are 28 consiousnesses and (b) 
conascence-predominance are 52 predominant impul
sions. Since those of (a) are included in (b), the condi
tioned states of predominance condition are 52 predo
minant impulsions. As for the mental factors, the 
four predominant realities, desire, effort, etc. are 
excluded from the conditioned states when they are 
conditioning states of predominance condition. Also, 
doubt-accompanied delusion-rooted consciousness is 
not a predominant impulsion and, therefore, doubt 
is also excluded. That is why with the 52 predomi
nant impulsions, 51 mental factors are taken as condi
tioned states. The matter as conditioned state is 
specifically mentioned as predominant mind-produced 
matter because it is that which arises together with 
predominant impulsions.
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Conditioning States, Mentality. "When predomi
nance condition is obtained” is meant for the sensuous 
impulsions because they do not always function as 
predominance and, therefore, they have to be taken 
only when they do so. As for the lofty and supra
mundane impulsions they always function as pre
dominance. So when these conditioning states are 
analysed this distinction has to be made.

Materiality, The great primaries are always the 
conditioning states of the matter that is the condi
tioned state and they have to be taken for each kind 
of matter. This is simple and explanations will be 
given only when necessary. Heart-base is a condi
tioning state for the predominant impulsions that 
take place during life only and so it is meant for 
Conditioned Chapter but not Dependent Chapter.

Conascence, Dependence, Presence and 
Non-disappearance

The conditioning and conditioned states of these 
conditions were given in the Explanation of the Single 
Enumerations. They are taken together in the CSEP6 
because they have the same conditioning and condi
tioned states.

Mutuality

Conditioned States, In the AEC the conditioned 
states of mutuality condition are given as (1) 4 mental 
aggregates which are 89 consciousnesses and 52 mental 
factors, (2) 4 great primaries and (3) rebirth mental 
aggregates at the moment of conception, which are 
15 rebirth consciousnesses and 35 mientai factors, 
and heart-base in the five-aggregate planes. Taking 
them together they are 89 consciousnesses, 52 mental
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factors, 4 great primaries and heart-base. The 4 
great primaries, when expanded, are those of each 
of the 7 kinds of matter.
Conditioning States. In accordance with the nature 
of mutuality the conditioning states are the same as 
the conditioned states. Heart-base (6 bases) are 
taken as conditioning states for the same reasons 
given in object condition. In such cases explanations 
will not be given about these bases but only in special 
cases.

Dependence
Of the 2 kinds: (a) conascence-dependence is the 

same as conascence condition which is dealt with in 
Dependent Chapter and (b) prenascence-dependence 
is dealt with in Conditioned Chapter and so the 6 
bases are taken as conditioning states in this Chapter.

Strong-dependence

Of the 3 kinds: (a) object-strong-dependence, (b) 
proximity-strong-dependence and (c) natural strong- 
dependence, the conditioned states of (b) and (c) are 
all the mental states just like object condition and 
those of (a) are, therefore, included in them. So 
strong-dependence is the same as object condition 
and that is why they are taken together in the CSEP6.

Prenascence

Conditioned States. Of the 2 kinds: (a) object- 
prenascence and (b) base-prenascence, only (b) is 
dealt with here as pointed out before. In the Analy
tical Exposition (see AEC) eye-base and the rest of 
the 6 bases are the conditioning states of base-pje- 
nascence condition and so the conditioned states are 
the 7 consciousness elements exclusive of the 4
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immaterial resultant consciousnesses, i.e. 85 conscious
nesses and 52 mental factors. These are taken for 
"during life” in the five-aggregate planes as the 6 
bases, their conditioning states, apply only in these 
cases. The 4 immaterial resultant consciousnesses 
are excluded because they occur only in the immaterial 
planes.

Conditioning States, The conascent conditioning 
states are the same mental states of the conditioned 
states. The 6 bases are taken as conditioning states 
to show that base-prenascence condition is being 
dealt with and to use them in the Conditioned 
Chapter.

Postnascence
Postnascence condition has not got the force of 

production and, as explained earlier, it is not dealt 
with in the Positive conditions.

Repetition
Conditioned States, In the Analytical Expositio 
there are 3 items for this condition, all beginning with 
the word "preceding”. Therefore, according to the 
nature of repetition, only the impulsions which are 
repeated in a mental process are involved in it and 
so the impulsions, as conditioning and conditioned 
states, must belong to the same class. In the case 
of the first sensuous impulsion it does not belong to 
the same class as determining consciousness or mind- 
door advertence which precedes it. So the first 
impulsions are not conditioned states here. Only 
the second to the seventh impulsions of the sensuous 
impulsions and all the lofty and supramundane path 
impulsions are the conditioned states. Fruition 
impulsions are not conditioned states because they do 
not belong to the same class as the path impulsions 
that precede them.
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Conditioning States. The conascent conditioning 
states are also the same as the conditioned states. 
Heart-base is taken as the conditioning state in 
Conditioned Chapter.

Kamma
Conditioned States. The conditioned states of the 
2 main kinds: (a) conascence-kamma and (b) asynchro
nous kamma, are taken. The mental states of (b) are 
included in (a). For (a) conascence-kamma, which 
is item (ii) in the Analytical Exposition, volition is 
the conditioning state and, therefore, the conditioned 
states are all the mental states that are associated 
with it but from which faultless, faulty and functional 
volitions are excluded. The reason why resultant 
volitions are not excluded is that they are included as 
conditioned states of (b) asynchronous kamma which 
is item (1) in the Analytical Exposition.

As for material states, mind-produced matter is a 
conditioned state of conascence-kamma; rebirth 
kamma-produced matter is that of both kinds; non
percipient beings’ kamma-produced and durijig life 
kamma-produced matter are those of asynchronous 
kamma.

Conditioning States. The conascent conditioning 
states are: (1) all the consciousnesses and mental 
factors since there is no need to exclude volition here;
( 2 )  the great primaries of the above 4 kinds of matter. 
Heart-base (6 bases) are taken as in object condition.

Resultant
Conditioned States. In the Analytical Exposition 
matter is not included as a conditioned state of resul
tant condition. In the Investigation Chapter mind- 
produced matter and rebirth kamma-produced matter,
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which respectively arise together with resultant con
sciousnesses during life and at the moment of con
ception, are the conditioned states in addition to 
those resultant consciousnesses.

Conditioning States. The conascent conditioning 
states are: the mental states of the above conditioned 
states; the great primaries of the above 2 kinds of 
matter and heart-base (6 bases).

N utrlraent
Conditioned States. Of the 2 kinds: (a) physical 
nutriment and (b) mental nutriment, the conditioned 
states are: 89 consciousnesses, 52 mental factors, 
mind-produced matter and rebirth kamma-produced 
matter of (b) and nutriment-produced matter of (a). 
So there are 3 kinds of matter as conditioned states.

Conditioning States. These are: ail the mental 
states, the same as the conditioned states, and the 
great primaries of the above 3 kinds of matter. Heart- 
base (6 bases) are also taken.

faciiiiy
Conditioned states. 3 kinds of faculty condition:
(a) conascence-faculty, (b) base-prenascence-faculty 
and (c) physical Iife-faculty are given in the Analytical 
Exposition. The conditioned states of: (a) are the 
89 consciousnesses, 52 mental factors, mind-produced 
matter and rebirth kamma-produced matter, just like 
mental nutriment above; (b) are twice fivefold con
sciousnesses which are included in (a) above; (c) are 
non-percipient beings’ kamma-produced matter and 
during life kamma-produced matter from both of 
which physical Iife-faculty is excluded as it is the 
conditioning state.
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Conditioning States, These are: all the mental states, 
the same as the conditioned states, and the great pri
maries of the above 4 kinds of matter. Heart-base 
(6 bases) are also taken.

Jhana

Conditioned States. Twice fivefold consciousnesses 
do not function as jhana and, therefore, the condi
tioned states are 79 consciousnesses, 52 mental factors, 
mind-produced matter and rebirth kamma-produced 
matter.
Conditioning States. These are: the same mental
states as the conditioned states and the great prima
ries of the above 2 kinds of matter. Heart-base alone 
is taken as in root condition.

Path
Conditioned States. As in root condition, rooted 
mentality and the 2 rooted materiality are the condi
tioned states but with this difference that delusion is 
not excluded from the 2 delusion-rooted conscious
nesses of the conditioned states.
Conditioning States. The same as root condition.

Dissociation

Conditioned States. Of the 3 kinds: (a) conascence- 
dissociation, (b) prenascence-dissociation and (c) post
nascence-dissociation, only (a) and (b) are taken here. 
In the Analytical Exposition it is briefly stated in 
general terms that if the material states are the condi
tioning states, the mental states are the conditioned 
states and vice versa, (b) prenascence-dissociation is 
the same as base-prenascence above and, therefore, 
the conditioned states of (b) are also 85 conscious
nesses exclusive of 4 immaterial resultant conscious-
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nesses and 52 rnental factors. The conditioned states 
of (a) conascence-dissociation are rebirth mental 
aggregates in the five-aggregate planes (which are 
included in the above conditioned states), mind-pro
duced matter and rebirth kamma-produced matter. 
The total conditioned states are 85 consciousnesses 
exclusive of 4 immaterial resultant consciousnesses, 
52 mental factors, mind-produced matter and rebirth 
kamma-produced matter. They apply only to the 
five-aggregate planes.
Conditioning States. These are: all the mental 
states of the conditioned states and the great pri
maries of the above 2 kinds of matter. Heart-base 
(6 bases) are also taken.

Presence, Non-disappearance

The 5 kinds of presence condition are: (a) conas- 
cence-presence, (b) prenascence-presence, (c) post
nascence-presence, (d) physical nutriment-presence and 
(e) physical life-faculty-presence. In the Analytical 
Exposition only the first two are given. Since the 
conditioned states of (a) conascence-presence, which 
is the same as conascence, are all the mental and 
material states, those of the other kinds of presence 
condition are included in them. So the conditioning 
and conditioned states of presence and also of non
disappearance are the same as conascence condition

•

From these brief explanations it will be understood 
how the conditioning and conditioned states of the 
Positive conditions in the 6 Chapters are obtained. 
As to how those of the Negative conditions are 
obtained they are explained and given in the Chart 
of the Single Enumerations of the Negative Conditions 
in the 6 Chapters which are dealt with later. These 
Charts will have to be used when the 6 Chapters are 
dealt with in detail.
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(ii) Explanation of the Classification and finii^ 
meration Chapters

In Conditional Relations only,which is a mere transla
tion of the first volume of Patthana^ the translator^ 
in the Introduction, dealt with the order of exposition 
of the 24 Divisions of Patthana that form the subject 
matter of all the five volumes of the Text. Also, 
methods were explained and illustrated for the reader 
to have a general idea of how the questions and 
answers, which form the contents of the Chapters 
in those Divisions, are obtained. Here details will be 
given to show how the answers in the Dependent 
and the rest of the first 6 Chapters of the Faultless 
Triplet Patthana are obtained.

When the 6 Chapters were explained in the Intro
duction to Conditional Relations, it was pointed out 
that Dependent and Conascent Chapters deal with 
the relation by conascence condition; Conditioned 
and Supported Chapters with that by dependence 
condition; Conjoined and Associated Chapters with 
that by association condition. It was then shown 
how, by making use of those conditions, the answers 
in tlie respective Chapters were obtained for root 
and object conditions^ which v-ere taken as examples. 
Here methods and explanations will be given for all 
the conditions dealt with in the 6 Chapters.

As the contents of Dependent and Conascent 
Chapters, Conditioned and Supported Chapters, Con
joined and Associated Chapters are the same, methods 
and explanations given for Dependent, Conditioned 
and Conjoined Chapters will serve for the rest of 
the Chapters. That is why Conascent, Supported 
and Associated Chapters are abbreviated to a great 
extent in the Text.

L Intr. to C.R. l,p p . xvii-xxviii.
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In the Text each of the 6 Chapters gives the answers 
for the conditions under the four methods taken in 
the following order:
(1) 1. Conditions: Positive (i) Classification Chapter •
(2) 1. Conditions: Positive (ii) Enumeration Chapter ;
(3) 2. Conditions: Negative (i) Classification Chapter;
(4) 2. Conditions: Negative (ii) Enumeration Chapter;
(5) 3. Conditions: Positive-Negative

(Enumeration Chapter);
(6) 4. Conditions: Negative-Positive

(Enumeration Chapter).
But here, in the Prehminaries, where the 6 Chapters 

are taken together for explanations, it is convenient, 
in order to avoid repetitions, to deal with the condi
tions in the following order:
(1) Classification Chapters of all the Positive Condi

tions in the 6 Chapters;
(2) Classification Chapters of all the Negative Condi

tions in the 6 Chapters;
(3) Enumeration Chapters of all the Positive, Nega

tive, Positive-Negative and Negative-Positive Con
ditions in the 6 Chapters.

So, after a study of this portion, the reader will 
get a good idea of how the Text is expounded, be 
able to follow the explanations given about how the 
answers are obtained in the Text and also be able 
to fill in the many elisions in it.

Explanation o f  the Method
The method is based on the conditioning and condi

tioned states of the 23 Positive conditions—in the 
case of the positive conditions—which are given in 
the Chart of the Single Enumerations of the Positive
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Conditions in the 6 Chapters (CSEP6). Wlieii the 
reader is conversant with those conditioning and 
conditioned states and makes use of them in the way 
shown below he will nnderstand the Classification 
Chapters of all the Positive Conditions in the Text. 
Charts of the Classification Chapters - knov/n as 
Text Charts because the contents of these Charts are 
given in the Text - are provided so that the classified 
answers can be known for the direct answers for each 
condition, both these answers together forming the 
Classification Chapter of the Text.
The Single Enumeration Charts o f  the 6 Chapters,

The difference from the Charts of the Analytical 
Exposition and Investigation Chapter must be noted.
Root Condition. In the Analytical Exposition and 
the Investigation Chapter the conditioning states of 
root condition are the 6 roots whereas it will be seen 
from CSEP6 that they are different here. This may 
appear somewhat perplexing. The reason is that in 
the Analytical Exposition and tlie Investigation 
Chapter the relations of the individual conditions are 
considered and, therefore, the conditioning and condi
tioned states of each condition are taken. So, for 
root condition, the conditioning states are the 6 roots. 
But, as pointed out, in the 6 Chapters only one condi
tion is considered in each Chapter. For example, 
only conascence condition is considered in Dependent 
Chapter and, therefore, only the conditioning and 
conditioned states of conascence condition are taken. 
So, as' shown earlier, the conditioned states of root 
condition in the Analytical Exposition are taken and 
the states which are conascent with them are taken 
as the conditioning states in Dependent Chapter. 
Hence, there is no need to bother about the condi
tioning states of root condition in the Analytical 
Exposition in dealing with these Chapters.
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As for root condition in Conditioned Chapter the 
conditioning and conditioned states are those of 
dependence condition and in Conjoined Chapter those 
of association condition.
Object Condition, etc. Similarly, for object condi
tion and the other conditions, the conditioned states 
of these conditions are taken from the Analytical 
Exposition and their conditioning states which are 
related to them by conascence, dependence and asso
ciation conditions are found for the Dependent, 
Conditioned and Conjoined Chapters respectively.

The Conditioning and Conditioned States 
in CSEP 6

As the title indicates the conditioning and condi
tioned states of the 23 Positive conditions given in 
the Chart apply to all the 6 Chapters. Heart-base is 
taken as the conditioning state in Dependent Chapter 
for “at the moment of conception” and in Condi
tioned Chapter for both “during life” and “at the 
moment of conception”. The 6 bases, as conditioning 
states, are meant for the Conditioned Chapter. In 
the case of Conjoined Chapter, where all material 
states are excluded, only the mental states are the 
conditioning and conditioned states.

In the Akauks of Burma the conditioned states but 
not the conditioning states are given. But the condi
tioning states must be known since all the states con
cerned have to be analysed because it is from these 
analytical states that the answers are obtained. That 
is why the author has determined the conditioning 
states as required by the Text and included them in 
the Chart. So the reader will not have to take the 
trouble of finding them for himself and be left in 
doubt as to their correctness or otherwise. Now it 
will be shown how, by making use of the conditioning
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(29  ) TEXT CHART FOR POSITIVE CONDITIONS 

( Depoadent, Conasceat, Coajoiaed and Associated Chapters )

Section Conditioning States Subsection Conditioned states
1. FIs 1! 31 2 Faultless aggregates FIs 3! 1| 2| aggregates

2. • Faultless aggr^ates Ind Mind-produced mat te^

3. ■ 11 3| 2 Fauttless aggregates FIs, ^  Ind 3 1 2 H « . 3
4. F ty 1| 3| 2 Faulty a ^ eg a tes Fty 3 1| 2 H
5. « F a i ^  aggreg^:» md i a
6. " 1 3| 2 Faulty aggregates Fty, ♦ md 3( 1| 2) B ■ 3

•1 1 3 2 Resultant indetenainate and Idnctional 
udetaminate aggregates 3 1 2 ■ H 3

• • 11 1 3 2 At the moment of conception. 
Resultant indeterminate aggregates 3 1 2 ■

Kamma-produced 
• matter 3

iii Aggf^ates (Heari) base

iv (Ftoait-base) N
7. in d 1| 31 2 Great prtmaiies Ind 3| 1| 2|1 Great primaries

V ■ ■ Mind-
produced

Kaouna-
produced

Derived
matter

vi 1 2
7''̂  ..—........... .....

External gr. pr. (gr. pr.) 3 1 2 gr.
pr. 1 N

vii 1| 3 2 Nutriment-produced gr. pr. (Or. Pr.) 3 11 21 «1 , 1 1vni 1) 31 2 Temperature-produced gr. pr. (Gr. Pr.) 3i 11 2] » ( 1 ■
ix 1 3 2 Non-perrapiait beings’ Kamma-produced

gr. pr. (Gr. Pr.) 3 1 2 H 1 ( "  ,
• )

8, FIs, *lnd Faultless a^gre^tes and great primaries Ind. MindrDtoduced matter
9. F^y, *ind Faulty aggregates and great primaries Ind. M





and conditioned states, the enumerations, i.e. the
direct answers, and the classified answers are obtained 
in the Classification Chapters for root and the other 
positive conditions in Dependent, Conditioned and 
Conjoined Chapters.

(1) Classification Chapters o f  A ll the Positive Con
ditions in the 6 Chapters
(a) Positive Conditions in Dependent and Conas

cent Chapters
When the conditioning and conditioned states of 

the conditions in the CSEP6 are examined, it will be 
found that conascence condition has the greatest 
number of conditioning and conditioned states. As 
a matter of fact, it has all the mental and material 
states. Therefore, when conascence condition is ex
plained it will be easy to understand the other condi
tions because their conascent conditioning and condi
tioned states are parts of those of conascence condi
tion. Dependence, presence and non-disappearance 
conditions are grouped together with conascence 
condition because their conditioning and conditioned 
states are the same. This saves space but, of course, 
they can be taken according to the serial order in 
the Text. Also, object, proximity, etc. are grouped 
together.

Conascence Condition
Conditioning States, These are:
(1) 89 consciousnesses, 52 mental factors which are 
4 mental aggregates during life and at the moment 
of conception. Those that occur (a) during life are 
89 consciousnesses, 52 mental factors and (b) at the 
moment of conception are 19 rebirth-consciousnesses, 
35 mental factors which are included in (a). When 
these consciousnesses and mental factors that occur 
during life and at the moment of conception are
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classified under the aggregates, as shown in the Dis
course on Elements, they are the 4 mental aggregates. 
Also, since Faultless Triplet Patthana is being dealt 
with, these consciousnesses and mental factors are 
classified under faultless, faulty and indeterminate 
states, the 3 sections of the faultless triplet. The 
faultless states are 21 faultless consciousnesses, 38 
mental factors; the faulty slates are 12 faulty con
sciousnesses, 27 mental factors; the indeterminate 
states are 36 resultant consciousnesses, 20 functional 
consciousnesses, 38 mental factors. Again, when 
these consciousnesses and mental factors are classified 
under the mental aggregates, they are the 4 mental 
aggregates.
(2) Heart-base. As stated earlier, heart-base is taken 
in Dependent Chapter for “at tlie moment of concep
tion” . It is the heart-base, an indeterminate state, 
which arises together with rebirth-consciousness at 
the moment of conception. Therefore, for “at the 
moment of conception” heart-base and 19 rebirth- 
consciousnesses, 35 mental factors which, as classified 
above, are the 4 mental aggregates, are taken.
(3) The 4 great primaries. These are mere materiality 
and are classed as indeterminate states. In Patthana 
7 kinds of matter are taken.

The total conditioning states are, therefore, 89 
consciousnesses, 52 mental factors, lieart-base and 
the great primaries of the 7 kinds of matter.
Conditioned States. These are also 89 conscious
nesses, 52 mental factors, which are 4 mental aggre
gates during life and at the moment of conception, 
and the 7 kinds of matter. As was done with the 
conditioning states they Iiave to be classified under 
faultless, i'aully a n d  indeterminate states and dealt 
with under the 3 heads: (1) during life, (2) at the 
moment of conception and (3) mere materiahty.
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Determination o f Enumerations for  
the Classification Chapter

L Faultless-faultless, If the conditioning and con
ditioned states are examined, it will be found that 
the conditioning states which are faultless are: 21 
faultless consciousnesses, 38 mental factors, and the 
conditioned states which are faultless are also: 21 
faultless consciousnesses, 38 mental factors. So there 
is the answer: faultless-faultless. Therefore, the direct 
answer, as given in the Text, is:

“Dependent on faultless state, arises faultless state
by conascence condition.”

From this it appears that all these faultless states, 
21 faultless consciousnesses, 38 mental factors, which 
are conditioning states, are conascent with all the 
same faultless states, 21 faultless consciousnesses 
38 mental factors, which are the conditioned states. 
But this cannot be so. For if all the 21 faultless 
consciousnesses, 38 mental factors are the conditioning 
states, then there would be no faultless state left to 
be taken as the conditioned state which is conascent 
with those conditioning states. Also, the conditioning 
states cannot be conascent with the conditioned states 
that are the same but only with those that are 
dillerent. That is why faultless consciousnesses and 
mental factors are classified under the aggregates as 
4 mental aggregates for both the conditioning and 
conditioned states and taken in the following ways:

Wlien any one, of the 4 mental aggregates which 
are the conditioning states, is taken as the conditioning 
state, e.g. the feeling aggregate, then the other 3, of 
the 4 mental aggregates which are the conditioned 
stales, i.e. perception, mental formation and con
sciousness aggregates, are the conditioned states. 
Also, when 3, of the 4 mental aggregates which are
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the conditioning states, are the conditioning states? 
e.g. perception, mental formation and consciousness 
aggregates, then the other one, of the 4 mental aggre
gates which are the conditioned states, i.e. feeling 
aggregate, is the conditioned state. Again, when 2, 
of the 4 mental aggregates which are the conditioning 
states, are the conditioning states, e.g. mental forma
tion and consciousness aggregates, the other 2, of the 
4 mental aggregates which are the conditioned states,
i.e. feeling and perception aggregates, are the condi
tioned states.

Only when the different mental aggregates are 
taken in these ways that the 4 mental aggregates as 
conditioning and conditioned states are mutually 
related to one another by conascence condition. That 
is why the classified answer in the Text is given as:

"Dependent on one faultless aggregate, arise three 
aggregates; dependent on three aggregates, arises 
one aggregate; dependent on two aggregates, arise 
two aggregates.”

This classified answer can be read off from the 
Text Chart for Dependent Chapter.

It will be found from the CSEP6 that, except for 
resultant condition, faultless states are also the condi
tioning and conditioned states of root and the other 
21 conditions. The Text shows them at items 53, 
54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 65, 66, 67, 
68, 69, 70, 71, 72 in Dependent Chapter; 234 in 
Conascent Chapter (elided because it is the same as 
Dependent Chapter); 243, 248, 253, 254, 255, 256, 
257, 258, 259, 260, 261, 263, 264, 265, 266, 267, 268 
in Conditioned Chapter; 329 in Supported Chapter 
(elided because it is the same as Conditioned Chapter); 
338, 339, 340, 341, 342, 344, 345, 346 in Conjoined 
Chapter; 392 in Associated Chapter (elided because 
it is the stime as Conjoined Chapter). In other words,
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excei^ for resultant condition, all the other 22 positive 
conditions in the 6 Chapters have the answer: fault
less-faultless. Here, in the Preliminaries it is simply 
shown how the answers are obtained and how the 
Text gives the answers. As regards the analytical 
states of (1) the conditioning states, (2) the conditioned 
states and (3) the conditioning forces, these will be 
dealt with in their proper places when each Chapter 
of the Text is taken up later.
2. Faultless-indeterminate, With faultless states as 
conditioning states and mind-produced matter as 
the conditioned state there is the answer: faultless- 
indeterminate. The answer, item 57(h), in the Text is:

“Dependent on faultless state, arises indeterminate 
state by conascence condition.

Dependent on faultless aggregates, arises mind- 
produced matter.”
The reason why it is stated as faultless aggregates 
(taken together) and not taken separately as 1, 3 
and 2 aggregates, like the faultless-faultless ansv/er, 
has already been explained. Read the answer in 
the Text Chart.
3. Faultless-faultless,indeterminate. With fault
less states as conditioning states and faultless states 
together with mind-produced matter as conditioned 
states there is the answer: faultless-faultless,indeter
minate. The answer, item 57(iii), in the Text is:

“Dependent on faultless state, arise faultless and 
indeterminate states by conascence condition.

Dependent on one faultless aggregate, arise three 
(faultless) aggregates and mind-produced matter; 
depedent on three aggregates, arise one aggregate 
and mind-produced matter; dependent on two aggre
gates, arise two aggregates and mind-produced matter.”
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In the Text Chart the 3 with mind-produced matter 
shows that it has to be taken 3 times as in the 
classified answer above. Read the Text Chart.

4 . Faulty-faulty.

5. Faulty-indetermmate.

6. Faulty-faulty, 
indeterminate.

Here, instead of the faultless 
consciousnesses and mental 

^factors, 12 faulty conscious
nesses and 27 mental factors 
are taken. This is the only 
difference.

7. Indeterminate-indeterminate. This is taken un
der 3 heads: (1) during life, (2) at the moment of 
conception and (3) mere materiality. In the Text 
Chart, (1) is itemized as i, (2) as ii, iii, iv; (3) as v, 
vi, vii, viii and ix.

(i) Du ring life. With 36 resultant consciousnesses, 
20 fuactional consciousnesses, 38 mental factors as 
conditioning states and 36 resultant consciousnesses, 
20 functional consciousnesses, 38 mental factors and 
rnind-produced matter as conditioned states there is 
the answer: indeterminate-indeterminate. As with the 
faultless-faultless, the resultant and functional con
sciousnesses and their mental factors are classified 
under the 4 mental aggregates. But as in the cases 
of the faultless and faulty, although 3 answers should 
be taken such as (1) one resultant or functional in
determinate with 3 resultant or functional indeter
minate aggregates and so on, (2) resultant or functional 
indeterminate aggregates with mind-produced matter 
and (3) one resultant or functional indeteiminate 
aggregate with 3 resultant or functional indeterminate 
aggregates and mind-produced matter and so on, 
they are not done. For they are all indeterminate 
states and, therefore, they are combined in one answer. 
This answer, 57(vii), in the Text is:
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“Dependent on indeterminate state, arises indetef- 
minate state by conascence condition.

(a) Dependent on one resultant indeterminate or 
functional indeterminate aggregate, arise three aggre
gates and mind-produced matter; dependent on three 
aggregates, arise one aggregate and mind-produced 
matter; dependent on two aggregates, arise two aggre
gates and mind-produced matter.”

(ii) At the moment o f conception. With 19 rebirth- 
consciousnesses, 35 mental factors as conditioning 
states and 19 rebirth-consciousnesses, 35 mental factors 
and rebirth kamma-produced matter as conditioned 
states there is the same answer: indeterminate-indeter
minate. The consciousnesses and mental factors are 
classified under the 4 mental aggregates as above. 
So the classified answer, 57(vii)(b), in the Text for 
the same answer is:

(b) “At the moment of conception, dependent on 
one resultant indeterminate aggregate, arise three 
^ggr^g^tes and kamma-produced matter; dependent 
on three aggregates, arise one aggregate and kamma- 
produced matter; dependent on two aggregates, arise 
two aggregates and kamma-produced matter.”
(iii), (iv) Then (iii) with 15 rebirth-consciousnesses, 
35 mental factors in the five-aggregate planes as condi
tioning states and heart-base as conditioned state;
(iv) with heart-base as conditioning state and 15 
rebirth-consciousnesses, 35 mental factors in the five- 
aggregate planes as conditioned states there is also 
the - same answer: indeterminate-indeterminate. So 
the classified answer, continued under 57(vii)(b), in 
the Text is:

“Dependent on aggregates, arises (heart-)base; 
^epend^nt on (heart~)base, arise aggregates,”
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Mere Materiality. Patthana deals with 7 kinds of
matter each consisting of 4 great primaries and 24 
derived matter. Since all the material states are 
included in conascence condition all the 7 kinds of 
matter have to be taken. According to 6(ii) of conas
cence condition in the Analytical Exposition, the 4 
great primaries are mutually related to one another. 
So, as in the case of the 4 mental aggregates which 
are mutually related to one another, the 4 great pri
maries as conditioning and conditioned states are 
taken in a similar way. Also, according to 6(v), 
the 4 great primaries are related to 24 derived matter. 
Therefore, tlie 4 great primaries above and 24 derived 
matter=28 matter are the conditioned states. This 
holds for each of the 7 kinds of matter.

(v) Mind-produced and Kamma-produced Matter. In 
the case of mind-produced matter, the 4 great pri- 
maries—wliich are mutually related to one another— 
are taken in the following ways: With one, of the 
4 great primaries vvhich are the conditioning states, 
as the conditioning state, say hardness, the other 3, 
of the 4 great primaries which are the conditioned 
states, i.e. cohesion, heat and motion, are the condi
tioned states; with 3, of the 4 great primaries which 
are the conditioning states, as the conditioning states, 
say cohesion, heat and motion, the remaining one, 
of the 4 great primaries which are the conditioned 
states, i.e. hardness, is the conditioned state; with 2, 
of the 4 great primaries which are the conffitioning 
states, as the conditioning states, say hardness and 
motion, the other 2, of tlie 4 great primaries which 
are the conditioned states, i.e cohesion and heat, 
are" the conditioned states. Tl-ese great primaries 
have to be taken thus in all possible ways. Also, 
with the 4 great primaries as conditioning states, 24 
derived matter are the conditioned states. So there 
is the same answer: iiideterniinate-indeterminate,
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(Rebirth) kamma-produced matter is also taken in 
the same w a y  as mind-produced matter. These 2 
kinds of matter are taken together in the classified 
answer, 57(vii)(c), in the Text as:

“Dependent on one great primary, arise three great 
primaries; dependent on three great primaries, arises 
one great primary; dependent on two great 
primaries, arise two great primaries; dependent on 
great primaries, arise mind-produccd and kamma- 
produced derived matter.”
Since derived matter of mind-produccd and of kamma- 
produced matter are the conditioned states, the great 
primaries of these 2 kinds of matter must be the condi
tioning states. The Text Chart gives these 2 kinds 
of derived matter to show that the great primaries 
and derived matter of mind-produced matter have to 
be taken separately from those of kamma-produced 
matter.
(vi), (vii), (viii) External matter, nutriment-produced 
matter and temperature-produced matter.

They have to be taken in the same way as above. 
External matter is matter which is external to that 
in the continuity of a being such as forests and moun
tains produced by temperature. Nutriment-produced 
matter is that produced by nutriment and tempera
ture-produced matter is that produced by temperature 
in the continuity of a being. Since these are not 
concerned with mind and kamma, mind-produced 
and kamma-produced derived matter are not taken 
(see the Text Chart where there are blanks for them). 
The classified answers, 57(vii)(d) - (f), in the Text for 
these 3 kinds of matter are:

“Dependent on one external great primary, arise 
three great primaries; dependent on three great pri
maries, arises one great primary; dependent on two
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great primaries, arise two great primaries; dependent 
on great primaries, arises derived matter;

Dependent on one nutriment-produced great 
primary, arise three great primaries; dependent on 
three great primaries, arises one great primary ; depen
dent on two great primaries, arise two great ]7rimaries; 
dependent on great primaries, arises derived matter;

Dependent on one temperature-produced great 
primary, arise three great primaries; dependent on 
three great primaries, arises one great primary ; depen
dent on two great primaries, arise two great primaries; 
dependent on great primaries, arises derived matter.”
(ix) Non-percipient beings’ kamma-produced and 
during life kamma-produced matter.

These are also taken in the same way as above. 
Non-percipient beings’ kamma-produced matter is 
that matter which, produced by past kamma, arises 
at the moment of conception and during life in the 
continuity of a being in the non-percipient plane. 
During life kamma-produced matter is that matter 
which, produced by kamma, arises during life at every 
thought-moment in the continuity of a being beginning 
from the static phase of rebirth consciousness in the 
sensuous and fine-material planes. Kamma-produced 
matter must be taken because kamma-produced 
derived matter is the conditioned state. The Com- 
mentaryi states that during life kamma-produced 
matter, which is not given separately in the Text, 
is included because it is similar to that of non-per
cipient beings. The classified answer, 57(vii)(g), in 
the Text is:

"Dependent on one great primary of non-percipient 
beings, arise three great primaries; dependent on

1. A s a m a s o t t a n a m  e k a th  m a h d b h u ta m  p a t i c c d t i  d v is a n ta ti  
s a m u tth d n a  b h u ta  v a s e m  v u tta rh  i p . 414).
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three great primaries, arises one great primary; depen
dent on two great primaries, arise two great primaries; 
dependent on great primaries, arises kamma-produced 
derived matter.”
8. Faultless Jndeterminate-indetenninate. With the 
faultless aggregates and great primaries as conditioning 
states and mind-produced matter as conditioned state 
there is the answer: faultless,indeterminate-indeter
minate. The direct and classified answers, 57(viii), 
in the Text are:

“Dependent on faultless and indeterminate state, 
arises indeterminate state by conascence condition.

Dependent on faultless aggregates and great pri
maries, arises mind-produced matter.”

9. Faulty,indeterminate-indeterminate. With the 
faulty aggregates and great primaries as conditioning 
states and mind-produced matter as conditioned state 
there is the answer: fauity,indeterminate-indeterminate. 
The direct and classified answers, 57(ix), in the Text 
are:

“Dependent on faulty and indeterminate state, 
arises indeterminate state by conascence condition.

Dependent on faulty aggregates and great primaries, 
arises mind-produced matter.”

The above details are provided so that the reader 
will be clear as to how the conditioning and condi
tioned states given in the CSEP6 have to be taken 
to determine the enumeration, i.e. the number of 
answers, and to show how the answers, as given in 
the Classification Chapter of the Text, are obtained. 
If the method given for positive conascence condition 
is understood, there will be no difficulty with the 
other positive conditions because, as pointed out 
before, the conditiom'ng and conditioned states of
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those conditions are all included as part of conascettd^ 
condition. So all that has to be done is to take the 
conditioning and conditioned states of each of these 
conditions, in the way shown for conascence condition, 
to know how the enumerations and answers are 
obtained for the single conditions in the Classification 
Chapter of the Text. Now root and the other condi
tions will be dealt with briefly.

Root Condition

When reference is made to the conditioning and 
conditioned states of root condition in the CSEP6, 
it will be seen that rooted consciousnesses (which 
are faultless, faulty, rooted resultant indeterminate 
and rooted functional indeterminate consciousnesses), 
the great primaries and heart-base are the conditioning 
states and the same faultless, faulty and indetermi
nate consciousnesses, mind-produced matter and so 
on are the conditioned states. When these conditioning 
and conditioned states are taken in the way shown 
with conascence condition to get the enumeration, 
it will be found that the enumeration here is also 9. 
In this Dependent Chapter no condition can have 
enumeration greater than 9 which is that of conascence 
condition as it has the largest number of conditioning 
and conditioned states. So when any condition has 
enumeration 9 its conditioning and conditioned states 
have to be analysed and taken in the same way as 
conascence condition above to get the answers. And 
in the Text, except for indeterminate-indeterminate, 
the other 8 classified answers are always the same as 
conascence condition. Of course, the analytical states 
are slightly different depending on the conditioning 
and conditioned states of the condition concerned. 
That is why the 8 answers are not dealt with here but 
only with indeterminate-indeterminate.
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Indeterminate-indeterminate

(i)i During Life. Since the conditioning states are 
21 rooted resiiitant consciousnesses, 17 rooted fun
ctional consciousnesses and 38 mental factors and 
the conditioned states are the same rooted resultant 
and functional consciousnesses and rooted mind- 
produced matter, the answer is 53(vii)(a) in the Text 
and 7(i) in the Text Chart.
(ii) A t the Moment o f  Conception. Since the condi
tioning states are 17 rebirth consciousnesses and 35 
mental factors and tlie conditioned states are the 
same rebirth consciousnesses and rebirth kamma- 
produced matter, the answer is 53(vii)(b) in the Text 
and 7 (ii) in the Text Chart.
(iii), (iv) Since the conditioning and conditioned states 
are the rebirth mental aggregates in the tive-aggregate 
planes and heart- base, the answer is the latter part 
of 53(vii)(b) in the Text and 7(iii) Sc (iv) in the Text 
Chart.
(v) Mere Materiality. Since the conditioning states 
are the great primaries of rooted mind-produced and 
rooted rebirth kamma-produced matter and the condi
tioned states are rooted mind-produced and rooted 
rebirth kamma-produced matter, the answer is 53(vii)
(c) in the Text and 7(v) in the Text Chart. The other 
kinds of matter, such as external and so on, are not 
included in root condition and are left out.

It is to be noted, therefore, that, except for the 
exclusion of external matter and so on, the other 
answers for root condition in the Classification Chapter 
are all the same as conascence condition. Of course,

1. These are items in the Text Chart given for the Positive 
Conditions in Dependent, Conascent, Conjoined and 
Associated chapters.
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as pointed out before, the analytical states arc slightly 
dilierent.

Object^ Proximity, Contiguity^ Strong-dependence^ 
Association, Absence and Disappearance Condi
tions

They are grouped together in the CSEP6 because 
their conditioning and conditioned states are the 
same. The conditioning states are all the mental 
states (faultless, faulty and indeterminate) and heart- 
base and the conditioned states are the same mental 
states. Since mind-produced matter is not included 
as conditioned state, the ansv/ers with it as the condi
tioned state are not obtained. With the faultless as 
conditioning states and faultless as conditioned states 
there is the answer: (1) faiiltless-iau With the
faulty as conditioning states and faulty as conditioned 
states there is the answer: (2) faiilly-fauriy. With the 
resultant and functional consciousnesses, mental 
factors and heart-base as conditioning states and 
resultant and functional coiisciousriesses and mental 
factors but without heart-base as conditioned states 
there is the answer: (3) indeterrniiiate-indeterminate. 
So the enumeration is 3 and not more. The answers 
for (1) and (2) are tlie same as those for conascence 
condition in the Text and which can be read off from 
the Text Chart. For those conditions with enumera
tion 3 the classified answers for (1) and (2) in the 
Text are the same as conascence condition and so 
they will not be dealt with here but only those for 
indeterminate-indeterminate which are different. Of 
course, the conditioning forces are not the same as 
each condition lias different conditioning forces.

Irideterminatemndeterminaie
(i) During Life. Both the conditioning and condi
tioned states are 36 resultant consciousnesses, 20
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functional consciousnesses and 38 mental factors. 
These are classified under the 4 mental aggregates. 
So the answer, 54(hi)(a), in the Text is:

“Dependent on indeterminate state, arises indeter
minate state by object condition.

Dependent on one resultant indeterminate or fun
ctional indeterminate aggregate, arise three aggregates; 
dependent on three aggregates, arises one aggregate; 
dependent on two aggregates, arise two aggregates.” 
(This is the same answer for proximity, contiguity... 
disappearance conditions.)
(ii) At the Moment o f Conception, Both the condition
ing and conditioned states are 19 rebirth conscious
nesses and 35 mental factors and these are classified 
under the 4 mental aggregates. So the classified 
answer in the Text is:

“At the moment of conception, dependent on one 
resultant indeterminate aggregate, arise three aggre
gates; dependent on three aggregates, arises one 
aggregate; depciident on two aggregates, arise two 
aggregates.”

Also, with heart-base as the conditioning state and 
rebirth mental aggregates in the five-aggregate planes 
as conditioned stales the classified answer is:

“Dependent on (lieart-)base, arise aggregates.”
The other conditioning and conditioned states of 

conascence condition are not involved in these condi
tions. So materiality is excluded in the conditioned 
states and there is no answer for materiality.

Predominance Condition
It was already explained that out of the 55 impul

sions there are 52 predominant impulsions because 
the other 3, 2 delusion-rooted consciousnesses and
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Arahatta’s smile-consciousness, are never predomi
nant. The conditioning states are the faultless, faulty 
and indeterminate impulsions and predominant mind- 
produced great primaries. Since the impulsions take 
place during life, heart-base at the moment of concep
tion is not taken as a conditioning state. Heart-base 
given in the CSEP6 is that for during life meant for 
the Conditioned Chapter. The conditioned states 
are also the same faultless, faulty and indeterminate 
impulsions and predominant mind-produced matter. 
So the enumeration is 9 as for root condition. As 
stated before, except for indeterminate-indeterminate, 
the other 8 answers are the same as conascence 
condition.

Indeterminate-indeterminate
(i) During Life. Since the conditioning states are 
the predominant resultant and functional impulsions 
and the conditioned states are the same predominant 
resultant and functional impulsions and predominant 
mind-produced matter, the answer is (i) in the Text 
Chart. "At the moment of conception” is not in
volved here.
(v) Mere Materiality. The conditioning states are 
predominant mind-produced great primaries and the 
conditioned states are predominant mind-produced 
matter, i.e. 4 great primaries and 24 derived matter. 
The classified answer, 55(vii)(b), in the Text is:

"Dependent on one great primary, arise three great 
primaries; dependent on three great primaries, arises 
one great primary; dependent on two great primaries, 
arise two great primaries; dependent on great pri
maries, arises mind-produced derived matter.”
Note. Since "at the moment of conception” is 
not obtained, kamma-produced derived matter is not 
taken as in conascence condition.
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From the examples so far provided to show the 
ways by which the classified answers are given in 
the Text, it will be definitely concluded that these 
answers are obtained from the conditioning and 
conditioned states given in the CSEP6.

Conascence^ Dependence, Presence and Non-disap
pearance Conditions

They are grouped together in the CSEP6 because 
they are the same as conascence condition, the 
example given above. So there is nothing else to be 
said about them.

Mutuality Condition
Since the enumeration for this condition is 3, as 

stated before, only indeterminate-indeterminate will 
be dealt v/ith.

Indeterminate-indeterminate
(i) During Life, Both the conditioning and condi
tioned states are resultant and functional mental 
aggregates. Since mind-produced matter is not a 
conditioned state, the classified answer in the Text 
is the same as that for object condition.
(ii) At the Moment o f  Conception, The conditioning 
states are 19 rebirth consciousnesses and 35 mental 
factors and the conditioned states are also 19 rebirth 
consciousnesses and 35 mental factors. Here heart- 
base is the oniy kamma-produced matter as condi
tioned state. So the classified answer, 58(iii)(b), 
in the Text is:

“At the moment of conception, dependent on one 
resultant indeterniinate aggregate, arise three aggre
gates and (heart-)base; dependent on three aggregates, 
arise one aggregate and (heart-)base; dependent on
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two aggregates, arise two aggregates and (heart-) 
base.” (Note the difference from conascence condi
tion where it is kamma-produced matter instead of 
heart-base.) (iii), (iv) Both the conditioning and 
conditionea states are rebirth mental aggregates in 
the five-aggregate planes and heart-base and so the 
answers are (iii) and (iv) in the Text Chart.

Mere Materiality. Both the conditioning and condi
tioned states are the great primaries of the 7 kinds 
of matter. As derived matter is not included as condi
tioned state, the classified answer: "dependent on 
great primaries, arise mind-produced and kamma- 
produced derived matter” is not admissible. So the 
classified answer, 58(iii)(c), given in the Text is:

' ‘Dependent on one great primary, arise tliree great 
primaries; dependent on three great primaries, arises 
one great primary; dependent on two great primaries, 
arise two great primaries.”

Similarly, for external matter and the rest the 
answers are with great primaries only but not with 
derived matter.

Prenascence Condition

As given in the Analytical Exposition there are 2 
kinds of prenascence condition: (a) object-prenascence 
and (b) base-prenascence. Since (a) concerns the 
present, past and future, it is not dealt with here. 
For in the 6 Chapters the conditions, such as base- 
prenascence, which are concerned only with the pre
sent, are considered. That is why only base-prenas- 
cence is dealt with here and this is indicated by an 
addition at the end of the usual classified answer for 
faultless-faultless and so on. So the Text gives for 
faultless-faultless:
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“Dependent on faultless state, arises faultless stale
by prenascence condition.

Dependent on one faultless aggregate, arise three 
aggregates; dependent on three aggregates, arises 
one aggregate; dependent on two aggregates, arise 
two aggregates; (dependent on heart-)base, (arise 
faultless aggregates) by prenascence condition.”

Here heart-base as conditioning state and faultless 
aggregates as conditioned states is base-prenascence 
condition. Similarly for faulty-faulty.

Incietermlnate-iiM^
(i) During Life. Since tliis condition occurs during 
life and only in the five-aggregate planes and has no 
materiality as conditioned state, the answer, 61 (iii), 
in the Text, different from conascence condition, is:

Dependent on indeterminate state, arises indeter
minate state by prenascence condition.

Dependent on one resultaDt indeterminate or 
functional indeterminate aggregate, arise three aggre
gates; dependent on three aggregates, arises one 
aggregate; dependent on two  aggregates, arise two 
aggregates; (dependent on six) bases, (arise resultant 
indeterminate or functional indeterminate, aggregates) 
by prenascence condition.

Because there is no “at the moment of conception” 
and no materiality there are no other classified answers 
such as (ii) and so on of the Text Chart as in
conascence condition.”

Postnascence Condition
In tlie positive conditions of the 6 Chapters ques

tions are asked as to whether a state may arise because 
of another state. Tlie verb “arise” means generation
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or production. So the states which have the force of 
generation or production are considered. In post
nascence condition the mental states, as the condi
tioning states, are related to the body produced by 
4 causes as the conditioned states by the force of 
support. In other words, the mental states only 
support matter already produced by the 4 causes and 
do not generate or produce that matter. That is why 
postnascence condition is not expounded. Another 
reason is that with postnascence condition the relation 
with matter takes place not at the nascent phase of 
matter but only when matter has reached the static 
phase.

From the above it is clearly seen that in the 6 
Chapters, only those states that have the force of 
generation and are related at the nascent phase are 
expoiiiided.

Repetition Condition

In this condition both the conditioning and condi
tioned states are faultless, faulty and fiinctional impul
sions. Heart-base as the conditioning state is meant 
for the Conditioned Chapter where it is taken for “du
ring life”. Since the impulsions take place during life, 
heart-base is not a conditioning state in Dependent 
Chapter where it is taken only for ‘-at the moment 
of conception”. Moreover, in this condition there 
are no other states besides the impiiisions and, there
fore, there are no classified answers for “at the moment 
of conception” and materiality.

Indeterminate-indeterininate

(i) During life . As resultant slates and mind- 
produced matter are not incliKlcd in this condition, 
they are left out from the usual answer for this. So 
the answer, 62(iii), in the Text is:
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"Dependent on indeterminate state, arises indeter
minate state by repetition condition.

Dependent on one functional indeterminate aggre
gate, arise three aggregates; dependent on three aggre
gates, arises one aggregate; dependent on two aggre
gates, arise two aggregates.”

This is in accordance with the states concerned in 
this condition.

Karnma Condition
From an examination of the conditioning and 

conditioned states of this condition in the CSEP6 it 
will be readily seen that the enum.eration is 9. For 
they are not greatly different from conascence condi
tion.

Indetermimte-indeterminate
(i) During Life, Since the conditioning states are 
residtaiit and functional states and the conditioned 
states arc also resultant and functional states and 
mind-produced matter, the answer is (i) in the Text 
Chart, the usual answer.
(ii), (iii), (iv) At the Moment o f  Conception, The answers 
are those in the Text Chart, the usual answers.
Merc Materiality. 4 kinds of matter are included. 
For mind-produced and rebirth kamma-produced 
matter, the answer is (v) in the Text Chart and for 
non-percipient beings’ kamma-produced and during 
life kamma-produced matter, the ansv/er is (ix) in 
the Text Chart.

Resultant Condition
In this condition the conditioning states are resul

tant consciousnesses, great primaries and hccirt“base
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and the conditioned states are also resultant conscious
nesses and matter produced by resultant mind, etc. 
So there is only 1 answer: indeterminate-indeterminate.

Indetermwate-indeterminate
(i) During Life. Since functional consciousnesses 
are not included they are left out in the usual classified 
answer. The answer, 64(a), in the Text is:

“Dependent on indeterminate state, arises indeter
minate state by resultant condition.

Dependent on one resultant indeterminate aggre
gate, arise three aggregates and mind-produced matter; 
dependent on three aggregates, arise one aggregate 
and mind-produced matter; dependent on two aggre
gates, arise two aggregates and mind-produced 
matter,”
(ii), (iii), (iv) A t the Moment o f  Conception. Since 
tlie conditioning states are the usual rebirth conscious
nesses, mental factors and heart-base and the condi
tioned states are the usual rebirth consciousnesses, 
mental factors and rebirth kamma-produced matter, 
the answers are those in the Text Chart.
(v) Mere Materiality. The 2 kinds of matter are 
taken and the answer is (v) in the Text Chart.

Nutriment Condition

It will be readily seen that this condition has enume
ration 9.

Indeterminatedndeierininate
From the methods given above it will be clear that 

the answers are (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), (v), (vii) in the Text 
Chart,
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Faculty Condition 
Indeterinmate-indeterminate

The only difference from nutriment condition is 
that, instead of 3, there are 4 kinds of matter which 
are the same as in kamma condition. So the answers 
are (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), (v), (ix) in the Text Chart.

Jhdna and Path Conditions
When the conditioning and conditioned states of 

these 2 conditions are classified, they will be found 
to be the same as root condition and, therefore, the 
Text states that these 2 conditions are the same as 
root condition.

Disso ciation Condi tion
It was pointed out in the Analytical Exposition of 

tlie Coiiditious that there are 3 kinds of dissociation 
conditioii, namely: (a) conascence-dissociation,
(b) base-'prcnascence-dissociation, (c) postnascence- 
dissociation, Of these, (c) is not considered because 
it is not concerned in Dependent Chapter. ¥/itIi (a) 
and (b) there are additional answers to the classified 
answers, like that given in the case of prenascence 
condition, to show that either conascence-dissociation 
or base'prenascence-dissociation or both are taken.

The additional answers at the end of the classified 
answers for faultless-faultless, etc. in dissociation 
condition are:

Cases ' Additional Answer

1. When mentality is the 
conditioned state

(Dependent on heart-)base, (arise 
fault less or faulty) aggregates by 
dissociation condition.
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Cases

2. When materiality is 
the conditioned state

3. When mentality and 
materiality are the 
conditioned states dur
ing life

4. When mentality and 
materiality are the 
conditioned states at 
the moment of con
ception

5. When mentality and 
materiality are mutu
ally related at the 
moment of concept
ion

Additional Answer

(Dependent on) aggregates, (arises 
mind-produced or kamma-pro
duced matter) by dissociation 
condition.

(Dependent on : heart-)base or 
(Dependent on six) bases, (arise 
faultless, faulty or indeterminate) 
aggregates by dissociation condi
tion; (dependent on) aggregates, 
(arises) mind-produced matter 
by dissociation condition.

(Dependent on heart-)base, (arise 
resultant indeterminate) aggregates 
by dissociation condition; (dep
endent on) aggregates, (arises) 
kamma-produced matter by dis
sociation condition.

(Dependent on heart-)base, (arise 
resultant indeterminate) aggregates 
by dissociation condition; (de
pendent on) aggregates, (arises 
heart-)base by dissociation 
condition.

In the Analytical Exposition the relations: "The 
material states are related to the immaterial states 
by dissociation condition.” and "The immaterial 
states are related to the material states by dissociation 
condition.” , briefly show the nature of dissociation. 
This means that v/hen material states are the condi
tioning states, the mental states are the conditioned 
states and vice versa. Conascence-dissociation and 
base-prenascence-disso elation are also of the same 
nature.

Since in this condition material states arise together 
with mental states it occurs only in the five-aggregate
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planes. From an examination of its conditioning 
and conditioned states it will be seen tbat tlicy are 
similar to root condition and so the enumeration is
9. The answers are also the same as root condition 
except that additional answers given in the Table 
above are included at the end of the usual answers 
as shown below:

(i) Faultless-faultless. With faultless mental aggre
gates as conditioned states and heart-base as condi
tioning state it is base-prenascence-dissociation and 
for this, the additional answer (1) in the Table with 
faultless aggregates is included.

(ii) Faultless-indeterminate. With mind-produced 
matter, which is materiality, as conditioned state 
and faultless mental aggregates it is conascence-disso- 
ciation and for this, the additional answer (2) with 
mind-prodiiced matter is included.

(iii) Faidtless-faultless,indeterminate. The condi
tioned states are the faultless mental aggregates and 
mind-produced matter, i.e. mentality and materiality. 
With the faultless mental aggregates as conditioned 
states and heart-base it is base-prenascence-dissociation 
as in (1) above. With mind-produced matter as condi
tioned state and faultless mental aggregates it is conas
cence-dissociation as in (ii) above. So the additional 
answer (3) with heart-base is included.

(iv) Faulty-faulty  ̂Substitute faulty aggre-
( v) Faulty-indeterminate gates for the faultless in
(vi) Faulty-faulty, | the above for the addi-

indeterminate. J tional answers.
(vii) Indetermmate-indeterminate
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(a) During Life. The conditioned states are resul
tant indeterminate and functional indeterminate mental 
aggregates and mind-produced matter, i.e. mentality 
and materiality. Excluding the 4 immaterial resultant 
indeterminate mental aggregates (as they do not have 
to depend on heart-base), with the other resultant 
indeterminate and the functional indeterminate mental 
aggregates as conditioned states and heart-base as 
conditioning state, it is base-prenascence-dissociation. 
With mind-produced matter as conditioned state and 
the same resultant indeterminate and functional inde
terminate mental aggregates it is conascence-disso- 
ciation. So the additional answer (3) with six bases 
and indeterminate aggregates is included.
(b) At the Moment o f Conception. The conditioned 
states are rebirth mental aggregates and rebirth 
kamma-produced matter, i.e. mentality and materiality. 
With rebirth mental aggregates in the iive-aggregate 
planes as conditioned states and heart-base it is base- 
prenascence-dissociation. Vdith rebiilh kamma-pro
duced matter as conditioned state and rebirth mental 
aggregates it is conascence-dissociation. So tiie addi
tional answer (4) is included.

Then, since heart-base and rebirth mental aggregates 
are mutually related at the moment of conception, 
with heart-base as conditioned stale and rebirth 
mental aggregates in the five-aggregate planes as condi
tioning states and with rebirth mental aggregates in 
the five-aggregate planes as conditioned states and 
heart-base as conditioning state, these are conascence- 
dissociation. So after them the additional ansv/er (5) 
is included.
(c) Mere Materiality. The conditioned states are 
mind-produced and kamma-produced matter and so 
the additional answer (2) with both these kinds of 
matter is included.
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(viii) Faultlessjndetenniiiate-indetermmate. The con
ditioned state is mind-produced matter and so the 
additional answer (2) with tliis matter is included.
(ix) Faidtyjndeterminate-indetemmmte. The same 
as (viii) above.

Main Points About the Enumerations in Depen
dent Chapter.

It was shov/n in great detail how the enumerations 
in Dependent Chapter (which also applies to Conas
cent Chapter v/ith which it is the same) are determined 
and how the Text gives the answers for them. Now - 
to summarize—the main points to be noted are here 
given. First of all, the conditiojiing and conditioned 
states of the conditions provided in the Chart of the 
Single Enumerations for the Positive Conditions in 
the 6 Chapters (CSEP6) are classified as faultless, 
faulty or indeterminate as shown v/ith conascence 
condition and then the enumerations are determined. 
In doing so it should be noted that:
(1) v/hen the conditioning states are faultless, faulty 
and indeterminate and the conditioned states are 
faitiiless, faulty and indeterminate together with mind- 
produced matter cr predominant mind-produced 
matter, the enumeration is always 9. Even if the 
great primaries and heart-base are also condilioiiing 
states and rebirth karnma-prcdiiced matter is also a 
conditioned state, it is still indeterminate-indetermi
nate and so there is no difference in the enumeration;
(2) v/hen both the conditioning and conditioned states 
are faultless, faulty and indeterminate and mind- 
produced matter is not a conditioned state, the enume
ration is always 3;
(3) when the conditioning states are resultant indeter
minate and the conditioned states are resultant indeter
minate and resultant mind-produced matter it is inde
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terminate-indeterminate and so the enumeration is 
alv/ays 1 (see tlic Chart of Enumerations {‘or the Posi
tive fconditions in the 6 Chapters).

Finally, select the answers for the enumerations as 
shown above and which, given in the Text, are tabulated 
in the Text Chart. This Text Chart contains all the 
answers for all the 23 positive conditions in Depen
dent Chapter.

(b) Positive Conditions in Conditioned and Support
ed Chapters

As pointed out before, dependence condition is 
dealt with in Conditioned and Supported Chapters 
(these 2 Chapters are the same). Ail the 3 kinds of 
dependence condition: (a) conascence-dependence,
(b) base-prenascence-dependence, (c) mixed conascence- 
prenascence, are included here, (a) is the same as 
conascence condition dealt with in Dependent Chapter 
and therefore, being the same as Dependent Cliapter, 
it is stated to be so in the Text Chart for these 2 Chap
ters. So only (b) and (c) will be dealt with.

Single Enumerations
The single enumerations, i.e. the conditioning and 

conditioned states, of the positive conditions in Condi
tioned and Supported Chapters are given along with 
those in Dependent Chapter (see CSEP6). Heart- 
base in Dependent Chapter is for “at the moment of 
conception” and in Conditioned Chapter for both 
“during life” and “at the moment of conception” . 
Where (heart-)base (6 bases) are given as conditioning 
states, the 6 bases in brackets are for Conditioned 
Cheipter. The enumerations for root, object and the 
other conditions given in CSEP6 are also provided 
in a separate Chart of Enumerations for the Positive 
conditions in the 6 Chapters wliere the enumerations 
v/liich are the same are taken together. This shows
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the enumerations that are possible in Conditioned 
Chapter. It will be seen tlw t, with the exception of 
resultant condition which has enumei alien 1, the 
others have either 17 or 7 as ennnieratioii.

The enumeration 17 for root, predom irr ce and 
others include the 9 for them in Depcndci t t hapter 
and so only the other 8 need to be sliov/n. As^for 
indeterminate-indeterminate, there is anctf er item 
“base” besides the 3: (a) during life, (fe) at the 
moment of conception, (c) mere iTiaieriality, in Depen
dent Chapter and so only bases will be c c . with. 
The other enumeration 7 for object and ctriers 
include the 3 for them in Dependent Chapter and onl}  ̂
the other 4 need to be shown. Also, only “base” iinder 
indeterminate-indeterminate will be dealt with. All 
these are given in full in the Text Chart for Con
ditioned and Supported Chapters.

Determination o f Enumerations
The consciousnesses and mental factors, which 

arise in the continuity of a being during life and at 
the moment of conception in the five-aggregate planes, 
are always dependent on a base. An account of tlie 
different consciousnesses and mental factors and the 
bases on which they are dependent is to be found 
under the “Summary of Bases” in the Compendium 
of Philosophyh In this Chapter only the enumera
tions for base-prenasceiice-deperidence condition will 
be considered as those for conascence-dependence are 
the same as conascence in Dependent Chapter. Base- 
prenascence-dependence condition occurs during life 
only and, as in the case of Dependent Chapter, the

1. This is referred to, instead of the Corny., because it gives 
a summary of all the bases and all the consciousnesses with 
their associated mental factors which arc dependent on 
them.
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30. TEXT CHART FOR POSmVE CONDITIONS 

(Conditioned and Supported Charters)

Section Conditioning States ( Subsection | Conditioned States
Fls Faultless three are the same as Dependent Chapter

Fty Faulty s

Ind Jndetotninate (1 )-(1 ^ ) r̂e the same as Dependent Chapter

• # vu

a

Ind

b

Eye-base, Ear-base, 
Nose-base, Tongue-base, 
Body-basc

Ind

Eye-cons., Ear-cons., 
Nose-cons., Tongue-cons., 
Body-consdousness

( Heart -)base

Resultant indeterminate on 
functional indeterminate 
aggr^tes

(viii) n ( Heart -)base Fis Faultless aggregates

(ix) II s Fty Faulty aggregates

(X) II
(Heart-)base 
( Gfeat primaries > Fls, 1 nd Faultless aggregates 

( Mind-produced matter)

(Xi) It
( Heart -)basc 
(Great primaries) Fty,Ind Faulty aggregates 

( Mind-produced matter)



i One faultless aggr^ te  
and ( heart-)base Thiee aggregates

(xii) Fls. Ind Three faultless aggregates 
and ( heart-)base Fls One aggregate

Two faultless aggregates 
and ( heart «)base Two aggr^ates

(«ii) Fis, Ind Faultless, indeterminate-Indeterminate is the same as Dependent Charpter

One faultless aggregate 
and ( heart-)base

Three aggregates

(xiv) Fls, Ind
Three faultless aggr^ates 
and ( heart-)base

Fls, Ind
One aggregate

Two faultless aggregates 
and ( heart-)base

Two aggregates

Faultless aggregates 
and great primaries

Mind^produced matter

(xv)
(xvi)
(xvii)

Fty. Ind The 3 for faulty, indeterminate ire similar to the above 
where faulty is substitated for faultless



conditioning and conditioned states of conascence 
condition, which has all the mental and material states, 
will be taken as the example to show this condition. 
So the enumerations of the other conditions, wliich 
are only parts of conascence condition, will be easily 
known. In giving the enumerations the answers for 
them, as given in the Text, will also be provided as 
was done in Dependent Chapter. The answers may 
be compared with those in the Text Chart.

Conascence Condition

(vii) Indeterminate-indeterminate.

Bases. For this enumeration examine the condi
tioning states in CSEP6 to find whether they include
5 bases or heart-base or 6 bases. It will be seen that
6 bases are also the conditioning states of conascence 
condition and that twice fivefold consciousnesses and 
the rest of the resultant consciousnesses and all fun
ctional consciousnesses are also the conditioned states. 
Of the twice fivefold consciousnesses; 2 eye-conscious- 
nesses depend on the eye-base; 2 ear-consciousnesses 
depend on the ear-base; 2 nose-consciousnesses depend 
on the nose-base; 2 tongue-consciousnesses depend 
on the tongue-base; 2 body-consciousnesses depend 
on the body-base. This is how they are given in the 
Compendium of Philosophy. But in Patthana the 
nature of prenascence condition is shown by stating 
that eye-base is the conditioning state and 2 eye- 
consciousnesses are the conditioned states and so on 
up to body-base is the conditioning state and 2 body- 
consciousnesses are the conditioned states. The 
answer for this enumeration regarding the 5 bases is 
given in the Text as:
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“Conditioned by indeterminate state, arises indeter
minate state by conascence condition.

Conditioned by eye-base, arises eye-conscionsness; 
conditioned by ear-base, arises ear-conscionsness; con
ditioned by nose-base, arises nose-consciousness; con
ditioned by tongue-base, arises tongue-consciousness: 
conditioned by body-base, arises body-consciousness” 
see this answer as item (a) in Text Chart].
’ Also, heart-base has to be taken as the conditioning 

state with the rest of the resultant and functional 
consciousnesses as the conditioned states. But, of 
course, the 4 immaterial resultant consciousnesses 
have to be excluded as they do not depend on heart- 
base. The Text for this is:

“Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise resultant inde
terminate or functional indeterminate aggregates” 
(see item (b) in Text Chart).

(viii) Indeterminate-faultless. Here heart-base is the 
conditioning state and faultless states are the condi
tioned states. The Text for this is:

“Conditioned by indeterminate state, arises fault
less state by conascence condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise faultless aggre
gates.” (Reference to the Text Chart will not be 
made again as it is easy to compare the answers in 
the Text with those in the Text Chart.)

(ix) Indeterminate-faulty. As above heart-base is 
the conditioning state but faulty states are the condi
tioned states. The Text for this is:

“Conditioned by indeterminate state, arises faulty 
state by conascence condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise faulty aggregates.”
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(x) Indeterminate-faultless, indeterminate. Here it is 
mixed conascence-prenascence which has already been 
explained. With heart-base as conditioning state and 
faultless mental aggregates as conditioned states it is 
base-prenascence; with great primaries as conditioning 
states and mind-produced matter as conditioned state 
it is conascence as already given in Dependent Chapter. 
The Text for this is:

“Conditioned by indeterminate state, arise faultless 
and indeterminate states by conascence condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise faultless aggre
gates; conditioned by great primaries, arises mind- 
produced matter.”

(xi) Indeterminate-faulty,indeterminate. Take the 
faulty aggregates for the faultless in the above.

(xii) Faultless,indeterminate-faultless. Here also it 
is mixed conascence-prenascence. With faultless states 
as conditioning states and faultless states as condi
tioned states it is conascence; with heart-base as condi
tioning state and faultless states as conditioned states, 
it is b^ase-prenascence. Since the conditioned states 
are only faultless states there is no need for separate 
classified answers as in (x) and (xi) above. The Text 
for this is:

“Conditioned by faultless and indeterminate state, 
arises faultless state by 'conascence condition.

Conditioned by one faultless aggregate and (heart-) 
base, arise three aggregates; conditioned by three 
aggregates and (lieart-)base, arises one aggregate; 
conditioned by two aggregates and (heart-)base, arise 
two aggregates.”
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(xiii) Faultless,indeterminate-indetermbiate. It is 
pointed out in the Text Chart that this is the same 
as Dependent Chapter.

(xiv) Faultless,indeterminate - faultless, indeterminate. 
This is a combination of (xii) which is mixed conas
cence-prenascence and (xiii) which is conascence. 
The Text for this is:

"Conditioned by faultless and indeterminate state, 
arise faultless and indeterminate states by conascence 
condition.

Conditioned by one faultless aggregate and (heart-) 
base, arise three aggregates; conditioned by three 
aggregates and (heart-)base, arises one aggregate; 
conditioned by two aggregates and (heart-)base, arise 
two aggregates; conditioned by faultless aggregates 
and great primaries, arises mind-produced matter.”

(xv), (xvi), (xvii) These 3 for Faulty,indeterminate 
are similar to those for Faultless,indeterminate above 
where faulty is substituted for faultless as pointed 
out in the Text Chart.

Now that the determination of the enumeration and 
the answers for it as given in the Text have been illus
trated with conascence condition, those for root and 
the other conditions will be briefly dealt with. In the 
case of root, predominance and the other conditions 
which have the same enumeration 17 as conascence 
condition, it will be seen from their conditioning and 
conditioned states that, except for a slight difference 
in indeterminate-indeterminate, the others, indetermi
nate-faultless, etc., are the same as conascence condi
tion and the Text for each of them is also the same. 
So it is only necessary to deal with the bases under 
indeterminate-! ndeter minate where the differences 
occur,
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(vii) Imielermmate-mdctcrmimitc. Bases, It will be 
seen from the CSEP6 that twice tivefoid conscious
nesses are not included in root condition. So (vii)(a) 
of the Text Chart does not apply. But since heart- 
base is a conditioning state and rooted resultant and 
rooted functional consciousnesses are conditioned 
states, (vil)(b) of the Text Chart has to be taken. The 
Text for this is:

“Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise resultant inde
terminate or functional indeterminate aggregates.”

It is to be noted that only when 5 bases are also 
conditioning states and twice fivefold consciousnesses 
are conditioned states of the conditions that (vii)(a) 
of the Text Chart has to be taken. Otherwise, only 
(vii)(b) is taken. The Text for the rest of root condi
tion is the same as conascence condition.

Root

Object, Proximity, Contiguity, Strong-dependence,
Association, Absence and Disappearance

(iii) Indeterminate-indeterminate. Bases. These 
conditions together with prenascence and so on have 
enumeration 7. Since the conditioned states are all 
mental states, the enumeration consists of: (i) faultless- 
faultless, (ii) faulty-fault} ,̂ (iii) indeterminate-indeter
minate, (iv) indeterminate-faultless, (v) indeterminate- 
faulty, (vi) faultless,indeterminate-faultless (vii) faulty, 
indeterminate-faulty, as given in the Chart of the 
Enumerations for the Positive Conditions in the 6 
Chapters. It was already pointed out that (i), (ii) and 
(iii) are the same as Dependent Chapter. As for (iv) 
indeterminate-faultless and the rest, which concern 
Conditioned Chapter onl\ ,̂ the Text is the same as 
root condition. It is only necessary to explain about
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the bases which are included under indeterminate- 
indeterminate in this Chapter. Here 6 bases are also 
the conditioning states and twice fivefold conscious
nesses and the rest of the resultant and all the fun
ctional consciousnesses are condtioned states. There
fore, (vii)(a) and (b) of the Text Chart have to be taken.

Conascence, Mutuality, Dependence, Kamma, 
Nutriment, Faculty, Presence and Non-disappearanc

Here, in the Preliminaries, the determinations of 
the enumerations for the conditions and the answers 
given in the Text for such enumerations are being 
dealt with. As stated earlier, the analytical states will 
be considered when each Chapter is taken up later. 
In the above conditions, 6 bases are also the condi
tioning states and twice fivefold consciousnesses and 
the rest of the resultant consciousnesses and all the 
functional consciousnesses are conditioned! states. 
Therefore, (vii)(a) and (b) of the Text Chart have 
to be taken.

Predominance, Jhdna and Path
(vii) Indeterminate-indeterminate. Bases. These 
conditions are grouped together because the indeter
minate-indeterminate for them is the same. Only 
(vii)(b) of the Text Chart, as shown in root condition, 
is taken as 5 bases are not conditioning states and 
twice fivefold consciousnesses are not conditioned 
states of these conditions.

Prenascence
(iii) Indeterminate-indeterminate. Bases. It will be 
seen from the conditioning and conditioned states of 
this condition that (vii)(a) and (b) of the Text Chart 
have to be taken.
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Note. As pointed out in Dependent Chapter, 
additional answers must be included after those for 
faultless-faultless and the rest of the 7 items. These 
are; ‘(conditioned by heart-) base, (arise faultless 
aggregates) by prenascence condition’ and so on.

Repetition
(iii) Indeterminate-indeterminate. Bases. In this 
condition, ,5 bases are not conditioning states and 
twice fivefold consciousnesses and the rest of the 
resultant consciousnesses are not conditioned states. 
So (vli)(b) of the Text Chart is taken with the resul
tant aggregates excluded. The Text is:

"Conditioned by (heait-)bass, arise functional inde
terminate aggregates/’

RcsUiiant
(tJ M Bases. Take (vii)
(a) of the Text Chart and also (b) with functional 
aggregates excluded. The Text for the latter is:

"Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise resultant inde“ 
terminate aggregates.”

Dissociation
(vii) Indeterminate-indeterminate. Bases. (vii)(a) 
and (b) of the Text Chart have to be taken.

Note. As was shown in the case of Dependent 
Chapter, additional answers must be included. They 
are given here again because there may be some diffi
culty about which to take. The Table in Dependent 
Gh^pter must .be referred to.

(i) Faultless-faultless. Since mentality is the condi
tioned state take (1).
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(ii) Faultless-indeterminate. Since materiality is the 
conditioned state take (2).

(iii) Faultless-faultless,indeterminate. Since mental
ity and materiality are the conditioned states take 
(3) with heart-base.

(vi) Faulty-faulty, (v) Faulty-indeterminate, (vi) Faulty- 
faulty,indeterminate. Similar to the above.

(vii) Indeterminate-indeterminate.
(a) During Life. Since mentality and materiality 
are the conditioned states take (3) with six bases.
(b) At the Moment o f  Conception. Since mentality 
and materiality are the conditioned states take (4) 
and also (5) as showm in Dependent Chapter.
(c) Mere Materiality. Since materiality is the condi
tioned state take (2) as shown in Dependent Chapter.
(d) Bases. Since mentality is the conditioned state 
take (1) with 6 bases,

(viii) Indeterminate-faultless. Since mentality is the 
conditioned state take (1).

(ix) Indeterminate-faulty. Since mentality is the 
conditioned state take (1).

(x) Indeterminate-faultlessjndeterminate. Since 
mentality and materiality are the conditioned states 
take (3) with heart-base.

(xi) Indeterminate-faulty,indeterminate. As in (x) 
take (3).

(xii) Faultlessjndeterminatefaultless. Since mental
ity is the conditioned state take (1).
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(xiii) Faultless,indeterminate-indeterminate. Since 
materiality is the conditioned state take (2).

(xiv) Faun less,indeterminate-faultless,indeterminate.^\n- 
ce mentality and materiality are the conditioned 
states take (3) with heart-base.

(xv) Faulty,indeterminate-faulty, (xvi) Faulty,indeter
minate-indeterminate, (xvii) Faulty,indeterminate-faulty, 
indeterminate. Similar to (xii), (xiii) and (xiv).

Summary o f  Fnumerations in Conditioned Chapter
When the conditioning states are faultless, faulty 

and indeterminate together with heart-base or 6 bases 
and the conditioned states are faultless, faulty and 
indeterminate together with mind-produced matter, 
the enumeration is always 17. When the conditioning 
states are faultless, faulty and indeterminate together 
with heart-base or 6 bases and the conditioned states 
are faultless, faulty and indeterminate without mind- 
produced matter, the enumeration is always 7. When 
the conditioning and conditioned states are indeter
minate, which is the case with resultant condition in 
all the 6 Chapters of the Faultless Triplet, the enume
ration is always 1, (see the Chart of Enumerations 
for the Positive Conditions in the 6 Chapters). This 
knowledge of the method of determining the enume
rations from the conditioning and conditioned states, 
as shown above, is very useful for the Enumeration 
Chapters.

(c) Positive Conditions in Conjoined and 
Associated Chapters

It v/as pointed out that association condition is 
dealt with in Conjoined and Associated Chapters 
(these 2 Chapters are the same). Since the condi-
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tioning and conditioned states of association condi
tion are 89 consciousnesses and 52 mental factors— 
wliich are all mental states— tlie eonditioning and 
conditioned states of the conditions in these two 
Chapters are those for Dependent Chapter with all 
materiality excluded. If the enumerations are deter
mined from those conditioning and conditioned states 
it will be found that, except for resultant, the enumera
tion is 3, i.e. (i) faultless-faultless, (it) faulty-faulty 
and (iii) indeterminate-indeterminate. For resultant 
condition the enumeration is 1, i.e. indeterminate- 
indeterminate. The classified answers for (i) and (ii) 
are the same as Dependent Chapter, but for (iii) it is 
slightly different because materiality is excluded. 
So there are only 2 items for indeterminate-indetermi
nate, i.e. (a) during life and (b) at the moment of con
ception, dependbig upon the conditioning and condi
tioned states. Thus, only indeterminate-indeterminate 
needs to be considered. The determination of the 
enumerations in these Chapters is simple and so the 
method with conascence condition is not illustrated 
as was done in Dependent and Conditioned Chapters. 
Here the conditions are grouped together wherever 
the indeterminate-indeterminate for them is the same.

(iii) Indeterminate-indeterminate,
(a) During Life. The selection of the conditioning 
and conditioned states for this can be easily done 
and only the Text is given below:

"Conjoined with indeterminate state, arises indeter
minate state by root condition.

Conjoined with one resultant indeterminate or 
functional indeterminate aggregate, arise three aggre
gates; conjoined with three aggregates, arises one
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aggregate; conjoined with two aggregates, arise two 
aggregates^

(b) A t the Moment o f  Conception. The classified 
answer in the Text is:

“At the moment of conception, conjoined with one 
resultant indeterminate aggregate, arise three aggre
gates; conjoined with three aggregates, arises one 
aggregate; conjoined with two aggregates, arise two 
aggregates.”

In these Chapters, materiality is neither a condi
tioning nor a conditioned state and, therefore, only 
the above 2 items can be taken here. The answers 
are 7(1) and (ii) of the Text Chart for Dependent 
Chapter with all materiality excluded.

Object, etc.

(iii) Indeterminate-indetermInate. Pi edominance,
prenascence and repetition conditions have no answer 
for “at the moment of conception” and so they will 
be dealt with separately. As for object, proximity, 
contiguity, conascence, mutuality, dependence, strong- 
dependence, kamma, nutriment, faculty, jhana, path, 
association, presence, absence, disappearance and non- 
disappearance conditions, they have answers for 
“during life” and “at the moment of conception” and 
the Text for each of them is the same as root condi
tion above.

Predoniinance

(iii) Indeternnnate-lndctermmate. There is only the 
answer for “during life” which is tlie same as (a) of 
the Text for root condition given above.
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(iii) Indeterminate-indeterminate. Here, also, there 
is only the answer for “during life” and the Text is 
the same as predominance condition. But remember 
to include additional answers, given as (1) of the Table 
on dissociation condition in Dependent Chapter, at 
the end of faultless-faultless, etc.

Repetition
(iii) Indeterminate-indeterminate. Here, also, only 
“during life” is concerned. But since resultant con
sciousnesses are excluded, the Text is:

“Conjoined with indeterminate state, arises indeter
minate state by repetition condition.

Conjoined with one functional indeterminate aggre
gate, arise three aggregates ... conjoined with two 
aggregates, arise two aggregates.”

Resultant
(i) Indeterminate-indeterminate. Here there are 
answers for “during life” and “at the moment of 
conception” as in root condition. But since fun
ctional consciousnesses are excluded, only resultant 
indeterminate aggregates are taken in the Text for 
“during life” .

Prenascence

Dissociation
(iii) Indeterminate-indeterminate. Here, also, there 
are answers for “during hfe” and “at the moment of 
conception” and so (a) and (b) of the Text, as given 
for root condition above, are taken. In this Chapter, 
where the conditioned states are mentality only, addi
tional answers have to be included as in prenascence 
condition to indicate that base-prenascence-dissocia
tion is considered.
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Summary of Enumerations for the Positive 
Conditions in the 6 Chapters

The method of determining the enumerations has 
to be known in order to be able to determine the 
enumerations, given in the Enumeration Chapters, 
from the conditioning and conditioned states 
concerned. Otherwise, these Chapters will not be 
understood. And it is with the fervent desire that 
the reader know this method that it has been repeatedly 
given. It should be known by now. So, if the reader 
concludes that it is no longer necessary to show the 
method again, it is certain that he has a good grasp 
of it.

(1) If the conditioning states are faultless, faulty, 
mental indeterminate with great primaries and heart- 
base or 6 bases, and the conditioned states are fault
less, faulty, mental indeterminate with mind-produced 
matter, rebirth kamma-produced matter and others, 
the enumeration is 9 in Dependent and Conascent 
Chapters, 17 in Conditioned and Supported Chapters, 
3 in Conjoined and Associated Chapters. (It was 
pointed out that all material states are excluded in 
Conjoined and Associated Chapters.)

(2) If the conditioning states are faultless, faulty, 
mental indeterminate with heart-base or 6 bases and 
the conditioned states are faultless, faulty and indeter
minate which are all mental states, the enumeration is 
3 in Dependent and Conascent Chapters, 7 in Condi
tioned and Supported Chapters, 3 in Conjoined and 
Associated Chapters.

(3) If the conditioning states are resultant indetermi
nate mental states with heart-base or 6 bases and the 
conditioned states are also resultant indeterminate 
mental states with resultant mind-produced matter and
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31 ENUMERATIONS FOR
THE POSITIVE CONDITIONS IN 6 CHAPTERS
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32 (a) CtlART OF THE SINOLB ENUNIBRATIONfS 
OF NEGATIVE CONDmONS FOR 6 CHAPTERS (CSEN 6)

CoodMoot SfltiOl Conditioned States 1

1

(11 Twice fiva-fdld eons., 7 m.f. 
woicfa are 4 nugg.; -

NM-Jlifliia (2) External great primaries... 
daring life kamma-produced 
great primaries and (5 sentient 
bases)

External matter...daring life 
kamma-produced matter

I
(1) 18 rootless cons., 12 m.f. 
wmch are 4 m.agg. during Ufe 
and at the mcnnent of concep
tion;

M►

Not-path (2) Rootless mind-produced 
great primaries, rootless rebirth 
kamma-produced great prima- 
ries...during Ufe kamma-pro
duced great primaries 
and heart-base (6 bases)

Rootless mind-produced mat
ter, rootlesjs rebirth kamma-pro
duced m atta. .during Ufe kamma- 
produced matter

t I y



Not-
dbMcUtkffl

(1) 4 immaterial residbit com., 
30 imf. which are 4 m.agg. 
during life and at the moment 
of concq>tion;

(2) In the immatmal planê 8 
^eed-rooted com; 2 dduiion- 
rootedcom; mind-door-adver- 
tencê
8 great faultiest com.,
8 |reat functional com.,
4 immaterial faultless cons.,
4 immaterial functional cons.,
3 uppff Path com.,
4 Fruition cons.,

43 m.f. which are 4 m.agg.;

(3) Batemal groat primaries... 
^ in g  life hmma-pfoduced 
gnatpdmaiiei



External matter.. during life 
kamma^rodnced matter

3 3



32 (b) CHART OF THE SINGLE ENUMERATIONS OF
THE NEGATIVE CONDITIONS FOR 6 CHAPTERS ( GSEN 6 )

Conditions Conditioning States I Conditioned States D C C

Not-kamma

(1) 21 faultless cons., 12 faulty cons., 
20 functional cons., 52 m.f. (excluding 
faultless, faulty or functional volitions) 
which are 4 m.kgg.;

Faultless, faulty or functional volition

(2) External great primaries, nutri
ment-produced great primaries, temper
ature-produced great primaries and 
heart-base

External matter, nutriment-produced 
matter, temperature-produced matter

3 7 3

Not-Fesultant

(1) 21 faultless cons., 12 faulty 
cons., 20 functional cons., 52 m.f.which 
are 4 m.agg. during life;

(2) Faultless, faulty or functional 
mind-produced great primaries, external 
great primaries,... during life kamma- 
produced great primaries and heart-base

F
Pd

► 2 S

faultless, faulty or functional mind- 
iroduced matter, external m atter... 
luring life kamma-produced matter

9 17 3

Not-
nutrimen

External great primaries, temperature- 
produced great primaries,non-percipient 
beings* kamma-produced great primar
ies, during life kamma-produced great 
primaries

External matter, temperature-produced 
matter, non-percipient beings* kamma- 
produced matter, during life kamma- 
produced matter 1 i

Not-facuhy

(1) External great primaries, 
nutriment-produced great primaries, 
temperature-produced great primaries;

External matter, nutriment-produced 
matter, temperature-produced m atter;

(2) non-perdpient beings* kamma- 
produced great primaries, during life 
kamma-produced great primaries

I------------------—-----------------*... .̂.... ... ' ----- ------------------ ---------------

Physical life-faculty of non-perdpient 
beings, physical life-faculty during life 1 1



Not-pre-
nasoence

Not-post
nascence

Not-repe
tition

(3) 75 cons, (exclusive of 4 immat
erial resultant cons., twice fivefold cons, 
and Arahatta’s death cons.), 52 m.f. 
which are 4 m.agg. during life and at 
the moment of conception in 5 -agg. 
planes;

(4) Mind-produced great primaries... 
during life kamma-produced great pri
maries and heart-base

(1) 89 cons., 52 m.f. which are 4 m. 
agg. during life and at the moment of 
conception

(2) Mind-produced great primaries... 
during life kamma-produced great pri
maries and heart-base (6 bases)

(1) The first impulsions of 12 faulty 
cons., Arahatta’s smilo-cons., 8 great 
faultless cons., 8 gr^t functional cons. 
(29 sensuous impulsions); 2 advertences, 
36 resultant cons., 52 m.f. which are 
4 nioagg. during life and at the mo
ment of conception;

(2) The second to seventh 29 sensuous 
impulsions; 9 lofty faultless cons., 9 
lofty functional cons., 4 Path cons., 52 
md. which are 4 m.agg. during life 
in 5-agg. planes;

(3) Mind-produced great primaries... 
during life kamma-produced great 
primaries and heart-b^ (6 iiaaes)



15 five-aggregate rebirth com., 35 m.f. 
which are 4 m.agg. in 5-agg. planes

Mind-produced matter... during life 
kamma-produced m a tte i

Mind-produced matter ... during life 
kamma-produced matter

Mind-produced matter... during life 
kamma-produced matter

17

17



<c) CHART? OF THE SITSrOLE ENaM ERATIONTS  
O F TH E NEG ATIVE C O N D IT IO N S FOR 6 CHAPTERS

Types of 
Conditions

!
Conditiomng States 

(Paccaya dbamraa)
Conditioned States 

(Paccayuppanna dhamma)

s

I
a §u }

(1) 2 delusion - rooted cons. 14 m.f. 
which are 4 mental aggregates;

Oelusion from 2 delusion-rooted cons.

(2) 18 rootless cons., 12 m.f, which 
are 4 m.agg. during life and at the 
moment ot conception;

Mot-root

(3) Rootless mind-produced great pri
maries
Rootless rebirth kamma-produced 
great primaries
external great primaries (nutriment- 
produced great primaries) 
Temperature-produced great priraa-
irics

rootless mind-produced matter

rootless rebirth kamma-produced mat
ter
external matter nutriment-produced 
matter
temperature-produced matter

non-percipient-beings’ kamma-pro
duced great primaries 
during life kamma-produced great 
primaries and heart-base (6 bases)

non-percipient beings’ kamma-produced 
matter

during life kamma-produced matter 2 4 _2

Not-ob,
Not-px,
Mot-ct,
Mot-S,D,,
TSTot-ass,

(1) 75 cons,, (exclusive of 4 imma
terial resultart cons., twice fivefold 
cons, and Arahatta’s death cons.) 
52 m.f. which are 4 m.agg. during 
life and at the moment of concep
tion in 5-agg. planes; Mind-produced matter, rebirth kamma- 

produced matter, external matter, 
nutriment-produced matter, temperature 
-produced matter, non-percipient be
ings’ kamma-produced matter, during 
life kamma-produced matter

Not-ab, 
Not, dsp. (2) Mind-produced great prinoaries...* 

during life-kamma-produced great 
primaries 5 5
(1) When Predominauace condition is 
obtained, 52 predominant impulsions, 
51 m.f. which 4 m. agg;

When Predominance condition is 
obtained,
predominant realities



Not-pre-
dominance

(2) When it is not obtained, 12 faulty 
cons., 3 rootless functional cons., 8 

great faultless cons., 8 great functional 
cons., 32 mundane resultant cons., 52 
m .f. which are 4 m. agg. during life 
and at the moment o f conception;

(3) Non-predom inant mind-produced 
great prim aries...during life kamma- 
produced great' primaries and heart- 
base (6 bases)

N on-predom inant mind-produced mat
ter ..-
during life kamma-produced matter 9 17 3

N ot-m ut-
uality

(1) 75 cons.(exclusive o f 4 immaterial 
resultant cons., twice fivefold cons., 
Arahatta’s death cons.), 52 m.f. which 
are 4 m. agg. during life and at the 
moment o f conception in 5-agg.planes;

Mind-produced matter compared with 
m.agg., rebirth kamma-produced matter 
except heart-base; mind-produced deriv
ed m atter... during life kamma-pro
duced derived matter compared with 
their great primaries

(2) M ind-produced great prim aries... 
during life kamma-produced great 
prim aries 5 5 5
(1) 4  immaterial resultant cons., 30 
m .f. which are 4  m. agg. during life  
and at the moment o f conception

N ot-pcr
nascence

(2) In the immaterial plane 8 greed- 
rooted cons., 2 delusion-rooted cons., 
m ind-door advertence, 8 great fault
less con s., 8 great functional co n s., 4  
im m aterial faultless con s., 4 im m ate- 
fia l functional co n s., 3 upper Path 
con s., 4 Fruition con s., 43 m .f. w h i^  
are 4  m . agg .;

* Rebirth kamcaa-produced great primaries, exteraal great p r lm a r ie s .n u tr im ea t-p ro d u w ^  
great primaries, temperataro-pradaced great primaries, aon-perclpieat beiags 
isammapiK'oduced great primaries.



33 (a) TEXT CHART FOR NEGATIVE CONOrnONS 
Base-prenascence-dependence in Conditioned and Supported Chapters

Section Conditioning States Subsection Conditioned States

a
Bye-aae,
ear-baie, noso-base, 
tongtte-baae, body-base

Eye-consciousness, 
ear*cons.', nose-cons., 
tongue-cons., body-cons.

b

Ind

0

(Heart-base)

Ind

Bootless resultant indetermin
ate or functional indetermina
te aggregates

1
Resultant indeterminate or 
functional indeterminate aggre
gates

d 1 FoDB^nid bieterminate 
v(^tion

0 1 Functional indeterminate 
aggregates

f
Ind

g

1 '
Fls

Faultless aggregates
Faultless volition



h

Ind i
j

II

1/
«

Ind k (Heaft4}a8e) 
(Great primaries)

Ind 1 (Heart-base) 
(Great primaries)

m

Fh, Ind

n

One faultleis aggregate 
and Oiaart-base)
Three aggtegates 
and (heatt-baie)
Two aggr^ates 
and (bear+base)
Favdtless aggregate! 
and (hear+base)

Fl«, Ind 0

Onefls Three Two 
bate ...base ...base

Fa^tiitt aggregates 1 
and gnat d̂nuuieB



Fty

Doubt-accompanied or restles- 
snese^aecomp^ed delusion
Faulty aggregates
Faulty volition

Fb, fod. Faultless aggregates 
(Mind-produced matter)

Fty, Ind Faulty aggregates 
(Mind-produced matter)

FIs

Three aggregate! 

One aggregate 

Two aggregates

Faultless volition

Fis, lad

Throe One Two 
aggre* aggro- aggr^ 
gates gate gates

Mindrfcoduced matter



33(b) TEXT CHART FOR NEGATIVE CONDITIONS 
(Dependent, Conascent, Conjoined and Associated Chapters)

Sectioa

VI

vn

Conditioning States

•
1

1. Fls ii 

iii

1 3 2 Faultless
aggregates

in the 
immaterial 
plane

I 3  2
Faultless
aggre

gates

Faultless
aggregates

2 . . .  iv Faultless
aggregates

3. ,, V 1 3 2 Faultless
aggregates

1 I 3  I 2  I Faultless aggregates
Doubt-accompanied or rest
lessness-accompanied aggre
gates

Subsec
tion

Fls

Ind

R s, Ind

Conditioned States

3 I 2 aggre
gates

3 ' I 2 99

Faultless
volition

. . (
Miad-jwo- 

duced matter

3 I 2 ., 3

3  1 1 2 99

Doubt-accompanied- 
or restlessness-ac
companied delusion



4. „ Fty
viii

IX

5.

6 .  „  x i

a

In ttie im> 
material 
plane

1

1
Faulty
aggre
gates

Faulty aggregates

Faulty aggregates

Faulty aggregates

1

Rootless resultant 
Indeterminate or 
functional lade 
terminate aggre
gates

Resultant indeter
minate or fun
ctional indetermi. 
nate aggregates



Fty

3 I 2 aggre
gates

Faulty
volition

Ind
Mind«pro« 

duced matter

Fty,Ind. 3 1 2 ,. 3

Ind

3 1 2 aggre
gates

Mind 
produced 
matter 3

3 1 2 >* 3



From 33 (b) Cont»l.

Section

7. Ind e

Conditioning States

In the 
iimnataial 

piuie
1

Resul
tant in
deter
minate 

2  ( or fun- 
' ctional 

indeter 
minate 
aggre
gates

Resultant indeterminate or 
functional indeterminate ag
gregates

Functional indeterminate 
aggregates

1
5-fold conscious
ness-accompanied 
aggregates

Subsec
tion Conditioned States

$9

, i

Functional i ndeter- 
minate volition

3 1 2 aggre-
grates



g

J

1 3 2
Functional inde
terminate aggre
gates

>
c

1

it i 
one

3

lie
q)ti

2

moment of rootless 
on

Resultant indeter
m inate aggregates

1 3 2

At the moment 
o f conception
Resultant indeter
minate aggr^ates

At the m om oit 
of conception
Resultant indeter
minate aggregates

Aggregates

(Heart-base)



Ind
3 2 1

M

Mind-pro
duced mat

ter 3

3 1 2 99

Kamma- 
produced 

matter 3

3 1 2 99 q . 3

99

■

(Heart-base)

AggregatM



33(c) TEXT CHART FOR NEGATIVE CONDITIONS
(Dependent, Conascent, Conjoined and Associated Chapters)

Section Conditioning States Subsection Conditioned States

m 1 1 3 2 1 Great primaries 3 1 2 Great primaries

n Great primaries Mind-
produced

Kamma-
produced

Derived
matter

0 Great primaries a R

p 1 3 2 External, Gr.pr. 
(Gr. pr.)

3 1 2 Gr. . 
pr. ( “)

q

1 3 2 Nutriment-produced,
GrJfr.
(Gr. pr,)

I T 2 >

(«)

r

f .In d

1 3 2 Temperature produced 
Gr.pr.
(Gr. pr.)

I n d

3 1 2 H

(»)



7.1nd̂ I 3 2 Non-percipient beings’ 
kamma-produced Gr.Pr.
(Gr,pr.)

t
1

E xt^al, Nutrimoit- 
pduced, Temperature- 
produced,

u Non-perdpieot beings 
kamma-produced Gr. pr.

V Non-perdpkit beings* 
kamma-produced Gr.pr.

8.Fls.lBdw Faultless aggregates and Great 
primaries

9« Fty, Ind X Faulty aggregates and Great piimanes







rebirth kamma-produced matter, the enumeration is 
1 in all the 6 Chapters.

(2) Classification Chapters o f All the Negative Con
ditions in the 6 Chapters

(a) Negative Conditions in Dependent and Con
ascent Chapters

As in the case of the Positive Conditions, the condi
tioning and conditioned states of each of the negative 
conditions are provided in the Chart of the Single 
Enumerations for the Negative Conditions in the 6 
Chapters (CSEN6) and the Text in the Text Chart. 
Some idea of these negative conditions was given in 
the Introduction (p. xxxiiif) to Conditional Relations. 
The non-conditioned states, which are those states 
that are not conditioned states of the positive condi
tions, are the conditioned states of the negative condi
tions. For example, take the case of the conditioned 
states of root condition. Delusion from 2 delusion- 
rooted consciousnesses is excluded as a conditioned 
state of root condition. Therefore, it is a conditioned 
state of not-root condition. Also, since rooted 
consciousnesses are the conditioned states of root 
condition, the other mental states, which are rootless 
consciousnesses, are the conditioned states of not-root 
condition. Again, since rooted mind-produced matter 
and rooted rebirth kamma-produced matter are the 
only material states which are ^^qnditioned states of 
root condition, the rest of the material states, i.e. 
rootless mind-produced matter, rootless rebirth 
kamma-produced matter, external matter and so on, 
are the conditioned states of not-root condition. This 
is how the conditioned states of the other negative 
conditions are obtained.

Then, as in the case of the positive conditions, the 
conditioning states, which ard related to the condi-
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tioned states by conascence, dependence and asso
ciation conditions are taken for the 6 Chapters. These 
conditioning states are not given in the Akauks. The 
author has provided in a single Chart (CSEN6) the 
conditioning and conditioned states of each of the 
negative conditions in the 6 Chapters so that the reader 
will be clear as to what they are. For a knowledge 
of the conditioning and conditioned states of each 
negative condition in each Chapter is essential because 
it is from them that the enumerations and the answers 
in the Text are obtained. Therefore, it is requested 
that a proper study be made of these conditioning 
and conditioned states.

Not-root

Please refer to the CSEN6 and the Text Chart.
(i) Faulty-faulty. With 2 delusion-rooted conscious
nesses as conditioning states and delusion from these 
2 delusion-rooted consciousnesses as conditioned state, 
the answer is faulty-faulty. The Text gives the answer 
as:

“Dependent on faulty state, arises faulty state by 
not-root condition.

Dependent on doubt-accompanied or restlessness- 
accompanied aggregates, arises doubt-accompanied 
or restlessness-accompanied delusion.” This is 4(vii) 
in the Text Chart.

(ii) Indeterminate-indeterminate.
(a) During Life. With 18 rootless consciousnesses, 
12 mental factors as conditioning states and 18 root
less consciousnesses, 12 mental factors and rootless 
mind-produeed matter as conditioned states, the 
answer in the Text is:
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“Dependent on indeterminate state, arises indeter
minate state by not-root condition.

Dependent on one rootless resultant indeterminate 
or functional indeterminate aggregate, arise three 
aggregates and mind-produced matter; dependent on 
three aggregates, arise one aggregate and mind-pro
duced matter; dependent on two aggregates, arise two 
aggregates and mind-produced matter.” This is 7(a) 
in the Text Chart. The answers in the Text will not 
be given again so as to save space but they will be 
referred to in the Text Chart.

(b) At the Moment of Conception. With 2 rootless 
rebirth consciousnesses and 10 mental factors as 
conditioning states and 2 rootless rebirth conscious
nesses, 10 mental factors and rootless rebirth kamma- 
produced matter as conditioned states, the answer is 
7(h) in the Text Chart.

Again, with rootless rebirth mental aggregates as 
conditioning states and heart-base as conditioned 
state and vice versa, the answers are 7(k) and (1) in 
the Text Chart.

(c), (d) Mere Materiality. With great primaries of 
rootless mind-produced matter and so on as condi
tioning states and rootless mind-produced matter and 
so on as conditioned states, the answers are 7(m), 
(n), (p), (q), (r), (s) in the Text Chart.

Not-object, etc.

Since all the consciousnesses and mental factors, 
i.e. all the mental states, are the conditioned states 
of the positive conditions, object, etc., all the material 
states such as mind-produced matter and so on are, 
the conditioned states of the negative conditions,
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not-object, etc. The states which are conascent with 
all these material states are the conditioning states. 
As already pointed out, the 4 immaterial resultant 
consciousnesses and others, which are not conascent 
with these material states, are excluded. These condi
tioning and conditioned states of not-object condition, 
etc. occur only in the five-aggregate planes. Not- 
proximity and the other conditions (see CSEN6) are 
grouped together with not-object condition because 
their conditioning and conditioned states are the same.

(i) Faultless-indeterminate. With faultless states as 
conditioning states and mind-produced matter as 
conditioned state, the answer is 2(iv) in the Text Chart.

(ii) Faulty-indeterminate. With faulty states instead 
of faultless in the above, the answer is 5(x) in the 
Text Chart.

(ui) Indeterminate-indeterminate.
(a) During Life. With resultant and functional 
mental aggregates in the five-aggregate planes as 
conditioning states and mind-produced matter as 
conditioned state, the answer is 7(d) in the Text Chart.
(b) At the Moment of Conception. With rebirth 
mental aggregates in the five-aggregate planes as 
conditioning states and rebirth kamma-produced 
matter as conditioned state, the answer is 7(j) in the 
Text Chart.

Also, with rebirth mental aggregates in the five- 
aggregates planes as conditioning states and heart- 
base as conditioned state (heart-base is included 
because all material states are conditioned states), 
the answer is 7(k) in the Text Chart. The answer 
7(1) is not obtained because there are no mental states 
as conditioned states.
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^ere Materiality. Mere the ^eat primaries 
of all the kinds of matter are conditioning states and 
all the kinds of matter are conditioned states. So 
the answers are 7(m), (n), (p), (q), (r), (s) in the Text 
Chart.

(iv) Faultless,indeterminate-indeterminate. As 
shown in the positive conditions, with faultless mental 
aggregates and great primaries as conditioning states 
and mind-produced matter as conditioned state, the 
answer is 8 in the Text Chart.

(v) Faulty, indeterminate-indeterminate. With faulty 
mental aggregates instead of faultless in the above, 
the answer is 9 in the Text Chart.

Since the conditioned states of not-object condition, 
etc. are all material states, there are no mental states, 
which are dependent on the bases, as conditioned 
states. Therefore, for these conditions there is no 
difference between Dependent and Conditioned Chap
ters. Also, they are not included in Conjoined 
Chapter because there are no mental states as condi
tioned states.

Not-predominace
The predominant realities were excluded from the 

conditioned states of predominance condition and so 
they are conditioned states of not-predominance condi
tion. And of the 52 predominant impulsions as 
conditioned states of predominance condition, the 
sensuous impulsions—^which are greed-rooted con
sciousnesses, hate-rooted consciousnesses, great fault
less consciousnesses and great functional conscious
nesses—^perform the function of predominance occa
sionally while the lofty and supramundane conscious
nesses do so always. So the above sensuous impul-
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sioiis and the states tta t do not perform tlie functioii 
of predominance are taken together as conditioned 
states of not-predominance condition.

Again, predominant mind-produced matter is a 
conditioned state of predominance condition. There
fore, the remaining non-predominant mind-produced 
matter—^which is the matter which arises with foulty 
consciousnesses and others that do not perform the 
function of predominance—is the conditioned state 
of not-predominance condition. As for the other 
kinds of matter, i.e. rebirth kamma-produced matter 
and the rest, they are not conditioned states of predom
inance and so they are the conditioned states of 
not-predominance condition. The states which arise 
together with the conditioned states of not-predom
inance condition are the conditioning states. The 
enumeration 9 for this condition can be found by 
the method given above and the Text is the same as 
conascence condition. The answers are l(i), 2(iv), 
3(v), 4(vi), 5(x), 6(xi), 7(b), (i), (k), (1), (m), (n), (p), 
(q), (r), (s), 8, 9 in the Text Chart.

Not-mutuality

As all the mental states are conditioned states of 
mutuality condition, there are no mental states as 
conditioned states of not-mutuality condition. As 
for the material states, mind-produced matter and 
rebirth kamma-produced matter are not conditioned 
states of mutuality condition and so they are condi
tioned states of not-mutuality condition. But heart- 
base of rebirth kamma-produced matter is excluded 
because it is a conditioned state of mutuality condi
tion. Also, derived matter of the 7 kinds of matter 
are conditioned states because only their great pri
maries are those of mutuality condition. When the 
conditioning states which are conascent with the
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above conditioned states are taken, it will be seen 
that these conditioning and conditioned states are 
similar to not-object condition and so the enumera
tion is also 5.

The Text for each of 
them is the same as 
not-object condition.

(i) Faultless-indeterminate.

(ii) Faulty-indeterminate.

(iii) Indeterminate-indeterminate.
(a) During Life. The Text is the same as not- 
object condition.
(b) At the Moment o f Conception. The Text is 7(j) 
of the Text Chart, (k) is not taken because heart- 
base is not a conditioned state here.
(c), (d) Mere Materiality. As only derived matter 
are the conditioned states, the Text is 7(n), (t), (u) 
of the Text Chart.

(iv) Faultless,indeterminate-
indeterminate.

(v) Faulty,indeterminate-
indeterminate.

The Text is 8 & 9 of 
(►the Text Chart, the 
same as not-object.

Not-prenascence
The 4 immaterial resultant consciousnesses are not 

conditioned states of prenascence condition and so 
these, for both “during life” and “at the moment of 
conception” are conditioned states of not-prenascence 
condition. Also, because the states during life in the 
five-aggregate planes are the conditioned states of 
prenascence condition, the states which are not 
included there are the conditioned states of not-pre
nascence condition. These are (1) the states in the 
immaterial plane during life such as greed-rooted
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consciousnesses and so on and (2) the states at the 
moment of conception in the five-aggregate planes, 
i.e. 4 mental aggregates at the moment of conception 
in these planes. It will be seen from item (3) of the 
conditioning states in the CSEN6 that the 4 mental 
aggregates during life in the five-aggregate planes are 
also included as in prenascence condition. The reason 
is that mind-produced matter and rebirth kamma- 
produced matter are conditioned states here since 
they are not so in prenascence condition. Therefore, 
the 4 mental aggregates during life in the five-aggre
gate planes, which arise together with mind-produced 
matter, have to be taken as conditioning states of 
this matter, j All the 7 kinds of matter are condi
tioned states here because they are not so in prena- 
scenee condition.

(i) Faultless-faultless. The faultless mental aggre
gates in the immaterial plane are both the conditioning 
and conditioned states. To show that these aggregates 
belong to the immaterial plane, this plane is specified 
in the Text and given as:

“Dependent on faultless state, arises faultless state 
by not-prenascence condition.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on one faultless 
aggregate, arise three aggregates ... dependent on two 
aggregates, arise two aggregates.” This is i(ii) in the 
Text Chart.

(ii) Faultless-indeterminate. With the faultless 
aggregates during life in the five-aggregate planes as 
conditioning states and mind-produced matter as

1, Particular note must be taken of this because the 4 mental 
aggregates during life in the five-aggregate planes have to 
be included as conditioning states—if they are not— ŵhen
ever mind-produced matter is the conditioned state.
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conditioned state, the answer is 2(iv) in the Text 
Chart.

Faultless-faultless,indeterminate. There is no
answer for this. It is mentioned here just to explain 
why this is so. Although faultless aggregates during 
life in the five-aggregate planes are the conditioning 
states, they are not conditioned states as well. And 
the faultless aggregates during life in the immaterial 
plane, which are the conditioned states, do not arise 
together with mind-produced matter, the indetermi
nate state.

1 They are similar to the
(iii) Faulty-faulty. I above. The answers are
(iv) Faulty-indeterminate. • 4(vni) and 5(x) in the Text

J Chart.

(v) Indeterminate-indeterminate.
(a) During Life. The resultant and functional 
mental aggregates in the immaterial plane are both 
the conditioning and conditioned states. The Text is;

"Dependent on indeterminate state, arises indeter
minate state by not-prenascence condition.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on one resul
tant indeterminate or functional indeterminate aggre
gate, arise three aggregates ... dependent on two 
aggregates, arise two aggregates.” This is 7(c) in 
the Text Chart.

The above answer deals with the mental states in 
the immaterial plane. But there are also mental 
states in the five-aggregate planes to be considered. 
So, with the resultant and functional indeterminate 
mental aggregates in the five-aggregate planes as 
conditioning states and mind-produced matter as
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conditioned state, there is another classified answer
which is given in the Text as:

“Dependent on resultant indeterminate or functional 
indeterminate aggregates, arises mind-produced 
matter.” This is 7(d) in the Text Chart.

Therefore, in this condition, there are 2 classified 
answers for “during life” : (1) with the mental states 
in the immaterial plane and (2) with the mental states 
in the five-aggregate planes and mind-produced matter.

(b) At the Moment o f Conception. All the rebirth 
consciousnesses, i.e. 19 rebirth consciousnesses, 
consisting of 4 of the immaterial plane and 15 of the 
five-aggregate planes, are included as conditioning 
and conditioned states. With rebirth mental aggre
gates as conditioning states and rebirth mental aggre
gates together with rebirth kamma-produced matter 
as conditioned states, the answer is 7(i) of the Text 
Chart. Also, with rebirth mental aggregates in the 
five-aggregate planes and heart-base, which are 
mutually related, the answers are 7(k) and (1) of the 
Text Chart.

(c), (d) Mere Materiality. With the great pri
maries of the 7 kinds of matter as conditioning states, 
and the 7 kinds of matter as conditioned states, the 
answers are 7(m), (n), (p), (q), (r), (s) of the Text 
Chart.
(vi) Faultless,indeterminate-

indeterminate.
(vii) Faulty,indeterminate-

indeterminate.

It is clear that these 
answers are obtained. 
They are 8 & 9 of 
the Text Chart.

Not-postnascence
Like conascence condition, this condition has all 

the mental and material states and so the conditioning
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and conditioned states are the same as conascence 
condition. The Text states that not-postnascence condi
tion is the same as not-predominance condition but, 
as shown above, the latter has the same answers 
as conascence condition.

Not-repetition
Since the second to seventh sensuous impulsions 

are the conditioned states of repetition condition, 
the first sensuous impulsions are conditioned states 
here. Also, resultant consciousnesses and all material 
states are conditioned states because they are not so 
in repetition condition. Since mind-produced matter 
is a conditioned state, the mental states that arise 
together with it have to be taken as conditioning 
states as pointed out in not-prenascence condition. 
So all the conditioning states of repetition are also 
conditioning states here. This condition, like not- 
predominance, has faultless, faulty and indeterminate 
mental aggregates, great primaries and heart-base as 
conditioning states and faultless, faulty and indeter
minate mental aggregates and all the 7 kinds of matter 
as conditioned states. Therefore, the enumeration, 
which is 9, and the Text are the same as not-predom
inance condition.

Not-kamma
The faultless, faulty and functional volitions, which 

were excluded from the conditioned states of kamma 
condition, are the conditioned states here. Also, the 
3 kinds of matter, which are not conditioned states 
of kamma condition, are the conditioned states here. 
Since mind-produced matter is not included the 
enumeration is 3.
(i) Faultless-faultless. With faultless mental aggre
gates as conditioning states and faultless volition as 
conditioned state, the answer is i(iii) in the Text Chart.
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(ii) Faulty-faulty. Here the faulty mental aggre
gates and faulty volition are taken. The answer is 
4(ix) in the Text Chart.

(iii) Indeterminate-indeterminate.

(a) During Life. With functional mental aggregates 
as conditioning states and functional volition as condi
tioned state, the answer is 7(e) of the Text Chart. 
There is no answer for “at the moment of conception.”
(b) Mere Materiality. With the great primaries of 
the 3 kinds of matter as conditioning states and the 
3 kinds of matter as conditioned states, the answers 
are 7(p), (q), (r) of the Text Chart. Heart-base is 
meant for the Conditioned Chapter.

Not-resultant
Since resultant consciousnesses, resultant mind- 

produced matter and rebirth kamma-produced matter 
are the conditioned states of resultant condition, the 
remaining states: faultless, faulty and functional 
consciousnesses and the mind-produced matter which 
arises together with them, are the conditioned states 
here. Rebirth kamma-produced matter is not included 
because resultant consciousnesses which arise together 
with it are excluded here. The other kinds of matter, 
i.e. external matter and the rest, are also conditioned 
states here.

It will be seen that the enumeration is 9. Since 
faultless, faulty and functional mental aggregates are 
the conditioning states and faultless, faulty and fun
ctional mental aggregates together with mind-produced 
matter are conditioned states, the 6 answers with 
them are:
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(i) Faultless-faultless; (ii) Faultless-indeterminate, (iii)
Faultless-faultless,indeterminate, (iv) Faulty-faulty, (v) 
Faulty-indeterminate, (vi) Faulty-faulty,indeterminate. 
They are l(i), 2(iv), 3(v), 4(vi), 5(x), 6(xi) of the Text 
Chart.

(vii) Indeterminate-indeterminate.
(a) During Life. With functional mental aggregates 
as conditioning states and functional mental aggre
gates together with mind-produced matter as condi
tioned states, the answer is 7(g) of the Text Chart. 
There is no answer for “at the moment of conception.”
(b) Mere Materiality, As rebirth kamma-produced 
matter is excluded, the answer 7(n) of the Text Chart, 
which includes this matter, is not obtained but only 
(m), (o), (p), (q), (r), (s). Heart-base is for Condi
tioned Chapter.

(viii) Faultless,indeterminate- ^
indeterminate,

(ix) Faulty,indeterminate-
indeterminate.

► These are clear.

Not-nutriment
Since all the mental states and the 4 kinds of matter 

are the conditioned states of nutriment condition, 
only the remaining 3 kinds of matter are the condi
tioned states here. The answers are 7(p), (r), (s) of 
the Text Chart. As rebirth kamma-produced matter 
is excluded the answer 7(n) is not obtained as pointed 
out in not-resultant condition above.

Not-faculty
The 3 kinds of matter together with non-percipient 

beings’ physical Iife-faculty and during life kamma- 
produced physical Iife-faculty, which are not condi
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tioned states of faculty condition, are the conditioned 
states here. The answers for the 3 kinds of matter 
are 7(p), (q), (r) of the Text Chart and for the 
2 physical life-faculties it is 7(v) which is:

“Dependent on great primaries of non-percipient 
beings, arises physical life-faculty.”

Not-jhdna
Twice fivefold consciousnesses, which are excluded 

from the conditioned states of jhana condition, are 
conditioned states of not-jhana condition. Also, the 
5 kinds of matter, which are not conditioned 
states of jhana condition, are the conditioned states 
here.

Indeterminate-indeterminate.
(a) During Life. The Text is:

“Dependent on indeterminate state, arises indeter
minate state by not-jhana condition.

Dependent on one five-fold consciousness-accom
panied aggregate, arise three aggregates ... dependent 
on two aggregates, arise two aggregates.” This is 
7(f) of the Text Chart.

There is no “at the moment of conception” because 
rebirth consciousnesses are not included. 5 sentient 
bases are for Conditioned Chapter.
(b) Mere Materiality. For the 5 kinds of matter 
the answers are 7(p), (q), (r), (s), of the Text Chart.

Not-path
When the conditioning and conditioned states of 

not-path and not-root conditions are compared, it will 
be seen that in those of the former, delusion is not 
included. So here there is only one answer: indeter-
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ftiinate-indeterminate. And tiie I'ext for this is tfid 
same as not-root condition given above, i.e. 7(a), (h), 
(k), (1), (m), (n), (p), (q), (r), (s) of the Text Chart.

Not-dissociation
When the conditioned states of not-dissociation and 

not-prenascence conditions are compared, it will be 
seen that the states of the immaterial plane are the 
same in both. But mind-produced matter and rebirth 
kamma-produced matter are not included as condi
tioned states as they are in not-prenascence. Since 
mind-produced matter is not a conditioned state, 
the 4 mental aggregates during life in the five-aggre
gate planes are not conditioning states as in not-pre
nascence. Moreover, the 4 mental aggregates at the 
moment of conception in the five-aggregate planes 
are not conditioned states here as in not-prenascence. 
The reason is that, except for the 4 immaterial resul
tant consciousnesses, all the mental states during 
life and at the moment of conception in the five-aggre
gate planes are the conditioned states of dissociation 
condition and, therefore, all the latter states are not 
conditioned states here. That is why the 4 immaterial 
resultants and the states of the immaterial plane are 
the mental states which are conditioned states here. 
Also, the 5 kinds of matter, which are not conditioned 
states of dissociation condition, are the conditioned 
states here. So the enumeration can only be 3.
(i) Faultless-faultless. This is l(ii) of the Text Chart, 
(li) Faulty-faulty. This is 4(viii) of the Text Chart,
(iii) Indeterminate-indeterminate.

(a) During Life. This is 7(c) of the Text Chart.
(b) Mere Materiality. These are 7(p), (q), (r), (s) 
of the Text Chart.
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QuistioH. fn this condition, the 4 immaterial resul
tant consciousnesses perform the function of rebirth 
and so there should be the usual answer: “At the 
moment of immaterial conception, dependent on one 
resultant indeterminate aggregate, arise three aggre
gates ... dependent on two aggregates, arise two 
aggregates.” But why is it not included here?

Answer. It will be seen from the answers for the 
positive and negative conditions in the 6 Chapters of 
all the 24 Divisions of Patthana that the classified 
answer for “at the moment of conception” always 
includes that for heart-base. As examples it will be 
found that:
(1) in object condition where heart-base is the condi
tioning state and rebirth mental aggregates in the 
five-aggregate planes are the conditioned states, there 
is the answer: “dependent on (heart-)base, arise 
aggregates.”
(2) in not-object condition whej e rebirth mental aggre
gates in the five-aggregate planes are the conditioning 
states and heart-base is the conditioned state, there is 
the answer: “dependent on aggregates, arises (heart-) 
base” .

(3) in root condition and others where rebirth mental 
aggregates in the five-aggregate planes and heart-base 
are both conditioning and conditioned states, there is 
the answer: “dependent on aggregates, arises (heart-) 
base; dependent on (heart-)base, arise aggregates.”

Thus it is clear that where the answer for “at the 
moment of conception” is given, it always includes 
that for heart-base. But in not-dissociation, although 
the 4 immaterial resultant mental aggregates are the 
conditioned states, they do not depend on heart-base 
and are always “base-freed.” In the Compendium of
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Philosophy it is stated: “The immaterial resultants 
arise without any base.” That is why there is no 
answer for "at the moment of conception” with the 
4 immaterial resultants although they perform the 
function of rebirth.

In that case aren’t these 4 immaterial resultants at 
the moment of conception included in any answer? 
Yes, they are. For, according to the Subcommen
tary quotation which is given in the explanation of 
the Enumeration Chapters, they are taken together 
with those during life.

(b) Negative Conditions in Conditioned and Supported 
Chapters

All the answers in Dependent Chapter, where 
conascence condition is dealt with, are included in 
Conditioned Chapter (same as Supported Chapter). 
For the latter Chapter deals with conascence-depen
dence condition which is the same as conascence 
condition. So only those special to Conditioned 
Chapter which also deals with base-prenascence- 
dependence condition will be considered. Such 
answers are provided in a separate Text Chart for 
l)ase-prenascence-dependence in Conditioned and Sup
ported Chapters. The nature of base-prenascence- 
dependence condition dealt with in the negative condi
tions is the same as the positive conditions but the 
conditioning and conditioned states are different 
Reference must be made to the CSEN6.

Not-root

The enumeration for this condition is 4. Of these,
(i) Faulty-faulty, (ii) Indeterminate-indeterminate (a) 
During Life, (b) At the Moment of Conception, (c),
(d) Mere Materiality are the same as Dependent
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Chapter. It is only necessary to give that for (e) 
Bases.

(ii) Indeterminate-indeterminate.
(e) Bases. Of the 6 bases as the conditioning 
states, take the 5 bases first. Of the 18 rootless con
sciousnesses as the conditioned states, take twice 
fivefold consciousnesses. Then with eye-base as condi
tioning state and eye-consciousnesses as conditioned 
states, as shown for the positive conditions in Condi
tioned Chapter, there is a classified answer. So also 
with ear-base and ear-consciousnesses and the rest. 
The Text gives these answers as:

“Conditioned by eye-base, arises eye-conscious
ness ...” These are (a) of the Text Chart.

Then with heart-base as conditioning state and 
rootless resultant or functional consciousnesses as 
conditioned states, the answer in the Text is:

“Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise rootless resul
tant indeterminate or functional indeterminate aggre
gates.” This is (b) of the Text Chart.

(iii) Indeterminate-faulty. With heart-base as condi
tioning state and delusion from each of the 2 delusion- 
rooted consciousnesses as conditioned state, the answer 
in the Text is:

“Conditioned by indeterminate state, arises faulty 
state by not-root condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arises doubt-accom
panied or restlessness-accompanied delusion.” This 
is (h) of the Text Chart.

(iv) Faulty,indeterminate-faulty. This is the answer 
with 2 delusion-rooted consciousnesses and heart- 
base as conditioning states and delusion from each
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of the 2 delusion-rooted consciousnesses as condi
tioned state. Here delusion-rooted consciousness as 
conditioning state with delusion as conditioned state 
is conascence-dependence condition; and heart-base as 
conditioning state with delusion as conditioned state 
is base-prenascence-dependence condition. This is 
mixed conascence-prenascence which was p-lready 
explained with the positive conditions. The Text 
gives the answer as;

“Conditioned by faulty and indeterminate state, 
arises faulty state by not-root condition.

Conditioned by doubt-accompanied or restlessness- 
accompanied aggregates and (heart-)base, arises doubt- 
accompanied or restlessness-accompanied delusion.” 
This is (p) of the Text Chart.

The method of determining the enumerations and 
of obtaining the answers in the Text from them have 
been repeatedly given with the desire that the reader 
fully grasp the ideas behind them. So, assuming that 
he does, the answers will not be given from now on 
but only referred to in order to save space. However, 
the method of determining the enumerations will still 
be explained,

Not-object, etc.
Since the conditioned states of not-object condition 

are all materiality, there are no mental states which 
depend on a base. Therefore, base-prenascence- 
dependence condition not being included here, there 
is no difference from Dependent Chapter. Not-pro- 
ximity and the other conditions are the same as not- 
object condition.

Not-predominance
(vii) Indeterminate-indeterminate.
(d) Bases. In every condition where the condi
tioning states include 6 bases or heart-base and the
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conditioned states include twice fivefold conscious
nesses with the rest of the resultant consciousnesses 
and functional consciousnesses, classified answers 
under ‘bases’ are obtained. With not-predominance 
condition this is so. Since the 6 bases are the condi
tioning states the answers are (a) and (c) of the Text 
Chart.
(viii)-(xvii) Indeterminate-faultless, etc. When the 
appropriate conditioning and conditioned states are 
taken for these answers they will be found to be the 
same as those for predominance condition in Condi
tioned Chapter .They are (f), (i), (k), (1), (m), (o), (q), (s) 
of the Text Chart.

Nohconascence
When the conditioned states of conascence condi

tion, given in the CSEP6, are examined, it will be 
found that all the mental and material states are 
included. Therefore, there being no state left behind 
to be taken as conditioned state, not-conascence 
condition is not obtained. This is also the case 
with not-dependence, not-presence and not-non-disap- 
pearance conditions. That is why in the negative 
conditions of the 6 Chapters these 4 are left out and 
only the other 20 negative conditions are considered.

Not-mutuality

Not-mutuality condition, like not-object condition, 
has only material states as conditioned states and so 
base-prenascence-dependence condition is not 
obtained. So the answers are the same as Dependent 
Chapter.

Not-prenascence
The conditioning and conditioned states of not- 

prenascence condition include the mental states of
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the immaterial plane that do not depend on any base. 
And although rebirth mental aggregates in the five- 
aggregate planes are conditioned states, the heart-base 
as conditioning state, which arises together with them 
at the moment of conception, is related to those 
aggregates by conascence-dependence and not base- 
prenascence-dependence condition. For the latter the 
heart-base must be that “during life”. Therefore, 
since base-prenascence-dependence is not obtained, 
not-prenascence condition here is the same as Depen
dent Chapter. So the enumeration 7 and the answers 
in the Text are the same as Dependent Chapter. In 
the Chart of the Enumerations for the Negative Condi
tions in the 6 Chapters this enumeration 7 for not- 
prenascence is given separately.

Not-posimscen ce

Since not-postnascence condition has all the mental 
and material states as conditioning and conditioned 
states, it is the same as conascence condition of the 
positive conditions in this Chapter.

Not-repetition

In not-repetition condition, the 6 bases are included 
as conditioning states and twice fivefold conscious
nesses and the rest of the resultant consciousnesses 
and functional consciousnesses are included as condi
tioned states. Also, faultless, faulty and material 
states are conditioned states. Therefore, the enume
ration is 17, the same as not-postnascence, and the 
answers in the Text include those for base-prenascence- 
dependence. These answers are (a), (c), (f), (i), (k), 
(1), (m), (o), (q), (s) in that Text Chart.
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Mot-kammct
(iii) Indeterminate-indeterminate.
(c) Bases. With heart-base as conditioning state 
and functional volition as conditioned state, the 
answer is (d) of the Text Chart.

(iv) Indeterminate-faultless. With heart-base as 
conditioning state and faultless volition as conditioned 
state, the answer is (g) of the Text Chart.

(v) Indeterminate-faulty. With heart-base as condi
tioning state and faulty volition as conditioned state, 
the answer is (j) of the Text Chart.

(vi) Faultless, indeterminate-faultless. With the 
faultless mental aggregates and heart-base as condi
tioning states and faultless volition as conditioned 
state, the answer is (n) of the Text Chart.

(vii) Faulty,indeterminate-faulty. With the faulty 
mental aggregates and heart-base as conditioning 
states and faulty volition as conditioned state, the 
answer is (r) of the Text Chart.

Not-resultant
(vii) Indeterminate-indeterminate.
(d) Bases. With heart-base as conditioning state 
and functional mental aggregates as conditioned states, 
the answer is (e) of the Text Chart.

Indeterminate-faultless, etc. In a similar way the 
8 answers for base-prenascence-dependence can be 
worked out as was shown with not-postnascence 
condition. The answers in the Text, as given for 
not-predominance condition above, are (f), (i), (k), 
(1), (m), (o), (q), (s) of the Text Chart.
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Not-nutriment and Not-faculty
As the conditioned states of these 2 conditions are 

all materiality they are the same as Dependent Chapter 
and this is so stated in the Text.

Not-jhana
(i) Indeterminate-indeterminate.
Bases, With 5 bases as conditioning states and 
twice fivefold consciousnesses as conditioned states, 
the answer is (a) of the Text Chart. This is the only 
answer to be included for base-prenascence-depen- 
dence, the rest being the same as Dependent Chapter. 
This difference is pointed out in the Text.

Not-path
(i) Indeterminate-indeterminate.
Bases. Since 6 bases are conditioning states and 
twice fivefold consciousnesses and the rest of the 
resultant consciousnesses and functional conscious
nesses are conditioned states, the answers, as expla
ined in root condition, are (a) and (b) of the Text 
Chart. These 2 answers are to be included for 
base-prenasence-dependence, the rest being the sanie 
as Dependent Chapter. This difference is pointed 
out in the Text.

Not-dissociation
Since the mental states, as the conditioning and 

conditioned states, are those of the immaterial plane, 
they are not dependent on a base. Therefore, because 
there is no answer for base-prenascence-dependence, 
it is the same as Dependent Chapter.

(c) Negative Conditions in Conjoined and Asso
ciated Charters.

As has been pointed out so often, association condi
tion is dealt with in these 2 Chapters (which are the
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same). In association condition, the conditioning 
and conditioned states are all mentality and so those 
negative conditions which have only materiality as 
such are not included in these Chapters. From an 
examination of the CSEN6 it will be found that there 
are 10 conditions which have mentality as conditioning 
and conditioned states, namely: not-root,not-predomi
nance, not-prenascence, not-postnascence, not- 
repetition, not-kamma, not-resultant, not-jhana, not- 
path, not-dissociation. For those conditions which 
have (i) Faultless-faultless and (ii) Faulty-faulty, these 
are the same as Dependent Chapter and the answers 
in the Text are also the same. It is only with (iii) 
Indeterminate-indeterminate that there are differences 
and these are considered below.

Not-root
(ii) Indeterminate-indeterminate.
(a) During Life. With the 18 rootless conscious
nesses and 12 mental factors as both conditioning and 
conditioned states, the answer in the Text for "during 
life” is:

"Conjoined with indeterminate state, arises indeter
minate state by not-root condition.

Conjoined with one rootless resultant indeterminate 
or functional indeterminate aggregate, arise three 
aggregates ... conjoined with two aggregates, arise 
two aggregates.”

This answer is given as 7(a) in the Text Chart for 
the Negative Conditions in Dependent, Conascent, 
Conjoined and Associated Chapters but with all 
materiality excluded. References will be made to this 
Text Chart which applies to Conjoined and Associated 
Chapters when materiality is excluded.
(b) At the Moment of Conception. As shown in 
Dependent Chapter, the 2 rootless rebirth consciou§-
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nesses and 10 mental factors are both conditioning and 
conditioned states. This is (h) of the Text Chart with 
kamma-produced matter excluded,

Not-predominance
(iii) Indeterminate-indeterminate.
(a) During Life. The conditioning and conditioned 
states are taken as shown in Dependent Chapter but 
with materiality excluded. This is 7(b) of the Text 
Chart without materiality.
(b) At the Moment o f Conception. This is 7(i) of 
the Text Chart without materiality.

Not-prenascence
(iii) Indeterminate-indeterminate.
(a) During Life. This is 7(c) of the Text Chart.
(b) At the Moment of Conception. This is 7(i) of 
the Text Chart without materiality.

Not-postnascence and Not-repetition
(iii) Indeterminate-indeterminate. They are the same 
as not-predominance condition above.

Not-kamma
(iii) Indeterminate-indeterminate.
(a) During Life. With functional mental aggre
gates as conditioning states and functional volition as 
conditioned state, the answer is 7(e) of the Text Chart.

As stated in the Text there is no answer for “at the 
moment of conception.”

Not-resultant
(iii) Indeterminate-indeterminate.
(a) During Life. With functional mental aggregates 
as both conditioning and conditioned states, the 
answer is 7(g) of the Text Chart without materiality.
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Here also, as stated in the Text  ̂ there is no answer 
for “at the moment of conception”.

Not-jhana 
(i) Indeterminate-indeterminate.
(a) During Life. With twice fivefold conscious
nesses as both conditioning and conditioned states, 
the answer is 7(f) of the Text Chart.

This condition occurs during life only and so there 
is no “at the moment of conception”.

Not-path
(i) Indeterminate-indeterminate.
(a) During Life.  ̂ The same as not-root condi-
(b) At the Moment of I tion, i.e. 7(a) and (h) of the

Conception. f  Text Chart without materia-
J lity.

Not-dissociation
(iii) Indeterminate-indeterminate.
(a) During Life. This is the same as not-prenascence 
condition, i.e. 7(c) of the Text Chart.

It was explained in Dependent Chapter why there 
is no answer for “at the moment of conception”. 
The Text also points this out and the Subcomrnentary^ 
(p. 218) explains why.

1. S a m s a t th a  v d re  p a c c a m y e  n a  v ip p a y u tte  p a tis a n d h i n a t t h i t i  
v u t t a m . id a m  v a tth u v ir a h itd y a  p a fis a n d h iy d  visum  a n u d d h a r a n -  
a to  v u t t a m , P a tic c a v d r d d ls u h i sa h a jd ta ss a  p a c c a y a  b h d v a d a s s a -  
n a tth a m  s a v a tth u k d  p a tis a n d h i u d d h a td . S d  id h d  p i  a d h i-  
p a t i ,  p u re jd td s e v a n e s u  n a - k a m m a , n a - v ip d k a , n a -jh d n a , n a -  
v ip p a y u tte s u  n a  la b h h a ti, A n n e s u  ca a n u lo m a to  p a c c a n iy a to  
ca la b b h a m d n a p a c c a y e s u  la b b h a t it i  im assa visesassa d a s sa -  
n a tth a m  u d d h a t d tl . (This is also given in the Enum era
tion  Chapter.)
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35 ENUMERATIONS FOR THE NEGATIVE
CONDITIONS IN 6 CHAPTERS
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Summary of Enumerations for Negative Conditions 
in the 6 Chapters

The enumerations from the conditioning and condi
tioned states of the positive conditions are also 
included here but, as they have been given already 
under those conditions, they will not be repeated 
here. The other conditioning and conditioned states 
in the 6 Chapters together with the enumerations 
are summarized below.

Conditioning States Conditioned States
Dp

&
Cn

Cd
&
Sp

Cj
&
As

1. 2 delusion - rooted 
cons, and heart-base

Delusion from 2 delu
sion-rooted cons. 1 3 1

2. 2 delusion - rooted 
cons., rootless men
tality, rootless great 
primaries and heart- 
base

Delusion from 2 delu
sion-rooted cons., 
rootless mentality, 
rootless mind-pro
duced matter, etc. 2 4 2

3. Mental states of the 
immaterial plane 
and of the five ag

Mental states of the 
immaterial plane and 
mind-produced matter 7 7 3

gregate planes
4, Faultless, faulty and 

functional mental
Faultless, faulty and 
functional volition 3 7 3

aggregates and 
heart-base

5. Mental states of the 
five-aggregate

Mind-produced mat
ter, etc. 5 5

planes
6. 2 delusion - rooted 

cons, of the imma
Delusion from 2 delu
sion-rooted cons. 1 1 1

terial plane
7. Faultless, faulty and 

indeterminate cons, 
of the immaterial

Faultless, faulty and 
indeterminate cons, of 
the immaterial plane 3 3 3

plane 
8. Great primaries External matter, etc. 1 1
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A knowledge of the conditioning and conditioned 
states and the enumerations is essential for the 
Enumeration Chapters. A more detailed Chart is 
provided later.

The Enumeration Chapters in Patthana will appear 
to be meaningless if it is not known how the enumera
tions, i.e. the numbers of answers, given there are 
obtained. That is why, before dealing with these 
Chapters, the method of determining the enumerations 
from the conditioning and conditioned states of the 
conditions in the respective Chapters are first 
explained. And if the method is understood, there 
will be no difficulty with the Enumeration Chapters.

(5) Enumeration Chapters
It was shown (1) how the enumerations are deter

mined for the single conditions, i.e. the conditions 
taken "By Ones”, from the conditioning and condi
tioned states of each condition and (2) how the classi
fied answers are obtained from these enumerations. 
The direct answers and the classified answers, that are 
obtained from determining the enumerations, form 
the Classification Chapter in the Text for the single 
conditions. Now the Enumeration Chapters will be 
considered. In these Chapters the enumerations are 
also given for the conditions taken together such as "By 
Twos,” "By Threes” and so on. Although the positive, 
negative, positive-negative and negative-positive condi
tions are dealt with separately in each of the 6 
Chapters, here all these conditions in the 6 Chapters 
are taken together for explanation. As in the case 
of the enumerations of the single conditions, the 
enumerations are determined from the conditioning 
and conditioned states that are involved. Some idea 
about these enumerations was given and the method
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was illustrated with examples in the Introduction to 
Conditional Relations.

L Conditions: Positive (ii) Enumeration Chapters 
By Ones or Single Enumeration

This Chapter gives the enumerations for “By Ones”, 
“By Twos” and so on up to “By Twenty-two”. The 
states for “By Ones” are the conditioning and condi
tioned states of the single conditions given in the 
CSEP6. It is from these states that the enumerations 
are determined in the ways already shown. The 
Text gives them as: “With root (there are) 9 (answers)” 
in Dependent and Conascent Chapters; “With root 
(there are) 17 (answers)” in Conditioned and Supported 
Chapters; “With root (there are) 3 (answers)” in 
Conjoined and Associated Chapters. Similarly for 
object condition and the rest.

The enumerations in the Text are those given in 
the CSEP6. As mentioned earlier, the 6 Chapters will 
be taken together as in that Chart.

By Twos
For “By Twos” each condition is taken as the 

reference and each of the other conditions is taken 
as the variant. For example, with root condition as 
reference, object and the other conditions are each 
taken as variant. Here the conditioning and condi
tioned states of the 2 conditions, the reference and 
the variant, as given in the CSEP6, are compared. 
And those which belong to or are common to both 
the reference and the variant are selected. These are 
the common states, i.e. the conditioning and condi
tioned states which are common to both the condi
tions. Then, from these common conditioning and 
conditioned states the enumerations and classification §
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are obtained. Since all the Classification and Enume
ration Chapters are derived from the conditioning and 
conditioned states of the CSEP6, a proper study should 
be made of that Chart.

With Root Condition and Object. When the condi
tioning and conditioned states of root and object 
conditions in the CSEP6 are compared— t̂aking the 
mental and material states separately— ît will be found 
that in the case of the mental states, those of root 
condition are common conditioning and conditioned 
states. As for the material states, heart-base is the 
common conditioning state. There are no material 
states as common conditioned states because object 
condition has none. Therefore, the common of these 
two conditions are:

Conditioning States. 71 rooted consciousnesses, 52 
mental factors, which are 4 mental aggregates during 
life and at the moment of conception, ana heart-base. 
Conditioned States. 71 rooted consciousnesses, 52 
mental factors excluding delusion from 2 delusion- 
rooted consciousnesses, which are 4 mental aggregates 
during life and at the moment of conception.

When the enumeration for these conditioning and 
conditioned states is determined by the method given 
for the single conditions above, it will be found that 
it is 3 in Dependent Chapter (and Conascent Chapter), 
7 in Conditioned Chapter (and Supported Chapter) 
and 3 in Conjoined Chapter (and Associated Chapter). 
In the Text these answers are given as: “With root 
condition and object (there are) 3, 7, 3 (answers) 
respectively for the 3 different Chapters. But this 
does not provide information about these answers.

For this purpose the direct answers must be given 
from the kinds of enumeration obtained and the 
classified answers from analyses of the conditioning
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and conditioned states concerned in each enumeratiott. 
Only then the Classification Chapter, not given in the 
Text, can be worked out so as to provide complete 
answers for "By Twos” with these 2 conditions. For 
example, the enumeration 3 in Dependent Chapter, as 
determined above, is (i) Faultless-faultless, (ii) Faulty- 
faulty and (iii) Indeterminate-indeterminate. For 
Faultless-faultless, the conditioning states are 21 fault
less consciousnesses and 38 mental factors which are 
4 mental aggregates taken partly and the conditioned 
states are 21 faultless consciousnesses and 38 mental 
factors which are 4 mental aggregates taken partly. 
Therefore, the complete answer for Faultless-faultless 
is:

"Dependent on faultless state, arises faultless state 
by root and object conditions. (This is the direct 
answer from the enumeration.)

Dependent on one faultless aggregate, arise three 
aggregates; dependent on three aggregates, arises one 
aggregate; dependent on two aggregates, arise two 
aggregates.” (This is the classified answer.)

It will be seen that the above classified answer for 
faultless-faultless when root and object conditions are 
taken together is the same for the single conditions 
given in the Classification Chapter of the Text. In 
the Enumeration Chapters the classified answers for 
the Classification Chapters, which are not given in 
the Text, are either the same as or parts of those for 
the single conditions. This is obvious because the 
common conditioning and conditioned states of 2 or 
more conditions can only be either those of one of the 
conditions or part of them. And since the classified 
answers for the sinlge conditions are given in the 
Classification Chapters, there is no difficulty in working 
out the Classification Chapters in the Enumeration 
Chapters. For it is mere selection of the appropriate
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classified answers from those in the Classification 
Chapters of the Text.

Here, in the Preliminaries, examples are given to 
show that such classified answers must always be 
provided in addition to the kinds of enumeration,
1.e. the direct answers, obtained in these Enumeration 
Chapters. So, when the Enumeration Chapters in 
the Text are studied, the Classification Chapters can 
be worked out, in the way shown here, to give com
plete answers. All the complete answers in the 
Enumeration Chapters cannot be provided because 
there will be no end to them.

It is shown above that the 4 mental aggregates, as 
both conditioning and conditioned states, are to be 
taken partly. This means that when the conditioning 
states, as parts of the 4 mental aggregates, are 3, 1 or
2, the conditioned states are respectively 1, 3 or 2. 
For this is how the Text gives these states. Moreover, 
this shows how the conditioning and conditioned states 
have to be differentiated when they are the 4 mental 
aggregates.

Also, complete answers for the remaining 2 answers, 
faulty-faulty and indeterminate-indeterminate, in 
Dependent Chapter, the 7 answers in Conditioned 
Chapter and the 3 answers in Conjoined Chapter have 
to be worked out. These will be dealt with later 
when the Enumeration Chapters of the Text are 
considered.

Root and Predominance Conditions, On examination 
of the conditioning and conditioned states of these 2 
conditions in the CSEP6, it will be found that those 
of predominance condition are common. Therefore, 
the common conditioning and conditioned states are 
those of predominance condition which has enumera-
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tion 9, 1% 3. So the Text gives this as: “(With root 
condition and) predominance (there are) 9, 17, 3 
(answers)”. And the direct and classified answers are 
the same as those for predominance condition in the 
Classification Chapter.

Root and Proximity ... Conditions. Proximity, con
tiguity, strong-dependence, association, absence and 
disappearance conditions are grouped together with 
object condition in the CSEP6 because their condi
tioning and conditioned states are the same. Hence 
the answers with root and each of these conditions 
are the same as with root and object conditions given 
above.

Root and Conascence Conditions. The common are 
the conditioning and conditioned states of root condi
tion. The Text gives this as: “(With root condition 
and) conascence (there are) 9, 17, 3 (answers)”. And 
the direct and classified answers here are those for 
root condition in the Classification Chapter.

In the same way find the commons of root and 
each of the other conditions as the variant from the 
examination of the conditioning and conditioned states 
in the CSEP6 and then determine the enumerations 
(i.e. the direct answers) and the classified answers.

By Threes
Here root and object conditions are the reference 

conditions and each of the other conditions such as 
predominance, is taken as the variant. So the re
ference states are the common conditioning and condi
tioned states of root and object conditions already 
found in “By Twos”—^where materiality is not a 
common conditioned state and the enumeration is 3, 
7, 3. These reference states and the conditioning and 
conditioned states of each of the variants are then
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compared to get the common of 3 conditions. For 
example, with predominance condition as the variant, 
the common are the mental states of this condition. 
The Text gives this as: "With root, object conditions 
and predominance (there are) 3, 7, 3 (answers)”.

By Fours  ̂ etc.
For “By Fours” the next condition, predominance, 

is included along with root and object conditions in 
"By Threes” above as another reference condition. 
The reference states of these 3 conditions—^which were 
already found in "By Threes” above, i.e. with root, 
object conditions and predominance, and the condi
tioning and conditioned states of each of the other 
conditions as variant are then compared to get the 
common of 4 conditions in each case. Of course, 
the enumerations and the answers have to be obtained 
from these common states.

The same thing is repeated each time with the 
inclusion of one condition after another in the usual 
serial order as another reference condition for "By 
Fives”, etc. Since the Enumeration Chapters will be 
dealt with when the Text is explained, here some idea 
about them is merely given with root condition taken 
as the reference condition.

2. Conditions: Negative (if) Enumeration Chapters 
By Ones or Single Enumerations.

Similar to the positive conditions, there are, for 
the negative conditions, (1) Enumerations "By Ones” 
or Single Enumerations and (2) Enumerations "By 
Twos”, "By Threes” and so on. As for the Single 
Enumerations, they were dealt with already making 
use of the conditioning and conditioned states pro
vided in the CSEN6. It is to this Chart that reference 
will have to be made.
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By Twos
As was done with the positive conditions, not-root 

condition is taken as the reference with not-object 
and the others as the variant. To find the common 
of not-root as reference and not-object as variant, 
the conditioning and conditioned states of not-root 
condition, as reference states, and those of not-object 
—all of which are given in the CSEN6—are compared. 
The common are the conditioning and conditioned 
states which belong to both these negative conditions. 
Although the method of determining the common was 
illustrated with these two conditions in the Introdu
ction (p. xxxvif) to Conditional Relations, i the com
plete Chart for all the conditions in the 6 Chapters- 
as provided here in the CSEN6-was not given. So, 
to show the use of this Chart for finding the commons 
of not-root and other conditions as the variant, 
examples are given below.
Not-root and Not-object Conditions, First of all 
examine the conditioning and conditioned states of 
not-root and not-object conditions. Since not-object 
has all the material states as conditioned states, those 
of not-root which are rootless mind-produced matter 
and so on are common conditioned states. As regards 
the mental states as conditioning states, of the 18 
rootless consciousnesses of not-root, twice fivefold 
consciousnesses are excluded in not-object and, there
fore, 8 rootless consciousnesses are the mental states 
which are common conditioning states. As for the 
material states as conditioning states it will be found 
that the great primaries of the matter of not-root 
condition are common. So the common of these 2 
conditions are:
Conditioning States, 8 rootless consciousnesses ex
clusive of twice fivefold consciousnesses and 12 mental

1. This is Vol. I in all cases.
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factors which are 4 mental aggregates during life and at the 
moment of conception; rootless mind-produced great 
primaries, rootless rebirth kamma-produced great 
primaries, external great primaries, nutriment-pro-duced 
great primaries, temperature-produced great primaries, 
non-percipient beings’ kamma-produced great primaries, 
during life kamma-produced great primaries.
Conditioned States. Rootless mind-produced matter, 
rootless rebirth kamma-produced matter, external matter, 
nutriment-produced matter, temperature-pro-duced matter, 
non-percipient beings’ kamma-produced matter, during life 
kamma-produced matter.

With these conditioning and conditioned states the 
enumeration can be 1 only, i.e. indeterminate-indeter
minate. This gives the direct answer. The classified 
answers are obtained from the appropriate ones in the 
Classification Chapter for not-root condition since these 
conditioning and conditioned states are part of not-root 
condition.
Not-root and Not-predominance Conditions. When the 
conditioning and conditioned states of these 2 conditions 
are compared, it will be found that those of not-root 
condition are the common states. The Text for this is: 
“(With not-root condition and) not-predominance (there 
are) 2, 4, 2 (answers)”. The direct and classified answers 
are those of not-root condition.
Not-root and Not-mutuality Conditions. Examine the 
conditioning and conditioned states of these 2 
conditions. Not-mutuality which has only materiality as 
conditioned states, has “mind-produced matter 
compared with mental aggregates” whereas not-root 
condition has “rootless mind-produced matter”. 
Therefore, the common is “rootless mind-produced 
matter compared with rootless mental aggregates”.
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Also, not-mutuality has "rebirth kamma produced 
matter except heart-base” and not-root has “ rootless 
rebirth kamma-produced matter”, Therefore, the 
common is "rootless rebirth kamma-produced matter 
except heart-base”. As regards the other material 
states, the common eonditioning states are those of 
not-root and the common conditioned states are 
rootless mind-produced and rooliess kamma-produGed 
derived matter and the rest of not-mutuality. The 
common mental states, as the conditioning states, 
are 8 rootless conseiousiiesses, the explanation for 
v/hich was given with not-root and not-objeet eondi- 
tions above. So the common of these 2 conditions 
are:
Conditioning States. The same as given above for 
"not-root and not-object conditions”.

Conditioned States. Rootless mind-produced matter 
compared with rootless mental aggregates, rootless 
rebirth kamma-produced matter except heart-base, 
rootless mind-produced derived matter, rootless re
birth kamma-produced derived matter, external derived 
matter ... during life kamma-produced derived matter 
which are compared with their great primaries.

Since the conditioned states are only materiality, 
there are no answers in Conjoined and Associated 
Chapters and the enumeration in each of the other 
4 Chapters is 1, i.e. indeterminate-indeterminate. The 
classified answers are given below to show how those 
of not-mutuality in the Text have to be modified.

"Dependent on indeterminate state, arises indeter
minate state by not-root and not-mutuality conditions,
(a) Dependent on rootless resultant indeterminate or 
functional indeterminate aggregates, arises rootless 
mind-produced matter;
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(b) At the moment of rootless conception, dependent 
on resultant indeterminate aggregates, arises kamma- 
produced matter (the aggregates and matter are root
less because it is rootless conception);
(c) Dependent on great primaries, arise mind-produced 
and kamma-produced derived matter;
(d) Dependent on external great primaries, arises 
derived matter, etc.
[(c) and (d) are the same as not-mutuality condition.]

In a similar way find the commons of not-root and 
each of the other negative conditions as variant for 
the rest of “By Twos” . The commons for “By 
Threes” up to “By Twenty” are also found in the 
way indicated with the positive conditions. They will 
be dealt with in detail when the Text is considered.

3. Conditions: Positive-Negative 
(Enumeration Chapters)

There are no' enumerations “By Ones” or Single 
Enumerations because the positive conditions as ref
erence conditions are taken together with each of the 
negative conditions as variant. So the enumerations 
start with “By Twos” to “By Twenty-threes”. Of the 
23 positive conditions, only 22 can be taken together 
as reference conditions because repetition and resul
tant conditions cannot be taken together. Explana
tions about these positive-negative conditions were 
given in the Introduction (p. xxxviif) to Conditional 
Relations. So they will be briefly dealt with here.

By Twos
Root and Not-object Conditions. Since the positive 
condition is the reference and the negative condition 
is the variant, the conditioning and conditioned states 
of the positive and negative Qonditipns given in the
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CSEP6 and CSEN6 respectively have to be compared. 
For the conditioning and conditioned states which are 
of root condition but not of object condition have to 
be found. These are the common of root and not- 
object conditions. This example was worked out in 
the Introduction to Conditional Relations. So other 
examples will be considered here.

Root and Not-predominance Conditions. First of all 
examine the conditioned states of these 2 conditions. 
Not-predominance has “When predominance condi
tion is obtained, predominant realities”. These pre
dominant realities which are those present at 52 pre
dominant impulsions are also present at 71 rooted 
consciousnesses, the conditioned states of root condi
tion. Therefore these predominant realities are com
mon conditioned states. Also, not-predominance has 
“When it is not obtained, 12 faulty consciousnesses 
and so on” . With regard to these 12 faulty conscious
nesses, root condition has them as conditioned states 
but delusion is excluded from the 2 delusion-rooted 
consciousnesses. So those of root condition are 
common conditioned states. Also, the rootless con
sciousnesses in not-predominance are not common as 
root condition has all rooted consciousnesses. There
fore, the 3 rootless functional consciousnesses and the 
15 rootless resultant consciousnesses of the 32 
mundane resultant consciousnesses are excluded. So 
only 17 rooted mundane resultant consciousnesses 
are common conditioned states. As for the material 
states, not-predominance has “non-predominant mind- 
produced matter” and root has “rooted mind-produced 
matter, etc.” as conditioned states. Therefore, the 
common material states are rooted non-predominant 
mind-produced matter and rooted rebirth kamma- 
produced matter. The common conditioning states 
can be found in a similar way. It is to be noted that 
delusion from each of the 2 delusion-rooted conscious
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nesses is common as it is not excluded from the condi
tioning states of these conditions. So the common of 
these 2 conditions are:
Conditioning States. When predominance condition is 
obtained, 52 predominant impulsions and 52 mental 
factors which are 4 mental aggregates; when it is not 
obtained, 12 faulty consciousnesses, 8 great faultless 
consciousnesses, 8 great functional consciousnesses, 17 
rooted mundane resultant consciousnesses and 52 mental 
factors which are 4 mental aggregates during life and at 
the moment of conception; rooted non-predominant 
mind-produced great primaries, rooted rebirth kamma- 
produced great primaries and heart-base.
Conditioned States. When predominance condition 
is obtained, predominant realities; when it is not 
obtained, 12 faulty consciousnesses excluding 
delusion from the 2 delusion-rooted consciousnesses, 
8 great faultless consciousnesses, 8 great functional 
consciousnesses, 17 rooted mundane resultant 
consciousnesses and 52 mental factors which are 4 
mental aggregates during life and at the moment of 
conception; rooted non-predominant mind-produced 
matter and rooted rebirth kamma-produced matter.

The enumeration for these conditioning and conditioned 
states is 9, 17, 3, the same as not-predominance condition. 
The classified answers are alse the same.
Root and Not-mutuality Conditions. As already 
explained, the conditioned states of not-mutuality 
must be rooted materiality so as to be common with 
root which has such materiality. Similarly, for the 
conditioning states take the rooted states of not- 
mutuality. So the common of these 2 conditions are:
Conditioning States. 61 rooted consciousnesses
exclusive of 4 immaterial resultant consciousnesses and
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Arahatta’s death-consciousness, and 52 mental factors 
which are 4 rooted mental aggregates during life and 
at the moment of conception; rooted mind-produced 
great primaries and rooted rebirth kamma-produced 
great primaries.
Conditioned States, Rooted mind-produced matter 
contpared with rooted mental aggregates; rooted 
rebirth kamma-produced matter except heart-base; 
rooted mind-produced and rooted rebirth kamma- 
produced derived matter compared with their great 
primaries.

The enumeration for these conditioning and condi
tioned states is 5, 5 which is the same as not-mutuality 
condition.

In a similar way find the commons of root and 
each of the other negative conditions for the rest of 
“By Twos”. The commons of “By Threes”, etc. 
also have to be found. They will be dealt witli in 
detail when the Text is considered. Here brief explan
ations are provided just to give some idea of the 
methods of determining the commons.

4. Conditions \ Negative-PbHHve 
{Enumeration Chapters)

The enumerations for “By Twos-’ up to “By Twenty^ 
ones” are given in Dependent and Conditioned 
Chapters and up to “By Tens”, at the most, in 
Conjoined Chapter where only those conditions which 
have mental states as conditioning and conditioned 
states must be taken. Here the negative condition is 
the reference and the positive condition is the variant. 
Therefore, for “By Twos” the enumerations are the 
same for the 2 conditions taken in positive-negative 
and negative-positive conditions because it is just an 
interchange of reference and variant. For example,
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the conditioning and conditioned states which are of 
root condition but not of object condition (i.e. positive- 
negative) are the same as those which are not of object 
condition but of root condition (i.e. negative-positive). 
That this is so can be seen from the Chart on “By 
Twos” for positive-negative and negative-positive 
conditions. “By Twos” was explained and the method 
illustrated with the example of not-root and object 
conditions in the Introduction (p. xlf) to Conditional 
Relations. Therefore, “By Threes” will be considered.

By threes
Not-root, Not-object and Conascence Conditions. Not- 
root and not-object are the reference conditions and 
conascence is the variant condition. Here the 
common conditioning and conditioned states of not- 
root and not-object conditions—^which were already 
found in “By Twos” of the negative conditions—are 
the reference states. These reference states and the 
conditioning and conditioned states of conascence 
condition are compared to find the common. Since 
conascence condition has all the mental and material 
states there is nothing else to do but to take the re
ference states as common. So the enumeration and 
classified answers are the same as those already found 
for not-root and not-object conditions in “By Twos” 
of the negative conditions. As this is too simple 
another example with mutuality as the variant condi
tion is given below.

Not-root, Not-object and Mutuality Conditions. Here 
also, the reference states are the same as above, i.e. 
the common conditioning and conditioned states of 
not-root and not-object conditions k These reference

1. Refer to these states given above in the negative conditions 
or to p. xxxvii in the Intr. to C.R.
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states and the conditioning and conditioned states of 
mutuality condition, given in the CSEP6, are compared 
to find the common. First of all examine the condi
tioned states. The reference states have rootless 
mind-produced matter, rootless rebirth kamma-pro
duced matter and so on. Mutuality does not have 
mind-produced matter. So rootless mind-produced 
matter is not common. But mutuality has heart-base 
as the only rebirth kamma-produced matter and so 
rootless heart-base is to be taken as common with that 
of the reference states. Hence, "heart-base compared 
with rootless rebirth mental aggregates” must be 
taken as common. As for the other material states, 
mutuality has their great primaries and, therefore, 
rootless mind-produced great primaries, rootless re
birth kamma-produced great primaries, external great 
primaries, etc. are common with those of the reference 
states. With regard to the conditioning states, only 
the 2 rootless rebirth consciousnesses of the rootless 
consciousnesses of the reference states are common 
because "heart-base compared to rootless rebirth 
mental aggregates” is a common conditioned state, 
the heart-base being that at the moment of concep
tion. Rootless mind-produced great primaries and 
so on of the reference states are common. So the 
common of 3 conditions are:

Conditioning States. 2 rootless rebirth conscious
nesses and 10 mental factors which are 4 mental aggre
gates at the moment of conception; rootless mind- 
produced great primaries, rootless rebirth kamma- 
produced great primaries, external great primaries ... 
during life kamma-produced great primaries.

Conditioned States. Heart-base compared with 
rootless rebirth mental aggregates; rootless mind- 
produced great primaries, rootless rebirth kamma- 
produced great primaries, external great primaries ...
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during life kamma-produced great primaries which are 
compared with those of the same kind mutually.

It will be seen from the above that the conditioning and 
conditioned states are all indeterminate states. So the 
enumeration for them is 1 which is indeterminate- 
indeterminate. This gives the direct answer for Dependent 
and Conditioned Chapters. Then the analytical states of 
these indeterminate conditioning and conditioned states are 
determined and selected to obtain the classified answers for 
the Classification Chapter as shown below.

Analytical States of Indeterminate-indeterminate

(a) At the Moment of Conception.
Conditioning States. 2 rootless rebirth consciousnesses 
and 10 mental factors which are 4 mental aggregates.
Conditioned State. Heart-base compared with rootless 
rebirth mental aggregates.
(b) Mere Materiality.
Conditioning States. Rootless mind-produced great 
primaries, rootless rebirth kamma-produced great 
primaries, external great primaries, etc.
Conditioned States. The same great primaries as above.

There is no difficulty here because it is just selection 
of the conditioning and conditioned states.

Classification Chapter

Dependent on indeterminate state, arises indeterminate 
state by not-root and not-object conditions but mutuality 
condition.
(a) At th moment of rootless conception, dependent on 
aggregates, arises (heart-)base [part of not-root condition in 
86(ii)(b)];
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(b) Dependent on one great primary, arise three great 
primaries... Dependent on two great primaries, arise 
two great primaries [58(iii)(c) of mutuality condition];
(c) Dependent on one external... nutriment-produced ... 
temperature-produced ... non-percipient beings’ 
kamma-produced great primary, arise three great 
primaries; dependent on three great primaries, arises 
one great primary; dependent on two great primaries, 
arise two great primaries [58(iii)(d)-(g) of mutuality 
condition].
So it is seen that the analysis of the common conditioning 
and conditioned states and the selection of the analytical 
states to obtain the classified answers are not difficult at 
all. For these conditioning and conditioned states form 
part of those of the single conditions concerned and for 
the latter the classified answers are given in the 
Classification Chapters of the Text. So it is just a matter 
of taking the appropriate elassified answers from the 
Classifieation Chapters eoneerned after the analytieal 
states are seleeted. As a matter of faet, only the 
Classifieation Chapters for the single eonditions i.e. 
Single enumerations, are given in the Text beeause those 
of the enumerations of the eonditions “By Twos”, ete. are 
parts of those Chapters. The answers for “By Fours”, ete. 
are similarly obtained.
Although the Enumeration Chapters give only the 
numbers of answers for eaeh set of questions, the 
eomplete answers, as in the Classifieation Chapters for 
the single eonditions, must be given in Patthana. 
Aetually, the Text should give all these complete 
answers as Classification Chapters but, of course, this 
is by no means feasible since there are so many of 
them. For the same reason, when the explanations of 
the Text are given, only the methods of determining
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the commons will be dealt with. For once the com
mon conditioning and conditioned states are obtained, 
it is a simple matter to determine the enumerations 
and the classified answers according to the procedure 
illustrated above.

Summary o f the Enumeration Chapters 
in the 6 Chapters

For the Enumeration Chapters “By Twos”, etc. of
(1) the positive conditions in the 6 Chapters refer to 
the CSEP6, (2) the negative conditions in the 6 
Chapters refer to the CSEN6, (3) the positive-negative 
and negative-positive conditions in the 6 Chapters refer 
to both the Charts. Then compare the conditioning 
and conditioned states to find the commons. It will 
be noted from the above that the common conditioning 
and conditioned states of 2 or more conditions to be 
taken as reference conditions in “By Threes”, “By 
Fours”, etc. were already obtained previously and these 
states are taken to find the commons with the condi
tioning and conditioning states of the variants. These 
are the common states required in the 6 Chapters. 
Next, determine the enumerations, faultless-faultless, 
etc. in each set of these common states and select 
the analytical states from them to obtain the classified 
answers for the enumerations.

VIII ANALYTICAL STATES FOR THE ANSWERS 

IN THE 6 CHAPTERS

The method of expounding the Classification 
Chapters of the positive and negative conditions in 
the 6 Chapters of the Text and that of determining 
the enumerations in the Enumeration Chapters have 
been given above. Now the analytical states involved 
for the answers in the Text—starting from p. 22 of
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Conditional Relations— ŵill be considered. Since the 
Commentary and Subcommentary do not give all 
the analytical states, the Paji scholar, who has to rely 
on them for understanding Patthana, fails to get a 
good grasp of it. Here the analytical states will not 
be dealt with according to the order in the Text because 
many of them are the same in many places. So, to 
be able to refer easily to the same analytical states 
which occur repeatedly in each of the general groups 
and are simply referred to, the order is taken according 
to these groups:

(1) Classification Chapters of the Positive Conditions 
in the 6 Chapters;
(2) Classification Chapters of the Negative Conditions 
in the 6 Chapters;
(3) Enumeration Chapters of the Positive Conditions 
in the 6 Chapters;
(4) Enumeration Chapters of the Negative Conditions 
in the first 4 Chapters;
(5) Enumeration Chapters of the Negative Conditions 
in the remaining 2 Chapters;
(6) Enumeration Chapters of the Positive-Negative
Conditions in the 6 Chapters;
(7) Enumeration Chapters of the Negative-Positive
Conditions in the first 4 Chapters;
(8) Enumeration Chapters of the Negative-Positive
Conditions in the remaining 2 Chapters.

This will help the reader to know the analytical 
states easily and they can be made use of in the appro
priate places when Conditional Relations is studied 
along with this Guide.
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In Patthana 3 kinds of analytical states have to be 
considered. They are those o f: (1) the conditioning states 
(paccaya dhamma), (2) the conditioned states 
(paccayuppanna dhamma) and (3) the conditioning forces 
(paccaya satti) such as root that are concerned. For root 
condition they are: Dependent on (1) faultless state 
(faultless state is the conditioning state), arises (2) 
faultless state (faultless state is the conditioned state) by
(3) root condition (root is the conditioning force). The 
inclusion of these 3 in this manner is the form of the 
direct answers.
Also, according to the Commentary^ when “Dependent 
on one faultless aggregate, arise three aggregates” and so 
on is expounded, one faultless aggregate is the 
conditioning state and three aggregates are the 
conditioning states. This is the form of the classified 
answers. But for the analyses of states only those in the 
direct answers are to be taken.
Conditioning Force . The Commentary  ̂ only mentions 
the conditioning forces but does not give their analytical 
states. Here they are provided because they are included 
in the Text as “by root condition” and so on. Actually, the 
analytical states of the conditioning forces are those of 
the conditioning states of the Analytical Exposition of 
Conditions and the Classification Chapter of the 
Investigation Chapter. Those of the latter must be 
understood because those given in the former are not 
complete.
1. Tattha ekanti vedanddisu catusu yam k in d  ekam. Tayo- 

khandhdti yo yo paccayabhdvena gahito, tarn tarn thapetvd 
avasesa tayo khandhd (p. 412).

2. Defined and explained in the Intr. to C.R. (pp. xii-xiii).
3. Kusala-hetund hetupaccayabhdvena sddhentena uppajjanti. 

(P. 412).
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I. FAULTLESS TRIPLET I. DEPENDENT CHAPTER 
(Kusalatika) (Paticcavara)

I. Conditions: Positive I. Classification Chapter 
(Paccayanuloma) (Vibhahgavara)

Positive Root (anuloma hetu) 9
Before going on to deal with the analytical states, 

some preliminary remarks on the Questions and 
Answers, as given in the Commentary, need to be 
mentioned. The Pali quotations in it are so numerous 
that they will not be provided. The Commentator 
states that in the Question Chapter there are 49 
questions for root condition and the rest. So there 
ought to be 49 answers. But there aren’t. Then why is 
it that all the 49 questions are asked? Shouldn’t there 
be only those questions that have answers? Yes, that 
is true. But if this system is adopted, there will have to 
be separate sets of questions for each of the triplets, 
couplets, couplet-triplet combinations, triplet-couplet 
combinations, triplet-triplet combinations and 
couplet-couplet combinations. Why? Because the 
questions that have answers in the Faultless Triplet 
have no answers in the Feeling Triplet and others. On 
the other hand, the Applied Thought and Rapture 
Triplets of the Triplet Patthana^ of the Positive-
1. The Subcomy. remarks that 49 answers are not obtained: “ 

Dhammanuloma paccanTye ca tikapatthdne vitakkattika- 
pTtittikdnam vissajjane sabbdpetd vissajjanam labhantiti ettha 
pTtittikaggahanam na kdtabbam. Nahi tattha ckuna pahndsa 
pucchd vissajjanam labhontiti (p. 205).

In Synod Text Vol. IV, p. 201 Rapture Triplet has 28 answers. 
If the elisions in the Triplet Patthana of the Negative Method 
Division are filled, it will be found that Feeling, Applied 
thought. Rapture, Limited Objects, Path Object, Past Object 
and Internal Object Triplets have 49 answers each (author).

(1) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTERS OF THE
POSITIVE CONDITIONS IN THE 6 CHAPTERS
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Negative Method Division have answers for all the 
49 questions. This is the reason for giving all the 
possible questions in Faultless Triplet. And by 
doing so the advantage is that those questions with 
no answers can be conveniently passed over and only 
those with answers taken (Com. p. 411). In the 
Faultless Triplet root condition has only 9 answers.

For the purpose of determining the analytical states 
the conditioning and conditioned states, i.e. the single 
enumerations, of the conditions were given. When 
these conascent states are classified into faultless, 
faulty and indeterminate and then analysed, the condi
tioning and conditioned states for the classified answers 
will be known. For root condition, which is under 
consideration, the single enumeration of this condition 
has to be examined. It will be seen that, of the 71 
rooted consciousnesses, there are 21 faultless con
sciousnesses and 38 mental factors as both conditioning 
and conditioned states. When these states are classi
fied under the aggregates, they are the 4 mental aggre
gates. As pointed out before, if all these 4 mental 
aggregates are the conditioning states, there are no 
conditioned states. Therefore, they have to be taken 
in parts. For example, if 1 aggregate is the condi
tioning state, the remaining 3 are the conditioned 
states. The Text shows that 1, 3 and 2 aggregates are

53. (i)̂  Faultless-faultless

Conditioning Stales Conditioned States

21 faultless cons., 38 m.f.which 
are 4 m.agg. taken partly2

e=(i.e. same as condition
ing states)

1. Items in Conditional Relations.
2. 1, 3, 2 for conditioning states and 3, 1 ,2  for conditioned 

states.
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parts of the 4 aggregates when it is stated that "Depen
dent on one faultless aggregate, arise three aggregates” 
and so on.
Conditioning Force. or roots, present at
every thought-moment of (each^ mentality of) 21 
faultless eonsciousnesses and 38 mental factors, are the 
forces of root condition when these roots are related to 
their associated aggregates.

From the above it will be seen how the conditioning 
force is selected. For when 2 or 3 faultless roots are 
related to the associated aggregates, i.e. 21 faultless 
cons., 38 m.f., v/hich are the conditioned states, it is 
found that root conditioning force is taken since it is 
the condition v/hich is under consideration. In the 
Analytical Exposition, where the exposition of the 
relation is neither too brief nor too detailed, the condi
tioning states are not classified as faultless, faulty and 
indeterminate but taken ordinarily as "the (six) roots” 
and the relation given as: "The roots are related to 
the states which are associated with roots” and so on. 
But in the Investigation Chapter where classifications 
of the conditioning and conditioned states are made 
as faultless-faultless and so on, the relation is given 
as: "Faultless roots are related to (their) associated 
aggregates” and so on. Here the faultless roots, the 
conditioning states of root condition in the Investi
gation Chapter, are taken as the conditioning forces. 
This is why it was stated that the conditioning forces 
selected must be those conditioning states of the 
conditions that are related to the conditioned states

1. Non-greed and non-hate, the 2 roots present at great fault
less cons, dissociated from knowledge.

2. Non-greed, non-hate and non-delusion, the 3 roots present 
at great faultless cons, associated with knowledge.

3. Thought-moment of one of the faultless states, i.e. 1 fault
less cons, and its associated m.f., which is one mentality. 
This is the way it has to be taken in all cases.
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concerned  ̂as given in the Investigation Chaptef. 
The conditioning forces are the same when the condi
tioned states are (a) mind-produced matter or (b) asso
ciated aggregates and mind-produced matter.
General Method, Analyse the conditioning and 
conditioned states in the single enumeration to obtain 
the conditioning and conditioned states for the 
answers. The conditioning forces are the actual 
conditioning states of the condition concerned as 
given in the Investigation Chapter.

53. (ii) Faultless-indeterminate

CS CdS
21 faultless cons., 38 
m.f. which are 4 m. agg. 
taken partly and whollyl 
in 5-agg. planes2

faultless3 mind-produccd matter

Conditioning Force, 2 or 3 roots, present at every 
thought-moment of (each mentality of)4 21 faultless 
cons, and 38 m.f., are the forces of root condition 
when these roots are related to faultless mind-produced 
matter in five-aggregate planes.

The Commentary,5 to show that mind-produced 
matter arises as the conditioned state, points out that: 
Owing to the characteristic of dependence and

1. When all the 4 faultless mental aggregates are related to 
faultless-mind-produced matter.

2. Since there is no materiality in the immaterial plane, when
ever materiality is the conditioned state, the mental aggre
gates must be those in the five-aggregate planes.

3. Matter produced by faultless mind.
4. This will not be mentioned again.
5. ^^Citta samutthdnam rupan'*̂  ti idam paticcatthassa sahajd- 

tatthattd yam kitsalena sahajdtamceva hetu paccayamca 
labhatu Tam dassetum vuttam (p. 412).
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^onasC6nce, mind-produced matter arises with the 
faultless and is of root condition. This is why it is 
so expounded.
53. (iii) Faultless-faultless,indeterminate

CS CdS
= 53 (i) in 5-agg. planes 21 fls cons., 38 m.f. which are 

4 m.agg. taken partly and fls 
mind-produced matter

CF  ̂ . 2 or roots, present at every thought-moment
of 21 fls cons, and 38 m.f., are the forces of root condi
tion when they are related to their associated aggre
gates and faultlessmind-prcdiiced matter in fî ve- 
aggregate pla,nes.
Partly and Wholly. If the Text mentions the number 
of mental aggregates as 1,3 and 2 it means that the 
4 mental aggregates are taken partly only. And 
whether these aggregates are conditioning or condi
tioned states and there is only materiality or only 
mental factors as well, these aggregates are taken 
partly when one of them is related to materiality, 
3 of them to materiality or 2 of them to materiality 
and they are also taken wholly when the 4 aggregates 
are related to materiality. This also applies to the 
mental factors.
53. (iv) Faulty-faulty

The 3 items for the faulty section are the same as 
those of the faultless. Here faulty is substituted for 
faultless. As shown in the single enumeration, 
delusion from the 2 delusion-rooted consciousnesses 
is excluded when the faulty states are the conditioned 
states. Although this delusion is excluded there is 
no reduction in the number of mental factors as there 
is still delusion present with greed- and hate-rooted

1. Conditioning Force abbreviated.
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consciousnesses. As this is the first occasion to deal 
with the faulty it is given in full.

CS CdS
12 fty cons., 27 m.f. 
which are 4 m.agg. 
taken partly

12 fty cons., 27 m.f. excluding 
delusion from 2 delusion-rooted 
cons, which are 4 m.agg. taken 
partly

CF, 11 or 22 roots, present at every thought- 
moment of 12 faulty cons, and 27 m.f., are the forces 
of root condition when they are related to their asso
ciated aggregates.

53. (v) Fault V-indeterminate
CS CdS

12 fty cons., 27 m.f. which are 
4 m.agg. taken partly and 
wholly in 5-agg. planes

Fty mind-produced 
matter

CF. 1 or 2 roots, present at every thought-moment 
of 12 fty cons, and 27 m.f., are the forces of root 
condition when they are related to fty mind-produced 
matter in five-aggregate planes.

53. (vl) Fa iilty fau lty  Jnde ter minate
CS CdS

=  53 (iv) in 5-agg.planes 12 fty cons., 27 m.f. excluding 
delusion from 2 delusion-rooted 
cons, which are 4 m.agg. taken 
partly and fty mind-produced 
matter

1. Delusion which is the only root present at each of the 2 
delusion-rooted consciousnesses.

2. Greed and delusion, the 2 roots present at 8 greed-rooted 
consciousnesses; hate and delusion, the 2 roots present 
at 2 hate-rooted consciousnesses.
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CF. 1 or 2 roots, present at every thought-moment 
of 12 fty cons, and 27 m.f., are the forces of root 
condition when they are related to their associated 
aggregates and faulty mind-produced matter in five- 
aggregate planes.

53. (vii) (a) Indeterminate-indetermwate 
During Life (pavatti)

CS CdS
21 rooted resultant cons., 17 
rooted functional cons., 38 
m.f. which arc 4 m.agg. taken 
partly

= (same as opposite) 
and resultant or func
tional mind-produced 
matter

CF. 2 or 3 roots, present at every thought-moment 
of 21 rooted resultant cons., 17 rooted functional 
cons., 38 m.f., are the forces of root condition when 
they are related to either their associated aggregates 
or to their associated aggregates and resultant or 
functional mind-produced matter.

Note. (1) Indeterminate aggregates, like faultless 
and faulty, should have 3 items of relations: (i) related 
to their associated aggregates, (ii) related to mind- 
produced matter and (iii) related to their associated 
aggregates and mind-produced matter, (i) applies to 
the 30 planes, non-percipient plane excepted, (ii) and
(iii) apply to the 26 five-aggregate planes as materiality 
is the conditioned state, (ii) is left out for the sake 
of brevity since it is included in (iii). And because 
both the conditioning and conditioned states in these 
3 relations are indeterminate, there is only one item 
instead of 3 as with the faultless and faulty.
(2) Relation (i) applies to the immaterial plane where 
all the 21 rooted resultant cons, and 17 rooted fun
ctional cons, are possible. But relations (ii) and (iii) 
do not apply to that plane but only to the 26 five-
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aggregate planes, i.e. the 4 immaterial resultants are 
excluded. Of course, since root condition is dealt 
with, rootless mentality is excluded.
Corny. Rootless mentality must be excluded 
because it is not root condition. Also, the immaterial 
resultants must be excluded because they do not 
produce matter^ (The Corny, prefers to take 17 
rooted resultant consciousnesses instead of 21).

Subcomy. On the other hand, the Subcomy. points 
out that the resultant and functional states should 
not always be taken according to the Corny, but only 
when mind-produccd matter is involved. In this case 
not only the immaterial resultants but also the other 
indeterminate states of the immaterial plane, namely: 
supramundane resultant indeterminate, mind-door 
advertence, great functional and immaterial functional 
indeterminate, are not to be taken. That is why in 
“Dependent on one resultant indeterminate or fun
ctional indeterminate aggregate, arise three aggre
gates” all rooted resultant or rooted functional states 
are taken whether they arise together with materiality 
or not. But only those indeterminate states which arise 
together with materiality are taken specifically when 
their conditioned states include mind-produce matter.^

1. V ip d k a b y a k a t a m  k i r i y d b y d k a t a t f  t i  e tth a  h e tu  p a c c a y d b h d v a to  
a h e tu k a m , ru p e n a  s a d d h im  a n u p p a ttito  d r u p p a  v ip d k a th c a  n a  
g a h e ta b b a m  (p. 412).

2. R u p e n a  s a d d h im  a n u p p a ttito  d r u p p a  v ip d k a n c a  n a  g a h e ta b b a n ti
Y U tta rh . T a m  p a n a  n a  sa b b a s rn im e ta s m im  va can e  g a h e ta b b a m , 
A t h a  k h o ^ ^ c itta s a m u tjh d n a m  ca r u p a n ’ ^ti e tth e v a . N a  k e v a la -  
m c a  d ru p p a  v ip d k o v a . A t h a  k h o  lo k u t t a r a v ip d k a  k i r i y d b y d k a t a -  
m  p i  d ru p p e  u p p a fja m d n a rit e tth a  n a  g a th e ta b b a m . ^ W ip d k d -  
b y d k a t a m  k ir iy d b y d k a ta r h  e k a n i k h a n d h a m  p a t ic c a  t a y o  
khdndhdb'^ti e tth a  p a n a  n a  k i n d  r u p e n a  v in d  s a h a  v d  u p p a jja -  
m d n a rii s a h e tu k a rh  v ip d k a k ir iy d b y d k a t a m  a g g a h ita th  n d m a  
a t t h i. T a t t h a  p a n a  y a m  r u p e n a  s a h a  u p p a jja ti. T a s s a  p a c c a 
y u p p a n n a  visesam  d a s s e tw h  ^ ^ c itta s a m iitth d n a m  c a  r u p a n ^ ’ t i  
v u tto m  (p. 205).
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53. (vii) (b) Indeterminate-indeterminate
A t the moment o f  conception (patisandhikkhane)

CS
17 rooted rebirth cons., 
35 m.f. which are 4 
m.agg. taken partly, 
partly and wholly and 
heart-base

Cds

and rebirth kamma-produced 
matter

CF. 2 or 3 roots, present at every thought-moment 
of 17 rooted rebirth cons., 35 m.f., are the forces of 
root condition when they are related either to their 
associated aggregates or to their associated aggregates 
and rebirth kamma-produced matter.
^Maken Partly^\^ This refers to the aggregates in 
“At the moment of conception, dependent on one 
resultant indeterminate aggregate, arise three aggre
gates and kamma-produced matter” and so on.
^^Partly and Wholly^  ̂ P This refers to the aggre
gates in “Dependent on aggregates, arises (heart-) 
base”. Here only the materiality, heart-base, is the 
conditioned state and when the number of aggregates 
1, 3 and 2 are related to heart-base this is “partly” 
and when the 4 aggregates are related to heart-base 
this is “wholly”. This also applies to “Dependent on 
(heart-)base, arise aggregates” when the aggregates 
are the conditioned states.
Corny P “Dependent on aggregates, arises (heart-) 
base; dependent on (heart-)base, arise aggregates”. 
The latter heart-base is given to show that the aggre-

1. This is to be understood in all such casts and will not be 
pointed out again.

2. K h a n d h e  p a tic c a  v a t t h u , va tth u rh  p a tic c a  k h a n d h d h i id a m  
k a ta ttd r u p a g g a h a n e n a  v a tth iim h i g a h ite  p i  v a tth u rh  p a tic c a  
k h a n d h d n a rh  u p p a tti d a s sa n a tth a rh  v u tta m  (p. 412).
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gates arise dependent on it. The former heart-base 
is included as conditioned state in rebirth kamma- 
produced matter and is taken separately to show 
that it arises dependent on the aggregates.

53. (vii) (c) Indeterminate-indeterminate 
Mere Materiality (suddha rupd)

CS Cds
(1) Appropriate rooted mind- 
produccd great primraies pro
duced by faultless, faulty, rooted 
resultant or rooted functional 
m. agg. excluding 4 immatejial 
resultant cons, and Arahatta’s 
death-cons. in 5-agg. planes;
(2) Appropriate rooted rebirth 
kamma-produced great prima
ries which arise together with 
13 rooted rebirth cons, 35 m.f. 
in 5-agg. planes

(1) Rootei mind-prod
uced matter, i.e. great 
primaries and derived 
matter;

(2) Rooted rebirth kam
ma-produced matter, 
i. e. great primaries 
and derived matter

CF. 1, 2 or 3 roots, present at every thought- 
moment of faultless, faulty, rooted resultant or rooted 
functional m.agg., are the forces of root condition 
when they are related to rooted mind-produced matter 
or rooted rebirth kamma-produced matter.
Note. (1) 1 and 2 are those roots given in faulty- 
faulty [53(iv)]; 2 and 3 roots are for all conscious
nesses dissociated from and associated with know
ledge respectively as given in faultless-faultless [53(i)]; 
2 roots are also for resultant and functional conscious
nesses dissociated from knowledge.
(2) If materiality is the conditioned state, the 4 
immaterial resultants, twice fivefold consciousnesses 
and Arahatta’s death-consciousness, which do not 
arise together with materiality, are to be excluded. 
But here twice fivefold consciousnesses are not included
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in root condition and so there is no need for their 
exclusion. As for the faultless and faulty, they are 
included as conditioning states because they arise 
together with materiality.

Corny P “Dependent on one great primary ...” 
and so on is expounded to show that indeterminate 
materiality arises dependent on indeterminate materia
lity. Then, after stating that the great primaries 
arise dependent on great primaries, to show that 
derived matter arises dependent on the great prin^aries 
it is expounded that “Dependent on great primaries? 
arise mind-produced and kamma-produced derived 
matter etc”.

Question^. If such be the case, only derived matter 
should be mentioned. Why, then, are mind-produced 
matter and kamma-produced matter expounded?

It is to show that they also arise dependent on great 
primaries. To make this clearer. It was shown above 
in the case of “resultant indeterminate and functional 
indeterminate” that “mind-produced matter and 
kamma-produced matter” arise. So it has to be 
understood that indeterminate materiahty arises depen
dent not only on the aggregates but also on the great 
primaries. Of these 2 kinds of produced matter, 
mind-produced matter arises only during life but

1. ^ H k a t h  m a h d b h u ta n ^ h i d d i r u p a b y d k a t a iii  p a tic c a  r u p d b y d -  
k a ta s s a  u p p a t t i  d a s s a n a tth a m  v u t t a m . E v a m  r u p d b y d k a t a m h i  
b h u te  p a tjc c a  b h u td n a m  u p p a ttim  v a tv d  id d n i b h u te  p a t ic c a  
u p d d d r u p d n a m  u p p a ttim  d a s se tu m  ^ ^m a hd b hu te  p a t ic c a  c it t a -  
s a m u tth d n a n ^ U i d d i v u tta m  (p. 412).

2. E v a h  sa n te  u p d d d r u p a  iti  e t t a k a n e v a  v a t t a b b a h . I t a r a d v a -  
y a m  k a s m d  v u tta n ti (p. 413)
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kamma-produced matter arises also at the moment 
of conception k

53. (viii) Faiil tl ess,Indetermina te-indetermina te

CS CdS
21 fls cons., 38 m.f. which are 
4 m.agg. and gr.pr. taken partly 
and wholly in 5-agg. planes

Mind-produced matter

CF. - 53(ii)
C om y\ Here, in fls,ind-iiid, the great primaries as
conditioning states are mind-produced great primaries. 
Mind-produced matter as conditioned state consists 
of mind-produced great primaries and derived matter. 
To explain further: “Dependent on one great pri
mary, arise three great primaries ...” shows that great 
primaries arise dependent not only on faultless aggre
gates but also on great primaries.

53. (ix) Faultyjndeterminate-indeterminate

CS CdS
12 fty cons., 27 m.f. which are 
4 m.agg. and great primaries 
taken partly and wholly in 5- 
agg. planes

Mind-produccd matter

1. Mahdbhutepi paticca uppatti dassanatthaih. Yam hi hetthd 
^^cittasamutthdnam ca rupam katattd ca rupanUi dassitam. 
Tam na kevalam khandhe yeva ca paticca uppajjati. Mahd- 
bate pi pana paticca uppcjjatiti dassanatthaniidam vuttanti 
vcditabham. Tattha cittasamuipidnam pavattc ycva, katattd- 
rupam pafisandhiyampi (p. 413)

2. ^^Kusale khandhe ca mahdbhute ca paticcd’hi ettha cittasa- 
mutthdndva mahdbhutd gahitd. ^^Cittasamutthdnarh riipan’’ 
ti ettha pana bhutarupampi updddrilpampi gohitam.  ̂ Ekarh 
mahdbhutam paticca tayo mahdbhutd^^ti ddindnayena hi bhu
tarupampi khandhe ca mahdbhute ca paticca uppajjati (p.413)
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Corny J Jn  this way 9 questions of root condi
tion have to be answered. Yes, there are only 9 
questions for root condition. The remaining 40 
questions have no answers and are irrelevant. There
fore, they are left unanswered. This also applies to 
the questions and answers for object condition and 
the rest.

Question. With fis,ind-ind and fty,ind-ind answers, 
faultless and great primaries, and faulty and great 
primaries are the conditioning states respectively and 
mind-produced matter is the conditioned state. Why 
aren’t resultant and functional taken likewise with 
great primaries as conditioning states and mind-pro
duced matter as conditioned state ? Aren’t they 
possible? Tliis is a matter for enquiry. The Corny, 
and Subcomy. are silent on this.

Answer. Yes, they are possible and could be so 
expounded. But resultant functional and great pri
maries as the conditioning states are indeterminate 
and mind-produced matter as the conditioned state is 
also indeterminate. Therefore, this is indeterminate- 
indeterminate. Since the above relations come under 
this answer, they are not expounded specifically in 
the Faultless Triplet. But it is found that in the 
answer (xi)(a)(on p. 364 of C.R.) for root condition 
in Depenaent Chapter of the Resultant Triplet: 
"Dependent on resultant aggregates and great pri
maries, arises mind-produced matter”, resultant and 
great primaries are taken together. Also, in the 
answer (viii)(on p. 430 of C.R.) for root condition

CF. =  53(v)

1. Evam hetu paccaye nava pucchd vissajjitd. Etdyeva hi ettha 
labbhanti. Sesd cattdlisd mogha pucchdti na vissajjitd. Imind 
updyena drammanapaccayddisu pi pucchd vissaiiandnam attho 
veditabbo (p. 413)
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in Dependent Chapter of the Clinging Triplet: 
“Dependent on aggregates not acquired by clinging 
and not favourable to clinging and great primaries, 
arises mind-produced matter” , functional and great 
primaries are taken together.

Object 3
In the Single Enumeration of object condition in 

this Chapter, all the conditioning and conditioned 
states are mentahty. There are no material states as 
conditioned states but heart-base is taken as condi
tioning state. The reason for this is that, at the 
moment of conception, it is conascent with rebirth 
mental aggregates in the five-aggregate planes which 
are conditioned states. Heart-base is not a condi
tioned state because it does not arise by object condi
tion or because materiality is never a conditioned 
state of this condition. Therefore, of the 9 questions 
applicable to root condition, those which include 
materiality are excluded. This leaves only 3 questions. 
This is pointed out in the Commentary.^

54. (i) Faultless-Faultless
CS & CdS=53(i), i.e. they are the same as 53(i) of 
root condition.
Note, Examine the Single Enumerations of these 
2 conditions. It will be seen that in both root and 
object conditions there are the same 21 faultless 
consciousnesses as conditioning and conditioned states. 
That is why they are said to be the same. This is to

1. Ararnmana-paccaye tuva rupassa drammana-paccaya-yasena 
anuppattito tdsu navasu rupamissakd pahdya tlssova pucchd 
vissajjitd. Teneva ca kdranena. ^^Vatthum paticca khan- 
dhd^hi vatvd ^^Klmndhe paticca vatthiimhi na vuttam. Na hi 
tarn drammaria-paccayena uppajjati (p. 413).
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be understood in all cases where they are said to be 
the same.

The conditioning forces are obtained from the 
conditioning states of object condition in the Analy
tical Exposition or Investigation Chapter. So the 
objects, the conditioning states, which are related to 
21 faultless consciousnesses, the conditioned states 
of object condition, have to be found. Both the brief 
and detailed methods have to be used. The objects 
taken by the above faultless states are: (1) in brief, 
the six kinds of objects exclusive of Arahatta Path- 
and Arahatta Fruition-consciousness, (2) in detail, 
those objects given in the Detailed Chart of Object 
Condition provided in the Explanation of the Analy
tical Exposition of the Conditions.

CF. Brief. 6 kinds of objects—^which are 87 cons,
exclusive of Arahatta Path- and Arahatta Fruition 
cons., 52 m.f., 28 matter, Nibbana, concepts—are the 
forces of object condition when they are related to 21 
fls cons., 38 m.f.

For the detailed method refer to the Detailed Chart 
of Object Condition. Select the conditioned states 
in the Chart that are faultless—the faulty, resultant 
and functional are not concerned here. Since the 
conditioning states of the faultless conditioned states 
are required, take those shown against them.

Detailed. (The item numbers in the Chart are
given).
(4) 6 kinds of objects— v̂/hich are 81 mundane cons., 
52 m.f., 28 matter and concepts—(are the forces of 
object condition when they) are related to 4 great 
fls cons, dissociated from knowledge.
(5) 6 kinds of objects—which are 87 cons, exclusive 
of Arahatta Path- and Arahatta Fruition-cons., 52
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28 matter, Nibbana and concepts—are related 
to 4 great fls cons, associated with knowledge. (All 
these 6 kinds of objects are the forces of object condi
tion when they are so related to the faultless).

The 2 examples given above serve to show how to 
find the rest from the Chart. These are items (7) to
(19) except (10), (22), (23), (26). In the cases of items 
(15) - (18) and (22) where 3 first fine-material Jhana 
and so on are found, take only one of them as fault
less first fine-material Jhana and so on. In short, 
substitute “faultless” for “3” in them. It would take 
up too much space to put them all down.

54. (ii) Faulty-faulty

CS CdS
12 fty cons., 27 m.f. which are 
4 m. agg. taken partly -

CF. Item (4) in Detailed Chart. 6 kinds of objects— 
which are 81 mundane cons., 52 m.f., 28 matter and 
concepts—are the forces of object condition when 
they are related to 12 fty cons., 27 m.f.

54. (iii) (a) Indeterminate-indeterminate {During Life)

CS CS
36 res cons.,20 func cons., 38m.f. 
which are 4 m.agg. taken partly -

Since the conditioning and conditioned states of 
object condition are all the mental states, all the fault
less, faulty, resultant and functional have to be taken.

CF. Brief. 6 kinds of objects—which are 89 cons., 
52 m.f., 28 matter, Nibbana and concepts—are the 
forces of object condition when they are related to 
36 resultant cons., 20 functional cons., 38 m.f.
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betailed. As shown for faultless-faultless, the 
Detailed Chart should be referred to for the condi
tioned states which are resultants and functionals. 
Then their conditioning states, as the forces, are read 
off. For example, present matter, which is present 
visible object-base is related to 2 eye-cons. ... tangible 
object-base is related to 2 body-cons. and so on. 
Read the items (1) to (26) except (5) in the Chart. 
All these 6 kinds of objects are the forces of object 
condition when they are related to the resultants and 
functionals.

54. (iii) (b) Indeterminate-indeterminate (Conception)

CS CdS
19 rebirth cons., 35 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg. 
taken partly and heart-
base

partly and whollyl

So long as one is not an Arahat there will be no 
end to existence. Therefore, for those who are not 
Arahats rebirth will certainly take place after death. 
And when rebirth consciousness arises, it will have 
to take kamma, sign of kamma or sign of destiny as 
object—that which was taken at death-consciousness 
—for consciousness cannot arise without an object.

CF. Brief. 6 kinds of objects—which are kamma, 
sign of kamma and sign of destiny—are the forces 
of object condition when they are related to 19 rebirth 
cons., 35 m.f.
Detailed^ See the Detailed Chart.
(3) 54 sensuous cons., 52 m.f., and 28 matter, which 
are present or past—taken by the dying impulsion in

1. Heart-base,as the conditioning state, is related to the condi
tioned aggregates, 1, 3, 2 (partly) and all the 4 (wholly),
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one of the 6 doors—are related to 10 sensuous rebirtt 
cons., 33 m.f.
(15) - (17) Kasina concept, etc. are related to 5 fine- 
material rebirth cons., 35 m.f,
(18) Space (akasa), left by discarding the other 9 
kasinas, is related to infinity of space rebirth cons., 
30 m.f.
(20) Faultless infinity of space which arises in internal 
continuity in past existence is related to resultant 
infinity of rebirth cons., 30 m.f.
(22) Nothingness of faultless infinity of space cons, 
is related to nothingness rebirth cons., 30 m.f.
(24) Faultless nothingness cons, which arises in the 
internal continuity in past existence is related to resul
tant neither-perception-nor-non-perception rebirth 
cons., 30 m.f.

These 6 kinds of objects—known as kamma, sign 
of kamma and sign of destiny—are the forces of object 
condition when they are related to the above 
condilioned states.

Predominance 9
In the Single Enumeration of predominance condi

tion there are 52 predominant impulsions. Of these 
there are 21 faultless impulsions which consist of:
8 great faultless consciousnesses, the sensuous impul
sions which are occasionally predominant, and the
9 lofty and 4 supramundane consciousnesses which 
are always predominant. Therefore, this differenti
ation must be made. “Occasionally” means predomi
nance functions at certain times whereas “always” 
means that it functions every time. From this it 
will be seen that those who desire to attain Jhana, 
Path or Fruition must strive with predominance 
functioning.
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55. (0 Fmlttessffaultless
CS CdS

When predominance 
condition is obtained, 
8 great fls cons, (occa
sionally), 9 lofty fls 
cons, and 4 Path cons, 
(always), 32 m.f, which 
are 4 m.agg. taken 
partly

8 great fls. (occasionally), 9 
lofty fls cons, and 4 Path 
cons.(always), 38 m.f.lexcluding 
the predominant realities which 
are 4 m.agg. taken partly

Analytical States o f  Object-predominance
Item CS CdS

1 Predominant 18 desira
ble produced matter; 
76 mundane cons, exc
lusive of 2 hate-rooted 
cons., 2 delusion-rooted 
cons, and bddily-pain 
cons., 47 m.f. exclusive 
of hate, envy, stingin
ess, worry and doubt

Predominating 8 greed- 
rooted cons., 22 m.f.

2 Predominant 17 mun
dane fls cons., 38 m.f.

Predominating 4 great 
fls cons, dissociated 
from knowledge, 32 
m.f. exclusive of know
ledge

3 Predominant 17 mun
dane fls cons., 3 lower 
Paths, 3 lower Fruiti
ons and Nibbana

Predom'nating 4 meat 
fls cons, associated 
with knowledge, 33 m.f.

4 Predominant Arahatta 
Path-, Arahatta Frui
tion-cons. and Nibbana

Predominating 4 great 
func cons associated 
with knowledge, 33 m.f.

5 Nibbana 8 supramundane cons., 
36 m.f.

1. Only that predominant reality which is the conditioning 
state is excluded in the conditioned states.
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In the Analytical Exposition and the Investigation 
Chapter 2 kinds of predominance, namely: object- 
predominance and conascence-predominance, are 
given. So the conditioning forces of each kind must 
be found. For the former, since the conditioned 
states are all mentality, their conditioning states, as 
the conditioning forces, are all mentality. And where 
the conditioned states consist only of materiality, 
this condition is not obtained as shown with fls-ind 
answer below. For the latter (conascence-predomi
nance) the conditioning forces arc found in the same 
way as root condition. For easy reference, the above 
chart for object-predominance is provided again.

CF o f  Object-predominance.
Brief. Predominant 20 fls cons, exclusive of 
Arahatta Path cons., 3 lower Fruition cons, and 
Nibbana are the forces of object-predominance condi
tion when they are related to 8 great fls cons, and 
4 Path cons., 38 m.f. (This is the combination of the 
CS and CdS of items 2, 3 and 5 of the above Chart 
as only the fls conditioned states are concerned.)

Detailed. Items of the above Chart are referred to.
2. Predominant 19 mundane cons, are related to predo
minating 4 great fls cons, dissociated from knowledge.
3. Predominant 17 mundane fls cons., 3 lower Paths, 
3 lower Fruitions and Nibbana are related to predo
minating 4 great fls cons, associated with knowledge.

5. Nibbana is related to 4 Path cons., 36 m.f.
These conditioning states are the forces of object- 

predominance when they are related to the faultless 
conditioned states.
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CF o f Conascence-predominance. When predomi
nance condition is obtained, one  ̂of the or 4 predo
minant realities, present at every thought-moment 
of 8 great fls cons, (occasionally), 9 lofty fls cons, 
and 4 Path cons, (always), 38 m.f., are the forces of 
conascence-predominance condition when they are 
related to their associated aggregates.

55. (ii) Faultless-indeterminate
CS CdS

=55 (i) but taken partly and 
wholly in 5-agg. planes

Predominant mind-pro
duced matter

CF of Conascence-predominance. =55(i) above when 
they are related to predominant mind-produced matter 
in five-aggregate planes. (Since only materiality is 
the conditioned state, the force of object-predominance 
condition is not obtained.)

55. (iii) Faultless-faultless, indeterminate

CS CdS

=55 (ii) but taken partly only 
in 5-agg. planes

Combination of 55 (i) 
& (ii)

CF o f Object-predominance. = 55 (i)
CF o f Conascence-predominance. = 55 (i) when they 
are related to their associated aggregates and predom
inant mind-produced matter.

1. 2 or 3 predominant realities cannot occur siniultaneously 
as with the roots, etc. “Only one ‘Dominant influence’ 
obtains at one time”. (Cpd. p. 176), No cekho ekato 
(Corny, p. 345).

2. Without investigating-wisdom predominance (yimansadhi- 
paP) in the cases of great fls and fiinc cpn§, (flssoclated from 
knowledge.
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55. (iv) Faulty-faulty (for conascence-predominance)

CS CdS
, When predominance condition 

is obtained, 8 greed-rooted 
cons., 2 hate-rooted cons., 26 
m.f. exclusive of doubt which 
are 4 m.agg. taken partly

=excluding predominat 
realities

CF of Object-predominance, Select the faulty condi
tioning states in item 1 of the Chart.
CF of Conascence-predominance. When predomi
nance condition is obtained, one of the 3r predomi
nant realities, present at every thought-moment of 8 
greed-rooted cons., 2 hate-rooted cons., 26 m.f. ex
clusive of doubt,are the forces of conascence-predom
inance condition when it is related to its associated 
aggregates.

55. (v) Faulty-indeterminate

CS CdS

=55 (iv) but taken partly and 
wholly in 5-agg. planes

Predominant mind- 
produced matter

CF o f Conascence-predominance. =55(iv) when they 
are related to predominant mind-produced matter in 
five-aggregate planes.

55. (vi) Faulty-faultyjndeterminate

CS CdS

=55 (iv) but taken partly in 5- 
agg. planes

Combination of 55 (iv) 
& (v)

I. Qnly 3 of the 4 predominant realities are taken because 
the other on3, investigating-wisdom, is never present with 
faulty states.
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CF o f Object-predominance. =55(iv)
CF o f Conascence-predominance. =55(iv) when 
they are related to their associated aggregates and 
Predominant mind-produced matter.
55. (vii) (a) Indeterminate-indeterminate {During Life)

CS Cds
When predominance condition 
is obtanied, 8 ^eat func eons, 
(occasionally), 9 lofty func cons, 
and 4 Fruition cons.l (always), 
36 m.f. which are 4 m.agg. 
taken partly

excluding predominent 
realities and including 
mind-produced matter

CF o f Object-predominance. Select the functional 
conditioning states in items 4 and 5 of the Chart.
CF o f Conascence-predominance. When predomin
ance condition is obtained, one of the 3 or 4 predo
minant realities, present at every thought-moment of 8 
great func cons, (occasionally), 9 lofty func cons, and 
4 Fruition cons, (always), 38 m.f., are the forces of 
conascence-predominance condition when they are re
lated to their associated aggregates or to their associat
ed aggregates and predominant mind-produced matter!
55.(vi\)(h)Indeterminatedndetermmate(MereMateriality)

CS CdS
When predominance condition 
is obtained, appropriate mind- 
produced gr. pr. produced by 
predominat fls, fty, res or func 
m.agg. in 5-agg. planes

Predominant mind-^pro- 
duced matter (i.e. gr.pr. 
and derived matter)

I. In predominance condition, supramundane resultant is 
intended for resultant indeterminate. Therefore, in this 
ind-ind, “at the moment of conception” is not possible 
Adhipati-paccaye “vipakabyakatan’ti lokuttara-meva sandha- 
ya vuttani. Tene-vettha “patisandhikkhane”ti na gahitaih 

p. 413).
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CF. When predominance condition is obtained, 
one of the 3 or 4 predominant realities, present at 
every thought-moment of predominant faultless, faulty, 
resultant or functional cons., 51 m.f. exclusive of 
doubt, are the forces of conascence-predominance 
condition when it is related to predominant mind- 
produced matter.
55. (viii) Faultless, indeterminate-indeterminate

CS CdS
When predominance condi
tion is obtained, 8 great 
fls cons, (occasionally), 9 
lofty fls cons, and 4 Path 
cons, (always), 38 m.f. which 
are 4 m.agg. taken partly 
and whoUy, and gr.pr. 
taken partly and wholly 
in 5-agg. planes

Predominant mind-pro
duced matter

CF o f Conascence-predominance.^55 (ii)

55. (ix) Faulty, indeterminate-indeterminate
CS CdS

When predominance condi
tion is obtained, 8 greed- 
rooted cons., 2 hate-rooted 
cons., 26 m.f. exclusive of 
doubt which are 4 m.agg. 
taken partly and wholly, 
and gr. pr. taken partly and 
wholly in 5-agg. planes

Predominant mind-pro
duced matter

CF o f Conascence-predominance. «55 (v)
Proximity 3, Contiguity 3

The Text states that “Proximity and contiguity 
conditions are the same as object condition.” This 
means that the conditioning and conditioned states
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of these conditions are the same. Such conditions 
have been taken together in the CSEP6.
Question. In the Analytical Exposition and the 
Investigation Chapter, proximity condition has 7 
answers, namely: (1) fls-fls, (2) fls-ind, (3) fty-fty,
(4) fty-ind, (5) ind-ind, (6) ind-fls. (7) ind-fty. ITien why 
are there only 3 answers in this Dependent Chapter?
Answer. In the 7 answers above when the condi
tioned states which are of the same class are taken 
together, i.e. (i) fls in (1) and (6), (u) fty in (3) and 
(7), (iii) ind in (2), (4) and (5), with the conascent 
conditioning states there are 3 answers, namely:
(i) fls-fls, (ii) fty-fty, (iii) ind-ind. Similarly, when 
the 9 answers of object condition are so grouped, 
there are 3 answers. This is always the case when 
the conditioned states of the conditions are all menia- 
lity. (It has to be remembered that in the 6 Chapters 
the conditioned states are given prominence and so, 
when these are all mentality, their conascent condi' 
tioning states must be of the same class. Therefore, 
only 3 answers are possible.

Although the conditioning and conditioned states of 
proximity and object conditions are the same, their 
conditioning forces are different and so they are given 
below. In the Analytical Exposition the conditioning 
forces are simply the conditioning states such as the 
faultless states which are related to the particular 
faultless states that are the conditioned states in each 
of the lelations given there. But here the conditioning 
forces have to be found by determining all the condi
tioning states in the Analytical Exposition that are 
related to the faultless conditioned states in the several 
relations. These can be found from the details in 
the Chart of the Analytical Exposition of the Condi
tions.
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CF. Brief. Determining cons, (for the five-door 
process), mind-door advertence (for the mind-door 
process) and preceding 17 faultless cons, excluding the 
last impulsions are the forces of proximity condition 
when they are related to subsequent '’I feultless cons.
Detailed. Refer to the Detailed Chart of Proxinrity 
Condition.

Determining cons, or mind-door advertence is relat
ed to ^eat fls first impulsion first impulsion is related 
to second impulsion and so on. Select the relations 
in items 11, 12, 19, 20 and 23,2 which have faultless 
as conditioned states, in ‘How to Read the Chart”. 
These are the forces of proximity condition when they 
are so related.

Faulty-faulty
CF. Brief As above substituting 12 faulty cons,
for the 17 faultless cons.
Detailed. Item 11 of ‘How to Read the Chart” 
taking the faulty states.

Determining eons, or mind-dQor advertence is related 
to 12̂  faulty first impulsions ; first impulsion is related 
to second impulsion ... sixth impulsion is related to 
seventh impulsion. These are the forces of poximity 
condition when they are so related.

Indeterminate-indeterminate {Dming Life)
CF. Brief. Preceding last impulsions of 12 fty
cons, and 17 mundane fls Gons.; 4 Path cons., 36 res

I. The 29 sensuous impulsions in item 11 of “How to Read 
the Chart” are 12 faulty, 1 Arahatta’s smile-^ons., 8 great 
faultless and 8 great functional. Take only the faultless, 
faulty, etc. that are concerned.

%  In this case take only those relations which have faultless 
as conditioning and conditioned states.

56. Faultless-faultless
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cons, excluding Arahatta^s death cons., 20 func cons. 
38 m,f. are the forces of proximity condition when 
they are related to subsequent 36 res cons, including 
Arahatta’s death cons., 20 func cons., 38 m.f.

Detailed. Select the relations which have indeter
minate as conditioned states in items 1 -37 of “How to 
Read the Chart. For example, item 1 is: Rebirth 
cons, is related to first life-continuum. The condi
tioning states are the forces of proximity condition 
when they are so related.

Indeterminate-inderminate (Conception)
CF. Brief. 19 death-cons., 35 m.f. are the forces of 
proximity condition when they are related to 19 
rebirth cons.

Detailed. Take items 38 - 44 of “How to Read 
the Chart” . These are the forces of proximity condi
tion when they are so related.

Conascence 9
57. (i) Faultless-faultless
CS & CdS. = 53(i) of root condition.
CF. 21 fls cons., 38 m.f., which are 4 m.agg. taken 
partly, are the forces of conascence condition when 
they are mutually related to one another.

57. (ii) Faultless-indeterminate
CS & CdS = 53(ii) of root condition
CF. (1) 21 fls cons., 38 m.f., which are 4 m.agg. 
taken partly and wholly in flve-ag^egate planes, are 
the forces of conascence condition when they are 
related to mind-produced matter,
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(2) 4 gfeat primaries^ are the forces of conascence 
condition when they are (a) mutually related to one 
another and (b) related to derived matter.

57. (iii) Faultless-faultlessjndeterminate
CS & CdS = 53(iii) of root condition.
CF. = 57(i) with faultless mind-produced matter in 
five-aggregate planes to be included at the end as in 
53(iii).
57. (iv) Faulty-faulty
CS & CdS = 54(ii) of object condition.
CF. 12 fty cons., 27 m.f., which are 4 m. agg. taken 
partly, are the forces of conascence condition when 
they are mutually related to one another.

57. (v) Faulty-indeterminate
CS & CdS = 53(v) of root condition.
CF. Substitute 12 fty cons., 27 m.f. for 21 fls cons., 
38 m.f. in 57(ii).
57. (vi) Faulty-faulty,indeterminate

CS CdS

12 fty cons., 27 m.f. which are 
4 m.agg. taken partly in 5-agg. 
planes

12 fty cons., 27 m.f. which are
4 m.agg. taken partly
and fty mind-produced matter

CF. (1) 12 fty cons., 27 m.f., which are 4 m.agg. 
taken partly, are the forces of conascence condition 
when they are mutually related to one another.

1. Ac<«>rding to the characteristic of conascence, whenever 
maienality is a conditioned state, the 4 great primaries— 
which are always the conditioning states have to be taken 
as conditioning forces.
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(2) 4 gr. pr. are the forces of conascence 
condition when they are (a) mutually related to one 
another and (b) related to derived matter.

57. (vii) (a) Indeterminate-indeterminate
(During Life)

CS CdS

36 res cons., 20 func cons., 38 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg. taken 
partly

S 3

and res or func mind-produced 
matter

CF. (1) 36 res cons., 20 func cons., 38 m.f., which 
are 4 m. agg. taken partly, are the forces of conascence 
condition when they are (a) mutually related to one 
another 1 or (b) mutually related to one another and 
to mind-produced matter.

(2) 4 gr.pr. are the forces of conascence 
condition when they are (a) mutually related to one 
another and (b) related to derived matter.

57. (vii) (b) Indeterminate-indeterminate
(Conception)

CS CdS
19 rebirth cons., 35 m.f. which 
are 4 m.agg. taken partly, 
partly and wholly, 
and heart-base

and rebirth kamma-produced 
matter

CF. (1) 19 rebirth cons., 35 m.f., which are 4 
m. agg. taken partly, are the forces of conascence 
condition when they are (a) mutually related to one

1. In four-aggregate planes.
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Another or (b) mutually related to one another and 
to rebirth kamma-pcduced matter.

(2) 4 gr. pr. are the forces of conascence 
condition when they are (a) mutually related to one 
another and (b) related to derived matter.

(3) 15 five-aggregate rebirth cons., 35 m.f., 
which are 4 m. agg., and heart-base are the forces of 
conascence condition when they are mutually related 
to one another.^
57. (vii) (c)-(g) Indeterminate-indeterminate

{Mere Materiality)

CS

1. Appropriate mind-produced 
gr.pr. produced by fls, fty, 
res or func m.agg. excluding 
4 immaterial res cons., twice 
fivefold cons, and Arahatta’s 
death-cons. in 5-agg. planes

2. Appropriate rebirth kamma- 
produced gr.pr. which arise 
toge her with 15 5-agg. re
birth cons., 35 m.f.

3. External gr.pr.
4. Nutriment-produced gr.pr.

5. Temperature - produced gr. 
pr.

6. Non-percipient beings* kam
ma-produced gr.pr.

7. During life kamma-produ
ced gr.pr.

CdS

Mind-produced gr.pr. and 
der.mat. (i.e derived mat
ter.)

Rebirth kamma-produced 
gr.pr. and der.mat.

External gr.pr. and der.mat.
Nutriment-produced gr.pr. 
and der.mat.
Temperature-produced gr. 
pr. and der.mat.
Non-percipient beings’ kam
ma-produced gr.pr. and 
der.mat.

During life kamma-produced 
gr.pr. and der.mat.

1. The Text gives this as: “Dependent on aggregates, arises 
(heart-jbase; dependent on (heart-)base, arise aggregates’*-
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CF. (1) Fls, fty, res or func cons, excluding 4 
immaterial res cons., twice fivefold cons, and 
Arahatta’s death-cons., 52 m.f., which are 4 m. agg. 
taken partly and wholly in 5-agg. planes, are the 
forces of conascence condition when they are related 
to mind-produced matter or rebirth kamma-produced 
matter.

(2) 4 gr. pr. are the forces of conascence condi
tion when they are (a) mutually related to one another 
and (b) related to derived matter.
Note. (1) External matter is temperature produced 
inanimate matter such as trees, mountains, earth, 
stones, etc.
Nutriment-produced matter is the nutritive essence 
produced by the 4 causes in one’s internal continuity 
such as the nutriment octad, etc.
Temperature-produced matter is the heat produced 
by the 4 causes in one’s internal continuity such as 
the temperature octad, etc.
During life kamma-produced matter is not classified 
separately in the Text because, as the Corny, says, 
it is included in non-percipient beings’ kamma-pro
duced matter with which it is similar.

(2) In the Analytical Exposition, the 4 great 
primaries are taken together to represent both the 
internal and external because it is a brief teaching. 
In this Chapter, which is a detailed teaching, ah the 
different kinds of great primaries are distinguished 
and taken as “one great primary” and so on.i

1. ^^Bdhirarh ekam rnahdbMtanPti anindriyabaddkesu pathavi- 
pdsdnddisu mahdbhutam sandhdya vuttam. Paccaya-vibhanga 
vdrasmimhhi^^cattdro mahdbhutdmmti ajjhattikamca bdhirarhca 
ekato katvd gahitam. Sankhepa-desand hi sd. Ayam pana 
vitthdra desand. Tasmd sabbarh vibhajitvd dassento ^̂ bdhi- 
ram ekam mahdbhutcm*mti ddimaha. ^^Asanna-sattdnarh ekam 
mahdbhutam paticcdmUi dvisantati samufthdna-bhuta-vasena 
vuttam (Corny, p. 414).
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57. (viii) Faultless, indeterminate-indeterminate 
CS & CdS = 53(viii) of root condition.
CF. 57(ii)
57. (ix) Faulty,indeterminate-indeterminate 
CS Sc CdS 53(ix) of root condition.
CF. 57(v)

Mutuality 3
58. (i) Faultless-faultless
CS, CdS Sc CF. = 57(i) of conascence condition.

58. (ii) Faulty-faulty
CS, CdS Sc CF = 57(iv) of conascence condition.

58. (iii) (a) Indeterminate-indeterminate {During Life)
CS 8c CdS = 54 (iii) (a) of object condition.
CF. 36 res cons., 20 funcc ons., 38 m.f., which
are 4 m.agg. taken partly, are the forces of mutuality 
condition when they are mutually related to one 
another.

58. (iii) (b) Indeterminate-indeterminate (Conception)
CS CdS

. 19 redirth. cons., 35 m.f. which 
are 4 m.agg. taken partly, 
partly and wholly, and heart- 
base

=

CF. (1) 19 rebirth cons., 35 m.f., which are 4 
m.agg. taken partly, are the forces of mutuality condi
tion when they are mutually related to one another.
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(2) 15 5-agg. rebirth cons., 35 m.f., which are 
4 m.agg. taken partly and wholly, are the forces of 
mutuality condition when they are mutually related 
both to one another and to heart-base.
Corny} In mutuality condition “dependent on 
aggregates, arises (heart-)base, dependent on (heart-) 
base, arise aggregates” is expounded to show that the 
4 mental aggregates, as a whole, and heart-base are 
mutually related.
Subcomy} But this is expounded not only in 
mutuality condition but also in root and the other 
conditions. Then what is there special about it here? 
The dependence on heart-base of the aggregates— 
given after the dependence on aggregates of the heart- 
base— îndicates that “dependent on one aggregate and 
(heart-)base, arise three aggregates” and so on have 
to be taken to show the dependence on the aggre
gates and heart-base. (See Mutuality Condition in 
Resultant Triplet, p.368 of C.R.)
58. (vii) (c)-(g) Indeterminate-indeterminate

{Mere Materiality)
CS. 57(vii) {c)-{g)^CdS (because mutuality ocndition 
has the same great primaries as CS 8c CdS). This 
means that all derived matter in CdS of 57(vii) (c)-(g) 
are excluded in mutuality condition.
CF. 4 gr. pr. are the forces of mutuality condition 
when they are mutually related to one another,

1. Ahhamahha paccaye Khandhe paficca vatthu, vutthum paficd 
khandhd'*Ui catunnampi khandhdnam ekato vutthund anna- 
mahha-paccayatarh dassetuni vuttam (p. A\A).

2. Na kevalam ca khandhdnam idheva. Hetupaccayddisupi ayam- 
eva nayo.Tattha sabbesam khandhdnam visum paficcattha-pha- 
ranatam dassetvd puna ^^vatthum paticca khandhd^’ti vatthu- 
ssapi dossitdya ^ êkath khandham ca vatthum ca paticca tayo 
khandhd’Ui ddind khandha-vatthunam ca dassitdyeva hoti ti 
datihcdfbd (p. 208).
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The Text states that "Dependence condition is the 
same as conascence condition”. The Commentary^ 
also mentions the fact that the nature of dependence 
is the same as that of conascence. Therefore, although 
eye-base. etc. are ^ven in dependence condition of the 
Analytical Exposition, the relations in these cases 
belong to prenascence condition and are not included 
here where only the relations which belong to 
conascence condition are taken. And the Subcom- 
mentary4 points out that visible object-base, etc. were 
not included in object condition (as they are not of 
conascence condition) and for the same reason eye- 
base, etc. are not included in this dependence condition.
C5, CdS & CF =  conascence condition (according to 
the Text).

In the above the conditioning forces are those of 
conascence condition. But since there are 2 kinds 
of dependence: conascence-dependence (the same as 
conascence) and prenascence-dependence, the forces 
of the latter, which are different from those of the 
former, have to be included. They are given below 
in the answers which have mental states as conditioned 
states.
59. (i) Faultless-faultless
CF. (a) Heart-base, which had arisen together 
with the preceding determining cons, or mind-door 
advertence, etc., is the force of prenascence-depen
dence condition when it is related to the subsequent 
21 fls cons., 38 m.f. in five-aggregate planes.

Dependence g

3. Nissaya-paccaye yasmd paficattho ndma sahajdtattho, tasmd- 
yd hetthd paccaya-vibhdngavdre cakkhdyatmddinam nissaya 
paccayatd dassitd,na ca gahitd.Cakkhdyatanddini hi purejdtdm
hutvd paccayd honti, idha sahajdtameva labbhati. Teneva 
vuttarh nissaya-paccayo sahajdta-paccaya sadiso^^ti (p. 414)

4. Nissaya-paccayabhdvena pana na cakkhdyatanddmi dram n a
if a paccayabhdvena rupdyatanddini viya na gahitdniti (p. 209)
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(b) III the dying pfocd§s the last heart-ba?6, 
which had arisen at the nascent phase of thp 17th 
thought-moment reckoned backwards from death- 
colls. in five-aggregate planes, is the force of prenas
cence-dependence condition when it is related to 3 
fls dying impulsions^

59* (iii) Faultless-faulilessjnclet^rmimt^
CF.-*59(i)(a) above.

59. (iv) Faulty-faulty
CF. (a) Substitute 12 fty cons., 27 m.f. for 21 fls 
cons., 38 m.f. in 59(i)(a) above.

(b) Substitute 5 fty for 5 fis in 59(i)(b) abovd.

5 9. (vi) Faulty-faulty fade termina te
CK=59. (iv)

59. (vii) {si) Indeterminate-indeterminate (During Life)
CF.=59 (1) Eye-base, which had arisen together with 
past life-continuum in the mental process of medium 
duration, is the force of prenascence-dependence 
condition when it is related to 2 eye-cons. Also for 
the other 4 bases and consciousnesses up to body- 
base and bodyrcons.

(2) Heart-base, which had arisen together 
with the f^eceding rebirth-cons., etc. in five-aggregate 
planes, is the force of prenascence-dependence condi
tion when it is related to the subsequent 22 res cons, 
exclusive of 4 immaterial res cons, and twice fivefold 
com ., 38 m.f.

(3) Having emerged from the attainment of 
Extinction, the ja*eceding heart-base, which had arisen 
about one thought-moment before, is the force of
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prenascence-dependence condition when it k  related 
to Anagami- or Arahatta-Fruition.

(4) In the dying process the last heart-base, 
which had arisen at the nascent phase of the 17th. 
thought-moment reckoned backwards from death- 
cons., is the force of prenascence-dependence condi
tion when it is related to 15 life-continuums, 2 adver
tences, 2 recipient cons., 3 investigating cons., deter
mining cons., 5 func dying impulsions, registering 
cons, and death-cons. in five-aggregate planes.

These conditioning forces lire the conditioning 
states in prenascence-dependence condition of the 
Analytical Exposition of the Conditions (see the 
C|tqrt).

Strong-dependence 3
The Text states that “Strong-dependence condition 

is the same as object condition”. This will be seen 
from the CSEP6 where the same conditions are taken 
together. Although this condition has 9 answers in 
the Analytical Exposition and Investigation Chapter, 
when the conditioned states wliieh are all faultless, 
faulty and indeterminate are taken together, there arfe 
3 answers as explained in proximity condition above.
Corny} Since materiality is not included in strong- 
dependence condition there can be only 3 answers 
and, therefore, it is said to be the same as object condi
tion. And although all the faultless, faulty and inde
terminate states of strong-dependence condition are 
not included in object-strong-dependence condition, 
those which belong to the latter are expounded.

1. Upanissaya-paccaye rupassa upanissaya-paccaydbhdvd tweva  
vlssqjjandni labbhanti. Tena vuttaih ^^drammapa-paccaya- 
sadisarC'tU Tattha kihcdpi na sabbe kusaldkusasldbydkaid 
drammatiupanissayam labhanti, ye pana labhanti, tesam 
yasenetam vuttanti veditabbam (p. 414).
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As Was shown in case of proximity condition, 
here also, though the conditioning and conditioned 
states of strong-dependence condition are the same as 
object condition, the conditioning forces are different. 
And since there are 3 kinds of strong-dependence 
condition/so there are 3 kinds of conditioning forces, 
namely: (a) object-strong-dependence, (b) proximity- 
strong-dependence and (c) natural strong-dependence. 
Those of (a) and (b) are respectively the same as 
those of object-predominance and proximity conditions 
given above. Therefore, only those of (q) are dealt 
with here.

60. (i) Faultless-faultless
CF. Strong 87 cons, exclusive of Arahatta Path-
and Fruition-cons., 52 m.f., 28 matter and concepts 
are the forces of natural strong-dependence condition 
when they are related to 21 fls cons., 38 m.f.

60. (ii) Faulty-faulty
CF. Strong 81 mundane cons., 52 m.f., 28 matter
and concepts are the forces of natural strong-depen
dence condition when they are related to 12 fty cons. 
27 m.f.

60. (iii) (d!) Indeterminate-indeterminate (During Life)
CF. Strong 89 cons., 52 m.f., 28 matter and con
cepts are the forces of natural strong-dependence
condition whefii they are related to 36 res cons., 20 
func cons., 38 m.f.

60. (iii) (b) Indeterminate-indeterminate (Conception)
CF. (a) Strong 81 cons., 52 m.f., 28 matter and 
concepts are the forces of natural strong-dependence 
Condition when they are related to 19 rebirth cons., 
35 m.f.
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(b) Volitions, present at \1  niiifldane fls cons, 
and 12 fty cons., are the forces of strong asynehronous 
kamma condition when they are related to 19 rebirth 
cons., 35 m.f.

Prenascence 3
In the Single,Enumeration of prenascence condition 

the 4 immaterial resultants are excluded and, there
fore, this condition occurs only during life in the five- 
aggregate planes. And except for these 4 immaterial 
resultants (iiideterminate), all the faultless, faulty and 
the rest of the indeterminate states are included in 
this condition (see the CSEP6).

61. (i) Faultless-faultless

CS GdS
21 fls cons., 38 m.f. which 
are 4 m. agg. taken paitly 
in 5-agg. planes

esa

CF.=59(i) (a) & (b) of prenascence-dependence.
61. (ii) Faulty-faulty
CS & CdS Substitute 12 fty cons., 27 m.f. for 21 fls 
cons., 38 m.f. above.
CF:=59 (iv) (a) & (b) of prenascence-dependence.
CornyP Of the 2 kinds of prenascence: (a) objecH
prenascence and (b) base-prenascence, (a) is not ex
pounded here but only (b) because the Text states

1. Arammapam pana niyamato purejdta-paccaya-bhdvam na labhati. 
Rupayatanddini hi cakkhuvihnapadmorit yeva purejdta-pacca- 
yatam sddenti. Mono xihhdnadhdtuya atidndgatdnipi dramma- 
rtdni honti yeva. Tasmd idha na gahitam. Khandhavasena 
hi ayam desand, na vihndpadhdtu vasena ^^Vipdkdbydkatanr 
ekam khandhanmmti desandya ca sabbapi vimdnddhdtuyo 
gahitd, na cakkhimhhdhddhdtuddayo evdti (p. 415).
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“Base by prenpcenee conditioff^ Why is not 
expounded ? Visible object aj^d. the rest of the 5 
sense objects (as present objects) p e  the conditipning 
states which are related to eye-consciousness element 
and the rest of the 5 consciousness elements by object- 
prenascence condition. Also, past and future objects 
are related to mind-consciousness element by ̂ .object- 
prenascence conditioii. But these relations are not 
always object-prenascence and, therefore, this kind of 
prenascence is not expounded. Moreover, the 
teaching here deals with the aggregates and not ‘with 
the consciousness elements for the Text states "Depen
dent on one resultant indeterminale aggregate 
Since such answers include- all the consciousness 
elemoits, the states concerned need not always be 
taken as eye-consciousness element and so on.

Subcomy} Why is it that in the cases of root 
condition and others the conditions are not mentioned 
(in the classified answers) but in the case of prenascence 
condition it is so mentioned as “base by prenascence 
condition” ?

Because it (the base as conditioning state) is always 
fixed. To expand. In the cases of root condition

1. Purejdta-paccaye yathd ahnattha-paccayam aniddisityd va 
desand katd, evam akatvd kasind ^^vatthum purejdta paccayd^^ 
ti vuttantn

Niyamasabbhdvd. Hetuddisu hi niyamo natthi. Na hi tehi 
uppajjamdndnam alobhddisu, kusalddfsu, rupddisuca ayameva 
paecayoti niyamo atthi, idha pana vatthu na vatthu-dhammesu 
purejdta paccayd uppajjamdndnam dhammdnam niyamato 
chabbidham vatthu purejdta-paccayo hotiti inunnattHam dasse- 
tum  ̂ idam vuttam,

Arammav^a-purejdtam p i hi vatthu^purejdte avijjamdne na 
labbhati, evam ca katvq patisandhi-vip^assa na purejdta^ 
paccaya eva uppatti vuitd, paccuppanndrammanassapi tassa 
purejdta paccayo na uddhato. .^^Nevavipdka-navipdkadhamma 

•dhammam paticca vipdko dhamma uppajjati purejdta paccayd^ 
ti etassapi aldbhato tdttha ^^purejdte Im V ii yuttanti, (p / 209)
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and others they (the conditioning states) are not 
always fixed. To explain. Although non-greed and 
so on, faultless states and so on, visible object and 
so on, are the conditioning states which are related to 
the conditioned states by root condition aii4 so on, 
it cannot be said that such conditioning states are 
fixed and are always rdated. But in this particular 
case prenascence condition, where eye-base and the 
rest of the 6 bases, and also visible object and so on 
of produced matter are the conditioning states which 
are related to the conditioned states by prenascence 
condition, the 6 bases are fixed conditioning states of 
this condition. In order to bring out this fact The 
Buddha expounded “base by prenascence condition”.

This is true. For object-prenascence condition is 
not obtained when base-prenascence condition is not 
obtained. In not-prenascence condition, resultant 
aggregates at the moment of conception in the five- 
aggregate planes are expounded (C.R. p. 44). So, 
although these resultant aggregates, which perform 
the function of rebirth, take present objects, they are 
not of prenascence condition. For if this were so, 
then, in Resultant Triplet there would be the relation:

“Dependent on state which is neither resultant nor 
producing resultant state, arises resultant state by 
prenascence condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on (heart-) 
base, arise resultant aggregates.”

But this is not expounded and that is why prenas
cence has 3 answers and not 4.
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61. (iii) IndeterminafeAndeterminate
(During Life)

CS CdS

32 res cons, exclusive of 4
immaterial res cons., 20 func
cons., 38 m.f. which are 4 ■■
m.agg. taken partly in 5-agg.
planes.

CF.^59 (vii) (a).

Postnascence
CornyP Why is it that postnascence condition is 
not expounded in the 6 Chapters?

Answer?  ̂  Because in postnascence condition the 
relation is not with the faultless and faulty as the 
conditioned states but with 4 cause^produced matter 
and that by way of support and not production (as is 
required). So there are no states which arise by 
postnascence condition and, therefore, there are no 
answers.
Another Explanation. The verb “arise” does not 
apply here. Because in postnascence condition the 
relation with matter does not take place at its nascent 
phase but only when it has reached its static phase. 
“Arise” means the coming into being of (1) the nascent, 
static and cessant phases in the case of the mental 
aggregates and (2) the nascent phase in the case of 
the material aggregate.

1. Chavdro pacchdjdta paccayo na vutto?
2. Pacchdjdto kusaldkusaldnam paccayo na hoti, abydkatassapi 

upatthambhakova na janako, tasmd ^^uppajjati pacchdjdta 
paccaydmmti evam vattdbbo ekadhammo pi natthi ti pacchdjdta- 
paccayavasena vissajjanam na katarh (p. 415).
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Repetition 3
62. (i) FauUlessfaultless

CS CdS 1

Second to seventh impulsions 
of 8 great fls cons.; 9 lofty 
fls cons., 4 Path cons., 38 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg. taken 
partly

CF. Brief. Preceding 17 mundane fls cons, 
excluding the last impulsions, 38 m.f. are the forces of 
repetition condition when they are related to sub
sequent 21 fls cons, excluding the first impulsions, 
38 m.f.

Detailed. First great fls impulsion is related to 
second great fls impulsion ••• sixth impulsion is related 
to seventh impulsion. This is item ‘ 12” from “How 
to Read the Chart” of the Detailed Chart of Proxi
mity Condition. Then read off items 19, 20 & 23.

62. (ii) Faulty-faulty
CS CdS

Second to seventh impul
sions of 12 fty cons., 27 m.f. 
which are 4 m.agg. taken 
partly

-

CF. Brief Preceding 12rfty cons, excluding the 
last impulsions, 27 m.f. are the forces of repetition 
condition when they are related to subsequent 12 fty 
cons, excluding the first impulsions, 27 m.f.
Detailed. First fty impulsion is related to second 
fty impulsion ... sixth impulsion is related to seventh 
impulsion.
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62. (iii) Indetermimte-indeterminate

CS

Second to sevi?nth impul
sions of Arahafta’s smile- 
cons., 8 great func cons., 9 
lofty func cons., 35 m.f. which 
are 4 rn.agg. taken partly

CdS

CF. Brief. Preceding 18 func impulsions excluding 
the last impulsions, 35 m.f. are the forces of repeti
tion condition when they are related to subsequent 18 
func impulsions excluding the first impulsions, 35 
m.f.

Detailed. First impulsion of Arahatta’s smile-cgns 
or 8 great func cons, is related to second impulsion 
... sixth impulsion is related to seventh impulsion; 
first pair of great func cons., which functions as change- 
of-lineage, is related to 4 lofty func cons, accompanied 
by pleasant feeling; third pair of great func cons., 
which functions as change-of lineage, is related to 5 
lofty func cons, accompanied by indifferent feeling; 
in the  ̂ process of attainment, preceding lofty func 
impulsions are related Jo  the same subsequent lofty 
func impulsions. (The appropriate ones from items 
12, 21, 22 and 23 of “How to Read the Chart” of the 
Detailed Chart of Proximity Condition are taken.)

CornyP All the functional states are not the 
conditioning states of repetition condition although 
it is stated as “functional indeterminate” (in the Text). 
Only the functional impulsions are to be taken. This 
must be understood.

1. Asevana paccaye kamarh sabhd kiriyd-dsevana-paCcayam 
na labhanti, labbha-mdnavasena pana *kirfydbydkatanhi 
vuttam.Tasmd javana-kiriydvettha gahitdti veditabbd (p.415).
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Kamma 9
In kamma condition only the CS & CdS of 

conascence-kamma condition have to be taken. The 
CF of conascence-kamma are of a similar nature to 
those of root condition. The difference is that, instead 
of 2 or 3 roots, volition is taken. This is why volition 
is excluded from the conditioned states. Only when 
resultants and kamma-produced matter are the condi
tioned states that the CFs of asynchronous kamma 
condition are taken.

63. (i) Faultless-faultless

CS CdS

21 fls cons., 38 m.f. which 
are 4; m.agg. taken paftly

21 fls cons., 37 m.f ex
cluding volition which are 
4 m.agg. taken partly

CF o f Conascence-kamma. Volition, present at 
every thought-moment of 21 fls cons., 38 m.f., is the 
force of conascence-kamma condition when it is related 
to its associated aggregates.

63. (ii) Faultless-indeterminate

CS & CdS =» 52>Qi) of root condition.
CF o f  Conascence-kamma. Volition, present at 
every thought-moment of 21 fls cons., 38 m.f., is the 
force of conascence-kamma condition when it is related 
to mind-produced matter in five-aggregate planes.

63. (iii) Faultless-faultlessJndeterminate
CS & CdS « 53(iii) of root condition but with this 
difference that volition is excluded from the condi
tioned states as in 63(i).
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CF o f  Conascence-kamma. Volition, present at 
every thought-moment of 21 fls cons., 38 m.f., is the 
force of conascence-kamma condition when it is related 
to its associated aggregates and mind-produced matter 
in five-aggregate planes.

63. (iv) Faulty-faulty
CS, CdS & CF = 63(i) with 12 fty cons., 27 m.f. for 
the fls

63. (v) Faulty-indeterminate
CS, CdS & CF= 63(ii) with 12 fty cons., 27 m.f. for 
the fls

63. (vi) Faulty-faulty,indeterminate
CS, CdS & CF = 63 (iii) with 12 fty cons., 27 m.f. 
for the fls

63. (vii) (a) Indeterminate-indeterminate
(During Life)

CS CdS
36 res cons., 20 func cons., 
38 m.f. which are 4 m.agg. 
taken partly

36 res cons., 20 func cons., 
381 m.f. excluding func
tional volition which are 
4 m.agg. taken partly 
and res or func mind- 
prcduced matter

CF o f Conascence-kamma. Volition, present at 
every thought-moment of 36 res or 20 func cons., 
38 m.f., is the force of conascence-kamma condition

1, Resultant volition is not excluded from resultant m.f. as 
it is a conditioned state of asynchronous kamma condition.
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when it is related to its associated aggregates or to 
its associated aggregates and mind-produced matto’.
CF o f  Asynchronous kamma. Brief. Volition, 
present at every thought-moment of past faultless or 
faulty, is the force of asynchronous kamma condition 
when it is related to 36 res cons., 38 m.f.

Detailed. (1) 12 faulty volitions are the forces of 
asynchronous kamma condition when they are related 
to 7 faulty-resultant cons.;

(2) 4 three-rooted higher class great 
faultless volitions are the forces of asynchronous 
kamma condition when they are related to 8 rootless 
faultless-resultant cons, or 8 great res cons.

The rest can be read off from the Asychronous Kam
ma Chart provided in the Explanation of the Analyti
cal Exposition. It will be seen from the ubove that 
all kamma-produced matter is excluded as it is not 
a conditioned state here.

63. (vii) (b) Indeterminate-indeterminate {Conception)

CS CdS
19 rebirth cons., 35 m.f. 
which are’4 m.agg. ta k ^  
partly, partly and wholly, 
and heart-base

19 rebirth cons., 35 m.f. 
which are 4 m.agg taken 
partly, partly and wholly, 
and rebirth kamma-pro
duced matter

CF o f  Conascence-kamma. Volition, present at 
every thought-moment of 19 rebirth cons., 35 m.f., 
is the force of conascence-kamma condition when it is 
related to its associated aggregates or to its associated 
aggregates and rebirth kamma-produced matter.
CF o f Asynchronous Kamma. Brief 11 faulty 
volitions exclusive of that present at restlessness-
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accompanied cons., 8 great faultless volitions, 5 fine- 
material faultless volitions and 4 immaterial faultless 
volitions are the forces of asynchronous kamma condi
tion when they are related to 19 rebirth cons., 35 m.f. 
and rebirth kamma-produced matter.

Detailed, See the Detailed. Asynchronous Kamma 
Chart in the Explanation of the Analytical Exposition.
(1) 11 faulty volitions exclusive of that at restlessness- 
accompanied cons, are the forces of asynchronous 
kamma condition when they are related to woeful 
rootless rebirth mentality and rebirth kamma-produced 
matter;
(2) There-rooted liigher class great faultless volitions 
... when they are related to sdnsuous three-rooted 
rebirth mentality and rebirth kamma-produced matter;
(3) Three-rooted lower class great faultless volitions 
or two-rooted higher class great faultless volitions 
...when they are related to two-rooted rebirth mental
ity and rebirth kamma-produced matter;
(4) Two-rooted lower class great faultless volitions 
... when they are related to happy rootless rebirth 
mentality and rebirth kamma-produced matter;
(5) Faultless first jhana volition ... when it is related 
to first jhana rebirth mentality and rebirth 
kamma-produced matter ... faultless fifth jhana voli
tion ...when it is related to fifth jhana rebirth mental
ity and rebirth kamma-produced matter;
(6) Faultless infinity of space volition ... when it is 
related to infinity of space rebirth mentality ... fault
less neither-perception-nor-non-perception volition ... 
when it is related to neither-pereeption-nor-non-per- 
ception rebirth mentality.
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63. (vii) (c), (d) tndeierminate-indeterminate
(Mere Materiality)

CS CdS

1. Appropriate mind-produ
ced gr.pr. produced by fls, 
fty, res or func m. agg.- 
excluding 4 immaterial res 
cons., twice fivefold cons. & 
Arahatta’s death-cons.in 5- 
agg. planes
2. Appropriate rebirth kam
ma-produced gr.pr. which 
arise together with 15 5-agg. 
rebirth cons., 35 m.f.
3. Non-percipient beings’ 
kamma-produced gr.pr.
4. During life kamma-pro
duced gr.pr.

Mind-produced
der.mat.

gr.pr. and

Rebirth kamma-produced gr. 
pr. and der.mat.

Non-percipient beings’ kamma- 
produced gr.pr. and der.mat.
During life kamma-produced 
gr.pr. and der.mat.

The above are the same as those given in conascence 
condition.

CF o f  Conascence-kamma. Volition, present at 
every thought-moment of fls, fty, res or func cons, 
exclusive of 4 immaterial res cons., twice fivefold cons, 
and Arahatta’s death-cons., 52 m.f., is the force of 
conascence-kamma condition when it is related to 
mind-produced or rebirth kamma-produced matter in 
the five-aggregate planes.

CF o f  Asynchronous Kamma. (a) Volition, present 
at every thought-moment of 11 fty cons, exclusive 
of restlessness-accompanied cons., 8 great fls cons., 
5 fine—material fls cons, is the force of asynchronous 
kamma condition when it is related to rebirth kamma- 
produced matter;
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(b) Volition, present at every thought-moment of 12 
fty cons., 8 great fls cons., 5 fine-material fls cons 
... when it is related to during life kamma-produced 
matter;
(c) Volition, present at every thought-moment of fls 
fifth fine-material jhana cons., is the force of 
asynchronous kamma condition when it is related 
to non-percipient beings’ kamma-produced ma ter.
63. (viii) Faultless,indeterminate-indetermmate
CS & C(/5«53(viii) of root condition
CF.«63(ii)
63. (ix) Faultydndeterminate-indeterminate 
CS Sc CdS=53(ix) of root condition.
CF =63 (v).
Corny} In kkmma condition it should be under
stood that the faultless, faulty and functional indeter
minate (the conditioned states) arise at one and the 
same instant (as the conditioning states), i.e. they are 
synchronous or coincide in time. On the other hand, 
resultant indeterminate (the conditioned states) arise 
at different instants (from the conditioning states), 
i.e. they are asynchronous. Similarly, rebirth kamma- 
produced great primaries and derived matter (the 
conditioned states) at the moment of eonception are 
asynchronous. In the other cases, mind-produced 
matter is synchronous; during life kamma-produced 
matter and, also, non-percipient beings’ kamma-

1. Katnma-paccaye"kusaldkusalesu ekakkhapiko kamma-paccayo 
veditabbo, tathci kiriydbyakate. Vipdkdbydkate pana ndnd- 
kkhapiko pi, tathd patisandhikkhane mahdbhutdnam. Citta- 
samutthdndnam pana ekakkhaniko. Katattdrupdnam ndnd- 
kkhaniko va, tathd asahnasattarupdnarh. Katdttdrupdm  
panettha jlvitindriyam. Sesam na ekantato kammasamutthd- 
nattd updddrupanti vuttcm. Evorh sante p i idha kammasa- 
mutthdnameva adhippetom (p. 415).
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produced matter are asyncliroiious. It is to be noted 
that oftly physical life-faculty of non-percipient beings’ 
kamma-produced matter is known ai kamma-produced 
matter and the others are not really so, That is why 
the others are expounded as derived matter. Here 
only kamma-produced matter is considered.

In short, what the Commentary points out is that 
in the conditioning forces given above, when resultant 
consciousness, rebirth kamma-produced matter, during 
life kamma-produced matter and non-percipient beings’ 
kamma-produced matter are the conditioned states 
they are asynclironous and that all the others are 
synchronous.

Resultant 1
64. (a) Indeterminate-indeterminate iDuring Life)

CS Cds

36 res cons., 38 m.f. which 
are 4 m.agg. taken partly

and resultant mind-pro
duced matter

CF. 36 res cons., 38 m.f., which are 4 m.agg. taken 
partly, are the forces of resultant condition when they 
are (a) mutually related to one another or (b) mutually 
related to one another and to mind-produced matter.

64. (b) Indeterminate-indeterminate (Conception)

CS CdS
19 rebirth cons., 35 m.f. 
which are 4 m.agg. taken 
partly, partly and wholly,
and heart-base and rebirth kamma-pro

duced matter
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CF. (1) 19 rebirth cons., 35 m.f., which are 4 
m.agg. taken partly, are the forces of resultant condi
tion when they are (a) mutually related to one another 
or (b) mutually related to one another and to rebirth 
kamma-produced matter.

(2) 15 rebirth cons., 35 m.f. (rebirth mentality 
in 5-agg. planes), which are 4 m..agg. taken partly 
and wholly, are the forces of resultant eondition v/hcn 
they are related to heart-base.
64. (c) Indeterminate-indeterminate

{Mere Materiality)
CS CdS

1. Appropriate mind-pro
duced gr.pr. produced by 
res m.agg. - excluding 4 
immaterial res cons., twice 
five-fold cons. & Arahat
ta’s death-cons.- in 5-agg. 
planes

2. Appropriate rebirth kam
ma-produced gr.pr. which 
arise together with 15 5- 
agg. rebirth cons., 35 m.f.

Res mind-produced gr.pr. 
and dcr.mat.

Rebirtli kamma-produced 
gr.pr. and der.mat.

CF. 22 res cons, exclusive of 4 immaterial res 
cons., twice fivefold cons, and Arahatta’s death-cons., 
35 m.f., which are 4 m.agg. taken partly and wholly, 
are the forces of resultant condition when they are 
related to mind-produced matter or rebirth kamma- 
produced matter. (This is conascence where only 
the resultants concerned are taken.)
Corny.  ̂ In resultant condition, faultless, faulty and 
functional are not involved and so the answer is for
1. Vipdka-paccaye kusaldkusalam kiriyam ca na labbhatiti aby- 

dkata-vaseneva vissajjanam katam. 'CittasamutthdnaW ti 
vipdka-cittasamutthdnameva. ^Katattdrupan' ti yathd-ldbha- 
vasena indriyaruparh, ca vatthu rupam ca. "Upddd rupan’ ti 
tadavasesam tasmim samaye vijjamdnakam updddruparhiyA\5)
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indeterminate states; mind-produced nlattef is that 
produced by resultant consciousness; kamma-produced 
matter is that produced- at the moment of conception 
and consists of physical life-faculty and heart-base; 
kamma-produced derived matter consists of the rest 
of the matter that arises with the above at the moment 
of conception.

Nutriment 9
Nutriment condition belongs to the Minor 

conascence group of conditions and, therefore, the 
conditioning and conditioned states are of the same 
nature as root condition. The conditioning forces of 
both mental and physical nutriments have to  be taken, 
those of the former in all the answers and of the latter 
only when materiality alone is the conditioned state' 
in the indeterminate-indeterminate answer with mere 
materiality. In the Text the answers are not given
in full but here they are expanded to show what the
elisions are.
65. (i) Faultless-faultless
CS & CdS = 53(i) of root condition.
CF. 3 mental nutriments, namely : contact, volition 
and consciousness, present at every thought-moment 
of 21 fls cons., 38 m.f., are the forces of mental nutri
ment condition when they are related to their 
associated aggregates.

65. (ii) Faultless-indeterminate
CS & CdS = 53(ii) of root condition.
CF. 65(i) when related to mind-produced matter 
in five-aggregate planes.

65. (iii) Faultless-faultless,indeterminate 
CS & Cds = 53(iii) of root condition.
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CF, « 65(i) when fetated to their associated ^ggfe- 
gates and mind-produced matter in five-aggregate 
planes,
65. (iv) - (vi) Faulty-faulty,^ etc.
CS, CdS Sc CF. Siibstititte 12 faulty cons., 27 
m.f. for the foultlcss states in 65 (i), (ii) and (iii) above;
65. (vii) (a) Indeterminate-indeterminate {During Life)
CS Sc CdS « 57(vii)(a) of conascence condition.
CF. 3 mental nutriments, namely: contact, volition
and consciousness, present at every thought-moment 
of 36 res cons,, 20 func cons., 38 m.f., are the forces 
of mental nutriment condition when they are related 
to their associated aggregates or to their associated 
aggregates and mind-produced matter.
65. (vii) (b) Indeterminate-indeterminate {Conception)
CS Sc CdS « 57(vii)(b) of conascence condition.
CF. 3 mental nutriments, namely: contact, volition
and consciousness, present at every thought-moment 
of 19 rebirth cons., 35 m.f., are the forces of mental 
nutriment condition when they are related to their 
associated aggregates or to their associated aggregates 
and rebirth kamma-produced matter.
65. (vii) (c)-(d) Indeterminate-indeterminate

{Mere Materiality)
CS Sc CdS « 57(vii)(c) of conascence condition but 
taking only items 1, 2 and 4, i.e. mind-produced, 
rebirth kamma-produced and nutriment-produced gr. 
pr. as conditioning states and the same gr.pr. and 
their der.mat. as conditioned states.
CF o f Mental Nutriment. 3 mental nutriments, 
namely: contact, volition and consciousness, present 
at every thought-moment of fls, fty, res or func cons, 
exclusive of immaterial res cons., twice fivefold cons.
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and Araliatta’s death-cons., 52 m.f., are the forces of 
mental nutriment condition when they are related to 
mind-produced matter or rebirth kamma-produced 
matter.
CF o f  Physical Nutriment, External, temperature 
produced nutritive essence is the force of. physical 
nutriment condition when it is related to nutriment- 
produced matter.
65. (viii) FaultlessJndetermmate-indeterminate 
CS 8c CdS = 53(viii) of root condition.
CF. = 65(h).
65. (ix) FaultyJndeterminate-indeterminate 
CS 8c CdS = 53(ix) of root condition.
CF. « 65(v).
Corny? In nutriment condition it is to be under
stood that all faultless aggregates, etc, and mind-prt)- 
duced matter arise because of mental nutriment. So 
also, rebirth kamma-produced great primaries arise 
at the moment of conception because of mental nutri
ment. Mind-produced matter, [of ind-ind during life, > 
i.e. 65(vii)(a)] is produced by life-continuum and 
other indeterminate consciousnesses. Nutriment-pro
duced matter is produced by nutritive essence. Mind- 
produced matter [the conditioned state of fls,ind-ind 
and fty,ind-ind, i.e. 65(viii) 8c (ix)], is produced by 
faultless and faulty consciousnesses.

Ahdrapaccaye sabhesampi kusalddh, m khandhdnarh citiasa- 
rmitthdna-i upassa ca ai updhdra-vasena uppatti veditabbd, ta thd . 
patisandhikkfume ifiahdhhuidnatn. ^^Ciitasarnutthdnanmmti hha- 
varhgddi cittasarnutthdnarh. Ahdrasainutthdnanmm ti kaballkd-
rdhdrasamutthdnarh, ^HittasamutthdmanmVti kusaldkusala-citta- 
samuithdnameva. Paccayavfpharlga-ydre dhdra patipdtiyd patha- 
main kabalikdro dharo dassito, idha pana kusalarh dhammanti 
pucchdvasena palharriarh arilpdhdrd dassitdti veditabbd. (P.415) '
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In the Analytical Exposition, nutriment condition 
begins with edible food and so physical nutriment is 
first given. But here it starts with faultless states, in 
accordance wifh the order of the questions, and so 
mental nutriment is first given.

Faculty 9
In this faculty condition, all the mental states are 

involved like nutriment condition together with 4 
kindsj^pf matter. So the conditioning and conditioned 
states are of the nature of conascence-nutriment. As for 
the conditioning forces there are (1) conascence-faculty 
which, for the faultless, are 8 mental faculties and, 
for the faulty, are 5 mental faculties; (2) base-prenas- 
cence-faculty for indeterminate-indeterminate (during 
life); (3) physical life-faculty for mere materiality.

The Text has many elisions and states, at the end, 
that "Faculty condition is the same as kamma condi
tion.” This simply indicates that the answers are the 
same. Where the conditioning and conditioned states 
are the same as conascence condition they are not 
given but only the conditioning forces.
66. (i) Faultless-faultless
CF. 8 mental faculties, namely: psychic life, con
sciousnesses, feeling, confidence, effort, mindfulness, 
one-pointedness and knowledge, present at every 
thought-moment of 21 fls cons., 38 m.f., are.the forces 
of conascence-faculty condition when they are related 
to their associated aggregates.
66. (ii) Faultless-indeterminate
CF. ==' 66(i) when related to mind-produced matter 
in five-aggregate planes.
66. (iii) Faultless-faultl ess fndeter minate
CF.=66(i) when related to their associated aggregates 
and mind-produced matter in five-aggregate planes.
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CF. = 66(i), (ii) and (iii) respectively taking only 5 
mental faculties: psychic life, consciousness, feeling, 
effort and one-pointedness (since confidence and the 
other 2 are not associated with faulty consciousnesses) 
present at every thought-moment of 12 fty cons., 27 
m.f.
66. (vii) (a) Indeterminate-indeterminate {During Life)
CS & CdS = 57(vii)(a) of conascence condilioh.
CF o f Conascence-facidty. 8 mental faculties...
present at every thought-moment of 36 res cons., 
20 func cons.,... 38 m.f.,...when they are related to 
their associated aggregates or to their associated ag
gregates and mind-produced matter.
CF o f  Prenascence-faculty. Eye-faculty of the 
medium duration mental process, which arises together 
with past life-continuum, is the force of prenascence- 
faculty condition when it is related to 2 eye-cons. 
•••body-faculty of the medium duration mental pro
cess, which arises together with past life-continuum, 
is the force of prenascence-faculty condition when it 
is related to 2 body-cons.
(66). (vii) (b) Indeterminate-indeterminate {Conception)
CS & CJ5==57(vii)(b) of conascence condition.
CF. 8 mental faculties, present at every thought- 
moment of 19 rebirth cons., 35 m.f., are the forces of 
conascence-faculty condition when they are related 
to their associated aggregates or to their associated 
aggregates and rebirth kamma-produced matter.
66. (vii) (c) Indeterminate-indeterminate

{Mere Materiality)
CS & CdS. As in conascence condition but taking 
only 4 kinds of matter, i.e. mind-produced, rebirth

66. (iv)-(vi) Faulty-faulty,  ̂ etc.
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kanfima-produced, non-percipient beings’ kamma- 
produced and during life kamma-produced great 
primaries as CS and their great primaries and derived 
matter excluding physical life-faculty from non-per
cipient beings’ kamma-produced derived matter and 
during life kamma-produced matter as CdS.

CF o f Conascence-faculty. Substitute 8 mental 
faculties for the 3 mental nutriments in nutriment 
condition.
CF o f  Physical TJfe-facuity. Physical life-faculty
is the force of physical life-faculty condition when 
it is related to each of the 9 groups of kamma-pro
duced matter excluding physical life-faculty from 
each group.
66. (viii) Faultless,indeterminate-irfdeterminate 
CS & CdS « 53(viii) of root condition.
CF.=66(ii).
66. (ix) Faultyfndeterminate-indeterminate
CS Sc CdS = 53(ix) of root condition.
CF.=66(v).

Comy.^ In the Analytical Exposition faculty con
dition begins with eye-faculty, etc. and so physical 
faculties are first givert. But here it starts with fault
less states, etc. in accordance with the order of the 
questions and so mental faculties are first given. Of 
these 2 kinds of faculties: physical and mental, the 
mental faculties concerned with the faultless, etc.
1. Indriya -paccaye paccaya-vibhahge indriyapatipdtiyd pathamarh 

cakkhmdriyddini dassitdm, idha pana kusalddipucchdvasena pat- 
hamam arupindriydnam paccayatd dassitd. Tattha kusalddisu 
yathd Idbhavasena arupindriyd gahetabbd. Asamasattdnam  
bhutariipesu p i Jlvitindriyanti (p. 416).
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have to be taken and for non-percipient beings’ 
materiality, physical life-faculty has to be taken.

Jhdna 9, Path 9
The Text states that these 2 conditions are the same 

as root condition. This means that the answers are 
the same as root condition. It will be found also 
that most of the conditioning and conditioned states 
are the same. As for the conditioning forces, instead 
of the roots in root condition, the 5 jhana factors 
and 8 path factors have to be taken. So pnly the 
conditioning forces will be given.

67. (i)-(iii) F aultless-faultlessetc,
CS & CdS o f Jhdna & Path. « 53(i), (ii), (iii), of 
root condition.

CF o f Jhdna 8c Path. For the 2 or 3 roots in 
root condition, substitute
(1) 5 jhana factors, namely: applied thought, sustained 
thought, rapture, feeling, one-pointedness, for jhana 
condition;
(2) 8 path factors, namely: knowledge, applied 
thought, 3 abstinences, effort, mindfulness, one- 
pointedness, for path condition.

67. (iv)-(vi) Faulty-faulty, etc,
CS Sc CdS o f Jhdna Sc Path, 57(iv), (v), (vi) of 
conascence condition.
CF o f Jhdna Sc Path. For the 1 or 2 roots in 
53(iv), (v), (vi) of root condition, substitute
(1) 5 jhana factors as above for jhana condition;
(2) 4 path factors, namely: applied thought, effort, 
one-pointedness, wrong view, for path condition.
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67. {Vu) {di) Jhdna Indeterminate-indeterminate
{During Life)

CS CdS

26 res cons, exclusive o f twice 
fivefold cons. 20 func. cons., and res or func mind-pro-
38 m.f. which are 4 m. agg. duced m atter,
taken partly.

CF. 5 jhana factors, present at every thought- 
moment of 26 cons., 20 func cons., 38 m.f., are 
the forces of jhana condition when they are related 
to their associated aggregates or to their associated 
aggregates and mind-produced matter.
67. (vii) (a) Path Indeterminate-indeterminate

{During Life)
CS & Ct/5'=53(vii)(a) of root condition.
CF. = 53(vii)(a) with 8 path factors in place of 2  

or 3 roots.
67. (vii) (b) Jhana Indeterminate-indeterminate

{Conception)
CS & CdS = 57(vii)(b) of conascence condition.
CF. = 5 jhana factors, present at every thought- 
moment of 19 rebirth cons., 35 m.f., are the forces 
of jhana condition when they are related to their 
associated aggregates or to their associated aggregates 
and rebirth kamma-produced matter.
67. (vii) (b) Path Indeterminate-indeterminate

{Conception)
CS & CdS = 53(vii)(b) of root condition.
CF. = 53(vii)(b) with 5 path factors, namely: know
ledge, applied thought, effort, mindfulness, one- 
pointedness (3 abstinendes and wrong view are not 
associated with rebirth cons.) in place of 2 or 3 roots.
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67. (vii) (c) Jhana Indeterminate-indeterminate
(Mere Materiality)

CS  & CdS As in conascence condition taking 
only mind-produced and rebirth kamma-produced 
matter.
CF. = 63(vii)(c) conascence-kamma of kamma condi
tion taking 5 jhana factors instead of volition,

67. (vii) (c) Path Indeterminate-indeterminate
(Mere Materiality)

CS 8c CdS = 53(vii)(c) of root condition.
CF. = 53(vii)(c) with 9 path factors instead of 1, 2 
or 3 roots,
67. (viii) Faultless,indeterminate-indeterminate
CS 8c CdS o f  Jhana 8c Path. = 53(viii) of root 
condition.
CF o f  Jhana Sc Path. For the 2 or 3 roots in
53 (ii) of root condition, substitute
(1) 5 jhana factors for jhana condition;
(2) 8 path factors for path condition.
67. (ix) Faulty,indeterminate-indeterminate
CS Sc CdS o f  Jhana Sc Path. = 53(ix) of root 
condition.
CF o f  Jhana Sc Path. For the 1 or 2 roots in
53(v) of root condition, substitute
(1) 5 jhana factors for jhana condition;
(2) 4 path factors (given above) for path condition.

Association 3
The Text states that this condition is the same as 

object condition. Here the answers as well as the
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conditioning and conditioned states are the same. 
The conditioning forces, however, are different as 
shown below.
68. (i), (ii) Faultless-faultless & Faulty-faulty
CF.=51 (i) & 57 (iv) of conascence condition.
68. (iii) (a) Indeterminate-indeterminate

{During Life)
CF, 36 res cons., 20 func cons., 38 m.f., which are 
4 m.agg. taken partly, are the forces of association 
condition when they are mutually related to one 
another.
68. (iii) (b) Indeterminate-indeterminate {Conception)
CF. 19 rebirth cons., 35 m.f., which are 4 m.agg. 
taken partly, ate the forces of association condition 
when they are mutually related to one another.

Dissociation 9
This condition, like prenascence condition, occurs 

only in the five-aggregate planes and so it has to be 
mentioned that all the conditioning and conditioned 
states occur only in these planes. As for the condi
tioning forces, although there are 3 kinds: (a) conas- 
cence-dissociation, (b) prenascence-dissociation and
(c) postnascence-condition, the latter is not included 
here and only the first two are taken. When the 
conditioned states: are (1) ail mentality, the force 
is that of prenascence-dissociation ( for in the single 
enumeration of prenascence-dissociation condition in 
the Investigation Chapter the conditioned states are 
all mentality); (2) all materiality, the force is that 
of conascence-dissociation; (3) both mentality and 
materiality, the forces are those of both. Since pre
nascence-dissociation occurs only during life, there 
is no ‘at the moment of conception’ for this condi
tion. So its conditioning force is not obtained.
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69. (i) Faultless-faultless

CS CdS

21 fls cons., 38 m.f. which are 
4 m.agg. taken  partly in 5- 
agg. p lanes.

C=3

CF o f  Prenasceuce-dissocfation=6l (i) of prenascence 
condition=59 (i) (a) and (b) of prenascence-dependence 
of dependence condition.

It will be seen that the CS, CdS & CF are the 
same as prenascence condition.
Corny} ‘Base by dissociation condition.’ As dissocia
tion condition occurs dependent on heart-base, so 
it is due to heart-base (that faultless aggregates in 
the five-aggregate planes) arise.

Since the conditioned states are all mentality, it 
shows that the faultless mentality and heart-base are 
of prenascence-dissociation condition.

69. (ii) Faultless-indeterminate
CS & CdS = 57(ii) of conascence condition=53 (ii) 
of root condition.
CF o f Conascence-dissociation=51 (ii) excluding the 
4 great primaries.

Corny} "Aggregates by dissociation condition.” 
As dissociation condition occurs dependent on the 
aggregates, so it is due to the aggregates (that mind- 
produced matter) arises.

1. Vippayutta-paccaye ''vatthiim vippayiitta-paccaya’^ti vatthum  
paticca vippayutta-paccayd, vatthund vippayutta-paccayatam- 
sadhentena uppajjantlti attho  (P. 416)

2. ^^Khandhe vippayutta- paccayd’’^ti khandhe paticca vippayutta- 
paccayd, khandhehi vippayutta-paccayatam sddhentehi uppajjafiti 
attho. (P. 416)
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Since the coiiditioiied state is mind-produced matter, 
it'shows that the faultless aggregates in the five-aggre
gate planes and this matter are of conascence-disso
ciation.
69. (iii) Faiiltless-faultless, indetermInate
CS Sc CV:/5=53(iii) of root condition.
CF of Conascence-dissociation. 21 fls cons., 38 
m.f., which are 4 m.agg. taken partly and wholly in 
five-aggregale planes, are the forces of conascence- 
dissociation condition when they are related to mind- 
produced matter.
CF o f Prenascence-dissociation. = 69 (i) above.

Of the conditioned states, which are faultless and 
indetei minate states, materiality (indeterminate) is 
taken for conascence-dissociation and mentality (fault
less) for prenascence-dissociation in accordance with 
the single enumeration of the Investigation Chapter.
ComyP “Base, aggregates by dissociation condi
tion.” As dissociation occurs when aggregates arise 
dependent on heart-base, so it is due to heart-base 
that they arise.
Comy.'^ “Aggregates, mind-produced matter by 
dissociation.” As dissociation condition occurs when 
mind-produced matter arises dependent on the aggre
gates, so it is due to the aggregates that this matter 
arises.

Here the conditioned states consist of both mentality 
and materiality. So heart-base with faultless aggre-

Khandhd xatthum vippayutta-paccaydmmti vatthum p aticca  
khm dhd vippayutta- paccayd, vatthum  vippayuttu- paccayatam  
sddhentena uppajjantUi attho. (P. 416)

2 *  ‘^Cittasamutthdnam rupam  khandhe vippayutta paccaydmmti 
kiiandhe paficca vippayutta-paccayd, cittasam utthdnam  rupath  
khandhehi vippayutta-paccayatam sddhentehi uppajjatiti attho, 
(P. 416)
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gates in the five-aggregate planes is prenascetlce- 
dissociation, and faultless aggregates in the five-aggre
gate planes and mind-produced matter is conascence- 
dissociation.

69. (iv), (v), (vi) Faulty-Faulty, etc.
Substitute faulty states for the faultless in 69(i),

(ii) & (iii).

69. (vii) (a) Indeterminate-indeterminate {During Life)

CS CdS

32 res cons, exclusive o f 4 
im m aterial res cons., 20 func 
cons., 38 m.f. which are 4 m. 
agg. taken partly in 5-agg. 
planes.

C=3

and res o r func m ind-pi o- 
duced m atter.

CF o f Conascence-dissociation, 22 res cons, 
(exclusive of 4 immaterial res cons., twice fivefold 
cons, and Arahatta’s death-cons.), 20 func cons., 38 
m.f., which are 4 m.agg. taken partly and wholly in 
five-aggregate planes are the forces of conascence- 
dissociation condition when they are related to mind- 
produced matter.
CF o f Prenascence-dissociation. =• 59(vii)(a) (1) & (2).

“Bases, aggregates by dissociation condition.” 6 
bases are to be taken for the bases and resultant aggre
gates in the five-aggregate planes for the aggregates.

“Aggregates, mind-produced matter by dissociation 
condition.” The aggregates are the resultant and 
functional aggregates in the five-aggregate planes and 
mind-produced matter is that produced by these 
aggregates.
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69. (vii) (b) Indeterminate-indeterminafe(Conception)
CS

155-agg. rebirth cons., 35 
m .f. which are 4 m. agg. 
taken  partly, partly  and  
wholly, and heart-base.

CdS

and rebirth kam m a-pro
duced m atter.

CF. (1) 155-agg. rebirth cons., 35 m.f., which are 
4 m.agg. taken partly and wholly, ‘are the forces of 
conascence-dissociation condition when they are re
lated to rebirth kamma-produced matter;
(2) 155-agg. rebirth cons., 35 m.f. and heart-base are 
the forces of conascence-dissociation condition when 
they are mutually related to one another.

“Base, aggregates by dissociation condition.” The 
base is heart-base and the aggregates are rebirth 
mental aggregates in the five-aggregate planes.

“Aggregates, kamma-produced matter by disso
ciation condition.” The aggregates are rebirth mental 
aggregates in the five-aggregate planes and kamma- 
produced matter is that produced by those aggregates.

“Base, aggregates by dissociation condition.” The 
base is heart-base and the aggregates are rebirth 
mental aggregates in the five-aggregate planes.

As pointed out, the relation at the moment of eon
ception is possible only in conascence-dissociation but 
not prenascence-dissociation. Such explanations 
could not be given in the Text translation where the
states concerned were included in brackets.
69. (vii) (c) Indeterminate-indeterminate

(Mere Materiality)
CS & CdS = 67(vii)(c) of jhana condition.
CF. Fls, fty, res or func cons, exclusive of 4 im
material res cons., twice fivefold cons, and Arahatta's 
death-cons., 52 m.f., which are 4 m.agg. in the five-
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aggregate planes, taken partly and wholly, are the 
forces of conascence-dissociation condition when they 
are related to mind-produced matter or rebirth kamma- 
produced matter.

Corny} In resultant indeterminate the term "base” 
includes eye-base and the rest of the 6 bases. "One 
great primary” and so on shows that the relation is 
with indeterminate materiality. "Mind-produced 
matter” is that produced by indeterminate, faultless 
and faulty consciousnesses.
69. (viii) Faultless,indeterminate-indetermiriate 
CS, CdS & CF=69(ii)
69. (ix) Faulty,indeterminate-indeterminate 
CS, CdS & CF=69(v)

Presence 9
The Text states that this condition is the same as 

conascence condition. The answers as well as the 
conditioning and conditioned states are air the same. 
But since there are 4 kinds of presence condition:
(a) cdnascence-presence, (b) prenascence-presence, (c) 
physical nutriment-presence and (d) physical life- 
faculty-presence, the conditioning forces are different. 
As these are already included in the previous condi
tions, references are made to them.
70. (i), (ii), (iii) Faultless-faultless, etc.
CF.=59(i), (ii), (iii) of dependence condition.
70. (iv), (v), (vi), Faulty-faulty, etc,
CF. == 59(iv), (v), (vi) of dependence condition.
1. V i p d k d h y d k a t e  jc e tth a  v a tth u g g a h a n e n a  c a k k h d d m i s a n g a h i-  

ta b b d m . ‘ ‘ E k a r h  m a h d b h u ta n ^ ^ ti d d i ru p d b y d k a ta s s e t p a c c a -  
y a b h d v a m  d a s se tu m  v u tta rh  (P. 416).
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70. (vii) (a) & (b) Indeterminate-indeterminate
CF. = 59(vii)(a) & (b) of dependence condition.
70. (vii) (c) Indeterminate-indeterminate

{Mere Materiality)
CF. o f  Physical Nutriment-presence. = 65(vii)(c) physi
cal nutriment of nutriment of condition.
CF. o f  Physical Life- faculty-presence=66(\n){c) phy
sical Iife-faculty of faculty condition.
70. (viii), (ix) Fls, ind-ind Sc Fty, ind-ind 
CF. = 57(viii) Sc (ix) of conascence condition.

Absence 3, Disappearance 3
71. The Text states that these 2 conditions are the 
same as object condition. The answers as well as the 
conditioning and conditioned states are all the same. 
The conditioning forces are the same as proximity 
condition.

Non-disappearance 9
72. The Text states that this condition is the same 
as conascence condition. The answers as well as the 
conditioning and conditioned states are all the same. 
CF. = presence condition.

End of Dependent Chapter.

I. FA U LTLESS T R IP L E T  II . C O N A SC E N T  C H A PT E R
{Sahajdta vara)

1 Conditions: positive (/) Classification Chapter

Although an Enumeration Chapter comes after the 
Classification Chapter in Dependent Chapter in the 
Text, it was mentioned at the beginning that all the
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Classification Chapters of the positive conditions in 
the 6 Chapters are grouped together for explanations 
so as to enable the reader to make easy references 
to those that are the same in the different Chapters. 
So the Classification Chapter in Conascent Chapter 
now follows.

Root 9
234, 235, 236, 237. Fls-fls, etc.

The Text gives root condition in full and then 
instructs that the rest be expanded in the same way 
as Dependent Chapter.

Root condition has the same 9 answers as in Depen
dent Chapter. Also, the other conditions from object 
to non-disappearance are the same as Dependent 
Chapter. The reasons for repeating the same things 
in Conascent Chapter were already given.

End of Conascent Chapter.

FA U LTLESS T R IP L E T  III . C O N D IT IO N E D  C H A PT E R .
{Paccaya vara)

j . Conditions: Positive (i) Classification Chapter
It was already pointed out that dependence condi

tion is considered in Conditioned Chapter. Of the 2 
kinds of dependence condition: (a) conascence-depen
dence and (b) prenascence-dependence, (a) is exactly 
the same as Dependent Chapter and so only (b) will 
be dealt with wherever it occurs.

Root 17
243, 244, 245(vii) (a) & (b) Fls-fls, etc.

All are the same as root condition in Dependent 
Chapter.
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245. (vii)(d) Indeterminate-irideternmate {Base)
CS

1. H eart-base which had ari
sen together with the preced
ing rebirth cons., etc.

2. Having emerged from the 
a ttainm ent o f Extinction, 
preceding heart-base which 
had arisen about one th ough t 
m om ent before Anagami- or 
A rahatta-Fru ition .

3. In  the dying process, the 
last heart-base which had ari
sen at the nascent phase of 
the 17 th. thought-m om ent 
reckoned backwards from  
death-cons.

CdS

17 rooted res cons, exclusive 
o f 4 im m aterial res cons., 
17 rooted func cons., 38 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg, 
taken partly and wholly in 
5-agg. planes.

CF. 2 or 3 roots, present at every thought-moment 
of 17 rooted res cons., 17 rooted func cons., 38 m.f., 
are the forces of root condition when they are related 
to their associated aggregates in the live-aggregate 
planes.
Note. (1) As shown in Dependent Chapter, the 
conditioning forces are the conditioning states which 
are related to the conditioned states, the associated 
aggregates, according to the nature of root condition. 
That is why the roots are the conditioning forces. 
Also, for the other conditions, the conditioning forces 
are the conditioning states related to the conditioned 
states according to the nature of the condition.
(2) The conditioned states of prenascence-dependence 
condition are mentality only and, therefore, the condi
tioning forces are always related to the associated 
aggregates. And where they are the same as Depen
dent Chapter, only references to that Chapter will be 
made. The only differences are that, being prenas
cence-dependence, the 4 immaterial resultants are
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excluded and the states occur only in the five-aggre
gate planes.
245. (viii) Inde termina te-Faultless

CS CdS

(1) H eart-base which had ari
sen together with preceding 
deter-m ining or m ind-door 
advertence cons., etc.
(2) In  the dying process, the 
last heart-base which had 
arisen at the nascent phase o f 
the 17th. thought-m om ent 
reckoned back-wards from  
death-cons.

21 fls cons., 38 m.f. which 
are 4 m.agg. taken partly  
and wholly in 5-agg. 
planes

CF.«53(i) in 5-agg. planes.
245. (ix) Indeterminate-Faulty
1 CS CdS

= 245(viii) (1) & (2)

12 fty cons., 27 m.f. ex
cluding delusion from  2 
delusion - rooted cons, 
which are 4 m.agg. taken 
partly and wholly in 5-agg. 
planes

CF. = 53(vi) in 5-agg. planes.

245. (x) Indeterminate-Faultless, indeterminate
CS CdS

(1)1 = 245 (viii) (1) & (2)
(2)2 G reat prim aries

= 245(viii) 3 
M ind-produced m atter

1. (1) with 245 (viii) is prenascence-dependence.
2. (2) with m ind-produced m atter is conascence-dependence* 

Here the 2 kinds o f dependence condition are mixed.
3. These are the conditioned states o f 245 (viii).
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CF.«53(ii) in 5-agg. plane.
245. (xi) Indeterminate-Faulty,indeterminate

CS CdS

(1) 245(viii)(l) & (2)
(2) G reat prim aries

= 245(ix)
M ind-produced m atter

CF. =-53(vi) in 5-agg. planes.
245. (xii) Faultless,indeterminate-faultless^

CS CdS

(1) 21 fls cons., 38 m.f. 
which are 4 m.agg. taken 
partly in 5-agg. planes
(2) = 245(viii)(l) & (2)

21 fls cons., 38 m.f. which 
are 4 m.agg. taken partly

CF.=53(i) in 5-agg. planes.
246. (xiii) Faultless, indeterminate-indeterminate 
CS,CdS&CF=53 (viii) in S.agg. planes.

216. (xiv) Faultless,indeterminate-faultless,
indeterminate^

CS CdS

(1) = 246(xii)(l) & (2)
(2) Those (faultless) m.agg. 
and gr.pr.

= 246(xii)
M ind-produced piatter

4.

1.

(1) with Cds is com scence-dependence:
(2) with Cds is prenas'3cence-depcndence, is mixed.

Here conascence-dependence and prenascence-dependence— 
which are mixed in 246(xii)—are combined with conascence- 
dependence of 246(xiii). In  accordance with the nature o f 
dependence condition, conascence-dependence, prenadcence- 
dependence, mixed conascence-prenascence or mixed conas- 
cence-prenascence with conascence-dependence (as in this 
case) are expounded whenever applicable. This holds 
true for the rest.
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CF.=53(iii) in 5-agg. planes.
247. (xv) Faulty indeterminate-Faulty

CS

(1) 12 fty cons., 27 m.f. 
which are 4 m.agg. taken 
partly in 5-agg. planes
(2) = 245(viii(l) & (2)

CdS

12 fty cons., 27 m.f. 
excluding delusion from  
2 delusion-rooted cons, 
which are 4 m.agg. taken 
partly

CF.=53(iv) in 5-agg. plances.
247. (xvi) Faulty indeterminate indeterminate 
CS,CdS&CF.=53 (ix)in 5-agg. planes.

247. (xvii) Faulty indeterminate-faulty indeterminate
CS 1 CdS

(1) = 247(xv)(l) & (2)
(2) Thos6 (faulty) m.agg. 
and gr.pr.

= 247(xv)
M ind-produced m atter

CF.=53 (vi) in 5-agg. planes.
Summary, It will be seen that for root condition, 
which is now completed,
(1) The conditioning and conditioned states are ob
tained : (a) for conascence-dependence as in Dependent 
Chapter, (b) for prenascence-dependence according to 
its nature and (c) for mixed conascence-prenascence 
as given in the Text;
(2) The conditioning forces are obtained: (a) for 
conascence-dependence as in Dependent Chapter and 
(b) for prenascence-dependence according to depen
dence condition of Dependent Chapter but only during 
life and-excluding the 4 immaterial resultants wherever 
found.

This also applies to object and the rest of the condi
tions. The only addition is that when twice fivefold
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consciousnesses are the conditioned states, the corres
ponding five bases are the conditioning states.

Object 1
248, 249, 250 (iii)(a) & (b) Fls-fls, etc.
CS Sc C(/>S'«54(i),(ii),(iii) (a) & (b) of object condition,
CF. « 54(i), (ii), (iii) (a) & (b) — both brief and detailed 
as given there but exclude the 4 immaterial resultant 
consciousnesses as conditioned states because they are 
not concerned with prenascence-dependence condition,

250. (iii)(c) Indeterminate-indeterminate (Base)

CS

(1) Eye-base which had 
arisen at the nascent phase 
o f past life-continuum in 
the medium duration p ro
cess...body-base... (as above)
(2) H eart-base which had 
arisen together with the 
preceding rebirth cons., etc.
(3) Having emerged from" 
the attainm ent of Extinction, 
preceding heart-base which 
had arisen about one thou 
ght-m om ent before Anagam i 
or A rahatta  F ru ition
(4) In the dying process 
the  last heart-base which had 
arisen at the nascent phase 
o f the 17th. thought-m om ent 
reckoned back-wards from 
death cons.

CdS

2 eye-cons., 7 prim ary 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg. 
taken partly and wholly 
.. .body-cons,. .  (as above)

22 res cons, exclusive 
o f 4 immaterial res cons, 
and twice fivefold cons. 
20 func cons., 38 m.f. 
which are 4 m.agg. taken 
partly  and wholly in 
5-agg. planes

CF. = 54(iii)(a) excluding 4 immaterial res cons, and 
twice fivefold cons, from the conditioned states.
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Corny? In object condition, [250(iii)(b),] the aggre
gates in “Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggre
gates” are rebirth resultant aggregates that arise at 
the moment of conception in five-aggregate planes. 
But [250(iii)(c)] shows specifically that eye-conscious, 
ness and so on are the states which, dependent on 
indeterminate states such as eye-base and so on, 
arise due to object condition. Also, that result
ant and functional indeterminate aggregates which 
arise during life arise “Conditioned by (heart-)base.”

Of the conditioning states (in this Chapter): the 
aggregates are due to conascence; heart-base to both 
conascence and prenascence; eye-base and the others 
to prenascence. But it is to be noted that the condi
tioning states in Dependent Chapter are all due to 
conascence and so (in that Chapter) there are answers 
for only 3 questions.
250. (iv) Indeterminate-faultless
CS & CdS = 245 (viii) of root condition.
CF. = 54(i) of object condition
250. (v) Indeter minate-faulty

CS CdS

= 245(ix) 12 fty cons., 27 m.f. which 
are 4 m.agg. taken part
ly and wholly

1. Y am panetarh aram niana-paccaye ‘vatthum  paccaya khandha’ 
ti vuttam , tarn patisandhikkhane vipakakkhand-heyeva sand- 
haya vuttam . Cakkhuvinnanadini abyakatam  nissaya aram m a- 
napaccayena uppajjantanam  pabheda dassanattham  vuttani.

Puna ‘vatthurh paccaya’ ti pavatte vipakakiriyabyakata- 
narh uppattidassanattharh  vuttarh. T attha khandha saha- 
ja tavasena , vatthu sahajata-purejata vasena, cakkhaya- 
tanadlni purejata-vaseneva gahitaih. Paticcavare pana 
sahajata-vaseneva paccayo labbhati, tasm a ta tth a  tayo 
va p ah h a  vissajjita (p. 427)
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251. (vi) Faultless, indeterminate-faultless 
CS Sc CdS=^246(xii).
CF.=54(i).

252.(vii) Faulty Jndeterminate-faulty
CS Sc CdS = 247(xv) but not excluding delusion 
from 2 delusion-rooted cons, of the conditioned 
states.
CF.=54(ii).

Predominance 17
253. (i) - (vii)(b) Fls-fls, etc,
CS, CdS Sc CF = 55(i) - (vii)(b) of predominance 
condition in Dependent Chapter.

CF.=54(ii)..

253. (vii)(c) Indeterminate-indeterminate (Base)

CS

(1) Heart-base which had 
arisen together with the pre
ceding determining or mind- 
door cons. etc.
(2) Having emerged from 
the attainm ent o f Extinction, 
preceding heart-base which 
had arisen about one thought 
-moment before A nagam ior 
A rahatta  Fruition
(3) In the dying process, 
the last heart-base which had 
arisen at the nascent phase o f 
the 17th. thought-m om ent 
reckoned back-wards from  
death cons.

CdS

W hen predom inance con
dition is obtained in 5-agg. 
planes, 8 great func cons, 
(occasionally) 9 lofty func 
cons, and 4 Fruition cons, 
(always), 38 m.f. exclud
ing predom inant realities, 
which are 4 m. agg. taken  
partly  and wholly
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CF.=55 (vii) (a).
Corny} In predominance condition, resultant inde
terminate states are the supramundane states.

253 253. (viii) Indeterminate-faultless

CS CdS

= 245(viii)(l)&(2) W hen predom inance condi
tion is obtained in 5-agg. 
planes, 8 great fls cons, 
(occasionally),9 lofty fis cons, 
and 4 Path cons, (always), 
38 m.f. excluding predom i
nant realities, which are 
4 m.agg. taken partly and  
wholly

CF.=55 (i).

After this the Text states that the rest is to be 
expanded in the same way as root condition. But it 
is continued here.

253. (ix) Indeterminate-faulty

CS CdS

= 253(viii)

\

W hen predom inance condi
tion  is obtained in 5-agg. 
planes, 8 greedrooted cons., 
2 hate-rooted cons., 26 
m .f. excluding doubt and 
predom inant realities, w hich 
are 4 m .agg. taken  partly  
and wholly

1. A dhipati-paccaye v ipakabyakatam  lokuttaram ava ved ita
bbam  (p. 427).
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253 .(x) Indeterminate-faultless,indeterminate

CS CdS

= 253(viii) 
and gr.pr.

= 253 (viii)
and predom inant mind- 
produced m atter

CF.^55 (iii)

253. (xi) Indeterminate-faulty,indeterminate

CS CdS

ss 253(ix) 
and gr .pr.

= 253(ix)
and predom inant m ind-pro
duced m atter

CF.=55.(vi).

253. (xii) Faultless.indeterminate-faultless

CS CdS

(1) := 253(iii)
(2) = 253(viii)

= 253(iii)

CF.=55.(i).

253. (xii i) Faultless, inde term in ate- inde termina te

CS, CdS & CF.=55 (viii).

253.(xiv) Faidtiess,indeterminate-faultless,indeterminate

CS CdS

(1) = 253(xii)
(2) Those m.agg. and gr.pr.

= 253 = (xii)
Predom inant m ind-produ
ced m atter
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CF.=55(iii).
253. (xv) Faul ty, inde terminate-faul ty

~  CS i ^
(1) = 253(iv)
(2) = 253(ix) = 253(iii).

CF.=55(iv)
253.(xvi) Faulty indeterminate-indeterminate 
CS, CdS 8c CF=55(ix).

253. (xvii) Faulty indeterminate-faulty indeterminate
CS, Sc CdS As in 253(xiv) but substitute 253(xv) for 
253(xii).
CF.=55(vi).

Except where prenascence-dependence condition is 
included, the conditioning and conditioned states of 
Conditioned Chapter are the same as Dependent 
Chapter. That is why it was stated that the Classifi
cation Chapters would be dealt with together so that 
the reader could easily refer to the ones that are the 
same. Also, for the conditioning forces there is 
nothing special. The thing is to know why they are 
the same. As for the commentaries, only the 
important ones will be given as otherwise they would 
take up a lot of space.

Proximity 7, Contiguity 7
254. Faulthss-faultless, etc.

The Text states that these are to be expanded in 
the same way as object condition. The conditioning 
and conditioned states are the same as object condi
tion of this Chapter and the conditioning forces are 
the same as proximity condition of Dependent
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Chapter. The 4 immaterial resultants are to be 
excluded wherever found.

Canascence 17
255. (i)-(vii) (d) Fls-fls, etc.
CS, CdS Sc CF. = 57(i) - (vii)(d) of conascence 
condition in Dependent Chapter.

255. (vii)(e) Indeterminate-indeterminate (Base)
CS Sc CdS = 250(iii)(c) of object condition.
CF. 22 res cons., exclusive of 4 immaterial res cons, 
and twice fivefold cons., 20 func cons., 38 m.f. are 
the forces of conascence condition when they are 
mutually related to one another.

255. (viii) Indeterminate-faultless
CS Sc CdS « 245(viii) of root condition.
CF. =■ 255(i)‘= 57(i) of conascence condition in 
Dependent Chapter.

The Text states that the rest is to be expanded in 
the same way as root condition. It is continued here.

255(ix) Indeterminate-faulty
CS Sc CdS « 250(v) of object condition. « 245(ix) of 
root condition but not excluding delusion from 2 
delusion-rooted cons.
CF. 255(iv).

255. (x) Indeterminate-faultless,indeterminate
CS Sc CdS = 245(x) of root condition.
CF. = 255(iii).
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255. (xi) Mdeterm{nate-fauU}\indetermwate
CS Sc CdS = 245(xi) of root condition but not 
excluding delusion from 2 delusion-rooted cons.
CF. = 255(v).

255. (xii)-(xiv) Faultless,indeterminate-faultless, etc. 
CS Sc CdS = 246(xii)-(xiv) of root condition.
CF. = 255(i)-(iii).

255. (xv)-(xvii) Faulty,indeterminate-faulty, etc.
CS Sc CdS = 247(xv)-(xvii) of root condition but not 
excluding delusion from 2 delusion-rooted cons.
CF. = 255(iv)-(vi).
Corny? “Kamma-produced derived matter” in 
conascence condition [255(vii)(d)j is derived matter of 
kamma-produced matter. This refers to matter of 
non-percipient beings. As for eye-base and others 
[255(vii)(e)] these (which are also kamma-produced 
derived matter) refer to beings in the five-aggregate 
planes.

Mutuality 1
256. (i)-(iii)(d) Faultless-faultless, etc.
CS, CdS & CF= 58(i)-(iii)(g) of mutuality condition 
in Dependent Chapter.

256. (iii)(e) Indeterminate-indeterminate (Base)
CS Sc CdS = 250(iii)(c) of object condition.

1. Sahajata-paccaye ‘ka ia ttarupaih ’ upadarupan ti upadaru - 
pasahkhatarh katattarupam . Idarii asanna-sattananneva 
rupam  sandhaya vuttarh. C akkhayataniidini pancavokara- 
vasena vuttani (p. 428).
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CF. =• 58(iii)(a) of mutuality conditioil but excluding 
4 immaterial res cons, and twice fivefold cons, from 
both sides.
256. (iv)-(vii) Indeterminate-faultless, etc.
CS 8c CdS = 250(iv)-252(vii) of object condition.
CF. = 58(i) & (ii) of mutuality condition.
Corny} Although it is stated that the rest of mutua
lity condition should be expanded in the same way 
as object condition, there are some differences with 
the conditioned states.

Dependence 17
257. It is the same as conascence condition and so 
the Text states that it should be expanded in the same 
way as conascence condition.

Strong-dependence 1
258. The Text states that it is the same as object condi
tion (248-252). The conditioning and conditioned states 
are all the same. As for the conditioning forces, the 
3 kinds: object-strong-dependence, proximity-strong- 
dependence and natural strong-dependence, have to 
be taken as pointed out in strong-dependence condi
tion in Dependent Chapter. In 250(iii)(a) the 4 im
material resultant consciousnesses and twice fivefold 
consciousnesses have to be excluded from the resul
tant indeterminate states.
Comy^. Strong-dependence condition is said to be 
the same as object condition because there is no

1. A nnananna-paccaye ca ‘yatha aram m ana-paccaya evan’ 
ti vissajjanasam atarii sandhaya vuttam . Paccayuppannesu 
pana  nanatta ih  atth i (p. 428).

2. Upanissaya-Paccaye ‘aram m ana-paccaya-sadisan’ ti rupa- 
bhavato pi vissajjanasam atayapi vuttaih  (p.428).
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materiality (in the conditioned states) and the answers 
are the same.

Prenascence 1
259.(i)-(iii)(a) Faultless-faultless, etc.
CS, CdS Sc CF. = 61(i)-(iii) of prenascence condition 
in Dependent Chapter.

259. (iii) (b) Indeterminate-indeterminate (Base)
CS Sc CdS=250 (iii) (c) of object condition.
CF. = 59 (vii) (a) of dependence condition in Depen
dent Chapter.

259. (iv)-(vii) Indeterminate-faultless, etc.
CS Sc CdS = 250 (iv), (v), 251 (vi), 252 (vii) of 
object condition.
CF. = 59 (i), 59 (iv), 59 (iii), 59 (vi) of dependence 
condition in Dependent Chapter.

Repetition 7
In the Single Enumeration of repetition condition, 

the sensuous impulsions that have to be taken are 
the second and so on but not the first. Therefore, the 
base to be taken for the second impulsion is the heart- 
base which had arisen with the first impulsion that 
preceded it. Similarly, the heart-bases to be taken 
for the third and other impulsions are those that had 
arisen with the second impulsion and so on. This 
is the difference here. In the case of root condition 
and others it will be noted that the faultless, faulty 
and functional states are simply taken as impulsions 
and the heart-bases taken for these imhulsions are 
those that had arisen with the preceding determining 
consciousness or mind-door advertence and others.
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CS, CdS & CF = 62(i)-(iii) of repetition condition in 
Dependent Chapter.
260. (iii) Indeterminate-indeterminate {Basd)

Here there is an addition for base.

260. (i)-(iii) Faultless-faultless, etc.

CS CdS

(1) H eart-base which had ari
sen together with the preced
ing first im pulsion, etc.
(2) In  the dying process, the 
last heart-base which had 
arisen at the nascent phase 
o f the Il7th thought-m om ent 
reckoned backwards from  i 
death cons.

Second to seventh im pul
sions o f A rah a tta ’s smile- 
cons., and 8 great func 
cons.; 9 lofty func cons. 35 
m.f. which are 4 m .agg. 
taken partly and wholly in 
5-agg. planes

Chapter. 
260. (iv) Indeterminate-faultless

CS CdS

= 26C(iii)(l)&(2) above

Second to seventh im puls
ions o f 8 great fls ( 3n s .; 
9 lofty fls cons. 4 Path 
cons., 38, mf. which are 
4 m .agg. taken partly and 
wholly in 5-agg. planes

CF.=62(i)of repetition condition in Dependent Chapter.
260. (v) Indeterminate-faulty

CS CdS

= 260 (iii) (1)&(2) Second to seventy im pulsi
ons o f 12 fty cons., 27 m.f. 
which are 4 m .agg. taken 
partly  and wholly in 5-agg. 
planes
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tP .  62(ii) of repetition condition in Dependent 
Chapter.

260 (vi) Faultless Jndeterminate-faultless

CS CdS

(1) Second to seventh impul
sions o f  8 great fls cons.; 
9 lofty fls cons., 4 Path 
cons., 38 m.f. which are 4 m. 
agg. taken partly in 5-agg. 
planes
(2) & (3)=260 (iii)(l)&(2)

=S

CF. = 260(iv).

260. (vii) Faultyfndetermmate-faulty

CS CdS
(1) Second to  seventh imp- 
lusion o f 12 fty cons.,

27 m.f. which are 4 
m.agg. taken partly in 
5-agg. planes

(2) & (3)«260(iii)(l)& (2)

CF. « 260(v).

Kamma 17
261. (i)-(vii)(d) Faultless-faultless, etc.
CS, CdS Sc CF = 63(i)-(vii)(d) of kamma condition 
in Dependent Chapter.

261. (vii)(e) Indeterminate-indeterminate (Base)
CS Sc CdS = 250(iii)(c) of object condition but ex
cluding functional volition in the conditioned states.
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CF. = 63(vii)(a) of kamma condition in Dependent 
Chapter but excluding 4 immaterial res cons, and 
twice fivefold cons, and only in 5-agg. planes.

261. (viii)-(xvii) Indeterminate-faultless, etc.

CS & CdS = 255(viii)-(xvii) of conascence condition 
but excluding volition in the conditioned states.
CF. => 63(i), (iv), (iii), (vi) of kamma condition in 
Dependent Chapter taken appropriately for the 10 
answers.

Resultant 1
262. (a)-(c) Indeterminate-indeterminate
CS, CdS Sc CF = 64(a)-(c) of resultant condition in 
Dependent Chapter.

262. (d) Indeterminate-indeterminate (Base)

CS CdS

= 250(iii)(c)of object condi
tion

22 res cons, exclusive of 
4 im m aterial res cons, and 
twice fivefold cons,38 m.f. 
which are 4 m.agg. taken 
partly and wholly in  
5-agg. planes

CF. 22 res cons., 38 m.f., which are 4 m.agg. taken 
partly in 5-agg. planes, are the forces of resultant 
condition when they are mutually related to one 
another.

Nutriment 17
Nutriment, Faculty, Jhana, Path and Association 

conditions are not given in full in the Text.
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CS, CdS Sc CF = 65(i)-(vii)(d) of nutriment condition 
in Dependent Chapter.
263. (vii)(d) Indeterminate-indeterminate (Base)
CS Sc CdS = 250(iii)(c) of object condition.
CF. = 65(vii)(a) of nutriment condition in Dependent 
Chapter but excluding 4 immaterial res cons, and 
twice fivefold cons, and only in 5-agg. planes.

In Conditioned Chapter, twice fivefold conscious
nesses are dependent on the 5 bases and both mind- 
element and mind-consciousness element exiusive of 
the 4 immaterial resultant consciousnesses are depen
dent on heart-base. In the immaterial plane the 4 
immaterial resultant consciousnesses, which perform 
the functions of rebirth, life-continuum and death, are 
not dependent on any base. This has been repeatedly 
pointed out that it must seem monotonous by now.

Concise Method for Bases. The faultless, faulty and
functional impulsions depend on the heart-base which 
had arisen together with the perceding determining 
consciousness or mind-door advertence or impulsion. 
Five-door advertence, the functional consciousness, 
depends on the heart-base which had arisen together 
with arresting life-continuum that preceded it. On 
the other hand, twice fivefold consciousnesses depend 
on the five bases which had arisen together with past 
life-continuum. Therefore, to determine the condi
tioning and conditioned states here it has to be noted 
that each of the consciousnesses which arise in succes
sion in a mental process is dependent on the heart- 
base which had arisen together with the consciousness 
that preceded it.

The conditioning forces in this Chapter are not 
much different from those in Dependent Chapter.

263. (i)-(vii)(c) Faultless-faultless,etc.
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With regard to the bases, the 4 immaterial resultant 
consciousnesses have to be excluded from the resultant 
indeterminate states. And if twice fivefold conscious
nesses are included they have to be excluded also.

263. (viii)-(xvii) Indeterminate-faultless, etc.
CS & CdS « 245(viii)-(xvii) of conascence condition 
since nutriment condition has all the mentality.
CF. =» 65(i), (iv), (iii), (vi) of nutriment condition in 
Dependent Chapter.

Faculty 17
264. (i)-(vii)(c) Faidtless-faultless,etc.
CS, CdS & CF = 66(i)-(vii)(c) of faculty condition in 
Dependent Chapter.

264. (vii)(d) Indeterminate-indeterminate (Base)
CS & CdS = 250(iii)(c) of object condition.
CF. = 264(vii)(a) = 66(vii)(a) when related to resultant 
and functional consciousnesses.

264. (vlii)-(xvii) Indeterminate-faultless,etc.

CS Sc CdS == 263(viii)-(xvii) of nutriment condition.
CF. As in Dependent Chapter, i.e. 66 (i), (iv), 
(iii), (vi).

Jhdna 17, Path 17
265. (i)-(vii)(c) Faultless-faultless,etc.

CS, CdS Sc CF = 67(i)-(vii)(c) of Jhana and Path 
conditions in Dependent Chapter.
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265. (vii)(d) Indeterminate-indeterminate (Base)
In jhana condition twice fivefold consciousnesses are 

excluded from the conditioned states and so the 5 
bases as conditioning states are excluded. Path condi
tion is the same as root condition, the only difference 
being that delusion from 2 delusion-rooted conscious
nesses in the conditioned states is not excluded. The 
conditioning forces are the same as in Dependent 
Chapter.
265. (viii)-(xvii) Indetermmate-faultless,etc.
CS Sc CdS = 245(viii)-247(xvii) of root condition.
CF. = 67(i), (iv), (iii), (vi) of jhana and path condi
tions in Dependent Chapter.

Association 1
266. (i)-(iii)(b) Faultless-faultless,etc.
CS, CdS Sc CF = 68(i)-(iii)(b) of association condi
tion in Dependent Chapter.
266. (iii)(c) Indeterminate-indeterminate (Base)
CS Sc Cds == 250(iii)(c) of object condition.
CF. = 68(iii)(a) of association condition in Dependent 
Chapter.
266. (iv)-(vii) Indeterminate-faultless, etc. ‘
CS Sc Cds = 250(iv)-(vii) of object condition.
CF. = 68(i), (ii) of association condition in Dependent 
Chapter.

Dissociation 17
267. (i)-(vii)(c) Faultless-faultless, etc.
CS, CdS Sc CF = 69(i)-(vii)(c) of dissociation condition 
in Dependent Chapter.
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267. (vii)(d) Indeterminate-indeterminate (Base)
CS & CdS = 250(iii)(c) of object condition.
CF, =» 69(vii)(a) of dissociation condition in Dependent 
Chapter.

267. (viii)-(xvii) Indeterminate-faultless, etc.
CS & CdS = 263(viii)-(xvii) of nutriment condition.
CF. Both the forces of conascence-dissociation and 
prenascence-dissociation are taken when • applicable. 
Exceptions are (a) fls,ind-ind and (b) fty,ind-ind where 
the forces are only conascence-dissociation as shown 
in Dependent Chapter.

Presence 17
268. (i)-(vii)(c) Faultless-faultless, etc.
CS, CdS & CF « 70(i)-(vii)(c) of presence condition in 
Dependent Chapter.

268. (vii)(d)-(xvii) Indeterminate-indeterminate, etc.
CS, CdS & CF = 255(vii)(e)-(xvii) of conascence condi
tion.

Absence 7, Disappearance 7 
The same as proximity condition.

Non-disappearance 17 
The same as presence condition.

End of Classification Chapter of 
Positive Conditions in Conditioned Chapter.
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I. FAULTLESS IV. SUPPORTED
TRIPLET CHAPTER (Nissaya-vara)

1. Conditions: Positive (i) Classification Chapter

Positive Root 17
329-332. Faultless-faultless, etc.
CS, Cds & CF = root condition of Conditioned 
Chapter

Object condition and the rest are the same as Condi
tioned Chapter and so the Text states that the rest be 
expanded in the same way as Conditioned Chapter.

End of Classification Chapter of 
Positive Conditions in Supported Chapter.

I. FAULTLESS V. CONJOINED
TRIPLET CHAPTER (Sariisattha-vara)

I. Conditions: Positive (i) Classification Chapter
This Chapter deals with association condition in 

which mental states only are involved. Therefore, 
in the Single Enumeration of the positive conditions in 
the 6 Chapters, materiality is excluded and only 
mentahty is taken. Except for resultant condition, 
the conditioning and conditioned states of each of the 
other 22 conditions consist of faultless, faulty and 
indeterminate states. So each of them has 3 answers- 
Resultant condition, consisting of resultant states, has 
only 1 answer. In all the Chapters of the Faultlesss 
Triplet, resultant condition always has 1 answer- 
Whenever the conditions are the same as those 
in Dependent Chapter, only references to those condi
tions in that Chapter will be made.
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Root 3
338. (i) & (ii) Faultless-faultless&Faulty-faulty
CS, Cds & CF = 53(i) & (iv) of root condition in 
Dependent Chapter.

338. (iii)(a) Indetermwate-indeterminate (During Life)

CS 1 CdS

21 rooted res cons., 17 roo 
ted func cons., 38 m.f. which 
are 4 m.agg. taken partly

=

CF. 2 or 3 roots, present at every thought-moment 
of 21 rooted res cons., 17 rooted func cons., 38 m.f., 
are the forces of root condition when they are related 
to their associated aggregates.

338. (iii)(b) Indeterminate-indeterminate (Conception)

CS CdS

17 rooted rebirth cons., 35 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg. 
taken partly

=

CF. 2 or 3 roots, present at every thought-moment 
of 17 rooted rebirth cons., 35 m.f.,are the forces of 
root condition when they are related to their associa
ted aggregates.

Object 3
Under "Object, etc., 3”, the Text gives only 1 section 

and states that all the sections for the conditions from 
object to strong-dependence are the same as root 
condition.
339. (i)-(iii)(b) = 54(i)-(iii)(b) of object condition in 
Dependent Chapter.
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339. (i)-(iii)(a) « 55(i),(iv) aI¾ (̂viiXa) wfthout matearU 
lity of predominance cqndition in Dependent Chapter- 
The Text states that there is no “At the momeiit of 
conception” in predominance.

Proximity to Strong-dependence 3 each
339. Proximity & Contiguity - 56 of proximity and 

contiguity conditions in Dependent Chapter.
Conascence = 57(i), (iv), (vii)(a) & (b) of conas
cence condition in Dependent Chapter but with
out materiality.
Mutuality « 58(i), (i)(ii),(iii)(a) & (b) of mutuality 
condition in Dependent (3i^)ter but without 
materiality.
Dependence == 59(i), (iv), fvii)(M & (b) of depen
dence condition in Dependent Chapter but with
out materiality.
Strong-dependence = 60(i), (ii)̂  (iii)(a) & (b) of 
strong-dependence condition in Dependent 
Chapter.

Prenascence 3
340. (r)-*(iii) « 61(i)-(iii) of prenascence Condition in 
Dependent Chapter.

Repetitioh 3
341. (i)-(iii) = 62(i)-(iii) of repetition condition in 
Dependent Chapter.

Kamma 3
342. (i)-]Qii)(b) « 63(i), (iv), (vii)(a) & (b) without 
materiality of kamma condition in Dependent Chapter.

Predominance 3
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343. (a) & (b) = 64(a) & (b) without materiality of 
resultant condition in Dependent Chapter.

Nutriment, etc., 3
344. (i)-(iii)(b) = (i), (iv), (vii)(a) & (b) but without 
mateiiality of nutriment, faculty, jhana and path 
conditions in Dependent Chapter.

Association 3
344. (i)-(iii)(b) = 68(i)"(iii)(b) of association condition 
in Dependent Chapter.

Dissociation 3
345. (i)-(iii)(b) = 69(i), (iv), (vii) (a) & (b) but without 
materiality of dissociation condition in Dependent 
Chapter.

Presence, etc., 3
346. (i)-(iii)(b) = (i), (iv), (vii)(a) & (b) but without 
materiality of presence and non-disappearance 
conditions in Dependent Chapter, and 71 of absence 
and disappearance conditions in Dependent Chapter.

It will be seen that this Chapter is included in 
Dependent Chapter and so there is notliing special 
about it.

End of Classification Chapter of 
Positive Conditions in Conjoined Chapter.

I. FA U LTLESS T R IP L E T  VI. A SSO CIA TED  C H A P T E R
(Sam payutta-vara)

I. Conditions: Positive (i) Classification Chapter

Resultant 1
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Rodt 3
392-394. All are the same as Conjoined Chapter 
So also are object and the other conditions.

End of Classification Chapter of 
Positive Conditions in Assodated Chapter
End of the Oassification Chapters of 

the Positive Conditions in the 6 Chapters.

(2) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTERS OF 
THE NEGATIVE CONDITIONS 

IN THE 6 CHAPTERS
I. FA U L T L E SS T R IP L E T  I. D E P E N D E N T  C H A P T E R

2. Conditions: Negative (i) Classification Chapter
(Paccaya-paccamya)

Negative Not-root (Paccaniya Na-hetu)
As in the case of the Positive conditions, the condi

tipning, and conditioned states given in the CSENiS 
are analysed and classified as faultless-faultless, etc.;

As for the conditioning force it is that of not-root 
condition, i.e. not a force of root condition but of 
object and the other conditions. So the conditioning 
forces are the conditioning states of obejct and the 
other conditions which are related to the condftioned 
states of not-root condition. All the appropriate 
conditioning states of those conditions, already given 
in the Positive conditions, have to be taken. This, 
is the general method of the Negative conditions. 
Here only the conditions, which have conditioning 
sthtes that are related to the conditioned States, are 
given. Those conditions are those which ha^’e the 
Conditioned states in CSEP 6.
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Here, also, the Classification Chapters of Depen
dent and the rest of the 6 Chapters are dealt with 
together, as in the case of the Positive conditions, so 
that the reader will be able to refer easily to those 
which are said to be the same. Although this is not 
the order of the Text there should be no difliculty in 
referring to the Text as item numbers of the Text are 
given.

86. (i) Faulty-faulty

CS CdS

D oubt - accom panied cons., 
restlessness - accom panied 
cons., 14 m.f. which are 
4 m .agg. taken partly  and 
wholly

D oubt-accom panied or 
restlessness accom panied 
delusion

CF. The forces, i.e. the conditioning states, of object, 
proximity, contiguity, conascence, mutuality, depen
dence, strong-dependence, prenascence, repetition, 
kamma, nutriment, faculty, jhana, path, association, 
dissociation, presence, absence, disappearance and 
non-disappearance conditions (20 conditions) are taken 
appropriately when they are related to their condition
ed statesk

Delusion present in the 2 delusion-rooted conscious
nesses are not the conditioned states of root, predo
minance and resultant conditions and so these 3 condi
tions are excluded in the list of conditions given above. 
Of course, postnascence condition is always excluded

1. The conditioned [states concerned for fty-fty are given in  
the above table. The appropria te  conditioned states are 
taken from  the CSEN  6.
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because it is not included in the Positive conditions. 
That is why only 20 conditions out of 24 are given. 
So the Conditioning states of object and the rest 
20 conditions which are related to delusion, the condi- 
tiorfed states, are taken as the conditioning forces in 
the Way shown in the Positive conditions. In certain 
cases, however, all the above conditioning and condi
tioned states cannot be taken. For in repetition 
condition the first impulsions are excluded and only 
the second to seventh impulsions of these states are 
taken. Also, in prenascence and dissociation condi
tions these states occur only in the five-aggregate 
planes. That is why it is said that the forces are 
taken appropriately because only the appropriate 
conditioning forces are obtained. If this method 
of determining the conditioning forces of not-root 
condition is understood, there will be no difficulty 
with those of the other negative conditions.

86. (ii)(a) Indeterminate'-indeterminate {During Life)

CS GdS

18 rootless cons., 12 m .f., 
(exclusive o f desire) which 
are 4  m .agg. taken  partly

and rootless res o r func 
m ind-produced m atter

CF. Forces of 19 conditions, i.e. above 20 with 
path excluded.

86. (ii)(b) Indeterminate-indeterminate (Conceptwn)

es CdS

2 rootless rebirth  cons., 10 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg. 
taken  ‘partly, partly and 
wholly, and heart-base

and reb irth  kam m a- 
produced m atter
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CF. Forces of 19 conditions (exclusive of root, predo
minance, postnascence, repetition and path^, taken 
appropriately when they are related to their condition
ed states.
86. (ii) (c)&(d) Indeterminate-incleterminate

(Mere Materiality)

CS CdS

(1)Appropriate rootless mind- 
produced gr.pr. produced by 
rootless res (excluding twice 
fivefold cons.) and rootless 
func m.agg. in 5-agg. planes
(2) A ppropriate rootless re
birth  kam m a-produced gr.pr. 
which arise together with 
2 rootless rebirth cons. 10 m.f.
(3) External gr.pr....^during  
life kam m a-produced gr.pr.

Rootless m ind-produced 
gr.pr. & der. m at.

Rootless rebirth  kam m a- 
produced gr.pr.&  der.m at.

External gr.pr. & der. 
m at.2 .. .during life kam m a- 
produced gr.pr. &der.mat. 2

CF. Forces of conascence, mutuality, dependence, 
kamma, resultant, nutriment, faculty, jhana, dissocia
tion, presence and non-disappearance conditions (11 
conditions) taken appropriately when they are related 
to their conditioned states.

The conditions which are taken as the conditioning 
forces can be found from the CSEP6.

Not-object 5
87. (i), (ii), (iv), (v) Fls-ind, etc.
CS Sc CdS = 57(ii), (v), (viii), (ix) of conascence con
dition in the Positive conditions of Dependent Chapter.

1. The conditions are excluded because, as it will be seen from  
the CSEP 6, they do no t have these conditioned state. I t  
is for the same reason tha t the conditions are excluded in  
the other cases.

2. As in 57(vii) (c)-(g).
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CF. Forces of root, predominance, conascence, 
id^pendence, kamma, nutriment, faculty, jhana, path, 
disisqciation, presence and non-disappearanqe (12) 
conditions taken appropriately when they are related 
to their CdS.
Note. The conditions taken are those which have 
faultless and faulty as conditioning states and mind- 
produced matter as conditioned states.
87. (iii) (a) Indeterminate-indeterminate

{During Life)
CS CdS

22 res cons, dxclusive o f 4 
im m aterial res cons., twice 
fivefold cons, and A rahatta’s 
death cons., 38 m.f. which are 
4 m-agg. taken partly  and 
w holly in 5-agg. planes

M ind-produced m atter

CF. , Forces of 13 conditions (12 above and resultant) 
taken appropriately when they are related to their CdS.
87. (iii) (b) Indeterminate-indeterminate {Conception)

CS CdS

15 5-agg. rebirth  cons., 35 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg. taken 
partly and wholly in  5-agg. 
planes

R ebirth  kam m a-produced 
m atter

CF. Forces of 13 conditions [excluding predominance 
from the 13 in 87(iii) (a) above and including mutua
lity] taken ap^opriately when they are related to their 
CdS.
87. (iii) (c) & (d) Indeterminate-indetertfnnate

{Mere Materiality)
CS & CdS ^  57(vii)(c)-(g) 6f conascence condition in 
the Positive conditions.
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CF* Eorces of i4 conditions (predominance included 
with those of 87(iii)(b)) taken appropiiately when they 
are related to their CdS.

Not-predaminance 9
In the Single Enumeration of not-predominance 

condition(spe colamtheCSEN6)it is stated:(!)“When a 
predominance condition is obtained, predominant 
realities” and (2) “When predominance condition is 
not obtained,...” The predominant realities are desire, 
consciousness, effort and investigating-wisdom present 
at each of the 52 predominant impulsions. With 
regard to sensuous impulsions, “when predominance 
condition is obtained” means when they function as 
predominance and “when it is not obtained” mens 
when they do not function as predominance. That is 
why they are predominance occasionally. As for the 
lofty and supramundane impulsions, predominance 
condition is always obtained because they always 
function as predominance.

When the conditioned states are (a) only mentality, 
predominance is both obtained and not obtained;
(b) only materiality or both mentality and materiahty, 
predominance is not obtained because non-predomi
nant mind-produced matter is included.

88. (i) Faultless-faultless
CS CdS

W hen predom inance condi
tion is obtained, 8 great fls 
cons, (occasionally), 9 lofty 
fls. cons, and 4 Path  cons, 
(always), 35 m.f. which are 
4 m.agg. taken  partly  and 
wholly
W hen it is not obtained, 8 
great fls cons., 38 m.f. which 
are 4 m .agg taken partly

Predom inant realities
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CP. Forces of 21 conditions (exclusive of predomi
nance, resultant and postnascence) taken appropriately 
when they are related to their CdS.

88. (ii) Faultless-inde termina te

CS CdS

W hen predom inance condit
ion is not obtained, 8 great 
fls cons., 38 m.f. which are 
4 m.agg. taken partly and 
wholly in 5-agg. planes

N on-predom inant m ind- 
produced m atter

CF. = 12 conditions of 87(i) of not-object but here 
including object and excluding predominance since 
it is not-predominance.

Note. The forces, given above, are the conditions 
with conditioning states which are related to their 
conditioned states. From now no only the numbers 
of the conditions will be given. The details can be 
given as above.

88.(iii) Fa ultle ss-faultless ,inde terminate

CS CdS

W hen predominance condi
tion  is not obtained, 8 great 
fls cons., 38 m.f. which 
arc 4 m.agg. taken partly 
in 5-agg. planes

and non-predom inant 
m ind-produced m atter
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CK=88(i) 

88. (iv) faulty-faulty

CS CdS
W hen predom inance condi
tion  is obtained, 8 greed- 
rooted cons., 2 hate-rooted 
cons., 26 m.f. (exclusive o f 
doubt) which are 4 m.agg. 
taken partly  and  wholly
W hen it is no t obtained, 
12 fty cons.’ 27 m.f. which 
are  4 m .agg. taken  partly

Predom inant realities

0 /^.=88(1).

88.(v) Faulty-indeterminate
CS CdS

W hen predom inance condi
tion  is not obtained, 12 fty 
cons., 27 m.f. which are 4 
m .agg. taken partly  and 
wholly in 5-agg. planes

N on-predom inant mind- 
produced m atter

CF.=88(ii)v
88. (vi) Faulty-faulty,indeterminate

CS CdS

W hen predom inance condi
tion  is not obtained, 12 fty 
cons., 27 m.f. which are 
4 m.agg. taken  partly in 5- 
agg. planes

and non - predom inant; 
,mind-produced m atter
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88 .(v ii) (a) Indeterminate-indeterminate
{During Life)

CF.=88(i).

CS
W hen predom inance condi
tion  is obtained, 8 great 
func cons, (occasionally), 9 
lofty func cons, and 4 
Fruition  cons, (always), 38 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg. taken 
partly and wholly
W hen it is not obtained, 
3 rootless func cons., 8 
great func cons., 32 m und
ane res cons., 35 m.f. 
which are 4 m .agg. taken  
partly

CdS

Predom inant realities

and non-predom inant res
u ltan t or functional 
m ind-produced m atter

CF. = 22 conditions exclusive of predominance and 
postnascence. (It is to be understood that the condi
tioning states of these conditions, which are the condi
tioning forces, are related to the conditioned states in 
question and that is why the latter states are 
not mentioned.)

88. (vii)(b) Indeterminate-indeterminate (Conception)
CS & CdS = 57(vii)(b) of conascence condition in the 
Positive conditions. (In the Single Enumeration of 
not-predominance condition there are 19 rebirth cons, 
as in conascence condition.)
CF. = 20 conditions exclusive of predominance, pre
nascence, repetition and postnascence.
88.(vii)(c) & (d) Inde term ina te-inde termina te 

(Mere Materiality)
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CS & CdS = 57(vii)(c)-(g) of conascence condition iii 
the Positive conditions, but for mind-produced matter 
substitute non-predominant mind-produced gr.pr. pro
duced by non-predominant fls, fty, res or func m.agg. 
as CS and non-predominant gr.pr. and der. mat. as 
CdS.
CF.=88(ii) and resultant (because materiality is includ
ed in the CdS).

88. (viii) Faultless,indeterminate-indeterminate

CS CdS

W hen predom inance condi
tion is not obtained, 8 
great fls cons., 38 m.f. 
which are 4 m.agg and gr.pr. 
both  taken partly and 
wholly in 5-agg. planes

N on-predom inant mind- 
produced m atter

CF.=88(ii).

88. (ix) Faulty, indeterminate-indeterminate

CSScCdS Substitute 12 fly cons., 27 m.f. for the 
faultless above.
CF.=88(ii).

Question. When it is expounded in not-root condition 
that “Dependent on doubt-accompanied or restless
ness-accompanied aggregates, arises doubt-accom
panied or restlessness-accompanied delusion,” why is 
it not expounded in not-predominance condition that 
“Dependent on faultless aggregates, arises predomi
nant reality” and so on?
Answer. When the conditioning and conditioned 
states'of not-predominance condition are examined, it 
will be seen that there are cases where predominance
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condition is (1) obtained and (2) not obtained. In
(1) predominant realities are the conditioned states but 
not in (2). So in this Faultless Triplet,where the fault
less-faultless sections and so on are considered, the 2 
cases are found together. But where the always predo
minant states only are concerned it is expounded 
separately. For example, with the always predominant 
supramundane state in the Clinging Triplet (C.R. 
p. 437) it is given as “Dependent on aggregates not 
acquired by clinging and not favourable to clinging, 
arises predominance not acquired by clinging and 
not favourable to clinging” . Also, with the always 
predominant lofty states in Limited Triplet it is given 
as “Dependent on lofty aggregates, arises lofty predo
minance”. But here in the Faultless Triplet, where the 
sensuous impulsions are not always predominant, 
the 2 cases are taken together and expounded as 
“Dependent on one aggregate, arise three aggregates” 
and so on. This is a clarification of the remarks 
made in the Commentary (p. 420).

Not-proximity 5, Not-contlgihty 5
89. All are the same as not-object condition.

Not-conascence, etc.
It was already pointed out that there are no negative 

conditions of conascence, dependence, presence and 
non-disappearance. For these 4 positive' conditions 
contain all the materiality and mentality (no material 
or mental states can arise without them) and so there 
is nothing left to take as conditioning and conditioned 
states of their negative conditions. That is why not- 
conascence, etc. are not expounded.

Not-mutuality 5
90. (i), (ii), (iv), (v)=87 (i), (ii), (iv), (v) of not-object 
condition.
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90. (iii)(a) Indeterminate-indeterminate (During Life)
CS, CdS & CF = 87(iii)(a) of not-object condition.
90. (iii) (b) Indeterminate-indeterminate (Conception)

The difference from 87(iii)(b) of not-object condition 
is that heart-base is excluded from the conditioned 
states. So the CS & CdS are:

CS CdS

15 5-agg. rebirth  cons., 35 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg. 
taken  partly  and wholly 
in 5-agg. planes

Rebirth kam m a-produced 
m atter excluding heart- 
base

CF. = 87(iii)(b) of not-object condition but excluding 
mutuality and including object.
90. Tii)(c) & (d) Indeterminate-indeterminate

(Mere Materiality)
CS = 87(iii) (c)&(d) of not-object condition = 57(iii)
(c) - (g) of conascence condition in the Positive condi
tions.
CdS = 57(iii)(c) - (g) of conascence condition but 
excluding the gr.pr.
CF. Forces of root, predominance, conascence, 
dependence, kamma, resultant, nutriment, faculty, 
jhana, path, dissociation, presence and non-dis
appearance (13) conditions taken appropriately when 
they are related to their CdS.

Not-strong-dependence 5
91. All are the same as not-object condition.

Not-prenascence 5
As explained under not-prenascence condition in 

the Preliminaries to the 6 Chapters, the conditioning
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states of positive prenascence are also the conditioning 
states here. For, in the five-aggregate planes, these 
states arise together with mind-produced matter. 
And since this matter is the conditioned state here, 
all the faultless, faulty and indeterminate conditioning 
states of positive prenascence, which produce this 
matter, have to be taken.

92.(i) Faultless-faultless

CS CdS

In  the im m aterial plane, 
8 great fls cons., 4 im material 
fls cons., 3 upper Path 
cons., 36 m.f. which are 
4 m .agg. taken  partly

=

CF. = 21 conditions exclusive of prenascence, post
nascence and resultant.

Since the relations are between mental states in the 
immaterial plane, the CS & CdS of positive prena
scence condition are not involved.

92. (ii) Faultless-indeterminate
All are the same as 87(i) of not-object condition. 

Since mind-produced matter is the conditioned state, 
only the states of positive prenascence condition are 
involved.

92. (iii) Faulty-faulty

CS CdS

In the im m aterial plane, 8 
g reed -ro o ted  cons., 2 delu
sion-rooted cons. , 23 m.f. 
which are 4 m.agg. taken 
partly

=
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CF. = 92(i).
92. (iv) Faulty-indeterminate

All are the same as 87(ii) of not-object condition.
92. (v) (a) Indeterminate-indeterminate {During Life)

In the Text the relations that occur in the immaterial 
plane and the five-aggregate planes are dealt with 
separately and accordingly their analytical states are 
kept separate below.

CS CdS

(1) In  the im m aterial plane, 
m ind-door advertence, 8 
great func cons., 4 im m aterial 
res cons., 4 immaterial 
func cons., 4 Fruition cons., 
36 m.f. vv^hich are 4 m.agg. 
taken partly

=

(2) 22 res cons, exclusive 
o f 4 im m aterial res cons., 
twice five-fold cons, and 
A rahatta’s death cons., 20 
func cons., 38 m.f. which 
are 4 m.agg. taken partly  
and wholly in 5-agg. planes

M ind-produced m atter

CF. = 22 conditions exclusive of prenascence and 
postnascence.
92. (v)(b) Indeterminate-indeterminate {Conception)
CS & CdS = 57(vii)(b)of conascence condition in the 
Positive conditions.
CF. = 20 conditions exclusive of predominance, pre
nascence, postnascence and repetition.
92. (v) (c) & (d) Indeterminate-indeterminate

{Mere Materiality)
CS & CdS = 57(vii)(c) - (g) of conascence condition.
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CF. = 14 conditions - root,predominance, conascence, 
mutuality, dependence, kamma, resultant, nutriment, 
faculty, jhana, path, dissociation, presence and non
disappearance.
92. (vi) & (vii) Fls,ind-ind ? Fty,ind-ind

All are the same as 87(iv) & (v) respectively of not- 
object condition.
Corny} In not-prenascence condition “mind-pro
duced matter” given in the Text is meant for the five- 
aggregate planes.
93. Not-postnascence 9

All the materiality and mentality are involved in 
not-postnascence condition and, therefore, the CS & 
CdS of this condition are all the same as conascence 
condition in the Positive conditions. The Text points 
out that this condition is the same as not-predominance 
condition because they have the same 9 answers.
CF. = 22 conditions exclusive of postnascence and 
resultant - for 93(i), (iii), (iv), (vi).

= 12 conditions as in 87(i) of not-object condi-
=tion - for 93(ii), (v), (viii), (ix).
=23 conditions exclusive of postnascence - for 
93(vii)(a).

=21 conditions exclusive of predominance, pre
nascence and postnascence - for 93(vii)(b).

= 14 conditions as in 92(v)(c) & (d) of not-prenas
cence condition - for 93(vii)(c) & (d).

These forces can be found by the method explained 
at the beginning where it was stated that they are the

1. N apurejate cittasam utthanam  rupan’ti panacavokara-vasena 
vuttam  (p.421.)
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conditions with conditioning states which are related 
to the conditioned states.
93. Not-repetition 9

The Text points out that this condition is the same 
as not-predominance condition. This simply shows 
that the answers are the same. But on examination 
of the conditioning and conditioned states of these 
two conditions in the CSEN6, it will be seen that 
they are different. So the analytical states of this 
condition have to be determined. It will be found 
that, since mind-produced matter is a conditioned 
state here, the conditioning states of positive repeti
tion condition—where only mental states are involved 
—^which arise together with this matter are also 
included in this negative condition. In the case where 
the conditioned states are (1) only mentality, the 
conditioning states are the first impulsions, etc. given 
in the CSEN6 for not-repetition; (2) only materiality^ 
the conditioning states are both the above first impul
sions, etc. and the second to seventh impulsions, etc. 
of the positive repetition condition; (3) both materiality 
and mentality, the conditioning states are the first 
impulsions, etc. as in (1). This will be clear from the 
tables below.
93. (i) Faultless-faultless

CS CdS

First impuJsions o f 8 great 
fls c o n s ., 38 m.f. which are 4 
m.agg taken partly

CF. = 21 conditions exclusive of postnascence, repeti
tion and resultant.
93. (ii), (v), (viii), (ix) Fls-ind, etc.

(Fls-ind), (Fty-ind), (Fls,ind-ind), (Fty,ind-ind) are 
the same as 87 (i), (ii), (iv), (v) respectively of not- 
object condition.
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93. (iii) Faultless‘faiiltless,indeterminate
CS CdS

First im pulsions o f 8 great 
fls cons., 38 m.f. which are 
4 m.agg. taken partly in 
5-agg. planes

and faultless m ind-pro
duced m atter

CF.=93 (i).
93. (vi) Faulty-faulty

CS CdS

First im pulsions o f 12 fty 
cons., 27 m.f. which are 
4 m .agg. taken partly

=

CF=93(i).
93. (vi) Faulty-faulty indeterminate

As in 93(iii) with the faulty states substituted for the 
great faultless ones.
93. (vii) (a) Indeterminate-indeterminate

{During Life)
CS

(1) F irst im pulsions o f A ra 
h a tta ’s smile-cons. and 8 
great func cons.; 2 adver
tences, 36 res cons., 38 m.f. 
which are 4 m .agg. taken  
parity
(2) Second to  seventh im 
pulsions o f A rahatta’s smile- 
cons. and 8 great func cons.; 
9 lofty func cons., 35 m.f. 
which are 4 m .agg. taken  
partly  and  wholly in 5-agg. 
planes

CdS

and res or func m ind-pro
duced m atter

M ind-produced m atter
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CF. « 22 conditions exclusive of postnascence and 
repetition.

Question. Why is it that, although the analytical 
states are separated into 2 items above like not-pre
nascence condition, they are not given separately in 
the Text like that condition?

Answer. It is because there are no separate states of 
the immaterial plane as in not-prenascence condition. 
For item (1) of the table above applies to 30 planes 
and not only to the 4 immaterial planes and item
(2) to the five-aggregate planes.

93. (vii) (b), (c) & (d) Ind-ind (Conception and
Mere Materiality)

CS & C(/*S=57(vii)(b) & (c) - (g) of conascence condi
tion.
CF. = 20 conditions exclusive of predominance, pre

nascence, postnascence and repetition - for 
93(vii)(b)

= 14 conditions: root, predominance, conascence, 
mutuality, dependence, kamma, resultant, nutri
ment, faculty, jhana, path, dissociation, presence 
and non-disappearance - for 93(vii)(c) - (g).

Comy.^ In not-repetition condition, only the first 
impulsions of the faultless, faulty and functional 
indeterminate consciousnesses are involved. But the 
classified answers have to be expanded as in not-

1. N d s e v a n a -p a c c a y e  k u s a ld k u s a ld  p a th a m a ja v a n a -v a s e n a  v e d ita b b d , 
ta th d  k ir iy d b y d k a t a r h . P d lip a n a  id h d p i n a -a d h ip a ti p a c c a y e  
v itth d r ita -v a s e n a  v e d ita b b d . T e n e v d h a  ^ n a p a c c h d jd ta -p a c c a y a m p i  
n d s e v a n a -p a c c a y a m p i n d d h ip d ti-p a c c a y a -s a d is a n ^ ti. (p. 421)
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predominance. That is why the Text states that not- 
postnascence and not-repetition conditions are also the 
same as not-predominance.

Not-kamma 3
Faultless-faultless94. (i)

CS CdS

21 fls cons., 37 m.f. 
sive o f volition which 
m .agg. taken partly 
wholly

exclu- 
are 4 

and
Volition present at 21 fls 
cons.

CF. 21 conditions exclusive of postnascence, kamma 
and resultant.
94. (ii) Faulty-faulty

As 94(i) with the faulty states substituted for the 
faultless.
94. (iii) (a) Indeterminate-indeterminate

{During Life)

CS CdS
20 func cons., 34 m.f. 
exclusive of volition which 
are 4 m.agg. taken partly 
and wholly

Volition present at 20 func 
cons.

CF.=94 (i). 
94. (iii) (b) Indeterminate-indeterminate 

{Mere M ateriality)

CS CdS

(1) External gr.pr.
(2) N utrim ent - produced 
gr.pr.
(3) Tem perature - produced 
gr.pr.

External gr.pr. & der.m at. 
N utrim ent-produced gr.pr. 
& der. m at. Tem perature- 
produced gr.pr. & der. 
m at.
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CF. = 6 conditions: conascence, mutuality, depen
dence, physical nutriment, presence and non-dis
appearance.
Corny} Resultant volition is not included in not- 
kamma condition because it is a conditioned state of 
asynchronous kamma condition.

Not-resultant 9
It will be seen from the Single Enumeration of this 

condition in the CSEN6 that resultant consciousnesses 
are not included. Therefore, rebirth kamma-produced 
matter, which arises together with rebirth (resultant) 
consciousness, is not obtained. Thus there is no 
"At the moment of conception” in this condition. 
Except for this all are the same as not-postnascence 
condition.

95. (i)‘(vi), (viii),(ix)=93(i)-(vi), (viii)(ix) respectively o f
not-postnascence condition.

95. (vii)(a) Indeterminate-indeterminale (During Life)
The only difference from not-postnascence condi

tion is that resultant consciousnesses are not included.
CS CdS

20 func cons., 35 m.f. which 
are 4 m .agg. taken  partly

and functional m ind-pro
duced m atter

CF. = 22 conditions exclusive of postnascence and 
resultant.

2. N a k a m m a  p a c c a y d  v ip d k a -c e ta n d  n d n d k k h a p ik a - k a m m a  p a c c a -  
y a m  l a b h a t it j  n a  g a h it d  (p. 421).
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95. (vii)(b)&(c) Indeterminate-indeterminate
{Mere M ateriality)

Here the difference from not-postnascence condition 
is that rebirth kamma-produced matter is not included.

CS CdS

(1) A ppropriate m ind-pro
duced gr.pr. produced by 
fls, fty or func m.agg. in  
5-agg. planes
(2) External g r.p r....du ring  
life kam m a-produced gr.pr.

M ind-produced gr.pr. & 
der. m at.

External gr.pr. & der.m at. 
...during life kam m a-pro
duced gr.pr. & der.m at.

CF. = 13 conditions: root, predominance, conascence 
mutuality, dependence, kamma, nutriment, faculty 
jhana, path, dissociation, presence and non-dis
appearance.

Not-nutriment 1
96. Indeterminate-indeterminate {Mere Materiality)

CS CdS

(1) External gr.pr.
(2) Tem perature - produced 
gr.pr.
(3) N on-percipient beings’ 
K am m a-produced gr.pr.

(4) D uring life kam m a- 
produced gr.pr.

External gr.pr. & der.m at. 
Tem perature-produced gr. 
pr. & der.m at. 
N on-percipient beings’ 
kam m a-produced gr.pr. 
& der.m at.
D uring life kam m a-pro
duced gr.pr. & der. m at.

CF. « 7 conditions: conascence, mutuality, depen
dence, asynchronous kamma, physical lif^e-faculty, 
presence and non-disappearance.
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Not-faculty 1
97. Indeterminate-indeterminate {Mere Materiality)

CS CdS

(1) External gr.pr., nutrim 
ent-produced gr.pr., tem per
ature-produced gr.pr.
(2) N on-percipient beings* 
kam m a-produced g r .p r .; 
during Ufe kam m a-produced 
gr.pr.

External gr.pr. & der. 
m at., nutrim ent-produced 
gr.pr. & der.m at., tem per
ature-produced gr.pr. & 
der.m at.
N on-percipient beings* ka
m m a-produced physical 
Iife-faculty; during life 
kam m a-produced physical 
Iife-faculty

CF. « 7 conditions: conascence, mutuality, depen
dence, asynchronous kamma, nutriment, presence and 
non-disappearance.

Not-jhana 1
98. (a) Indeterminate-indeterminate {During Life)

CS CdS

Twice fivefold cons., 7 m.f.
which are 4 m .agg, taken
partly

CF. =» 18 conditions exclusive of root, predominance, 
postnascence, repetition, jhana and path.

98. (b) Indeterminate-indeterminate 
- -fMere Materiality)

CS CdS

External g r .p r .... during life 
kam m a-produced gr.pr.

External gr.pr.& der. m at. 
dur-life & m m a-produced 
gr.pr. & der.m at.
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CF.=8 conditions: conascence, mutuality, dependence, 
asynchronous kamma, nutriment, physical life-faculty, 
presence and non-disappearance.

Not-path 1
99. All are the same as 86(ii)(a), (b), (c), (d) of not- 
root condition.

Not-association 5
100. All are the same as 87(i) - (v) of not-object condi
tion and is so stated in the Text.

Not-dissociation 3
101. (i) & (ii) Faultless-faultless & Faulty-faulty

The same as 92(i) & (iii) respectively of not-pre 
nascence condition.

101. (iii) (a) Indeterminate-indeterminate
CS

(1) 4 im m aterial res cons., 
30 m.f. which are 4 m.agg. 
taken partly dur-life and a t 
the m om ent o f conception
(2) In  the im m aterial plane, 
m ind-door advertence, 8 
great func cons., 4 im m at
erial func cons., 4 F ru ition  
cons., 36 m.f. which are 
4 m.agg. taken partly

CdS

L   _____________________

* See not-dissociation condition of Dependent and 
Conjoined Chapters in the Pielininaries to the 6 
Chapters for the reason why the 4 immaterial resul
tants which function at the moment of conception 
are not treated separately.
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CF. — 21 conditions exclusive of prenascence, post
nascence and dissociation.

101. (iii) (b) Indetenninate-indetenninGte
{Mere Materiality)

All are the same as 98(b) of not-jhana condition.
Corny.  ̂ In not-nutriment condition, only some of 
the (7 kinds of) matter (i.e. external, temperature- 
produced, non-percipient beings’ kamma-produced 
and during life kamma-produced matter) are the condi
tioned states. Likewise, in not-faculty condition, only 
some of the matter (i.e. external, nutriment-produced, 
temperature-produced matter, non-percipient beings’s 
kamma-produced physical life-faculty and during life 
kamma-produced physical life-faculty) are the condi
tioned states.
Comyl^ In not-jhana condition, twice fivefold con
sciousnesses and some of the matter (i.e. external, 
nutriment-produced, temperature-produced, non- per
cipient beings’ kamma-produced and during life 
kamma-produced matter) are the conditioned states. 
In, twice fivefold consciousnesses, the feeling and one- 
pointedness associated with them are so weak that 
they do not possess the characteristic of firmly fixing 
on the object. That is why these consciousnesses are 
not included in jhana condition.
Comy.^ In not-path condition, rootless resultant 
and functional consciousnesses and some of the matter

1 .  N d h a r a -p a c c a y e  e k a c c a m  r u p a m e v a  p a c c a y u p p a n n a ih , ta th d  
n a in d r iy a  p a c c a y e .

2. N a -jh d n a -p a c c a y e  p a h c a v in n d n a -d h a m m d  ceva e k a c c a m  ca r u p a m  
p a c c a y u p p a n n a m . P a n c a v ih h d rtn s m im  h i ve d and  ca itte k a g g a td  
ca d u b b a la ttd  u p a n ijjh d -n a -Ja k k h a n a m  n a p a p u n a n W i  jh d n a  p a c 
c a y e  n a  g a h i t d .

3. N a -m a g g a -p a c c a y e  a h e t u k a v ip d k a k ir iy a m  ceva e k a c c a m  ca r iip a m  
p a c c u p p a n n a rh . (p. 421).
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(i.e. rootless mind-produced, rootless rebirth kamma- 
produced, external, nutriment-produced, temperature- 
produced, non-percipient beings’ kamma-produced and 
during life kamma-produced matter) are the con
ditioned states.

Not-absence 5, Not-disappearance 5
102. All are the same as 87(i) - (v) of not-object 
condition and this is stated in the Text.

End of Classification Chapter of Negative 
Conditions in Dependent Chapter.

1. FA U LT LE SS T R IP L E T  II. C O N A S C E N T  C H A P T E R

2. Conditions: Negative (i) Classification Chapter

Not-root 2
239. All are the same as not-root condition of Depen
dent Chapter.

Not-object and the other conditions are also the 
same as Dependent Chapter.

End of Classification Chapter of Negative 
Conditions in Conascent Chapter.

1. FA U L T LE SS T R IP L E T  I I I . C O N D IT IO N E D  C H A PT E R

2. Conditions: Negative (i) Classification Chapter

Not-root 4
211. (i),(ii)(a)-(d) Faulty-faulty etc.

All are the same as 86 (i), (ii) (a)-(d) of not-root 
condition in Dependent Chapter.
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111. (ii)(e) tndetermimte-indeterminate {Base)
CS

(1) Eye-base which had ari
sen at the nascent phase o f 
past life-continuum in the 
medium duration process... 
body-base... (as above)
(2) H eart-base which had  
arisen together w ith the 
preceding rebirth  cons., etc.

(3) In  the dying process the 
last heart-base which had 
arisen at the nascent phase 
o f the 17th. thought-m om ent 
reckoned back-wards from  
death  cons.

CdS

2 eye-cons., 7 prim ary m.f. 
which are 4 m .agg. taken 
partly  and  wholly ...2  
body-cons.... (as above)

5 rootless res cons, which 
are first life-continuum, 
etc. exclusive o f twice five
fold cons., 3 rootless func 
cons., 12 m .f. exclusive 
o f desire which are 4 
m.agg. taken  partly  and 
wholly in 5-agg. planes

CF.“ 20 conditions exclusive of root, predominance, 
postnascence and path.
277.(iii) Indeterminate-faulty

CS CdS
(1) Heart-base which had  
arisen together with the 
preceding determ ining cons, 
o r m ind-door advertence, etc.
(2) = (3) o f 277(ii)(e) above

D oubt - accom panied o r 
restlessness - accom panied 
delusion in 5-agg. planes

CF.-86(i) of not-root condition in Dependent Chapter. 
211. (iv) Faulty, indeterminate-faulty

CS CdS

( 1 ) D oubt - accom panied 
cons., restlessness-accompa
nied cons., 14 m.f. which 
are 4 m .agg. taken partly 
and  wholly
(2) & (3 ) -(1 )  & (2 )  o f 
277 (ui)

D oubt - accompanied o r 
restlessness - accom panied 
delusion in  5-agg. planes
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The only difference from Dependent Chapter is 
that the 6 bases are included wherever they are involved 
in the conditions concerned as was shown in the 
Positive conditions. The Commentary has no special 
remarks on this Chapter. As before, the method 
is to analyse the conditioning and conditioned states 
of the conditions given in the CSEN6 and to obtain 
the answers from the analytical states. The answers 
in the Text are based on these analytical states.

Not-object 5
278. Since this condition has only materiality as the 
conditioned states and which are not dependent on 
the bases, all are the same as 87(i) - (v) of not-object 
condition in Dependent Chapter. The Text states 
that it should be expanded in the same way as in 
Dependent Chapter.

Not-predominance 17
%

279. (i)-(vii)(c) Faultless-faultless, etc.
All are the same as 88(i) - (vii)(d) of not-predomi

nance condition in Dependent Chapter and that is 
why they are elided in the Text.

279. (vii)(d) Indeterminate-indeterminate (Base)

C F .= 2 7 7 ( i i i )

CS CdS

(1) = (1) o f 277(ii)(e)

(2) = (2) o f 277(ii)(e)

(3) Having emerged from 
the attainm ent o f Extinction,

When predom inance con
dition is obtained in 5- 
agg. planes, predom inant 
realities present at 8 great 
func cons, (occasionally), 
9 lofty func cons, and 4 
Fruition cons, (always).
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preceding heart-base which 
had  arisen about one thou
ght-m om ent before AnSgSml 
o r A rahatta  Fru ition

(4) « ( 3 )  o f 277(ii)(e)

When it is not obtained, 
18 mundane res cons, 
exclusive of 4 immaterial 
res cons, and twice fivefold 
cons., 11 sensuous func 
cons., 35 m.f. which are 
4 m.agg. taken partly and 
wholly

CF, — 22 conditions exclusive of predominance and 
postnascence.
279. (viii) Indeterminate-faultless

CS CdS

»  (1) & (2) o f  277l(iii)

W hen predom inance con
dition is obtained in  
5-agg. planes, predom inant 
reaUties present at 8 great 
fls cons, (occasionally), 
9 lofty fls cons, and  4 
P ath  cons, (always)
"When it is not obtained, 
8 great fls cons., 38 m .f. 
which are 4 m .agg. taken  
partly and wholly

CF 279(vii)(d).
279. (ix) Indeterminate-faulty

CS CdS

« 2 7 9 (v iii)-.(l)  &(2) ot 277 (iii) W hen predom inance con
dition is obtained in 5-agg. 
planes,predom inant realiti
es present a t 8 greed-rooted 
cons., 2 hate-rooted cons., 
26 m.f. exclusive o f doub t; 
W hen it is no t obtained, 
12 fty cons., 27 m.f. which 
are 4 m .agg taken partly  
and  wholly
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CF. «279 (viii) = 279(vu^
279. (x) Inde terminate-faultless, indeterminate

CS CdS

-279(v iii) 

and gr.pr.

(W hen predom inance con
dition is no t obtained in  
5-agg. planes) 8 great fls 
cons., 38 m.f. which are 
4 m.agg. taken  partly and  
wholly and  non-predom in
ant m ind-produced m atter

CF. 21 conditions exclusive of predominance, post
nascence and resultant.
Note. Non-predominant mind-produced matter is the 
conditioned state here and so predominant realities 
cannot be taken. If these realities were obtained, 
predominant mind-produced matter would be the 
conditoned state.
279.(xi) Indetertninate-faulty, Indeterminate

As in 279(x) above substituting faulty states for the 
great faultless.
279. (xii) Faultless,indeterminate-faultless

CS CdS

1. W hen predom inance con
dition is obtained in 5-agg, 
planes, 8 great fls cons, 
(occasionally). 9 lofty fls cons, 
and 4 Path cons, (always), 38 

, m.f. which are 4 m.agg. taken 
partly
(2) -2 7 9 (v iu )
(3) If  it is not obtained, 8 
great fls cons., 38 m.f. which 
are 4 m .agg. taken partly
(4)-279(:viii)

Predom inant realities

8 great fls cons., 38 m.f, 
which are 4 m .agg. taken  
partly
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CF. — 2l conditions exclusive of predominance, jiost- 
nascence and resultant,

279. (xiii) FaultlessJndeterminate-indeterminate
All are the same as 88(viii) of not-predominance 

condition in Dependent Chapter.

279. (xiv) Faultless,indeterminate-faultless,indetermi
nate
CS CdS

(1) = (3) & (4) o f  279(xii)
(2) Those m.agg. and gr.pr. N on-predom inant m ind- 

produced m atter

CF..=279(xii).
279. (xv) Faulty, indeterminate-faulty

As in 279(xii) substituting (a) 8 greed-rooted cons., 
2 hate-rooted cons., 26 m.f. exclusive of doubt for 
all the faultless states in item (1) and (b) 12 fty cons., 
27 m.f. for the faultless states in item (3).

279. (xvi) Faulty, indeterminate-indeterminate
All are the same as 88(ix) of not-predominance 

condition in Dependent Chapter.

279. (xvii) Faulty, indeterminate-faulty, indeterminate
As in 279(xiv) substituting 12 fty cons,. 27 m.f. 

for 8 great fls cons., 38 m.f.
The Text gives this condition in brief and directs 

that it be expanded in the same way as conascence 
condition in the Positive conditions of Conditioned 
Chapter. This shows that the answers are the same 
but the analytical states are not the same. That is 
why it is detailed here. As pointed out before, the
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predominant realities - desire, consciousness, effort and 
investigating-wisdom—are present at the 52 predomi
nant impulsions which are 8 greed-rooted conscious
nesses, 2 hate-rooted consciousnesses, 8 great fault
less consciousnesses and 8 great functional conscious
nesses (the sensuous impulsions which are occasionally 
predominant), 9 lofty faultless consciousnesses, 9 
lofty functional consciousnesses and 8 supramundane 
consciousnesses (which are always predominant). 
When predominance condition is obtained, these 
realities, which are present with such faultless, faulty 
and indeterminate states, are classified as such. When 
predominance condition is not obtained, the states 
concerned are classified as faultless, faulty and indeter
minate. When both materiality and mentality are 
the conditioned states, non-predominant mind-pro
duced matter is the materiality and this shows that 
predominance condition is not obtained.

Not-proximity, etc.
280. The conditions included are: (1) not-proximity,
(2) not-contiguity, (3) not-mutuality, (4) not-strong- 
dependence and (5) not-prenascence. These negative 
conditions are all the same as those in Dependent 
Chapter and so the Text states that they should be 
expanded in the same way. The reason is that 6 
bases are not included in them. For in (1) to (4) 
the conditioned states are all materiality and as such 
they are not dependent on any base; in (5) the mental 
states in the immaterial plane are not dependent on 
any base.

Not-postnascence, etc., 17
281. The Text states that not-postnascence and not- 
repetition conditions are to be expanded in the same 
way as conascence condition in the Positive conditions 
of Conditioned Chapter. The answers are the same.
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The conditioning and conditioned states are also the 
same for not-postnascence but not for not-iepetition 
condition. Before dealing with the latter condition, 
howevei, the conditioning forces of not-postnascence 
condition are first given as those of postnascence 
condition are not obtained in the Positive conditions,

281., Not-postnascence

CF.d^ll conditions exclusive of postnascence and 
resultant—for (i), (iii), (iv), (vi), (vii)(d), (viii), (ix), 
(x),(xi), (xii), (xiv), (xv), (xvii).

=12 conditions: root,predominance,conascence, 
dependence, kamma, nutriment, faculty, jhana, 
path, dissociation, presence and non-dis
appearance— f̂or (ii), (v), (xiii), (xvi).
«23 conditions exclusive of postnascence— f̂or 
(vii)(a).
«20 conditions exclusive of predominance, 
prenascence, postnascence and repetition— f̂or 
(vii)(b).
«13 conditions, i.e. the 12 given above and resul
tant—for (vii)(c).

These conditioning foices are those of the conditions 
which have conditioning states that are related to the 
conditioned states concerned and which were given 
in the Positive conditions.

Not-repetition 17
281. (i) - (vii)(c) == 93(i) - (vii)(c) of not-repetition con
dition in Dependent Chapter.
281. (xiii) & (xvi) « 93(viii) & (ix) of not-repetition 
condition in Dependent Chapter,
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. (vii)(d) indeterminate-indeterminate (Base)

CS CdS

—279(vii)(d) (all the items) First impulsions of Arahatta’s 
smile-cons. and 8 great func 
cons.; 2 advertences, 22 res 
cons, exclusive of 4 immaterial 
res cons, and twice fivefold 
cons., 38 m.f.which are 4 m.agg. 
taken partly and wholly in 5-agg 
planes

CF. -  22 conditions exclusive of postnascence and 
repetition.

281. (viii) & (ix) Indeterminate-faultless (faulty)

CS CdS
=277(iii) (both the items) First impulsions of 8 

great fls cons., 38 m.f. 
(12 tty cons., 27 m.f.) 
which are 4 m.agg. taken 
partly and wholly in 
5-agg. planes

CF. = 21 conditions exclusive of postnascence, repeti
tion and resultant.

Note. The faulty states in brackets are for indeter
minate-faulty.

281. (x) & (xi) Ind-fls,ind & Ind-ftyfnd

CS CdS
(1)-281 (viii) & (ix)
(2) gr.pr.

-281 (viii) & (ix) 
mind-produced matter
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Ci^=281(viii) & (ix).

281. (xii) & (xv) Fls ind-fls & Fty ind-fty

CS CdS
(1) First impulsions of 8 great 
fls cons., 38 m.f. (12 fty cons. 
27 m.f.) which are 4 m.agg. 
taken partly in 5-agg. planes
(2)-281 (viii) & (ix)

First impulsions of 8 great 
fls cons. 38 m.f. (12 fty 
cons., 27 m.f.) which are 
4 m.agg. taken partly

CF.«281(x) & (xi).
281. (xiv) & (xvii) Fls ind-fls ind & fty  ind-fty ind

CS CdS
(1 )-281 (xii) & (xv) (both 
items)
(2)Those m.agg.& gr.pr.

-281(xii) & (XV) 
mind-produced matter

CF.=281(xii) & (XV)

Instead of simply giving references, not-repetition 
has been given somewhat in detail for understanding 
this condition.

Not-kamma 1
282. (i) (iii)(b)=94(i)-(iiiXb)of not-kamma condition 
in Dependent chapter.
282. (iii)(c) Indeterminate-indeterminate (Base)

CS CdS

(J) Heart-base which had 
arisen together with the pre
ceding arresting life-conti
nuum, etc.
(2) -  (2) o f2 7 7 (iii)-  3 of 
277(ii)(e)

Volition present at 20 func 
cons, in 5-agg. planes
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CF. «21 conditions exclusive of postnascence, kamma 
and resultant.

Of the conditioned states which are (1) functional 
consciousnesses, five-door advertence of the five-door 
mental process is preceded by arresting life-continuum 
and that is why “preceding arresting life-continuum, 
etc.” is taken; (2) faultless and faulty impulsions, 
determining consciousness are mind-door advertence 
precedes the first of these impulsions; (3) resultant 
consciousnesses, rebirth consciousness at the moment 
of conception in the present existence—the first resul
tant consciousness—^precedes first life-continuum and 
the others and, therefore, the latter are dependent on 
the heart-base which had arisen together with the 
“preceding rebirth consciousness, etc.” This has 
already been explained.

282. (iv) & (v) indeterminate-faultless {faulty)
CS CdS

=277(iii)(both items)

(

Volition present at 21 fls 
(12 fty) cons, in 5-agg. 
planes

CF. -  282(iii)(c).

282. (vi) & (vii) Flsjnd-fls & Fty,ind-fty

CS cds
(1) 21 fls cons., 37 m.f. (12 
fty cons.,* 26 m/fi) exckisive of 
volittion which are 4 m.agg. 
taken partly and wholly in 
5-agg/planes
(2)=282(iv) & (v)=277(iii)

Volition present at 21 fls 
(12  fty ) cons, in 5-agg, 
planes

CF. -  282(iv) & (v ).
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283. Except for the bases in (vii)(d) it is the same 
as not-postnascence condition with all resultant inde
terminate consciousnesses excluded as directed in the 
Text.

283. (vii)(d) Indeterminate-indeterminate {Bases)

Not-resultant 17

CS 1i CdS 1
=282(iii((c) (both items) 20 func cons., 35 m.f. 

which are 4 m.agg. taken 
partly and wholly in 
5-agg. planes

CF. « 22 conditions exclusive of postnascence and 
resultant.

Not-nutriment, etc., 1
284. Not-nutriment and not-faculty are the same 
as those of Dependent Chapter, i.e. 96 & 97.

Not-jhana 1
284. (a) & (b) « 98(a) & (b) of not-jhana condition, 
in Dependent Chapter.

284. (c) Indeterminate-indeterminate {Base)
CS & CdS'*=item(l) of 277(ii)(e) of not-root condition.
CF. « 1 8  conditions exclusive of root, predominance 
postnascence, repetition, jhana and path.

The Text points out that this is the difference here 
in not-jhana from Dependent Chapter.

Not-path 1
284. All are the same as 277(ii)(a)-(e) of not-root 
condition.
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The Text points out that 277(ii)(e) is the difference 
here in not-path from Dependent Chapter.

Not-association, etc.
285. Not-association, not-dissociation, not-absence 
and not-disappearance are the same as Dependent 
Chapter and are to be so expanded as the Text directs.

End of Classification Chapter of 
Negative Conditions in Conditioned Chapter.

1. FAULTLESS TRIPLET IV. SUPPORTED CHAPTER

2. Conditions: Negative (i) classification Chapter
Not-root 4

334. All are the same as not-root condition of Condi
tioned Chapter.

Also, not-object and all the other conditions are all 
the same as in that Chapter and have to be so expanded 
as directed in the Text.

End of Classification Chapter of 
Negative Conditions in Supported Chapter.

1. FAULTLESS TRIPLET V. CONJOINED CHAPTER

2. Conditions: Negative (i) Classification Chapter

This Conjoined Chapter, where association condi
tion is considered, is a part of Dependent Chapter and 
references will be made to that Chapter wherever they 
are the same.

Not-root 2
351. (i)—86(i) of not-root condition in Dependent
Chapter.
351. (ii)(a) & (b) Indetermmate-indeterminate
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Note. For this Chapter all materiality from the 
conditioning and conditioned states in Dependent 
Chapter have to be excluded. Since mentality alone 
is left, the 4 mental aggregates are always taken partly.
CS & 86(ii)(a) & (b) of not-root condition in
Dependent Chapter with all materiality excluded.
CF. Since the conditioning forces are all mentality, 
the condition under consideration and postnascence 
condition are, as usual, always excluded. When 
“at the moment of conception” is included, predomi
nance, prenascence and repetition conditions, where 
this is not obtained, are further excluded. And when 
there are only faultless and faulty states, resultant 
condition is excluded. So for
(ii)(a), CF. = 20 conditions exclusive of root, predo
minance, postnascence and path.
(ii)(b), CF. « 18 conditions excluding prenascence 
and repetition from the above.

Not-predominance 3
352. (i) & (ii) « 88(i) & (iv) of not-predominance 
condition in Dependent Chapter.

352. (iiiXa) Indeterminate-indeterminate {During life)
All are the same as 88(vii)(a) of not-predominance 

condition in Dependent Chapter with all the materiality 
excluded from the conditioned states at the bottom 
of the table. Here predominant realities are the 
conditioned states and, in this case, the 4 mental aggre
gates are taken partly and wholly as in that Chapter.
CF. These are also the same and wherever they 
are so they will not be mentioned,
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All are the same as 88(vii)(b) of not-predominance 
condition in Dependent Chapter with all materiality 
excluded.

Not-prenascence 3
352. = 92(i), (iii), (v)(a) & (b) of not-prenascence condi
tion in Dependent Chapter with all materiality 
excluded.

Not-postnascence 3
353. (i) & (ii) =» 93(j) & (iv) of not-postnascence 
condition in Dependent Chapter « 57(i) & (iv) of 
conascence condition of the Positive conditions.
353. (iii)(a) & (b) = 93(vii)(a) & (b) of not-postnas
cence condition in Dependent Chapter with all materia
lity excluded = 57(vii)(a) & (b) of conascence condi
tion of the Positive conditions with all materiality 
excluded. For (a) (During Life) take all the resultant 
and functional consciousnesses and (b) (conception) 
take all the rebirth consciousnesses.

This condition is elided in the Text.
Not-repetition 3

353.=93(i), (iv), (vii),(a) & (b) of not-repetition condi
tion in Dependent Chapter with all materiality excluded 
from (vii)(a) & (b).

Not-kamma 3
354. (i), (ii), (iii) = 94(i), (ii), (iii)(a) of not-kamma 
condition in Dependent Chapter.

Not-resultant 3
355. (i), (ii), (hi) = 95(i), (iv), (viiXa) of not-resul
tant condition in Dependent Chapter with all 
materiality excluded from (vii)(a).

352. (iii)(b) Indeterminate-indeterminate (Conception)
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356. = 98(a) of not-jhana condition in Dependent 
Chapter.

Not-path 1
357. = 86(ii)(a) & (b) of not-root condition in Depen
dent Chapter with all materiality excluded.

Not-dissociation 3
358. « lOl(i), (ii), (iii)(a) of not-dissociation condi’ 
tion in Dependent Chapter.

In the cases where the mental states arise during 
hfe in the immaterial plane and where the material 
states are the only conditioned states, they are not 
dependent on any base. That is why in such cases 
the answers in Conditioned and Dependent Chapters 
are the same.

At The Moment O f Conception
In the 6 Chapters of the Text it will be seen that 

there is no "at the moment of conception” for predoe 
mi nance, prenascence and repetition of the Positiv- 
conditions and for not-kamma, not-resultant, not- 
jhana and not-dissociation of the Negative conditions. 
At the end of not-resultant condition in this Conjoined 
Chapter, the Text points out that "there is no ‘con
ception’ for not-kamma and not-resultant, but there 
are for all the rest” . But further on, at the end of this 
nbt-dissociatioR condition the Text again states that 
"There is no ‘conception’ in not-dissociation”.

Ex^anation. From a study ot the Single Enumera
tions of the Positive and Negative conditions, it can 
be easily decided upon as to whether ‘conception’ is 
obtained or not. With the Positive copditions: (1)

Not-jhana 1
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predominance condition is concerned with predomi
nant impulsions that do not arise at the moment of 
conception; (2) prenascence is concerned with states 
during life and not at the moment ol conception; 
(3) repetition is concerned with impulsions which do 
not arise at the moment of conception. With the 
Negative conditions: (1) not-kamma and not-resultant 
have no resultant consciousnesses and, therefore, there 
is no rebirth consciousness for ‘conception’; (2) not- 
jhana has resultant consciousnesses but these are 
twice fivefold consciousnesses that do not function 
as rebirth and, therefore, there is no ‘conception’. 
So there is no conception for these conditions. But 
the case of not-dissociation needs to be considered.

In the Single Enumeration of not-dissociation 
condition there is conception because it is stated as 
“4 immaterial resultant consciousnesses, 30 mental 
factors which are 4 mental aggregates during life and 
at the moment of conception” . These 4 immaterial 
resultants do perform the functions of rebirth, life- 
continuum and death and yet, why doe  ̂ the Text 
definitely state here that “there is no ‘conception’ in 
not-dissociation” ?

In the cases where there is cqnception in the Depen
dent and Conditioned Chapters it will be found that 
conception is always given together with heart-base. 
Examples are : (1) in root condition and so on where 
materiality and mentality are both conditioning and 
conditioned states, it is “dependent on aggregates, 
arises (heart-) base; dependent on (heart-) base, arise 
aggregates” : (¾ in object condition and so on where 
mentality is the conditioned state, it is “dependent on 
(heart-)base, arise aggi’egates” ; (3) in not-object condi
tion and so on where only materiality is the 
conditioned state, it is“dependent on aggregates^ arises 
(heart-' ’̂base.” But in tins Conjoined Chapter, and in
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the above cases of the conditions such as predomi
nance, not-kamma and so on gjven in the other 
Chapters where there is no ‘conception’, the heart- 
base which arises at the moment of conception is not 
obtained. It is obtained only in the cases ot root, 
conascence and other conditions. There!ore, to show 
this distinction, conception is given only with the 
heart-base arising at that moment in the 6 Chapters 
but not given when without that heart-base as in this 
case of not-dissociation in this Conjoined Chapter.

The above explains what the Subcommentary  ̂ says 
in this connection that “there is nothing special here 
and, therefore, there is no need for taking ‘con
ception”.

End of Classification Chapter of 
Negative Conditions in Conjoined Chapter

1. FAULTLESS TRIPLET VI. ASSOCIATED CHAPTER
(Sampayutta vara)

2. Conditions: Negative (i) Classification Chapter
Not-root 2

396, 397. All are the same as not-root condition of 
Conjoined Chapter.

The other conditions are also the same as Conjoined 
Chapter and, therefore, the Text is abbreviated.

End of Classification Chapter of 
Negative Conditions in Associated Chapter

1. Sarfisat^ha-vare paccaniye ‘na vippa5mtte patisandhi natthi’ 
ti idam vatthuvirahitaya papsandhiya visum anuddharan 
-ato vuttam. Papccavaradisu hi sahajatassa-paccayabhava- 
dassanattham savatthuka patisandhi uddhata, sa idhapi 
adhipati-purejata-sevanesu na kamma, na vipaka, na jhana, 
na vippayuttesu na labbhati, annesu ca anulomato pacc
aniyato ca labbhamanapaccayesu labbhatiti imassa visesassa 
dassanattham uddhafati (p. 218).
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Corny} In the 6 Chapters, the conditions are distin
guished as those which are (1) not involved in the 
Positive but always in the Negative condrions, (2) 
involved in the Positive but never in the Negative 
conditions, (3) involved in both the Positive and 
Negative conditions. Oî  these 3 kinds, (1) is post
nascence—the only condition, (2) are the 4 major 
conascence (conascence, dependence, presence and non- 
disappearance), (3) are root and the rest of the 
conditions.

End of the Classification Chapters of 
the Negative Conditions in the 6 Chapters.

(3) ENUMERATION CHAPTERS OF THE
POSITIVE CONDITIONS IN THE 

6 CHAPTERS

1. FAULTLESS TRIPLET THE 6 CHAPTERS.

L Conditions: Positive (ii) Enumeration Chapters
(Sahkhya vara)

All the conditioning and conditioned states of the 
Positive and Negative conditions in the 6 Chapters 
are given in the 2 Charis, CSEP6 and CSEN6, so that

1. Etesu pana chasu varesu atthi koci paccayo ekantaih an- 
ulomato na titthati, paccanikatova tifthati, atthi ekantaA 
paccanikato na tiphati, anulomato va tiphati, atthi anek- 
antaih anulomato ceva tiphati, paccanikato cati idam 
pakiijnakaih veditabbarh. Tattha pathamo paflho paccha 
jatassa, dutiyo mahScatukassa, tatiyo yujja-manakanaih 
sesSnam vasena veditabboti.
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they would not have to be repeatedly given but only 
referred to those Charts wherever such states are met 
with in the Classification Chapters. The method of 
arriving at the answers from the conditioning and 
conditioned states of the conditions in the 6 Chapters 
was also given.

Here also, in these Enumeration Chapters, the 
order of the Text is not followed. For if this were 
done, there would be too many repetitions and re
ferences to be made in each Chapter and this Guide 
would, therefore, become voluminous. So it has 
been arranged in a way that the author has found 
convenient and practical in teaching Patthana to his 
pupils which, in this case, is to deal with the Enume
ration Chapters ol all the Positive Conditions in the 
6 Chapters.

When the common states are dealt with: (1) in the 
Dependent and Conascent Chapters, heart-base is 
taken for “at the moment of conception” ; (2) in the 
Conditioned and Supported Chapters, heart-base is 
also taken for “at the moment of conception and 
during life” and heart-base together with the 5 bases 
(i.e, 6 bases) are taken as occasion requires for 
“during life” ; (31 in the Conjoined and Associated 
Chapters, where there is no materiality and, therefore, 
no heart-base, only mental states are taken as the 
conditioning and conditioned states.

The item m»mbers in the respective Chapters of th^ 
Text will be given. The enumerations, as shown in 
the case of the CSEP6 and CSEN6, will be given for 
Dependent, Conditioned and Conjoined Chapters offiy 
since Conascent, Supported and Associated Chapters 
are respectively the same.

For “By Twos” .“By Threes” , etc. the item numbers 
are given (1) without brackets when they are given 
completely in the Text, (2) with brackets when they are
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dpt given completely. When item dumbefs ate dot 
given but bracketed; e.g. (x), it shows that the elis
ions in the Text are filled.

Numbers {of Answers)
By Ones

73, 238, 269, 333, 347, 395. With root condition 9, 
17, 3 ... non-disappearence 9, 17, 3.

These are the enumerations, i.e., the numbers of 
answers, given in the Positive Classification Chapters 
and Single Enumerations (CSEP6) of Dependent, 
Conditioned and Conjoined Chapters respectively. 
The analytical states of these conditions and the 
enumerations obtained from them have already been 
dealt with above. In the Commentary^ it is stated 
that the 3 different enumerations in Dependent 
Chapter are 9, 3 and 1: 9 (being the number of answers) 
for each of 12 conditions, 3 tor each of 10 conditions 
and 1 for 1 condition, so that there is a total of 13.9 
answers for the 23 conditions. Similar comments 
are made for the Conditioned^ and Conjoined^ 
Chapters.

Determination of the Enumerations of the Con
ditions Taken “By Twos” .
The Method. The method of determining the common 
of two conditions was illustrated with the example 
of root and object conditions in the Introduction to

1. Evamettha sankhepato nava, tini, ekanti tividhova varaparic- 
chedo. Vittharato dvadasa navaka, dasatika, ekam ekakanti 
sabbesupi tevisatiya paccayesu ekunacattallsadhikam vara 
sataih hoti (p. 417).

2. Evamettha sattarasa, satta, ekanti tayo varapariccheda 
honti Tesu dvadasa sattarasaka, dasa sattaka, ekam 
ekekanti (p. 429).

S, Evamettha bavisatiya paccayesu ti^i vipake ekanti dve 
parricheda (p. 432).
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36 CONCISE METHOD OF ENUMERATIONS FOR 6 CHAPTERS 

FROM THE CONDITIONED STATES

Dp -  dependent 
Cn « ConaM5ent 
Cd Conditioned

Sp supported 
Cj •  conjoined 
Ass « associated

Conditioning states Conditioned states Dp
Cn

Cd
Sp Ass

1
Faultless, faulty, indeterminate 
cons., mind-produced great pri
maries, heart-base (6 bases)

Faultless, faulty, indeterminate 
cons and mind-produced matter 9 17 3

2
Predominant mentality, predo
minant mind-produced great 
primaries and heart-base

Predominant mentality and pre
dominant mind-produced matter 9 17 3

3
Mentality in the immaterial 
plane, mind-produced great pri
maries

Mentality in the immaterial 
plane and mind-produced mat
ter

7 7 3

4 Faultless, faulty, functional 
cons, and heart-base

Faultless, faulty and functional 
cons. 3 7 3

5
Predominant or non-predomi
nant mind-produced great pri
maries

Predoninant or non-predomi
nant mind-produced matter 5 5

6 Mentality in the immaterial 
plane

Mentality in the immaterial pi. 3 3 3

7
2 delusion-rooted cons., root
less mentality, rootless great 
primaries, heart-base (6 bases)

Delusion from 2 delusion-root
ed cons., rootless mentality and 
rootless materiaUty

2 4 2

8 2 delusion-rooted ecus., heart- 
base

Delusion from 2 delusion-root
ed cons. 1 3 1

9 2 delusion-rooted cons, ip the 
immaterial plane

Delusion from 2 delusion-root
ed cons, in the immaterial plane 1 I

/
I

10
Resultant cons., resultant-mind 
produced great primaries, heart- 
base (6 bases)

Resultant cons., resultant mind 
produced matter I 1 1

11
Rebirth kamma-produced great 
primaries... during life-kamma- 
produced great primary

Rebirth kamma-producea mat
ter... during Ufe kamria pro
duced matter

I 1





CM. p. XXX. Mere foot ^Jondition is taken as 
ference and the conditioning and conditioned states 
of this condition which are common with those of 
object and each of the other conditions are found. 
Then, from the common conditioning and conditioned 
states of the two conditions, the enumerations “By 
Twos” are determined. There should be no difficulty 
about this as the enumerations “By Ones” were deter
mined in the Classification Chapters from the condi
tioning and conditioned slates of each condition which 
are provided in the CSEP6 and CSEN6. The only 
difference here is that the conditioning and conditioned 
states of the 2 conditions, which are provided in those 
Charts, are compared to find the common conditioning 
and conditioned states and from them the enumera
tions, as required by the Chapters., are determined. 
This, in brief, is the general method for the Enumera
tion Chapters in the 6 Chapters.

The enumerations from the conditioned states can 
be obtained readily from the Chart of the Enumera
tions for the 6 Chapters irom the Conditioned States 
which is here provided* So, when the common condi
tioned states of 2 conditions— he conditioned states 
being fundamental (padhdnay in the 6 Chapters—are 
obtained, all that is necessary is to look up the Chart 
to find the enumeration for those conditioned states. 
Of course, when the common conditioned states are 
determined, the common conditioning states are also 
obtained and that is why they are also given in the 
Chart. The Commentary,2 in determining the enume-

1. Tattha hi paccayuppanna padhanatta (Subcomy. p. 222).
2. Tatridam lakkhanam: Bahugananopi paccayo a-bahuga^a- 

nena saddhiih yutto tena samana-ganano va hoti. Samana- 
gaijano pana samanagananena saddhim yutto a-paril^na- 
ga^ianova hoti (p. 417).
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rations ot the coiiditions taken ‘̂ By Twos” , deals with 
the enumerations instead of the common states of the 
2 conditions. When the enumerations of the 2 condi
tions are compared, the lower figure is taken as the 
enumeration for the common of the 2; and if they 
are the same, that figure is taken.

How the Answers are Obtained 
Root Condition as Reference 

By Twos {Duka)
Dependent and Conascent Chapters

74. With root condition and object (there are) 3 
(answers).

The conditioning and conditioned states of root 
(as reference) and object (as variant) conditions, as 
given in the CSEP6, are examined to select their 
common states. They are as follows:

Common States o f  Root and Object Conditions

CS CdS
71 rooted cons., 52 m.f. 
which are 4 rooted m.agg. 
during life and at the mo
ment of ^conception and 
heart-fbase

71 rooted cons., 52 m.f. 
excluding delusion from 
2 delusion-rooted cons., 
which are 4 rooted m.agg. 
during life and at the 
moment of conception

When these common states are analysed as sections 
of the Faultless Triplet, both the conditioning and 
conditioned states are found to consist of faultless, 
faulty and indeterminate states. Then, when those 
states which are of conascence condition are considered, 
as required for the Dependent and Conascent Chapters,
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there are found to be 3 items: (i) faultless-faultless,
(ii) faulty-faulty, (iii) indeterminate-indeterminate. 
Thus there are 3 answers. So only 3 questions out 
of the 49 have answers. This is the way the answeis 
are worked out. Based upon this method of working, 
the author has, by induction, come to the geneial 
conclusion that whenever the conditioned states are 
faultless, faulty and functional consciousnesses, as in 
this case, the answer is always 3 for Dependent 
Chapter. Please see itehi no. 4 of the above Enumera
tions Chart.

After the 3 direct answers are obtained, the analyti
cal states have to be classified to get the classified 
answers as shown in the Classification Chapt^. The 
Classification Chapter for the Single Enumeiation, i.e. 
conditions taken singly or “By Ones” , serves as a 
model for obtaining the classified answers for the 
other enumerations "By Twos” , "By Threes” , etc. 
and the latter are, therefore, never given in the Text. 
Sometimes these classified answers are completely 
the same as those in the Classification Chapters of 
"By Ones” and sometimes are only parts of those 
answers. So, if the Classification Chapter for "By 
Ones” (Single Enumeration) is understood there will 
be no difficulty in finding out the Classification 
Chapters of the other Enumerations.

The method of obtaining the Classification Chapter 
for root and object conditions taken together in 
"By Twos” is shown below so that it can be applied 
to the other enumerations. It is not possible to give 
the Classification Chapters for all of them in this 
Guide as they are so numerous that there would 
be no end to them. Only in special cases will they be 
given.
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Analytical States o f  Fauittess-fauhtess
CS CdS

21 fls cons., 38 m.f. which 
are 4 m.agg. taken partly

21 fls cons., 38 m.f. which 
are 4 m. agg. taken partly

Classification Chapter

Dependent on faultless state, arises faxiltless state 
by root and object conditions (direct answer to the 
question ‘Dependent on faultless state, may there 
arise faultless state by root and object conditions?).

Dependent on one faultless aggregate, arise three 
aggregates; dependent on three aggregates, arises one 
aggregate; dependent on two aggregates,arise two 
Mgregates (classified answer). The Commentary^ on 
Conditioned Chapter instructs that such answers 
must be worked out.

Analytical States o f Faulty-faulty

CS CdS
12 fty cons., 27 m.f. which 
are 4 m.agg. taken partly

12 fty cons., 27 m.f. exclu
ding delusion from 2 delu
sion-rooted cons, which 
are 4 m.agg. taken partly

Classification Chapter
Dependent on faulty state, arises faulty state by 

root and object conditions.

1. Tatha Kusalaih dhammaih paccaya kusalo dhammo 
uppajjati hetu-paccaya arammapa paccaya. Kusalaih 
ekam khandham paccaya tayo khandhati imina 
nayena arammane laddha-vissajianani vittharetabbani 
(p. 429)
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Dependent on one faulty aggregate, arise three 
aggregates; dependent on three aggregates, arises one 
aggregate; dependent on two aggregates, arise two 
aggregates.

The classified answers for the faultless-taultless and 
faulty-faulty are the same as those in the Classification 
Chapter for root condition.

Analytical States o f Indeterminate-indeterminate

CS CdS
(1) 21 rooted res cons., 17 
rooted func cons., 38 m.f. 
which are 4 m.agg. taken 
partly
(2) At the moment of con
ception, 17 rooted res cons.,
35 m.f. which are 4 m.agg. 
taken partly
and heart-base !

21 rooted res cons., 17 
rooted func cons., 38 m .f.' 
which are 4 m.agg. taken 
partly
17 rooted res cons., 35 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg. 
taken partly

partly and wholly

Tt will be seen that material states, which were 
included as conditioned states in the Classification 
Chapter of root condition, are now excluded when 
the common states whh object condition are taken. 
As noted earlier, heart-base as materiality is included 
(1) for “at the moment of conception” in Dependent 
and Conasient Chapters and (2) for “at the moment 
of concepJon” and “during life” in Condition and 
Supported Chapters.

Note. If only materiality or mental factors are 
either conditioning or conditioned states, in one 
answer the aggregates are taken partly and wholly as 
pointed out in the explanation of how the Classifi
cation Chapter is obtained.
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Dependent on indeterminate state, arises indeter
minate state by root and object conditions.
^a) Dependent on one resultant indeterminate or 
functional indeterminate aggregate, arise three aggre» 
gates; dependent on three aggregates, arises one 
aggregate; dependent on two aggregates, arise two 
aggregates;
(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on one 
resultant indeterminate aggregate, arise three aggre
gates ; dependent on three aggregates, arises one 
aggregate; dependent on two aggregates, arise two 
aggregates;

dependet on (heart-) base, arise aggregates.
Here the classified answers are only part of those 

in the Classification Chapter of root condition. So 
this is the enumeration and Classification Chapter ot 
root and object conditions taken together in "By 
Twos” in Dependent and Conascent Chapters.

Conditioned and Supported Chapters
270. With root condition and object (there are) 
7 (answers).

The common states are the same as those given 
in Dependent Chapter above. So when these states 
are the same in other Chapters, only references will be 
made to them as is done here. The 7 direct answers 
are the same as those shown ior object condition in 
Conditioned Chapter: (1) faultless-faultless, (ii) faulty- 
faulty, (iii) indeterminate-indeterminate, (iv) indeter
minate-faultless, (v) indeterminate-faulty, (vi) faultless, 
indeterminate-faultless, (vii) faulty, indeterminate- 
faulty. The analytical states of (i), (ii) and (iii) are

Classification Chapter
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the same as Dependent Chapter with an addition for
(iii) given below because heart-base during lile is 
included.

Additional Analytical States o f  
Indeterminate-indeterminate
CS

(1) Heart-base which had 
arisen together with the pre
ceding rooted rebirth cons., 
etc.
(2) Having emerged from 
the attainment of Extinction, 
preceding heart-base which 
had arisen about one thou
ght-moment before Anagami 
or Arahatta Fruition
(3) In the dying process the 
last heart-base which had 
arisen together with the 
nascent phase of the 17th 
thought-moment reckoned 
backwards from death cons.

CdS

17 rooted res cons, ex
clusive of 4 immaterial res 
cons., 17 rooted func cons., 
38 m.f. which are 4 m.agg. 
taken partly and wholly 
in 5-agg. planes

Classification Chapter
Conditioned by (heart-) base, arise resultant indeter

minate or functional indeterniinate aggregates (the 
additional classified answer to indeterminate-indeter
minate).

Indeterminate-faultless, etc.
The analytion states of (ind-fls),(ind-fty ),(fJs,ind-fls), 

and (tty, ind-tty) are the same as shown in object 
condition in Conditioned Chapter except that delusion

1. As shown for Dependence condition [item 8(xi)] in the 
Analytical Exposition of the Conditions of C.R.
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from 2 delusipn-rooted conseiousnesses are excluded 
from the faulty conditioned states. The classified 
answers are also the same.

Conjoined and Associated Chapters
348. With root condition and object (there are) 
3 (answers).

Since association condition, where there are only 
mental states, is dealt with iii these Chapters, 
all materiality is excluded from the common states in 
Dependent Chapter, Therefore, heart-base, the 
conditioning state is left out. So for the faultless- 
faultless and faulty faulty, the analytical states and 
classified answers are the same as Dependent Chapter. 
As Tor indeterminate-indeterminate, there is a slight 
difference due to the exclusion of heart base.

Analytical States o f Indeterminate-indeterminate
CS CdS

(1) 21 rooted res cons., 17 
rooted func cons., 38 m.f. 
which are 4 m.agg. taken 
partly
(2) At the moment of con
ception, 17 rooted res cons., 
35 m.f. which are 4 m.agg. 
taken partly

21 rooted res cons., 17 
rooted func cons., 38 m.f. 
which are 4 m.agg. taken 
partly
17 rooted res cons., 35 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg, 
taken partly,

1

Classification Chapter
Conjoined with indeterminate state, arises indeter

minate state by root and object eonditions;
(a) Conjoined with one resultant indeterminate or- 
i'unctional indeterminate aggregate, arise' three aggre
gates; conioinedy with three aggregates, arises one 
aggregate; conjoined with two aggregates, arise two 
aggregates;
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(by At the moment of conception, conjoined with 
one resultant indeterminate aggregate, arise three 
aggregates; conjoined with three aggregates, arises 
one aggregate; conjoined with two aggregates, arise 
two aggregates.

It will be seen that the analytical states and classified 
answers are part ot those in the Classification Chapteis 
for the Single Enumerations, i.e. for the conditions 
taken “By Ones” , given in the Text. • So if the method 
of arriving at the Classification Chapter, illustrated 
with the above example of root and object conditions, 
is understood, there will be no difficulty with those of 
the other enumerations. And these must be done, 
i.e. the direct and classified answers must be 
determined, to provide complete answers to the 
questionsi in the Enumeration Chapters. Of course, 
in this Guide, all the analytical states and classified 
answers cannot be given for the enumerations that 
follow.

Note. In the explanation of the Single Enumerations 
of the positive conditions in the 6 Chapters it was 
shown that the conditioning and conditioned states 
of object condition are the same as proximity, conti
guity and other conditions (see CSEP 6) and that was 
why they were considered together. This was also 
done with dependence and other conditions which 
aire the same as conascence condition. Therefore, 
when root with object condition is given, it is also the 
same with proximity and so on and will not be 
repeated. Similarly, when root with conascence is 
given, those with dependence and so on, which are the 
same, will not be re la ted . That is why the enumeTa- 
tions given for such cases in the Text are found fo te  
the same. Here only Dependent, Conditioned and 
Conjoined Chapters are dealt with. For once they 
are known, the other Chapters, which are the same,
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are also known. The figures given in brackets are 
the enumerations for Conditioned and Conjoined 
Chapters respectively. The only remark made in 
the CommentaryHor "By Twos” is that the enumera
tion with resultant condition as variant and root 
condition as reference is 1.

With Root Condition and Predominance 9,(17,31
Compare the conascent, dependent and associated 

conditioning and conditioned states of root and 
predominance conditions in the Dependent, Con
ditioned and Conjoined Chapters respectively. All 
the material and mental states of the latter condition 
are included in the former. Therefore, the common 
states are the conditioning and conditioned states of 
predominance condition. So the enumerations are 
the same as those given for this condition in the Single 
Enumerations of those 3 Chapters, i.e. 9, 17, 3, And 
the Classification Chapters are also those of predo
minance condition in the 3 Chapters. Whenever 
the common states of the conditions are the same as 
the conditioning and conditioned states of a condition 
in the Single Enumeration—^which have been dealt 
with above—only reference will be made to that 
condition.

{RdV Conascence 9,(17,3)
Conascence and the other conditions which are 

the same have all the materiality and mentality as 
both conditioning and conditioned states and, there
fore, those of root condition, which has the lesser

1. VipSke ekanti hetu-vipakaduke vipake vuttaih ekameva- 
vissajjanam labbhati (p.418)

2. Abbreviated for root condition to show that it is the 
reference eondition. Abbreviations arc also used for 
the other reference conditions.
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number of them, aie the common states. So the 
enumerations and classified answers are the same as 
root condition given in the Text in the Single Enumera
tions of the 3 Chapters.

{Ro){3) Mutuality 3,(7,3)
Since mutuality condition^ has all the mentality, 

those which are the conditioning and conditioned 
states of root condition are the common mental states. 
As for materiality, mutuality condition^ has all the 
7 kinds of great primaries but root has only 2. 
So the common material states are the 2 kinds of 
great primaries of root condition and heart-base.

Common States o f  Root and Mutuality

CS
(1) 71 rooted cons., 52 m.f. 
which are 4 rooted m.agg. 
during life and at the 
moment of conception

(2) Rooted mind-produced 
gr. pr.; rooted rebirth ka
mma-produced gr.pr. and 
heart-base

CdS
71 rooted cons., 52 m.f. 
excluding delusion from 
2 delusion-rooted cons, 
which are 4 rooted m. 
agg. during life and at 
the moment of conception
Heart-base compared2 with 
rooted rebirth m.agg. 
(opposite);
Rooted mind-produced 
gr.pr.; rooted rebirth ka
mma-produced gr.pr. (bo
th of)which are comparedS 

with one another (of the 
same kind) mutually

1. The word ‘condition* will be left out when there is 
no doubt that it is meant.

2. Tius he^-base, as CdS, is conascent with rebirth mental 
aggregates which are the CS. This gives the answer; depen
dent on aggregates, arises (heart-base.)

3- To show that the great primaries of the same kind of matter 
are mutually related.
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Take the rooted consciousnesses in the five-aggre
gate planes of prenascence as the common states 
with root but exclude delusion in the conditioned 
states as in root. Heait-base (during life) is the 
conditioning state for Conditioned Chapter only and 
is given in brackets in such cases.

Common States o f Root and Prenascence

(Ro) Prenascence 3,(7,3)

CS CdS
67 rooted cons, exclusive 
of 4 immaterial res.^cons., 52 
m.f. which are -4* rooted 
m.agg. during life in 5-agg. 
planes and (heart-base)

67 rooted cons, exclusive 
of 4 immaterial res. cons., 
52 m.f. excluding delusion 
from 2 delusion-rooted 
cons, which are 4 rooted 
m.agg. in 5-agg. plianes

(Ro) Repetition 3,(7,3)
Take the rooted consciousnesses of repetition as 

the common states with root but exclucfe delusion 
from 2 delusion-rooted consciousnesses as in root 
if the faulty consciousnesses are the conditioned states. 
This will not be pointed out again.

Note. In the Enumeration Chapters of the Positive 
conditions, predominance, prenascence and repetition 
conditions occur during life only as pointed out in 
the Classification Chapters of the Positive conditions. 
So when heart-base is a conditioning state in these 
conditions, it is not concerned with Dependent Chapter 
—where it is meant for "at the moment of concep
tion”— b̂ut with Conditioned Chapter for "during 
life” . In these cases heart-base is bracketed as above.
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Common States o f  Moot and Repetition

GS CdS I
Second to seventh impul
sions of 12 fty cons., 8 
great fls cons, and 8 great 
func cons; 9 lofty fls eons., 
9 lofty func cons.and 4 
Path cons. 52 m.f. which 
sm  4 rooted m«agg. and 
(heart-base)

Second to seventh impul
sions of 12 fty cons., 8 great 
fls cons, and 8 great func 
cons; 9 lofty fls cons., 9 
lofty func cons, and 4 Path 
cons. 52 m.f. excluding delu
sion from 2 delusion-rooted 
cons, which are 4 rooted 
m.agg.

\Ro) kamma 9,(17,3)
Take mentality as in root but exclude volition from 

the conditioned states as in kamma. Also, take 
matoriality as in root since it is common with kamma 
which has more of it.

Common States o f  Root and Kamma

CS CdS •
(t) 71 rooted cons., 52 
m.f. which are 4 rooted 
m.agg. during life and at 
the moment of conception

(2) Rooted mind-produc
ed -rooted rebirth 
kamma- produced gr.pr.

11 rooted cons., 52 m.f. 
excluding delusion from 2 
delusion-rooted cons and 
fls, fty, rooted func volitions 
which are 4 rooted miagg. 
during life and at the moment 
of  ̂conception 
Rooted mind-produced mat
ter, rooted rebirth kamma-
produced matter

.̂........... ..—......... ........... . ----- -

{Ro) Resultant 1, (1,1)
Rooted resultant consciousnesses and the matter 

produced by them are common. There is no need 
to exdude delixsionirom 2 delusion-rooted consdcnis* 
nesses as the latter are not included in resultant con
sciousnesses as common conditioned states.
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Common States o f  Root and Resuhant

1 CS CdS
(1) 21 rooted res cons., 
38 m.f. which are 4 rooted 
m.agg. during life and at 
the moment of conception

(2) Rooted mind-produc
ed gr.pr., rooted rebirth 
kamma - produced gr.pr. 
and heart-base

21 rooted res cons., 38 m.f; 
which are 4 rooted m.agg. 
during life and at the mo
ment of conception

Rooted mind-produced mat
ter, rooted rebirth kamma- 
produced matter

(Ro) Nutriment, Faculty, Jh5na,Path 9, (17,3)(foreach)
These conditions have other conditioning and 

conditioned states besides those of root condition. 
Therefore, the common states are those ot root condi
tion given in CSEP6.

{Ro) Dissociation 9,(17,3)
The common states are the conditioning and condi

tioned states ot root condition with the 4 immaterial 
resultant consciousnesses excluded as in dissociation 
because the latter condition occurs only in the five- 
aggregate planes.

Common States o f Root and Dissociation

CS CdS
(1) 67 rooted cons, exclusive 
of 4 immaterial res cons., 52 
m.f. which are 4 rooted m. 
agg. during life and at the 
moment of conception in 5- 
agg. planes

(2) Rooted mind-produced 
gr.pr., rooted rebirth kamma- 
produced gr.pr. and heart- 
base

67 rooted cons, exclusive 
of 4 immaterial res cons., 
52 m.f. excluding delusion 
from 2 delusion-rooted 
cons, which are 4 rooted 
m.agg. during Ufe and at 
the momettt of conception 
Rooted mind-produced 
matter, rooted rebirth 
kamma-produced matter
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(Rop By threes (Tika)
75, 270,2 with root, object conditions and 

predominance (there are) 3 (answers), etc.
"By Threes” means that three conditions are taken 

together. Of these, the last is the variant and the 
first two are the reference conditions. So, in the 
case of root, root and the next condition, object, are 
always taken together as reference conditions with 
each of the other conditions as the variant. Therefore, 
to find the common states^ of the 3 conditions, the 
common conditioning and conditioned states of root 
and object, already found in "By Twos” , are taken 
as the reference states and compared with the condi
tioning and conditioned states of each of the other 
conditions. So it is not necessary to compare the 
conditioning and conditioned states of 3 conditions 
at the same time.

The enumerations for the common states of root 
and object, already determined in "By Twos”, are 3, 
(7,3). These are so because mind-produced matter 
is not a common conditioned state. It will be seen 
from the Chart of Enumerations from Conditioned 
States that when mind-produced matter is not included, 
the enumerations are not greater than 3,7,3 for the 
respective Chapters. So the enumerations for the 
common states found with the above 2 conditions, 
root and object, and any other condition cannot he 
greater then 3,7,3 but must either be the same or less

1. Indicates that root is the condition under consideration 
and so for “By Threes”, root and the next condition, object, 
•re taken as the reference conditions with each of the re
maining conditions as variant.

2. In Conditioned Chapter, the enumerations with all the con
ditions are not given completely but only stated that all are 
7 and that resultant is 1. In Conjoined Chapter they aie 
not given at all.

3. Means the common conditioning and conditioned states.
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as in the case of resultant condition. For the comnloil 
states of the 3 conditions cannot be more than the 
common states of the 2 conditions, root and object.

From the above it will be seen that when the 
commons of “By Threes”, “By Fours” , etc. are deter
mined, the common states of the conditions wluch 
are taken as references, and which were found pre
viously, must be known. In this case they are those 
of root and object conditions which are given here 
again.

Common States o f Root and Object 3, {7,3)

CS CdS
71 rooted cons., 52 m.f. 
which are 4 rooted m.agg. 
during life and at the mom
ent of conception 
and heart-base

71 rooted cons., 52 m.f. 
excluding delusion from 
2 delusion-rooted cons, 
which are 4 rooted m.agg. 
during life and at the 
moment of conception

When the commons of the above common condi
tioning and conditioned states, the reference states, 
and the conditioning and conditioned states of the 
variants, predominance and so on, are deternuned, 
all the great primaries as conditioning states and all 
the matter as conditioned states, which are included 
in the variants, are excluded because these material 
states are not contained in the reference states and 
are, therefore, not common. Heart-base is included 
for “conception” in Dependent Chapter and for 
“eonception” and “during life” in Conditioned 
Chapter. In short, all mental and material states 
of the variants that are not common With the reference 
states are excluded as was shown in finding the 
commons “By Twos” . It will still be found, however, 
that the common states with the variants in
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‘̂By Threes” have enumerations 3,(7,3) the same as the 
reference states, the exceptions, of course, being with 
resultant 1,(1,1) as the Text shows.
Note. It will be shown briefly in the above way 
wherever the commons can be easily determined. 
Find the commons of the reference conditions and 
the variants and from them, the enumerations 
and check with the Text.

(Ro) By Fours  ̂ (Catukka)
Predominance is included as another reference 

condition besides root and object above. So here 
the common states are those of root, object and pre
dominance conditions that were already found in 
"By Threes” . These common states, as the reference 
states in "By Fours”, are given below so that it will 
be easy to determine the commons with the variants.

Common States o f Root, Object and Predominance 3(7,3)
CS CdS

When predominance condi
tion is obtained, 52 predomi
nant impulsions, 51 m.f. which 
are 4 m.agg.
and (heart-base)

When predominance con
dition is obtained, 52 pre
dominant impulsions, 51 
m.f. excluding doubt and 
the predominant realities 
which are 4 m.agg.

"By Fours” to"By Elevens” are elided in the Text 
because the enumerations for the common states of 
the reference and variant conditions are all the same 
as "By Threes” . This does not mean that the common 
states of the conditions are always the same. Some
times there must be differences because the con-

1. “By Fours” to “By Elevens” are elided in the Dependent 
and Conditioned Chapters but not given at all in conjoined 
Chapter.
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ditioning and conditioned states of the variants 
different. The elisions are dealt with here for the 
purpose of showing how to find out what the elisions 
are and of noting the differences in the common states.
Proximity^, etc. 3, (7,3)^

When the single enumerations of proximity, conti* 
guity, conascence, mutuality, dependence, strong- 
dependence, nutriment, faculty, jhana, path, associa
tion,, presence, absence, disappearance and non
disappearance are examined, it will be found that 
they have all the states which are the common states 
of the Reference conditions, ue. the reference states, 
given in the above table. Thus the commons with 
these conditions are the same as the common states 
of the reference conditions and so their enumerations 
are also 3,(7,3).
Prenascence, Dissociation 3, (7,3)

Although prenascence and dissociation have all 
the states which are the common states of the reference 
conditions, the difference is that they occur only in 
the five-aggregate planes and not in both the five- 
aggregate and immaterial planes as do the reference 
conditions. Therefore, in the above table, “in 5-agg. 
planes” must be added after “4 m.agg.” foi these 2 
conditions. Owing to this same kind of difference 
they are dealt with together.
Repetition 3, (7,3)2

In determining the common with repetition as 
variant, the states in it which are predominant im-

1. Shows that these are the variants in “By Fours”. Similarly, 
the variants will be shown in this way with “By Fives” and 
the rest.

2+ These enumerations can be determined, as usual, from the 
CS & CdS.
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pulsions are selected. It was already explained why 
the sensuous impulsions are occasionally predominant 
and the lotty and supramundane impulsions are 
always predominant.

Common States o f the Reference Conditions and
Repetition

CS CdS
When predominance condi
tion is obtained, second to 
seventh impulsions of 8 gr
eed-rooted, 2 hate-rooied, 8 
great fls, 8 great func cons, 
(occasionally); 9 lofty fls, 
9 lofty func, 4 path cons, 
(always), 51 m.f. exclusive 
of doubt which are 4 m. 
agg.
and (heart-base)

When predominance con
dition is obtained, second 
to seventh impulsions of
8 greed-rooted, 2 hate- 
rooted, 8 great fls, 8 great 
func cons, (occasionally);
9 lofty fls, 9 lofty func, 
4 path cons, (always), 51 
m.f. exclusive of doubt 
and predominant realities 
which are 4 m.agg.

Kamma 3,(7,3).
In the conditioned states ot the common states of 

the reference conditions,  ̂ which are the reference 
states, fault less,faulty and rooted functional volitions 
are excluded as in kamma condition (see kamma in 
“By Twos” where this is done) for the common states 
with this condition.

Resultant 1,(1,1).
The predominant impulsions in resultant condition 

are 4 Fruition consciousnesses and so these are the 
only common states besides heart-base.

1. The common states of the reference conditions under consi
deration will now be known as reference states.
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Common S ta te io f  the Reference Conditions and
Resultant

CS CdS
When predominance condi
tion is obtained, 4 Fruition 
eons., 36 m.f. which are 4 
m.agg.
and (heart base)

When predominance con
dition is obtained, 4 Frui
tion cons., 36 m.f. exscin
ding predominant reali
ties which are 4 m.agg.

The other variants have been dealt with above.

(Ro) By Fives to By Tens
When proximity, contiguity, conascence, mituality 

dependence and strong-dependence become the 
successive reference conditions for "By Fives” to 
“By Tens”, the reference states are still the same as 
“By Fours” because these conditions have all those 
reference states. Therefore, when these elisions are 
worked out they are all the same as “By Fours” .

(Ro) By Elevens (Ekadasaka)
In "By Elevens” prenascence condition is included 

as another reference condition and so, as pointed out 
in "By Fours” with prenascence as variant,"in the 
5-agg. planes” must be added to the reference states 
and also to the common states with the variants. But 
this makes no difference to the enumeration.

These are just the essential things that need to be 
pointed out about the above elisions.

76,(270) (Ro) By Twelves {Dvddasaka)
With Repetition Condition

As repetition becomes another reference condition 
in "By Twelves” , the reference states are given beloW. 
They would have been found in "By Elevens” with
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repetitions as variant. There it was pointed out that 
they are the same as “By Fours” with repetition as 
variant but only in the five-aggregate planes.

Reference States

CS CdS 1
Wlwn predominance condi
tion is obtained, second to 
seventh impulsicms of 8 
greed-rooted, 2 hate-rooted,
8 great fls, 8 great fane consi 
(oecasioaatJy); 9 lofty fls,
9 . loftv func, 4 path cons, 
(always), 51 m.f. exclusive 
of doubt which are 4 m. 
agg. in 5-agg. planes
and (heart-base)

When predominance con- 1 
dition is obtained, second i 
to seventh impulsions o f  |
8 greed-rooted, 2 hate- | 
rooted, Sgreat fls, 8 great | 
fiinc cons, (occasionally); ?
9 lofty fls, 9 lofty func I 
4 path cons, (always),
51 m.f. exclusive of doubt 
and predominant realities 
which are 4 m.agg. in 5- 
agg. planes.

Kamma 3,(7,3).
As already mentioned, faultless, faulty and fun

ctional volitions are excluded from the conditioned 
states of the reference states above to obtain the 
common with kamma.

Resultant
Resultant condition can never be variant in these 

case&4 The reason is that it has no state which is 
common with any of the reference states because in 
the latter there are no resultant states. This is always 
the case when repetition is a reference condition. That 
is why the Text specifies “with repetition” (as in Con
ditioned Chapter) and leaves out resultant as a 
variant.

1. Dvadasa-meiake pana ripika^pacscayo na labbhati (Corny, 
p. 418).
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Nutriment, Faculty, Jhdna, Path, Association, Disso
ciation, Presence, Absence, Disappearance and Non
disappearance 3,(7,3)

Each of these variants has the reference states and 
so the latter are the common with each of them.

(jRo) By Thirteens (With repetitiony
Kamma is taken as another reference condition. 

So the reference states in “By Thirteens” are the 
common states found in “By Twelves” with kamma as 
variant. The 10 variants starting with nutriirent have 
all these reference states and so the latter are the 
common with each of these variants, and the enumera
tions are also 3,(7,3).

(Ro) By Fourteens to By Twehty-ones 
(With repetition)

Resultant, the next condition after kamma, cannot 
be taken as a reference condition but is treated sepa
rately below. When nutriment also becomes a re
ference condition, the reference states are the same 
as “By Thirteens” above. This is also the case when 
faculty, jhana, path, association, dissociation, presence 
and absence respectively become the reference condi
tion for “By Fifteens” and so on. Therefore, the 
enumerations are also 3,(7,3).

77,(270) (Ro) By Twenty-two(Bdvisaka)(With repetition)
In “By Twenty-two” disappearance becomes a 

reference condition with non-disappearance as the 
only variant. The reference states are still the same 
as above. In the Text the conditions are given as

I. “By Thirteens” to “By Twanty-ones” are elided in the Text 
They are dealt with here to show what the elisions are and 
to explain how the common states and enumerations are 
obtained. If this is understood, the elisions after “By Twos” 
in Conjoined Chapter can be worked out.
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"With root, object...repetition, kamma, nutriment, 
faculty, jhana, path, association, dissociation, presence, 
absence, disappearance conditions and non-disap
pearance (there are) 3(answers)”in Dependent Chapter 
and as "With root, object ... prenascence, repetition, 
kamma, nutriment ... disappearance conditions and 
non-disappearance 7” in Conditioned Chapter. There 
is a difference in the way the conditions are mentioned 
and elided.

(Ro) By Twelves  ̂ (Dwadasakd)
This is a new series with resultant instead of with 

repetition given above. The common states and the 
enumerations are the same as above from "By Twos” 
to "By Elevens” . When repetition is not taken as 
a reference condition in this case, kamma, the next 
condition, becomes so in "By Twelves . Here also, 
the enumerations are the same, i.e. 3,(7,3), but the 
reference states are not.

Referance States o f 11 conditions including Kamma

CS CdS
When predominance condi
tion is obtained, 52 predo
minant impulsions, 51 m.f. 
which are 4 m.agg. in 5-agg. 
planes
and (heart-base)

When predominance con
dition is obtained, 52 
predominant impulsions, 
51 m.f. excluding the pre
dominant realities and fls, 
fty and func volitions 
which are 4 m.af g.

1. Not given in the Text. Here repetition is left out so as to 
be able to take “By Thifteens”" with resultant since these 
2 conditions cannot be taken together as reference condi
tions.
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kesultaiH U (LI)
Common States With Resultant as Variant

CS CdS 1
: When predominance condi

tion is obtained, 4 Fruition 
cons., 36 m.f. which are 4 
m.agg. in 5-agg. planes 
and (heart-base)

When predominance con
dition is obtained, 4 Frui
tion cons., 36 m.f. exclu- 

1 ding the predominant rea
lities which are 4 m.agg.

The enumeration for these states is 1 and so the
Text should be “With root, object ... prenascence, 
kamma conditions and resultant 1,(1,1).

Other Variants
When nutriment, faculty, jhana, path, association, 

dissociation, presence, absence, disappearance ot non- 
disappearance is the variant, the reference states are 
the common and so the enumeration is the same, 
he. 3,(7,3).

78, (270) (Ro) By Thirteens (Terasaka)
With Resultant Condition

Just as when repetition is one of the reference 
conditions, resultant is not taken as variant because 
there is no common state, so also, when resultant 
condition is one of the reference conditions, as in this 
case, repetition is not taken as variant. Here the 
reference states are thq common states in the table 
given immediately above for the 11 reference condi
tions with resultant as variant.

Variants
With the variants, nutriment, faculty, jhana, path, 

association, dissociation, presence, absence, dis
appearance and non-disappearance taken respectively,
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the common states are still the reference states afld §6 
the enumeration is 1,(1,1) for each of them.

(Ro) By Twenty4 wo {Bdvlsaka)

With Resultant Condition
The reference states and the common states with 

the variants in “ By Fourtecns” to “By Twenty-ones” 
are the same as in “ By Thirteens” and the enumera
tions are all 1,(1,1). That is why they are elided in 
the Text. And in “ By Twenty-two” also, the enume- 
lation is (1, 1).

The above shows how the elisions in the enumera
tions for the conditions especially those with repeti
tion and wilff resultant have to be found when root 
condition is taken as the first reference condition.

Method. The conditioning and conditioned states 
of all the positive conditions are given in the CSEP6. 
From that Chart the common conditioning and 
conditioned states ot the conditions concerned, as 
shown above, are found. These common states with 
the variants are then classified as faultless, faulty and 
indeterminate and from them the enumerations are 
obtained. This is a quick and convenient method 
which the author recommends because it works well 
with both the Positive and Negative conditions. The 
method in the Commentary, already mentioned, which 
consists in determining the commons of the enumera
tions is suitable for the Positive conditions because 
in Dependent Chapter the enumeration is 9,3 or 1; 
in Conditioned Chapter 17,7 or 1 and in Conjoined 
Chapter 3 or 1. But it is not reliable when applied 
to the Negative conditions.

End of Root Condition 
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(80), (271) (Ob) By Twos
Here object is the reference condition. The Text 

gives this as "W ith object condition and root (there 
are) 3 (answers), predominance 3 ... non-disappearance 
3” in Dependent Chapter and "W ith object condition 
and root 7, predominance 7 ...” in Conditioned 
C hapter,' It is left out in Conjoined Chapter.

Method. Refer to object condition in the CSEP6. 
It will be seen that it has all the mental states as both 
conditioning and conditioned states. Of the other 
conditioning states, "heart-base (6 bases)” , heart-base 
is for "conception” in both Dependent and Condi
tioned Chapters and 6 bases for "during life” 
in Conditioned Chapter. There is no other materia
lity. So, to determine the commons of object condi
tion as reference with the other conditions as variants, 
(1) exclude the great primaries from the conditioning 
states, and mind-produced matter and others from 
the conditioned states of the variants, (2) keep the 
heart-base and 6 bases as conditioning states of the 
variants if they are included and (3) keep all the mental 
states of the variants as they are because they are the 
common since object condition has all the mental 
states. By doing so it will be found that the condi
tioning and conditioned states of each of the variants 
except resultant, which are the common states, give 
the answers, fls-fls, fty-fty and ind-ind and so the 
enumeration is 3. (7, 3).

"With object condition and root 3,(7,3)” given 
here is the same as ‘With root condition and object 
3, (7,3)' given under root condition above. It is 
just an interchange of reference and variant. For 
such cases explanations will not be repeated. 
In fact, from now on, the methods will be briefly 
explained, not only to save space, but also to compel

object, etc. {Arammanddi)
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the reader to exercise his power of feasoiliilg iii 
working out the enumerations by himself.
Resultant

It must be renlembered that whenever resultant is 
included the enumeration is always 1 in the Faultless 
Triplet. For whatever the enumeration Chapter may 
be, there will be only resultant states that are common 
and so the answer is always ind-ind. The analytical 
states to be selected for the classified answers are 
taken from the single enumeration of resultant condi
tion as shown above with the other conditions. The 
Commentary! states that whenever resultant condi
tion is included, the enumeration is always 1 and since 
the enumeration with this condition and others is 
always 1 it is not given in the Text. That is why a 
footnote on this is given on p. 37 of C.R.

(Ob) By Threes, etc.
“ By Threes” to “ By Twenty-two” including those 

with repetition and with resultant have to be taken 
as in root condition. The reason for these elisions 
is that they are all the same as root condition. 
For example, “With root, object conditions and pre
dominance 3,(7,3) is the same as “With object, root 
conditions and predominance 3,(7,3). It will be seen 
that the 2 reference conditions are the same for “By 
Threes” in the cases of root and object taken 
as references, the only difference here is that object 
is taken first. So the reference states being the same, 
the Common states with the variants are also the same. 
The Commentary^ states that the enumerations in

1. Vipaka-paccayana pana saddhim samsandane ekameva 
labbhati. Tam vipaka-paccayadikaya gananaya avi 
bhavissatiti idha na dassitam (p. 419).

2. Ya cesa dumulake ganana dassita. Timulakadisupi esava 
gapanati arammana-paccayavasena timulakadayo na vit- 
tharita (p. 419).
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‘By Threes” and so oh are the same as in “ By Tv\os” 
and so they are not expanded.

Predominance By Twos
In Dependent Chapter of the Text this is “ With 

predominance condition and root 9, object 3 ... non- 
disappearance 9” and in Conditioned Chapter “With 
predominance condition and root 17,...” . “With 
predominance condition and root 9,(17,3)” is the 
same as “With root condition and predominance 
9,(17,3)” . “(With predominance condition and) ob
ject 3 (7,3)” is the same as “(With object condition 
and) predominance 3,(7,3)” . It is clear that, since 
these are cases of interchanges of reference and variant, 
they are the same. Such cases w'ill not be shown 
again.

Proximity, etc, 3, (7, 3)

Proximity, contiguity, strong-dependence, associa
tion, absence and disappearance are the same as object 
condition and, as with object, the enumeration is 
3, (7, 3) for each.

Conascence, etc, 9, (17, 3)

Conascence, dependence, nutriment, faculty, jhana, 
path, presence and non-disappearance have all the 
states of predominance, the reference condition, and 
so these are the common states with enumeration 
9, (17, 3).

Mutuality 3, (7, 3)
Mutuality, the variant, has all the mental states 

and so the common mental slates are those of predo
minance, the reference condition. The common 
material states are as follows:
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CS CdS
Predominant mind*produced 
gi. pr. and (iieart-baso)

Predominant mind-produc
ed gr.pr. which are 
compared with one another 
mutually

Prenascence 3, (7, 3)
Prenascence has all the mental states of predo

minance, the reference, and so those of the latter are 
common. But since the variant occurs only in the 
five-aggregate planes, this must be specifically 
mentioned. The heart-base as the conditioning state 
is always taken as common.

Repetition 3, (7, 3)
As pointed out before, the predominant impulsions 

in repetition are taken.

Common States o f  Predominance and Repetition

CS CdS
When predominance condi
tion is obtained, second to 
seventh impulsions of 8 
greed-rooted, 2 hate-rooted, 
8 great fls, 8; great func 
cons, (occasionally); 9 lofty 
fis, 9 lofty func, 4 Path cons, 
(always), 51 m.f. exclusive 
of doubt which are 4 m.agg. 
and (heart-base)

When predominance con
dition is obtained, second 
to seventh impulsions of 
8 greed-rooted, 2 hate- 
rooted, 8 great fls, • 8 
great func cons.(occasion
ally); 9 lofty fls, 9 lofty 
func, 4 Path cons, (al
ways), 51 m.f. exclusive 
of doubt and predominant 
realities which are 4 m.agg.

Kamma 9, (17, 3)
Kamma has all the states of predominance, the 

reference, except that faultless, faulty and functional 
volitions are excluded from the conditioned states and
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so these must be excluded from the reference states 
to  get the common.

Resultant 1, (1, 1)
As already shown, the 4 Fruition consciousnesses 

are the resultant states in resultant condition and 
only these are common.

Dissociation 9, (17, 3)
Dissociation has all the states of the reference and 

so these are the common but since dissociation occurs 
in the five-aggregate planes, this must be mentioned 
in the common states.

Here the Text is much abridged and appears dis
jointed, Therefore, the author has taken pains to deal 
with it fully so that the reader will come to know 
what the elisions are and to know the system that is 
followed.

(Pd) By Threes
In “ By Threes” root becomes another reference 

condition besides predominance and since pre
dominance has all the states of root, the reference 
states are those of the former and, therefore, the same 
as in “By Twos” . So “By Threes” are all the same 
as “ By Twos” .

(Pd) By Fours, etc.
“ By Fours” to “By Twenty-two” including “with 

repetition” and “with resultant” are all the same as 
root condition for, from this stage, the reference and 
variant conditions are the same as in root condition.

(80), (273) Proximity, Contiguity
For “By Twos” in Dependent Chapter of the Text 

this is “With proximity, contiguity conditions and
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root 3 ...non-disappearance 3” and in Conditioned 
Chapter “With proximity condition ... contiguity 
condition and root 7 Since these 2 conditions
are the same as object condition, refer to that condition 
for all the enumerations “By Twos” , etc.

(80), (274) Conascence
For “ By Twos” in Dependent Chapter this is “With 

conascence condition and root 9 ...” and in Con
ditioned Chapter “ With conascence condition

{Cn) By Twos
On reference to the CSEP6 it will be seen that 

conascence has all the mentality and materiality as 
both conditioning and conditioned states. So there 
is nothing else to do but take the conditioning and 
conditioned states of root and the other conditions 
as the common states along with  the enumerations 
as given in that Chart.

{Cn) By Threes, etc. {Tikadi)
Since root is the other reference condition with 

conascence, the common states are those of root. 
So all of “ By Threes” to “ By Twenty-two” are the 
same as root condition.

(80), (274) Mutuality By Twos
In Dependent Chapter this is given as “With mutua

l ly  C o n d i t i o n  and root 3 ...” and in Conditioned 
Chapter “With mutuality condition ...’’.With mutua
lity and the variants, root 3,(7,3) up to conascence 
3, (7, 3), have all been dealt with above.
Dependence, Presence, Non-disappearance 3,(7,3)

Since these variants have all the mentality and 
materiality, the common states are those of mutuality 
given in the CSEP6.
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Strong-dependence, association, absence and dis
appearance are the same as object, the variant, with 
mutuality, the reference, dealt with already.

Prenascence, Repetition 3, (7, 3)
Since mutuality, has all the mentality, the common 

states are those of prenascence and repetition 
respectively as given in the CSEP6.

Kamma 3, (7, 3)
Take the mental states of kamma as common since 

mutuality, the reference, has all the mental states. 
As for the material states, kamma has 4 kinds of matter 
but since mutuality has only the great primaries of 
these 4 kinds as both conditioning and conditioned 
states, the latter are common. This brief instruction 
should be sufficient to find the common and 
enumeration.

Resultant I, (1, 1)

Take all the mental states and only the great pri
maries of the 2 kinds of matter of resultant in the 
CSEP6 as they are common.

Nutriment, Faculty 3, (7, 3)

For nutriment, take its mental states and the great 
primaries of its 3 kinds of matter. For faculty, take 
its mental states and the great primaries of its 4 kinds 
of matter. There is no need to exclude physical 
life-faculty from the conditioned states of faculty 
condition as it is derived matter and is already excluded 
when only the great primaries are taken.

Strong-dependence, etc.
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Take the mental states and only the great primaries 
of the 2 kinds of matter of jhana and pathfl
Dissociation 3, (7, 3)

Take the mental states and only the great primaries 
of the 2 kinds of matter of dissociation in the five- 
aggregate planes.

(Mu) By Threes
The reader must be wearied by now with the 

instructions given to determine the commons of the 
conditions. He should have grasped the idea un
derlying the method to enable him to find the commons 
on his own. So only the reference states will be dealt 
with. Here mutuality and root are the reference 
conditions and their common states are the reference 
states.

Reference States 
(Common state of Mutuality and Root)

Jhdna, Path 3, (7,3)

CS
(I) 71 rooted cons., 52 m.f. 
which are rooted 4 m.agg 
during life and at the moment 
of conception

(2) Rooted mind-produced 
gr.pr., rooted rebirth kamma- 
produced gr.pr. and heart- 
base

CdS
71 rooted cons., 52 m.f. 
excluding |  delusion from 
2 delusion-rooted cons, 
which are 4 rooted m.agg. 
during life and at the 
moment of conception
Heart-base compared with 
rooted rebirth m.agg.
Rooted mind-produced 
gr.pr., rooted rebirth kam
ma-produced gr.pr. com
pared with one another 
mutually

1. The CSEP6 must be referred to in these cases.
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These reference states were found in Root “By 
Twos” with mutuality as variant 3, (7, 3). When the 
commons of these reference states and those of the 
variants are determined and the enumerations worked 
out, they will all be 3, (7, 3) except resultant 1, (1, 1).

{Mu) By Fours, etc.
In “By Fours” object becomes another reference 

condition. The reference states are now the mental 
states of root condition as in Root “By Fours” . So 
“By Fours” to “By Twenty-two” including “with 
repetition” and “with resultant” are the same as root 
condition.

(80), (274) Dependence
As shown in the CSEP6 it is the same as conascence.

(80), (274) Strong-dependence
The CSEP6 shows that it is the same as object.

(80,) (274) Prenascence
Only “By Twos” are given in Dependent Chapter 

as “With prenascence condition and root 3 ...” and 
in Conditioned Chapter “With prenascence condi
tion

{Prn) By Twos
“With prenascence condition and root 3, (7, 3)” 

and the other variants up to strong-dependence have 
been dealt with already.

Repetition 3, (7, 3)
Since prenascence has all the states of repetition, 

the latter are the common but only in five-aggregate 
planes. The reference, prenascence, occurs only in
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these planes and this must be mentioned in the 
common states with the variants.

Kamma 3, (7, 3)
Exclude faultless, faulty and functional volitions, 

as in kamma, from the conditioned states of 
prenascence to get the common.

Resultant 1, (1, 1)
Since the mental states of prenascence occur 

during life in the five-aggregate planes, exclude the 4 
immaterial resultant consciousnesses from the states 
of resultant condition and the rest are the common 
states in five-aggregate planes.

Nutriment, Faculty, Presence,Non-disappearance 3,(7, 3)
These have all the mental states and so the 

commons with them are the mental states of 
prenascence.

Jhana 3, (7, 3)
Exclude twice fivefold consciousnesses from pre

nascence and the rest are common.

Path 3, (7, 3)
Exclude 4 immaterial resultant consciousnesses 

from 71 rooted consciousnesses of path condition and 
the remaining mental states during life in 5-agg planes 
only are the common.

Association, Absence, Disappearance 3, (7, 3)
They are the same as object condition.
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The states of prenascence are common as they 
are part of dissociation.

(Prn) By Threes
In “By Threes” root becomes the other reference 

condition. So the common states of these 2 condi
tions given below are the reference states for finding 
the commons with the variants.

Reference States
{Common States o f Prenascence and Root)

Dissociation 3, (7, 3)

CS CdS
61 rooted cons, exclusive of 
4 immaterial res cons., 52 m. 
f. which are 4 rooted m.agg. 
during life in 5-agg. planes 
and (heart-base)

67 rooted cons, exclusive 
of 4 immaterial res cons., 
52 m.f. excluding delusion 
from 2 delusion-rooted 
cons, which are 4 rooted 
m.agg. in 5-agg. planes

These are the same common states found in 
“By Twos” of root condition with prenascence as 
variant. The reader can find the commons with the 
variants. Except for resultant 1, (1, 1), the other 
variants have the same enumeration 3, (7, 3).

(Prn) By Fours
When object, which has all the mental states, is 

included here as another reference condition, the 
reference states are still the same as “By Threes” 
above.

(Pni) By Fives
When predominance also becomes another re

ference condition, the mental states of this condition
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are how the reference states but only in the five aggre
gate planes as shown below.

Reference States
{Common States o f  Prenascence, Root,

Object and Predominance)

CS CdS
When predominance condi
tion is obtained, 52 predom 
inant impulsions, 51 m.f. 
exclusive of doubt which are 
4 m.agg. in 5-agg. planes 
and (heart-base)

When predominance con
dition is obtained, 52 pre
dominant impulsions, 51 
m.f. exclusive of doubt 
and predominant realities 
which are 4 m.agg. in 
5-agg. planes

When these states are used to find the commons 
with the variants, the reader will find that, excepting 
resultant 1, (1, 1), the enumerations for the others 
are 3, (7, 3).

{Prn) By Sixes to By Elevens {Chakka- ekddasaka)
When proximity, contiguity, conascence, mutua

lity, dependence and strong-dependence become the 
successive reference conditions for “By Sixes” to 
“By Elevens”, the reference states are still the same as 
“ By Fives” and so all are the same as “By Fives”.

{Prn) By Twelves to By Twenty-two
In “By Elevens” above the reference conditions 

are the same as those in Root “By Elevens”. And 
so when repetition becomes the next reference condi
tion in “ By Twelves” , they are the same as Root 
“By Twelves” (With Repetition) which is item 76 of 
C.R. So, from now on, all are the same as root 
condition with repetition and with resultant.
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Since the enumerations of the conditions "By 
Twos” with root up to prenascence as the single re
ference conditions have been dealt with above, the 
commons and enumerations with repetition and those 
conditions, which are just the interchanges of the 
references and variants, are the same as given there. 
These are: With repetition condition and root 3, (7, 
3), object 3, (7, 3), predominance 3, (7, 3), proximity 
3, (7, 3), contiguity 3, (7, 3), conascence 3, (7, 3), 
mutuality 3, (7, 3), dependence 3, (7, 3), strong-depen
dence 3, (7, 3), prenascence 3, (7, 3).

Kamma 3, (7, 3).
Repetition has only the impulsions that occur 

during life. So the common states are those of re
petition with the exclusion of faultless, faulty and 
functional volitions from the conditioned states as in 
kamma.

Note. With repetition as reference and resultant 
as variant there is no common state. The Text indi
cates this as: "With repetition condition and resul
tant nil” .

Nutriment, Faculty, Jhdna 3, (7, 3).
These variants have all the states of the reference 

condition and so these reference states are common.

Path 3, (7, 3).
The states of the reference condition are common 

btit exclude rootless Arahatta’s smile-consciousness 
as path has all rooted consciousnesses.

(81), (274), (349) Repetition By Twos
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Association, Presence, Absence, disappearance, Non- 
disappearance 3, (7, 3).

Since these variants have all the mental states, 
the common states are those of the reference condi
tion.

Dissociation 3, (7, 3).
This variant has all the states of the reference 

but occur only in the five-aggregate planes. So the 
common are the states of the reference in five-aggregate 
planes.

{Rp) By Threes
“By Threes” and the rest are elided in the Text. 

The common states of the 2 reference conditions 
repetition and root, given below were already found 
in Root “By Twos” with repetition and in Repetition 
“By Twos” with root.

Reference States 
{Common States o f Repetition and Root)

CS CdS
Second to seventh impul
sions of 12 fty, 8 great fls, 
8 great func cons. 9 lofty 
fls, 9 lofty func, 4 Path 
cons. 52 m.f. which are 4 roo
ted m.agg. and (heart-base)

Second to seventh impulsi
ons of 12 fty, 8 great 
fls, 8 great func cons. 9 
lofty fls, 9 lofty func, 4 
Path cons, 52 m.f. exclu
ding delusion from 2 de
lusion-rooted cons, which 
are 4 rooted m.agg.

The commons of the reference states and the 
variants, object and the rest, can be determined by 
reference to the CSEP6 as has been illustrated all
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along. Therefore, the reader should have lid 
difficulty in finding them. The enumerations are all 
3, (7, 3).

(Rp) By Fours
Object becomes another reference condition but 

still the reference states are the same as “By Threes” . 
So all are the same as “By Threes” .

(Rp) By Fives
Predominance is a new reference condition. The 

common states of the reference conditions arc:

Reference States
(Common States o f Repetition, Root,

Object and Predominance)
CS CdS

When predominance condi
tion is obtained, second to 
seventh impulsions of 8 
greed-rooted, 2 hate-rooted,
8 great fls, 8 great func 
cons, (occasionally) ;9 lofty fls,
9 lofty func 4 Path cons, 
(always), 51 m.f. exclusive 
of doubt which are 4 m. 
agg. and (heart-base)

Wflien predominance con
dition is obtained, second 
to seventh impulsions of 
8 greed-rooted, 2 hate- 
rooted, 8 great fls, 8 

great func cons, (occasiona
lly); 9 lofty fls, 9 lofty 
func 4 Path cons, (always), 
51 m.f. exclusive of doubt 
and predominant realities 
which are 4 m.agg.

When the commons of these reference states and 
the other conditions as variants are determined, the 
enumerations are all 3, (7, 3).

(Rp) By Sixes to By Elevens
When proximity, contiguity, conascence, mutua

lity, dependence and strong-dependence become the 
reference conditions successively, the reference states 
are still the same and so are the enumerations.
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(Rp) By Twelves to By Twenty- two 
(Dvddasaka-bdnsaka)

When prenascence becomes the next reference 
condition, the reference conditions are the same as 
"By Twelves” (with repetition condition) of roo^ 
condition. Therefore the rest including "By Thirteens” 
(with resultant condition) and so on are all the same 
as root condition.

(82), (275) Kamma By Twos
In Dependent Chapter of the Text this is "With 

kamma condition and root 9 ...” and in Conditioned 
Chapter "With kamma condition When the
elisions worked out so far are examined, it will be 
seen that they are made because the enumerations are 
the same. But this does not mean that the common 
states from which those enumerations are derived arc 
always the same. So to know the cases where the 
common states are different, the method of deter
mining them is given. Another reason is to enable 
the reader to employ the method for finding the com
mons of the conditions and thereby work out the 
elisions. Once the method is understood and the 
commons can be determined, it will be found to be 
very simple.
Root, etc.

With kamma condition and root, etc. up to re
petition, where the variants were the references and 
kamma the variant, were dealt with above.

Resultant 1, (1, 1).
Resultant, the variant, has all the mentality and 

materiality that are included in kamma, the reference, 
and so the states of resultant, given in the CSEP6, 
are common.
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Niitriment 9, (17, 3).
Nutriment, the VaHaht, has all the tnental states 

but only 2 kinds of matter out of the 4 in the reference. 
So the tnental states of kamma with only these 2 kinds 
of matter are common.

Facidty 9, (17, 3).
Faculty, the variant, has all the mental states 

and so the common mental states are those of kamma, 
the reference. As for the material states, those of 
faculty, which are included in kamma, are common.
Jhdna, Path 9, (17, 3).

The common states are those of jhana and path 
with faultless, faulty and functional volitions ex
cluded from the conditioned states as in kamma.
Association, Absence, Disappearance 3, (7, 3).

The mental states of kamma are common as the 
variants have all the mentaUstatcs.
Dissociation 9, (17, 3).

The common states are those of dissociation 
with faultless, faulty and functional volitions excluded 
from the conditioned states as in kamma.

Presence, Non-disappearance 9, (17, 3).
The states of kamma are comjmon.

(Kanm.a) By Threes
Root is included as another reference condition 

besides kamma. The common states of these 2 condi
tions are the same as those found in Root By Twos 
with kamma as variant which are: the states of root 
with faultless, faulty and fitncfional volitions excluded 
from the conditioned states. Find the commons with
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the Variants. For object, etc. 3, (7, 3), conascence, 
etc. 9, (17, 3) and resultant 1, (1, 1) are the enumera
tions.

{Kamma) By Fours
When object, which has only mental states, be

comes another reference condition, all the material 
states are excluded. The enumeration for the common 
of these reference conditions, the reference states, 
is 3, (7, 3). Except for resultant 1, (1, 1), the enumera
tions for the other variants arc 3, (7, 3).

(Kamma) By Fives
When predominance becomes another reference 

condition, the reference states are the mental states 
of predominance with faultless, faulty and functional 
vohtions excluded from the conditioned states.
Except for this exclusion, these reference states are 
the same as those of Root By Fours. So “By Fives” 
to “By Twenty-two” including those with repetition 
and with resultant are similar to root condition.

(83), (275), (350). Resultant By Twos
The Text gives the enumerations with all the 

variants. They arc all 1, (1, 1). With resultant
condition and root 1, (1, 1) up to the variant kdinma
are only interchanges of reference and variant condi
tions already dealt with.

Nutriment, Faculty 1, (1, 1).
The common states are those of resultant, the 

reference condition. For the comparison of the
states of these conditions please refer, as usual, to the 
CSEP6.
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The common states are those of resultant with 
twice fivefold consciousnesses excluded. That is why 
in Conditioned Chapter only heart-base of the 6 
bases is taken.
Path 1, (1, 1).

The common states are the rooted resultant 
states of resultant.
Association, Absence, Disappearance \, (1, 1).

The common states arc those of resultant with 
the great primaries of the conditioning states and 
matter of the conditioned states excluded but not the 
bases which are "Heart-base (6 bases).” They have 
to be taken as required. The thing to note is that 
whenever twice fivefold consciousnesses are the condi
tioned states, as in this case, the 6 bases have to be 
taken. If not, only heart-base is taken. This rule 
is followed above.
Dissociation 1, (1, 1).

The common states are those of resultant with 
the 4 immaterial resultant consciousnesses excluded 
and only in five-ag^rcgate planes.
Presence, Non-disappcarcmcc 1, (1, 1).

The common states are those of resultant, which 
is the reference condition.

Repetition cannot be taken as variant because 
there is no common state with resultant. That is 
why in Dependent Chapter it is stated that "With 
resultant condition and repetition nil” .

(Rs) By Threes
Here root is taken along with resultant as reference 

conditions. Their common states, as given below,

Jhdna 1, (1, 1).
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are the same as Root By Twos with resultant as variant. 
They are the rooted resultant consciousnesses and 
rooted materiality of resultant and heart-base.

Reference States 
{Common States o f  Resultant and Root)

CS CdS

(1) 21 rooted res eons., 38 
m .f. which are 4 rooted 
m .agg. during life and at the 
m om ent o f conception

(2) R ooted m ind-produced 
gr. p r., rooted rebirth  
kam m a-produced gr.pr. and 
heart-base

21 rooted res cons., 38 
m.f. which are 4 rooted 
m.agg. during life and at 
the m om ent o f conception

R ooted m ind-produced 
m atter, rooted reb irth  
kam m a-produced m atter

Find the commons of these reference states and 
those of the variants. Since the enumeration for 
resultant, the reference condition, is 1, (1, 1), all the 
enumerations for the commons must be the same.

{Rs) By Fours
With object included as another reference 

condition, the reference states are the mental states 
and heaft-base in the above table. All the other 
material spates are excluded. Find the commons 
and the enumerations.

{Rs) By Fives
With predominance as another reference condi

tion, only those resultant states in resultant condi-, 
tion which are impulsions are common. These are 
the 4 Fruition Consciousnesses.
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Reference States 
(Common States o f  Resultant, Root, Object and

Predominance)

CS CdS

W hen predom inance condi
tion  is obtained, 4 F ruition 
cons., 36 m.f. which are 4 
m.agg. and (heart-base)

W hen predom inance con
dition is obtained, 4 
F ru ition  cons., 36 m.f. 
excluding the predom inant 
realities which are 4 
m.agg.

Proximity and the other variants, except 
repetition which cannot be taken as variant, have all 
these 4 Fruition conscicusnesses and so the reference 
states are the commons with them. In the cases of 
prenascence and dissociation the difference is that 
“in five-aggregate p-anes” must be added.

(Rs) By Sixes to By Elevens
Although proximity, contiguity, conascence, 

mutuality, dependence and strong-dependence are 
included successively as reference conditions, the 
reference states are still the same and so they are all 
the same as “By Fives”.

(Rs) By. Twelves to By Twenty-two
Since prenascence becomes a reference condi

tion in “By Twelves” , the only difference from the 
above rtfeience states is that they occur only in the 
five-aggregate planes. These are also the reference 
states in “By Thirteens” to “By Twenty-two”.

(84),(276) Nutriment By Twos
Dependent Chapter of the Text gives this as 

“With nutriment condition and root 9 ...” and Condi-
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tioned Chapter as “With nutriment condition ../k  
Conjoined Chapter does not mention it. “With 
nutriment condition and root” is the, same as “With 
root condition and nutriment 9, (17, 3)” already found. 
This is only an interchange of reference and variant. 
It is so right up to the variant, resultant, and all of 
them have been dealt with above.

Faculty 9, (17, 3)
Faculty does not have nutriment-produced matter 

and exclusion of this matter from the states of nutri
ment condition leaves the states that are common.
Jhdna, Path 9, (17, 3).

The commons are the states of jhana and path.
Association, Absence, Disappearance 3, (7, 3)

The commons are the states of these variants.

Dissociation 9, (17, 3).
The commons are the states of dissociation.

Presence, Non-disappearance 9, (17, 3).
The commons with these variants arc the states 

of nutriment the reference condition.

{Nu) By Threes, etc.
With root as the other reference condition, the 

reference states are those of root condition. So all 
the rest including those with repetition and with resul
tant are the same as root condition.

(84), (276) Faculty By Twos
Up to nutriment as variant are just interchanges 

of the conditions that have been dealt with. So, as
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above, only Jhose variants that come in order after 
faculty will be taken up.
Jhdna, Path 9, (17, 3).

The commons are the states of jhana and path.
Association, Absence, Disappearance 3, (7, 3).

The commons are the states of these variants.

Dissociation 9, (17, 3).
The common are the states of dissociation.

Presence, Non-disappearance 9, (17, 3).
The commons with these variants are the states 

of faculty the reference condition.

(Fa) By Threes, etc.
With root as the other reference condition, the 

reference states are those of root condition. So all 
the rest including those with repetition and with resul
tant are the same as root condition.
(84), (276) Jhdna By Twos

Those with the variants, root to faculty, may be 
referred to.
P a th 9 , { \ l ,3 ) .

The states of path are common.
Association, Absence, Disappearance 3, (7, 3).

The mental states of jhana, the reference, condi
tion, arc common.
Dissociation 9, (17, 3).

The states of jhana with the 4 immaterial 
resultant consciousnesses excluded and only in the 
five-a^regate planes are common.
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Presence, Non-disappearance 9, (17, 3).
The commons with these variants are the states 

of jhana, the reference condition.

(Jha) By Threes,elc,
With root as the other reference condition, the 

reference states are those of root condition. So 
“By Threes” and the rest are the same as root 
condition.

(84),(276) Path By Twos.
Boot to Jhdna.

The commons have been found above.

Association, Absence, Disappearance 3, (7, 3).
The mental states of path condition are common.

Dissociation 9, (17, 3).
The states ,of path with the 4 immaterial resul

tant consciousnesses excluded and only in the five- 
aggregate planes are common.

Presence, Non-disappearance 9, (17, 3).
The states of path condition are common.

{Pa) By Threes, etc.

With root as the other reference condition, tlie, 
reference states are those of root condition. So 
“By Threes” and the rest are the same as root 
condition.

(84), (276). Association By Twos, etc.
All are the same as object condition.
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Root to Association.
The commons have been found above.

Presence, Non-disappearance 9, (17, 3).
The states of dissociation are common.

Absence, Disappearance 3, (7, 3).
The mental states of dissociation are common.

{Dss) By Threes.
With root as the other reference condition, the 

reference states are those of root condition with the 
4 immaterial resultant consciousnesses excluded and 
only in the five-aggregate planes. These are the same 
as the conimon of root and dissociation conditions 
found already. Find the commons of the reference 
states and those of the variants. For object, etc. the 
enumeration is 3, (7, 3), for predominance, etc. 9, 
(17, 3) and resultant 1, (1, 1).

{Dss) By Fours, etc.
When object becomes another reference condi

tion, the reference states are.those of “By Threes” 
with all materiality excluddd. Find the commons 
with the variants. The enumeration with predomi
nance, e tc .h  3, (7, 3) and resultant 1, (1, 1).

{Dss) By Fives, etc.
When predominance becomes another reference 

condition, the reference states arc tbe mental states 
of predominance in the five-aggregate planes. Find

(84), (276) Dissociation By Twos
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the commons with the variants. The enumeration 
with proximity, etc, is 3, (7, 3) and resultant 1, (1, 1). 
Since the reference states are the same as "By Fours” 
of root condition but only in the five-aggregate planes  ̂
"By Sixes to "By Twenty-two” including those with 
repetition and with resultant are the same as root 
condition in five-aggregate planes.

(84), (85), (276) Presence, Non-disappearance By
Twos, etc.

They are the same as conascence condition.

(84), (276) Absence, Disappearance By Twos, etc.

They are the same as object condition.
In order that the reader may not get bored with 

the numerous elisions that he encounters in the Text 
and to enable him to find the commons on his own, 
examples of the method have been provided though 
not in great detail. If all the details were to be given, 
more than ICO pages would be needed. But what 
has been given is sufficient to work out the details to 
fill in the elisions and expand the Text. As showm 
in root condition, "with repetition” and "with resul-’ 
taiit” have to be dealt with for all the conditions. 
After finding the common states with the variants, 
they are classified as faultless-faultless, etc, for the 6 
Chapters. Then the analytical states are determined 
to find the classified answers in the way examplified 
in root condition above.

End of the Enumeration Chapters of 
the Positive Conditions in the 6 Gliapters.
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1. FAULTLESS TRIPLET DEPENDENT AND CON
DITIONED CHAPTERS

2. Conditicns: Negative (ii) Enumeration Chapters
He TQ the Negative conditions of the first 4- 

Chapters are dealt with.

Numbers {o f Answers).
By Ones

103, 285 ‘With not-root 2, (4), etc. (2 for Dep
endent and Conascent Chapters and 4 for Con- 
ditionpd ani Supported Chapters).

These have been dealt with in the Classification 
Chapters of the Negative conditions in these 4 
Chapters and so there is nothing special to be said 
about them here.

Note. In Conjoined and Associated Chapters, only 
mentaUty is involved. So not-root condition, which 
has both mentality and materiality, and not-object 
condition, which has only materiality, cannot be. taken 
tQgether as reference conditions in these 2 Chapters 
because the common states are only materiality. They 
are, therefore, treated separately. That is why only 
the first 4 Chapters are dealt with here. The 4 negative 
major conascence conditions are excluded because 
there are no states for them.

Method. For “By Twos”, etc. the reference states 
and the cominons with the variants have to be deter
mined in the way shown in the Positive conditions 
so as to arrive at the enumerations.

(4) ENUMERATION CHAPTERS OF THE
NEGATIVE CONDITIONS IN THE

FIRST 4 CHAPTERS.
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Not-root By Twos (Na hetu dukd).
104, 287 With not-root condition and not-object 1(1)*

On comparison of the states of these 2 condi
tions in the CSEN6 (which has to be referred to now), 
it will be seen that only material states are common 
conditioned states. Since not-object has all material 
states, the common material states  ̂are those of not- 
root, i.e, rootless mind-produced matter and so on. 
The common conditioning and conditioned states 
are indeterminate states and so ind-ind is the only 
answer. If the Commentary’s method of taking 
the common of the enumerations of not-root and 
not-object, which are respectively 2, (4) and 5, (5), 
were to be employed to find the enumeration of thesp 
2 conditions taken together, then, 2, (4) would be the 
enumerations as they are the lower figures. But this 
isn't so. When, as above, the common of the states 
are taken, the common states can have oniy one 
answer.

The common states were given in the Enu
meration Chapter of the Negative conditions taken 
“By Twos” in the Preliminaries to the 6 Chapters. 
The classified answers are obtained in the same way, 
as shown in the Positive conditions, from the analy
tical states and given under the direct answer which 
is “Dependent on indeterminate state, arises indeter
minate state by not-root and not-object conditions.”

Not-predominance 2, (4).
it will be seen from the CSEN6 that the states 

of not-root are common because they are included in 
those of not-predominance. Therefore, the enumera
tion is the same as not root, i.e. 2, (4).
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Not-proximity, not-contiguity, not-strong-deperi- 
dence, not-association, not-absence and not-dis
appearance are grouped together with not-object ip 
the CSEN6 because their states are all the same. 
When the common conditioned states are all materia
lity, Dependent and Conditioned Chapters are the 
same because heart-base is not included as a condi
tioning state.

Not-mutuality I, (1).
The conditioned states of not-rnuluality are all 

materiality and the common conditioned states are 
those of this condition but taking rootless matter as 
in not-root condition. As for the conditioning states, 
not-mutuality has more than what not-root has and 
so the states of the latter are common. The common 
states are as follows:

Common States o f  Not-root and Not-mutuality.

Not-proximity, etc. 1, (1).

CS

(1) 8 rootless cons, exclusive 
o f twice fivefold cons., 12 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg. du r
ing life and a t the m om ent 
o f conception in 5-agg. planes
(2) Rootless mind-produced 
gr.pr., rootless rebirth kam 
m a-produced gr.pr., external 
gr.pr., nutrim ent-produced 
gr.pr., tem perature-produced 
gr.pr., non-percipient beings’ 
kam m a-produced gr.pr., dur
ing life kam m a-produced 
gr.pr.

CdS

Rootless m ind-produced 
m atter com pared with 
rootless m .agg., rootless 
rebirth kam m a-produced 
m atter except heart-base
Rootless m ind-produced 
derived m atter rootless 
rebirth kam m a-produced 
der.m at., external der.m at., 
nutrim ent-produced der. 
m at., tem perature-produc
ed der.m at., non-percipient 
beings’ kam m a-produced 
der.m at., during life kam 
m a-produced der.m at., all 
der.m at. com pared with 
their gr.pr.
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There is only 1 answer, ind-ind. The analytical 
states of the above are selected for the classified 
answers.

(a) Indeterminate-indeterminate {During Life)

CS CdS

8 rootless cons, exclusive o f 
twice fivefold cons., 12 m.f. 
which are 4 m .agg. taken 
partly  and wholly

Rootless m ind-produced 
m atter compared with 
rootless m.agg.

(b) Indeterminate-indeterminate {Conception)

CS CdS

2 rootless rebirth cons., 10 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg. 
taken partly and wholly

Rootless rebirth kam m a- 
produced m atter except 
heart-base

(c) Indeterminate-indeterminate {Mere Materiality)

CS CdS

A ppropriate rootless m ind- 
produccd gr.pr. produced 
by rootless res (excluding 
twice fivefold cons.) and 
rootless func m.agg. in  
5-agg. planes)
A ppropriate rootless rebirth 
kam m a-produced gr.pr. which 
arises together with 2 ro o t
less rebirth cons.; external 
gr.pr. during life kam m a- 
produced gr.pr.

Rootless m ind-produced 
der. m at.

Rootless rebirth kamma- 
produced der.m at.; exter
nal der. m at. during life 
kam m a-produced der.m at.

Classified Answers From the Above Analytical States.
Dependent on (Conditioned by) indeterminate 

state, arises indeterminate state by not-root and not- 
mutuaUty conditions.
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(a) De pendent on rootless resultant indeterminate or 
functional indeterminate aggregates, arises mind- 
produced matter;
(b ) At the moment of conception, dependent on 
resultant indeterminate aggregates, arises kamma- 
produced matter;
(c) Dependent on great primaries, arises mind- 
produced and kamma-produced derived matter; 
dependent on external great primaries, arises derived 
matter; dependent on nutriment-produced great pri
maries, arises derived matter; dependent on tempera
ture-produced great primaries, arises derived matter; 
dependent on great primaries of non-percipient beings, 
arises kamma-prcduced derived matter.

These classified answers are part of those given 
for not-mutuality condition in the Classification 
Chapter of the Negative conditions. So it will be 
seen that the analytical states and classified answers 
are obtained in the same way as not-mutuality condi
tion. This is the way the answers have to be given and 
that is why this example is given here. Therefore, 
it will be realised how vast Patthana is. So it is not 
enough merely to find the enumerations {i.e. the 
numbers of answers), as the analytigal states and 
classified answers must be obtained in order to give 
complete answers to the questions just as those 
provided in the Classification Chapters.

Not-prenascence 2,(2)
When the states of not-prenascence are examined, 

it will be found that the conditioned states which 
are mentality that arise during life are those that take 
place in the immaterial plane. So, for this, there is 
no difference between Dependent and Conditioned 
Chapters. As for the conditioning states, they include
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Mentality that arise during life in the iive-aggtegate 
planes. They are the same as in positive prenascence 
with twice fivefold consckjusnesses excluded as the 
latter do not arise with mind-produced matter. These 
conditioning states of positive prenascence are taken 
again in negative prenascence because these states 
arise together with mind-produced matter which is 
one of the conditioned states. This was dealt with 
already. When all the conditioned states of the 2 
conditions are examined, those that are common 
are: (1) delusion from 2 delusion-rooted conscious
nesses in the immaterial plane, (2) mind-door 
advertence which is rootless mentality during life in 
the immaterial plane, (3) rootless rebirth conscious
nesses at the moment of conception in the five-aggre
gate planes; (4) materiality of not-root condition. 
The common states are given below:

Common States o f  Not-root and Not-prenascence.
CS

(1) In  the im m aterial plane, 
2 delusion-rooted cons.,m ind- 
door advertence, 14 m.f. 
which are 4 m .agg.

(2) 8 rootless cons, exclu
sive o f twice fivefold cons., 
12 m.f. which are 4 ro o t
less m.agg. during life and 
a t the m om ent o f conception 
in  5-agg. planes
(3) Rootless mind- produced 
g r.p r....du ring  life kam m a- 
produced g r.p r....and  heart- 
base

CdS

Tn the ' im m aterial plane, 
delusion from  2 delusion- 
rooted cons., m ind-door 
advertence, 11 m.f. which 
are 4 m.agg.
2 rootless rebirth cons., 10 
m.f. which are 4 rootless 
m.agg. at the m om ent o f 
conception

Rootless mind-produced 
m attter...du ring  life kam 
m a produced m atter

The Commentary^ (p. 430) on Conditioned 
Chapter states that the enumeration is 2.

1. Aruppe pana ahetukamohassa ahetuka kiriyassa ca va- 
sena dve vuttani.
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The analytical states of faulty-faulty can (36 
selected from the common states in the above table 
to get the classified answer. They are the same as 
in not-root condition to which “in the immaterial 
plane” must be added. The analytical states of 
indeterminate-indeterminate and the classified answers 
are given below so that there will be no doubt as to 
what they are.
(a) Indeterminate-indeterminate (During Life),

CS CdS 1

(1) In  the im m aterial plane, 
m ind-door advertence, 11 
m.f. (exclusive o f desire and 
rapture) which are 4 m. 
agg. taken partly
(2) 8 rootless...(res and func) 
cons, exclusive o f twice 
fivefold cons., 12 m.f. which 
are 4 m. agg. taken partly 
and wholly in 5-agg. planes

In the im m aterial plane, 
m ind-door advertence,
11 m.f. (exclusive o f 
desire and rapture) which 
are 4 m .agg. taken partly

Rootless m ind-produced 
m atter

1

( b )  Indeterminate-indeterminate {Conception)

CS CdS

2 rootless rebirth cons., 10 
m.f. which are 4 m .agg. 
taken partly and wholly 
and heart-base

2 rootless rebirth  cons., 
10 m.f. which are 4 m.agg. 
taken partly  and wholly 
and rebirth kam m a-pro
duced m atter

(c) Indeterminate-indeterminate {Mere Materiality)
This is the same as not-root condition

(see CSEN6).
Classified Answers for Indeterminate- 

indeterminate.
Dependent on indeterminate state, arises indeter

minate state by not-root and not-prenascence con
ditions.
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(a) In the immaterial plane, dependent on one root
less functional indeterminate aggregate, arise three 
aggregates ... dependent on two aggregates, arise 
two aggregates; dependent on rootless resultant 
indeterminate or functional indeterminate aggregates, 
arises mind-produced matter;

(b) At the moment of rootless conception, dependent 
on one resultant indeterminate aggregates, arise three 
aggregates and kamma-produced matter ... dependent 
on two aggregates, arise two aggregates and kamma- 
produced matter; dependent on aggregates, arises 
(heart-) base; dependent on (heart-) base, arise aggre
gates;

(c) See 86(c) & (d) of not-root condition in the Text,

Not-postnascence 2, (4).
Since postnascence has all the mentality and 

materiality, the common states are those of not-root 
condition.

Not’-repetition 2, (4).
In the positive conditions repetition, like 

prenascence, has only mental states but not mind- 
produced matter—that arises with them—and other 
matter. So in not-repetition these material states 
are taken as the conditioned states. And that is why 
the mental states in repetition condition, which arise 
together with mind-produced matter, are again taken 
as conditioning states here in not-repetition. The 
common states are given below,
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Common States o f  Not-root and Not- repetition

CS

(1) First impplsions o f 2 
delusion-rooted cons.

(2) A rahatta’s smile-cons.,
2 advertences, 15 rootless res 
cons., 12 m.f. which are 4 
m .agg. during life and at 
the m om ent o f conception

(3) Rootless m ind-produced 
gr.pr. ... during life kamma- 
produced gr.pr. and heart-base 
(6 bases)

CdS

Delusion from  the first 
impulsions o f  2 delusion- 
rooted cons.
A rahatta’s smile-cons., 2 
advertences, 15 rootless res 
cons.. 12 m.f. which are 
4 m.agg. during life and 
at the m om ent o f con
ception
Rootless m ind-produced 
m atter...during life kamma- 
produced m atter

Since delusion and rootless mental states and 
material states are the common conditioning and 
Conditioned states, there are fty-fty and ind-ind, i.e. 
2 answers, in Dependent Chapter and also ind-fty 
and fty, ind-fty, i.e. 4 answers, in Conditioned 
Chapter. The analytical states are :
(i) Faulty-faulty

The conditioning states are the first impulsions 
of doubt-accumpanied and restlessness‘accompanied 
consciousnesses and the conditioned state is delusion 
from the first impulsions of those two consciousnesses. 
The classified answer for this can be easily found. 
It is the same as that of not-root condition.
(ii) (a) Indeterminate-indeterminate {During Life).

CS CdS

(1) F irst im pulsion of A ra- 
h a ttas’ smile-cons.; 2 adver
tences, 15 rootless res cons., 
12 m.f. which are 4 m.agg. 
taken partly

First im pulsion o f A ra
ha tta ’s smile-cons.; 2 a d 
vertences, 15 rootless res 
cons., 12 m.f. which are 
4 m.agg. taken partly
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(2) Second to seventh impul
sions of Arahatta’s smile- 
cons., 12 m.f. which are 4 
m.agg. taken partly and 
wholly in 5-agg. planes

Rootless mind-produced 
matter

(ii) (b) Inde termina te-indete rmina te ( Conception)
This is the same as with not-prenascence 

immediately above.

(ii) {c) Indeterminate-indeterminate {Mere Materiality)
This is the same as not-root condition.

Classified Answer for (ii) (a) (During Life)
Dependent on indeterminate state, arises indeter

minate state by not-root and not-repetition conditions.
Dependent on one rootless resultant indeterminate 

or functional indeterminate aggregate, arise three 
aggregates and mind-produced matter ... dependent 
on two aggregates, arise two aggregates and mind- 
produced matter; dependent on rootless functional 
indeterminate aggregates, arises mind-produced matter^

It was shown how the classified answer is obtained 
from the analytical states of ind-ind during life so as 
to know what the answer should be. In the Text 
the states in the classified answer are not differentiated 
by planes as in not-prenascence [item 92 (v)(a)]. In 
not-prenascence there are states which arise only in 
the immaterial plane and those which arise only in 
the five-aggregate planes and so they have to be 
differentiated. Here in not-rapetition, item (1) in the 
table concerns both the four-aggregate (immaterial) 
and fivc-rggrcgate planes and item (2) only the 
five-aggregate planes. This is why the states in the 
classified answer are not separated but taken toge-
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ther. So the answer is given as ‘Dependent on one 
rootless resultant indeterminate or functional inde
terminate aggregate, arise three aggregates and 
mind-produced matter, etc/ just as in not-repeti
tion. As for ‘conception’ and ‘mere materiality 
they are the same as with not-prenascence given 
above.
Not-kamma 1, (1)

Since volitiont is the conditioned state in not-kam
ma, delusion of not-root is not common. Rootless 
functional volition is the common conditioned state 
and rootless functional mental aggregates exclu
ding rootless functional volition are the common 
conditioning states. As for materiality, those of not- 
kamma are common because not-root has more than 
what it has. For the Conditioned Chapter, although 
there is a classified ansv/er “Dependent on heart-base, 
arises rootless functional volition” , it comes under 
indeterminate-indeterminate, the only enumeration.
Not-resultant 2, (4).

In not-resultant there is delusion and so it is 
common; rootless functional consciousnesses are the 
only rootless mentality that are common; the rootless 
tnateriality in not-resultant is common. The com
mon states are:

Common States o f  Not-root and NoFresultant.

CS CdS
(1) 2 delusion-rooted cons.,
14 m.f.
(2) 3 rootless func cons.,
12 m.f. which are 4 m.agg.
(3) Rootless func mind pro
duced gr.pr., external gr.pr 
.... during life kamma-pro
duced gr.pr. and (heart-base)

.y"'”'* .........----------- ---------------

Ddiision from 2 delusion- 
rooted cons.
3 rootless func cons., 12 
m.f. v/hich are 4 m. agg.
Rootless func mind-pro
duced matter, external mat
ter... during life kamma- 
produced matter
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The states of these variants, which are also those 
of not-root condition, are common.
Not-dissociation 2, (2).

Delusion and mind-door advertence in the 
immaterial plane are common and so are external 
matter, etc. Heart-base as conditioning state is not 
common because, in not-dissociation, the mentality 
is in the immaterial plane. The common states are:

Common States o f  Not-root and Not-dissociation

Not-nutriment, Not-faculty, Not-jhana, Not-path 1,(1).

CS CdS j
(1) In the immaterial plane, 2 
delusion-rooted cons., mind- 
door advertence, 4 m.f. which 
are 4 m.agg.

(2) External gr.pr....during 
life kamma-produced gr.pr.

In the immaterial plane, 
delusion from 2 delusion 
-rooted cons., mind-door 
advertence, U m.f. which 
are 4 m.agg.
External matter... during 
life kamma-produced mat
ter

The Commentary^ on Conditioned Chapter 
states that the enumeration is 2.
105, 287. (Not-ro) By Threes

Dependent Chapter gives all the enumerations 
but Conditioned Chapter gives some and states that 
all are 1. Since not-object becomes a reference 
condition besides not-root, the common states of these 
2 conditions are the reference states here. As not- 
object has all the materiality, not-root has the common 
material states as rootless ones. The enumeration 
given above in Not-root By Twos with not-object is

1. Na-vipayutte dveti aruppe ahetukakusala-kiriva-vasena dve 
(p. 430).
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1. The conditioned states are all materiality and 
therefore it is only for five-aggregate planes. The 
reference states are given below.

Reference States 
(Common States o f  Not-root and Not-object)

CS CdS
(1) 8 rootless cons., exclusive 
of twice fivefold cons., 12 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg. dur
ing life and at the moment 
of conception in 5-agg. 
planes
(2) Rootless mind-produced 
gr.pr., rootless rebirth kam
ma produced gr.pr... during 
life kamma-produced gr.pr.

Rootless mind-produced 
matter, rootless rebirth 
kamma-produced matter... 
during life kamma-pro
duced matter

It is easy to find the analytical states. Classified 
answers are given below for "during life” and "at the 
moment of conception” only as those for "mere 
materiality” are the usual ones.

Classified Answers
Dependent on indeterminate state, arises indeterr 

minate state by not-root and not-object conditions.
(a) Dependent on rootless resultant indeterminate 
or functional indeterminate aggregates, arises mind- 
produced matter;
(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on root
less resultant indeterminate aggregates, arises kamma- 
produced matter.

Not-predominance, etc. 1, (1).
The reference states are the commons with th 

states pf the variants: not"predominance,nQt-proximity



not-contiguity, not-strong-dependence, not-pre
nascence, not-postnascence, not-repetition, not-path, 
not-association, not-absence, and not-disappearance. 
So, obviously, the enumerations are all 1,(1), the 
same as the reference states.
Not-mutuality 1,(1).

The conditioning states of the reference states 
are common. But there is some difference with the 
conditioned states as will be noted below.
Common States o f  the Reference^ and not-mutuality

CS CdS
(1) 8 rootless cons, exclusive 
of twice fivefold cons., 12 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg. 
during life and at the mo
ment of conception in 
5-aeg. planes
(2) Rootless mind-produced 
gr.pr., rootless rebirth kam
ma-produced gr.pr.... dur
ing life kamma-produced 
gr-pr-

Rootless mind-produced 
matter compared with 
rootless m.agg.; rootless 
rebirth kamma-produced 
matter except heart-base
Rootless mind-produced 
der. mat., rootless rebirth 
kamma-produced der.m.at. 
...during life kamma-pro
duced der.mat. compared 
with their gr.pr.

Not-kamma, etc. 1, (1).
Not-kamma, not-nutriment, not-faculty, not-jhana 

and not-dissociation have less of the materiality that 
the reference states have and so the material states of 
the variants are common.
Not-resultant 1, (1).

The common conditioned states are the material 
states of not-resultant taken as the rootless ones.

1. This denotes the reference conditions which, in this case 
are not-root and not-object, and the common states of these 
2 conditions, the states of the reference or reference states, 

^ re  compared with those of the variants.
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These and the common conditioning states are shown 
below.
Common States o f  the Reference and Not-resultant.

CS CdS
(1) 3 rootless func cons., 
12 m.f. which are 4 m.agg.
(2) Rootless func mind- 
produced gr.pr., external gr. 
pr.... during life kamma- 
produced gr.pr.

Rootless func mind-pro
duced matter, external 
matter...during life kam
ma-produced matter

The classified answer for item (1) is “Dependent 
on rootless functional indeterminate aggregates, arises 
mind-produced matter'k Those for item (2) are 
easy.

(Not-rd) By Fours to By Nineteens.
Note. In the Dependent Chapter of the Text, “By 
Fours to By Nineteens” are elided and only “By 
Twenty” is given but in the Conditioned Chapter even 
the latter is not given. The reason for this is that all 
the enumerations are 1,(1). But the details are pro
vided here to show the differences in the common 
states so that the reader will not only come to have 
a good idea of the method but also understand why 
the elisions are made.

(Not-ro) By Fours to By Sixes.
When not-predominance, not-proximity and not- 

contiguity become the reference conditions, one after 
the other, the reference states are still the same as 
“By Threes” and so all are the same as “By Threes”.

(Not-ro) By Sevens.
When not-mutuality becomes another reference 

condition, the common states are those that were
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given in By Threes with not-mutuality as variant. 
They are also the same as By Sixes with not-mutuality 
as variant which would be found above. These 
reference states are also the common states with the 
variants; not-strong-dependence, not-prenascence, not- 
postnascence, not-repetition, not-path, not-association, 
not-absence and not-disappearance.
Not-kamma 1, (1).

The common conditioning states are the great 
primaries of not-kamma and the common conditioned 
states are the derived matter.
Common States o f  the Reference and Not-kamma.

CS CdS

External gr.pr., nutriment- 
produced gr.pr., temperature- 
produced gr.pr.

External der.mat.,, nutri
ment-produced der.mat., 
temperature-produced der. 
mat. compared with their 
gr.pr.

Not-resultant 1, (1).
The common conditioning states are those that 

were given above in "By Threes” with not-resultant 
as variant and the common conditioned states are 
rootless mind-produced matter and derived matter as 
in not-mutuality.

Common States o f  the Reference and Not-resultant
CS CdS

(1) 3 rootless func cons,, 12 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg.

(2) Rootless func mind-pro-
. duced gr.pr., external gr.pr.... 

during life kamma-produced 
gr.pr.

Rootless mind-produced 
matter compared with 
rootless func m.agg.
Rootless fimc mind-pro
duced der.mat., external 
der.mat.... during life kam
ma-produced der.mat. 
compared with theii gr.pr.
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The commons with n#t-nutriment, not-faculty, 
not jhana and not-dissociation are the states of these 
variants — which are materiality — but taking only 
derived matter as conditioned states.

{Not-rd) By Eights to By Elevens
When not-strong-dependence, not-prenascence, 

not-postnascence and not-repetition become reference 
conditions in succession, the reference states are still 
the same as “By Sevens” and the enumerations with 
the variants are also the same.

(Not-ro) By Twelves
When not-kamma also becomes a reference condi

tion, only the 3 kinds of matter in not-kamma are 
common, the great primaries being the conditioning 
states and derived matter the conditioned states. They 
are the same as “By Sevens” v/ith not-kamma as the 
variant and which were given above.

Common States o f  the Reference and Not-kamma

Not-nutriment, etc. \ ,  (1)

CS CdS 1

External gr.pr., nutriment- 
produced gr.pr., temperature- 
produced gr.pr.

External, der.mat., nutri
ment-produced der. mat., 
temperature-produced der. 
mat. compared with their 
gr.pr. )

These are the common states with the variants: 
not-resultant, not-faculty, not-jhana, not-path, not- 
association, not-dissociation, not-absence and not- 
disappearance. With the remaining variant, not- 
nutriment, which has no nutriment-produced matter, 
this is excluded and only 2 kinds of matter are taken.

{Not-ro) By Thirteens
When not-resultant becomes another reference 

condition, the reference states are still the same as 
“By Twelves” , So all are the same as “By Twelves”,
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(Not-ro) 6 y  Fourteens
When not-nutriment becomes another reference 

condition, the reference states, as pointed out above, 
consist of 2 kinds of matter.

Reference States

CS CdS
External gr.pr., temperature- 
produced gr.pr.

1

External der.mat., tem
perature-produced der. 
mat. compared with their 
gr.pr.

(Not-ro) By Fifteens to By Nineteens
When not-faculty, not-jhana, not-path, not-asso- 

ciation and not-dissociation becomes reference condi
tions in succession, the reference states and the 
common states v/ith the variants are all the same as 
“By Fourteens”.

106 (Not-ro) By Twenty
When not-absence also becomes a reference con

dition, there is no difference from the above. The 
enumeration is given in Dependent Chapter.

End of Not-root Condition

107, 288 Not-object By Twos
Not-object has all the material states as condi

tioned states and so the common conditioned states 
with the variants are those of the latter. The enu  ̂
meration for rootless materiality is 1, (1) and for rooted 
or non-predomiiiant materiality 5, (5). Since the 
conditioned states are all materiality^ it must always 
be stated that they apply only to the five-aggregate

1. Narammana-paccaya na-hetuya ekanti ina-hetudumulake 
vuttameva (p. 422).
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planes, (2) Dependent and Conditioned Chapters 
are the same, (3) 4 immaterial resultant conscious
nesses, twice fivefold consciousnesses and Arahatta's 
death consciousness are always excluded as condi
tioning states as they do not arise together with 
materiality.
Not-root 1, (1)

This is the same as Not-root By Twos with not- 
object as variant given above for it is just an inter
change of reference and variant. The Commentary^ 
also points out that they are the same. It also repeats 
the method of determining the common by comparing 
the enumerations and taking them if they are the same 
or if not, the lower figure. But this is not always the 
case, as noted before, and will not be shown here.
Not-predominance 5, (5)

Common States o f  the Reference and Not- 
predominance

1. Narammana-paccaya na-hetuya ekan’ti na-hetudumulake 
vuttameva (p. 422).
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The enumeration, fis-ind and so on, is tbe sattie 
as not-object condition. The analytical states, how
ever, are not the same. For * (1) fls-ind, the con
ditioning states are the faultless in the table and the 
conditioned state is non-predominant mind-produced 
matter; (2) fty-ind, substitute the fty for the fls; (3) 
(a) “during life” , the resultant and functional are 
taken instead of the fls and fty; (b) “at the moment 
of conception” , the conditioning states are 15 rebirth 
cons., 35 m.f. and the conditioned state is rebirth 
kamma-pr<^duced matter; (c) “mere materiality”, the 
usual; (4) fls, ind-ind and (5) fty, ind-ind, take'^the 
fls and fty in the table.

Classified Answers
Those for fls-ind and fty-ind are easy. For ind- 

ind they are:
Dependent on indeterminate state, arises indeter

minate state by not-object and not-predominance 
conditions.

Dependent on resultant indeterminate or fun
ctional indeterminate aggregates, arises mind-pro
duced matter;

At the moment of conception, dependent on resul
tant indeterminate aggregates, arises kamma-pro
duced matter;

Dependent on one great primary, arises three 
great primaries, etc. as in not-object condition.

Those for fls, ind-ind and fty, ind-ind are the 
same as not-object condition.

Not-proximity, etc. 5, (5)
With not-proximity, not-contiguity, not-strong- 

dependence, not-association, not-absence and not-
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disappearance which are the same as not-object as the 
respective variants, the states of not-object, the 
reference condition, are common.
Not-mutuality 5, (5)

The states of not-mutuality are common as it 
has less than what not-object has.

Not-prenascence, Not-postnascence, Not-repetition 5, (5)
The conditioned states of not-prenascence, not- 

postnascence and not-repetition consist of all the 
materiality and, therefore, the common in each case 
are the states of not-object, the reference.

Not-kamma 1, (1)
Not-kamma has only 3 kinds of matter as con

ditioned states and so these are the common condi
tioned states and their great primaries are the common 
conditioning states!
NoUresultant 5, (5)

The materiality of not-resultant are the common 
conditioned states. Since mind-produced matter is 
included, the mental states besides the great primaries 
of not-resultant with heart-base excluded are the 
common conditioning states.
Not-nutriment, Not-faculty 1, (1)

The states of not-nutriment and not-faculty, the 
variants, are common.
Not-jhana 1, (1)

The material states of not-jhana are common.
Not-path 1, (1)

This is the same as with not-root the variant,
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Only the material states of not-dissociation are 
common.
(288) (Not-ob) By Threes

This is not given in Dependent Chapter but 
given, elided, in Conditioned Chapter. The reference 
conditions are not-object and not-root and so the 
reference states are the same as (Not-ro) By Threes 
above. Therefore, all are the same as "By Threes” 
of not-root condition.
(108) (Not-ob) By Fours

This is elided in Dependent Chapter but not 
given in Conditioned Chapter. All are the same as 
"By Fours” of not-root condition.

(Not-ob) By Fives to By Twenty
These are not given in any Chapter. They are 

the same as "By Fives” to "By Twenty” of not-root 
condition,
109, 289 Not-predominance By Twos

"With not-predominance condition and not-root 
2, (4)” is the same as "With not-root condition and 
not-predominance 2, (4)” given above. Also, "With 
not-predominance condition and not-object 5, (5)” 
is the same as "With not-object condition and not- 
predominance 5, (5)” given above. Such cases will 
not be pointed out again.

Not-proximity, etc. 5, (5)
The variants, not-proximity, not-contiguity, not- 

strong-dependence, not-association, not-absence and 
not-disappearance, are the same as not-object dealt 
with above.

Not-dissociation (1)
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The conditioned states of not-mutuality are all 
materiality. So the predominant reaUties, which are 
conditioned states when predominance condition is 
obtained, are excluded. Not-mutuality has mind- 
produced matter, but not-predominance has non- 
predominant mind-produced matter and so the latter 
is common. Also, rebirth kamma-produced matter 
except heart-base and the rest of the derived materia
lity in both these conditions are common. The 
common states are given below.

Common States o f  the Reference and Not-mutuality

Not-mutuality 5, (5)

CS
(1) When predominance con
dition is not obtained, 
12 fty cons., 3 rootless func 
cons., 8 great fls cons., 8 
great func cons., 18 mundane 
res cons, exclusive of 4 
immaterial res cons., twice 
fivefold cons, and Arahatta’s 
death cons., 52 m.f. which 
are 4 m.agg. during life 
and at the moment of con
ception in 5-agg. planes
(2) Non-predominant mind- 
produced gr.pr,, rebirth 
kamma-produced gr.pr.... 
during life kamma-produced 
gr.pr.

CdS
Non-predominant mind- 
produced matter com
pared with non-predomi
nant m.agg., rebirth ka
mma-produced matter ex
cept heart-base

Non-predominant mind- 
produced der.mat., rebirth 
kamma-produced der. 
mat...during life kamma- 
produced der.mat.compar- 
ed with their gr.pr.

Not-prenascence 7, (7)
When the conditioning states of the 2 conditions 

are examined, it is found that in not-predominance, 
there are 52 predominant impulsions when predo
minance condition is obtained. Therefore, the states
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in the immaterial plane in not-prenascence which are 
predominant impulsions are common. Also, the states 
in not-prenascence, which are included in the states 
in not-predominance when predominance condition 
is not obtained, are common. The material states 
of not-predominance are common as they included 
non-predomiiiant mind-produced matter which is the 
only difference from not-prenascence. As for the 
conditioned states, there are predominant realities 
when predominance condition is obtained in not- 
predominance. So the predominant realities, present 
at̂  those states in not-prenascence which are predo
minant impulsions, are common. Also, in the case 
when predominance condition is not obtained, the 
conditioned states of not-prenascence are common. 
Since the determination of the common states is some
what complicated, these states are given below.

CgmrnQfi States o f  the Reference and Not-prenascence

CS
(1) When predominance con
dition is obtained in the 
immaterial plane, 8 greed- 
rooted cons., 8 great fls 
cons., 8 great func cons., 
(occasionally); 4 immaterial 
fls cons., 4 immaterial func 
cons., 3 upper Path cons., 
4 Fruition cons, (always), 
48 m.f. which are 4 predo
minant m.agg.

(2) When predominance con
a tio n  is not obtained, 4 
immaterial res cons., 30 m.f. 
which are 4 m.agg. during 
life and at the moment of 
conception; 8 greed-rooted 
cons., 2 delusion-rooted cons., 
pflad-door advertence, 8 great

CdS
When predominance con
dition is obtained in the 
immaterial plane predo
minant realities present at 
8 greed-rooted cons., 
8 great fls cons., 8 great 
func cons, (occasionally); 
4 immaterial fls cons., 
4 immaterial func cons., 
3 upper Path cons., 4 
Fruition cons, (always)
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fls cons., 8 great func cons., 
48 m.f. which are 4 m.agg. 
in the immaterial plane;
4 m.agg. during life and 
at the moment of concep
tion in 5-agg. planes
(3) Non-predominant mind- 
produced gr.pr....during life 
kamma-produced gr.pr. and 
heart-base

4 m.agg. at the moment 
of conception in 5-agg. 
planes
Non-predominant mind- 
produced matter...during life 
kamma-produced matter

Analytical States for the Classified Answers

This is also complicated and so it is worked out 
below. Since in the common states above, there are 
cases where predominance condition is and is not 
obtained, they have to be treated separately.

( i ) Faultless-faultless

CS Cds
(1) When predominance con
dition is obtained in the 
immaterial plane, 8 great fls 
cons, (occasionally); 4 imma
terial fls cons., 3 upper 
Path cons, (always), 36 m.f. 
which are 4 m.agg. taken 
partly and wholly
(2) When it is not obtained, 
8 great fls cons., 38 m.f. 
which are 4 m.agg. taken 
partly

When predominance con
dition is obtained in the 
immaterial plane, predo
minant realities present 
at 8 great fls cons, 
(occasionally); 4 imma
terial fls cons., 3 upper 
Path cons, (always)

( i i ) Faultless-indeterminate
Since the conditioned states are non-predominant 

mind-produced matter, “When predominance con
dition is not obtained" is the only one to be taken.
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CS CdS
When predominance condi
tion is not obtained, 8 
great fls cons., 38 m.f. 
which are 4 m.agg taken 
partly and wholly

Non-predominant mind- 
produced matter

(iii) Faulty-faulty^ {iv) Faulty-indeterminate
Substitute faulty states from the common states 

in the table above as was done with the faultless.

(v) Indeterminate-indeterminate {During Life)
Of the 3 kinds: “During Life”, “At the moment 

of conception” and “Mere Materiality”, only the 
first is given below as the other two are the same as 
not-predominance given in the Classification Chapter 
of the Preliminaries to the 6 Chapters.

CS CdS
(1) 4 immaterial res cons., 
30 m.f. which are 4 m.agg. 
during life and at the mo
ment of conception

(2) When predominance con
dition is obtained in the im
material plane, 8 great func 
cons, (occasionally); 4 im
material func cons.,4 Fruition 
cons, (always), 36 m.f. which 
are 4 m.agg. taken partly and 
wholly
(3) When predominance con
dition is not obtained in 
the immaterial plane, mind- 
door advertence, 8 great 
func cons., 33 m.f. which 
are 4 m.agg. taken partly

4 immaterial res cons., 30 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg. 
during life and at the 
moment of conception

When predominance con
dition is obtained in the 
immaterial plane, pre
dominant realities present 
at 8 great func cons, (oc
casionally); 4 immaterial 
func cons., 4 Fruition 
cons, (always)
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(4) When predominance con
dition is not obtained, 3 
rooiless func cons., 8 great 
func cons., 18 mundane res 
cons.exclusive of 4 immaterial 
res cons., twice fivefold 
cons, and Arahatta’s death 
cons., 35 m.f. which are 
4 m.agg. taken partly and 
wholly in 5-agg. planes

Non-predominant mind- 
produced matterl

Classified Answer for the Above
Dependent on indeterminate state, arises indeter

minate state by not-predominance and not-prenas
cence conditions.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on one resul
tant indeterminate or functional indeterminate aggre
gate, arise three aggregates — dependent on two aggre
gates, arise two aggregates; dependent on resultant 
indeterminate or functional indeterminate aggregates, 
arises mind-produced matter.

(yi) Fls, ind-ind & (vii) Fty, ind-ind
They are the same as those given for not-prenas

cence in the Classification Chapter of the Preliminaries 
to the 6 Chapters.
Not-postnascence 9, (17)

Since not-postnascence has all the mental and 
material states, the common states are those of not- 
predominance, the reference condition.
Not-repetition 9, (17)

In not-predominance condition, predominance 
condition is or is not obtained. So when the common

1. It was already explained that in the positive prenascence 
condition, there are only mental states and so in not-prena
scence, mind-produced matter is a conditioned state. Here 
non-predominant mind-produced matter is the conditioned 
state and, therefore, tho>je mental states of positive prenasc
ence, which arise together with that matter have to be 
taken as conditioning states.
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with the variant is determined, both these cases have 
to be taken if admissible or only one of them.
Common States o f  the Reference and Not-repetition

CS
(1) When predominance con
dition is obtained, first im
pulsions of 8 greed-rooted 
cons., 2 hate-rooted con^., 
8 great fis cons., 8 great func 
cons, (occasionally); 4 Fni- 
ction cons, (always), 51 m.f. 
exclusive of doubt which 
are 4 m.agg.
(2) When predominance con
dition is not obtained, 12 fty 
cons., Arahatta’s smile-cons., 
8 great fls cons,, 8 great func 
cons., 2 advertences, 32 mun
dane res cons., 52m.f. which 
are 4 m.agg. during life and 
at the moment of conception
(3) Non-predominant mind- 
produced gr.pr., rebirth kam
ma-produced gr.pr.... during 
life kamma-produced gr.pr.

CdS
When predominance con
dition is obtained, pre
dominant realities present 
at first impulions of 8 
greed-rooted cons., 2 hate- 
rooted cons., 8 great fls 
cons, 8 great func cons, 
(occasionally); 4 Fruition 
cons, (always)

Non-predominant mind- 
produced matter, rebirth 
kamma-produced matter... 
during life kamma-pro
duced matter

Positive repetition condition, like prenascence, 
has mentality only. So mind-produced matter, which 
arises together with the mentality that are second to 
seventh impulsions etc. of repetition condition, are ndt 
included there. That is why in negative not-repeti
tion, mind-produced matter is included as conditioned 
state and so the mental states, which are conditioning 
states of positive repetition condition and which 
arise together with that matter, are taken again in 
negative not-repetition. It must be remembered that 
the first impulsions are also included in the mental 
states that arise together with mind-produced matter. 
Here non-predominant mind-produced matter is the
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conditioned state because predominance condition is 
not obtained and the sensuous impulsions, 8 great 
faultless consciousnesses and 12 faulty consciousnesses, 
which arise together with such matter, are taken as 
conditioning states for the answers: fls-ind and fty- 
ind. The lofty impulsions and path impulsions are 
not taken here because they are always predominant 
impulsions and are included only when predominance 
condition is obtained and there is predominant mind- 
produced matter.

The analytical states of ind-ind (during Hfe) are 
given below to show the states that have to be taken. 
As for“Conception”and “Mere Materiality,” all the 
states included are taken in the usual way and so there 
is no difficulty about them.

Indeterminate-indeterminate {During Life)
CS

(1) When predominance con
dition is obtained, first impul
sions of 8 great func cons, 
(occasionally), 4 Fruition 
cons, (always), 38 m.f. which 
are 4 m.agg. taken partly 
and wholly
(2) When predominance con
dition is not obtained, first 
impulsions of Arahatta’s 
smile-cons. and 8 great func 
cons.; 2 advertences, 32 mun
dane res cons., 35 m.f. which 
are 4 m.agg. taken partly
(3) When predominance con
dition is not obtained, second 
to seventh impulsions of Ara- 
hat^a’s smile-cons. and 8 
great func cons., 35 m.f. which 
are 4 m.agg. taken partly 
and wholly

CdS
When predominance con
dition is obtained, predo
minant realities present at 
first impulsions of 8 great 
func cons, (occasionally), 
4 Fruition cons, (always)

and non-predominant 
mind-produced matter

Non-predominant 
produced matter

mind-
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When the conditioned states of not-predominance 
and not-kamma are examined, it is found that not- 
kamma has only volition as mentality and this is not 
common with predominant reaUties which are the 
conditioned states of not-predominance when predo
minance condition is obtained. So only the case when 
predominance condition is not obtained has to be 
taken. Here only the volitions present at faultless, 
faulty and functional consciousnesses are the 
meiitaUty which are the common conditioned states, 
the common conditioning states being those conscious
nesses with the voUtions excluded. The common 
material states are those of not-kamma.

Common States o f  the Reference and Not-kamma

Not-kamma 3, (7)

CS CdS
(1) When predominance con
dition is not obtained, 12 
fty cons., 3 rootless func 
cons., 8 great fls cons., 8 
great func cons., 51 m.f. 
exclusive of volition which 
are 4 m.agg. taken partly 
and wholly
(2) External gr.pr., nutri
ment produced gr.pr., tempe
rature-produced gr.pr.
and (heart-base)

When predominance con
dition is not obtained, 
volition present at 12 fty 
cons., 3 rootless func 
cons., 8 great fls cons., 8 
great func cons.

External matter, nutri
ment-produced matter, 
temperature-produced mat
ter

Not-resultant 9, (17)
Not-resultant has the 4 mental aggregates as 

conditioned states and these include predominant 
realities of not-predominance. Of the latter, only 
those pr3sent at the predominant impulsions which 
are faultless, faulty and funcional consciousnesses 
are common. The common material states are those
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of not-resultant taking non-predominant mind-pro
duced matter as in not-predominance.

Common States o f  the Reference and Not-resultant
CS

(1) When predominance 
condition is obtained, 8 
greed-rooted cons., 2 hate- 
rooted cons., 8 great fls 
cons. 8 great func cons, 
(occasionally), 9 lofty fls 
cons., 9 lofty func con.?., 
4 Path cons, (always), 51 
m.f. exclusive of doubt which 
are 4 m.agg.
(2) When predominance con
dition is not obtained, 12 
fty cons., 3 rootless func 
cons., 8 great fls cons., 8 
great func cons., 52 m.f. 
which are 4 m.agg.
(3) Non-predominant fls, fty 
or func mind-produced gr. 
pr., external gr.pr.... during 
life kamma-produced gr.pr. 
and (heart-base)

CdS
When predominance con
dition is obtained, pre
dominant realities present 
at 8 greed-rooted cons., 2 
hate-rooted cons., 8 great 
fls cons., 8 great func 
cons, (occasionally), 9 
lofty fls cons., 9 lofty 
func cons., 4 Path ccns. 
(always)

Non-predominant fls, fty 
or func mind-produced 
matter, external matter... 
during life kamma-pro
duced matter

The analytical states for the classified answers 
can be found from the Classification Chapter of the 
Negative conditions already explained. If they are 
to be given every time, too much space will be taken 
up and there will be no end to them.
Not-nutriment, Not-facuity, Not-jhana, Not-path 1, (1)

The states of the variants, not-nutriment and so 
on, are common as they are included in the states of 
the reference condition.
Not-dissociation 3, (3)

Not-dissociation is concerned with mental states 
in the immaterial plane and is of the same nature as
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not-prenascence. As with the latter, the 2 cases 
where predominance condition is and is not obtained 
tire admissible. The difference from not-prenascence 
is that mind-produced matter is not included here 
because it is a conditioned state ot the positive disso
ciation condition. So it is not as difficult as not- 
prenascence. The common material states are those 
of not-dissociation as not-predominance has others 
in addition. To get the answers all that is necessary 
is to classify the common states given below as fault
less, faulty and indeterminate.

Common States o f  the Reference and Not-dissociation

CS
(1) 4 immaterial res cons,, 
30 m.f. which are 4 m.agg, 
during life and at the mo
ment of conception
(2) When predominance con
dition is obtained in the im
material plane, 8 greed- 
rooted cons., 8 great fls
cons., 8 great func cons,
(occasionally), 4 immateri
-al fls cons., 4 immaterial 
func cons., 3 upper Path 
cons., 4 Fruition cons, (al
ways), 47 m.f. which are 4 
m.agg.
(3) When predominance con
dition is not obtained in the 
immaterial plane, 8 greed- 
rooted cons., 2 delusion-
rooted cons., mind-door ad
vertence, 8 great fls cons., 
8 great func cons., 48 m.f. 
which are 4 m.agg.
(4) External gr.pr.... during 
life kamma-produced gr.pr.

CdS

When predominance con
dition is obtained, predo
minant realities present 
at 8 greed-rooted cons., 8 
great fls cons., g great 
func cons, (occasionally), 
4 immaterial fls cons., 4 
immaterial func cons., 
3 upper Path cons., 4 
Fruit ion cons, (always)

External matter... during 
life kamma-produced mat
ter
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110, 111, 289 (Not-pd) By Threes to By Twenty
When not-root becomes another reference condi

tion, the common states of the 2 reference conditions, 
the reference states, are those of not-root condition. 
So “By Threes” to “By Twenty” are the same as not- 
root condition. Both the Dependent and Conditioned 
Chapters give “By Threes” in full and “By Fours” 
with elisions.

(112), (290) Not-proximity, etc.
Not-proximity, not-contiguity, not-strong-depen- 

dence, not-association [items (125), (295)], not-absence 
[items (129), (296)] and not-disappearance [items(129), 
(130), (296)] are the same as not-object condition. Both 
the Dependent and Conditioned Chapters point this 
out.

(112), (290) Not-mutuality By Twos
Although not-mutuality is included along with 

not-proximity and the other conditions above as 
being the same as not-object condition, it is only in 
the case of the enumerations that this is so. For 
the common states are entirely different and that is 
why they are briefly given below.

Not-root, etc.

Not-root and the other variants preceding not- 
mutuality in the serial order of the conditions have 
been dealt with already. There these variants were 
the references in By Twos.
Not-strong-dependence, etc. 5, (5)

Not-strong-dependence, not-association, not- 
absence and not-disappearance have all the materiality 
as conditioJied states whereas not-mutuality has less.
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This is the only difference between them. So the com
mons with these variants are the mental and material 
states of not-mutuality, the reference condition.
Not-prenascence, Not-postnascence, Not-repetition 5, (5)

Here also, the variants have all the materiahty 
as conditioned states and so the mental and material 
states of not-mutuality are common.
Not-kamma 1, (1)

Not-kamma has only 3 kinds of matter but mind- 
produced matter is not included. So the common 
states are their great primaries as the conditioning 
states and derived matter—as given in not-mutuality 
—as the conditioned states.
Common States o f the Reference and Not-kamma

CS CdS
External gr.pr., nutriment- 
produced gr.pr., tempera
ture- produced gr.pr.

External der.mat., nut
riment-produced der.mat., 
temperature-produced der. 
mat. compared with 
their gr.pr.

Not-resultant 5, (5)
The mental states, which are the conditioned states 

of not-resultant are excluded because they are.not 
common.
Common States o f the Reference and Not-resultant
I CS CdS

(1) 21 fls, 12 fty and 20 func 
cons., 52 m.f. which are 4 
m.agg.
(2) Fls, fty or func mind- 
produced gr.pr., external gr. 
p r .... during life kamma- 
produced gr.pr.

Fls, fty, or func mind- 
produced matter

Fls, fty, or func mind-pro
duced der.mat, external 
der.mat....during life kam
ma-produced der.mat, 
compared with their gr.pr.
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The material states in each of these variants are 
common and so their great primaries are the common 
conditioning states and derived mfitter—as given in 
not-mutuality—are the common conditioned states.
Not-path 1, (1)

The same as with not-root, the variant. 
Not-dissociation 1 (1)

The 5 kinds of matter in this variant are common. 
So their great primaries are the common conditioning 
states and derived matter—as given in not-mutuality 
—are the common conditioned states.

(Not-mu) By Threes
When not-root also becomes a reference condi

tion, the common states of not-mutuality and not- 
root are the reference states. These are the same as 
“With not-root condition and not-mutuality” already 
dealt with and are given below.

Reference States 
(Common States o f Not-mutuality and Not-root)

Not-nutriment, Not-faculty, Not-jhana 1, (1)

CS ! CdS
(1) 8 rootless cons, exclusi
ve of twice fivefold cons.,
12 m.f. which are 4 m.agg. 
during life and at the mo
ment of conception in 5-agg. 
planes.
(2) Rootless mind-produced 
gr.pr., rootless rebirth kam
ma-produced gr pr.... during 
life kamma-produced gr.pr. |

! Rootless mind-produced 
matter compared with 
rootless m.agg.; rootless 
rebirth kamma - produc
ed matter except. heart- 
base
Rootless mind- produced 
der. mat., rootless rebirth 
kamma-produced der. 
mat....during life kamma- 
produced der .mat. (all) 
compared with their gr. 
pr.
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With these as the reference states, find the 
commons with the variants based on the method 
shown in “By Twos” above. The enumerations are 
all 1, (1).

(Not—mu) By Fours to By Sixes
When not-object, not-predominance and not- 

proximity become the reference conditions successively, 
the common states of the reference conditions, i.e. 
the reference states, are still the same as “By Threes” 
and, therefore, they are all the same as “By Threes” .

(Not-mu) By Sevens to By Twenty
When not-contiguity becomes the next reference 

condition, the reference states are now the same as 
“By Sevens” of not-root condition. So the rest up 
to “By Twenty” are the same as not-root condition.

113, 291 Not-prenascence By Twos

Not-root, etc.
These variants preceding not-prenascence were 

already dealt with as the references with not-prenas
cence as the variant.

Not-postnascence 1, (7)
Since not-postnascence has all the mentality and 

materiality, the common states are those of not- pre
nascence, the reference condition.

Not-repetition 7, (7)
Find the mental states that are common to both 

not-prenascence and not-repetition. Both of them 
have all the materiality.
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Conmon States o f  the Reference and Not-repetition

CS
(1) 4 immaterial res cons., 
30 m.f. which are 4 m.agg. 
during life and at the mo
ment of conception
(2) In the immaterial plane, 
first impulsions of 8 greed- 
rooted, 2 delusion-rooted, 
8 great fls and 8 great 
func cons.; mind-door ad- 
vertence,4 Fruition cons., 43 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg.
(3) 4 m.agg.l during life and 
at the moment of conception 
in 5-agg. planes
(4) Mind-produced gr.pr... 
during life kamma-produced 
gr. pr.

CdS

4. m.agg. at the moment 
of conception in 5-agg. 
planes
Mind-produced matter.... 
during life kamma-pro
duced matter

Analytical States
For the same mentality as both conditioning and 

conditioned states, take those in the immaterial 
plane. For the mentality as conditioning states when 
mind-produced matter is the cynditioned state, take 
those that are possible. So, for fls-fls, take the first im
pulsions of 8 great faultless consciousnesses, 33 mental 
factors in the immaterial plane (from item 2 of the 
above table) and, for fls-ind, 21 faultless conscious
nesses, 38 mental factors in the five-aggregate planes. 
Similarly, for fty-fty and fty-ind, take the faulty 
consciousnesses.

1. As pointed out before, the mentality from the positive pre
nascence condition— t̂hose which arise together with mind- 
produced matter—have to be taken as the conditioning 
states in not-prenascence when this matter is the conditioned 
state*
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For “At the moment of conception” and “Mere 
Materiality” under ind-ind, all the states that come 
under them are included as was shown with not-pre
nascence in the explanation of the Classification 
Chapter in the Preliminaries. Also, fls, ind-ind and 
fty, ind-ind are taken as with not-prenascence. For 
“during life”, divide this into two parts: (1) take all 
the indeterminate states in the immaterial plane and
(2) take those indeterminate states that arise together 
with mind-produced matter in the five-aggregate 
planes. The method for this was already illustrated 
but since its application is somewhat complicated 
here, the analytical states are given below so as to 
leave no room for doubt.

CS
(1) 4 immaterial res cons., 
30 m.f. which are 4 m.agg. 
during life
(2) In the immaterial plane, 
first impulsions of 8 great 
func cons.; mind-door adver 
tence, 4 Fruition cons., 38 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg. 
taken partly
(3) 22 res cons, exclusive 
of 4 immaterial res cons., 
twice fivefold cons, and 
Arahatta’s death cons,, 20 
func cons., 38 m.f, which 
are 4 m.agg. taken partly 
and wholly in 5-agg. planes

Classified Answer for the Above
Dependent on indeterminate state, arises indeter

minate state by not-prenascence and not-repeation
conditions.
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In the immaterial plane, dependent on one resul
tant indeterminate or functional indeterminate aggre
gate, arise three aggregates ••• dependent on two 
aggregates, arise two aggregates;

Dependent on resultant indeterminate or 
functional indeterminate aggregates, arises mind-pro, 
duced matter.

Not-kamma 3, (3)
The common mentality are the states of the 

immaterial plane of not-prenascence with the fault
less, faulty and functional volitions excluded as the 
conditioning states and those volitions as the condi
tioned states. The common materiality are those of 
not-kamma since there are more than these in not- 
prenascence. The reader can find them out.

Not-resultant 1, (7)
The common mentality are (1) the faultless, 

faulty and functional mental aggregates in the 
immaterial plane of not-prenascence as both condi
tioning and conditioned states, (2) the faultless, faulty 
and functional mental aggregates in the five-aggregate 
planes of not-resultant as conditioning states since 
mind-produced matter is a common conditioned state. 
The common material states are those of not-resultant.

Common States o f  the Reference and Not-resultant

CS CdS
(1) In the immaterial plane, 
8 greed-rooted cons., 2 de
lusion-rooted ^cons., mind- 
door advertence, 8 great fls 
cons., 8 great func cons., 4 
immaterial fls cons., 4 im-
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material func cons., 3 upper 
Path coQs., 47 m.f. which 
are 4 m.agg.
(2) 21 fls cons., 12 fty 
cons., 20 func cons., 52 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg. in 
5-agg. planes
(3) FIs, fty or func mind- 
produced gr.pr., external gr. 
pr.... during life kamma- 
produced gr.pr.

Fls, fty or func mind-pro
duced matter, external 
matter... during life kam
ma-produced matter

Not-nutriment, Not-faculty 1, (1)
The states of these variants are common.

Not-jhana I, (1)
The material states of not-jhana are common 

hut uot the twice five-fold consciousnesses.

Not-path 1, (I)
Mind-door advertence in the immaterial plane 

from the rootless consciousnesses of not-path is com
mon. Also, 2 rootless rebirth consciousnesses are the 
common conditioned states. The common materiality 
are those of not-path. This is easy.

Not-dissociation 3, (3)
Not-dissociation has less than the states that 

not-prenascence has and so those of not-dissociation 
are common.

114, 291 (Not-prn) By Threes
Here not-root becomes another reference condi

tion. So for "By Threes” , the common of not-pre
nascence and not-root are the reference states. These 
lire the same as not-root and not-prenascence under
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Not-root “By Twos” . Of course, this is also included 
above in Not-prenascence “By Twos”. But they are 
given here so that they will not have to be referred 
to. The commons of these reference states and those 
of the variants have to be found.

Reference States 
(Common States o f  Not-prenascence and Not-root)

CS

(1) In  the im m aterial plane, 
2 delusion-rooted cons., 
m ind-door advertence, 14 
m.f. which are 4 m .agg.

(2) 8 rootless cons, exclusive 
o f twice fivefold cons., 12 
m.f. which are 4 rootless 
m.agg. during life and at 
the moment o f conception
(3) Rootless m ind-produced 
gr.pr.... during life kamma- 
produced gr.pr. and heart- 
base

CdS

In  the imm aterial plane, 
delusion from  2 delusion- 
rooted cons., m ind-door 
advertence, 11 m.f. which 
are 4 m .agg.
2 rootless rebirth  cons., 
10 m.f. which are 4 m.agg. 
at the moment o f concep
tion

Rootless mind-produced 
m atter ... during life kam
ma-produced m atter

(115), (291) (Not-prn) By Fours to By Sevens
When not-object, not-predoniinance, not-proxi- 

mity and not-contiguity become the reference condi* 
tions, one after the other, the common conditioned 
states are the rootless materiality of not-root condi-* 
tion and so the reference states are the same as those 
given in Not-root By Fours, etc,

(Not-prri) By Eights to By Twenty
'^ e n  not-mutuality, etc, become the reference 

conditions for By Eights, etc, they are all the same 
as By Eights to By Twenty of not-root condition*
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Both the Dependent and Conditioned Chapters 
just inention this condition as “With not-postnascence 
condition — Since this condition has all the 
mentality and materiality, the states of the variants 
—^which, of course, are found from the CSEN 6 — are 
the commons.

(Not-pon) By Threes to By Twenty

When not-root becomes another reference 
condition, the reference states are the same as those 
of not-root condition. Therefore, By Threes to By 
Twenty are all the same as those of not-root condition

116,292 Not-repetition By Twos

Not-root, etc.

The commons with the variants preceding not- 
repetition have been dealt with where the variants 
were the reference conditions and repetition the variant 
in each case. As shown before, not-repetition has 
all the first sensuous impulsions, etc. and all the 
materiality and, therefore, the commons with not-root 
and so on are those of these variants.

Not-kamma 3, (7)
Since not-kamma has all the faultless, faulty and 

functional volitions as conditioned states, those from 
not-repetition are the common conditioned states. 
The materiality of not-kamma are common as it has 
less than what not-repetition has.

(116), (292) Not-postnascence By Twos
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Common States o f  the Reference and Not-kamma

CS CdS

(1) F irst impulsions o f 12 
fty cons. A rahatta’s smile- 
cons., 8 great fls cons., 8 
great func,cons.; 2 adver
tences, 51 m.f. exclusive o f 
fls, f ty  and func volition 
which are 4 m .agg.

(2) External gr.pr., nutri
ment produced gr.pr., tem
perature produced gr.pr. 
and (heart-base)

Volitions present a t first 
impulsions o f  12 fty cons., 
A raha tta’s smile-cons., 8 
great fls cons., 8 great 
func cons., 2 advertences

External m atter, nutri
m ent-produced m atter, 
tem perature - produced 
m atter

Not-resultant 9,(17)
As not-resultant has mind-produced matter, this 

is a common conditioned state and the enumeration 
is 9, (17). And because of this, the second impulsions 
and so on — the mentality which are the conditioning 
states of positive repetition condition and which 
arise together with mind-produced matter — have to 
be taken. The reason for taking the secpnd impul
sions and so on was given in the explanation of not- 
repetition condition. The only difference here is 
that resultant consciousnesses are excluded from the 
states of not-repetition to get the common states as 
shown below.

Common States o f the Reference and Not-resultant

CS CdS

(1) First impulsions o f 12
fty cons. A rahatta’s smile-
cons., 8 great fls cons, and
8 great func cons.; 2 adver
tences, 52 m.f. which are
4 m.agg.
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(2) Second to  seventh im
pulsions o f  12 fty cons., 
A rahatta’s smile- cons., 8 
great fls cons, and 8 great 
func cons.; 9 lofty fls cons., 
9 lofty func cons., 4 Path  
cons., 52 m.f. which are 
4 m.agg.
(3) Fls, fty or func mind- 
produced gr.pr., external gr. 
pr....during life kamm a-pro
duced gr.pr.
and (heart-base)

Fls, fty or func m ind-pro
duced m atter, external 
m atter...during life kam
m a-produced m atter

The above details are given for finding the analy
tical states and classified answers correctly.

Not-nutriment, Not-faculty, Not-jhana I, (1)
The commons are the material states of these 

variants.

Not-path 1, (1)
The rootless mentality of not-repetition are com

mon. The tnateriality of not-path are common. 
Since rootless mind-produced matter is included, 
the rootless mentality which arise with this matter 
are the same as with not-root as variant.

Not-dissociation 3, (3)

Since mind-produced matter is not included in 
not-dissociation, it is not common and so there is 
no problem in finding the common states. Compare 
the mental states to find the common. As for the 
material states those of not-dissociation are common 
as it has less than what not-repetition has.
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Common States o f  the Reference and Not-dissociation

CS CdS
(1) 4 itnmaterial res cons., 
30 m.f. which are 4 m .agg. 
during life and  a t the m o
ment o f conception

(2) In  the im m aterial plane, 
first impulsions o f 8 greed- 
rooted, 2 delusion-rooted, 
8 great fis and 8 great 
func cons.; m ind-door ad
vertence, 4 Fruition cons., 
43 m.f. which lare 4 m.agg.

(3) External g r.p r....during  
life kamma-produced gr.pr.

External m atter... during 
life kamma - produced 
m atter

Not-association, Not-absence, Not-disappearance
These variants are the same as not-object in the 

above.
!17, 292 (Not-rp) By Threes

When not-root also becomes a reference 
condition, the reference states are as given below.

Reference States

CS CdS

(1) F irst impulsions o f 2 
delusion-rooted cons., 14 
m.f. which are 4 m .agg.

(2) F irst impulsions o f A ra- 
! ha tta’s smile-cons.; 2 adver

tences 15 root-less rescons., 
12 m.f. which are 4 m. agg. 
during life and at the m o
ment o f conception

Delusion from  
pulsions o f 2 
rooted cons.

sai

first im- 
delusion-
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(3) Second to  seventh im
pulsions o f A rahatta’s smile- 
cons., 12 m.f. which are 4 
m.agg.

(4) Rootless m ind-produced 
gr.pr., rootless rebirth kam
m a-produced g r.p r....during  
life kamm a-produced gr.pr., 
and heart-base (6 bases)

Rootless m ind-produced 
m atter, rootless rebirth 
kamma-produced m atter., 
during life kamma-pro
duced m atter

Find the common states of these reference states 
aad those of the variants. The enumerations with 
the variants: not-predomiaance, not-prenascence, not- 
postnascence, not-resultant and not-dissociation are 
2 and with the rest 1 for Dependent Chapter.

(118), (292) {Not-rp) By Fours to By Twenty
When not-object becomes another reference 

coadition, the reference states are the materiality of 
not-root condition and so By Fours to By Twenty 
are the same as Not-root By Threes, etc.

119, 293 Not-kamma By Twos
Not-root, etc.

The cominons with the variants preceding not- 
kamma have been dealt with above.

Not-resultant 3, (7)
All the mentality and materiality of not-kamma, 

which are included in not-resultant are common.

Not-nutriment 1, (I)
Since nutriment-produced matter is not included 

in not-nutriment, the common are the other 2 kinds 
of matter in not-kamma.
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The 3 kinds of matter in not-kamma, the reference 
condition, are common.
Not-path 1, (1)

The common mentality are the rootless functional 
mental aggregates as conditioning states and rootless 
functional volitions as conditioned states of not-path. 
The common materiality are those of not-kamma.
Not-association, etc.

Not-association, not-absence and not-disappear
ance have all the materiality and so those of not- 
kamma, which has less, are common.
Not-dissociation 3, (3)

The common mentality are the faultless, faulty 
and functional mental aggregates in the immaterial 
plane as conditioning states and the corresponding 
volitions as conditioned states of not-dissociation. 
The common materiality are those of not-kamma.
120, 293 (Not-kam) By Threes

The common states of not-kamma and not-root 
conditions become the reference states as given below.

Reference States 
(Common States o f  Not-kamma and Not-root)

Not-faculty, Not-jhana 1, (1)

CS CdS

(1) 3 rootless func cons., 
11 m.f. exclusive o f volition 
which are 4 m.agg.
(2) External gr.pr., nutri
ment-produced gr.pr., tem
perature-produced gr.pr. 
and (heart-base)

Volition present a t 3 
rootless func cons.

External m atter, nutri
ment-produced m atter,tem - 
perature-produced m atter
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It is easy to find the commons of these reference 
states and the states of the variants.

(Not-kam) By Fours to By Sevens
By Fours, etc. are not given in the Text because 

they are easy. The enumerations are all 1. When 
not-object becomes another reference condition, the 
reference states are the materiality in item (2) of the 
above table with heart-base excluded. These are 
also the reference states when not-predominance, not- 
proximity and not-contiguity become the reference 
conditions in succession.

(Not-kam) By Eights
When not-mutuality becomes another reference 

condition, the difference in the reference states from 
“By Fours” is that only derived matter are the condi
tioned states.

(Not-kam) By Nines to By Elevens
When not-strong-dependence, not-prenascence 

and not-postnascence become the reference conditions 
in succession, the reference states are still the same as 
“By Eights” .

(Not-kam) By Twelves to By Twenty
When not-repetition becomes another reference 

condition, the reference states are still the same as 
above. The reference conditions are now the same 
as those in Not-root “By Twelves” and so the rest 
are all the same as not-root condition.

121, 294 Not-resultant By Twos
Not-root, etc.

They are merely interchanges of the reference 
and variant met with before.
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Not-nutriment, Not-faculty 1, (1)
The states of these variants are common.

Not-jhana 1, (1)
The twice fivefold consciousnesses in not-jhana 

are not included in not-resultant and only the materia
lity of not-jhana are common. Whenever the condi
tioned states are all materiality, the bases are not 
involved. Only when mentality is included in the 
conditioned states that the bases are taken for Condi
tioned Chapter.
Not-path 1, (1)

The rootless functional consciousnesses of not- 
path are the common mentality as shown below.

Common States o f  the Reference and Not-path

CS CdS

(1) 3 rootless func cons., 12 
m .f. wliich are 4 m .agg.

(2) Rootless func m ind-pro
duced gr.pr., external gr. 
p r .... during life kamma- 
produced gr.pr.
and (heart-base)

Rootless func m ind-pro
duced m atter, external 
m atter... during life kam 
m a-produced m atter

Not-association, etc. 1, (1)
Not-association, not-absence and not-disappea

rance are the same as not-object, the variant.
Not-dissociation 3, (3)

The faultless, faulty and functional conscious
nesses in the immaterial plane of not-dissociation are 
common with those of not-resultant. The common 
materiality are those of not-dissociation since not- 
resultant has others besides these.
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Common States o f  the Reference and Not-dissociation

CS j CdS

(1) In the immaterial plane, 
8 greed-rooted cons., 2 delu
sion-rooted cons., m ind-door 
advertence, 8 great fls cons., 
8 great func cons., 4 imm a
terial fls cons., 4 im m aterial 
func cons., 3 upper Path 
cons,. 43 m.f. which are 4 
m .agg.

(2) External g r.p r.... during 
life kamma-produced gr.pr.

= 3

External m atter... during 
life kamma-produced m at
ter

122, 294 (Not-rs) By Threes
When not-root becomes another reference condi

tion, the reference states are as given below.

Reference States 
(Common States o f  Not-resultant and Not-root)

CS CdS

(1) 2 delusion-rooted cons., 
3 rootless func cons., 14 m .f. 
which are 4 m .agg.

(2) Rootless func m ind-pro
duced gr.pr., external gr.pr. 
... during life kam m a-pro
duced gr.pr.
and (heart-base)

Delusion from  2 delu
sion-rooted cons., 3 roo t
less func cons., 12 m .f. 
which are 4 m .agg.

Rootless func m ind-pro
duced m atter, external 
m atter... during life kam 
m a-produced m atter

The enumeration for these reference states is 
2, (4). The enumerations for the commons of the 
reference states and the states of (1) the variants, not- 
predominance, not-postanascence and not-repetition,
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which have delusion as conditioned state, are all 2 
(4); (2) the variants, not-prenascence and not-disso
ciation, which have states only in the immaterial 
plane, are both 2, (2); the other variants, not-object 
and so on are all 1, (1), The reader can find the 
eornmons,

123, 294 (Not-rs) By Fours, etc.
When not-object becomes another reference

condition, the reference states are the materiality of 
not-root with rootless rebirth kamma-produced matter 
excluded. The enumerations with the variants are 
all 1, (1) as in not-root condition. By applying the 
method given above, “By Fives” to “By Twenty” can 
be worked out.

(124), (295) Not-nutriment, Not-faculty By Twos, etc*
The enumeration for each of the conditions

not-nutriment, not-faculty, not-jhana and not-path 
is 1, (1) and so those with the variants must, all
be 1,(1).

For ‘By Twos', find the materiality which are 
common in the variants by comparison with the 4 
kinds in not-nutriment and 5 kinds in not-faculty. 
The reference states for “By Twos” are also those 
for “By Threes” to “By Sevens” . When not-mutuality 
becomes another reference condition in “By Eights”, 
the reference states are the same as “By Eights” in 
not-root. So “By Eights” to “By Twenty” are the 
same as not-root.

Not-ihdna By Twos
Not-jhana has twice fivefold consciousnesses and 

5 kinds of matter. Examine the states of the variants 
to find those that are common. If twice fivefold
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(Not-jha) By Threes
They are all the same as By Twos,

(Not-jha) By Fours to By Twenty
When not-object becomes another reference 

condition, the 5 kinds of matter are the reference 
states. Find the commons up to "By Tv/enty”.

Not-path By Twos, By Threes
Delusion in not-root is not included in not-path 

and, therefore, the enumeration for the common 
of these 2 conditions is 1, (1). Find the commons 
with the other variants. "By Threes” are all the 
same as "By Twos” .

(Not-pa) By Fours to By Twenty
When not-object becomes  ̂ another reference 

condition, all rootless matter, as in not-root condi
tion, are the common conditioned states and so all 
the rest are the same as not-root condition.

(125), (295) Not-association
This is the same as not-object condition as pointed 

out in the Text.

126, 296 Not-dissociation By Twos 
Not-root, etc.

"With not-dissociation condition and not-root” 
right up to not-association as variant have all been

consciousnesses are common, 5 bases are the condi
tioning states in Conditioned Chapter.
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Not-absence, Not-disappearance-l, (1) By Threes

These variants are the same as not-c>bject, the 
variant dealt with above.

dealt with in the cases where the variants were the
references and not-dissociation the variant.

127, 296 (Not-dss) By Threes
When not-root becomes another reference condi

tion, the reference states, given below, are the same as 
those found in Not-root By Twos with npt-dissoci^- 
tion as variant.

Reference States 

{Common States o f Not-dissociation and Not-root)

CS Cds
(1) In the immaterial plane,
2 delusion-rooted cons., 
mind-door advertence, 14 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg.

1

(2) External gr.pr....during | 
life kamma-produced gr.pr.

i
1

In the immaterial plane, 
delusion from 2 delusion 
-rooted cons., mind-door 
advertence, 11 m.f. which 
are 4 m.agg.
External matter...during 
life kamma-produced mat- 

1 ter

When the commons of these reference states 
and the states of the variants, not-predominance^ 
not-prenascence, not-postnascence, not-repetition and 
not-resultant are obtained, the enumerations for them 
are 2, (2) and of the other variants 1, (1). Find th§ 
commons.
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128, 296 (Not-dss) By Fours
'’̂ e n  not-object becomes another reference 

condition, only the 5 kinds of matter of not-dissocia
tion, which are included in not-object, are the reference 
states. Find the commons of these reference states 
and the states of the variants. The enumerations 
are all 1, (1) as stated in the Text.

(Not-dss) By Fives to By Twenty
These are the same as those in not-jhana and 

are to be worked out in the same way.

129, 130, (296) Not-absence, Not-disappearance
They are the same as not-object condition.

Concise Method for the 4 Chapters. On reviewing 
the above, it will be seen that for “By Twos”, the 
states of the single enumerations of the reference 
condition and each variant — given in the CSEN 6 
— are compared to find the commons. For “By 
Threes” and so on, the common states of the reference 
conditions which were previously met with, known 
as the reference states, and the states of each variant 
are compared to find the commons. The common 
conditioning and conditipned states so found are 
then examined to determine faultless-faultless and so 
on in order to arrive at the enumerations. Then 
the analytical states of the faultless-faultless and so 
on are selected to find the classified answers according 
to the method given in the Classification Chapter* 
This is a summary of the method repeatedly shown 
above.

End of the Ennmeration Chapters of
Negative Conditions in the First 4 Chapters
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1. FAULTLESS TRIPLET V. & VI. CONJOINED AND
ASSOCIATED CHAPTERS

2. Conditions ! Negative (ii) Enumeration Chapters
359, 398 By Ones

"With not-root 2, (2)” and so on are the enuniera- 
tions of the single conditions in the Classification 
Chapter. Since Associated Chapter is the same as 
Conjoined Chapter, the enumerations for the latter 
only are given. For this reason also. Associated 
Chapter is abbreviated in the Text.

360 Not-root By Twos
; , It will be seen from "By Ones” above that only 

10 negative conditions are dealt with. For association 
cpndition, in which only mentaF states are involved, 
is considered in both these Chapters and, therefore, 
pnly those negative conditions which have mental 
states as their conditioned states are applicable. These 
are: not-root, not-predominance, not-prenascence, 
not-postnascence, not-repetition, not-kamma, not- 
resultant, not-jhana, not-path and not-dissociation. 
So the commons of these 10 conditions only have to 
be found, And in doing so, materiality is not taken 
into account. The Commentary has little to 
say on these 2 Chapters giving only some of the states 
involved.

Not-predominance 2
When the common of not-root and not-predo

minance is ix>nsidered, it is seen that the states of the 
former are all included in the latter — as pointed

(5) ENUMERATION CHAPTERS OF
THE NEGATIVE CONDITIONS IN

THE REMAINING 2 CHAPTERS
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out before —• and so the common are the mental 
states of not-root condition as shown below. The 
Commentary! states that the enumeration is that of 
not-root.

Common States o f the Reference and 
Not-predominance.

CS CdS
(1) 2 delusion-rooted cons., 
i4 m.f. which are 4 m.agg.

• (2) 18 rootless cons., 12 m.f. 
which are 4 m.agg. during 
life and at the moment of 
conception

Delusion from 2 delusion- 
rooted cons.

The common states are given in the above manner 
so as to know the analytical states, for in the CSEN 6 
all the states concerned are grouped together fox all 
the 6 Chapters.

Not-prenascence 2
It is to be noted that whenever delusion is included 

as conditioned state, the enumeration is 2, otherwise 
it is 1. That is why for not-root it is 2. For not- 
prenascence, which has delusion in the immaterial 
plane and rootless consciousnesses as common with 
not-root, it is 2. The common states are the same as 
given in Dependent Chapter but here only the mental 
states are taken. Therefore, only 2 rootless rebirth 
consciousnesses are common as there is no mentality 
to be taken because of mind-produced matter,

1. Na-hetu-paccaya nadhipatiya dveti na-hetuya laddham 
dvayameva (p.432)
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Common States o f  the Reference
and Not-prenascence

CS CdS
(1) In the immaterial plane, 
2 delusion-rooted cons., 14 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg.
(2) In the immaterial plane, 
mind-door advertence, 11 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg.
(3) 2 rootless rebirth cons., 
10 m.f. which are 4 m. 
agg. at the moment o f  
conception in 5-agg. planes

In the immaterial plane, 
delusion from 2 delu
sion-rooted cons.

Not-postnascence 2
Since not-postnascence has all the mental states, 

the common are those of not-root, the reference 
condition.

Not-repetition 2
The common are delusion and rootless conscious

nesses of not-repetition as shown below. The enu
meration is 2.

Common States o f the Reference 
and Not-repetition

CS CdS
(1) First impulsions of 2 
delusion-rooted cons., 14 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg.
(2) First impulsion of Ara
hatta’s smile-cons.; 2 adver
tences, 15 rootless res 
cons., 12 m.f. which are 
4 m.agg. during life and at 
the moment of conception

Delusion from first 
impulsion of 2 delusion- 
rooted cons.
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Not-kamma 1
In not-kamma the conditioned states are voli

tions. Since delusion is not common, the enumera
tion is 1. The Commentary! mentions this.

Common States o f the Reference and Not-kamma
CS CdS

3 rootless func. cons., 
11 m.f. exclusive of voli
tion which are 4 m.agg.

3 rootless func volitions

Not-resultant 2
Delusion is included in the mental aggregates of 

not-resultant and so the enumeration is 2. The 
Commentary^ mentions this.

Common States o f the Reference and Not-resultant
CS Cds

(1) 2 delusion-rooted cons., 
14 m.f. which are 4 m.agg.
(2) 3 rootless func cons., 
12 m.f. which are 4 m.agg.

Delusion from 2 delu
sion-rooted cons.

Not-jhana, Not-path 1
Each of these variants has the states which are 

included in not-root and, therefore, the commons are 
the states of the variants. The Commentary^ 
mentions these states.

1. Na-kamme ekanti ahetuka - kiriya - cetanam paccaynp- 
paiinam katva abyakatena-ayakatam (p. 432).

2. Na-vipake dveti ahetuka-moha-kiriya-vasena dve.
3. Na-jhane ekanti ahetuka-panca vinaana-vasena.

Na-magge ekanti ahetuka-vipaka-kiriya vasena abyakata- 
vissajjanaih (all on p. 432).
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Not-dissociation 2
The common are delusion and mind-door adver

tence in the immaterial plane of not-dissociation and 
so the enumeration is 2.

Common States o f the Reference and 
Not-dissociation

CS CdS
(1) In the immaterial plane, 
2 delusion-rooted cons., 14 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg.
(2) Jn the immaterial plane, 
mind-door advertence, 11 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg.

Delusion from 2 delu
sion-rooted cons.

ca

360 (Not-ro) By Threes
When not-predominance becomes another 

reference condition, the reference states are those of 
not-root as all its states are included in not-predo- 
minance. Therefore, "By Threes” are all the same 
ais "By Twos”.

360 (Not-ro) By Fours
When not-prenascence becomes another reference 

condition, the reference states are the same as those 
for Not-root with not-prenascence as variant dealt 
with above.
Not-postnascence 2

Since not-postnascence has all the mental states, 
the common are the reference states.
Not-repetition 2

Since the common, as shown below, are delusion 
in the immaterial plane and rootless consciousnesses 
of not-repetition, the enumeration is 2,
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Common States o f  the Reference and Not-repetition

CS
(1) In the immaterial plane, 

impulsions of 2. delu^
sion-rooted cons., 14 rn.f. 
which are 4 m.agg.
(2) In the immaterial plane, 
mind-door advertence, 11 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg.; 2 
rootless rebirth cons., 10 
m.f ..which are 4 m.agg, at 
the moment of conception 
in 5-agg. planes

CdS
In the immaterial plane, 
delusion from first impul
sions of 2 delusion-rooted 
cons.

The 2 rootless rebirth consciousnesses apply to 
the five-aggregate planes.
Not-kamma 1

Volition in not-kamma is not common with 
delusion in not-root and so delusion is not included 
here. The common conditioning state is mind-door 
advertence, 10 mental factors exclusive of volition 
which are 4 mental aggregates and the common condi
tioned state is volition present at mind-door adver
tence, all in the immaterial plane.
Not-resultant 2

As pointed out before, delusion in not-resultant 
is common.
Common States o f the Reference and Not-resultant

1 CS CdS
’ (1) In the immaterial plane,

2 delusion-rooted cons., 14 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg.
(2) In the immaterial plane, 
mind-door advertence, 11 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg, )

In the imniaterial plane, 
delusion from 2 delusion- 
rooted cons.

C S  -
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Note. Whenever not-prenascence becomes a re
ference condition, not-jhana is not taken as a variant 
because there are no common mental states. For 
not-jhana has twice fivefold consciousnesses only as 
conditioned states and these are not included in not- 
prenascence.

For not-path, mind-door advertence in the 
immaterial plane and rootless consciousnesses of not- 
path are common.

Common States o f the Reference and Not-path

Not-paih 1

CS CdS
In the immaterial plane, 
mind-door advertence ;2 root
less rebirth cons., 11 m.f. 
which are 4 m.agg. during 
life and at the moment of 
conception in 5-agg. planes

=

These states are the same as item (2) given above 
with not-repetition as variant.
Not-dissociation 2

Delusion in the immaterial plane and also mind- 
door advertence of not-dissociation are common. 
Rootless rebirth consciousnesses are not included in 
this variant and so they are not common.
Common States o f the Reference and Not-dissociation

CS CdS
(1) In the immaterial plane, 
2 delusion-rooted cons., 
14 m.f. which are 4 
m.agg.
(2) In the immaterial plane, 
mind-door advertence, 11 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg.

In the immaterial plane, 
delusion from 2 delu
sion-rooted cons.
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When not-postnascence, which has all the mental 
states, becomes another reference condition, the re
ference states are the same as “By Fours” . So “By
Fives” are all the same as “By Fours” .

360 (Not-ro) By Sixes
When not-repetition becomes another reference

condition, the reference states with enumeration 2 
are as shown below. Find the commons of these 
reference states and the states of the variants.

Reference States

(Not-rd) By Fives

CS CdS
(1) In the immaterial plane, 
first impulsions of 2 delu
sion-rooted cons., 14 m.f. 
which are 4 m.agg.
(2) In the immaterial plane, 
mind-door advertence, 11 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg.
(3) 2 rootless rebirth cons., 
10 m.f. which are 4 m.agg.

In the immaterial plane, 
delusion from first impul
sions of 2 delusion-rooted 
cons.

The reference states are itemized so that the 
analytical states and classified answers can be worked 
out from the commons with the variants.

Not-kamma 1, Not-resultant 2, Not-path 1, 
Not-dissociation 2.

The common with the variant: (1) not-kamma, 
are the states of item (2) above with volition excluded 
from the conditioning states and this volition is the 
conditioned state; (2) not-resultant, are the states 
of items (1) and (2); (3) not-path, are the states of 
items (2) and (3); (4) not-dissociation, are the states 
of items (1) and (¾.
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When not-kamma becomes another reference 
condition, the reference states are the common states 
with not-kamma as variant in By Sixes above. The 
enumeration is 1.

Reference States

360 {Not-ro) By Sevens

CS CdS
In the immaterial plane, 
mind-door advertence, 10 
m.f; exclusive of volition 
which are 4 m.agg.

In the immaterial plane, 
volition present at mind- 
door advertence

Not-resultant, Not-path, Not-dissociation 1.
With these variants the commons are the above 

reference states.
(Not-ro) By Eights

When not-resultant becomes another reference 
Condition, all are the same as “By Sevens” .

360 (Not-rd) By Nine
When not-path becomes another reference condi

tion, the reference states are still the same. Not- 
dissociation is the only variant.

361 Not-predominance By Twos
Not-root 2

The same as that given above with not-root as 
reference in“ fiy Twos” with not-predominance as 
variant.
Not-prenascence 3

Thê  ̂ common states are similar to those given 
^bove for not-predominance and not-prenascence con-
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ditions of the first 4 Chapters. Here only the mental 
states are taken but leaving out those that arise with 
mind-produced matter.

Common States os the Reference \and Not-prenascence

CS
(1) When predominance con
dition is obtained in the 
immaterial plane, 8 j reed- 
rooted, 8 great fis and 8 
great fune cons, (occasional, 
ly), 4 immateriHl fis,  ̂ im
material func, 3 upper Path 
and 4 Fruition cons, (al
ways), 43 m.f. which are 
4 predominant m.agg.
(2 )  When predominance con
dition is not obtaineb, 4 
immaterial res cons, 3'J m.f. 
which are 4 m.agg. during 
life and at the moment of 
conception; 8 greed-rooted 
cons., 2 delusion-rooted 
cons., mind-door advertence, 
8 great fls cons., 8 great 
func. cons., 4 8 m f . which 
are 4 m.agg. during life in 
the immaterial plane; 15 
five agg. rebirth cons., 35 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg. at 
the moment of conception 
in 5-agg. planes

CdS
When qredominance con
dition is obtained in the 
immaterial plane, predomi
nant realities present at 
8 greed-rooted, 8 great 
fls and 8 great func cons, 
(occas’onally), 4 immater
ial fls, 4 immaterial func 
3 upper Path and 4 Frui
tion cons, (always)

Not-postnascence 3
The reference statea are common.

Not-repetition 3
The common is found in the same way as shown 

in Dependent Chapter of the first 4 Chapters. There 
the conditioned states inelued materiality and being-
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somewhat complicated, the analytical states were 
also given separately. Although it is simpler here 
because only mental states are taken, their common 
states are given again so that there will be no doubt 
as to what they are.

Common States of the Reference and 
Not-repetition

CS
(1) When predominance con
dition is obtained, first im
pulsions of 8 greed-rooted, 
2 hate-rooted, 8 great fls 
and 8 great func cons, (occa
sionally); 4 Fruition cons., 
(always), 51 m.f. which are 
4 m.agg.
(2) When predominance con
dition is not obtained, first 
impulsions of 12 fty cons., 
Arahatta’s smile-cons., 8 
great fls cons., 8 great func 
cons.; 2 advertences, 32 mu
ndane res cons., 52 m.f. 
which are 4 m.agg. during 
life and at the moment of 
conception

CdS
When predominance con
dition is obtained, pre
dominant realities present 
at first impulsions of 8 
greed-rooted, 2 hate-root
ed, 8 great fls and 8 great 
func cons, (occasionally), 
4 Fruition cons, (always)

Not-kamma 3
Vohtion, the conditioned state in not-kamma, 

is not common with predominant realities, the condi
tioned states in not-predominance. So the case where 
predominance is obtained is not possible. When 
predominance is not obtained, the common condi
tioned states are the volitions present at the common 
faultless, faulty and functional consciousnesses of 
not-predominance and so these volitions are excluded 
from the common conditioning states.
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Common States o f  the Reference and Not-kamma

CS CdS
When predominance con
dition is not obtained, 12 fty 
cons., 3 rootless func cons., 
8 great fls cons., 8 great 
func cons., 51 m.f. exclusive 
of volition which are 4 
m.agg.

When predominance com 
dition is not obtained, 
volitions present at 12 
fty cons. 3 rootless func 
cons. 8 great, fls cons., 
8 great func cons.

Not-resultant 3
The predominant realities are common condi

tioned states. This is the same as items (1) and (2) 
given for the common of these 2 conditions in Depen
dent Chapter of the first 4 Chapters.

Not-jhana, Not-path 1
The states of these variants are included in those 

of not-predominance. The common mental states 
are twice fivefold consciousnesses with not-jhana and 
rootless consciousnesses with not-path.

Not-dissociation 3
Not-dissociation, like not-prenascence, has the 

common conditioned states for the 2 cases where 
predominance condition is and is not obtained. The 
common are the same as when not-prenascence is the 
variant — dealt with above — except that the 4 mental 
aggregates at the moment of conception in five-aggre
gate planes are excluded as these are not included in 
not-dissociation. Since this is the only difference^ 
the common states are not given so as to economize 
on space.
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361 (Not-pd) By Threes, etc.
The Text gives the enumerations for "By Threes’\  

They are the same as "By Threes” of not-root met 
with above. For when not-root also becomes a re
ference condition, the reference states are those of not- 
root condition. So all the enumerations up to "By 
Nine” are the same as not-root condition above.
362 Not-prenascence By Twos

In not-prenascence there are states in the 
immaterial plane and rebirth consciousnesses in the 
five-aggregate planes. So the planes must be distin
guished.
Not-root, Not-predominance

They have been dealt with above.
Not-postnascence 3

Since not-postnascence has all the mental states, 
those of not-prenascence are common. In the CSEN6 
the states of not-prenascence for all the 6 Chapters 
are given. So the 4 mental aggregates during life 
and at the moment of conception in the five-aggre
gate planes were included as the conditioning states, 
i.e. 75 cons., etc. But here those during life have 
to be excluded because they are conditioning states 
only when mind-produced matter is the conditioned 
state. But matter is not . concerned in these 2 
Chapters. Therefore, only those at the moment of 
conception are taken as the conditioning states as in 
the case of the conditioned states, i.e. 15 five-aggre
gate rebirth cons.
Not-repetition 3

The method of determining the common with 
not-repetition has been given so often that it will 
not be shown here. The common states are given,
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however, for the reader to make a comparison with 
what he thinks they should be or to check with those 
he has found. Otherwise there would be no means 
of deciding whether they are correct or not.

Common States o f the Reference and Not-repetition

CS

(1) 4 im m aterial res cons., 
30 m .f. which a re  4 m .agg. 
during life and  a t the  m o
m ent o f conception
(2) In  the  im m aterial plane, 
first im pulsions Of 8 greed- 
rooted , 2 delusion-rooted, 
8 great fls, 8 g rea t func 
cons.; m ind-door adver
tence, 4 F ru ition  co n s., 43 
m .f. which are 4 m .agg .
(3) 15 five-agg. reb irth  cons., 
35 m .f. which are 4 m . 
agg. a t the  m om ent o f co n 
ception in 5-agg. p lanes

Not-kamma 3

Common States o f the Reference and Not-kamma

CS CdS

In  the  im m aterial plane, 
8 greed-rooted cons., 2 delu* 
sion-rooted cons., m ind-door 
advertence, 8 greatfls cons., 
8 great func cons., 4 im m a
terial fls cons., 4 im m aterial 
func cons., 3 upper P ath  
cons., 42 m .f. exclusive o f 
volition which are 4 m .agg.

In  the im m aterial plane, 
volition present a t 8 
greed-rooted cons., 2 delu
sion-rooted cons., m ind- 
doo r advertence, 8 great 
fls cons., 8 great func 
cons., 4 im m ateria l’ fls 
cons., 4 im m aterial func 
cons., 3 upper P^th  c o i^ . \
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Not-resuJtant has the 4 mental aggregates as both 
conditioning and conditioned states. The common 
are the same as the conditioning states of not-kamma 
above but without excluding volition.

Not-jhana cannot be taken as a variant. As 
pointed out before, twice fivefold consciousnesses, 
the mental states of not-jhana, are not common as 
they are not included in not-prenascence.

Not-path 1
The rootless consciousnesses of not-p^th which 

are common are mind-door advertence in the im
material plane and 2 rootless rebirth consciousnesses 
in the five-aggregate planes.

Common States o f the Reference and Not-path

Not-resultant 3

CS CdS

(1) In  the  im m aterial p lane, 
m ind-door advertence, 11 
m .f, which are 4 m .agg.

-

(2) 2 rootless reb irth  cons., 
10 m .f. which are 4 m . 
agg. in  5-agg. planes

Not-dissociation 3
The states of not-dissociation, the variant, being 

included in not-prenascence, are the common.

362 (Not-prn) By Threes
The reference states, when not-root-also becomes 

a reference condition, are given below. They are 
given to find the commons with the variants. If  all
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the details were to be given in full every time, it 
would be very expansive. The enumerations with 
the variants, not-kamma and not-path are 1 and 
the rest 2.

Reference States 
(Common State o f the Not-prenascence and Not-root)

CS CdS

(1) In  the  im m aterial p lane, 
2 delusion-rooted cons., 14 
m .f. w hich are 4 m .agg .
(2) In  the im m aterial p lane, 
m ind-door advertence, 1 \ 
m .f. which are 4 m .ag g .
(3) 2 rootless reb irth  cons., 
10 m .f. which are 4 m . 
agg. in 5-agg. p lanes

In  the  im m ateria l p lane , 
delusion, fro m  2 delu 
sion- roo ted  cons.

(Not-prn) By Fours to By Nine
They are not given in the Text. When not- 

predominance becomes another reference condition, 
the reference states are the same as "By Threes”. 
So "By Fours” are the same as "By Threes” . As 
for "By Fives” to "By Nine”, they are the same as 
those of not-root.

(363) Xot-postnascence By Twos
They are not given in the Text. Since not-post

nascence hab all the mental states, the states of the 
variants are the commons.

(Not-pon) By Threes to By Nine
When not-root also becomes a reference condi

tion in "By Threes” , the reference states are those of 
not-root. So all the rest are the same as not-root.
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363 Nof-repeiition By Twos
Not-root, etc.

They were dealt with above, these variants being 
the references.
Not-kamma 3

The common conditioning states are the fault 
less, faulty and functional mental aggregates of not- 
repetition with volition excluded and the common 
conditioned states are their volitions.

Common States o f the Reference and Not-knrnma

CS CdS

First im pulsions o f 12 fty 
cons., A rah atta ’s smile-cons., 
8 great fls cons., an d  8 great 
func cons.; 2 advertences, 
51 m.f. exclusive o f volition 
which are 4 m .agg.

V olitions p resent a t first 
im pulsions o f  12 fty 
cons., A rah a tta ’s smile- 
cons., 8 great fls cons, 
and 8 great func- cons., 
and a t 2 advertences

Not-resultant 3
The mental aggregates of not-resultant are both 

the conditioning and conditioned states. So the 
common conditioning states are the same as with 
not-kamma above but volition is not excluded and 
these same states are the common conditioned states.
Not-jhana 1

Twice fivefold consciousnesses of not-jhana the 
variant, being included in not-repetition, are common.

1
The rootless consciousnesses of not-path the 

variant, which are included in not-repetition, are 
common,
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Common States o f  the Reference and Not-path

CS CdS

F irst im pulsion o f A rah a tta ’s 
smile-cons., 2 advertences, 
15 rootless res cons., 12 m .f. 
which are 4 m .agg. during  
life and a t the  m om ent o f 
conception

-

Not-dissociation 3
The common states, which are the same mental 

states as given under this in the first 4 Chapters, are 
as follows.

Common States o f  the Reference and Not-dissociation

CS

(1) 4 im m aterial res cons., 
30 m .f. which are 4 m .agg. 
during life and a t the m o
m ent o f conception
(2) In  the im m aterial plane, 
first im pulsions o f 8 greed- 
rooted, 2 delusion-rooted, 
8 great fls and  8 great func 
co n s ; m ind-door advertence, 
4 F ru ition  cons., 43 m .f. 
which are 4 m .agg.

363 (Not-rp) By Threes
The reference states, when not-root also becomes 

a reference condition, are given for finding the com
mons with the states of the variants. The enumeration 
is 1 with each ot the variants, not-kamma, not-jhana 
and not-path and 2 with the rest.
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Reference States 
(Cornfnon States o f Not-repetition and Not-root)

CS

(1) F irst im pulsions o f 2 
delusion-rooted cons., 14 
m.f* which are 4 m .agg .
(2) F irs t im pulsion o f A ra- 
hatta*s sm ile-cons., 2 adver
tences, 15 rootless res cons., 
12 m .f. which are 4 m .agg. 
during  life an d  a t the m o
m ent o f concep tion

CdS

D elusion from  first im 
pulsion’s o f  2 delusion- 
roo ted  cons.

Not repetition by Fours etc. Gan be worked out.

364 Not-kamma By Twos
Not-root^ etCA

They were met with when each was the reference 
and not-kamma the varianti
Not-resultant 3

The states of not-kamma, the reference, being 
included in not-resultant, are common.
Not-path 1

Not-jhana is not taken as a variant because there 
is no common state with not-kamma, the reference.

For not-path, the common conditioning states 
are the 3 rootless functional consciousnesses and 11 
mental factors exclusive of volition and the common 
conditioned states are the volitions present at those 
consciousnesses.
Not-dissociation 3

The faultless, faulty and functional conscious
nesses in the immaterial plane of not-dissociation are 
the common conditioning states.
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Common States o f  the Reference and Not-dissociation

CS

In  the im m aterial plane, 
8 greed-rooted cons. ,2 de lu 
sion-rooted cons., m ind- 
door advertence, 8 g reat 
fls cons., 8 great func 
cons., 4 im m aterial fls cons., 
4 im m aterial func co n s., 
3 upper P a th  cons., 42 
m .f. exclusive o f  vo lition  
which are 4 m .agg.

CdS

In  th e  im m aterial p lane, 
volitions present a t 8 
g reed-roo ted  cons., 2 del
usion-roo ted  cons., m ind- 
d o o r advertence  8 great 
fls cons., 8 great func 
cons., 4 im m aterial fls 
cons., 4 im m aterial func 
cons., 3 upper P a th  cons.

1
364 {Not-kam) By Threes

When not-root also becomes a reference condi" 
tion, the reference states are the 3 rootless functional 
consciousnesses exclusive of volition (the conditioning 
states) and volitions present at those consciousnesses 
(the conditioned states). The enumeration is 1 and 
so those with the variants are all 1.

Reference States 
{Common States o f  Not-kamma and Not-root)

CS CdS

3 rootless func cons., 11 
m .f exclusive o f volition 
which are. 4 m .agg.

V olitions present at 3 
roo tless func cons.

These reference states are the commons with 
the variants, not-predominance; not-postnascence, not- 
resultant and not-path. With the variants, not-pre
nascence and not-dissociation, the common condi
tioning states are mind-door advertence and 10 mental 
factors exclusive of volition which are 4 mental aggre
gates in the immaterial plane and the common condi
tioned state is volition present at that advertenqe.
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With not-repetition the common conditioning states 
are the first impulsion of Arahatta’s smile-conscioiis- 
ness and 2 advertences and 11 mental factors exclusive 
of volition and the common conditioned states are 
the volitions present at those consciousnesses.

{Not-kam) By Fours
They are not given in the Text because when not- 

predominance becomes another reference condition, 
the reference states are still the same as “By Threes” . 
So there is no difference in “By Fours” .

(Not-kam) By Fives to By Nine
When not-prenascence becomes another reference 

condition, the reference states are mind-door adver
tence and 10 mental factors exclusive of volition 
as the conditioning states and volition present at that 
advertence as the conditioned state, all in the 
immaterial plane. These are also the reference states 
for “By Sixes” to “By Nine” when not-postnascence, 
not-repetition, not-resultant, not-path and not-disso
ciation become the successive reference conditions.

365 Not-resultant By Twos
Not-root, etc.

They have been dealt with above.
Not-path 1

The common conditioning and conditioned states 
are the rootless functional mental aggregates and so 
the enumeration is 1.
Not-dissociation 3

The faultless, faulty and functional conscious
nesses in the immaterial plane ol not-dissociation are 
common.
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Common States o f  the Reference and Not-dissociation

CS

In  th e  im m aterial p lane, 8 
greed-rooted cons., 2 delu
sion-roo ted  cons., m ind- 
d oor advertence, 8 great fls 
cons., 8 great func cons., 4 
im m aterial fls cons., 4 im 
m aterial func cons., 3 upper 
P ath  cons., 43 m .f. w hich 
are 4 m .agg.

CdS

(Not-rs) By Threes, By Fours
"By Threes” to "By Sixes” are elided in the 

Text. When not-root and not-predominance become 
the reterence conditions in "By Threes” and "By 
Fours” respectively, the reference states are delusion 
and rootless functional mental aggregates as shov/n 
below. Find the commons of the reference states and 
the states of the variants. When delusion is included 
the enumeration is 2, if not it is 1. The enumeration 
is 1 with not-kamma and not-path and 2 with the 
other variants.

Reference States 
(Common States o f  Not-resultant and Not-root)

CS CdS

(1) 2 delusion-rooted cons., 
14 m .f. w hich are 4 m .agg.
(2) 3 rootless func cons., 
12 m.f. which are 4 m .agg.

D elusion from  2 delu
sion-rooted cons.

QSI -

(Not-rs) By Fives, By Sixes
When not-prenascence and not-postnascence be

come the successive reference conditions in "By Fives”
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and “By Sixes” respectively, the reference states, given 
below, are the same. Find the commons. As above, 
the enumeration is 1 with not-kamma and not-path 
and 2 with the other variants.

Reference States

CS CdS

(1) In  the im m aterial plane, 
2 delusion-rooted cons., 14 
m .f. which are 4 m .agg.
(2) In  the im m aterial plane, 
m ind-door advertence, 11 
m.f. which are 4 m .agg.

In  the im m aterial plane, 
delusion from  2 delusion- 
rooted  cons.

365 (Not-rs) By Sevens
When not-repetition becomes another reference 

condition, the reference states differ from the above 
in that first impulsions of 2 delusion-rooted conscious
nesses are taken as in not-repetition. Since “By 
Sevens” is given in the Text, the reference states are 
shown below.

Reference States

CS CdS

(1) In  the im m aterialJplane, 
first im pulsions o f 2 delus
ion-rooted cons., 14 m.f. 
which are 4 m.agg.
(2) In  the im m aterial plane, 
m ind-door advertence, 11 
m.f. which are 4 m .agg.

In  th e  im m aterial plane, 
delusion  from  first im
pulsions o f  2 delusion- 
rooted cons.

The enumeration is 1 with the variants, not- 
kamma and not-path and 2 with not-dissociation 
because delusion is included.
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(Not-rs) By Eights, By Nine
When not-kamma becomes another reference 

condition, the reference states are mind-door adver
tence mental aggregates exclusive of volition as condi
tioning states and volition present at that advertence 
as conditioned state. These are also the reference 
states when not-repetition becomes another reference 
condition in “By Nine” . The enumeration is 1 with 
all the variants.

366 Not-jhana By Twos
Those conditions which have twice fivefold 

consciousnesses, as in not-jhana, are the variants. 
So not-prenascence, not-kamma, not-resultant and 
not-dissociation, which do not have them, cannot 
be variants as there is no common state with not- 
jhana. That is why the enumerations are given up 
to “By six” only and not. “By Nine’ as in the 
other cases.

{Not-Jha) By Threes to By Fives
They are not given in the Text. The reference 

states are still the states cf not-jhana when not- 
root, not-prcdominance and not prenascence be
come the successive reference conditions.

366 {Not-jhd) By Six
When not-repetition becomes another reference 

condition, the reference states are still the same.

367 Not-path By Twos
Not-root, etc.

They were already dealt with when these variants 
were the references in By Twos with not-path 
as variant,
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Mind-door advertence mental aggregates in the 
immaterial plane of not-dissociation are the common 
conditioning and conditioned states.

(Not-pa') By Threes, By Fours
When not-root and not-predominance become 

the successive reference conditions, all are the same 
as "By Twos” above.

(Not-pa) By Fives to By Sevens
When not-prenascence, not-repetition and not- 

postnascence become the reference conditions, one 
after the other, the reference states in each ease are 
mind-door advertence in the immaterial plane and 
rootless rebirth consciousnesses which are 4 mental 
aggregates at the moment of conception. Find the 
commons with these reference states and those of the 
variants.

(Not-pa) By Eights, By Nine
When not-kamma and not-resultant become 

reference conditions, the reference states are mind- 
door advertence mental aggregates excluding volition 
as conditioning states and volition present at 
that advertence as conditioned state.
368 Not-dissociation By Twos
Not-root, etc.

They were dealt with when these variants were 
the references in By Twos with not-dissociation as 
variant.
368 (Not-dss) By Threes

When not-root also becomes a reference condi
tion, the reference states given below are the same 
as the common of not-root and not-dissociation found

Not-dissociation 1
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above. Find the commons with the variants. The 
enumeration is 1 with the variants, not-kamma and not- 
path and 2 with the others.

Reference States 

(Common States o f Not-dissociation and Not-root)
CS CdS

(1) In the im m ateria l p lane, 
2 de lu sio n -ro o ted  cons., 14 
m .f. w hich  are 4 m .agg.
(2) In  the im m ateria l p lane , 
m ind -door advertence , 11 
m .f. w hich  are 4 m .agg.

In the  im m ate ria l p lan e , 
de lusion  from  2 delusion- 
roo ted  cons.

(Not-dss) By Fours to By Sixes

When not-predominance, not-prenascence and not- 
postnascence become the successive reference 
conditions, the reference states are still the same as “By 
Threes” and so they are all the same as given there. The 
Text does not give these.

(Not-dss) By Sevens

When not-repetition becomes another reference 
condition, the only difference from the reference states in 
“By Threes” is that only the first impulsions of item (1) 
are taken, item (2) being the same.

(Not-dss) By Eights
When not-kamma becomes another reference 

condition, delusion is not common. So the reference 
states are mind-door advertence mental aggregates 
excluding volition as conditioning states and volition 
present at that advertence as conditioned state, all in the 
immaterial plane.
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This is given in the Text. The reference states 
are the same as “By Eights” and so the enumeration 
with not-path is also the same. The analytical states 
of “By Nine”are here given to get the classified answer.

Analytical States

368 (Not-dss) By Nine

CS CdS 1

In  the  im m aterial plane, 
m ind-door advertence, 10 
m .f. exclusive o f volition 
w hich are 4 m .agg.

In  the  im m aterial plane, 
volition present at mind- 
door advertence

Classified Answer
Conjoined with indeterminate state, arises indeter

minate state by not-dissociation, not-root • • not-path 
conditions.

In the immaterial plane, conjoined with rootless 
functional indeterminate aggregates, arises rootless 
functional indeterminate volition.

End of the Enumeration Chapters of Negative 
Conditions in Ccnjoincd and Associated Chapters

(6) ENUMERATION CHAPTERS OF 
THE POSITIVE-NEGATIVE CONDITIONS 

IN THE 6 CHAPTERS.
I-VI. 6 C H A PTERS

Enum eration C hapters
I. FA U LTLESS T R IP L E T
3. Conditions: Positive-Negative 

(Paccayanuloma-Paccaniya)

In the Positive conditions both the references 
and variants are positive and in the Negative condi
tions both the references and variants are negative. 
But here, in the Positive-Negative conditions, the 
references are positive and the variants are negative,
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So it will be seen that the reference conditions and? 
therefore, the reference states, taken here are the same 
as those given in the Positive conditions. Some 
idea of the method of determining the common and 
the enumeration in the Positive-Negative conditions 
was given in the Intro, to C.R. pp. xxxvii-xl.

131, 297, 369 Root By Twos
Here the common states can be found in two 

ways, namely: (1) by taking the states that are different 
or deducting the states that are the same in the positive 
conditions and (2) by taking the states that are the 
same in those oi the positive and negative conditions.

As examples of (1) take the case of (a) "With: 
root condition, not-object” . This means that the 
states of root condition, the reference, must be those 
that are not of object condition. For instance, the 
conditioned states oi positive root and positive object 
conditions are compared to select those that are not 
of object condition amongst those of root condition. 
Those of root condition are rooted mentality and 
rooted materiality and those of object condition are 
all the mentality. Therefore, rooted materiality is 
of root condition but not of object condition. It is 
seen that rooted materiality is the state which 
is different from object condition. Oi% it is the state 
which is left behind when rooted mentality, which 
is the same as in object condition, is deducted from 
those 01 root condition; (b) "With object condition, 
not-root” . The states of object condition, the refer
ence, must be those that are not of root condition. 
It will be seen from the conditioned states of these 
two positive conditions that delusion of 2 delusion- 
rooted consciousnesses and rootless consciousnesses, 
which are the states of object condition since it has 
all the mentality, are not of root condition.
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As an example o f  (2) take the first case given 
above. When the conditioned states oi: positive foot 
and negative not-ol^ect conditions are compared it 
v/ill be seen that rooted materialit}/, as tlvund by the 
method above, is the only state wliich is the same in 
both conditions, i.e. it is common. This method o f  
comparing the single enumerations (conditioning and 
conditioned states) ot the positive and negative condi
tions to find the common — illustrated in the Intro, 
to C.R. — is the simpler method and so it is adopted 
here. And if the single enumerations o f  tiie positive 
conditions in the CSFP6 are remeinbered, then 
refeic’nce has to be made only to tliosa o f  the negative 
eonditions in the CSEeNb.

The commenlaryj states that for “ By Twos” 
and so on the method is li> t.ikc tiie smaller 
enumeration o f the condu ions  concerned.. But the 
Subcommentary^ ]v>ints out that ill is is not always 
applicable and cites the example o f  With mutuality 
condition, not-object 1” . (iVliiiuahty is 3 and not- 
object 5). However, Anutikm^ explains that what 
the Commentary means is that it is genera lly SO.

As in the case o f  the Positive conditions, it is 
possible to take the 6 Ciiaptcrs le>gclhcr in these Posi
tive-Negative conditions. It has to be borne in mind 
that when the conditioned states arc materiality only; 
the Conjoined and Associated Chapters do not apply.

1. Sabbesupi durnulakadisu nayesu tesarii tesam  paccayan- 
am  sam sandane unataraganana-nam yeva vasena g a p an a  
veditabba (p. 423).

2. A nnam anna-paccaya naram m ane ekan ti adivacanato  pana  
na idaiii lakkhanam  ekantikam  (p. 213).

3. N a yidam  lakkhauLaiii ekantikaiiti im itia y a tliavu tta -lakkha. 
pam  yebhuyya vasena vu ttan ti dasseti (p. 286).
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Method. It is similar to that for the Positive and 
Negative conditions dealt with above. The only 
difference is that the single enumerations of the positive 
and negative conditions are compared to find the 
common states so as to get their enumerations.

Not-object 5, (5)

Common States o f  the Reference and Not-object

CS CdS .

(1) 67 rooted cons, exclu
sive o f 4 im m aterial res 
cons, and A rah atta ’s death 
cons., 52 m .f. which are 4 
m.agg. during life and a t the 
m om ent o f conception  in  
5-agg. planes
(2) Rooted m ind-produced 
gr.pr., rooted rebirth  kam m a 
-produced gr.pr.

R ooted m ind-produced 
m atter, rooted rebirth  
kam m a-produced m atter

-----------------------------------------

The analytical states and classified answers are 
like those given in the Classification Chapter for not-, 
object condition, which was explained above in the 
Preliminaries, except that rooted resultant and fun
ctional consciousnesses have to be taken.

Not-predominance 9, (17, 3)

The rooted consciousnesses of not-predominance 
are the common mental states. The rooted non- 
predominant materiality of root condition are the 
common materiality. When predominance condition 
is not obtained, delusion has to be excluded from 
2 delusion-rooted consciousnesses of the conditioned 
states.
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Common States o f  the Reference and Not-predominance

CS

(1) W hen predom inance con 
dition  is obtained , 52 p re 
dom inant im pulsions, 51 m.f. 
which are 4 m .agg.
(2) W hen predom inance 
condition  is n o t obtained , 
12 fty cons., 8 great fls 
cons., 8 great func cons., 
17 roo ted  m undane res 
cons., 52 m .f. which are 
4 m .agg. during  life and 
at the  m om ent o f concep
tion
(3) R ooted  non-predom i- 
n an t m ind-produced gr.p r., 
roo ted  reb irth  kam m a-pro 
duced gr.p r. and  heart-base

Cds
W hen predom inance con
d ition  is obtained, p re d o 
m inant realities

excluding delusion from  2 
delusiop-rooted cons. 
R ooted  non-predom inant 
m ind-produced m atter, 
rooted  reb irth  kam m a- 
produced m atter

Not-proximity, etc. 5, (5)!
As pointed out before, not-proximity, not-conti- 

guity, not-strong-dependence, not-association, not- 
absence and not-disappearance conditions are the 
same as not-object condition above.
Not-mutuality 5, (5)

Here, also, the rooted states of not-mutuality 
are common. It it is assumed that the reader under
stands the idea of the method, only brief explanations 
would be necessary. But the author still takes great 
pains to show the method repeatedly and gives the 
commons in detail with the tervent desire to make 
sure that there will be no doubt in the mind of the 
reader about the method and to serve as a check when 
he determines the commons on his own.

1. W hen only 2 enum erations are given. C onjoined C hapter 
is excluded.
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CoTftWidfi States o f  the RefefOfice and Not-Miitdaifty

CS

(1) 67 rooted  cons, exclusive 
o f  4 im m aterial res cons, 
and  A rah a tta ’s death  cons., 
52 mff. which are 4 m .agg. 
during  life and a t the m o
m en t o f  conception in 
5-agg. planes
(2) R ooted m ind-produced 
gr. p r., rooted  reb irth  

kam m a-produced gr.pr.

CdS

R ooted m ind - produced 
m atter com pared w ith 
roo ted  m. agg,, roo ted  
reb irth  kam m a-produced 
m atte r except heart-base

R ooted  m ind - produced 
der. m at., roo ted  reb irth  
kam m a-produced der.m at. 
com pared with the ir gr.pr.

Not-prenasence 1, (7,3)
Only the rooted consciousnesses of not-prenas

cence are the common mentality. In the e.Kplanation 
of the Classification Chapter oi not-prenascence in 
the Preliminaries, it was mentioned that when mind- 
pfoduced matter is the conditioned state, the menta- 
Uty during liie in the five-aggregate planes of positive 
prenascence have to be taken as conditioning states. 
Here rooted mentality oi positive prenascence are 
taken. The rooted materiality of root condition are 
the common materiality.

C o m m o n  States o f  the Reference and Not-prenascence

CS

(1) 4  im m a t^ ia l res cons., 
30  • m.f* which are 4 m . agg. 
du ring  life and  at the 
m om ent, o f  conception
(2) In  th ^ m m a te r ia l  p lane, 
8 greed-rooted cons., 2 de
lusion-rooted cons., 8 great 
fls cons,, 8 great' func cons., 
4  immaterial fls cons., 4 im -

CdS
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m aterial func cons., 3 upper 
P ath  cons., 4 F ru ition  cons., 
43 m .f. which are 4 m .agg.
(3) 67 rooted cons., 52 m .f. 
which are 4 m .agg. during 
life and a t the m om ent o f 
conception in  5-agg. planes
(4) R ooted m ind-produced 
gr. p r., rooted  reb irth  kam 
m a-produced gr.pr.

excluding delusion  from  2 
delusion-roo ted  cons.

13 roo ted  reb irth  cons., 
35 m .f. w hich are 4 m .agg. 
at the  m om ent o f conce
p tion  in 5-agg. planes
R ooted  m ind- produced
m atter, roo ted  reb irth  
kam m a-produced m atte r

Not-postnascence 9, (17,3)
The states of root, the reference condition, are 

common.
Not-repetition 9, (17,3)

As shown for not-repetition in the CSEN6, the 
second to seventh impulsions of positive repetition 
condition have to be taken because rooted mind- 
produced matter is the common conditioned state. 
Here the first, second and the other impulsions are 
combined and given simply as 12 faulty conscious
nesses, etc. as the conditioning states. But for the 
analytical states they must be separated. Only the 
first impulsions of rooted sensuous impulsions and 
other mentality of not-repetition, v/hich are common, 
are to be taken as conditioned states. The rooted mate
riality of root condition are the common materiality.
Common States o f  the Reference and Not-repetition

CS CdS :

(1) 12 fty cons., 8 g rea t fls 
cons., 8 great func cons., 
9 lofty fls cons., 9 lofty func 
cons., 4 Path  c o n s .; 21 rooted 
res cons., 52 m .f. which 
are 4 magg. during life and 
at the m om ent o f conception

F irst im pulsions o f 12 
fty cons., 8 great fls cons., 
8 great func cons.; 21 
rooted  res cons., 52 m.f. 
excluding delusion from  
2 delusion-rooted cons, 
which are 4 m .agg. during 
life and at the m om ent 
o f  conception
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(2) Rooted mind-produced 
gr. pr., rooted rebirth kam
ma-produced gr.pr.

R ooted  m ind-produced 
m atter, rooted  reb iiih  
kam m a-produced m atter

Not-kamma 3, (7,3)
The common conditioning stales are fauitless, 

faulty and rooted functional mental aggregates 
excluding their volitions, and heart-base. The common 
conditioned states are those volitions. This is easy 
and so the table is not given.
Not-resultant 9, (1 7 ,3 )

The common conditioning states are faultless, 
faulty and rooted functional mental aggregates, rooted 
mind-produced great primaries that arise with them 
and heart-base. The common conditioned slates are 
the same mental aggregates with dciusion excluded 
from 2 delusion-rooted consciousnesses together with 
rooted mind-produced matter.
Not-nutriment, etc.

Not-nutriment, not-facult}/ not-jhaia and not 
path are not taken as variants because they have no 
common state with root condition.

Note. (1) With root, predominance or path, the 
positive condition as reference, there are no commons 
with not-conascence, not-dependence, not-presence and' 
not-disappearance and also with not-nutriment, not- 
faculty, not-jhana and not-path, the eight negative 
conditions; (2) with object, proximity, contiguity, 
strong-dependence, association, absence or disappea
rance, the positive condition as reterence, there are 
no commons with the negative conditions which have 
materiality only; (3) with conascence, mutuality, 
dependence, kamma, nutriment, faculty, presence or 
non-disappearance, the positive condition as reference,
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there are lio Commons with not-conascence, hot- 
dep^dence, not-presence and not-non-disappearance, 
the negative conditions of the 4 Major conascence 
(which have no states) (Corny, p. 422).
Not-dissociation 3, (3,3)

The common mental states are those of not- 
dissociation with the exclusion of rrdnd-door adver
tence, which is a rootless state, and from the condi
tioned states only, delusion from 2 delusion-rooted 
consciousnesses. There is no common mateiiality.
132,297,369 (Ro) By Threes

When root and object are the reference conditions, 
their common states-which are the reference states here- 
are the same as those given in the positive conditions. 
These are the mental states of root condition. Heart- 
base has to be taken as a conditioning state because 
rebirth consciousnesses of the conditioned states are 
dependent on it. Since no other materiality is included 
in the reference states, the enumeration cannot be 
greater than 3,(7,3). When, as in this case, the 
reference states have only mentality as conditioned 
states, only those conditions that have mentality as 
conditioned states can be variants. For only then 
will there be common states. The reference states 
are given below so that the reader will not have to 
take the trouble of referring to them in the positive 
enumerations of root condition.

Reference States (Common States o f  Root and Object)
I CS CdS

71 roo ted  cons., 52 m .f. 
which are 4 roo ted  m .agg. 
during life and  a t the  
m om ent o f conception 
and  heart-base

71 rooted  cons., 52 m .f. 
excluding delusion from  
2 delusion-rooted cons, 
which are 4 rooted  m .agg. 
during life and a t the  
m om ent o f conception
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The commoii mental states with the variants given 
in ‘By Twos’ above are also the common mental states 
here. Heart-base as a conditioning state is the only 
materiality. With the variants (i) not-predominance, 
not-postnascence, not-repetition, not-kamma, not- 
resultant, the enumeration is 3,(7,3) in each case; (ii) 
not-prenascence and not-dissociation, 3,(3,3). The 
common mental states with not-prenascence and not- 
repetition are not the same as given in ‘By Twos’ 
because mind-produced matter is not a common 
conditioned state here. So they are given 
below.

Not-predominance, etc.

Not-prenascence 3,(3,3)
Common States o f the Reference and 

Not-prenascence

CS

(1) 4 im m aterial re sco n s ., 
30 m .f. which are 4 m .agg. 
during life and at the  m o
m ent o f coneption
(2) In  the im m aterial plane, 
8 greed-rooted cons., 2 delu
sion-rooted cons., 8 great fls 
cons., 8 great func cons., 4 
immaterial fls cons., 4 im m a
terial func cons., 3 upper* 
P ath  cons., 4 F ruition cons., 
43 m.f. which are 4 m.agg.
(3) 13 rooted reb irth  cons., 
35 m.f. which are 4 m.agg. 
at the m om ent o f conception 
in 5-agg. planes
and heart-base

CdS

excluding delusion from  2 
delusion-rooted cons.
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Not-repetition 3,(7,3)
Common States o f  the Reference and 

Not-repetition

CS

First im pulsions o f 12 fty 
cons.. 8 great fls cons., 8O ' y

great func cons., 21 rooted 
res cons. , 52 m .f. which are 
4 m.agg. during life and at 
the m om ent of conception 
and heart-base

CdS

excluding delusion from  2 
delusion-rooted  cons.

133,(x),369 (Ro) By Fours
The reference states are the same as those in ‘By 

Fours’ cf root condition in the Positive conditions. 
Since piedon inance condition, now a reference condi
tion, occurs during life, heart-base during life only 
has to be taken and that is why it is bracketed. So 
heart-base applies only to Conditioned Chapter and 
not to Dependent Chapter where it is taken for ‘at the 
moment c f conceptic n’. The reference states, which 
are the nicntal spates cf pcsitive predominance, are 
given below akng with hints to find the commons 
with Ihe variants, if all the details were to be given 
every time, it wc uld be te o expansive.

Reference States

CS CdS

W hen pr jdjiTiinance con- 
' d ition odpfncd , 52 p re 

dom inant inipulsions, 51 
m.f. which arc 4 m.agg. 
and (iica rt-b as;)

W hen predom inance con
dition IS obtained, 52 p re
dom inant m pulsions, 51 
m.f. excluding predom  n- 
ant realities which arc 4 
m.agg.
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Take the predominant impulsions in the immaterial
plane.

Not-postnascence, etc. 3,(7,3)
For (1) not-postnascence, the reference states are 

common;
(2) not-repetition, take those that are predominant 

impulsions in it;
(3) Not-kamma, take the faultless, faulty and 

functional that are predominant impulsions- 
biU excluding their volitions-as common con- 
diricning states and those volitions as common 
conditioned states;

(4) not-resultant, take the faultless, faulty and
functional mental aggregates that are predo
minant impulsions and

(5) not-dissociation, it is the same as not-prena
scence above.

Except for not-prenascence and not-dissociation 
the others have herrt-base as common conditioning 
state.

(Ro) By Fives to By Tens
They are not given in the Text. For when 

proximity, contlguily, conascence, mutuality, depen
dence and strong-dependence become the successive 
reference conditions, the reference states are still the 
same r s ‘By Fr ui s’ a nd so v\] are the same as the latter.

134,297,369 (Ro) By Elevens
When prenascence becomes another reference 

condit on, the reference states are the same but they 
apply only to the five-aggregate planes. That is why

Not-prenascence 3,(3,3)
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not-dissociation cannot be taken as a vaiiattt here 
because it appUes to the immaterial plane, a different 
plane. The commons with the variants, not-postna
scence, not-repetition, not-kamma, not-resultant are 
the same as above but are applicable only in the five- 
aggregate planes.

135,297,369 (Ro) By Twelves (with repetition)
It was pointed out that the reference states in the 

Positive-Negative are the same as those given in the 
Positive Enumeration. Those for ‘By Twelves’ (with 
repetition) are given below. When repetition is 
included as a reference condition, resultant cannot 
be taken as a reference condition together with it and 
so those with resultant as reference are treated separate
ly. This is always the case When the positive condi
tions are taken together as references. However, 
not-resultant can be taken as a variant here.

Reference States

CS Cds
W hen predom inance con
dition is obtained in 5-agg. 
planes, second to  seventh 
impulsions of 8 greed-root
ed cons.,2 hate-rooted cons., 
8 great fls cons., 8 great func 
cons, (occasionally); 9 lofty 
fls cons., 9 lofty func cons., 
4 Path  cons, (always), 51 
m .f. exclusive o f doubt 
which are 4 m.agg.
and  (heart-base)

excluding predom inant 
realities

Not-postnascence 3,(7,3)
The reference states are common.
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The volitions of the predominant faultless, faulty 
and functional consciousi^sses are excluded from the 
conditioning states of the above reference states and 
those volitions are the common conditioned states.

N^Frestdtant 3 (̂7,3)
The reference states are common.
The rest of the negative conditions cannot be
taken as variants.

(Ro) By Thirteens

When kamma becomes another reference condi
tion, the reference states differ from those for ‘By 
Twelves’ in that the faultless, faulty and functional 
volitions are excluded from the conditioned states. 
These reference states are the common with the 
variants, not-postnascence and not-resultant. The 
enumeration is 3,(7,3).

(Ro) By Fourteens to By Twenty-twos
Resultant cannot be taken as a reference condition. 

When nutriment, faculty, jhana, path, association, 
dissociation, presence, absence and disappearance 
become the reference conditions successively, the 
reference states are still those of ‘By Thirteens’ and 
are, therefore, all the same. ‘By Thirteens’ to ‘By 
Twenty-twos’ are elided in the Text.

136,297,369 (Ro) By Twenty-threes {with repetition)
When non-disappearance becomes another 

reference condition, the reference states are still the 
same. With not-postnascence or not-resultant as 
variant, the enumeration is also 3,(73).

Not-kamma 3,(7,3)
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Since resultant was not included as a reference 
condition above, those with this included as references 
are given separately. The reference states, given below, 
were already dealt with in root condition of the Positive 
Enumerations. Not-postnascence and not-repetition 
are the variants. As resultant is a reference condition, 
the enumerations are all 1,(1,1).

Reference States

137,297,369 (Ro) By Thirteens (with resultant)

CS CdS

W hen predom inance condi
tion  is obtained in 5-agg. 
planes, 4 F ru ition  cons, 
(always), 36 m .f. which are 
4 m .agg.

and (heart-base)

W hen predom inance co n 
dition  is obtained  in 
5-agg. p lanes, 4 F ru ition  
cons, (always), 36 m .f. 
excluding predom inant 
realities which are 4 
m .agg.

(Ro) By Fourteens to By Twenty-twos
When nutriment, faculty, jhana, path, association, 

dissociation, presence, absence and disappearance be
come the reference conditions successively, they are 
all the same as ‘By Thirteens’ since the reference states 
are the same. The enumerations are all 1,(1,1). They 
are elided in the Text.

138.297.369 (Ro) By Twenty-threes (with resultant)
When non-disappearance becomes another re

ference condition, it makes no difference.

139.298.370 Object By Tŵ os
Since object condition has all the mental states, 

all that is needed to find the commons v/ith the variants 
is to take the mental states of the variants given in
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the CSEN6. Heart-base or 6 bases must be taken 
as conditioning states when the conditioned states of 
object condition, eye-consciousness, ear-consciousness, 
etc., are common. The negative conditions which 
have materiality only as the conditioned states cannot 
be taken as variants. As there is no difficulty in 
finding the commons here, it will be given briefly. 
The items referred to below are those of the negative 
conditions in the CSEN6.
Not-root 2,(4,2)

The common are items (1) and (2) and heart-base 
(6 bases) of the conditioning states and items (1) and
(2) of the conditioned states. (When twice fivefold 
consciousnesses are the conditioned states, as in this 
case, the 6 bases have to be taken.)
Not-predominance 3.(7,3)

The common are the conditioning and conditioned 
states of items (1) and (2) together with heart-base 
(6 bases).
Not-prenascence 3,(3,3)

The common are: (i) the conditioning and condi
tioned states of items (1) and (2); (ii) the conditioned 
states of item (3) and the same as conditioning states; 
(iii) heart-base as conditioning state. Note that 
‘during life’ in item (3) of the conditioning states is 
excluded and so they become the same as the condi
tioned states of that item. The reason for this exclusion 
is that ‘during life’ is taken only when mind-produced 
matter is included as conditioned state. But it is not 
so here because materiality is not involved.
Not-postnascence 3,(7,3)

The common are the conditioning and conditioned 
states c f item (1) and which are the same as the reference 
stales.
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Mot-repetition 3,(7,3)
The common are the conditioning and conditioned 

states of item (1) and heart-base (6 bases). Item (2) 
is not taken because mind-produced matter is not a 
common conditioned state.

Not-kamma 3,(7,3)
The common are the conditioning and conditioned 

states of item (1) and heart-base.

Not-resultant 3,(7,3)
The common are the conditioning and conditioned 

states of item (1) and heart-base.

Not-jhana 1,(1,1)
The common are the conditioning and conditioned 

states of item (1) and 5 sentient bases as condition
ing states.
Not-path 1,(1,1)

The common are the conditioning and conditioned 
states of item (1) and heart-base (6 bases).

Not-dissociation 3,(3,3)
The common are the conditioning and conditioned 

states of items (1) and (2).
Since the method of finding the commons has 

been explained so often, there should be no difficulty 
in understanding how they are obtained above. All 
that has to be done is to take the mental states and 
the bases concerned of the variants.
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The Text gives ‘By Threes’ only. They afe all 
the same as Root By Threes above since the referenee 
states are the same. So ‘By Fours’ to ‘By Twenty- 
threes’ including those with repetition and with resul
tant are the same as root condition above. That is 
why the Text directs that the rest be expanded (Depen
dent Chapter) and enumerated (Conditioned Chapter) 
in the same way as root condition.
141,299,371 Predominance By Twos

The reference states are the predominant impul
sions, predominant mind-produced matter and heart- 
base of predominance condition. So find these in 
the variants to get the commons. Not-root, not- 
nutriment, not-faculty, not-jhana, not-path are not 
taken as variants because there are no predominant 
impulsions in them to take as common.
Not-object 5,(5)

Although the variant, not-object, has all the 
material states as conditioned states, only predominant 
mind-produced matter is comm.on.

Common States o f  the Reference and Not-object

140;298,(370) (Ob) By THree^

CS CdS

(1) W hen predom inance con
dition is obtained in  5-agg. 
planes, 52 predom inant im 
pulsions, 51 m .f. wliich are 
4 m.agg.

(2) Predom inant m ind-pro
duced gr.pr.

P redom inant mind^pro* 
duced m atte r

Not-proximity, etc.
It \vas repeatedly pointed'out that not'-proximity* 

not-eontiguity, not-strong*rdependence, not-association.
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not-absence and not-disappearance are the same as 
not-object condition above.
Not-mutuality 5,(5)
Common States of the Reference and Not-mutuaUty

CS CdS

(1) as above

(2) as above

(1) P redom inant m ind- 
produced m atte r com par
ed w ith p redom inan t m.
agg.
(2) P redom inan t m ind- 
p roduced  der. m at. com 
pared  w ith g r.p r.

Not-prenascence 3,(7,3)
The predominant impulsions in the immaterial 

planp from the variant are common. Also, the predo
minant impulsions in the five-aggregate planes are 
taken as the conditioning states because they arise 
together with predominant mind-produced matter 
which is a common conditioned state.
Common States o f the Reference and Not-prenascence

CS CdS

(1) W hen predom inance con
dition  is obtained in  the  
im m aterial plane, 8 greed- 
rooted, 8 great fls, 8 great 
func cons, (occasionally), 4 
im m aterial fls, 4 im m aterial 
func, 3 upper P ath ., 4 F ru i
tion  cons, (always), 43 m .f. 
which are 4 m .agg.

(2) 52 predom inant im pul
sions, 51 m .f. which are 4 
m .agg.in 5-agg. planes
(3) Predom inant m ind-pro
duced gr.pr.

excluding predom inant re
alities

Predom inantm ind-produc- 
ed m atter
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Not-postnascence 9,(17,3)
The common are the reference states.

Not-repetition 9,(17,3)
Here, also, predominant mind-produced matter 

is the common conditioned state and, because of that, 
the predominant .impulsions in the five-aggregate 
planes, which arise together with that matter, are taken 
as conditioning states.

Common States o f  the Reference and Not-repetition

CS

(1) W hen predom inance co n 
d ition  is obtained , first 
im pulsions o f 8 greed- 
rooted, 2 hate-rooted, 8 
great fls, 8 great func cons, 
(occasionally), 4 F ru itio n  
cons, (always), 51 m.f. 
which are 4 m .agg.
(2) W hen predom inance con
dition is obtained in 5-agg. 
planes, second to seventh 
im pulsions o f 8 g reed-roo t
ed, 2 hate-rooted, 8 great 
fls, 8 great func cons, (occa
sionally), 9 lofty fls, 9 
lofty func, 4 P ath  cons, 
(always), 51 m .f. whi<?h 
are 4 m .agg.
(3) Predom inant m ind -p ro 
duced gr.pr.
and (heart-base)

CdS

excluding
realities

p redom inant

Predom inant m ind-pro
duced m atte r

Not-kamma 3,(7,3)
Predominant faultless, faulty and functional voli

tions are excluded and also the Fruition conscious
nesses from the conditioning states of the reference
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condition as these are not common with not-kamLma 
and the rest are the common conditioning states. The 
volitions that were excluded above are the common 
conditioned states. This determinaticn of the common 
with not-kamma should be understood by now.

Not-resultant 9,(17,3)
The common are the reference states with 4 Frui

tion consciousnesses excluded from both the condi
tioning and conditioned states.

Not-dissociation 3,(3,3)
The common are the conditioning and conditioned 

states of item (1) of the table given above with not- 
prenascence.

(x),(299),(371) (Pd) By Threes
This is not given in Dependent Chapter and' it 

is only mentioned in Conditioned and Conjoined Chap
ters. When root, which has all the states of predomi
nance condition and more, becomes another reference 
condition, the reference states are still the conditioning 
and conditioned states of predominance condition^ i.e: 
the same as for ‘By Twos’ above; Thus ‘By Threes 
are all the same as ‘By Twos’.

142,(x),(x) (Pd) By Fours
This is given in Dependent Chapter only. It

will be observed that they are all the same as Root
By Fours.

(Pd) By Fives to By Twenty^threes
These are elided in the Text. They are all the^^iae 

as root condition including those with repetitiomand 
wilfcrisultant.



They are the saiue as object condition. The Text 
difedts that they be expanded in the same way as object 
condition.

143.300,(372) Conascence By Twds
This is very simple because conasceftce condition 

has all the mental and niaterial states. The commons 
with the Variants ate theit conditioning and conditioned 
states given in the CSEN6. Dependent and Condi
tioned Chapters give all the enumerations but Con
joined Chapter just mentions the condition.

144,(300),(372) (Cn) By Threes
All afe given in D^endeht Chapter but abfefeviat-- 

ed in Conditioned Chapter. The refefence sfateS 
are the s-tates of root condition. So they are all the 
same as Root By Twos.

145,(300),(372) (Cn) By Fours
These are given in Dependent Chapter only. They 

are the same as Root By Threes.

(Cri) By Fives to By Twenty-^thfees
They are not given in the Text. As they are the 

same as root condition. Dependent Chapter directs 
that they be expanded in the same way as root condiw 
tion.

146.301,(372) Mutuality By Twos
Mutuality, the reference eondition, has all the 

mental states and^ therefore, the common mental 
states are those of the variants given in the CSEN6 
to which reference* is made. The common mental 
states Will not be given except in specjal cases. As for

( x)>(x),(372) Proximity, Contiguity
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inateriality, mutuality has heart-base and the great 
primaries of the 7 kinds of matter as conditioned 
states and, therefore, those in the variants which are 
common have to be taken. These are dealt with below.

Not-root 2,(4,2)
The common mental states are the conditioning 

and conditioned states of items (1) and (2) of not-root 
condition. The common material states are given 
below.

Common Material States o f  the Reference and Not-root

CS CdS

R ootless m ind-produced gr. 
p r....d u rin g  life kam m a-p ro 
duced gr.pr.
and  heart-base (6 bases)

H eart-base  com pared  w ith 
rootless reb irth  m .agg.; 
rootless m ind-p roduced  
g r.p r....d u rin g  life kam 
m a produced gr.p r. 
which are com pared w ith 
one ano ther m utually

Not-object 1,(1)
Since mental states are not conditioned states 

of not-object, there are no common mental states. 
But not-object has all the material states and so those 
of mutuality, the conditioning and conditioned states 
Tif item (2) in the CSEP6, are common.

Not-predominance 3,(7,3)
For materiality, the common conditioning states 

are those of not-predominance, i.e. item (2) of the 
CSFN6, and the common conditioned states are ‘Heart- 
base compared with non-predominant rebirth mental 
aggregates; non-predominant mind-produced great pri
maries...during life kamma-produced great primaries
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which are compared with one another mutually. It will 
be seen from the above that rebirth mental aggregates, 
15 rebirth consciousnesses, 35 mental factors which 
are 4 mental aggregates at the moment of conception, 
have to be taken as conditioning states.
Not-prenascence 3,(3,3)

The common mental states are the conditioning 
and conditioned states of items (1) and (2) of not- 
prenascence. Item (3) is excluded because mind- 
produced matter is not a conditioned state, there 
being only great primaries. As not-prenascence has 
all the material states, those of mutuality are common.
Not-postnascence 3,(7,3)

The common are the states of mutuality, the 
reference condition.
Not-repeiition 3,(7.3)

The common mentality are the conditioning and 
conditioned states of item (1) cf not-repetition. The 
common materiality are those of mutuality.
Not-kamma 3,(7,3)

The common materiaUty are the conditioning 
states of item (2) of not-kamma and the conditioned 
states: ‘External great primaries, nutriment-produced 
great primaries, temperature-produced great primaries 
which are compared with one another mutually’.
Not-resultant 3,(7,3)

The common materiahty are the conditioning 
states of item (2) of not-resultant and the conditioned 
states: ‘Faultless, faulty or functional mind-produced 
great primaries, external great primaries... during 
life kamma-produced great primaries which are com
pared with one another mutually’.
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The common materiality are the conditioning 
states of not-mitriment and the conditioned states: 
‘External great primaries, temperature-produced great 
primaries... during life kamma-produced great pri
maries which are compared with one another mutually’.

Not-faculty 1,(1)
Tn the conditioned states of item (2) of not-faculty, 

the great primaries of non-percipient beings’ kamma- 
produced matter and of during life kamma-produced 
matter are not included but only physical life-faculty, 
a derived matter. Therefore, these 2 kinds of matter 
are not common. So the common materiality are 
the conditioning states of item (1) of not-faculty and 
the conditioned states are the same great primaries 
but, as in mutuality, ‘which are compared with one 
another mutually’ has to be added as shown above.

Not-jhana 1,(1)
The common materiality are the conditioning 

states of item (2) of not-jhana and the conditioned 
states, the same 5 kinds of great primaries taken as in 
mutuality condition.

Not-path 1,(1)
The common materiality are the same as those 

given for not-root.

Not-dissociation 3.(3,3)
The common materiality are the 5 kinds of great 

primaries of not-dissociation taking the conditioned 
states as in mutuality. They are the same as not- 
jhana.

Not-nutriment 1,(1)
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When root also becomes a reference condition, 
the reference states, already given in the Positive Enu- 
hierations under Root By Twos with mutuality as 
variant, aye shown below. It was pointed out that 
when root becomes a reference condition, not-nut
riment, not-faculty, not-jhana and not-path cannot 
be taken as variants because there is no common 
state between them.

Reference States 
(Common States o f  Mutuality and Root)

147,301,(372) (Mu) By Threes

CS CdS

(1) 71 ro o ted  cons., 52 m.f* 
w hich are  4 m .agg. d u r
ing  Ufe and  at the m om ent 
o f  conception

(2) R o o ted  m ind-produced 
g r.p r., roo ted  reb irth  kam 
m a p roduced  gr.pr.
and  heart-base

71 roo ted  co n s., 52; m ,f. 
excluding delusion Trbrti 
2 de lusion-rooted  cons, 
w hich are 4 m .agg. during  
Ufe and  a t th e  m om ent 
o f  conception 
H eart-base com pared 
w ith roo ted  reb irth  m .agg.

R ooted m ind-produced 
gr.p r., rooted  rebirth  
k a m m a -p ro d u c ^  gr.pr. 
which are com pared w ith 
one ano ther mutuaUy

The commons of these reference states and those 
of the variants have to be found. The method of 
finding them is given below.

Not-object, etc. 1,(1)
iSince not-object and the other conditions grouped 

together with it in the CSEN6 have all the materiality, 
the common are the conditiomng q.nd conditioned 
states of item (2) of the reference stdtes in tho ti^  
above.
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The common conditioning states are:
(1) Mentality. Item (2) of no--predominance in 

the CSEN6 with the rootless consciousnesses 
excluded.

(2) Materiality. Rooted non-predominant mind- 
produced great primaries, rooted rebirth kamma- 
produced great primaries and heart-base of item

(3) of not-predominance.
The common conditioned states are:

(1) Mentality, Item (2) of not-predominance with 
delusion from 2 delusion-rooted consciousnesses 
and rootless consciousnesses excluded.

(2) Materiality. The above great primaries taken 
as in mutuality as in the table above.

Not-prenascence 3,(3,3)
Refer to this condition in the CSEN6. The 

common states are:
(1) Item 1. Both the conditioning and conditioned 

states.
(2) Item 2. The conditioning states with rootless 

consciousnesses excluded and the conditioned 
states with rootless consciousnesses and delusion 
from 2 delusion-rooted consciousnesses excluded.

(3) Item 3. This is not common as mind-produced 
matter is not a common conditioned state.

(4) Item 4. All the material states are there and 
so those of the reference states in the table above 
are common.

Not-postnascence 3,(7,3)
The reference states are common.

Not-predominance 3,(7,3)
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Refer to this condition in the CSEN6. The 
common states are:
Ttem 1. The conditioning states with rootless con
sciousnesses excluded and the conditioned states with 
rootless consciousnesses and delusion from 2 delusion- 
rooted consciousnesses excluded.
Item 2. This is not common because, for the same 
reason as in not-prenascence, mind-produced matter 
is not a common conditioned state.
Item 3. The material states of the reference states. 

Not-kamma 3,(7,3)
Item Ik For the functional fake rooted functional 
on both sides.
Item 2. No common materiality.

Not-resultant 3,(7,3)
Item 1. For the functional take rooted functional 
on both sides.
Item 2. Heart-base is not common because rooted 
rebirth kamma-produced matter is not a conditioned 
state of not-resultant. The faultless, faulty or rooted 
functional mind-produced great primaries are common 
conditioning states and the same rooted mind-produced 
great primaries compared with one another mutually 
are common conditioned states.

Not-dissociation 3,(3,3)
Item 1. Both the conditioning and conditioned states.
Item 2. The conditioning states with mind-door 
advertence excluded and the conditioned states wi%

t. Refer to the CSEN6 for the items of the condition

Not-repetition 3,(7,3)
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Item 3. No common materiality.

148,(301,(372) (Mu) By Fours
Dependent Chapter gives them in full, Conditioned 

Chapter gives only one enumeration and Conjoined 
Qhapter dees not give them at all because in the latter 
it is the same as object condition. Here object condi^ 
tion becomes another reference condition and so 
materiahty is no longer common. Therefore, the 
reference states are the mental states of root condition, 
i.e. item (1) of the reference states for By Threes given 
in the table above. These are also the reference states 
of Root By Threes and so all the rest up to ‘Bv Twenty- 
threes’ are the same as given there. That is wny Depen^ 
dent Chapter directs that they be expanded in the same 
way as root condition.

149,(302),(303),(372) Dependence, Strong-dependence
Dependent Chapter takes the two conditions 

together and Conditioned Chapter separately, De- 
pendenc© condition is the same as conascence condition 
^nd strong-dependence is the same as object condition. 
That is why both the above Chapters state so and do 
pot give them in full. So there is no need to deal 
with these 2 conditions. Conjoined Chapter just men
tions the conditions.

150,304,373 Prenascence By Two$
Prenascence has no materiality but oply mentality 

that occur during life in the five-aggregate planes. 
Therefore, the negative conditions which have only 
materiality cannot be taken as variants. Also, not- 
dissociation cannot be taken as variant because it 
aeofips in the immaterial plane, a different plat^,

mind-door advertence and delusion frdnj 2 delusion^
rooted consciousnesses excluded.
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Heart-base and (6 bases), the conditioning am
taken as required.
Not-root 2,(4,2)

As items (1) and (2) of not-root but leaving ont 
‘at the moment of conception’ in item (2) on both 
sides and adding instead ‘in five-aggregateplanes’,Also, 
heartTbase (6 bases). These are the common statesb
Not-predominance 3,(7,3)

As item (2) of not-predominance but excluding 4 
immaterial resultant consciousnesses from the 32 
mundane resultant consciousnesses, leaving out ‘at the 
moment of conception’ and adding ‘in the five-aggregate 
pjanci’ on both sides. (This exclusion of ‘at the 
moment of conception’ and inclusion of ‘in the five- 
aggregate planes’ applies to all and will not be repeated.) 
Also, heart-base (6 bases).
Not-postnascence 3,(7,3)

The reference states, i.e. the states of not-prena
scence.
Not-repetition 3,(7,3)

As item (1) of not-repetition with 4 immaterial 
resultant consciousnesses excluded on both sides. 
Also, heart-base (6 bases).
Not-kamma 3,(7,3)

As item (1) of not-kamma and heart-base.
Not-resultant 3,(7,3)

As item (1) of not-resultant and heart-base.
Not-jhana 1,(1,1)

As item (1) of not-jhSna and 5 sentient bases.

L The Qommon gtates with the vafiaats are given in thh way ,
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Not-path 1,(1,1)
As item (1) of not-path and heart-base (6 bases).

151,(304),373 (Prri) By Threes
When root also becomes a reference condition, 

not-jhana and not-path cannot be taken as variants. 
The reference states, already found in Root By Twos 
with prenascence as variant, are given below.

Reference States 
(Common States of Prenascence and Root)

CS CdS
67 rooted cons, exclusive 
of 4 immaterial res cons., 
52 m.f. which are 4 rooted 
m.agg. during life in 5-agg. 
planes
and heart-base

67 rooted cons, exclusive 
of 4 immaterial res cons., 
52 m.f. excluding delu
sion from 2 delusion- 
rooted cons, which are 
4 rooted m.agg. in 
5-agg. planes

Not-predominance 3,(7,3)
As item (1) of t-predominance and also item

(2) with 4 immaterial resultant consciousnesses excluded 
from both sides.
Note, ‘In five-aggregate planes’ and heart-base are 
always included. The delusion from 2 delusion- 
rooted consciousnesses is always excluded when it 
is a conditioned state.
Not-postnascence 3,(7,3)

The reference states are common.
Not-repetition 3,(7,3)

As item (1) of not-repetition with rootless consci
ousnesses and 4 immaterial resultant consciousnesses 
excluded from both sides.
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As item (1) of not-kamma but taking only the 
rooted functional Heart-base is for ‘during life.’
Not-resultant 3,(7,3)

As item (1) of not-resultant but taking only rooted 
functional consciousnesses and excluding delusion 
from the conditioned states.

(Prn) By Fours
‘By Fours’ to ‘By Twenty-threes’ are not given in 

the Text. When object becomes another reference 
condition, the reference states are still the same as 
those for ‘By Threes’ above. So ‘By Fours’ are all 
the same as ‘By Threes’.

(Prn) By Fives
The reference states, when predominance becomes 

another reference condition, were dealt with in the 
Positive Enumerations. They are given below.

Refrence States

Not-kamma 3,(7,3)

CS CdS
When predominance condi
tion is obtained in 5-agg. 
planes, 52 predominant im
pulsions, 51 m.f. which are 
4 m.agg.
and (heart-base)

When predominance con
dition is obtained in 
5-agg. planes, 52 predo
minant impulsions, 51 m.f. 
excluding predominant 
realities which are 4 
m.agg.

These reference states are the same as those for 
Fitedominance By Fours and which are the same as 
koot By Fours. Therefore, “By Fives” to “By 
Twenty-threes” are the same as root. That is why 
Dependent Chapter directs that the rest be expanded 
in the same way as root condition. Since these states 
occur in the five-aggregate planes, not-dissociation 
cannot be taken as a variant.
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Repetition, the reference condition, has mental 
states only and so only those conditions that have 
mental states can be taken as variants. The common 
with not-root is given below.
Not-root 2, (4,2)

Common States of the Reference and Not-root

152, 305, 374 Repetition By Twos

CS CdS
Second to seventh impuls
ions of 2 delusion-rooted 
cons, and Arahatta’s smile- 
cons.
and (heart-base)

Delusion present at se
cond to seventh impulsions 
of 2delusion-rootedcons.; 
second to seventh impul
sions of Arahatta’s smile- 
cons.

Not-predominance 3, (7,3)
As in not-predominance, the 2 cases when predo

minance is and is not obtained are taken with the 
impulsions of repetition condition.
Common States of the Reference and Not-predominance

CS
(1) When predominance con
dition is obtained, second 
to seventh impulsions of 8 
greed-rooted, 2 hate-rooted, 
8 great fls, 8 great func cons, 
(occasionally); 9 lofty fls, 9 
lofty func, 4 Path cons, 
(always), 51 m.f. which are 
4 m.agg.
(2) When predominance con
dition is not obtained, se
cond to seventh impulsions 
of 12 fty cons., Arahatta’s 
smile-cons., 8 great fls 
cons., 8 great func cons., 
52 m.f. which are 4 m.agg. 
and (heart-base)

CdS
When predominance con
dition is obtained, pre
dominant realities present 
at second to seventh im
pulsions of 8 greed- root
ed,... (as QBi the left side)
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The common states with these are the same and 
so they are taken together. The second to seventh 
sensuous impulsions, the immaterial and Path 
impulsions have to be taken.
Common States o f the Reference and Not-prenascence

Not-prenascence, Not-dissociation 3, (3,5)

CS CdS
In the immaterial plane, 
second to seventh impul
sions of 8 greed-rooted, 2 
delusion-rooted 8 great fls,
8 great func cons. ; 4 imma- , 
terial fls, 4 immaterial func,
3 upper Path cons., 43 m.f. 
which are 4 m.agg.

-

Not-postnascence, Not-resultant 3, (7,3)
The reference states are common.

Not-kamma 3, (7,3)
The common are:

Conditioning States. As repetition, the reference 
condition, with the faultless, faulty and functional 
volitions excluded.
Conditioned States. The volitions excluded in the 
above, i,e. volitions presient at second to seventh 
impulsions of 12 faulty consciousnesses, etc.,. the 
conditioning states above.
Not-path 1, (1,1)

The common conditioning states are the second 
to seventh impulsions of Arahatta’s smile - con
sciousness (the only impulsion in not-path) and heart- 
base. The common conditioned states are the above 
without heart-base.
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Repetition and root are the reference conditions 
as in Repetition By Threes in the Positive Enumera
tions. The reference states given there are the states 
of repetition condition with Arahatta’s smile-conscious
ness excluded from the conditioning states and 
Arahatta’s smile-consciousness and delusion from 2 
delusion-rooted consciousnesses excluded from the 
conditioned states.

When root is included as a reference condition, 
not-path cannot be taken as a variant. Since the 
reference states are not much different from “By Twos” 
above, the commons can be found. The enumerations 
are the same as well.
(x), (306), (x) (Rp) By Fours

They are elided in Dependent and Conjoined 
Chapters and only one enumeration given in Condi
tioned chapter. Although object becomes another 
reference condition, there is no change in the refer
ence states and so all are the same as “By Threes” .

(Rp) By Fives
They are not given in the Text. The reference 

states, when predominance becomes another reference 
condition, were given in the Positive Enumerations. 
They are as follows:—

Reference States

153, 305, 374 (Rp) By Threes

CS CdS
When predominance condi
tion is obtained, second to 
seventh impulsions of 8 
greed-rooted, 2 hate-rooted, 
8 great fls, 8 great func cons, 
(occasionally); 9 lofty fls, 9 
lofty func, 4 Path cons, (al
ways), 51 m.f. which are 
4 m. agg.

, and (heart-base)

excluding predominant re
alities
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The predominant impulsions in the immaferial 
plane of these 2 variants are common. Heart-base 
is not common because the states belong to the 
immaterial plane.
Not-postnascence, Not-resultant 3, (7,3)

The reference states are common.
Not-kamma 3, (7,3)

The conditioning states of the reference states 
with faultless, faulty and functional volitions excluded 
are common and these volitions, as conditioned states, 
are common.

(Rp) By Sixes to By Twc nty-twos
When proximity, contiguiiy, conascence, mutua

lity, dependence, strong-dependence become the 
reference conditions successively, all are still the same 
as “By Fives” . And when prenascence becomes the 
next reference condition, it has come to the stage 
where they are the same as root condition. So all 
the rest are the same as root condition above. That is 
why Dependent Chapter directs that they be expanded 
in the same way as root condition.
Note. Since repetition is the reference condition, 
those given separately in root condition with resultant 
as reference do not apply here.

(Rp) By Twenty-threes
This is given in Conditioned Chapter with a foot

note. It is the same as “By Twenty-threes (with 
j.epetition)” in root condition.
154, 307, 375 Kamma By Twos

Kamma has (1) all the mental states as condi
tioning states and these states with faultless, faulty

Not-prenascence, Not-dissociation 3, (3,3)
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and functional volitions excluded as conditioned stated,
(2) 4 kinds of matter. Since the commons with the 
variants can be easily found, this will be dealt with 
briefly. The items refer to those of the negative condi
tions in the CSEN6.

Not-root 2, (4,2)
Item(l) This is common.
Item (2) The rootless functional volitions are excluded 

from the conditioned stated.
Item (3) The 4 kinds of matter which are common 
with kamma.

Heart-base "during life” is always taken as a 
conditioning state.
Not-object, etc, 5, (5)

The conditioning states of item (1) and from 
item (2) the 4 kinds of matter common with kamma. 
As there are no mental states as conditioned states, 
there is no need to exclude volition.

Not-predominance 9, (17,3)
Items (I) and (2) with volitions excluded from 

the conditioned states and item (3) the 4 kinds 
of matter common with kamma.
Not-^mutuality 5, (5)

As not-mutuality but taking only the 4 kinds of 
matter of kamma.
Not-prenaScefnee 7, (7,3)

Items (1) (¾ and (3) with the volitions excluded 
from the conditioned states and item (4) the 4 kinds 
of matter common.
Not-posmaseence 9, (17,3)

The rrference states are common.
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Items (1) and (2) with the volitions excluded from 
the conditioned states and item (3) the 4 kinds 
of matter common.
Not-resultant 9, (17,3)

Item (1) with the volitions excluded from the 
conditioned states. Item (2) the 3 kinds of matter 
as rebirth kamma-produced matter is not included in 
ilot-rcsultant.
Not-nutriment 1, (1)

The 2 kinds of matter of not-nutriment commo 
with kamma.
Not-faculty 1, (1)

The conditioning and conditioned states (the 2 
kinds of matter) item (2) of not-faculty.
Not-jhana 1, (1,1)

Item (1) and the 2 kinds of matter of item (2) 
common with kamma.
Not-path 1, (1,1)

Item (1) with rootless functional vohtions excluded 
from the conditioned states and item (2) the 4 kinds 
of matter taking rootless mind-produced and rootless 
rebirth kamma-produced matter.
Not-dissociation 3, (3,3)

Items (1) and (2) with the volitions excluded from 
the conditioned states and item (3) the 2 kinds of 
matter common with kamma.
155, 307, (375) (Kamma) By Threes

When root becomes another reference condition, 
the reference states, already met with in the Positive 
Enumerations, are given below.

Not-repetition 9, (17,3)
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Reference States 
(Common States o f Kamma and Root)

CS
(1) 71 rooted cons., 52 
m.f. which are 4 rooted 
m.agg. during life and at 
the moment ot conception

(2) Rooted mind-produced 
gr. pr., rooted rebirth 
kamma- produced gr.pr. 
and heart-base

CdS
71 rooted cons., 52 m.t. 
excluding delusion from 
2 delusion-rooted cons, 
and fls, fty and func 
volitions which are 4 
rooted m.agg. during life 
and at the moment of 
conception

Rooted mind-produced 
matter, rooted rebirth 
kamma-produced matter

The reference states differ from the states of root 
condition in that volitions are excluded from the 
conditioned states of the latter. Since this is the 
only difference, the commons with the variants can be 
found. Not-nutriment, not-faculty, not-jhana and 
not-path cannot be taken as variants when root is a 
reference condition. The enumerations are the same 
as “By Twos” .

156 (Kamma) By Fours
They are not given in the Conditioned and Con

joined Chapters. When object becomes another 
reference condition, the reference states are the mental 
states given in item (1) of the above table, the 
materiality in item (2) not being common. Heart- 
base is always taken as a conditioning state. Since 
there are only mental states as the reference states, 
not-proximity and others, which have only materiality 
as conditioned states, cannot be taken as variants. 
Find the commons with the other variants in the way
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shown in Root By Threes. The enumeration for 
the reference states is 3,(7,3) and those with the 
variants, not-predominance, not-prenascence, not- 
postnascence, not-repetition, not-resultant and not- 
dissociation are also 3, (7,3).

{Kamma) By Fives to By Twenty-threes
When predominance becomes another reference 

condition, the reference states are those of Root By 
Fours with the volitions excluded from the condi
tioned states. So "By Sixes” to "By Twenty-threes” 
including with repetition and with resultant are easy 
being similar to root condition. These are not given 
ill the Text. Dependent Chapter directs that they be 
expanded in the same way as root condition.

157, 308, 376 Resultant By Twos
When resultant, with enumeration 1, is a reference 

condition, the enumeration with each variant is, of 
course, 1.

Not-root 1, (1,1)
Rootless resultant mentality and materiality are 

common.

Common States of the Reference and Not-root
CS CdS j

(1) 15 rootless res conj., 11 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg. 
during life and at the mo
ment of conception
(2) Rootless res mind- pro
duced gr.pr., rootless rebirth 
kamma-produced gr.pr. 
and heart-base (6 bases)

Rootless res mind-pro
duced matter, rootless 
rebirth kamma- produced 
matter
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Not-object, etc. 1, (1)

Common States o f the Reference and Not-object

CS CdS
(1) 22 res cons, exclusive 
of 4 immaterial res cons., 
twice fivefold cons, and 
Arahatta’s death cons., 38 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg. 
during hfe and at the 
moment of conception
(2) Res mind-produced gr. 
pr., rebirth kamma-produ
ced gr.pr.

Res mind-produced mat
ter, rebirth kamma-pro
duced matter

Not-predominance \, (1,1)
Only the resultants are taken for both the cases 

when predominance condition is and is not obtained.

Common States o f the Reference and Not-predominance

CS
(1) When predominance con
dition is obtained, 4 Fru
ition cons, (always), 36 m.f. 
which are 4 m.agg.

(2) When predominance con
dition is not obtained, 32 
mundane res cons., 35 m.f. 
which are 4 m.agg. during 
life andjat the moment of 
conception
(3) Non-predominant mind- 
produced gr.pr., rebirth kam
ma-produced gr.pr.

Jand heart-base j (6 ^ a s e s )

CdS
When predominance con
dition is obtained, pre
dominant realities present 
at 4 Fruition cons, (al
ways)

Non-predominant mind- 
produced matter, rebirth 
kamma-produced matter
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The conditioning states are the same as items 
(]) and (2) with not-Gbject, the variant, given above. 
The conditioned states are: resultant mind-prcduced 
matter compared with mental aggregates, rebirth 
kamma-produced matter except heart-base; resultant 
mind-produced derived matter and rebirth kamma- 
produced derived matter compared with their great 
primaries.

Not-prenascence 1, (1,1)
The imniaterial resultant and the other resultant 

states that arise in the immaterial plane are common. 
Also, resultant states in the five-aggregate planes are 
common. Only the 2 kinds of matter of resultant 
condition are common.

Common States o f the Reference and Not-prenascence

Not-mutuality 1, (1)

CS
(1) 4 immaterial res cons., 
30 m.f. whicli are 4 m.agg. 
during life and at the mo
ment of conception
(2) In the immaterial plane, 
4 Fruition cons., 36 m.f. 
which are 4 m.agg.
(3) 22 res cons, exclusive of 
4 immaterial res cons., twice 
fivefold cons, and Arahatta’s 
death cons., 38 m.f. which 
are 4 m.agg. during life and 
at the moment of conception 
in 5-agg. planes
(4) Res mind-produced gr. 
pr., rebirth kamma-pro
duced gr. pr.
and heart-base

CdS

15 rebirth cons., 35 m.f. 
which are 4 m.agg. at 
the moment of conception 
in 5-agg. planes

Res mind-produced mat
ter, rebirth kamma-pro
duced matter
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Note. Since there is mind-produced matter in the 
conditioned state, the resultant states which arise 
together with it during life in the five-aggregate planes 
have to be taken. The classified answer for tliis is: 
"Dependent on resultant indeterminate aggregates, 
arises mind-produced matter.”

Not-postnascence, Not-repetition 1, (1,1)
The reference states are common.

Not-jhdna 1, (1,1)
There are no commons with not-kamma, not- 

nutriment, not-faculty. With not-jhana, item (1) of 
this condition in the CSEN6 is common. Materia
lity is not common.

Not-path 1,(1,1)
The same as the variant, not-root.

Not-dissociation 1, (1,1)
Items (1) and (2) of the common states with not- 

prenascence given in the table above.

158, 308, (376) iRs) By Threes
When root condition also becomes a reference 

condition, only the rooted resultants are the common 
mentality and the matter produced by these resultants 
are the common materiality. As pointed out before, 
not-nutriment, etc, cannot be taken as variants when 
root is a reference condition. Also, not-kamma 
cannot be taken as a variant because there is 
no common state with resultant condition. The 
referenee states are given below.
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Reference States 
(Common States o f Resultant and Root)

CS CdS
(1) 21 rooted res cons., 38 
ra.f. which are 4 rooted 
m.agg. during life and at 
the moment of conception

(2) Rooted res mind-pro
duced gr.pr., rooted rebirth 
kamma-produced gr.pr. 
and heart-base

Rooted res mind-produc
ed matter, rooted rebirth 
kamma-produced matter

Find the commons, as in “By Twos” above, 
with the variants which have rooted resultants. This 
is not difficult.

159, (308 (x) (Rs) By Fours

When object becomes another reference condi
tion, the 2 kinds of matter of item (2) are excluded 
from the above reference states as they are not 
common. Only the mentality of item (1) above and 
heart-base are the reference states here. Find the 
commons with the variants which have mental states. 
These are not-predominance, not-prenascence, not- 
postnascence, not-repetition and not-dissociation.

160, (308), (x) (Rs) By Fives

When predominance condition becomes another 
reference condition, only the 4 Fruition mental aggre
gates are common. The reference states, met with 
in the Positive Enumerations, are given below,
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Reference States

CS
When predominance condi
tion is obtained, 4 Frui
tion cons., 36 m.f. which 
are 4 m.agg. 
and (heart-base)

CdS
When predominance con
dition is obtained, 4 Frui
tion cons., 36 m.f. exclu
ding predominant realities 
which are 4 m.agg.

The commons with the variants (1) not-postnas- 
cence and not-repetition are the reference states and 
(2) not-prenascence and not-dissociation are also the 
same reference states but only in the immaterial plane.

(i? )̂ By Sixes to By Twenty-twos
When proximity, contiguity, conascence, mutua

lity, dependence and strong-dependence become the 
reference conditions successively, there is no change 
in the reference states and so all are the same as “By 
Fives” . When prenascence becomes the next reference 
condition, the only difference is that the same reference 
states are taken in the five-aggregate planes. There
fore, not-dissociation, which occurs in the im
material plane, cannot be taken as a variant. Repe
tition cannot be taken as a reference condition because 
resultant is already a reference condition and there is 
no common state between them. And when kamma, 
nutriment, faculty, jhana, path, association, presence 
absence and disappearance become the reference 
conditions successively, there is no difference. Con
ditioned Chapter gives “By Twelves” .

161, 308, (x) {Rs) By Twenty-threes
When non-disappearance becomes another 

reference condition, there is no difference from the 
above. Not-postnascence and not-repetition are the 
variants and the enumerations, of course, are 1.
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Nutriment has (1) all the mental states and so 
those of the variants are common, (2) 3 kinds of 
matter, mind-produced, rebirth kamma-produced and 
nutriment-produced matter and so these 3 in the 
variants are common. Also, heart-base or 6 bases 
need to be taken as common when they are included 
in the variants. Since there is no difficulty here, 
reference will be made to the states of the variant in 
the CSEN6.

Not-root 2, (4,2)
As not-root but taking only the 3 kinds of matter 

of nutriment. Also heart-base (6 bases).

Not-object, etc. 5, (5)
As not-object including the mental conditioning 

states but taking only the 3 kinds of matter.

Not-predominance 9, (17,3)
As not-predominance with only 3 kinds of matter.

Not-mutuality 5, (5)
As not-mutuality with only 3 kinds of matter.

Not-prenascence 1, (7,3)
As the 3 items of not-prenascence and only 3 

kinds of matter.
Not-postnascence 9, (17,3)

The reference states are common.
Not-repetition 9, (17,3)

As not-repetition—^with all the mental states— 
but only 3 kinds of matter.

162, 309, 377 Nutriment By Twos
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As not-kamma with only nutriment-produced 
matter common.
Not-resultant 9, (17,3)

As not-resultant with only 3 kinds of matter.

Not-faculty 1, (1)
Nutriment-produced matter is the only common 

state.
Not-jhdna 1, (1,1)

As not-jhana with only 3 kinds of matter.
Not-path 1, (1,1)

As not-path with only 2 kinds of matter.
Not-dissociation 3, (3,3)

As not-dissociation with only nutriment-pro
duced matter.
163, 309, (377) (Nu) By Threes

When root becomes another reference condi
tion, the reference states being the states of root, all 
are the same as Root By Twos. Nevertheless, they 
are given in the Text.

164 (Nu) By Fours
With object as another reference condition, the 

reference states are the mental states of root condition 
and so they are all the same as Root By Threes.

(Nu) By Fives to By Twenty-threes
They are not given in the Text. With predomi

nance as another reference condition, all are the same 
^s Root By Fours, Consequently, all the rest up to

Not-kamma 3, (7,3)
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“By Twenty-threes” including those with repetition 
and with resultant are the same as root condition.
That is why Dependent Chapter directs that the rest 
be expanded in the same way as root condition.

165, 310, 378 faculty By Twos
Faculty, like nutriment, has all the mental states 

and 4 kinds of matter instead of 3. So the only 
difference here is to find whether any or all of the 4 
kinds of matter are included in the variants. The 
enumerations are the same as nutriment above.

166, (310), (378) (Fa) By Threes
With root included as another reference condi

tion, the states of root condition are the reference 
states. So they are all the same as Root By Twos.

167 (Fa) By Fours
With object as another reference condition, the 

reference states are the mental states of root condi
tion. They are the same as Root By Threes.

(Fa) By Fives to By Twenty-threes
They are the same as Root By Fours to Root 

By Twenty-threes including those with repetition and 
with resultant. That is why Dependent Chapter 
directs that the rest be expanded in the same way 
as root condition.

168, 311,379 Jhdna By Twos
Except for twice fivefold consciousnesses, jhana 

has all the other mental states and 2 kinds of matter. 
So, for the commons with the variants, not-root, 
etc., twice fivefold consciousnesses have to be excluded 
if they are included in the mental states and only
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the 2 kinds of matter taken. The enumerations are 
those of the negative conditions, the variants, since 
the exclusion of twice fivefold consciousnesses in 
them does not make any difference to their enu
merations. But not-nutriment and not-faculty cannot 
be taken as variants as they have matter which are 
not common with those in jhana.

169,(311),(379) (Jha) By Threes
With root as another reference condition, the 

states of root condition are the reference states. So 
they are the same as Root By Twos.

170 (Jha) By Fours
With object as another reference condition, the 

mental states of root condition are the reference
states. So they are all the same as Root By Threes.

(Jha) By Fives to By Twenty-threes
With predominance as another reference condi

tion, all are the same as Root By Fours. Consequ
ently, all the rest up to 'By Twenty-threes’ includ
ing those with repetition and with resultant are 
the same as root condition. That is why Dependent 
Chapter directs that the rest be expanded in the 
same way as root condition.

171, 312, 380 Path By Twos 
Not-root 1, (3,1)

On examination of path and root conditions in 
the CSEP6, it will be seen that the only difference 
between them is that in the former, delusion from 2 
delusion-rooted consciousnesses is not excluded as 
in the latter. Because of this, not-root can be taken 
as a variant, the common states being as follows;-^
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Common States o f the Reference and Not-root
CS Cds

2 delusion-rooted cons., 14 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg. 
and heart-base

Delusion from 2 delusion- 
rooted cons.
s

»^JLJLXV/V/ AXXAAXV/ XA V/V..' J-VAX XX V>T XJJL X J ̂  k X l C i t t / O  C l  I C -C

delusion-rcoted consciousnesses and the common 
conditioned state is the delusion in those conscious
nesses, it is clear that the only answer is fty-fty, i,e. 
enumeration 1, as given above for Dependent and 
Conjoined Chapters.

Conditioned Chapter has 2 more answers. The 
reason is that heart-base during life is taken. With 
heart-base as the conditioning state and delusion from 
2 delusion-rooted consciousnesses as the conditioned 
state, there is the answer ind-fty. The classified 
answer for this is: “Conditioned by (heart-)base 
arises doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied 
delusion. “Again, with 2 delusion-rooted conscious
nesses and heart-base as the conditioning states and 
the delusion in those consciousnesses as the condi
tioned state, there is the answer fty, ind-fty. The 
classified answer for this is: “Conditioned by doubt- 
accompanied or restlessness-accompanied aggregates 
and (heart-)base, arises doubt-accompanied or rest
lessness-accompanied delusion.”

The commons with the other variants, not-object 
and so on, are found in the same way as root condi
tion except that when delusion from 2 delusion-rooted 
consciousnesses is a common conditioned state it is 
not excluded as in root condition. For, as pointed 
out, this is the only difference from root condition,
172, (312), (380) (Pa) By Threes

With root included as another reference condi
tion, the states of root condition are the reference 
states. So these are the same as Root By Twos.
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173 (Pd) By Fours
They are the same as Root By Threes.

{Pd) By Fives to By Twenty-threes
The same as Root By Fours to Root By Twenty- 

threes ind tiding those with repetition and with resul
tant. That is why Dependent Chapter directs that 
the rest be expanded in the same way as root condi
tion.

174, 312, 381 Association By Twos 
The same as object condition.

175, 312, (381) (^^5:) By Threes 
The same as Object By Threes.

(yTi.s') By Fours to By Twenty-threes
The same as those for object including the ones 

with repetition and with resultant. Dependent 
Chapter directs that they be expanded in the same 
way as root condition because they are also the same 
as this condition.

176, 313, 382 Dissociation By Twos
Dissociation, the reference condition, has 85 

consciousnesses, 52 mental factors and mind-produced, 
rebirth kamma-produced matter, the mental and 
material states which occur only in the five-aggregate 
planes. Therefore, the states in the variants which 
are common must be in those planes. And the 4 
immaterial resultant consciousnesses, which are not 
included in dissociation condition, have to be excluded 
whenever they are the conditioning or conditioned 
states in the variants. It is not difficult to find the 
commons which are given below. Reference should
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be made to the CSEN6. Not-nutriment and not- 
faculty cannot be taken as variants.

Not-root 2, (4,2)
Items (1) and (2), and the 2 kinds of matter, which 

are common v/ith dissociation, in item (3). Also, 
heart-base (6 bases). Note that these bases have to 
be taken as conditioning states when they are included 
in the variants.

Not-object, etc. 5, (5)
Item (1) of not-object, which are mental states, 

and of item (2) the 2 kinds of matter as conditioned 
states and their great primaries as conditioning states.

Not-predominance 9, (17,3)
Items (1) and (2) of not-predominance but 

excluding the 4 immaterial resultants from both sides 
of item (2), and of item (3) the 2 kinds of matter.

Not-mutuality 5, (5)
As not-mutuaUty with only 2 kinds of matter.

Not-prenascence 5, (5,1)
Dissociation condition applies to the five-aggre

gate planes and so the mental states in the immaterial 
plane of not-prenascence condition are not common. 
As mind-produced matter is a common conditioned 
state, the mental states that arise together with it 
have to be taken as conditioning states. Also, the 
mental aggregates at the moment of conception in the 
five-aggregate planes of not-prenascence are common. 
So the mental states and rebirth kamma-produced 
matter that arise at the moment of conception have 
to be taken. The common states are given below.
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Common States o f  the Reference and Pot-prenascenb6
CS

(1) 75 cons, exclusive o f  
4 im m aterial res cons., 
twice fivefold cons, and  
A rahatta ’s death  cons., 52 
m .f. which are 4 m .agg. 
during life in  5-agg. p lanes
(2) 15 reb irth  cons., 35 
m .f. which are 4 m .agg. a t 
the  m om ent o f concep tion  
in  5-agg planes
(3) M ind-produced g r.p r., 
reb irth  kam m a-produced gr. 
p r.
and heart-base

CdS

M ind-proudced m atte r

R eb irth  kam m a-produced 
m atte r

The enumeration 5 for Dependent and Con
ditioned Chapters comprises (i) fls-ind, (ii) fty-ind, 
(iii) ind-ind, (iv) fls, ind-ind, (v) fty, ind-ind. The 
enumeration 1 for Conjoined Chapter is ind-ind. 
because only mental states of item (2) have to be taken.

Not-postnascence 9, (17,3)
The reference states, i.e, the states of dissociation 

are common.

Not-repetition 9, (17,3)
As not-repetition v/ith the 4 immaterial resultants 

excluded and taking only 2 kinds of matter in item
(3).
Not-kamma 3, (7,3)

The mental states of not-kamma taken in the 
five-aggregate planes. Materiality is not common. 
Tt was pointed out that the mental states are always 
of the five-aggregate planes.
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As not-resultant with onW one common kind 
of matter.

Not-jhana 1, (1,1)
Only the mental states, twice five^ld conscious

nesses, or not-jhana are common.
Not-path 1, (1,1)

As not-path with the 2 kinds of matter.

177, 313, 382 (Dss) By Threes

When root becomes another reference condi
tion, the reference states are slightly diiibreiri from 
the above because (I) only rooted consciousnesses 
are taken, (2) delusion from 2 delusion-rc oted con
sciousnesses is excluded in the conditioned states and
(3) only the rooted matter is taken. The reffrence 
states, already given in the Positive Enum erations, 
are as follows.

Reference States 
(Common States o f  Dissociation and Root)

Not-resultant 9, (17,3)

CS CdS

(1) 67 rooted  cons, exclusive 
o f  4 im m aterial res cons., 52 
m .f. which are 4 rooted 
m .agg. during life and  at 
the  m om ent o f conception 
in 5-agg. p lanes

(2) R ooted m ind-produced 
pr., rooted reb irth  kam 

m a produced gr.pr.
and  heart-base

67 rooted cons, exclusive 
o f 4 im m aterial res cons., 
52 m .f. excluding delusion 
from  2 delusion-rooted 
cons, which are 4 rooted 
m.agg. during life and at 
the  m om ent o f conception 
in  5-agg. planes
R ooted m ind-produced 
m atter, rooted rebirth  
kam m a-produced m atter
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As pointed out so often, not-nutriment, not- 
faculty, not-jhana and not-path cannot be taken as 
variants when root is a reference condition. The 
commons with the variants can be found in the same 
way as “By Twos” above and the enumerations are 
the same. With not-prenascence, however, 13 rooted 
five-aggregate rebirth consciousnesses, instead of 15 
five-aggregate rebirth consciousnesses, are the condi
tioned states along with rooted mind-produced and 
rooted rebirth kamma-produced matter. This is the 
difference from the reference states.

178, 313, 382 (Dss) By Fours
When object becomes another reference condi

tion, materiality is no longer common and only the 
mental states in item (1) of the above table are now 
the reference states. So only those variants which 
have mentality as conditioned state are concerned. 
As stated above, not-jhana and not-path cannot be 
taken as variants.

Not-predominance 3, (7,3)
' As not-predominance with the exclusion of (1) 

4 immaterial resultants from the conditioning and 
conditioned states and (2) delusion from 2 delusion- 
rooted consciousnesses from the conditioned states. 
All the states are to be taken in the five-aggregate 
planes,

Not-prenascence 1, (1,1)
All the matter in not-prenascence are excluded 

and so the mental states that arise together with mind- 
produced matter are also excluded. Therefore, the 
common states are the rooted rebirth consciousnesses 
in the five-aggregate planes. Thus the enumerations 
are 1 for all the 6 Chapters.
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Common States o f
the Reference and Not-prenascence

CS Cds
13 rooted  reb irth  cons., 35 
m .f. which are 4 roo ted  
m .agg. a t the  m om ent o f 
conception in  5-agg. planes
and heart-base

Not-postnascence 3, (7,3)
The reference states are common.

Not-repetition 3, (7,3)
As item (1) of not-repetition with the rootless 

consciousnesses and 4 immaterial resultants excluded 
from the conditioning and conditioned stales and 
delusion from the conditioned states. These arc the 
only states that are common and they apply only to 
the five-aggregate planes.

Not-kamma 3, (7,3)
As item (1) of not-kamma but taking only the 

rooted functional consciousnesses.

Not-resultant 3, (7,3)
As item (1) of not-resultant but taking the rooted 

functional consciousnesses.

179, 313 (Dss) By Fives
When predominance becomes another reference 

condition, the reference states, already given in the 
Positive Enumerations, are as follows:
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Reference States

CS

W hen predom inance condi
tion  is obtained  in  5-agg. 
planes, 52 predom inan t im 
pulsions, 51 m .f. which are  
4 m .agg.

and  (heart-base)

CdS

W hen predom inance con
d ition  is obtained in 5- 
agg. planes, 52 predom 
inan t im pulsions, 51 m.f. 
excluding predom inant 
realities which are 4 
m .agg.

/

When these reference states are examined, it will 
be found that they are the same as Root By Fours 
above, the only difference being that here they apply 
only to the five-aggregate planes. Not-prenascence 
cannot be taken as a variant as it occurs in the 
immaterial plane. Find the commons with not-post
nascence, not-repetition, not-kamma and not-resul
tant. The enumerations are 3, (7,3).

(Dss) By Sixes to By Elevens
When proximity, contiguity, conascence, mutua

lity, dependence and strong-dependence become the 
successive reference conditions, the reference states 
are still the same. Therefore, all are the same as 
"By Fives” with the same 4 variants. The Text does 
not give them.

180, (x), 382 (Dss) By Twelves
With prenascence becoming the next reference 

condition, the reference states are unchanged.

(x), 313, (x) (Dss) By Thirteens (with repetition)
This is not given in Dependent and Conjoined 

Chapters but only in Conditioned Chapter. When 
repetition becomes another reference condition, the
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reference states are second to seventh predominant 
impulsions and so on, as given below. Not-postnas
cence, not-kamma and not-resultant are the variants.

Reference States

CS

W hen predom inance condi
tion  is obtained  in 5-agg. 
planes, second to  seventh  
im pulsions o f  8 greed- 
rooted, 2 hate- rooted, 8 
great fls, 8 great func  co n s, 
(occasionally); 9 lo fty  fls, 
9 lofty func, 4 Path  cons, 
(always), 51 m .f. w hich 
are 4 m .agg. 
and (heart-base)

CdS

W hen predom inance con
d ition  is obtained in  
5-agg. p lanes, second to  
seventh  im pulsions o f  8 
greed-rooted , 2 hate-roo t
ed, 8 great fls, 8 great 
func cons, (occasionally); 
9 lofty fls, 9 lofty func, 
4 P ath  cons, (always), 
51 m .f. excluding p re
dom inant realities which 
are 4 m .agg.

Not-postnascence, not-residtant 3, (7,3)
The reference states are common.

Not-kamma 3, (7,3)
From the conditioning states of the above 

reference states the faultless, faulty and functional 
volitions are excluded and these volitions are the 
common conditioned states.

(Dss) By Fourteens (with repetition)
When kamma becomes another reference condi

tion, the reference states are those found in Dissocia
tion By Thirteens with karnma as variant in the Posi
tive Enumerations. These reference states are the 
commons with the variants, not-postnascence and 
not-resultant. The enumerations are 3, (7,3). This 
is not given in the Text.
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Resultant cannot be taken as a reference condi
tion. And when nutriment, faculty, jhana, path,
association, presence, absence and disappearance 
becomo the successive reference conditions, they are 
still the same as “By Fourteens” . They are not
given in the Text.

181, 313, 382 (Dss) By Twenty- threes
(with repetition)

When non-disappearance becomes another re
ference condition, the reference states are still those 
of ‘By Fourteens’ and the enumerations with the 
variants, not-postnascence and not-resultant, are 3, 
(7,3).

182,313,(x) (Dss) By Fourteens (with resultant)
When repetition is not taken as a reference condi

tion and resultant is taken as such, it is ‘By Fourteens’ 
because kamma is also included. The reference states 
aie;

Reference States

(Dss) By fifteens to By Twenty-twos

CS CdS
When predominance condi
tion is obtained in 5-agg. 
plane ;, 4 Fi rdlion cons., 36 
m.f. I'/hich are 4 m.agg.

1 and ( heart-base)
1

When predominance con
dition is obtained in 
5-agg. planes, 4 Fruition 
cons., 36 m.f. excluding 
predominant realities 
which are 4 m.agg.

Not-postnascence, Not-repetition 1,(1,1) 
The reference states are common,
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When nutriment, faculty, jhana, path, association’ 
presence, absence and disappearance become the 
successive reference conditions, they are still the same 
as ‘By Fourteens’. They are not given in the Text.

183,313,382 (Dss) By Twenty-threes (with resultant)
With non-disappearance included as another re

ference condition, there is no change in the reference 
states and the enumerations with not-postnascence 
and not-repetition are 1,(1,1).
184,(313),(383) Presence By Twos

All are the same as Conascence By Twos above.
185 (Ps) By Threes

All are the same as Conascence By Threes and 
which are the same as Root By Twos.
186 (Ps) B y Fours

All are the same as Root By Threes.

(Ps) By Fives to By Twenty-threes
All are the same as Root By Fours,etc. includ

ing those with| repetition and with resultant. That 
is why Dependent Chapter directs that the rest be ex
panded in the same way as root condition.
187,(313),(383) Absence, Disappearance By Twos 
(to By Twenty threes)

All are the same as object condition.
188,189,(313),(383) Non-disappearance

The same as presence condition above.
End of the Enumeration Chapters of 

Positive-Negative Conditions in the 6 Chapters

(Dss) By Fifteens to By Twenty-twos
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37 BY TWOS OF POSITIVE-NEGATIVE AND NEGATIVE-POSITIVE
CONDITIONS OF 4 CHAPTERS

U)
is>

Conditions N ot- =3 = = = =3

Rp Kam Rs Nu Fac. Jha PaRo Ob,etc Pd Mu Prn Pon Dss
Ro + 5,5 9 ,17 5,5 7,7 9 .17 9 ,17 3,7 9 ,17 3,3
Ob, etc. 2 ,4 + 3,7 ' 3,3 3,7 3 ,7 3 ,7 3 ,7 1,1 1,1 3 ,3
Pd 5,5 + 5,5 7 ,7 9 ,17 9 ,17 3,7  ‘9 ,17 3,3
Cn. etc. 2 ,4 5,5 9,17 5,5 7,7 9 ,17 9 ,17 3,7 :9,17 1,1 1,1 1,1 1,1 3 ,3
Mu 2 ,4 1,1 3,7 + 3,3 3 ,7 3,7 3 ,7 3 .7 1,1 1,1 1,1 1,1 3 ,3
Prn 2 ,4 3 ,7 + 3 ,7 3 ,7 3 ,7 3 ,7 1,1 1,1
Rp 2 ,4 3 ,7 3,3 3,7 + 3,7 3 ,7 1,1 3,3
Kam 2,4 5 ,5 9 ,17 5 ,5 7,7 9 ,1 7 9,17 + 9 ,17 1,1 1,1 1,1 1,1 3 .3
Rs 1,1 1,1 1,1 1,1 1,1 1,1 1.1 + u 1,1 1,1
Nu 2,4 5 ,5 9 ,17 5,5 7 ,7 9 ,1 7 9,17 3,7 9 ,17 + 1,1 1,1 1,1 3,3
Fac 2,4 5,5 9 ,1 7 1 5 ,5 7 ,7 9 ,1 7 9 ,17 3 ,7 9,17 1 ,1 ' + 1,1 1,1 3 ,3
Jha 2 ,4 5,5 9 ,17 5,5 7 ,7 9 ,1 7 9,17 3,7 9 ,17 4- 1,1 3,3
Pa 1,3 5 ,5 9 .17 5,5 7 ,7 9 ,17 9,17 3 .7 9 ,17 + 3,3
Dss 2 .4 ' 5 ,5 9 ,17 5,5 5,5 9 ,17 9 ,1 7 3 ,7 9,17 1,1 1,1 +



38 REMAINING

Conditions
Not= = e s s c = s

RO Pd Prn Pon
Ro + 3 3 3
Ob, etc. 3 3 3 3
Pd + 3 3
Cn, etc. 7 3 3 3
Mu 2 3 3 3
Prn 2 3 + 3
Rp 2 3 3 3
Kam 2 3 3 3
Rs 1 1 1 1 i

Nu 2 3 3 3
Fac 2 3 " 3 3
Jha 2 3 3 3
Pa 1 3 3 3
Dss 2 3 ' ' 1 3



2 CHAPTERS

B=a CS=3 =■ ssai

Rp Kam Rs Jha Pa Dss

3 3A..... 3
3 0 3 1 1 3
3 3 3 3

3 3 3 1 1 3

3 31 .......... i 3 1 1 3

3 3 3 1 1
+ 3 3 1 3
3 + 3 1 1 3
1 + 1 1 1
a 3 3 1 1 3
3 3 “1 1 1 3
3 3 3 + i 3
3 3 3 + 3
3 3 1 3 1 1 ] +



THE NEGATIVE-POSITIVE CONDITIONS
IN THE FIRST 4 CHAPTERS

I. FAULTLESS TRIP LET I-IV FIRST 4
CHAPTERS

4. Conditions: Negative-Positive (ii) Enumeration 
(Paccaya-paccaniyanuloma) Chapters
Here, also, as in the Negative conditions, the 

first 4 Chapters and the remaining 2 Chapters are treat
ed separately. When the ‘By Twos’ of the Positive- 
Negative and Negative-Positive conditions are compar
ed, e.g. ‘With root condition, not-object 5,5’ and 
‘With not-object condition, root 5,5’ it will be seen 
that, except for the interchange of the reference and 
the variant, there is no difference between them. So 
‘By Twos’ of the Nvegative-Positive conditions will 
not be explained but only their enumerations given 
along with those of the Positive-Negative conditions 
in the accompanying Chart. When taken horizontally, 
the enumerations are for Positive-Negative and ver
tically for Negative-Positive. The purpose is twofold: 
to save space since they were dealt with in the Positive- 
Negative conditions, and to let the reader see at a 
glance those that are the same.

Method. Tt is the usual method where the common 
states are determined to arrive at the enumerations.

Although ‘By Twos’ are not dealt with, textual 
references for them in the first 4 Chapters are given. 
Those for the remaining 2 Chapters will be given when 
they are considered later.

Textual References for By Twos
Only those of Dependent and Conditioned Chap

ters are given. Not-root 190,314; not-ol3ject 196,315;

(7) ENUMERATION CHAFl ERS OF
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not-predcminance 198,316; not-proximity, etc, 201, 
317; not-pienascence 203,318; not-postnascence 206, 
319; not-repetition 209,320; not-kamma 212,321; not- 
resultant 215,322; not-nutriment 218,323; net faculty 
219,324; not-jhana 220,325; not-path (x), 326; not- 
association 223,327; not-dissociation 225,328; not- 
absence, not-disappearance 228,(x).

Now the others, ‘By Threes’, etc., starting with 
not-root will be dealt with.
191,314 Not-root By Threes

The reference states were already found in the 
Negative Enumerations of the first 4 Chapters. When 
not-root and not-object are taken together as reference 
conditions here, rootless matter is the common condi
tioned state and the amswer is ind-ind. So there is 
no need to cons’der what the enumerations will he as 
they are all 1. To be able to find the commons with 
the variants, the reference states are given below.

Reference States 
(Common States o f  Not-root and Not-object)

CS CdS
(1) 8 rootless cons, exclu
sive of twice fivefold cons., 
12 m.f. which are 4 m.agg. 
during life and at the 
moment of conception in 
5-agg. planes
(2) Rootless mind-produced 
gr. pr., rootless rebirth 
kamma-produced gr. pr.... 
during life kamma-produced 
gr.pr.

Rootless mind-produced 
matter rootless rebirth 
kamma-produced matter 
...during life kamma- 
produced matter

Since material states only are the conditioned 
states, the conditions such as object and so on, which 
have only mentality, cannot be taken as variants,
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Conascence, Dependence, Presence, Not-disappearance 
The reference states are common.

Mutuality 1,(1)
With mutuality, where rootless mind-produced 

matter is not a conditioned state but only the great 
primaries, all the mental states in item (1) of the refer
ence states are not common. Only the 2 rootless 
rebirth consciousnesses are common because heart- 
base is a common conditioned state. As there may 
be some difficulty in understanding this, the common 
states are given below.

Common States o f  the Reference and Mutuality

CS CdS
(1) 2 rootless rebirth cons., 
10 m.f. which are 4 m.agg.
(2) Rootless mind-produced 
gr. pr., rootless rebirth 
kamma-produced gr. pr.... 
during life kamma-produ
ced gr.pr.

Heart-base compared with 
rootless rebirth m.agg.
Rootless mind-produced 
gr. pr., rootless rebirth 
kamma-produced gr.pr.... 
during life kamma-produ
ced gr.pr. compared with 
one another mutually

Kamma 1,(1)
The common are the mental states of the reference 

states and the 4 kinds of matter of kamma taken as 
rootless ones.

Resultant 1,(1)
Since rootless mind-produced inatter is a common 

conditioned state, the rootless resultant conscious
nesses of resultant condition - but not the functional- 
which are common with the reference states are taken,
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Common States o f the Reference and Resultant

CS CdS
(1) 5 rootless res cons, ex
clusive of twice fivefold 
cons., 11 m.f. which are 4 
m.agg. during life and at 
the moment of conception 
in 5-agg. planes
(2) Rootless res mind-pro
duced gr.pr., rootless re
birth kamma-produced gr.pr.

Rootless res mind-produc
ed matter, rootless rebirth 
kamma-produced matter

Nutriment, Faculty, Jhdna 1,(1)
Item (1) of the reference states are the common 

mental states with all these variants. As for materiali
ty, the 3 kinds in nutriment, the 4 kinds in faculty and 
the 2 kmds in jhana are common.

Dissociation 1,(1)
Item (D of the reference states and 2 kinds of 

matter of dissociation.

(Not-ro) By Fours to By Sixes
When not-predominance, not-proximity and not 

contiguity become the successive reference conditions, 
the reference states are still the same and so they are 
all the same as ‘By Threes’. That is why they are 
elided in the Text.

(Not-ro) By Sevens
When not-mutuality becomes another reference 
condition, the reference states, already given in the 
Negative Enumerations, are as follows:
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Reference States

CS
(1) 8 rootless cons, exclusive 
of twice fivefold cons., 12 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg. 
during life and at the mo
ment of conception in 5-agg. 
planes
(2) Rootless mind-produced 
gr.pr., rootless rebirth kam
ma-produced gr.pr..., during 
life kamma-produced gr.pr.

CdS
Rootless mind-produced 
matter compared with 
rootless m.agg., rootless 
rebirth kamma-produced 
matter except heart-base

Rootless mind-produced 
der. mat., rootless|rebirth 
kamma-produced der.mat. 
...during life kamma-pro
duced der.mat. compared 
with their gr.pr.

conascence, etc, 1.(1)
The reference states are conimon.
Kamma 1,(1)

The reference states but with only 4 kinds of 
matter of kamma.
Resultant 1,(1)

5 rootless resultants of item (1) of the reference 
states and 2 kinds of matter of resuhant.
Nutriment, Faculty, Jhdna 1,(1)

Item (1) of the reference states and the 3, 4 and 
2 kinds of matter respectively of the variants.
Dissociation, 1,(1)

Item (1) of the reference states and 2 kinds of 
matter of dissociation.

(Not-ro) By Eights, By Nines
When not-strong-dependence and not-prenascence 

become the successive reference conditions, the re-
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ference states are still the same and so they are the 
same as ‘By Sevens’. That is why they are not given 
in the Text.

193,(x) (Not-ro) By Tens
When not-postnascence becomes another refer

ence condition, there is no change and all are the 
same as ‘By Sevens’. Th s is given in Dependent 
but not Conditioned Chapter.

(Not-ro) By Elevens

When not-repetition becomes another reference 
condition, they are also the same as ‘By Sevens’. De
pendent Chapter points this out.

193,314 (Not-ro) By Twelves
When not-kamma becomes another reference 

condition, ah the mentality are excluded and only 
the 3 kinds of matter in it are the reference states, i.e. 
their great primaries as conditioning states and derived 
matter as conditioned states. These reference states 
are the commons with the 4 Major conascence but 
with the other variant, nutriment, nutriment-produced 
matter is the only kind that is common. Dependent 
Chapter states that when not-kamma is considered 
(as another reference condition) there are five questions. 
This means that there are only 5 variants, as given 
above, and which are included in the Text.

(Not-ro) By Thirteens
When not-resultant becomes another reference 

condition, the reference states are still the same as 
‘By Twelves’. That is why they are not given in the 
Text.
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When not-nutriment becomes another reference 
condition, only 2 kinds of matter are the reference 
states because nutriment-produced matter, which is 
not obtained in not-nutriment, is excluded. So only 
the 4 Major conascence conditions, which have 
the remaining 2 kinds of matter, can be taken as
T/a n  Q rife

194,314 (Not-ro) By Fourteens

variants.

(Not-rd) By Fifteens to By Twenties
When not-faculty, not-jhana, not-path, not- associa 

-tion, not-dissociation and not-absence become the 
successive reference conditions, the reference states 
are still the same as ‘By Fourteens, and so, because 
all are the same as ‘By Fourteens’, they are elided in 
the Text.

195.314 (Not-ro) By Twenty-ones

Finally, when not-disappearance becomes another 
reference condition, there is no difference in the refer
ence states and, as above, conascence and the rest of 
the 4 Major conascence conditions are taken as variants.

196.315 Not-object By Twos
They have been dealt with in the Positive-Negative 

Enumerations. The enumerations are given in the 
Chart.

197.315 (Not-ob) By Threes
When not-root becomes another reference condi

tion, the rootless material states of not-root are the 
common conditioned states. Since these reference 
states are also those of Not-root By Threes, ‘By Threes’ 
to ‘By Twenty-ones’ are the same as not-root condition
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above. That is why Dependent Chapter gives ‘By 
Threes’and directs that the rest be expanded in the 
same way as not-root condition.

198, 316 Not-predominance By Twos 
See the Chart for the enumerations.

199.316 (Not-pd) By Threes
When not-root also becomes a reference condition, 

all the conditioning and conditioned states of not-root, 
which are included in those of not-predominance, 
are the reference states. Therefore, they are the 
same as Not-root By Twos above.
200.316 (Not-pd) By Fours

When not-object becomes another reference 
condition, only the rootless material states are the 
common conditioned states. So the reference states are 
the same as Not-root By Threes and all are the 
same as these.

(Not-pd) By Fives to By Twenty-ones
They are the same as Not-root By Fours, etc, 

and so they are abbreviated in the Text.
201.317 Not-proximity, etc. By Twos

Not-proxunity, not-contiguity, not-mutuality and 
not-strong-dependence are the same as not-object 
and that is why they are grouped together in the 
CSEN6. In the case of not-mutuality, however, 
although the enumerations are the same, the 
common states are slightly different because the 
conditioned states are so. ‘By Twos’ of not- 
mutuality were already given in the Positive- 
Negative Enumerations where the variants are 
not-mutuality.
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When not-mutuality and not-root are the reference 
conditions, the conditioning states of the reference 
states are the same as those of Not-root By Threes. 
It is only in the conditioned states that there is 
a difference. Here derived matter has to be taken 
as in not-mutuality. The enumeration is 1. The 
reference states, already shown in the Negative 
Enumerations, are given here for ready reference.

Reference States 
( Common States o f  Not-mutuality and N ot-root)

( Not-mu ) By Threes

CS CdS
(1) 8 rootless cons, exclusive 
of twice fivefold cons., 12 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg. 
during life and at the mo
ment of conception in 5-agg. 
planes
(2) Rootless mind-produced 
gr.pr., rootless rebirth kam
ma-produced gr.pr.... during 
life kamma-produced gr.pr.

Rootless mind-produced 
matter compared with 
rootless m.agg., rootless 
rebirth kamma-produced 
matter except heart-base

Rootless mind-produced 
der.mat., rootless rebirth 
kamma-produced der.mat. 
during life kamma-pro
duced der.mat., compared 1 
with their gr.pr.

The commons with the variants:
(1) conascence, etc. The reference states.
(2) kamma. The reference states but with only 

the 4 kinds of matter of kamma.
(3) resultant. 5 rootless resultant consciousnesses 

in item (1) and 2 kinds of matter of resultani.
(4) nutriment, faculty, jhana, dissociation. Th# 

reference states with 3,4,2, 2 kinds of matter 
respectively of the variants.

The enumerations are all 1. Path cannot be 
taken as a variant.
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When not-object and not-predominance are also 
reference conditions, there is no change in the 
reference states. So they are all the same as 
"By Threes’.

(Not-mu) By Sixes to By Twenty-ones 
All are the same as Not-root By Sixes, etc.

203, 318 Not-prenascence By Twos 
Already dealt with.

204, 318 {Not-prn) By Threes
When not-prenascence and not-root are taken 

together as reference conditions, the reference states, 
already dealt with in the Negative Enumerations, 
are here given.

Reference States 
{Common States o f  Not-prenascence and Not-root)

(Not-mu) By Fours, By Fives

CS
(1) In the immaterial plane, 
2 delusion-rooted cons., 
mind-door advertence, 14 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg.

(2) 8 rootless cons., 12 m.f. 
which are 4 m.agg. during 
life and at the moment of 
conception in 5-agg. planes
(3) Rootless mind-produced 
gr.pr.... during life kamma- 
produced gr.pr.
and heart-base

CdS
In the immaterial plane, 
delusion from 2 delu.ion- 
rooted cons., mind-door 
advertence, 11 m.f. which 
are 4 m.agg.
2 rootless rebirth cons., 
10 m.f. which are 4 m.agg. 
at the moment of con
ception
Rootless mind-produced 
matter .. during life kam
ma-produced matter
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(1) Object. Item (1) of the reference states and 
the conditioned states of item (2) are also the 
conditioning states. The reason is that all materi
ality is excluded and mind-produced matter, not 
being a common conditioned state, the mental 
slates that arise together with it are excluded. The 
enumeration is 2, (2).

(2) Conascence, etc. The reference states.
(3J Mutuality. Items (1) and (2) as with object 

above. On the conditioned state side add: 'heart- 
-basa compared w>th rootless rebirth mental aggre
gates’, and take only the great primaries as in 
mutuality conditio n.

(4) Kamma. The difference from the reference 
states is that volition present at mind-door advertence 
in the conditioned states is excluded and only 4 kinds 
of matter of kamma are taken.

(5) Resultant. Item (l) is not common. For item
(2) only the resultants are involved and so the 
coiiditioning states are 5 rootless resultant mental 
aggregates but there is no change in the conditioned 
states. For item (3) only 2 kinds of matter of resultant, 
taking rootless resultant mind-produced great pri
maries and matter.

(6) Nutriment, Faculty, Jhana. The reference 
states except that 3, 4 and 2 kinds of matter of the 
variants are taken.

(7) Path. Item (1) with mind-door advertence 
and 11 mental factors excluded. So the enumeration 
is 1.

(8) Dissociation. Item (I) is not common as 
the plane is different. Item (2) and the 2 kinds of 
matter of dissociation are common. Since delusion 
is not included, the enumeration is 1, (1).

The commons with the variantst
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205, 318 {Not-prfi) By Fours
When not-object becomes another reference 

condition, only the rootless matter are the common 
conditioned states. So the reference states are the 
same as Not-root By Threes above.

{Not-prri) By Fives to By Twenty-ones

The same as Not-root By Fours, etc. That is 
why they are elided in the Text.

206, 319 Not-postnascence By Twos 

Already dealt with

207, 319 (Not-pon) By Threes

When not-root also becomes a reference condi
tion, the reference states are the states of not-root 
condition. So they are the same as Not-root By 
Twos.

208, 319 (Not-pon) By Fours

When not-object becomes another reference con
dition, only the rootless matter are the common condi
tioned states. So they are the same as Not-root 
By Threes.

(Not-pon) By Fives to By Twenty-ones

The same as Not-root By Fours, etc. That is 
why they are ehded in the Text.

209, 320 Not-repetition By Twos

Already dealt with.
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210, 320 (Not-rp) By Threes

The reference states, when not-repetition and 
not-root are the reference conditions, were not shown 
in detail in the Negative Enumerations and, therefore, 
they are given in full here. The enumeration with 
fa) resiiitant is 1, (1), (b) path 1, f3) and (c) the rest
2. (4).

Reference States 

(Common States o f  Not-repetition and Not-root)

CS
(1) First impulsions of 2 
delusion-rooted cons, and 
Arahatta’s smile-cons.; 2 
advertences, 15 rootless res 
con., 12 m.f. which are 4 
m.agg. during life and at 
the moment of conception
(2) Second to seventh impul
sions of Arahatta’s smile- 
cons., 12 m.f. which are 4 
m.agg. in 5-agg. planes
(3) Rootless mind-produced 
gr.pr.... during life kamma- 
produced gr.pr.
and heart-base (6 bases)

CdS
Delusion from first im
pulsions of 2 delusion- 
rooted cons., first impul
sion of Arahatta’s smile- 
cons.; 2 advertences, 15 
rootless res cons.... (as 
opposite)

Rootless mind-produced 
matter... during life kam
ma-produced matter

Object, etc. 2, (4)
Item (1) of the reference states is common. Also 

heart-base (6 bases).

Conascence, etc. 2, (4)
The reference states are common.
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Item fl) is common but not item (2). For in 
mutuality condition, riind-produced matter is not a 
conditioned state and is, therefore, not common. 
Heart-base, ŵ hich is rootless rebirth kamma-produced 
matter of mutuality, is a common conditioned state 
since it is included in the matter of the reference states 
above. Therefore, “heart-base compared with root
less rebirth mental aggregates” is included as a 
common conditioned state. Also, as in mutuality, 
only the great primaries of all the kinds of matter 
are the conditioned states. As twice fivefold con
sciousnesses are both conditioning and conditioned 
states, heart-base (6 bases) have to be taken. Always 
take them in such cases.

Prenascence 2, (4)
Only item (1) is common and, as in prenascence, 

applicable only during life in five-aggregate planes.

Kamma 2, (4)
Rootless functional volitions are excluded from 

the conditioned states of the reference states and only 
the 4 kinds of matter of kamma are taken.

Resultant 1, (1)
Only the rootless resultant consciousnesses in the 

conditioning and conditioned states cf item (1) are 
common; item (2) is not common; item (3) only the 
2 kinds of matter of resultant are common.

Nutriment 2, (4)
The reference states with only the 3 kinds of 

matter of nutriment.

Mutuality 2, (4)
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The reference states with only the 4 kinds of 
matter of faculty.
Jhdna 2, (4)

Item (1) with twice fivefold consciousnesses 
excluded from the 15 rootless resultant consciousnesses 
in both the conditioning and conditioned states as they 
are not common with jhana; item (2) is common; 
item (3) only 2 kinds of matter of jhana. Also, heart- 
base.
Path 1, (3)

Only the first impulsions of 2 delusion-rooted 
consciousnesses and heart-base are the common condi
tioning states and delusion from the first impulsions 
of 2 delusion-rooted consciousnesses is the common 
conditioned state.
Dissociation 2, (4)

Item (1) but only in the five-aggregate planes; 
item (2) is common; item (3) only the 2 kinds of matter 
of dissociation.
211, (320) {Not-rp) By Fours

When not-object becomes another reference con
dition, the rootless matter of not-root condition are 
the common conditioned states. So they are the 
same as Not-root By Threes.

(Not-rp) By Fives to By Twenty-ones
The same as Not-root By Fours, etc. and, there

fore, they are elided in the Text.
212,321 Not-kamma By Twos

Already dealt with.

Faculty 2, (4)
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When not-root also becomes a reference condi
tion, the reference states, given below, include root
less functional volition and 3 kinds of matter of not- 
kamma as conditioned states. So the enumerations 
with all the variants are all 1, (1). Resultant and 
path cannot be taken as variants.

Reference States 

(Common States o f  Not-kamma and Not-root)

213, 321 (Not-kam) By Threes

CS CdS
(1) 3 rootless func cons., 11 
m.f. exclusive of volition 
which are 4 m.agg.
(2) External gr.pr., nutri
ment-produced gr.pr., tem- 
perature-produc^ gr.pr.

and heart-base

Rootless func volition

External matter, nutri
ment-produced matter, 
temperature - produced 
matter

Object, etc. 1, (1)
Ttem (1) is common.

Conascence, etc. 1, fl)
The reference states are common.

Mutuality 1, (1)
Items (1) and (2) where in the latter the great 

primaries are both conditioning and conditioned 
states as in mutuality.

Prenascence, Dissociation 1, (1)
Item (1) only but in the five-aggregate planes,
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In item (1) the second to seventh impulsions of 
Arahatta’s smile-ccnscic usness are common condi
tioning states and the volitions present at those impul
sions are common conditioned states.

Nutriment 1, (1)
Ttem (1) and nutriment-produced matter of item

(2).

Faculty, Jhdna \, (1)
Item (1) is common.

214, 321 (Not-kani) By Fours
When not-object becomes another reference con

dition, mentality is not a common conditioned state 
and so the reference states are the 3 kinds of matter 
of item (2) of not-kamma “By Threes” above. Heart- 
base is not common. The enumerations with the 
variants are all 1, (1). As shown in “By Threes” , 
find the commons with the 6 variants that have the 
same kind of matter. These are the 4 Major 
conascence — conascence, dependence, presence and 
non-disappearance — mutuality and nutriment. There 
is no difficulty about this.

(Not-kam) By Fives, etc.
When not-predominance, not-proximity and not- 

contiguity become the successive reference condi
tions, the reference states are still unchanged. When 
not-mutuality follows as the next reference condition, 
derived matter are the conditioned states. Here only 
the 4 Major conascence and nutriment can be taken 
as variants. When not-strong-dependence, not-pre- 
jaascence, not-postnascence, not-repetition and

Repetition 1, (1)
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not-resultant are also the reference conditions, the
reference states are still the same. But when not- 
nutriment follows as another reference condition, 
nutriment-produced matter is excluded and so there 
are only 2 kinds of matter as reference states. Then 
when not-faculty up to not-disappearance are the 
reference conditions, i.e. up to “By Twenty-ones”, 
the reference states are not altered. The variants are 
the 4 Major conascence conditions. “By Fives”, 

t̂c. are elided in the Text.

215, 322 Not-resultant By Twos
Already dealt with.

216, 322 (Not-rs) By Threes
When not-root also becomes a reference condi

tion, the reference states, already given in the Negative 
Enumerations, are as follows:

Reference States 
(Common States o f  Not-resultant and Not-root)

CS CdS
(1) 2 delusion-rooted cons., 
3 rootless func cons., 14 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg.

(2) Rootless func |mind-pro- 
duced gr.pr., external gr.pr.
.. .during life kamma-produc
ed gr.pr.
and (heart-base)

Delusion from 2 delusion- 
rooted cons., 3 rootless 
func cons., 12 m.f. which 
are 4 m.agg.
Rootless func mind-pro
duced matter, external 

' matter... during life kam
ma-produced matter

The enumerations with the variants are all 2, (4) 
except path 1, (3).
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(1) Object, etc. Item fl) and heart-base.
(2) Conascence, etc. The reference states.
(3) Mutuality. Item (1) and great primaries as 

conditioned states in item (2) as in mutuality condi
tion.

(4) Prenascence. Item (1) in the five-aggregate 
planes.

(5) Repetition. Item (1) with second to seventh 
impulsions of 2 delusion-rooted consciousnesses and 
Arahatta’s smile-consciousness as common condi
tioning states and delusion from second impulsions, 
etc. of 2 delusion-rooted consciousnesses and second 
impulsions, etc. of Arahatta’s smile-consciousness as 
common conditioned states. Heart-base, of course, 
is always taken.

(6) Kamma. Item (1) with rootless functional voli
tion excluded in the conditioned states and in item
(2) only the 3 kinds of matter of kamma.

(7) Nutriment, Faculty, Jhana. Item (1) and 2, 3 
and 1 of the kinds of matter respectively common 
with these variants.

(8) Path. 2 delusion-rooted consciousnesses and 
heart-base are the common conditioning states and 
delusion from those conscicusnesses is the common 
conditioned states.

(9) Dissociation. Item (1) in the five-aggregate 
planes and the one common kind of matter of disso
ciation.

217, 322 (Not-rs) By Fours
When not-object becomes another reference con

dition, the comrnon conditioned states are the kinds

The commons with the variants:
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of matter of not-root condition but without rootless 
rebirth kamma-produced matter. Therefore, find the 
commons up to "By Twenty-ones” as given under 
not-root condition but with this matter excluded. 
The enumerations are all 1, (1).

218, 323 Not-nutriment By Twos
Not-nutriment, the reference condition, has 4 

kinds of matter and since the enumeration is 1, those 
with the variants are all 1. As only 4 kinds of matter 
are the reference states, the conditions having only 
mentality cannot be taken as variants. And even 
with those conditions that have materiality, resultant, 
jhana, path and dissociation cannot be taken as 
variants because the materiality in them is not 
common.

(Not-nu) By Threes etc.
When not-root also becomes a reference condi

tion, the reference states are the same. So also with 
not-predominance. With not-mutuality, etc. becom
ing reference condition^ , the reference states can be 
found in the way shown in the Negative Enumerations. 
Find the commons with the variants.

219, 324 Not-faculty By Twos
Already dealt with.

(Not-fa) By Threes, etc.
When not-root and not-predominance become 

the reference conditions, the reference states are the 
same as those of "By Twos”, i.e. the 5 kinds of matter 
of not-faculty. Also, take not-mutuality, etc. as 
reference conditions and find the commons with the 
variants right up to "By Twenty-ones”.
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220, 325 Not-jhana By Twos 
Already dealt with.

(Not-jhd) By Threes 
The same as Not-jhana By Twos.

(Not-jha) By Fours
When not-object becomes another reference con

dition, the reference states are the 5 kinds of matter 
of not-jhana. Find the commons with the variants 
that are possible.

(Not-jhd) By Fives, etc.
With not-predominance included as the next 

ference condition, all are the same as “By Fours” . 
!*e!so, take not-mutuality, etc. as reference conditions 
And find all the commons with the variants right up 
ao “By Twenty-ones” .

t(x), 326 Not-path By Twos
Already dealt with.

221, (x) (Not-pa) By Threes
When not-root also becomes a reference condi

tion, the reference states are still the same as those 
of “By Twos”, i.e. all the rootless mentality and root
less materiality, which are the states of not-path. 
The enumeration is 1, (1). Find the common root
less mentality and rootless materiality in the variants. 
All are the same as “By Twos”.

222, 326 (Not-pa) By Fours
When not-object becomes another reference con

dition, the common conditioned states are the root
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less material states. So all are the sartie as Not-root 
By Threes.

(Not-pa) By Fives to By Twenty-ones
They are the same as Not-root By Fours, etc. 

That is why they are abbreviated in the Text.
223, 327 Not-association By Twos 

Already dealt with.
224, (327) (Not-ass) By Threes

The same as Not-object By Threes.
(Not-ass) By Fours to By Twenty-ones

The same as Not-object By Fours, etc. That is 
why they are abbreviated in the Text.
225, 328 Not-dissociation By Twos 

Already dealt with.
226, 328 (Not-dss) By Threes

When not-root also becomes a reference com 
dition, the reference states, already given in the Nega
tive Enumerations, are as follows:

Reference States 
(Common States o f  Not-dissociation and Not-root)

1 CS CdS
(1) In the immaterial plane, 
2 delusion-rooted cons., 
mind-door advertence, 14 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg.

(2) External gr.pr.... during 
Ufe kamma-produced gr.pr.

In the immaterial plane, 
delusion from 2 delusion- 
rooted cons., mind-door 
advertence, 11 m.f. which 
are 4 m.agg.
External matter... during 
hfe kamma - produced 
matter
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The commons with the variants:
(1) Object. Item (1)
(2) Conascence, etc. The reference states.
(3) Mutuality. Item (1) and great primaries on both 

sides of item (2).
(4) Prenascence. Not taken as a variant because 

the planes are different.
(5) Repetition. Second impulsions, etc. of 2 delu

sion-rooted consciousnesses in the immaterial 
plane and delusion from the impulsions of those 
consciousnesses are the common conditioning 
and conditioned states respectively.

(6) Kamma. Item (1) with exclusion of volition 
present at mind-door ad vertence in the conditioned 
states and 2 kinds of matter common with kamma.

(7) Resultant. Cannot be taken as a variant.
(8) Nutriment. Item (1) and nutriment-produced 

matter.
(9) Faculty. Item (1) and the 2 kinds of matter 

common with faculty.
(10) Jhana. Item (1) only.
(11) Path. Only 2 delusion-rooted consciousnesses 

as conditioning states and delusion from those 
consciousnesses as conditioned state.
The enumerations with the variants, repetition 

and path are 1, (1) and with the rest 2,(2).

227,328 (Not-dss) By Fours
When not-object becomes another reference con

dition, the reference states are the material states of 
item (2) in the table above and which are the same 
as Not-jhana By Fours.

(Not-dss) By Fives to By Twenty-ones
When not-predominance becomes another re

ference condition, all are the same as ‘By Fours’ above.
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And for not-mutuality and the rest, which become 
reference conditions, find the reference states and the 
commons with the variants.
228,(x) Not-absence,Not-disappearance By Twos. 

Already dealt with.
229,(x) (Not-ab) (Not-dsp) By Threes

The same as Not-object By Threes.
(Not-ab) (Not-dsp) By Fours to By Sevens
When not-object, not-predominance, etc. become 

the reference conditions, they are the same as those 
for not-object.
230,(x) (Not-ab) (Not-dsp) By Eights

The same as not-object.
(Not-ab) (Not-dsp) By Nines to By Twelves 
All are the same as Not-cbjeci.

231,(x) (Not-ab) (Not-dsp) By Thirteens 
The same as not-object.

(Not-ab). (Not-dsp) By Fourteens 
The same as not-object.

232, (x) (Not-ab) (Not-dsp) By Fifteens 
The same as not-object.

(Not-ab) (Not-dsp) By Sixteens to By Twenties 
All are the same as not-object.

233, (x) (Not-ab) (Not-dsp) By Twenty-ones 
The same as not-object.

End of the Enumeration Chapters of 
Negative-Positive Conditions in the First 

4 Chapters
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1. FAULTLESS TRIPLET V. & VI. CONJOINED AND
ASSOCIATED CHAPTERS

4. Conditions:Negative-Positive Enumeration Chapters
A Chart is provided giving the enumerations 

for “By Twos” of the Positive-Negative and Negative- 
Positive conditions of Conjoined and Associated 
Chapters. When taken horizontally, the enumera
tions are for the Positive-Negative and vertically for 
Negative-Positive. In the latter it is merely an inter
change of the reference and variant of those in the 
former. Therefore, since “By Twos” have been dealt 
with already, explanations will be given only for 
“By Threes” and so on. And as Associated Chapter 
is the same as Conjoined Chapter, the only item num
ber of the former will be given.

Here, as in the Negative conditions and for the 
reason given there. Conjoined and Associated Chapters 
are dealt with separately. Since association condi
tion is considered in these 2 Chapters, only the 10 
conditions that have mental states are involved. So 
heart-base and the other bases are excluded. Also, 
mind-produced matter is excluded and, therefore, 
the mental states that arise together with it are not 
taken into account.

(8) ENUMERATION CHAPTERS OF THE
NEGATIVE-POSITIVE CONDITIONS
IN THE REMAINING 2 CHAPTERS
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384, 400 Not-root By Twos 

Already dealt with.

(384) (Not-ro) By Threes

Since the states of not-root are all included in 
those of not-predominance which is taken as the 
next reference condition, the common states of these 
2 conditions, the reference states, are the states of 
not-root. So all are the same as Not-root Twos 
above. And as in that case, the enumerations with 
the variants, resultant and path are 1 although the 
Text states that all are 2.

384 (Not-ro) By Fours

When not-prenascence becomes another reference 
condition, the reference states, already shown in the 
Negative Enumerations of the remaining 2 Chapters, 
are given here for ready reference.

Reference States

CS CdS
(1) In the immaterial plane, 
2 delusion-rooted cons., 14 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg.
(2) In the immaterial plane, 
mind-door advertence, 11 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg.
(3) 2 rootless rebirth cons., 
10 m.f. which are 4 m. 
agg. at the moment of con
ception in 5-agg. planes

In the immaterial plane, 
delusion from 2 delu
sion-rooted cons.

Object, etc. 2
The reference states are common.
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Note. (I) Proximity, contiguity, conascence, mutua
lity, dependence, strong-dependence, nutriment, faculty, 
association, presence, absence, disappearance and non
disappearance, like object, have all the mental states 
and so these variants are not dealt with separately 
but taken together under object, etc.
(2) Predominance cannot be taken as a variant with 
not-root because there is no common state.

Repetition 1
Only the second to seventh impulsions of item

(1) of the reference states above are common condi
tioning states and delusion from those impulsions are 
common conditioned states. The enumeration is 1.

Kamma 2
The reference states with volition present at mind- 

door advertence in the conditioned states of item
(2) excluded.
Resultant 1

Only the rootless rebirth consciousnesses of item
(3) are common.
Jhdna 2

The reference states are common.

Path 1
Only item (1) is common and so the enumeration 

is 1.

Dissociation 1
As with resultant, only the rootless rebirth con

sciousnesses of item (3) are common. Item (1) is not 
common as the planes are dififerent.
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" ^ e n  not-postnascence becomes another reference 
condition, the reference states are still the same as 
above and so all are the same as Not-root By Fours. 
Then when not-repetition becomes another reference 
condition in “By Sixes”, the only difference in the 
reference states is that the first impulsions of the 
states of item (1) have to be taken. Here the reference 
states, already shown in tbe Negative Enumerations, 
are given to show separately those that occfur (a) 
during life and (b) at the moment of conception.

Reference States

(Not-ro) By Fives, By Sixes

CS Cds
(1) In the immaterial plane, 
first impulsions of. 2 delu
sion- rooted cons., 14 .m.f 
which are 4 m.agg.
(2) In the immaterial plane, 
mind-door advertence, 11 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg. 
during life
(3) 2 rootless rebirth cons., 
10 m.f. which are 4 m.agg. 
at the moment of concep
tion in 5-agg. planes

In the immaterial pla-e, 
delusion from first im
pulsions of 2 delusion- 
rooted cons.

The commons with object and the other, variants 
are found in the same way as “By Fours” above, the 
only difference being that item (1) is always taken 
as in the table.

384 (Not-ro) By Sevens
With not-kamma as another reference condi

tion, the reference states given already, are mind-door 
mental aggregates as conditioning states and its voli
tion as conditioned state.
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Reference States

CS

In  the im m aterial plane, 
m ind-door advertence, 10 
m .f. exclusive o f volition 
which are 4 m .agg.

CdS

In  the  im m aterial plane, 
volition present at m ind 
-d o o r advertence

Resultant and path cannot be taken as variants. 
The enumerations with object and the other variants 
are all 1 like the reference states.

(Not-ro) By Eights, By Nines
With not-resultant included as another reference 

condition, the reference states are still the same. Not- 
jhana cannot be taken as a reference condition. And 
with not-path included as another reference condi
tion, the reference states are also the same. So they 
are all the same as "By Sevens.”

384 (Not-ro) By Tens
With not-dissociation as another reference con

dition, the reference states are still unchanged and 
so they are all the same as "By Sevens”.

(385) Not-predominance By Twos •
This is elided in the Text. Expand it as in the 

Chart.

(385) {Not-pd) By Threes
With not-root included as another reference 

condition, the reference states are the states of not- 
root. That is why the Text directs that it be made 
the same as nct-root condition. So ail are the same 
as Not-root By Twos.
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They are the same as Not-root By Threes, etc.
386 Not-prenascence by Twos

The Text directs that the sections be expanded 
and states that for those sections left out, i.e. the 
variants that are elided, only 3 questions have answers
i.e. enumeration is 3.̂  The Chart gives them com
pletely.

(Not-prn) By Threes
The Text points out that when not-root is taken 

with not-prenascence as reference conditions, there 
is only 1 question which has an answer with each 
of the* variants, repetition and path  ̂ and with the 
rest they are the same as not-root condition. To 
explain what is meant, the reference states are given 
below. They are the same as Not-root By Fours 
given above.

Reference States 
(Common States o f  Not-prenascence and Not-root)

(Not-pd) By Fours to By Tens

CS CdS

(1) In  the im m aterial plane, 
2 delusion-rooted cons., 14 
m.f. which are 4 m.agg.
(2) In  the  im m aterial plane, 
m ind-door advertence, 11 
m.f. which are 4 m .agg.
(3) 2 rootless reb irth  cons., 
10 m .f. which are 4 m .agg.

In  the im m aterial plane, 
delusion from  2 delusion 
-rooted  cons.

^iT^With not-prenascence and  the variant, dissociation, 
the enum eration is 1. See item  382 where dissociation is the 
reference and  not-prenascence is the va rian t.

2. This is also the  case w ith dissociation as variant.
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fl) Object, etc. The reference states and so the en
umeration is 2.

f2) Repetition. Second to seventh impulsions of 
item fl) and the enumeration is 1.

f3) Path. Item fl) and the enumeration is 1.
(4) Resultant. Item f3) and the enumeration is 1.

This is not pointed out in the Text because 
this is always the case.

(5) Kamma. The reference states with volition pre
sent at mind-door advertence in the condi
tioned states of item f2) excluded. So 
the enumeration is 2.

f6) Dissociation. Item f3) and the enumeration is 1.
(7) The other variants. The reference states and so 

the enumeration is 2.

(Not-prn) By Fours to By Tens 
They are-the same as Not-root By Fours, etc.

Not-postnascence By Tŵ os
The Text states that not-postnascence! is to be 

completed in the same way as not-predominance. 
But it is only the enumerations that are the same tor 
the common states are quite different. Since not- 
postnascence has all the mental states, the commons 
with the variants are the mental states of the variants 
given in the CSEP6.

1. N o t not-prenascence as given, by m istake, in the tra n 
slation.

The commons with the variants:
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With not-root as another reference condition, 
the reference states are the states of not-root. So 
they are the same as Not-root By Twos, etc.

Not-repetition By Twos

The enumerations are given in the Chart. This 
condition is not included in the Text and may have 
been inadvertently left out.

(Not-rp) By Threes

When not-root also becomes a reference condi
tion, the reference states must be known. In item 
363 of the Text on Negative conditions, postnascence 
and not-repetition were dealt with together because 
the enumerations are the same. But the common 
states are not the same and so they were treated sepa
rately in that portion of the Guide to show what they 
are. Here, also, to show the common states with 
the variants, the re»̂ rence states are given again.

Reference States 
(Common States o f  Not-repetition and Not-root)

(Not-pon) By Threes to By Teijs

CS CdS

(1) F irs t im pulsions o f 2 
delusion roo ted  cons., 14 
m .f. wliich are 4 m .agg.

(2) F irst im pulsion o f A ra
h a tta ’s sm ile-cons.; 2 adver
tences, 15 rootless res cons., 
12 m .h  which are 4 m .agg, 
during life and a t the m o
m ent o f conception

D elusion from  first im 
pulsions o f 2 delusion- 
roo ted  cons.
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(1) Object, etc. The reference states and so the
enumeration is 2.

(2) Prenascence. Items fl) and (2) but taken during
life in the five-aggregate planes. So the 
enumeration is 2.

(3) Kamma. |̂The reference states with rootless func
tional volition excluded in the condi
tioned states of item (2). So the enumera
tion is 2.

(4) Resultant. The rootless resultant conscious
nesses in item (2) and so the enumeration 
is 1.

(5) Jhana. The reference states with twice five
fold consciousnesses excluded in |item (2). 
So the enumeration is 2.

(6) Path. Item (1) only and so the enumeration
is 1.

(7) Dissociation. The reference states but only in
the live-aggregate planes. So the en
umeration is 2.

The commons with the variants:

(Not-rp) By Fours

With not-predominance as another reference con
dition, the reference states are unchanged and so they 
are all the same as “By Threes”.

(Not-rp) By Fives

With not-prenascence as another reference condi
tion, the reference states are as follows:—
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Reference States

CS CdS

(1) In  the  im m aterial plane, 
.first im pulsions o f 2 delu
sion rooted  cons., 14 m.f. 
which are 4 m .agg.
(2) In  the  im m aterial plane, 
m ind-door advertence, 11 
m .f. w hich are 4 m .agg.
(3) 2 rootless reb irth  cons., 
10 m .f. which are 4 m .agg.

In  the im m aterial plane, 
delusion from  first im pul
sions o f 2 delusion-rooted 
cons.

The commons with the variants:—
fl) Object, etc. The reference states and so the 

enumeration is 2.
(2) Kamma. The reference states with volition pre

sent at mind-door advertence in the condi
tioned states of item (2) excluded. The 
enumeration is 2.

(3) Resultant, Dissociation. Item (3) and the en
umeration is 1.

(4) JhSna, The reference states with enumeration
2.

(5) Path. Item (1) and the enumeration is 1.
(Not-rp) By Sixes to By Tens

When not-postnascence becomes another reference 
condition, all are the same as Not-root By Sixes and, 
consequently, “By Sevens”, etc. are the same as not- 
root.
387 Not-kamma By Twos

Already dealt with and the enumerations are 
given in the Chart.
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With not-root as another reference condition, 
the reference states are the rootless functional con
sciousnesses as conditioning states and volitions pre
sent at them as conditioned states. So the enumera
tion is 1 and those with the variants are all 1.

Reference States 
(Common States o f  Not-kamma and Not-root)

387 (Not-kam) By Threes

CS CdS

3 roo tless func cons., 11 
m .f. exclusive o f  voHtion 
w hich are 4 m .agg.

V olitions present a t 3 
rootless func cons.

The commons with the variants:—
(1) Object, etc. The reference states.
(2) Prenascence, Dissociation. Add "in the five-

aggregate planes”.
(3) Repetition. Only the second to seventh impul

sions of Arahatta’s smile-consciousness are 
common conditioning states and the voli
tions present at them are common condi
tioned states.

(4) Jhana. The reference states.
Path cannot be taken as a variant.%

(Not-kani) By Fours
With not-predominance as another reference con

dition, there is no difference and so all are the same 
as "By Threes”.
387 (Not-kam) By Fives

With not-prenascence as another reference con
dition, the reference states are as follows:
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Reference States
CS

In  the im m aterial plane, 
m ind-door advertence, 10 
m .f. exclusive o f  volition 
w hich are 4 m .agg .j

CdS

In  the  im m aterial plane, 
volition  present a t m ind- 
doo r advertence

Repetition, resultant and path cannot be taken 
as variants. So also dissociation, as it occurs in a 
different plane. With object and the other variants, 
the reference states are common.

(Not-kam) By Sixes to By Tens
When not-postnascence, etc. are also reference 

conditions, the reference states are still the same and 
so they are all the same as ‘By Fives*.
388 Not-resultant By Twos

The enumerations are given in the Chart.
(Not-rs) By Threes

The reference states, already given above in the 
Negative Enumerations, are as follows:

Reference States 
(Common States of Not-resultant and Not-root)

CS CdS

(1) 2 delusion-rooted cons., 
14 m.f. w hich are  4 m .agg.
(2) 3 rootless fu n c  cons., 
12 m .f. which a re  4 m .agg.

D elusion from  2 delusion- 
rooted  cons.

The commons with the variants:
(1) Object, etc. The reference states.
(2) Prenascence, Dissociation. Add ‘in the five-

aggregate planes'.
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(3) Repetition. Second to seventh impulsions of:
(a) 2 delusion-rooted consciousnesses of 
item (1) and Arahatta’s smile-conscious
ness o f item (2) are the common condition
ing states and delusion from the second 
to seventh impulsions of 2 delusion-rooted 
consciousnesses of item (1) and second to 
seventh impulsions of Arahatta’s smile- 
consciousness cf item (2) are the common 
conditioned states.

(4) Kamma. In item (2) woHtion is excluded from
the conditioned states.

(5) Jhana. The reference states.
(6) Path. Item (1).

Except with path, which is 1, all the enumerations 
with the rest are 2.

(Not-rs) By Fours
Although not-predominance becomes another re

ference condition, all are still the same as ‘By Threes’.

388 (Not-rs) By fives
With not-prenascence as another reference condi

tion, the reference states, already given, are as follows:

Reference States

CS CdS

(1) In  the  im m aterial p lane, 
2 delusion-rooted cons., H 4 
m .f. which are 4 m .agg.
(2) In  the  im m aterial p lane, 
m ind-door advertence, 11 
m .f. which a re  4 m .agg .

In  the im m aterial p lan e , 
delusion from  2 delusion- 
roo ted  cons.
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(1) Object, etc. and Jhana. The reference states.
(2) Repetition. Second to seventh impulsions of

item (1) and so the enumeration is 1.
(3) Kamma. In item (2) volition is excluded from

the conditioned slates.
(4) Path. Item (1) and so the enumeration is 1.

Dissociation cannot be taken as a variant as it 
occurs in a different plane.

In the Text it is stated: ‘It is different only with 
not-resultant condition. All the rest are the same as 
not-root condition.' This means that with not-resul
tant as the first reference condition in ‘By Fives’ the 
enumerations are different whereas with the other 
reference conditicns they are the same as not-root.

(Noi-rs) By Sixes to By Tens
Although not-postnascence becomes another re

ference condition, they are the same as ‘By Fives’. 
With not-repetition as another reference condition, 
item (2) and the first impulsions of the conditioning 
states and delusion from those first impulsions of the 
conditioned states of item (1) are common.

With not-kamma as another reference condition, 
the reference states are item (2) only. So the enumera
tions with the variants are all 1. Si nee the combination 
of the reference conditions have come to the stage 
where they are the same as in not-root where the re
ferences are taken successively to not-resultant, all 
are now the same as not root, i.e. the reference states 
are the same as not-root at tliis stage. In other words, 
when not-path and not-dissociation become reference 
conditions, all are the same as not-root.

The commons with the variants:
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389 Not-Jhdna By Twos

The enumerations are given in the Chart.

(Not-jhd) By Threes to By Sixes

When noFroot, not-predominance, (not-prena
scence cannot be taken as reference) not-postnascence 
and not-repetifion become the successive reference 
conditions, all are still the same as ‘By Twos’. Repeti
tion and path cannot be taken as variants because 
twice fivefold consciousnesses, the reference 
states, are not included in them. With object and the 
other variants, the reference states are common.

389 (Not-jhd) By Sevens

With not-path as another reference condition, 
the reference states are still the same and so they are 
the same as ‘By Sixes’. Here only these 6 conditions 
can be taken as references and, therefore, not-Jhana 
ends with ‘By Sevens’.

390 Not-path By Twos

The enumerations are given in the Chart.

(Not-pa) By Threes, By Fours
Although not-root and not-predominance become 

reference conditions, they are still the same as ‘By 
Twos’.

390 (Not-pa) By Fives

When not-prenascence becomes another reference 
condition, the reference states are as follows:
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Reference States
CS

(1) In  the  im m aterial plane, 
m ind-door advertence, 11 
m.f. which are 4 m .agg.
(2) 2 rootless reb irth  cons., 
10 m .f. which are 4 m .agg.

Find tbe commons with the variants, object, etc. 
The emimerations are all 1. This is easy.

390. (Not-pa) By Sixes, etc.
Although iiot-posinascence and not-repetition be

come the reference conditions, all are the same as ‘By 
Fives’. With not-kamma as another reference condi
tion, the reference states are item (1) only with volition 
excluded from the conditioning states. With not- 
resultant as another reference condition, they are the 
same as not-kamma, i.e. there is no change. With 
not-jhana and not-dissociation as reference conditions, 
they are also the same as before. Only those conditions 
which have mind-door advertence can be taken as 
variants and the enumerations are all 1.
391 Not-dissociation By Twos

The enumerations are given in the Chart.
391 (Not-dss) By Threes

With not-root as another reference condition, 
the reference states, which are the same as Not-resultant 
By Fives, are given below.

Reference States 
{Common States o f  Not-dissociation and Not-root)

CS CdS

(1) In  the  im m aterial p lane, 
2 delusion-rooted cons., 14 
m .f. which are 4 m .agg .
(2) In  the  im m aterial p lane, 
m ind-door advertence, 11 
m S . which are 4  m .agg.

In  the  im m aterial plane, 
delusion from  2 delusion- 
rooted cons.
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Pind the commons with the variants. The enume
rations are 2 except with repetition and path which 
are 1.

(Not-dss) By Fours to By Eights
Although not-predominance, not-prenascence and 

not-postnascence become reference conditions, they 
are stili the same as ‘By Threes’. With not-repetition 
as the next reference condition, item (2) and the impul
sions of item (1) are the reference states and the enume
ration is 2. But when not-kamma becomes another 
reference condition, item (1) is not common but only 
item (2) taken as in not-kamma. So the enumerations 
with the variants are all 1.

391. (Not-dss) By Nines
With not-resultant as another reference condition, 

they are still the same as ‘By Eights’. Find the com
mons with the variants, object, etc. The enumerations 
are all 1.

(Not-ciss) By Tens
With not-path as another reference condition, 

all are the same as ‘By Nines’.
The Commentary (p. 433) on Associated Chapter 

states that in the 6 Chapters, postnascence condition 
is never applicable as positive but always as negative 
condition; the 4 Major conascence, conascence, de
pendence, presence and non-disappearance, are always 
applicable as positive but never as negative conditions; 
the remainder are sometimes applicable as positive 
and sometimes as negative conditions.

End of the Enumeiation Chapters of
Negative-Positive Conditions in Conjoined and 

Associated Chapters.
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(1) Class!fication Chapters of the Positive Conditions 
Analytical States of the 3 Sections of the Faultless 
Triplet

(IX) SUMMARY OF THE METHOD OF THE
6 CHAPTERS

Section Subsection
1. Faultless 

21 fls cons., 38 m .f.
1. Faultless 

21 fls cons., 38 m .f.

2. Faulty  
12 fty cons., 27 m .f.

2. F au lty  
12 fty cons., 27 m .f.

3. Indeterm inate 
36 res cons., 20 func cons., 
38 m .f, 28 m atter

3. In  determ inate  
36 res cons., 20 func co n s., 
38 m .f., 28 m a tte r j

The above table is provided to show how the 
Classification and Enumeration Chapters of the 6 Chap
ters can be arrived at by the shortest possible method. 
In this table the enumerations given tinder root and 
the other conditions in the 6 Chapters are included. 
If Nibbana is included under Indeterminate, it wiU 
apply to the Investigation Chapter as well. Hence 
the table covers the whole of the Faultless Triplet 
Patthana.

All the details for root and the other conditions 
given above can be worked out from this table. Root 
coadition is taken as an example to show how the 
details can be obtained. The reader can do the same 
for object and the other conditions. For convenience, 
faultless is numbered 1, faulty 2 and indeterminate 3 
for both, i.e. section (as reference) and subsection (as 
variant), that before the hyphen being the section or 
reference,
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Root Condition 9
It was repeatedly pointed out that the relation of 

conascence condition is considered in Dependent 
Chapter and, in this connexion, the nature of cona
scence was repeatedly explained. Here the conascent 
conditioning and conditioned states of root condition, 
as found and given in the CSEP6, are first classified 
into faultless, fauity and indeterminate states. It is 
these states, included in the above table, that are con
sidered here. With regard to the sections:
!• Faultless; (1-1) as an answer is obtained because 

they are conascent;
(1-2) is not obtained as they are not 
conascent;
[(1-2) and (2-1) can never be answers 
as they are never conascent.]
(1-3) is obtained because in 3 there 
is rooted mind-produced matter and 
they are conascent;
(1-1,3) is obtained because they are 
conascent.

There are 3 answers for the 7 questions with the 
faultless section.
2. Faulty: As in faultless, the 3 answers are: (2-2), 
(2-3) an d  (2-2,3).
3. Indeterminate: (3-3) is an answer. Since rooted 
resultants, which perform the function of rebirth, are 
included, there are classified answers for ‘during life' 
and ‘at the moment of conception'. Also, a classified 
answer for mere materiality is obtained because there 
is rooted materiality.

Dependent Chapter
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[(3-1) and (3-2) cannot be answers because heart-
base, taken as 3 is for ‘at the moment of conception’ 
whereas 1 and 2 are for ‘during life' only. And although 
6 bases can be taken as 3, (3-1) and (3-2) are base- 
prenascence-dependence but here only conascence is 
considered. Therefore, these 2 answers are not 
obtained.]
1.3. faultless, indeterminate: It has to be considered 
whether 1 and 3 can be taken together as a section, 
according to the Question Chapter, to obtain answers. 
It can be in the case where 1 is faultless and 3 ard the 
great primaries for they are conascent. But (1,3-1) 
and (1,3-2) are not conascent and so there are no 
answers. Whenever such subsections or variants can
not be taken as answers it must be understood that 
they are not conascent. But mind-produced matter 
as 3 can be taken as subsection. So there is the answer 
(T3-3).
2.3. Faulty, indeterminate: Similar to the above,
(2,3-3) is the ansv/er.
1,2. Faultless, faidty: They can never be taken 
together.
1.2.3. Faultless, faulty, indeterminate: All these states 
are never found together and so they can never have 
answers.

Thus there are only 9 answers, i.e. out of 49 ques
tions only 9 have answers.

Conditioned Chapter
Root Condition 17

All the 9 answers of Dependent Chapter are also 
obtained here. In addition there are answers for 
base-prenascence-dependence. Here heart-base during 
life as indeterminate section 3 is taken,
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3. Indetemmate: (3-3) where resultant and func
tional, as indeterminate subsection 3, are dependent on 
heart-base, the indeterminate section. So there is 
another classified answer for(3-3)of Dependent Chapter,

(3-1) where, similar to the above, faultless, as 
subsection, is dependent on heart-base;

(3-2) where, faulty, as subsection, is dependent 
on heart-base.

Conditioned Chapter deals with conascence- 
dependence, which is the same as conascence, and 
base-prenascence-dependence. They are taken sepa
rately and together. Therefore, for the following 
sections:
3. Indeterminate: (3-1,3) is an answer because
section 3 as gieat primaries and subsection 3 as mind- 
produced matter are conascent and with (3-1) above 
where heart-base as section is taken, the two together 
give (3-1,3);

(3-2,3) is also another answer similar to the above;
1,3. Faidtiess, indeterminate: (1,3-1) is an answer, 
3 here j heart-base and this section could not be 
taken in Fependent Chapter because 3 and 1 are 
not conascent. (1-1) is conascence-dependence and 
(3-1) is prenascence-dependence and the two taken 
together give (1,3-1). But (1,3-2) is not admissible 
because, although 3-2 is prenascence-dependence, 1-2 
is not conascence-dependence;

(1,3-3), where section 3 as great primaries and 
subsection 3 as mind-produced matter, is the answer 
already given in Dependent Chapter;

(1,3-1,3) is another answer which is a combina
tion of the two above, i.e. (1,3-1) and (1,3-3),
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2,3. Faulty Jndeterminate: ^2,3-2), (2,3-3) and (2,3- 
2,3) are the answers similar to the above.

So there are 17 answers, i.e. out of 49 questions, 
17 have answers.

Conjoined Chapter 
Root Condition 3

Since association condition is dealt with in Con
joined Chapter, materiality is excluded and, therefore, 
for mentality, the answers are (1-1), (2-2), (3-3).

So there are 3 answers, i.e. out of 49 questions, 
3 have answers.

Similarly, the number of answers for each of the 
other positive conditions can be found. And it is 
equally applicable to the negative conditions and so 
an example with not-root condition is given as an 
illustration.

(2) Classification Chapters of the Negative Condi
tions

Dependent Chapter Not-root 2.
Tn the conditioning and conditioned states of not- 

root condition, given in the CSEN6, faultlesslstates 
are not included and so 1 in the above table does 
not apply.
2. Faulty: (2-2) is an answer because this is conas
cent. (2-3) is not obtained because 2 as delusion- 
rooted consciousnesses is conascent with rooted mind- 
produced matter but not with the rootless which is 
3 here.
3. Indeterminate: (3-3) is an answer with classified 
answers for “during life”,“at the moment of concep
tion” and “mere materiality”. (3-2), where 3 as
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heart-base and 2 as faulty, is not an answer because 
it is not conascent.

So there are only 2 answers, i.e. out of 49 ques
tions, 2 have answers.

Conditioned Chapter 
Not-root 4

The 2 answers of Dependent Chapter are also 
included here. In ( 3-3 ) here, there is another clas
sified answer where section 3 as the 6 bases and sub
section 3 as 2 eye-conscioiisnesses, etc. are base-pre
nascence-dependence. The other answers for the 
following sections are:
3. Indeterminate: (3-2) is an answer where subsection 
2 as delusion is dependent on section 3 as heart-base. 
This is base-prenascence-dependence.
2,3 Faulty, indeterminate: (2,3-2) is an answer. It 
is a combination of (2-2) which is conascence-depen
dence of Dependent Chapter and (3-2) which is base- 
prenascence-dependence given above.

So there are 4 answers, i.e. out of 49 questions, 
4 have answers.

Conjoined Chapter 
Not-root 2

Since mental states only are taken, the answers 
are (2-2) and (3-3).

So there are 2 answers, i.e. out of 49 questions, 
2 have answers.

(3) Enumeration Chapters
For the enumerations of the Positive, Negative, 

Positive-Negative and Negative-Positive conditions in
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the Enumeration Chapters, the common conditioning
and conditioned states, which were found and 
tabulated in the portions where they were dealt with, 
are taken. Those common states are then classified 
as faultless, faulty and indeterminate and the answers 
obtained in the way shown above for the respective 
Chapters. Find these answers. If they were to be 
worked out Jiere, there would be no end to them. 
But since the method has been given, it can be applied 
to all similar cases. The author has taken great pains 
to provide as many explanations as possible so that 
the reader will easily understand the subject.

The Other Triplets and Couplets
For Feeling Triplet and the other Triplets and 

for Root Couplet and the other Couplets, the analy
tical states, given for them in the Discourse on Ele
ments, are taken and the same method shown for 
the Faultless Triplet is applied to know the details 
about them. Feeling Triplet is taken as an example 
for illustration.

Analytical States o f  the 3 Sections o f  Feeling Triplet

Section Subsection

1. State associated with plea
sant feeling
63 cons, accom panied by 
pleasure, 46 m.f.

1 .

2. S tate associated w ith 
painful feeling 
3 cons, accom panied by pain 
21 m .f.

2.

3. S tate associated w ith 
neither painful no r pleasant 
feeling
55 cons, accom panied by in 
difference, 46 m .f.

3.
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Based on these analytical states, the single enu
merations (i.e. the conditioning and conditioned states) 
of root and the other conditions for this Triplet have 
to be taken. Whereas in Faultless Triplet all the 
ultirnate realities, i.e. all the mental and material states, 
are involved, in Feeling Triplet, materiality, feeling 
and Nibbana are excluded, i.e. they are triplet-freed  ̂
in this case. So, in the conditioning and conditioned 
states of the conditions in the 6 Chapters of the Fault
less Triplet, materiality and feeling are excluded. For 
example, in the case of root condition, the conditioning 
and conditioned states in this Triplet are:

Single Enumeration o f  Root Condition

CS C dS

71 rooted cons, 51 m .f 
exclusive o f feeling

71 roo ted  cons., 51 m .f. 
excluding delusicn  from  
2 delusion-rooted cons, 
and feeling

It will be seen that the difference from the single 
enumeration of root condition in the Faultless Tri
plet is that feeling and materiality are e x c l u d e d .  ^

1. T herein , o f the triplets, the n ine  trip le ts : those o f feeling, 
in itial application o f m ind, zest, resulting states, the past, and  
the four-object-triplets, are “partia lly  trea ted” (Expos. I ,  
p . 48). This m eans tha t all the m ental and  m aterial states 
are not included in each o f  these triplets.

2. In  prenascence and  dissociation conditions, heart-base, 
which is m ateriality, is m entioned as “ D ependent on heart- 
base” and so on. It does no t m ean th a t th is m ateriality is 
included as a conditioning state  bu t only^ to  indicate th a t 
base-prenascence condition is under consideration (Feeling 
Triplet, C .R ., pp. 319-20). A lso, in Conjoined C hapter in 
Faultless Triplet where all m ateriality is excluded, heart- 
base is m entioned for the sam e reason in prenascence and  
dissociation conditions.
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When these states are analysed and used in their
respective places in the table given above, root condi
tion in Dependent Chapter, where conascence 
condition is dealt with, has 3 answers: (1-1), (2-2) 
and (3-3), because there is no materiality. And, 
because of this. Conditioned and Conjoined Chapters 
are the same as Dependent Chapter. Also, for object 
and the other conditions in this Feeling Triplet, feeling 
and materiality are excluded in their single enumera
tions and so, like root condition, they have 3 answers.

As for Resultant Triplet and the other Triplets 
which have all the 4 kinds of ultimate realities, the 
single enumerations of the conditions are the same 
as in Faultless Triplet. But these states have to be 
analysed in accordance with the sections of the triplets, 
as shown in the above tables for Faultless and Feeling 
Triplets, in order to find the answers. So the above 
shows how, based on this short and simple method, 
all the 6 Chapters in the 24 Divisions of Patthana 
can be expanded.

How B rief Methods Can Be Expanded
In the Table of Contents {M dtikd) of Dhamma- 

sangani. The Buddha briefly expounded faultless states, 
faulty states and indeterminate states, the analytical 
sections of the Faultless Triplet and also those of the 
rest of the 22 Triplets as well as the 100 Couplets. 
But in Patthana, He expounded them in detail. For 
the Faultless Triplet in Dhammasangani is expanded 
to the Faultless Triplet Patthana. So also for the 
other Triplets and the Couplets. Besides, He com
bined the Triplets and Couplets in all possible ways 
and expanded them as Couplet-Triplet Patthana and 
so on.

Since this expansion by Omniscience is made 
from the analytical states of the Triplets and Couplets
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of Dhammasangani, these states must be known. 
There is no difficulty about this as they are given in 
the Discourse on Elements. But the analytical states 
of the Couplet and Triplet combinations, wffich must 
be known for expansion to their Patthanas, are not 
provided anywhere. And without knowing what these 
are and understanding them, it will be difficult to 
understand Patthana, the Text of which has so many 
elisions. Especially is this the case with the Negative 
and other Divisions.

That is why the author, about thirty years ago, 
compiled all the analytical states for the benefit of 
students who wish to make a more extensive study 
of all the 24 Divisions of Patthana. For the analytical 
states have to be used to determine all the Classifi
cation and Enumeration Chapters of the 7 Chapters 
concerned and thereby fill in the many elisions in the 
Text. The reader will have realised the importance 
of these analytical states. But what is of particular 
importance is that there will be boundless admiration 
for The Buddha who had provided methods in 
Patthana for easy understanding of this most intricate 
and expansive subject. Therefore when a method 
in brief is known, it can be applied for endless 
expansion.
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39 Chart of Pernmtations and Chmbinations of Aggregates 
for 6 Chapters, Positive Conditions Number of Classified Answers
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X PERMUTATIONS AND COMBINATIONS OF 
AGGREGATES (Khandha  ̂vara)

In the Preliminaries and explanations of the 
Classification Chapters in the 6 Chapters, it was briefly 
shown how the permutations and combinations of 
the aggregates have to be taken. There is no mention 
about these either in the Commentary or Subcom
mentary. But if they are known, it will be under
stood how the classified answers are obtained for the 
Classification Chapters in the 6 Chapters of each 
Triplet, Couplet or combination of them.
The Principle. In the explanations of the Classi
fication Chapters in the 6 Chapters it was shown when 
the aggregates, as conditioning and conditioned states, 
have to be taken partly or wholly. Briefly, the prin
ciple is: When the numbers such as 1, 3, 2 are speci
fied, the aggregates are taken partly but if not, partly 
and wholly. In the cases where materiality or mental 
factors are the only conditioning or conditioned states 
(where figures are not given) they are taken wholly. 
If this principle is grasped there will be no difficulty 
in understanding all that follows.
Chart for the Positive Conditions in the 6 Chapters
Dependent Chapter. At the bottom of the Chart, 
which shows the numbers of permutations and com
binations, the states involved are mentioned. These 
are the aggregates (the 4 mental aggregates) and great 
primaries (material aggregate). Where there are (1) 
only mental states, the aggregates are taken, (2) offiy 
material states, the great primaries (material aggregate) 
are taken, (3) both mental and material states, the 
aggregates and great primaries are taken.
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Conditioned Chapter. Here 6 bases are included 
and these are divided as 5 bases and heart-base and 
given as headings of the columns.
Conjoined Chapter. Here only mental states are 
taken because materiality is not involved.

Kinds o f  Permutations and Combinations
(a) Positive Condition in the 6 Chapters

It will be seen from the Chart that there are 10 
kinds of permutations and combinations, namely: 
14, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 98, 210, 225, 239. Examples 
of/each kind are given below.

Faultless-faultless (14)
Monad 4. “Dependent on one aggregate, arise 
three aggregates.” This is the general answer. But 
when permutations of these aggregates are taken, 
they are: (1) Dependent on one aggregate, feeling 
aggregate, as the conditioning state, arise the remaining 
three aggregates, perception, mental formation a^d 
consciousness aggregates, as the conditioned states. 
Similarly, (2) perception aggregate with the remaining 
three; (3) mental formation aggregate with the remain
ing three; (4) consciousness aggregate with the 
remaining three.
Triad 4. “Dependent on three aggregates, arises 
one aggregate.” Here they are: (1) Dependent on 
three aggregates, feeling, perception and mental for
mation aggregates, as the conditioning states, arises 
the remaining aggregate, consciousness aggregate, as 
the conditioned state. Similarly, (2) perception, men
tal formation and consciousness aggregates with feeling 
aggregate; (3) mental formation, consciousness and 
feehng aggregates with perception aggregate; (4) con
sciousness, feeling and perception aggregates with 
mental formation aggregate,
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Dyad 6. "Dependent on two aggregates, arise 
two aggregates.” Here they are: (1) Dependent on 
two aggregates, feeling and perception aggregates, 
as the conditioning states, arise the remaining two 
aggregates, mental formation and consciousness aggre
gates, as the conditioned states. Similarly, (2) feeUng 
and mental formation aggregates with perception and 
consciousness aggregates; (3) feeling and conscious
ness aggregates with perception and mental formation 
aggregates; (4) perception and mental formation aggre
gates with consciousness and feeling aggregates; (5) 
perception and consciousness aggregates with feeling 
and mental formation aggregates; (6) mental formation 
and consciousness aggregates with feeling and percep
tion aggregates.

All these (4+4+6) 14 permutations have to be taken 
for the faultless-faultless which is an answer for root, 
object and the other positive conditions except resul
tant and also for some of the negative conditions. 
See the Chart where 14 is given. These permutations, 
it will be seen, are obtained by taking the 4 mental 
aggregates in turns.

Faultless-indeterminate (225)
‘̂ Dependent on aggregates,arises mind-produced matter}*

The great primaries are also taken in the same 
way as the mental aggregates in faultless-faultless 
above. With the latter, the 4 mental aggregates are 
both conditioning and conditioned states and so they 
have to be taken partly, i.e. as parts of the 4 mental 
aggregates. But here, as already explained, where 
materiality is the conditioned state and only aggre
gates are the conditioning states, the latter have to 
be taken both partly and wholly, i.e. all the 4 mental 
aggregates as a whole.
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The answer “Dependent on faultless aggregates, 
arises mind-produced matter” shows that these aggre
gates are to be taken partly and wholly as the numbers 
of them are not specified. Since such cases take place 
during life only, the materiality wdiich is concerned 
here is mind-produced matter. Here there are 15 
items for the 4 faultless aggregates, the 14 when they 
are taken partly as shown above and 1 when taken 
wholly, i.e. when the 4 faultless aggregates are taken 
together. Each of the 15 items of the aggregates as 
the conditioning states is taken with the 4 great pri
maries— ŵhich are taken partly and wholly like the 
faultless aggregates—as conditioned states. The 
15 X 15 = 225 items are therefore:

(1) Monad, i.e. 1 great primary as conditioned 
state. 15 items of aggregates with:

(i) mind-produced hardness great primary 15
(ii) mind-produced cohesion great primary 15

(iii) mind-produced heat great primary 15
(iv) mind-produced motion great primary 15

So there are 15 x 4 items.
(2) Triad i.e. 3 great primaries as conditioned states. 

15 items of aggregates with 3 great primaries in turns 
just like the triad of aggregates. As there are 4 items 
of the latter, there are also 15x 4 items.

(3) Dyad i.e. 2 great primaries as conditioned 
states. 15 items of aggregates with 2 great primaries 
taken in turns just like the dyad of aggregates where 
there are 6 items. So there are 15 x 6 items.

(4) Tetrad i.e. all the 4 great primaries as condi
tioned states. 15 items of aggregates with all the 4 
great primaries where there is only 1 item. So there 
are 15 x 1 items.

So the total is 15( 4+4+6+1 ) — 15x15 — 225 
items*
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(1) (i) Mind-produced hardness great prim ary... 15 
This consists of : (a) 4 with monad aggregate. 
“Dependent on faultless aggregates, arises mind-pro
duced matter” is taken here as : (1) Dependent on 
feeling aggregate as the conditioning state, arises mind- 
produced hardness great primary as the conditioned 
state; similarly,(2) perception aggregate with the same 
great primary; (3) mental formation aggregate with 
the same great primary; (4) consciousness aggregate 
with the same great primary; (b) 4 with triad aggre
gates. Three aggregates are taken in turns as shown 
for them in faultless-faultless above; with the same 
great primary as conditioned state (c) 6 with dyad 
aggregates. Two aggregates are taken in turns as 
shown for them in foultless-faultless above with th<̂  
same great primary as conditioned state (d) 1 with 
tetrad aggregates. The 4 aggregates are taken together 
with the same great primary as conditioned state.

So for the faultless aggregates taken partly and 
wholly with mind-produced hardness great primary 
there are 15 items.

(1) (ii)-(iv) Mind-produced cohesion great primary, etc. 
For each of the other 3 great primaries, mind-pro
duced cohesion great primary and so on, there are 
also 15 items each. So, taking each of the 4 great 
primaries as the conditioned state with the faultless 
aggregates, there are 15 x 4 =  60 Items.

(2) Mind-produced hardness, cohesion and heat great 
primaries ... 15. Here these 3 great primaries are 
the conditioned states and the 15 items consist of:
(a) 4 with monad aggregate. “Dependent on fault
less aggregates, arises mind-produced matter” is taken 
as: (1) Dependent on feeling aggregate as the condi
tioning state, arises mind-produced hardness, cohesion 
and heat great primaries as the conditioned states,

Explanation o f  the Above
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Also with each of the other aggregates. Thus there 
are 4 items;

(b) 4 with triad aggregates. Three aggregates are 
taken in turns with the same 3 great primaries;
(c) 6 with dyad aggregates. Two aggregates are 
taken in turns with the same 3 great primaries ;
(d) 1 with tetrad aggregates. The 4 aggregates are 
taken together with the same 3 great primaries.

So for the faultless aggregates taken partly and 
wholly with the above 3 great primaries there are 
15 items.

But, besides this way, there are 3 other ways of 
taking 3 great primaries. So, taking 3 great primaries 
in 4 ways as the conditioned states with faultless aggre
gates, there are 15 x 4 - 6 0  items.

(3) Mind-produced hardness and cohesion great pri
maries ... 15. Here these 2 great primaries are 
the conditioned states and the 15 items consist of :
(a) 4 with monad aggregate. "Dependent on fault
less aggregates, arises mind-produced matter” is taken 
as: (1) Dependent on feeling aggregate as the condi
tioning state, arises mind-produced hardness and 
cohesion great primaries as the conditioned states. 
Also, with each of the other aggregates. Thus there 
are 4 items;

(b) 4 with triad aggregates; (c) 6 with dyad 
aggregates; (d) 1 with tetrad aggregates.

So for the faultless aggregates taken partly 
and wholly with the above 2 great primaries 
there are 15 items.

But, besides this way, there are 5 other ways 
of taking 2 great primaries. So, taking the 2 
great primaries in 6 ways as the conditioned
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states with faultless aggregates, there are
15 X 6 == 90 items.

( 4 )  Mind-produced hardness, cohesion, heat and 
motion great primaries...15. Here all the 4 great 
primaries are the conditioned states and the 15 
items consist of:

( a ) 4 with monad aggregate and 4 great 
primaries;

(b )  4 with triad aggregates and 4 great 
primaries;

(c )  6 with dyad aggregates and 4 great 
primaries;

( d ) 1 with tetrad aggregates and 4 great 
primaries;

So for the faultless aggregates taken partly
and wholly with the 4 great primaries there 
are 15 items.

Therefore, the total is (15x4) + (15x4) + (15x6) + 
(15x1 )=  15 (4 + 4+ 6  + 1) -  15x15 -  225 for 
faultless-indeterminate.

Faultless-faultless, indeterminate 210
The answer is "Dependent on one faultless 

aggregate, arise three aggregates and mind-
produced matter....’ Here the numbers of aggregates 
are specified and so they have to be taken 
partly only. In faultless-indeterminate above, the 
great primaries are the only conditioned states. 
But here the aggregates, which are not includ
ed as conditioning states, and the great primaries 
are the conditioned states. So, except for
the 15 items for the 4 aggregates taken wholly 
in faultless-indeterminate which have to be 
excluded here, the others are the same. There
fore, there are 225-15 or 15 x 1 4 -2 1 0  items.
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They are similar to faultless-faultless etc, given 
above.

ladeterrainate-indeterminate (During Life) 210
Here the answer is ‘Dependent on one 

resultant indeterminate or functional indeterminate 
aggregate, arise three aggregates and mind- 
produced matter...’ This is similar to faultless- 
faultless, indeterminate given above where inde
terminate aggregates are taken instead of fault
less. So there are 210 items. The exceptions, 
as will be seen from the Chart, are object, 
etc., mutuality, prenascence and repetition. 
The reason is that mind-produced matter 
( materiality ) is not a conditioned state. So they 
are similar to faultless-faultless 14, but here 
indeterminate aggregates are taken instead of 
faultless.

Indeterminate-indeterminate (At the Moment of 
Conception) 240

The three answers for ‘at the moment of concep
tion' are (1)’ Dependent on one resultant indetermi
nate aggregate, arise three aggregates arid kamma
-produced matter (2) ‘Dependent on aggregates, 
arises (heart-) base’ ; (3) ‘Dependent on (heart-) base, 
arise aggregates'. See the columns in the Chart. 
With regard to:

(I) This is similar to that for ‘during life' since 
the aggregates are taken partly and kamma-produced 
hardness great primary, etc. are taken instead of the 
mind-produced ones. So there are 210 items. The 
exceptions, as will be seen from the Chart, are:

(a) Object condition, etc. As in the case of during 
life' there are only 14 items for these conditions

Faulty-faulty 14, etc.
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because, as explained above, there are only mental 
aggregates as indeterminate - indeterminate but no 
matter and so they are similar to faultless-faultless;

(b) Mutuality condition. Here the answer is 
‘Dependent on one resultant indeterminate aggregate, 
arise three aggregates and ( heart- ) base...* 
Although heart-base is included in the items the 
number is still 14. It is only with great primaries 
that the number of items is 210.

(2) The aggregates have to be taken partly and 
wholly as the numbers of aggregates are not specified. 
So there are 15 items for the aggregates, as shown 
above, as conditioning states with heart base as the 
conditioned state every time. For example, 4 items 
with monad aggregates are: Dependent on feeling 
aggregate, arises (heart-) base. Also for perception 
and the rest ;4 items for triad aggregates; 6 items for 
dyad aggregates and 1 item for tetrad aggregates. 
So there is a total of 15 items.

(3) Here heart-base is always the conditioning atate 
and the 15 items for the aggregates are the conditioned 
states. This is just the opposite of (2) above.

Indeterminate-indeterminate (Mere Materiality)
Root. The great primaries are the conditioning 

and conditioned states. Since the numbers of the 
great primaries are specified, they are taken partly, 
like the 4 mental aggregates, and so there are 14 
items. Where derived matter is also the conditioned 
state, the 4 great primaries are taken wholly as 
conditioning stales with derived matter as conditioned 
states. In this case there are 15 items.

Although there are 7 kinds of matter, root condi
tion has only 2, namely: rooted mind-prod uced 
matter and rooted rebirth kamma-produced matter.
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Ther^ore, taking the great primaries partly and 
wholly as conditioning states - and of which there 
are 15 items-with each of these 2 kinds of matter 
(consisting of great primaries and derived matter) 
as conditionea states, there are 15x2 = 30 items.

Predominance. Here there is only predominant 
mind-produced matter and so there are 15 items.

Major Conascence. There are 7 kinds of matter 
and so there are 15 x 7—105 items.

Mutuality. Here the conditioned states are great 
primaries without derived matter. Therefore the great 
primaries are taken partly only. Thus there are 14 
items for each of the 7 kinds of matter. So there 
are 14 x 7-98 items. (The 4 great primaries are 
taken wholly as conditioning states only when derived 
matter is the conditioned state.)

Kamma, Faculty. Each has 4 kinds of matter 
and so there are 15 x 4—60 items for each condition.

Resultant, Dissociation. Each has 2 kinds of matter, 
like root condition, and so there are 15 x 2-30 items 
iFor each condition.

Nutriment. For the 3 kinds of matter there are 
15 X 3-45 items.

Indeterminate-indeterminate (Bases)
These bases are for Conditioned and Supported 

Chapters only.
5 Bases. The answers are: "Conditioned by eye- 

base, arises eye-consciousness ••• ” There are 2 kinds 
of eye-consciousnesses, each associated with 7 pri
mary mental factors which, when classified under the 
aggregates, are the 4 mental aggregate .̂ This is 
similar to "Dependent on heart-base, arise aggregates’ 
given above, but here eye-base is substituted for heart-
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base as the conditioning state with each of the 15 
items of the aggregates as conditioned states. So 
there are 15 items with eye-base. Similarly, there 
are 15 each for ear-base and the rest of the 5 bases, 
making a total of 15 x 5 « 75 items.

Heart-base. The answer is “Conditioned by(heart-) 
base, arise resultant indeterminate or functional 
indeterminate aggregates.” This is similar to the 
above but here the base and aggregates are different. 
So there are 15 items.

Indeterminate-faultless and Indeterminate-faulty
These are for Conditioned and Supported 

Chapters. The answers are: “Conditioned by (heart-) 
base, arise faultless aggregates; and “Conditioned by 
(heart-)base, arise faulty aggregates.” As above, each 
has 15 items.

Ind-fls, ind and Ind-fty, ind
These are for Conditioned and Supported 

Chapters. The answers are: (1) “Conditioned by 
(heart-)base, arise faultless aggregates” and (2) Condi
tioned by great primaries, arises mind-produced 
matter.” This is a combination of indeterminate- 
faultless and indeterminate-indeterminate (for materia
lity) given above, each of which has 15 items. There
fore, there are 30 items. Similarly, there are 30 items 
for indeterminate-faulty, indeterminate.

Faultless, indeterminate-faultless
This is for Conditioned and Supported Chapters. 

The answers are: “Conditioned by one faultless aggre
gate and (heart-) base, arise three aggregates --” 
The number of aggregates being specified, they have 
to be taken partly only. So there are 14 items as 
with faultless-faultless, the only difference being that
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heart-base is included as a conditioning state in each 
item.

Faultless, indeterminate-indeterminate
This is for Dependent, Conascent, Conditioned 

and Supported Chapters. The answer is “Dependent 
on faultless aggregates and great primaries, arises 
mind-produced matter.” As with faultless-indeter
minate, there are 225 items. For example, “Depen
dent on feeling aggregate and mind-produced hardness 
great primary, arise mind-prcduced cohesion, heat 
and motion great priniaries.” The difference from 
faultless-indeterminate is that mind-produced hardness 
great primary is taken along as a conditioning state 
with the mental aggregate. But this makes no 
difference to the number of items.

Faultless, indeterminate-faultless, indeterminate
This is for Conditioned and Supported Chapters. 

The answers are: (1) “Conditioned by one faultless 
aggregate and (heart-)base, arise three aggregates-**” 
and (2) “Conditioned by faultless aggregates and great 
primaries, arises mind-produced matter.” They are 
a combination of faultless, indeterminate-faultless with 
14 items and faultless, indeterminate-indeterminate 
with 225 items dealt with above. So there are 14+ 
225=239 items.

Faulty, indeterminate-faidty, etc.
The 3 answers with faulty aggregates are similar 

to those with the faultless aggregates given above.
Note. For Conjoined and Associated Chapters, 

where there aie only mental states, the 4 mental aggre
gates are taken partly only and so all the answers 
for them have only 14 items each.
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All the ultimate realities, which are classified as
(1) faultless, (2) faulty and (3)indeterminate in Fault
less Triplet, are fully expounded whenever they are 
involved in the 6 Chapters. Although all these reali
ties are not specifically mentioned in the Text, they 
are included in the classified answers that are given 
in the general form of aggregates, great primaries and 
derived matter. Therefore, if the methods of itemiz
ing the aggregates, etc. briefly given above are known, 
there will be no difficulty in applying then to all the 
24 Divisions of Patthaiia.

For instance, take the case of the Feeling Triplet 
where the ultimate realities are classified as those 
which are associated with either (1) pleasant feeling,
(2) painful feeling and p) neither painful nor pleasant 
feeling. One answer given there is ‘Dependent on 
one aggregate associated with pleasant feeling, arise 
two aggregates; dependent on two aggregates, arises 
one aggreyate.’ Here there are only three aggregates 
because feeling as the a/gregate is excluded in this 
Triplet,i.e. it is Triplet-freed here. So for the 3 aggre
gates taken as conditionmg states, the items are:

(7) Monad 3. The answers are: (i) Dependent on 
perception aggregate (as conditioning state), arise 
menial formation and consciousness aggregates (as 
conditioned states); (ii) dependent on ii ental forma
tion aggregate, arise consciousness and' perception 
aggregates; (iii) dependent on consciousness aggre- 
gata,arise perception and mental formation aggregates;

(2) Dyad 3. The aii‘wers are: fi) Dependent on 
perception and mental formation aggregates, arises 
consciousness aggregate; (ii) dependent on perception 
and consciousness aggregates, arises mental formation 
aggregate; (i i) depend nt on mental formation and 
consciousness aggregates, arises perception aggregate.

Application to Other Triplets
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Therefore, there are only 6 items here. Apply 
this method to the rest of the answers in this Triplet.

Chart for the Negative Conditions in the 6 Chapters

The aggregates in the answers for the negative 
conditions have to be itemized like the positive condi
tions. In those cases where the items in the Chart 
for the Negative conditions are the sane as those 
for the Positive conditions, they are not repeated here. 
Only those that are different, as can be seem from 
the Charts, are considered.

(b) Negative conditions in the 6 Chapters 
Dependent Chapter 
Faultless-faultless

Not-kamma.
‘Dependent on fault½ss aggregates arises, faultless 

volition/ Here volition is always the conditioned 
state with the aggregates taken partly and wholly 
as C o n d i t io n i n g  states. As before, the items are :(1) 
Monad 4, (2) Triad 4, (3) Dyad 6, (4) Tetrad 1, 
i.e. 15 items. For instance, the itemized answers 
are ‘Dependent on feeling aggregate, arises fault
less volition’ and soon, in  the ways already shown.

Faiilty-faulty
Not-root.

‘Dependent on doubt-accompanied or restlessness- 
accompanied aggregates, arises doubt-accompanied 
or restlessness-accompanied delusion/The nggregates 
as conditioning states, are itemized in the same 
way as not-kainma but with delusion, inslead cf 
volition, as the conditioned state always. So here, 
too, there are 15 items.
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40 Chart of Permutations and Combinations of Aggregates 
for 6 Chapters, Negative Conditions Number of Classified Answers
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As with the faultless-faultless above, here also 
there are 15 items with faulty volition.

Indeterminate-Indeterminate (During Life)

N ot-object, N ot-m utuality.

‘Dependent on resultant indeterminate or func
tional indeterminate aggregates, arises mind-produced 
matter.' Here the aggregates are taken partly and 
wholly and, like faultless-indeterminate, there are 
225 items. The difference here is that indeterminate 
aggregates are taken instead of faultless.

Not-prenascence.

The answers are: (i) ‘In the immaterial plane, depen
dent on one resultant indeterminate or functional 
indeterminate aggregate, arise three aggregates...’ 
and (ii) ‘dependent on resultant indeterminate or 
functional indetermirsate aggregates, arises mind-pro
duced matter.'

(i) is the same as faultless-faultless where indeter
minate aggregates are substituted for faultless. 
So there are 14 items as the aggregates are taken 
partly; (ii) is the same as faultless-indeterminate 
where indeterminate is subso’tuted for faultless 
and for which there are 225 items as both the 
aggregates and great primaries are taken partly and 
wholly. Thus there is a total of 14 + 225 « 239 
items.

N ot kam m a.

‘Dependent on functional indeterminate aggregates, 
arises functional indeterminate v o li t io n .As shown 
above for faultless-faultless and faulty-faulty, ther# 
are 15 items.

Not-kamma.
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As shown in the Positive conditions, there are 
15 items for each kind of matter where great pri
maries are the conditioning states and both great 
primaries and derived matter are the conditioned 
states. The differences, as seen from the Chart, are:
N ot-m utuality.

The first answer in the Text has to be given 
in two parts: (i) 'Dependent on great primaries, 
arises mind-produced derived matter.’ and (ii) 
‘Dependent on great primaries, arises kamma- 
produced derived matter.’ For 2 kinds of matter 
are here involved. So also for the last answer, 
the 2 kinds of matter involved are: non-percipient 
beings’ kamma-produced derived matter and 
during life kammL*-produced derived matter. So 
there are 7 kinds of natter. Here the great 
primaries are taken wholly as conditioning states 
with derived matter as conditioned state. Thus 
there is only 1 item for each kind of matter and, 
therefore, for the 7 kinds of matter there aie 
7 items. For example, 'Depedent on 4 mind- 
produced great primaries, arises mind-produced 
derived matter’ is the answer for mind'prod iced 
great primaries as conditioning states ana derived 
matter as conditioned state. Similarly, for the 
rest of the 7 kinds of matter.
N ot-faculty.

For the usual answers with external matter, 
nutriment-produced matter and temperature- 
produced matter, the great primaries are taken 
partly and wholly in the usual way and so, for 
them, there are 15x3=45 items. But with the 
other 2 kinds of matter, the answers are: 'Dependent 
on great primaries of noii-percipieiit beings’(kamma-

Indeterminate-indeterininate (Mere Materiality)
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produced matter), arises physical life-faculty/ and 
‘Dependent on great primaries of during life kamma- 
produced matter, arises physical life-faculty/ Here 
the great primaries are taken wholly as conditioning 
states with physical life-faculty as conditioned 
state and so there is only 1 item. And for the 
2 kinds of matter there are 2 items. Therefore, 
there is a total of 45+2=47 items.

Conditioned Chapter 

Indeterm inate-indeterm inate (Bases)

These are for Conditioned and Supported 
Chapters. It will be seen from the Chart that the 
only difference is with heart-base for not-kamma. 
The answer for this is ‘Conditioned by ( heart-) 
base, arises functional indeterniinate volition.’ With 
heart-base as conditioning sta e and functional 
indeterminate volition as conditioned state, there 
is only 1 item.

Indeterminate-faultless, Indeterm inate-faulty  

N ot-kam m a.
‘Conditioned by (heart-) base, arises faultless 

volition.’ He e faultless volition is taken instead 
of fimctioiial in tlie above. So there is only 1 item, 
Similarly for indeterminate-faulty, there is only 
1 item

/ ndetermina te-faulty

N ot-root.
‘Conditioned by (heart-)base, arises doubt-accom

panied or rest-less ness“acconi]ian ed delusion,’ This 
is similar to noi-kamma above but here delusion is 
the conditioned state instead of volition. So there 
is only 1 item as shown in the Chart,
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Not-kamma. ‘Conditioned by faultless aggregates 
and (heart-) base, arises faultless volition’. Here the 
aggregates are taken partly and wholly as conditioning 
s,,ates along with heart-base each time and faultless 
volition is the conditioned state always. So there are 
15 items: monad 4; triad 4; dyad 6; tetrad 1. The 
answer for the tetrad is ‘Conditioned by feeling, 
perception, mental formation and consciousness 
aggregates and (heart-) base, (as conditioning states), 
arises faultless volition (as conditioned state).’

Faulty, indeterminate fa id ty
Not-root and Not-kamma. They are similar to fault
less, indeterminate-faultless above except that, besides 
taking faulty aggregates, for not-root the conditioned 
state is always delusion and for not-kamma it is 
faulty volition. So there are 15 items for each.

Conjoined Chapter
In the cases of not-root and not-kamma, having 

only the mental factors, delusion and volition 
respectively, as the conditioned state, the aggregates 
are taken partly and wholly and so there are 15 items 
each. With each of the other negative conditions 
there are 14 items as with the positive conditions. 
Concise Method.

It was shown in the Preliuiinaries how the classified 
answers in the Text are obtained' from the conditi
oning and conditioned states of the positive and 
negative conditions in the 6 Chapters and which 
are given in the CSEP6 and CSEN6. From these 
classified answers it is seen whether the aggregates 
and great primaries have to be taken partly or both 
partly and wholly to obtain the itemized ansveisas 
shown above.
E N D  O F 6 C H A PTE R S O F  T H E  FA U L T L E SS T R IP L E T .

Faultless^ indeterminate-faultless
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CHART (Consciousness) 
Abbreviations:

A. W. Associated with D.K. Dissociated from
wrong views

D.W. Dissociated from 
wrong views

U. P. Unprompted
P. Prompted
A. Associated with 

Ey. Eye
E. Ear 
N. Nose 
T. Tongue
B. Body

R. Recipient 
I. Investigating

knowledge
A.T. Apllied thought

S.T. Sustained thought
Rp. Rapture

H. Happiness
Eq. Equanimity

O-p. One-pointedness
S.K, Super-knowledge
I.S. Infinity of space
I.e. Infinity of consci

ousness
No. Nothingness

N.P. N. N. Neither-percep- 
tion-nor non-per
ception

S.W.P. Stream - winner 
Path

O.R.P. Once - returner 
Path

F. A. Five-door adver
tence

M-A. Mind-door adver
tence

S. Ar. Smile cons, of the N.R. P. Non-returner Path 
Arahat

A. K. Associated with Ar.P. Arahatta Path 
knowledge
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41 CHART OF CONSaOUSNESS
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Consciousness associated with mental factors in 33 ways and Mental factor 
associated with conscicusnesses, in 16 ways

42 CHAPTER ON MENTAL FACTOR

Types of Con^ousnesses

Greed-rooted

1st
2nd

Un
99

3rd W

4th t>

Greed-rooted prompted 4

Hate-rooted Un
PN

Doubt 1
Restlessness 1
Twice-fivefold 10
Investigating accm, by pleasure 1
Mind-door advertcince 1
Smile of Arahat 1

Common to one or 
the other 13

Faulty mental 
factors 14

CS

X II

X n

1 X  1 X X II

X X n

'■ 1

I X X

X
A

X

Beautifhl 
m.f. 25

i so o QU

I ^
I I

■3

I I
19
19
18
18

21,21
20,20

20
22
15
15
7

11
11
12

.<2 

I ^

1
S i
S '!  5  I

To read as 
unprompted



Investigating aocm. by indifference 2 
Mind-element 3 5

Great faultless 1st pair 2
« 2nd II 2 ,
" 3rd « 2
« 4th II 2

Great resultant 1st, 2nd, 3rd 4th pairs 8

Great functional 1st 2nd 3rd 4th pairs 8

Lofty 1st Jh3na 3
1 2nd N 3i
II 3rd I 3
B 4th i 3
It Sth 1 15

Supramundane 1st 2nd 3rd 4th Sth 
(8 each) 40
16 ways ofmX associated with 
consciousnesses 5566 7873 5169 12 (8 4 4) 2 5

10'

38 r
37 r  

37 1
36 r

33.32 
32,31
35 34
34.33

3
|2

35 1 
34 1 
33T  
32 1
30 r

59 162847

36,35,34
33,33

Total

5

in

a.)

(33)

(8,4,4) The% 3 are taken as 1 wiy.

To read as 
faultless.
To read as 
fkultless

To read as 
lofty Cons



CHART (Mental Factor)
HOW TO READ THE CHART.

Greed-rooted consciousness:
(1) The first greed-rooted unprompted consci

ousness is associated with 19 mental factors, namely; 
7 primary mental factors, 6 secondary mental factors 
(i.e. common to one or the other as in the chart), 
common to faulty mental factors 4, greed and wrong 
view.

(2) The second consciousness is the same as 
the first, only to change wrong-view to conceit 
because of dissociation from wrong-view.

(3) The third consciousness is the same as the 
first Consciousness, oniy to exclude rapture because 
of indifference.

(4) The fourth consciousness is the same as the 
second consciousness, only to exclude rapture as 
above.

FOUR KINDS OF GREED-ROOTED PROMPTED 
CONSCIOUSNESSES

(5) - (8) Add sloth and torpor in each pf the 
4 unprompted consciousnesses respectively. They are 
21, 21, 20 and 20 according to the chart. The rest 
can be read off from the chart.
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GLOSSARY
A.

ArammanSdi
•

A.
Ajanaka
Ajanaka upatthambha

ka cati attho 
Anagami
Aneka Dhamma Eka 

paccaya 
Annamanha pa t ipa k- 

kha yugalaka 
Anuloma hetu 
Apaya

Asahgahitatta 
Asabbatthanika 
Attha yugalaka 
Avattha

B.
Bavisaka 
Bhava bheda 
Bhumi

C.
Catiikka
Chakka-ekadasaka

D.
Devas
Dhamma
Duka
Dvadasaka
Dvadasaka-bavisaka

object, etc. 466

non-production 152
non-production-means 

support 152
non-returner 80
several states (in) one 

condition 2,3
pairs of mutuality 

opposite 151
positive root 303
lower regions, woeful 

planes 71
unclassified 145
not all formations 153
pairs of meaning 150
momentary 8

by twenty-two 462,465 
divisions of existence 2,3
planes 4

b y  fours 457
by sixes to bv elevens 477

deities, gods 182
States 2
by twos 442
by twelves 460-463
by twelves to by 

twenty-two 481
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GLOSSARY
E.

Eka Dhamma Aneka 
paccaya 

Ekadasaka 
Eka paccaya Aneka 

paccaya

H.
Hetu phala yugalaka 

J.
Janaka
Janakajanaka

Janakayeva na 
ajanaka

Janako-patthambhaka

Jati
K.

Kala
Kala patipakkha 

yugalaka 
Kamma 
Khandha Vara

Kusalatika
M.

Mattka
Matthalunga
Miccbattaniyata

dhamma
Mtlla tika

one Stale (in) several 
conditions 3

by elevens 460
one condition 

(common with) 
several conditions 2,3

pairs of cause and 
effect 150

productive 2
production and non

production 152
that of production 

and not that of 
support 151

production and 
support 152

classes 4

time, period 1,2
pairs of opposite in 
time 150

action, deeds 482
the chapter of 

aggregates 685
faultless triplet 303

matrix, table of contents 171 
brain 147
fixed destiny due to 

wrong views 62
Subcommentary 26
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N.
GLOSSARY

Na hetu, duka 
Na Sabbatthanika

Nama dhamma 
Nama rupa 
Namekadesa 
NSnappakara Bheda 
Nissaya-VSra

nqt-root, by twos 493
neither all nor not all 

formations 153
mental states 145
mentalit y-meter iality 145
part of mentality 144
manifold division 1,3
supported chapter 392

P.

Paccaya dhamma 
Paccaya-pa ccaniya 
Pa ccaya-pa cca niy anu

loma 
Paccaya Sabhaga 
Paccaya Vara 
Paccaya satti 
Paccaniya Na-hetu 
Paccayuppanato 
Paccaya Visabhaga 
Paccayanuloma 
Pacca y anuloma -pacca

niya
Paccayuppanna dham

ma 
Padaka 
Padhana
Pakinnaka Yinicchaya
Paticcavara
Patisandhikkhane

Pavatti

the conditioning state 302
negative conditions 395
negative-positive 

conditions 634
common conditions 2,3
conditioned chapter 370
the conditioning force 302
negative not-root 396
conditioned states 1,3
not common conditions 2,3
positive conditions 
positive-negative 

conditions 
the conditioned 

state 
bases
fundamental 
miscellaneous decisions 
dependent chapter 
at the moment of 

conception 
during life

303

572

302 
96

441
2

303

311
309
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GLOSSARY
R.

Rasi
Rupam Rupassa 
Rupa-rupa

S.
Sabbatth^nika 
Sabbatihanika sabba- 

tthaoika 
Sadda yugafaka 
Sahajata vara 
Sampayutta vara 
Samsattha-vara 
Sankhya vara 
Sanidassana sappati- 

gha 
Suddha rupa

T.
Terasaka
Tika
Tikadi

U.
Upatthambhaka

V.
Vehapphala
Vibhangavara
Yimanisadhipati

Y.
Yoniso manasikara 
Yugalaka

categories 19
materiality to materiality 2,3 
changeable materiality 146

all formations 153
causes or not couses of 

all formations 2,3
pairs of term 150
conascent chapter 369
associated chapter 395,437 
conjoined chapter 392
enumeration chapter 438
Both visible and 

impinging 115
mere materiality 312

by thirteens 464
by threes 96
by threes, etc. 471

consolidating, support 152

great reward 72
classification copter 303
investigati ng-wisdom 

predominance 323

wise reflection 100
pairs 2,3
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‘‘\Vherever the Buddha’s teachings have flourished, 
either in cities or countrysides, 

people would gain inconceivable benefits.
The land and people would be enveloped in peace. 

The sun and moon will shine clear and bright. 
Wind and rain would appear accordingly, 

and there will be no disasters.
Nations would be prosperous 

and there would be no use for soldiers or weapons. 
People would abide by morality and accord with laws. 

They would be courteous and humble, 
and everyone would be content without injustices. 

There would be no thefts or violence.
The strong would not dominate the weak 
and everyone would get their fair share.”

^  T H E  B U D D H A  SPEAKS O F 
T H E  IN F IN IT E  L IF E  SUTRA O F 

A D O R N M E N T , PURITY, EQUALITY 
A N D  E N L IG H T E N M E N T  O F 
T H E  MAHAYANA SC H O O L -¾



Taking Refuge with Bodhichitta
I go for refuge, until I am enlightened, 

to the Buddha, the Dharma and the Sangha. 
Through the merit I create by practicing giving and the

other perfections, 
may I quickly attain the state of Buddhahood for the benefit

of all sentient beings.

The Prayers of the Bodhisattva
With the wish to free all beings,

I will always go for refuge 
to the Buddha, Dharma and Sangha 

till I reach full enlightenment.
Enthused by the compassion and wisdom. 

Today, in Buddha’s presence,
I generate the Mind of Enlightenment, 

for the sake of all sentient beings.
For as long as space remains, 

and as long as sentient being remain, 
until then, may I too remain 

to dispel the sufferings of all beings.



With bad advisors forever left behind, 
From paths of evil he departs for eternity, 
Soon to see the Buddha of Limitless Light 

And perfect Samantabhadra's Supreme Vows.

The supreme and endless blessings 
of Samantabhadra's deeds,
I now universally transfer.

May every living being, drowning and adrift. 
Soon return to the Pure Land of Limitless Light!

♦ The Vows of Samantabhadra *

I vow that when my life approaches its end.
All obstructions will be swept away;

I will see Amitabha Buddha,
And be born in His Western Pure Land of 

Ultimate Bliss and Peace.

When reborn in the Western Pure Land,
I will perfect and completely fulfill 

Without exception these Great Vows,
To delight and benefit all beings.

♦ The Vows of Samantabhadra Avatamsaka Sutra *



DEDICATION OF MERIT
May the merit and virtue 
accrued from this work 

adorn Amitabha Buddha’s Pure Land, 
repay the four great kindnesses above, 

and relieve the suffering of 
those on the three paths below.

May those who see or hear of these efforts 
generate Bodhi-mind, 

spend their lives devoted to the Buddha Dharma, 
and finally be reborn together in 

the Land of Ultimate Bliss.
Homage to Amita Buddha!

NAMO AMITABHA 
1¾
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